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The efficiency of non-conventional, least cost
organic wastes (OWs), for chromium adsorption,
was investigated through batch experiment. Organic
wastes (OWs) such as, pine bark (PB), garden peat
(GP), fresh ash (FA), coconut shell (CS) and coconut
fiber (CF), compared with the blank (control), were
used as filter beds for chromium Cr(VI) adsorption.
Langmuir and Freundlich isotherm models for
Cr(VI) adsorption by OWs, were analyzed. Statistically, highly significant (P ≤ 0.01) differences in
Cr(VI) adsorption by OWs were revealed. The efficiency of adsorbents was in the order of PB > GP >
FA > CS > CF. Amongst all, the highest adsorption
was by pine bark (98%) followed by garden peat
(96%). For highest accuracy of Cr(VI) analysis, by
flame atomic absorption spectrophotometer (FAAS),
and a step towards energy and economy conservation, the flame composition of agitation gas (ethylene gas (C2H2)) of FAAS, was evaluated for optimization. Calculation of ethylene consumption serving as additional fuel, in Cr(VI) determination per
treatment, revealed that at higher flow rates, C2H2
had no impact on Cr(VI) determination. Thus, to
avoid and terminate the effect and wastage of C2H2,
the flame composition of agitation gas was recommended to be optimized.



Heavy metal contamination of soil, water and
food chain is the key area of interest of Environmental and Biological Sciences. Of the heavy metals,
chromium (Cr) being hazardous, persistent, having
bio-accumulative effect in the environment and living organisms, is considered as one with the same
properties [1]. As compared to Cr(III), hexavalent
chromium Cr(VI) being more toxic, has attracted
special attention from the scientists for their speciation studies. Cr(VI), being irritant and sensitizer, on
contact with skin, is considered to be extremely toxic
(mutagenic) and carcinogenic [1, 2]. The common
sources of Cr pollution is the effluent from
steel/metal finishing, paper, cements, leather, glass,
tanneries, mining, electroplating, fertilizers and dyeing industries [3]. Dumping high Cr industrial
wastes, without disposal/remediation, is adding to
the severity of Cr soil and water pollution.
Applications of remediation techniques like
electrochemical reduction, ion exchange, filtration,
adsorption, reverse osmosis, chemical precipitation,
electrocoagulation and phytoremediation etc, for
Cr(VI) removal, became mandatory [4]. Except adsorption, constraints such as, inefficient metal removal, toxic sludge generation, expensive equipment, high energy C and time requirements etc, limit
the wider use and adaptation, of the rest [4]. Adsorption is the most effective, handle able, low cost and
applied method for Cr(VI) removal [3,5]. Its value
adding components of, desorption and regeneration
of adsorbent, add to it extensive adoption. Various
adsorbents such as, activated carbon, activated sugarcane bagasse, saw dust, activated charcoal, olive
bagasse, tea waste,     (Neem) leaf
powder, cowdung ash, rice straw, modified rice

.,$'(
Cr(VI), least cost - agriculture wastes, filter bed, adsorption, adsorption isotherm, ethylene, flame atomic absorption spectrophotometer (FAAS).
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husk, sewage sludge etc have been tested for Cr(VI)
removal [6,3,7,8]. The cost benefit ratios kindled researchers to find least cost, suitable, renewable, locally available, viable alternates for Cr(VI) removal,
which left the option to try accessible low cost adsorbents for Cr(VI) adsorption [7]. This study is an
endeavor to find such an OW which could be used as
barriers/filter beds for maximum removal of Cr(VI)
pollution from water and soil. The other remediation
techniques are costly and time consuming therefore;
it is an effort to find cheaper means to be used on
large scale, without time limitations.
Adsorption isotherms reveals the adsorption relationship of the solute (metal pollution i.e., Cr(VI)),
with adsorbent. For the purpose, a graphical representation between the amount of solute adsorbed per
unit weight of adsorbent and the remaining solute in
test solution is used to predict and understand the
mechanism [4]. Various types of adsorption isotherms are Langmuir, Freundlich, and BET adsorption isotherm.
Flame atomic absorption spectrometry
(FAAS), being significantly precise and accurate, is
one of the most extensively used techniques for elements determination. The mixing ratio and flow injection (FI) technique for oxygen and acetylene
(C2H2) i.e., combustion gas/fuel system, is needed to
be appropriate not only to develop reliable and satisfactory system, but to ensure complete combustion
for accurate element determination and avoid fuel
losses. Previously for Cr determination, various
adopted FI techniques with atomic absorption spectrometry, such as altering stationary phase column
reactors (cellulose sorbent or activated alumina or
C18) and various fuel gas systems (polytetrafluoroethylene or polyether ether ketone or isobutyl methyl
ketone plus oxygen) [2], combined with FAAS detector have been reported.
In this study new, economical, locally available, eco-friendly, OWs such as, pine bark (PB), garden peat (GP), fresh ash (FA), coconut shell (CS) and
coconut fiber (CF), in batch experiment, were investigated for the Cr (VI) adsorption. The effect of applied ethylene gas (C2H2) – addition fuel for agitation, at different rates i.e., 0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5 and 4.0
L/min C2H2 on the precision and accuracy of Cr(VI)
analysis by FAAS, was evaluated. Optimization of
C2H2 injection in FAAS, was done not only to ensure
complete agitation, minimize C2H2 loses but also
quality and economic Cr(VI) determination, through
FAAS. The aims of this research were accurate and
economic Cr(VI) analysis by FAAS and determine
the Cr(VI) removal capacities of PB, GP, FA, CS and
CF, if used as filter beds.







Batch experiment was conducted to assess the
chromium adsorption by various OWs, used as filter
bed at the laboratory of Environmental, Agricultural
and Analytical Chemistry, School of Chemistry,
University of Glasgow, Glasgow, United Kingdom.
The experiment was conducted using completely
randomized (CR) design with factorial arrangement
replicated thrice. OWs such as, pine bark (PB), garden peat (GP), fresh ash (FA), coconut shell (CS) and
coconut fiber (CF), were used. Chromium as potassium dichromate (K2Cr2O7) was applied at a rate of
5 mg L-1 to all the OWs. OWs were provided by the
research laboratory of the Department of Environmental, Agricultural and Analytical Chemistry,
School of Chemistry, University of Glasgow, Glasgow, United Kingdom. Cr(VI) adsorption in OWs
i.e., pine bark (PB), garden peat (GP), fresh ash (FA),
coconut shell (CS) and coconut fiber (CF), in comparison to control (blank) (without Cr), at different
applied ethylene gas (C2H2) concentrations, was
evaluated. Applied C2H2 concentrations were, 0only O2 / N2O, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5 and 4.0 L/min.
'4064<A@0<3@A=29@=:BA8=<All chemicals of
analytical reagent grade, Merck (Darmstadt, Germany), provided by and doubly de-ionized water was
used, for dilutions. All standard solutions of Cr(VI)
were prepared immediately before use, by diluting
standard stock solution (Merck). Stock solution of
1000 mg L-1 of Cr(VI) was prepared by dissolving
2.83 g of pre-dried (105 – 110 0C for 2 hrs) potassium dichromate (K2Cr2O7) in deionized water and
made the volume to 1 liter. Standard 50 ml (5 mg L1
Cr(VI)), solution of K2Cr2O7, required for experiment was prepared from the stock solution.
$?60<82 D0@A4 $, ;0A4?80:@ Approximately 1g of each of the oven dried (80 0C for 24
hrs), grinded and sieved. OW i.e., pine bark, garden
peat, fresh ash, coconut shell and coconut fiber were
accurately weighed into a clean and dry 4 oz jar.
Standard 50 ml (5 mg/L Cr(VI)), solution of
K2Cr2O7, was added to each jar. After overnight
shaking (to attain equilibrium), they were filtered
through Whatman No. 1 filter paper. The Cr concentrations of the filtrates were then measured on an optimized and calibrated FAAS, at different C2H2 concentrations i.e., 0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5 and 4.0 L/min C2H2.
$>A8;8G0A8=< =5 ( Chromium Cr(VI),
was analyzed on the Perkin Elmer 1100B Flame
Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer. The Cr(VI)
concentrations through FAAS were determined at a
wavelength of 357.9 nm. Flame atomic absorption
spectrometer (FAAS) was equipped with a detector
and chromium hollow cathode lamp, for Cr analysis.
The flame composition was altered as, 0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5
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and 4.0 L/min C2H2, to evaluate the role and contribution of C2H2, serving as additional fuel. The
Cr(VI) absorbance was measured corresponding to
different C2H2 flow rates 0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5 and 4.0
L/min.

?+ 03@=?143 0<3 ?4;=C0: >4?24<A064
The Cr(VI) adsorbed by used OWs was calculated
using following Eq. (1) where Cr(VI) uptake Qe, is
the amount of Cr(VI) adsorbed per unit weight of
each OW (mg/g) i.e., Cr(VI) adsorption density.
Qe

=

(Ci-Cf)
M

V

*

nute (h) are as in Fig. 1A and 1B. The statistical analysis revealed highly significant (P≤0.01) differences
in absorption capacity of used O.Ws. Cr(VI) adsorption amongst O.Ws was of the order of, PB > GP >
FA > CS > CF. Almost similar trends in both Cr(VI)
adsorption per unit weight, Qe (mg/g) and adsorption
per minute, h (mg/g/min), was observed by the used
OWs (Fig. 1A and 1B). Maximum Cr(VI) removal
percentages R%, were recorded in PB and GP i.e.,
98% and 96% respectively, followed by FA, CS and
CF i.e., 37, 10.5 and 7 %, respectively (Fig. 1C.).
Thus, PB and GP proved most effect whereas FA,
CS and CF are least effective, as filter beds for
Cr(VI) adsorption within the studied Cr(VI) concentration. Cr(VI) distribution coefficient (Kd) in O.Ws
was as 2010+984, 1177+811, 73+99, 54+109 and
53+110 for PB, GP, FA, CS and CF, respectively
(Fig. 1D). The results have revealed good and effective Cr(VI) adsorption capacities of PB and GP and
their potential application in filter beds. Various
studies [6, 10] have reported almost the same 83 –
100 % Cr(VI) and basic dye removal, from aqueous
solution, by cowdung ash and bio-organic wastes.
Similar akin of Cr(VI) and organophosphorus pesticides removal by industrial waste biomass and
chickpea husk, respectively, are reported by various
researchers [11, 12].

------------ Eq. 1
[4.7]

Cr(VI) adsorption per minute (h, mg/g/min) by
each OW was calculated by Eq.(2):
h

=

Qe
Minute

---------------------- Eq. 2

[7]
The removal percentage of Cr(VI) ions (R%)
by each OW was calculated using Eq. (3):

R%

=

(Ci-Cf)
Ci

*

100

-------------- Eq. 3

"=34:8<6 03@=?>A8=< 8@=A74?;@ =5 =?60<82
D0@A4@$,@To examine the relationship between
solute adsorbed (qe) and the aqueous concentration
(Ce), several isotherm models are employed, of
which the most widely used are Langmuir and
Freundlich equations [3, 8, 13, 14]. According to
Langmuir model (single layer adsorption model), adsorption occurs uniformly on the active sites of the
adsorbent, and once an adsorbate occupies a site, no
further adsorption can take place at this site. Langmuir adsorption isotherm is as Eq. (5)

[4,7]
The distribution coefficient (Kd – ml/g) of
Cr(VI) in each OW was calculated as Eq. (4):
Kd

=

(Ci-Cf)
Cf

*

V
M

------------ Eq. 4
[9]

where, Ci and Cf are the Cr(VI) concentrations
(mg/L) initially and after 24 hours, respectively, V
the volume of the Cr(VI) solutions (L) and M is the
weight of OW (g).

qe = qmKCe/1 +
KCe

qe = Q0bCe/1 + Eq. 5
bCe
[6, 3, 4, 7]
#=A4 Researchers use K or b (K/b), and qm or
Q0 (qm/Q0), as alternates for each other.

0A00<0:F@8@Data was statistically analyzed
using MSTATC software. Two-way analysis of variance was performed to determine the significant effect of OWs, ethylene gas concentration and interaction of OW and ethylene gas. LSD test was applied
when analysis of variance showed significant differences in OWs and ethylene gas concentrations.

≈

Where
qe = Amount of Cr(VI) ions per unit weight of
OW (mg/g),
Ce = Unadsorbed Cr(VI) ions (Cr(VI) in filtrate) (mg/L),
K/b = Energy of Cr(VI) adsorption (L/mg), and
qm/Q0 = Maximum adsorption capacity (monolayer coverage capacity) of each of the OW (mg/g).

'(*!)(#(*(($#
?+03@=?>A8=<1F$,Cr(VI) adsorption
by OW is presented in Fig. 1 A, B, C, D. Where,
Cr(VI) adsorption per unit weight (Qe) and per mi-
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*' 0<3
4E0C0:4<A27?=;8B;?+03@=?>A8=<>4?B<8AD4867A&403@=?>A8=<>4?;8<BA47?4;=C0:
>4?24<A064'0<3?+38@A?81BA8=<2=4558284<A 3=5=?60<82D0@A4@$,@
)! 
4<4?0::8<40?5=?;@0<3>0?0;4A4?@5=?>:=A@=5AF>4@=5!0<6;B8?03@=?>A8=<8@=A74?;
0<3+
)F>4@ 4<4?0:=?;
%:=A
!8<40?=?;
I
qe = (qmKCe)/1+KCe Ce/qe=(1/qm)Ce + 1/Kqm
Ce/qe=(1/Q0)Ce + 1/bQ0
Ce/qe Vs Ce
II
1/qe=(1/Kqm)1/Ce +1/qm
1/qe=(1/bQ0)1/Ce +1/ Q0 1/qe Vs 1/Ce
OR
OR
III
qe = qm - (1/K) (qe/Ce)
qe = Q0 - (1/b) (qe/Ce)
qe Vs (qe/Ce)
qe/Ce = bQ0 - b(qe)
qe/Ce Vs qe
IV
qe = (Q0bCe)/1+ bCe qe/Ce = Kqm - K(qe)
[4, 15 - 20]
#=A4Researchers use K or b (K/b) and qm or Q0 (qm/Q0), as alternates for each other.

study fitted well, the linearized forms of both the adsorption models, Langmuir (Type I, II, III and IV)
(Fig. 2 A, B, C, D and E) and Freundlich models
(Fig. 3 A, B, C, D and E). The Langmuir and constants were calculated from the isotherm plots (Fig.
2 A, B, C, D and E) are presented in Table. 2. The
Langmuir isotherm constant values of correlation coefficient R , K/b(L/mg), and qm/Q0 (mg/g) of Langmuir’s model, for OWs were calculated (Table. 1.).
Correlation coefficient R , for PB, GP, FA, CS and
CF were 1, 0.60, 0.31, 0.47 and 0.27, respectively
(Table. 2.). For Langmuir isotherm, higher R of PB

K/b and qm/Q0 are the Langmuir model parameters i.e., Langmuir adsorption constants, and were
respectively obtained from the intercept and slope of
linear regression of Langmuir adsorption isotherm.
Langmuir model have various types i.e., type I, II, III
and IV [3, 7]. Forms alongwith parameters of Langmuir model and plots of types of Langmuir adsorption isotherms (Type I, II, III and IV) are summarized in Table. 1.
To find the most appropriate model for the
Cr(VI) adsorption in OWs; data was fitted to Langmuir and Freundlich isotherm models. Results of this
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and GP is revealing that within the studied Cr(VI)
concentration, Langmuir is very suitable in describing the Cr(VI) adsorption by PB and GP (Table. 2.).
K or b (L/mg) and qm or Q0 (mg/g) revealed the
Cr(VI) bonding and highest Cr(VI) uptake by each
OW which, for PB, GP, FA, CS and CF evaluated
from all types of Langmuir isotherm plots (Fig. 2 A,
B, C, D and E), are presented in Table. 2.
Nature and type of adsorption by each of the
used OWs, were determined by a separation factor or
equilibrium parameter RL, which is a dimensionless
constant, obtained by Eq. (6):

___1___

 =

_____1_____

≈

1 + bC0

Eq.6

1 + (1 + KC0)

[6, 4, 3, 7]
#=A4 Researchers use K or b (K/b), as alternates for each other.
C0 = Cr(VI) initial concentration (mg/L)
K = Energy of Cr(VI) adsorption /Langmuir
constant
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The range of separation factor, RL value is between 0 and 1, i.e., 1> RL >0 such as, 1> RL >0, favorable isotherm/favorable adsorption, RL =0, irreversible isotherm/irreversible adsorption, RL=1, linear isotherm/linear adsorption and RL >1, unfavorable isotherm/unfavorable adsorption. The RL values
of OWs was between 0.05 - 1, such as for PB, GP,
FA, CS and CF RL was 1, 1, 0.27, 0.08 and 0.05 (1
or less than 1 or between 0 and 1) respectively (Table. 2.), indicating that the adsorption of the Cr(VI)


on PB, GP, FA, CS and CF was favorable. Almost
similar results of following Langmuir isotherm
model, Cu(II) and Cr(III) adsorption by rose waste
biomass, Cr(VI) adsorption by five agricultural biomass (fly ash powder, bagasse, wheat straw dust,
sand dust, and coconut coir) – compared to powdered activated carbon (PAC) and Cr(VI) adsorption
by activated carbon are previously reported [21, 22,
23], respectively.
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@=A74?;
Freundlich

)! 
4<4?0::8<40?5=?;@0<3>0?0;4A4?@5=?>:=A=5?4B<3:82703@=?>A8=<8@=A74?;
4<4?0:=?;
!8<40?=?;
%:=A
1/qe Vs 1/Ce
Ce = K (Qe)n
log qe= log Kf + 1/n log Ce
log qe Vs log Ce
qe= KfCe1/n

ln qe= ln Kf + 1/n ln Ce

In qe Vs In Ce

[3, 4, 8]
Where,
Kf = Cr(VI) adsorption capacity of used O.W (mg/g),
n = Cr(VI) adsorption intensity i.e., Cr(VI) and solution ratio, of O.W, it reveals the favorability of adsorption
Ce = Equilibrium concentration of O.W (mg/L)
qe = Amount of Cr(VI) adsorbed per gram of the O.W (mg/g).

)!
%0?0;4A4?@5=?6?0>7820:>?4@4<A0A8=<0<32=<@A0<A@=5?4B<3:8278@=A74?;5=?74E
0C0:4<A27?=;8B;?+03@=?>A8=<=<A=$,@

?4B<3:827@=A74?;

$,@


'


.


5
;6 6

#


%
%

(


1.00
0.96
1.00
0.98
0.97

114.03x - 79.7
-26.316x + 17.203
-0.5778x + 0.6519
-0.1082x + 0.6179
-0.074x + 0.6305

-80
17
0.66
0.62
0.63

114
26
1
0
0

)!
?4B<3:8278@=A74?;H@<0AB?4=5?+03@=?>A8=<<8<$,@
$,@
%
%

(


#0AB?4=53@=?>A8=<

< 
n > 1 - Physical adsorption

Highly favorable adsorption

n = 1 - Linear adsorption

Moderate adsorption

n < 1 - Chemical adsorption

Poor adsorption

)!
<0:F@8@=574E0C0:4<A27?=;8B;?+1F5:0;40A=;8201@=?>A8=<@>42A?=>7=
A=;4A4?(0A38554?4<A  5:0;42=;18<0A8=<@
  


 

 
"40<
! ;8<
:0<9
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
 2
%
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.1
 7
%
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.3
 6

3.0
3.3
3.1
3.1
3.3
 5
(
4.3
4.7
4.5
4.3
4.6
4

4.4
4.8
4.6
4.6
4.8
 3
"40<
 4
1
2
3
 0 
#=A4 Means not sharing common letters are significantly different at P < 0.05.
!(5=?C2H2 – 0.033, OWs – 0.044 and Interactions – 0.095. 

Correlation coefficient R2, for PB, GP, FA, CS and
CF was in the range of 0.96 - 1, higher correlation
coefficient (R2), showing that in the studied Cr(VI)
concentration range, Freundlich isotherm is best
suited in describing the Cr(VI) adsorption by PB,
GP, FA, CS and CF (Table. 5). Kf (mg/g) and n revealed the Cr(VI) adsorption capacities and Cr(VI)
adsorption favorability by PB, GP, FA, CS and CF.
If n = 2 – 10, 1 – 2, n > 1 and n < 1, it means good,
moderate, favorable (physical adsorption) and poor
adsorption, respectively. The results of the research

Freundlich adsorption isotherm is for adsorption in multi-layer or heterogeneous objects, and the
amount of adsorbate adsorbed increases infinitely
with increasing applied concentration [24, 3, 7, 25].
Forms and parameters for Freundlich adsorption isotherm plot are summarized in Table. 3.
Kf and n are Freundlich isotherm constants, obtained as the intercept and slope respectively, from
the regression of Freundlich plot (Fig. 3 A, B, C, D
and E). The isotherm constants values of R2, Kf
(mg/g), and n for OWs were calculated (Table. 4.).
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clearly revealed the highly favorable Cr(VI) adsorption by PB and GP, moderate Cr(VI) adsorption by
FA and poor Cr(VI) adsorption by CS and CF (Table. 5). The results are in complete agreement with
the results of [26], of data fit in Langmuir and Freundlich models for Cr(VI) removal by    
 leaves. Contrary to our results, Honnannavar et
al. [3], for Cr(VI) adsorption by activated sugarcane
bagasse and [24], for Cr(VI) adsorption by agricultural waste materials (rice husk, sugar cane bagasse,
Tulsi leaf and branches, coconut shell with coir, and
fly ash), reported data best fit in Langmuir isotherm
model.

The results clearly revealed the potential application of the PB and GP as filter bed, for Cr(VI) removal. The adsorption process of each of the used
OW was well fitted into the two most adopted adsorption models, Langmuir and Freundlich. In order
to ensure complete agitation, minimize C2H2 loses
and for economic Cr(VI) determination by FAAS,
C2H2 flow rate for fuel combination must be optimized @ 2.5 ≈ 3 L/min.
 #$,!"#)(

5542A=50338A8=<0:5B4:  5:0;42=;
18<0A8=<@ In FAAS fuel injection combination or
addition of C2H2, as addition fuel is needed to isolate
and bring the required analyte within the range of detector. Addition of C2H2 in fuel injection not only
improves the efficiency and sensitivity of FAAS but
also maintain the high sampling rate capacity and
least cost per sample, of FAAS. To study the effect
of additional fuel at different flame combinations on
Cr(VI) determination, C2H2 was applied as 0 – only
O2 / N2O, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0 L/min for each OW. As
compared to other fueling agent C2H2 is more effective as an addition fuel in FAAS. It not only ignites
the analyte but also give less dispersion, better elution and higher atomization of analyte. In every OW,
altering C2H2 combination in sample agitation, altered determined Cr(VI) concentration (Table. 6.).
Significant differences in two way - ANOVA
and LSD test for Cr(VI) determination, from each
OW, with each altered C2H2, was recorded. Maximum Cr(VI) i.e., 3.43e, was recorded at zero C2H2
– only O2 / N2O, followed by C2H2 2.5, 3.0, 3.5 and
4.0 L/min. Cr(VI) determination per OW sample was
inversely proportional to the increasing applied C2H2
i.e., concentration of determined Cr(VI) per sample
was almost the same at C2H2 0 to 3.0 L/min, and then
to 4.0 L/min. Increasing applied C2H2, gave no positive impact on Cr(VI) determination, by FAAS. Rather increasing applied C2H2 above 2.5 ≈ 3 L/min,
resulted higher analyte dispersion and the fuel wastage. In FAAS analysis, for data precision and accuracy and or removal of chances of errors in result,
fuel combination (O2 / N2O + C2H2) is recommended, hence the appropriate fuel combination
(C2H2), for Cr(VI) determination by FAAS is @ 2.5
≈ 3 L/min. Our results are in agreement with the results of [1], of 2.5 – 3.5 L/min application (IBMK
organic solvent system – methanol and ethanol), for
Cr (VI) and lead determination from water samples.
According to [1], above 3.5 L/min, precision and accuracy of results get questionable due to higher dispersion of analyte. Our result also confirms the result
of C2H2 flow rate of range of 1.0 - 2.5 L/min in
FAAS, of [2], for Cr(VI) determination.
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In order to study the application effect of different amount of superabsorbent on yield and yield
components of chickpea genotypes in supplementary
irrigation levels in winter cultivation, this research
carried out as split factorial in base on RCBD design
with four replications in growth season of 2014-15
at agricultural research station of Khorram Abad
Sarab Changaii. The main factor of supplementary
irrigation was (rain-fed, supplementary irrigation in
50% flowering stage and supplementary irrigation in
two stages of 50% flowering + 50% pod reviews)
and sub factor was superabsorbent with 2 levels (0
and 90 kg/ha) and chickpea genotypes (Arman,
Azad, Hashem, Adel and line ILC482). The results
showed that triple interaction of treatments on biological yield, harvest index, number of fertilized
pods /plant, number of grains and the dual interaction of research treatment was significant on grain
yield, 100 seeds weight and the number of single and
two seed pods/ plant. In the triple interaction of treatments, the highest biological performance to the extent of 3239 kg/ ha assigned to the supplementary irrigation in two stages of 50% flowering and 50% pod
filling along with 90 kg/ ha consumption of superabsorbent and the Azad variety. In treatment combination of superabsorbent × genotypes, the highest
grain weight with 51 gr and the highest grain yield
with 1018 kg/ha were dedicated to the Adel variety
and application of 90 kg/ ha of superabsorbent. Generally, the application of superabsorbent and supplementary irrigation has a significant increase in grain
yield and yield components in studied genotypes.



$" %$ 
Increasing the yield of crop plants is one of today’s most important objectives for coordination
with increasing population of the world. The world’s
population rising with the growth rate of 1.6-1.7%,
in other words, 95 million people added to consumers of agricultural products every year, while more
than 90 percent of this increase takes place in developing countries, in areas that already have been suffering from lack of food [1]. This situation means
that to compensate the deficiencies in the human diet
in many parts of the world, the production of food
should be rise up. In Iran for a long time the grain
legumes has been raised as the second people's food
supply after the cereal grains. The major sources of
protein in the arid and semi-arid areas in the world
are legumes that plays a major role in the economy
of these regions [2]. Legumes with cultivated area
about one million and two hundred thousand hectares and Production of 700 thousand tons, assigned
second cultivation level after cereals to themselves
and play an important role in providing the required
protein of the Country [3]. The degree of adaptation
to environmental conditions and yield stability in
crops are different and adopted variety refers to the
consistent numbers in a range of environmental conditions that maintain their genetic potential and show
their high and stable yield [4]. Due to the nature and
ability to grow in difficult environmental conditions
and poor soils, chickpea along with lentil as a valuable source of protein is located in most dry lands in
rotation with cereals instead of fallow [5]. This plant
plays an important role in the stability of crop production systems in sustainable agriculture [6].
Chickpea in Iran is mainly in the form of rain-fed and
usually is cultivated after the rainfall season [1]. In
these situations, terminal drought stress is the most
important limitation of the crop plant [6]. Inability of
the soil in maintaining water and water infiltration
caused by rainfall and irrigation with underlying layers of soil that is away from the root zone, lead to

(' "#
Chickpea, drought, supplemental irrigation, super absorbent, yield components and grain yield
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Lorestan province on the one hand, and failure to related research to the evaluation of the effect of supplementary irrigation and superabsorbent application at the same time on the other hand, this study
carried out with the aim of evaluating of superabsorbent polymer and different varieties on yield and
yield components in different situations of chickpea’s irrigation for winter planting.

water shortage and makes it inevitable to provide an
appropriate solutions to increase water retention in
soil. Superabsorbent polymers and organic fertilizers
are appropriate materials to increase the water retention capacity of the soil [7]. Supplementary irrigation at critical stages of plant growth can reduce
drought stress damage and increase plant yield [3].
Also tolerating the stress in the critical stages of
plant growth has serious effect on increasing yield of
chickpea [8]. Iran as one of the countries located in
the arid belt of the earth planet is faced with the problem of water shortage. Much research is being done
for Water management and the use of superabsorbent polymers in order to increase water use efficiency in agricultural production [9]. The use of superabsorbent stabilizes soil structure and increases
infiltration and reduces soil erosion, reduces the rate
of evaporation from the soil surface [10], increases
water use efficiency [11], germination percentage,
yield and reduces the need for irrigation and it seems
that when the superabsorbent mixed with soil, it
maintain plenty of water and nutrients in the soil, So
there isn’t any shortage for these resources [9].
Rapid absorption of water and keep it by superabsorbent, increase water absorption efficiency due to
high rainfall and reduce irrigation intervals if the soil
irrigated [12]. Superabsorbent polymers are safe and
nontoxic and finally decompose to water, carbon dioxide, ammonia and potassium ions that cannot
cause damage to the environment [12].
Allahdadi et al. [12] reported that new methods
of soil and water science are using superabsorbent as
a moisture sink, prevent waste and increase the efficiency of irrigation water. The objective of adding
superabsorbent polymers to soil is to enhance water
retention capacity of the soil. Dahiya et al. [13] reported that supplemental irrigation in legumes such
as chickpea, enhance the plant's ability to tolerate
drought, escape from terminal drought stress, increase grain filling rate and ultimately increase and
improve the yield per unit; The researchers expressed that the two irrigation turns on initial growth
of branching and pod stages are found in most grain
yield. Tuba Bicer et al. [14] said that the highest seed
yield was achieved by irrigation at flowering stage.
Supplemental irrigation at critical stages of plant
growth can reduce stress damage and increase yield
[3]. Supplementary irrigation to cope water stress in
critical stages of plant growth has a significant impact on increasing the chickpea’s yield [8]. Given the
role of superabsorbent and supplemental irrigation in
increasing soil water retention and increase soil fertility and the importance of the chickpea crop in

characteristics
amount

pH
7/75

$"#$ #

This research carried out at the Agricultural Research Station of Khorramabad sarab changaii, Iran
in during 2014-2015cropping season in 33 29'N and
48 18'E and is located at 1175 m of surface. Total
rainfall in the research year was 404 mm and the average temperature was17/5 ° C. Soil sampling was
carried out from the farm, soil texture was loam- clay
and its pH was 7.75. Other results of soil analysis are
presented in Table 1.
The research was carried out as split – factorial
base on randomized complete block design with four
replications that the main factor was irrigation in
three levels of  rainfed,  Irrigation at 50% flowering stage, and  Two irrigation turns in steps of
50% flowering and50% pod reviews, and the sub
factor of the combination of superabsorbent S was in
two levels of (S1:0 and S2:90 kg/he) and 5 G genotypes (G1:Arman, G2:Azad, G3:Hashem, G4:Adel,
G5:Line ILC482). The used polymer in this research
was aqua absorb superabsorbent. Aqua absorb is an
acrylamide copolymer that classified as hydrophilic
polymer. Other properties listed in Table 2. Research
field was in the fallow last year. Plow and twice disk
perpendicular to each other and leveling with the leveler on 20.09.2014 and planting were done and all
treatments were performed after the first effective
rainfall. Each plot was consist of six lines with a
length of four meters and line spacing of 30 cm with
planting density of 50 seeds per square meter. The
distance between plots and between repetitions was
considered in the order of one meter and two meters.
To apply treatments in each plot, superabsorbent distributed and was buried on a consistent basis and
then planting was done. The seeds were planted in
the furrows to a depth of seven cm. The weed control
operation was done mechanically or by hand two
times. The grain yield components including number
of pods /plant, number of two seed pods / plant, number of fertile pods /plant, number of seeds / plant and
number of seeds / pod with harvesting five plants/
plot was determined from the second line and after
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N (%)
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Apparent color
Apparent density
The moisture rate(percentage)
Density (grams per cubic cm)
PH
Cation exchange capacity (mEq g)
Practical capacity of distilled water absorption
Practical capacity of water absorption in soil
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0/85
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4/6
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ns, * and ** represent a significant lack of significant differences in levels five and one percent respectively.

pods/plant, number of seeds / plant, biological yield
and harvest index on the triple interaction of irrigation × genotype × superabsorbent, to the number of
single seed pod in double interaction of supplemental irrigation × genotype, for single grain and
two seed pods / plant, seed weight and seed yield due
to dual interaction of superabsorbent × genotype for
the number of seeds /pod in genotype simple effect
were done. Compare means traits have been shown
in the Tables 4-7. There was a significant difference
between genotypes in terms of the number of seeds /
pod. Adel variety with means1/47was highest and
Hashem with means1/39was lowest number of seeds
/ pod respectively (Table 4). Jalilian et.al [16] introduced the number of seeds / plant as the most stable
grain yield component. The number of seeds is substantially affected by inoculate condition and pod
position in the plant. Nayyar et.al [17] reported that
water restrictions in flowering stage reduce the number of seeds / plant because of the reduced fertility of
flowers. Allahdadi et al. [12] research on soybean
represents an increase in the number of flowers
/plant, number of pods / plant and the number of
seeds /plant was caused by the use of superabsorbent.
Most single seed pods / plant with 63 pods /
plant belonged to twice supplemental irrigation and
line ILC482 (Table 5). The interaction between genotype of superabsorbent, the largest number of single

removing the marginal effects of grain yield and biological yield was determined at a level equivalent
to 2.4 square meters. Data analysis was performed
using statistical software MSTATC and comparison
of means was done with least significant difference
(LSD).
"#%$##%## 

Results Summary of the analysis of variance
shown in Table 3. Triple interaction of irrigation ×
genotype× superabsorbent on the number of fertile
pods / plant, number of seeds / plant, biological yield
and harvest index was significant, also the interaction of supplemental irrigation × superabsorbent on
harvest index and biological yield, interaction of irrigation × genotype on single seed pods, number of
seeds / plant, number of fertilized pods / plant, harvest index and biological function and interaction of
genotype × superabsorbent except seeds/ pod on
other traits were significant (Table 3). Kaul and
Sekhon [14] reported that environmental conditions
have a significant effect on yield and yield components and environment interaction in genotype also
has effect on the performance of all components.
Due to significant triple and double interaction
effect, compare means for the number of fertile
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$:-)<5-6< $0-6=5*-:7.;--,87,
/-67<A8-
G1
1/45b
G2
1/45b
G3
1/39c
G4
1/47a
G5
1/40c


$
758):1;767.<0-)>-:)/-6=5*-:7.;16/4-87,16,=)416<-:)+<1767.;=884-5-6<)41::1/)<176C/-67<A8-
<:-)<5-6<
1::1/)<176C/-67<A8-
×
×
×
 ×
 ×
×
×
×
 ×
 ×
×
×
×
 ×
 ×

$0-6=5*-:7.76-;--,87,

24/63f
28/25e
33/04d
24/79f
38/38c
30/63d
36/29c
32/00d
24/25e
63/00a
31/33d
42/38b
41/71b
25/21e
55/63

$
758):1;767.<0-)>-:)/-6=5*-:7.);16/4-;--,)6,<?7;--,87,;84)6< ;--,?-1/0<)6,;--,
A1-4,16<0-,7=*4-16<-:)+<176;=8-:)*;7:*-6<C/-67<A8-
treatment
superabsorbent ×
genotype
S1× G1
S1× G2
S1× G3
S1× G4
S1× G5
S2× G1
S2× G2
S2× G3
S2× G4
S2× G5

Number of One seed
pods / plant

The number two seed
pods / plant

Seed weight
(g)

Grain yield (kg
ha)

26/53e
37/72c
37/19c
23/36e
45/89b
31/19d
33/56d
33/97d
26/14e
58/53a

20/67e
26/67c
25/00c
22/08d
29/08b
27/50
30/17b
23/25d
22/17d
40/00a

32/42d
43/13bc
36/13cd
26/18e
39/03c
45/00b
51/00a
34/72d
46/13b
41/10c

845/3d
982/6b
723/4e
732/6e
740/9e
972/6b
960/9b
823/4d
1018a
933/3c


seed pod with 58 pods / plant was assigned to treatment about 90 kg /ha of superabsorbent and line
ILC482 (Table 6). Musavi et al. [18] were reported a
single seed pods/plant as the most variable trait between yield components.
In one study of water stress, the number of
empty pods increased in comparison with non-stress
conditions [19]. Available moisture conditions can
increase plant canopy development; As a result,
more radiation energy is absorbed by plant and yield
components such as number of pods/ plant increases.
Increased number of pods in supplemental irrigation

treatment can be attributed due to longer growth period which was led to the partitioning more and more
durable sheath to photosynthesis materials. Effect of
super absorbent is through water retention in the soil.
The use of superabsorbent increased the period of
growing and flowering were compared to those with
no consumption, As a result, plant has more opportunities for the growing number of pods/ plant and in
addition, due to better use of existing resources of
plants, there were more number of flowers to become pods.
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Reduced number of pods/ plant under drought
stress in plants can be attributed to an increase in
abortions. Kumudini [20] reported that plants have
mechanisms that regulate sink size on the basis of
existing assimilate. Rain-fed conditions or lack of
water causes the closing of the stomata and reduces
photosynthesis and provides assimilation, in such
circumstances the plant with flowers and pods loss,
reduces sink size and that in turn reduces the number
of pods/ plant. Zang et al [21] reports showed that
drought stress had a negative effect on the number of
pods/ plant chickpeas. Maximum number of two
seed pods with 40 pods/ plant belonged to 90 kg/ ha
consumption treatments of superabsorbent and
ILC482 line (Table 6). In no irrigation treatment due
to rising temperatures coupled with drought during
the growth period and thus shortens the flowering
stage, number of pods decreased.
Most of the seed weight by 51 gr belonged to
90 kg/ha treatment combination of superabsorbent
and Azad cultivar (Table 6). It is believed that increasing the duration of grain filling, increase seed
weight and any delay in planting or stress factors including humidity, reduces duration of grain filling
period and grain weight [22]. By reducing the moisture in the reproductive stages, grains become wrinkle, and result in reduced weight. The results of
Khan et al [23] survey also showed the increase of
seed weight in irrigation condition in comparison
with rain-fed condition. It is reported that chickpeas
are relatively sensitive to water stress during flowering and pod formation and any moisture stress at this
stage causes infertility in flowers and lack of development of seeds and ultimately effects on seed
weight and finally seed yield decreased [19]. In this
research it seems that with the application of superabsorbent, appropriate conditions are created in
terms of water availability around the root and the
water resulting from the release of superabsorbent
transferred to plant and grain filling period and seed
weight increased. Brown [24] stated that we can
pointed out the reduction of the material transmission from the phloem that provide the main substances as one of the reasons for the reduction of seed
weight in dry conditions with respect to supplemental irrigation; He said that stress in rain-fed condition, reduces photosynthesis and photosynthetic
substance in the developing leaves and photosynthetic material exported from the leaves towards the
grain.
Mazaheri Laghab et al. [25] research showed
that irrigation in grain filling period increased sinks
and seed weight. Increasing grain weight is mainly
due to increasing the duration of period or speed of
filling in which the power sink has a key role in this
case. Seed weight is a function of the speed and its
duration of filling. Shekari et al. [26] attributed the
existence of environmental stresses such as water deficiency, especially in early stages and grain filling

period due to reducing the amount of photosynthesis
as a reason of slow down over the grain filling period
and grain weight. Allah Dadi et al. [12] in their research were reported significant differences in seed
weight of soybean cultivars under different levels of
superabsorbent polymers. In this research the low
seed weight of Hashem cultivar related to lateness
and the absence of photosynthesis material to grain
filling on the effects of water deficiency and the terminal heat of the growing season. Fallah [27] also
reported the same results. In the Azad cultivar, the
relative earliness causes the flowering and aggregation of seeds in an appropriate temperature and humidity and this is followed by seed weight increase
rather than other genotypes. The difference between
seed weight of chickpea genotypes under rain-fed
condition have been reported by [27].
The greatest number of fertile pods in triple interaction of supplementary irrigation × superabsorbent × genotype with 121 pods/ plant in combination
of supplementary irrigation at 50% flowering, superabsorbent and line ILC482 consumption were 90 kg/
ha that have49 percent increase compared to check
variety (Table 7). Shobeiri et al. [28] reported that in
chickpea the average number of fertile pods/ plant
decreased by reducing the number of irrigations. In
this research under conditions of full irrigation in
comparison to other treatments, the number of fertile
pod production was more and showed significant
difference with the full rain-fed condition. The results of this study were corresponding with the findings of Siadat and Sedgley [29] about the effect of
supplemental irrigation on the number of pods /
plant. Saki Nejad [30] reported that the number of
fertile pods/plant is the most variable trait among
yield components legumes and he said the potential
of legumes in the formation of buds, flowers and
pods is very high, but achieving to this potential depends on plant genetics and environmental conditions; this is the most important reason for the variability in pod. Fanaii et al. [31] stated that irrigation
before flowering in the vegetative stage prolong the
flowering period and increase the number of fertile
pods, this is because more leaf area was extended
flowering period and assimilates more photosynthesis materials. The highest average number of seeds/
plant in the interaction of supplemental irrigation ×
superabsorbent× genotype with 170 seed /plant was
achieved in the treatment of 90 kg/ ha of superabsorbent and supplemental irrigation at 50% flowering
and lines ILC482 that showed an increase in compared to check variety (Table 7). Researchers reported that when water restrictions were in chickpeas
reproductive stages, grains that were formed at the
beginning, aborted and the number of seeds/ pod reduced and in some cases were become completely
empty pods [18]. Musavi et al. [18] reported that the
number of seeds/
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Treatment
Supplementary irrigation × genotype ×
superabsorbent
 CC
 CC
 CC
 CC
 CC
 CC
 CC
 CC
 CC
 CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC

Number of fertile
pod / plant

Number of
seed / pod

Harvest
index

Biological
yield

37f
56f
56/58d
43/50f
50/42e
52f
51f
47/25e
43/33f
86/33c
48/25e
71/92d
53/33e
43/33e
80/58c
59d
60/42d
52/67e
42/42f
121a
56/33e
65/25d
76/67c
49/50e
93/92b
65/08d
79/75c
71/75c
59/17d
87/58b

54g
80/75f
77/83f
62g
74/17f
74/75f
76/75f
63/75g
62/08g
122/6c
66g
101/4d
72/58f
62/08g
107/6d
87/25f
90/66e
75/42f
60/94g
170a
83/58f
91e
111/2c
78/50f
130/41b
96/58e
114/25c
102/25d
88/41e
121/33c

50/56a
40/20c
50/54a
49/51a
46/85b
50/60a
31/85d
38/09c
36/86c
51/00a
39/91c
38/73c
41/56b
47/53a
42/42b
44/86b
35/25d
39/13c
36/65d
49/33a
43/54b
41/08c
42/84c
44/60b
41/67c
38/93c
33/67d
41/25c
37/99c
49/10a

1475g
2286d
1308g
1353g
1418g
1798d
2580c
1996e
2611c
1788f
2065e
2466d
1674f
1483g
1653f
2106d
2767c
2034e
2695c
1923f
2111c
2611c
1893f
1840f
2056d
2726c
3239a
2210c
2906b
2007e

improved soil physical properties and indirectly was
effective in plants biological yield. In superabsorbent × genotype interaction, the highest grain yield
by 1018 kg /ha dedicated to Adel cultivar with application terms of superabsorbent 90 k/ ha and in all the
genotypes, the performance by taking superabsorbent towards the treatment of the lack of super absorbent consumption was increased (Table 6).
Saxena [8] reported that reduction of the performance sustainability of the legume depends on the
weather conditions, hot and dry weather reduced
plant growth, development and the number of seeds
/ pod. It seems that moisture availability caused the
more lasting plant and stability of the performance
while in water stress conditions, plant mortality increased and the lateral branches reduced [35]. Water
holding capacity of the soil rises by adding superabsorbent polymer and plants has access to water for
longer. Also super absorbent absorbs the nutrient required by plants and releases them gradually and
gives them to the plants, thus is prevented from
leaching these elements and conditions provided for
improved performance under drought stress [12].
Significant different factor in grain yield of Arman

pod that is more affected by genetic factors and environmental factors are less important in this trait,
while Gan et al. [32] stated that in chickpea, a seed/
pod in addition to being genetically controlled is also
influenced by environmental factors such as water
deficiency. Pawar et al. [33] stated that adequate
moisture is one of the reasons for the increase of
growth period duration and lack of moisture causes
a shortening of the growing season and severe
drought stress leads to shorter reproductive stages
and also reduces the number of seeds/ pod. The number of seeds/ pod increased with increasing humidity
during reproductive growth stages, especially in the
stages of flowering and pod filling. In the triple interaction of the research treatments, the highest biological yield belonged to 3239 kg/ ha treatment combination of two turn irrigation with 90 kg/ ha application of super absorbent and Azad variety (Table 7).
Tuba Bicer et al [14] stated that supplemental irrigation at the flowering and filling pods of chickpeas
was effective because of positive effects on the development of lateral branches and plant height increased in biological yield. Raju et al [34] reported
that addition of superabsorbent material to the soil
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In the present study, reduction of vegetative
and reproductive growth of plants in rain-fed conditions reduced HI and in supplementary irrigation
treatment, improves the photosynthesis and the subsequent increase of biomass yield and allocating a
significant share of biomass yield, grain yield and
harvest index increases. Generally the results of this
research showed that the consumption of 90 kg /has
upper absorbent with supplementary irrigation done
in 50% flowering stage plus 50% pod filling in Azad
cultivar with the highest chickpea grain yield that
was recommended for winter planting.

and Hashem cultivars can be attributed to relative
earliness and umbrella growth form of Arman cultivar and use this genotype of the appropriate temperature and moisture conditions on the one hand, and
lateness Hashem genotype and encounter of the various stages of growth and development of this genotype with the lack of humidity and high temperatures
on the other hand. In a study of Yousefi et al. [28]
also yield difference of chickpea was reported significant genotypes. Being more in Arman genotype
grain yield related to greater seed weight in comparison with other varieties. In terms of supplementary
irrigation due to the improved conditions of photosynthesis caused by the activity of the appropriate
aperture and other factors and also get solutes and
nutrients to be available in the root of the plant and
transfer the material to the plant will improve the
grain yield [35]. Hopkins and Huner [36] stated that
water deficiency stress by reducing leaf area, stomata closure, reducing the ability to steer the aperture, reducing the water chloroplast and the other
sectors of the protoplasm, decreasing protein and
chlorophyll synthesis cause to photosynthesis reduction, photosynthesis material handling is decreases
because of water deficit and it leads to accumulation
and saturation leaves of these materials and as a result photosynthesis limits that restrict the photosynthesis, plant growth and grain yield. Saxena [8]
showed that stability in legumes performance depends heavily on weather conditions at critical periods of plant growth, that hot and dry weather was
reduced plant growth and development of pods and
seeds per pod. Singh et al [37] reported that Polymer
superabsorbent increase due to the effect on increasing water absorption and high water retention power
causes appropriate conditions was created in terms
of availability and access to water for the plant and
grain yield rate improved with the transfer of this
material to the seed.
In mean comparison of interaction of supplemental irrigation × genotype × super absorbent the
most harvest index by 51 %achieved in 90 kg/ ha application of superabsorbent and one turn irrigation in
line ILC482 (Table 7). A significant increase in economic performance is usually associated with total
increase of dry matter production, but it is possible
that the capacity of storing organs of plants (seeds)
increases in the photosynthetic efficiency or more
transfer of photosynthetic material from the rest of
the plant to the storage organs, in such circumstances
performance increases through increased HI, without an appropriate increase of biological yield is possible [38]. Saxena [8] also reported that with increasing soil moisture, harvest index increased. HI reflects the transfer rate of organic material that is
made from source to sink. It is obvious that increasing the transfer rate of photosynthetic material from
plants green organs to the grain, increased grain
yield.
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23.8 million hectares of lands; besides the average
parcel size is 0.87 hectares and the number of owners
is almost equal to the population of Turkey (78.5
million people). Land size per owner is 0.32 hectares, and the number of owners per a parcel is average 2.7 persons. This ugly situation becomes clearer
with assessments conducted by considering parcel
sizes. Hence, 80% of parcels is less than 1 hectare;
60% of them is less than 0.5 hectare and the average
size of parcels less than 0.5 hectare is 0.21 hectare.
Generally, 71.63% of parcels are divided into shares
and this rate decreases to 33% in case of agricultural
plants with 50-100 hectare size. Parcels owned by 25 persons constitutes 15.74% of total parcels, parcels
owned by 6-10 persons constitutes 5.05% of parcels
and parcels owned by more than 10 persons constitutes 7.58% of parcels. 32.91% of 50 – 100 hectare
sized parcels belong to one owner, 44.62% of them
belong to 2-5 owners, 8.92% belong to 6-10 owners
and the remaining 44.62% belong to 11 and more
owners [2]. Additionally, this pattern has been
spoiled and also lands of which transfer of heritage
has not been realized are not included. Besides this
situation of the agricultural land structure, there are
some lands that cannot be cultivated due to heritage
problems and also lands that are not cultivated due
to their small sizes. On the other hand, mechanization in Turkish agriculture has been evolving very
fast. While the number of tractors has been increasing, there is also an increase in tractor power. According to TSI (TUIK) data, there are 1.214.000 tractors in Turkey and the number of tractors per plant is
0.4. This rate differs from region to region. According to the agricultural census in 2001, 28% of agricultural enterprises in Turkey has a tractor, this rate
is 4% for enterprises having less than 0.5 hectares of
land [17]. Small sizes of parcels and increase in tractor power make it difficult to use tractors effectively
[1-19].
Land consolidation activities have been carried
out in order to overcome problems in land

One of the biggest problems of agriculture in
Turkey is small size, scattered and joint-owned agricultural lands. In order to eliminate this problem, on
the one hand, legal arrangements have been made
and on the other hand, land consolidation projects
have been carried out. However, farmers have raised
their concerns about some points such that they cannot benefit efficiently from land consolidation activities, parceling, shape, size, etc. problems cannot be
solved adequately and such problems have been remained unsolved and also implementations vary
from person to person. This research has examined
effects of results of land consolidation activities with
regard to farmer satisfaction in Adana and Mersin
Provinces. Research data has been obtained from 50
farmers out of 1144 farmers via questionnaire in
Adana and Mersin Provinces where land consolidation activities had been realized in 2015. According
to research results, there has been a decrease in total
land size, parcel numbers and joint-owned parcel
numbers; there has also been an increase in average
parcel size and number. It is calculated that decrease
in numbers of parcels and indirect increase in parcel
size can result in 36% energy saving in agricultural
production.
(' "#
Land consolidation, farmer satisfaction, energy
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One of the most important problems in agricultural production in Turkey is the scattered small
sized and joint-owned agricultural lands. This prevents carrying out production at economic scale [1].
As a matter of fact, according to land register in Turkey, there are 32.5 million agricultural parcels on
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construction and also to ensure the effective use of
agricultural mechanization. Land consolidation is
very important to solve the problems, namely increase of parcel sizes, ensuring transportation, elimination of flood problems, straightening the width
and length of parcels, fixing shape problems, determining the exact boundaries of lands, solving problems with land neighbors, increase in investments
beginning from irrigation, solving multi-ownership
problems and increase in productivity and income
which are considered as important in agriculture today [4-15].
Due to this importance, land consolidation activities have begun in 1961 in Turkey; total lands
consolidated until 2002 was 450.000 hectares and today this number has reached to 5.4 million hectares;
it is programmed to consolidate 1 million hectare in
a year under the government programs so it is aimed
to reach 14 million hectare consolidated land as of
2023 [14]. Although there are some producers who
indicate that they have benefitted sufficiently from
land consolidation, some producers state that there
has been decrease in their total land size, there has
not been so much difference in parcel numbers, also
joint-ownership problem has not been solved, shape
problems and scattered land structure has remained,
parcels are far away from the facility so they were
not able to benefit from land consolidation at the desired level. This research is conducted in order to determine problems faced during land consolidation, to
reveal benefits provided by land consolidation, to determine producers who are affected negatively and
positively and also to clear factors causing these negative and positive effects.

Therefore, socio-economic features of farmers have
been examined in detail. The average age of farmers
is 54 and their experience duration in agriculture is
33 years. The age of farmers increases as the size of
enterprises increases. It has been observed that the
average age of farmers begin to work in agriculture
is 20. Again number of individuals increases as the
size of enterprise increases.
The education level of farmers changes as the
size of enterprise changes (from primary school to
high school and university). The education level in
the region is quite high compared to the average education level of farmers in Turkey. Also, some families dealing with agriculture have agricultural engineers and veterinary surgeons in their families, the
rate of such families is 10%. It is seen that 40% of
farmers have been trained on agriculture (course,
seminar, etc.). Most of the producers (96%) declared
farming as their primary occupation.
44% of farmers earn income from activities
other than farming. This rate is 27% for smallholders, it means one out of 4 farmers earn a side income;
this rate increases to 50% for large farms. In other
words, one of two producers earns a side income in
case of large farms. Retirement pension is the most
important side income in agriculture. 96% of farmers
are registered to a social security institution and most
of them (88%) are registered to Bag-kur (social security organization for artisans and the self-employed). 90% of farmers reside in villages, 6% of
them reside in counties and 4% reside in the province. One-third of farmers stated that they have had
houses in counties or provinces out of villages. This
rate increases as the size of farms increases. Almost
all of farmers deal with farming personally, 85% of
farmers have tractors, 21% of them deal with livestock breeding, rate of farmers dealing with livestock
breeding decreases as size of farms increases, 71%
of farmers use credit and credit using rate increases
as the size of farms increase and 74% of farmers take
out an agricultural insurance policy.
As the result of this research it is observed that
75% of farmers know institutions realizing land consolidation activities, the level of information increases as awareness level and size of the farms increases. The General Directorate of Agriculture,
General Directorate of State Hydraulic Works and
abrogated Village Services have contributed to this
awareness; most of the farms with a low level of
awareness haven’t heard of or have much information on land consolidation before its activities had
begun, farmers who had heard of it had some hesitation about the implementation. Sources of information on land consolidation are immediate environment (45%), public institute and civil servant (34%)
and neighboring villages where land consolidation
was carried out before (18%). From another research
realized in Samsun Province, it is stated that the
source of information is friends (40%), relatives
(6%) and technical staff (54%) [12]. As awareness
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This research has been carried out in villages in
Yumurtalık County of Adana Province and Tarsus
County of Mersin Province where land consolidation
was realized. There are 1144 agricultural enterprises
in the research area. The questionnaires conducted in
50 of these enterprises in 2015 constitute the primary
data of research. Also, the simulation program of
Ministry of Food Agriculture and Livestock General
Directorate of Agricultural Reform on fuel consumption of agricultural production depending on
parcel sizes, shapes of parcels, distance of parcels to
centers of enterprises and tractor power has been utilized for the research. The research was examined
via descriptive statistics and logistic regression analysis and results listed as rates and tables [5-18].
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Utilization from land consolidation, benefiting
from activity, satisfaction and complaints are closely
related to socio-economic features of farmers.
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level increases the rate of farmers obtaining information from the immediate environment decreases
and the rate of farmers obtaining information from
other resources increases. Approximately one third
of farmers accept that facilities to develop social and
cultural life in the village had been built with land
consolidation activities and rate of these farmers increase as level of awareness rises (rate is 14% in case
of lowest awareness level, and 54% in case of highest awareness level), also 80% of farmers consider
land consolidation positively and as level of awareness rises the number of farmers considering land
consolidation positively doubles. Producers stated
that the reason behind their positive perception on
land consolidation positively is that their agricultural
lands would be gathered, their land would be graded,
their expenditures would decrease, irrigation and
drainage systems would be built and road access
would be provided to each parcel. In another research carried out in Konya province, it is stated that
farmers consider land consolidation positively due to
same economic reasons and expectation. Farmers
who consider land consolidation negatively stated
the reason of their negative view as their satisfaction
with the current situation of their lands, their concerns about injustice that can occur as the result of
land consolidation and their unwillingness for any
change in place of their lands [13]. It is stated that
farmers who haven’t supported land consolidation
before the activities have had concerns about having
infertile lands after the land consolidation and also
decrease in their land size. It is detected that 30% of
farmers have changed their view on land consolidation in a positive way after the project and as awareness level increases this rate increases. 94% of producers stated that there have been a decrease in their
land size after the land consolidation activities both
in terms of enterprise size and awareness level and it
is stated that the rate of decrease in land size has been
5.8%. This is a result of a decrease in public land size
that is cultivated by farmers and also deductions realized for covering public expenditures. While 12%
of farmers stated that there has been an increase in
welfare level after the land consolidation, most of
them, namely 88% of them stated that there has been
no change in welfare level. Farmers indicating an increase in their welfare level expressed that rate of increase in their income was 9%, the rate of decrease
in their expenditures was 7%, the rate of increase in
their investments was 9% and rate of decrease in the
labor force was 12%. 97% of farmers believe that
land is morally important for them; this rate doesn’t
vary by size of farms and awareness level changes.
Principally 88% of farmers don’t have a problem
with changing place and shape of their lands. This
rate increases as awareness level increases. In a research realized in Tokat province, it is stated that
most of the farmers haven’t been pleased with land
allocated to them after land consolidation project [6].
The same situation varies by place of residence or by

whether they have an extra income source or not.
63% of farmers stated that they would recommend
land consolidation to other villages. This rate increases as the size of enterprise and awareness level
increases. In another research realized in Samsun
province, the rate of farmers who would recommend
land consolidation to other villages was reported as
89.02% [14]. Conclusively, what can be drawn here
is that generally most of the farmers benefitting from
land consolidation have a tendency to recommend
this kind of activities to other farmers.
The type of farming in the region is stated as
irrigated farming. 97% of farmers expressed that
they couldn’t receive water from pipe system, land
consolidation didn’t enable them to receive water directly from pipe system, also didn’t provide a fair
water allocation and they couldn’t receive enough
amount of water for their land. However 49% of
farmers stated that land consolidation partially
helped to receive water at the appropriate time; 50%
of them stated land consolidation received arguments occurring due to irrigation water; 60% of them
stated that it decreased the amount of water used;
44% stated irrigated area increased with the change
in irrigation system; 34% stated that it increased
equipment used for irrigation; 60% stated that it provided an increase in product quality and productivity; 405 stated that labor force used in irrigation decreased; 34% stated that it decreased expenditures;
44% evaluated activities realized during land consolidation for transportation as sufficient and 72%
stated that road constructed during the project was
beneficial.
Reasons of farmers’ not being satisfied with
land consolidation;
• 30% -parcels are far away from the village,
• 29% - the number of parcels doesn’t decrease
• 41% -parcels are away from each other,
• 52% -land consolidation doesn’t make it
easy to reach land.
90% of producers expressed that land consolidation project was made known publicly in the village at the initial stage; 92% of them stated that they
were informed about the way of implementing the
project and 86% materials such as banners, booklets,
leaflets were distributed to inform the public before
the project.
It is specified under the research that 74% of
villagers have information on persons constituting
the land consolidation commission, however the rate
of farmers thinking that commission was not successful in explaining the project is 74%; a similar situation was the case for the contractor company; rate
of villagers stating that muhtars (local governor) and
mayors played an active role in land consolidation
project is 88% and the rate of farmers mentioning
that workers of contractor company didn’t meet with
them is 38%. In case of attitudes of workers of contracting company, their leading, informing activities,
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enterprises after the land consolidation. The sharpest
decrease had occurred in public property lands with
25.7%. This is due to utilizing public property lands
for road construction and social investments during
land consolidation.
The table was prepared by taking into consideration producers’ statements about variables that
are considered as important in evaluating the effectiveness of land consolidation as obtainable above.
Upon the examination of this table, the following deductions were made:
1. After the land consolidation, there has been
a 6% decrease in the total land size of enterprises.
2. While the number of parcels was 9 before
the land consolidation, it has decreased to 6.7 with a
26% decrease. The average parcel size was 4.02 hectares before it reached to 5.27 with a 31.1% increase.
This is one of the most important benefits of land
consolidation. Also, because, a decrease in parcel
number increases the average land size and this provides an important saving in labor and machine use
in some services such as soil preparation, cultivation,
maintenance, harvest and transportation.
3. There has been no significant change in the
number of parcels with one owner except small holders.
4. The number of parcels by roadway increased at 16.05% after the land consolidation considering all enterprises.
5. There has been an increase in the rate of
parcels by roadway and parcels having direct access
to water in all enterprise categories.
6. The rate of even parcels has increased primarily in small enterprises after the land consolidation.
The researches which affects land consolidation on social and economic life in Turkey are examined, generally, satisfactions of produces and increase and decrease in welfare have been studied [46-12-13-15-16]. However, under this research, another dimension of the same issue has been addressed and energy saving has been made as a result
of land consolidation been calculated. Fuel savings
that were ensured by the land consolidation activities
are calculated below according to findings of this research and via results of simulation realized by the
General Directorate of Agricultural Reform:

also taking demands in consideration and fulfilling
demands of farmers, 16% of farmers stated that any
of their demands were not met, 29% mostly not met,
48% half of the demands were met. The rate of farmers who said that my demands were met is 7%. In
case of reasons behind not meeting farmers’ demand,
16% of producers stated that nobody has made any
explanation to them, 32% explanations were not satisfying and 52% made very few explanations. The
rate of farmers expressed that there was a significant
improvement in the agricultural land structure of village is 8%; this rate is 48% who said there was a partial improvement. Similar numbers are valid for the
question if there is an improvement in terms of social
life in areas other than agricultural lands. Considering the grading of contracting companies beginning
from 1 (minimum) to 5 (maximum), grade of that
company is 2. This grade is also an indicator of general attitude and behaviors of company workers, informing activities, fulfilling demands of farmers,
keeping promises made for farmers and acting fairly.
Another important result obtained from this issue is
that small holders’ grades were less; in other words,
small holders evaluated contractor company as
worse in terms of stated features.
Logistic regression analysis was realized in order to determine factors affecting land consolidation
satisfaction of producers. To this end, variables such
as age, education level, employment of technical
staff, whether farming is the main occupation or not,
credit use, size of land which are considered as factors affecting satisfaction of farmers were included
in the analysis. In conclusion, the size of land (p <
0.10) and credit use (p < 0.10) were determined as
the most important elements of land consolidation.
Enterprises with large lands follow the land consolidation activities from beginning to end, they observed implementations that are in favor of them under land consolidation activities and at the end when
problems of joint-ownership, being scattered and
size are solved the most important problem for using
credit is solved.
56.5% of enterprises examined and included in
the research belongs to farmers, 28.6% of them was
rented, 9.6% has joint-ownership and 5,3% is public
property. While the average agricultural land was
36.16 hectares before the land consolidation, there
has been 6% decrease in the total land size of
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Size of land
Number of parcels
Number of parcels with one owner
Parcels by the roadway
Direct access to road
Direct access to water
Number of even parcels
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The rate of fuel saving of 50 horsepower tractor
in case that parcel size increases from 1 hectare to 10
hectares and in case of deep ploughing is 19.3%; the
rate of savings with 80 horsepower tractor and for
the same size of land is calculated as 27.8%. Considering that average parcel size increased at the rate of
31.1% under this research, fuel saving rate for deep
ploughing in the research area changes between
6.0% and 8.6% as the result of land consolidation.
This saving tendency at deep ploughing has
been observed in the case of second ploughing, cultivation and maintenance activities. When the distance between parcel and enterprise is decreased
from 10 km to 1 km, 72% fuel savings are ensured
both for 50 and 80 horsepower. Considering the
wheat production in which mechanization enterprises are few, there are 20 trips between parcel and
enterprise during a cultivation period. If we don’t
consider the distance between parcel and enterprise,
just decrease in parcel numbers at 26% rate has ensured 36% fuel saving.
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Land consolidation is an important activity in
Turkey for solving structural problems of agricultural enterprises. Nevertheless, desired benefits
could not be obtained from land consolidation since
joint ownership problem could not be solved due to
heritage and other problems and size of parcels could
not be increased because of inability to decrease parcel numbers. On the other hand, enterprises, especially large ones that solve joint ownership problem
and that gather parcels together could pledge their
lands as a guarantee for obtaining agricultural credit
and this has affected their satisfaction positively. A
significant fuel saving would be obtained proportionally by a small change in parcel size, placing parcels near to plant, increase in tractor power and development of agricultural technology use and this
would clearly mean an important resource saving
both for the producer and country.
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In this study, gelatin-chitosan (Gel-Cs) blend
films were prepared at three volume per volume
ratios (Gel:Cs) namely 75:25, 50:50 and 25:75. The
gelatin-chitosan blend films were applied for the
first time to preserve cherry tomatoes ( 
  ) and grapes (     ) in a 14day preservation study. The addition of chitosan has
improved the transparency value, tensile strength,
percentage elongation at break, water vapour, oxygen permeability and antimicrobial properties of
gelatin film. Of blended films studied, 25Gel:75Cs
film exhibited the best functional and mechanical
properties. The tensile strength and elongation at
break values of 25Gel:75Cs film showed a significant increased by 26% and 63%, respectively. The
presence of chitosan has enhanced the ability of
gelatin film to inhibit two common food pathogenic
microorganisms, namely       (  )
and      (  ). Results
from preservation study suggest that the gelatinchitosan blend films were successfully able to control the percentage weight loss and browning index
of both commodities. The performance of gelatinchitosan blend films to prolong the shelf life and
maintain the quality of perishable agricultural products was comparable to that of commercial cling
film. Overall, blending of gelatin with chitosan
produced environmental friendly films with improved key physicochemical and functional properties for fruit preservation.



some related health issues such as cancer, blood
pressure and heart diseases [1]. These organic based
products are grown without addition of pesticide or
chemical based fertiliser, which makes it more
valuable than conventional grown agriculture.
However, these agricultural products need to
be consumed after harvested as it is exposed to
physical, biological and chemical changes especially during handling, processing and storage which
eventually reduce their quality and nutritional values [2,3]. Therefore, several studies have been
conducted in order to maintain the quality and nutritional value of these perishable food products
without changing its physical appearances. The
emergence of food film has gained a lot of interest
by researchers since 19th centuries due to its ability
as a protective layer to maintain the freshness and
longer the shelf life of various products [2,4]. The
protective layer gives additional protection to the
food by minimising the water vapour and gasses
exchange, which one of the important factor that
causes food spoilage and loss flavour [5].
The production of petroleum based films has
given a lot of effects to the environment. Petroleum
based films are low cost and easily available. However, they are non-biodegradable and the application of these materials has generates a severe impact to the environment and human health [6]. The
growing interest on application of biodegradable
films based on biopolymer materials has become an
important factor to reduce the negative impacts of
synthetic based films [7].
Biopolymer based materials offer films with
good functional, mechanical and antimicrobial
properties, therefore they have great potential to
prolong the shelf life and maintain the sensory
quality of the food products [8]. Biodegradable
films usually derived from natural polymers such as
protein, carbohydrates and polysaccharides [7].
Several studies have reported the potential of biopolymers to control migration of several deterioration factors that affect the quality of food such as
UV light, oxygen, carbon dioxide, water vapour and
physical appearances [9].

)(!#$
Gelatin, chitosan, biopolymer, blend film, fruit preservation
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Nowadays, consumers are more aware on
choosing food with high quality and nutritional
values in order to maintain a good health. Demands
on organic based products are increasing due to
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,12<8;*7 /256; Gelatin powder with 210 bloom
strength was purchased from NurHalal Gelatine
Resources, Malaysia. Meanwhile, the chitosan
powder was obtained from Systerm ChemAR, Malaysia. 
All films were prepared by using solvent casting method as proposed by Ahmed and Ikram [22],
but with some modifications. The gelatin film forming solution 2% (w/v) was prepared by dissolving 2
g of gelatin powder in 100 mL of deionised water.
In order to obtain a homogeneous solution, the
solution was stirred and heated at 55 °C for 30
mins. The solution was left for about 30 mins to
remove all bubbles that formed during stirring. The
film forming solution was then uniformly spread
onto a polystyrene petri dish. Finally, the solution
was left in a ventilated oven for 24 h at 55 °C before being carefully peeled off from the polystyrene
petri dish. The chitosan film (2% w/v) was prepared
using a similar procedure to synthesis gelatin film,
as mentioned above.
Meanwhile, gelatin-chitosan (Gel-Cs) blend
films were prepared at different volume per volume
ratio of 75Gel-25Cs, 50Gel-50Cs and 25Gel-75Cs.
To prepare 75Gel-25Cs film, an accurate 25 mL of
2% w/v chitosan solution was added onto 75 mL of
gelatin film forming solution. The mixture of 2%
gelatin and chitosan solution was stirred for 30
mins at 55 °C to ensure a good blending between
the two polymers. After stirring, the blended solution of 75Gel:25Cs was left for another 30 mins to
remove all bubbles present in the solution. Finally,
the solution was poured into a polystyrene petri
dish and dried in a ventilated oven set at 55 °C for
24 h. The dried film was then peeled off from the
polystyrene petri dish for further analysis. The
thickness of each film was measured using a Senator Digital Caliper DCS150 with an accuracy of ±
0.01 mm.

Gelatin has been one of the most studied biopolymers due to its biodegradability and excellent
protective layer to protect the food from deterioration factors such as UV light [10,11]. Gelatin is
produced from partial hydrolysis of collagen which
can be obtained from animal skin, bones or connective tissue of inner part of cattle hides [12]. Furthermore, gelatin inherited protein characteristics
and form films with good barrier properties against
UV and oxygen gas [13]. However, gelatin films
possess low water vapour barrier and mechanical
property therefore limits its application for food
industry.
The growing interest on blending of gelatin
with other polymers such as starch and carboxymethyl cellulose has attracted the attention of scientists
particularly to improve the physical and functional
properties of the gelatin films [14, 15]. It has been
reported by several previous studies that most of the
blend films exhibited poor antimicrobial property
against food pathogenic microorganisms, therefore
lower the potential of the films to preserve food
products [16].
Chitosan is obtained through deacetylation
process of chitin, which is one of the main components of crustacean shells such as crabs and shrimp
[17]. Chitosan is biodegradable, non-toxic, abundantly available, biocompatible and microbial [5,
18]. The potential of chitosan to be used in food
preservation technique has becoming a great concern among researchers [10,19]. Since it is biodegradable, the application of chitosan as antimicrobial film for food preservation has been intensified
[20,21]. However, chitosan films possess hydrophilic property and low UV-visible barrier, therefore limits their application for food preservation
purposes.
Based on the aforementioned issue, the aim of
this study was to study the physicochemical interaction and feasibility of gelatin-chitosan blend films
to preserve agricultural products. Gelatin-chitosan
films were synthesised at three different volume per
volume ratios, namely 75Gel:25Cs, 50Gel:50Cs
and 25Gel:75Cs. This study entailed three main
studies, namely (i) characterisation, (ii) antimicrobial and (iii) preservation. The gelatin-chitosan
films were characterised using Fourier Transform
Infrared (FTIR) Spectrometer, Scanning Electron
Microscopy (SEM), Ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis)
Spectrophotometer, Universal Testing Machine and
Thermal Gravimetric Analysis (TGA). Meanwhile,
the antibacterial activity was carried out using two
types of microorganisms, namely   and 
 . The preservation study was conducted for
14 days using two agricultural commodities, namely cherry tomatoes and grapes.

1*:*,<.:2;*<287 ;<=-2.; %# *7*5A;2;
The presence of functional groups within the films
was analysed using a Thermo Nicolet 6700 Fourier
Transform Infrared (FTIR) Spectrometer. The FTIR
analysis was conducted at the wavenumber range of
4000 to 500 cm-1. The resolution was set at 2 cm-1
with an average of 25 cumulative scans.

&''2;2+5. *7*5A;2; The light transmission
and transparency values of each film were studied
using an Agilent Cary 60 UV-Visible Spectrophotometer. The opacity values were calculated based
on a formula proposed by Hosseini et al. [23]:
- log T
Opacity (A/mm) =

where, A is the absorbance at wavelength 600
nm, T is the transmittance value (%) at wavelength
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600 nm and  is referred to the film thickness
(mm).

environment with heating rate of 40 °C/min. The
gradual decomposition of the films was conducted
in nitrogen environment at temperature range of 25
to 900 °C. 

$ *7*5A;2; The surface morphologies of
the films were observed by using a Hitachi SU
8020UHR Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (FESEM). In order to prevent the charging
effects on each sample, samples were coated with
platinum (Pt) using a Quorum Q150P S Cooled
Sputter Coater. The electron was accelerated at 15
kV and film samples were then viewed at several
magnifications. 

7<2+*,<.:2*5;<=-2.;The antibacterial activity of each film was studied. Gram-positive and
Gram-negative bacteria have been used throughout
in this study, namely     ( ) and
     (  ), respectively.
Both bacteria were inoculated in a 50 mL inoculums media. In order to encourage the bacterial
growth, the seeded flask was kept in an incubation
shaker for about 24 h. The prepared agar was then
seeded with both bacteria separately. A disc shape
filter paper was soaked in film forming solution of
each biopolymer and was then placed in the seeded
agar. The agar was left for 24 h in an incubator at
37 °C. The antibacterial activity was recorded by
observing the inhibition zone appeared around the
filter paper. 

.,1*72,*5 <.;<270 *7*5A;2; The tensile
strength (TS) and percentage elongation at break
(EAB) of each film were determined by using an
Instron 5967 Universal Testing Machine with mechanical crosshead speed was set at 30 mm/min.
Each sample was cut around 50 x 10 mm and the
mechanical analysis was repeated for five times. 
(*<.:>*98=:9.:6.*+252<A('"*7-8@
A0.7 9.:6.*+252<A !" *7*5A;.;The determination of WVP for each film was performed according to McHugh et al. [24], but with some modifications. The analysis was conducted by sealing each
film around a cup filled with 10 mL deionised water before being weighed and placed in a desiccator
at 50% relative humidity (RH) and temperature of
23 °C. During analysis, any observable changes of
water vapour that passed through the films and
adsorbed by the desiccator were recorded on an
analytical scale of ± 0.0001 g. The samples were
then left for 2 h. Any changes on the weight of the
sample was observed and weighed for another 8 h
interval. The analysis was conducted for 2 days and
the WVP values were calculated using equation:
WVP = WVTR × L
ΔP
where, L is the mean of film thickness (mm)
and ΔP the partial water vapour pressure difference
(kPa) across the two sides of the film. Water vapour
transmission rate (WVTR, g/h m2) of the film was
obtained from the graph of weight loss against time
in a linear regression (r2 ≥ 0.99) and dividing the
gradient by the exposed film area (m2).
Meanwhile, the OP analysis was calculated
using ASTM D3985, a method proposed by Bang
and Kim [25]. The analysis was performed at 23 ±
1°C and 50 ± 5% RH, respectively. The OP values
were based on formula [26]:
OP = OTR × 
ΔP
where, OTR represents oxygen transmission
rate, is the films thickness and ΔP is the partial
pressure of oxygen (kPa) of the film.

":.;.:>*<287 ;<=-2.; Two local commodities, namely cherry tomatoes (    
) and grapes (     ) were chosen for
preservation study. The fruit samples were obtained
from an agricultural farm in Cameron Highlands,
Malaysia. The selected fruits were weighed and
wrapped by using the biopolymer films. They were
kept at room temperature around 23 to 25 ºC and
monitored daily. Any observable changes on the
physical and appearance of the fruits were monitored and recorded for 14 days. The percentage
weight loss of the fruits was calculated using a
formula proposed by Priya et al. [27]:
Weight loss (%) =

W − W
×100
W

where, Wo is the initial weight of the fruits and
W is the final weight of the fruits after 14 days of
preservation study. Meanwhile, the browning index
was calculated based on a formula outlined by Priya
et al. [27]:

∑ (Browning level) x number of fruit at the browning level
Browning index =

Total number of fruit in the treatment

x 100

The browning level was classified as: 1 = no
browning, 2 = less than 20%, 3 = around 20 to
40%, 4 = around 40 to 60%, and 5 = more than
60%.

#$&%$ $&$$! 

1*:*,<.:2;*<287 ;<=-2.; %# *7*5A;2;
Figure 1 shows the FTIR spectra of gelatin, chitosan and Gel-Cs (75:25, 50:50, 25:75) films. Based
on the results, gelatin film displays broad absorption bands at wavenumber of 3308 cm-1 which
represent the stretching of amide A [28]. Based on
the FTIR spectra, the characteristics bands of gelatin at

% *7*5A;2; The thermal properties of the
films were studied using a Pyris 1 Perkin-Elmer
Thermal Gravimetry Analyser (TGA) in a nitrogen
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1639 cm-1 and 1544 cm-1 confirm the presence of
amide I (carbonyl group, C=O) and amide II (N-H
and C-H stretches), respectively [12]. These results
are in agreement with previous studies reported by
Ahmad et al. [11], which assigned the gelatin absorption bands at wavenumbers of 1632 to 1539
cm-1. Meanwhile, the strong absorption band observed at wavenumber of 3354 cm-1 for chitosan



film, indicates the presence of amide A overlapped
with O-H group [23]. Furthermore, the adjacent
bands observed at 2927 and 2881 cm-1 can be assigned to alkyl group, C-H stretching. The characteristic of C=O can be detected by weak absorption
intensity at wavenumber of 1632 cm-1, which represents the amide I [29]. The absorption bands around
1072 and 1030 cm-1 are in accordance to a study
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shifted from 3308 to 3301 cm-1. The high absorption intensity of pyranose groups observed at wavenumbers of 1031 to 1076 cm-1 can be related to the
chitosan characteristics throughout the blended film
[6]. These could be due to the mechanism of hydrogen bonding along gelatin backbone with hydroxyl
group of chitosan which indicates good compatibility between both polymers [15]. The possible interaction between gelatin and chitosan are shown in
Figure 2.

reported by Lago et al. [29], which confirm the
presence of amino groups and pyranose ring of
chitosan film. Whereas, the bands observed at the
wavenumbers of 1550 and 1409 cm-1 are correspond to medium vibration modes of amide II and
O-H groups, respectively.
In general, Gel-Cs films exhibit characteristics
of both gelatin and chitosan upon addition of chitosan into the film forming solution of gelatin at
three volume per volume ratios of 75:25, 50:50 and
25:75. The strong and prominent intensity of gelatin
film at 1639 cm-1 was gradually decreased after
addition of chitosan solution at wavenumbers of
1641, 1643 and 1642 cm-1 for 75Gel:25Cs,
50Gel:50Cs and 25Gel:75Cs, respectively. The
observable changes were mainly due to the reduction of single α-helices along the gelatin structure
which indicates the chemical interaction between
both polymers [30].
In addition, the absorption band of hydroxyl
group (O-H) was broadened and the wavenumber

&'>2;2+5.*7*5A;2;The UV-Visible analysis
has been conducted at the wavelengths ranged from
200 to 800 nm and measured as percentage of
transmission (%T). This analysis is essential in
order to determine the ability of the films to act as a
protective layer to prevent oxidation reaction within
the packaged food products. Based on Table 1,
gelatin, chitosan and gelatin-chitosan films showed
an excellent UV barrier properties within UV range
of 200 to 350 nm. 
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% 
201<<:*7;62;;287*7-<:*7;9*:.7,A>*5=.;8/0.5*<27,12<8;*7*7-0.5*<27,12<8;*7+5.7-/256;
Film
Gelatin
Chitosan
75Gel:25Cs
50Gel:50Cs
25Gel:75Cs

%T (200)
0.03
0.06
0.04
0.04
0.04

%T (280)
16.43
43.54
34.45
27.42
29.48

%T (350)
39.09
76.87
66.18
59.44
54.51

%T (400)
65.40
83.37
78.59
77.57
73.46
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%T (500)
80.71
87.11
85.36
86.42
83.53

%T (600)
85.12
88.50
87.43
88.76
86.34

%T (800)
88.17
89.90
89.18
90.22
88.89

Transparency
0.87
1.33
1.17
0.86
0.71
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(a)



(b)



(c)
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The light transmission within visible light region was observed at the wavenumber of 400 nm to
800 nm. The transmissions of visible light through
gelatin-chitosan blend films are greater than 80% at
the wavelength of 800 nm. The transparency value
of gelatin film (0.87) is lower than chitosan film
(1.33) by 0.46. Of blend films studied, the transparency value calculated for 25Gel:75Cs (0.71) is

Gelatin film exhibited excellent UV barrier
properties with the lowest transparency values of
0.03%, 16.43% and 39.09% for 200 nm, 280 nm
and 350 nm, respectively. The UV barrier characteristic of gelatin film was mainly due to the presence of amino acids along gelatin backbone, which
enabled the film to absorb the transmission of UV
light [3, 9, 22, 23].
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('" *7- !" *7*5A;.; It is known that excessive migration of water vapour might have an
effect to senescence and deterioration rate of perishable food products. Meanwhile, transmission of
oxygen gas might contribute to oxidation reaction.
It has been reported by several studies that oxygen
level of less than 3% will cause anaerobic respiration within the packaged food products [32]. Therefore, the quality of the perishable food can be sustained by maintaining the water and oxygen contents within the food products. 
Gelatin film possesses a lower water vapour
barrier as compared to chitosan film. As shown in
Table 2, gelatin showed the highest WVP value of
1.76 g m-1 day-1 atm-1, as compared to chitosan 1.48
g m-1 day-1 atm-1. In this research, 25Gel:75Cs exhibited excellent water vapour barrier property
(1.51 g m-1 day-1 atm-1) as compared to 75Gel:25Cs
(1.72 g m-1 day-1 atm-1) and 50Gel:50Cs (1.60 g m-1
day-1 atm-1) blend films. Following addition of
chitosan, the OP value of gelatin was increased
slightly from 1.54 x 10-4 cc m-1 day-1 atm-1 to 1.55 x
10-4 cc m-1 day-1 atm-1 (75Gel:25Cs), 1.58 x 10-4 cc
m-1 day-1 atm-1 (50Gel:50Cs) and 1.62 x 10-4 cc m-1
day-1 atm-1 (25Gel:75Cs).
The interaction between both biopolymers has
formed films with a compact structure, thus makes
them difficult for water and gasses molecules passing through the films. Overall, results suggest that
the hydrophilic property of gelatin film was improved upon addition of chitosan.

lower than gelatin film (0.87). Overall, results indicate mixing of gelatin with chitosan has improved
the transparency of the gelatin film. These findings
are important for evaluating the ability of the blend
films for food preservation application. The blend
films have great potential to be used as a protective
layer without changing the physical appearances of
the food products [23].
$ *7*5A;2; The surface morphology of
each film was observed at 25,000x magnification.
Gelatin and chitosan show a homogeneous and
smooth surface texture. However, the existence of
round zones at certain part of the films might be
due to the reorganisation of the polymer structure
during drying process [31]. Based on Figure 3,
gelatin-chitosan blend films display a smooth and
dense surface without any aggregation at all ratios
of 75:25, 50:50 and 25:75. These results corroborate FTIR findings discussed earlier, which confirmed the compatibility between gelatin and chitosan. The smooth surface morphology of gelatinchitosan blend films represents good distribution
between both biopolymers.
.,1*72,*59:89.:<2.;The ability of the biopolymer films to withstand external stress has
been evaluated in terms of TS and EAB. The TS
and EAB values measured for gelatin, chitosan and
gelatin-chitosan blend films are given in Table 2.
Initially, the TS values for gelatin and chitosan are
35.98 ± 0.91 MPa and 44.58 ± 2.94 MPa, respectively. The addition of chitosan into gelatin forming
solution has improved the TS value of gelatin film.
A pronounced effect was obtained for 25Gel:75Cs
film of which the TS value was increased by 26%,
leading to a stronger film. A similar trend was observed for EAB, of which the EAB value of gelatin
film showed an increment from 2.34 ± 0.06 % to
3.83 ± 0.10 %.
Blending both biopolymers has produced an
active side along the polypeptide chains of gelatin
for formation of strong hydrogen bonding and electrostatic interaction [1]. As the volume of chitosan
added increased, the potential for intramolecular
and intermolecular hydrogen bonding within the
polymers increased as well. The molecular interaction between both biopolymers has been discussed
earlier in FTIR analysis. It is important to note that
results from this analysis suggest that stronger films
with improved flexibility have been produced.

% *7*5A;2; TGA analysis was performed
to monitor thermal degradation behaviour of blend
films as a function of temperature in controlled
surroundings. The TGA thermograms of gelatin,
chitosan and gelatin-chitosan films are shown in
Figure 4. The thermal decomposition of all films
started from 48 to 116 °C with percentage weight
loss ranged from 5.95% to 19.94%. The second
weight loss for gelatin films was detected at 352 °C
with percentage weight loss of 77.89%. This finding could be related to decomposition of amino acid
along the polypeptide chains of gelatin [12].
Whereas, the second and third stage decomposition
for chitosan films were observed at 183 °C and 288
°C with percentage weight loss of 7.30% and
49.74%, respectively. These trends might be caused
by decomposition of polysaccharides group of
chitosan within the structure [18].


% 
%$('"*7-!">*5=.;8/0.5*<27,12<8;*7*7-0.5*<27,12<8;*7/256;
Film
Gelatin
Chitosan
75Gel:25Cs
50Gel:50Cs
25Gel:75Cs

TS (MPa)

EAB (%)

35.98 ± 0.91
44.58 ± 2.94
38.03 ± 3.30
41.79 ± 3.71
45.36 ± 5.55

2.34 ± 0.06
5.70 ± 0.31
2.76 ± 0.21
3.18 ± 0.10
3.83 ± 0.10

36

WVP
(g m-1 day-1 atm-1)
1.76 ± 0.06
1.48 ± 0.10
1.72 ± 0.18
1.60 ± 0.02
1.51 ± 0.09

OP
× 10-4 (cc m-1 day-1 atm-1)
1.54 ± 0.30
1.70 ± 0.13
1.55 ± 0.17
1.58 ± 0.14
1.62 ± 0.09
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Film
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Inhibition zone of antibacterial activity (cm2)
 
 

Gelatin

No inhibition

No inhibition

0.66

0.33

Chitosan

Based on Figure 4, 75Gel:25Cs and
50Gel:50Cs blend films possessed four thermal
degradation stages with percentage weight loss
ranged from 6.58 to 49.21%. The highest temperature for the decomposition of the films occurred at
706 °C with percentage of weight loss of 20.14%.
For 25Gel:75Cs blend film, the second thermal

stage occurred at 328 °C with a weight loss of
57.55%. The shifting in degradation temperature of
blend films might be attributed to good interaction
between both biopolymers, as discussed earlier in
FTIR analysis. The overall results showed that the
thermal degradation of gelatin-chitosan blend films
was more stable than gelatin film.
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Inhibition zone of antibacterial activity (cm2)
Film
 
 

75Gel:25Cs

0.25

0.66

0.5

1.0

0.75

1.25

50Gel:50Cs

25Gel:75Cs

7<2+*,<.:2*5;<=-2.;The antibacterial activity of blend films against  and  as a
function of inhibition zone is shown in Tables 3 and
4. From Table 3, it is apparent that gelatin film does
not possess antibacterial properties against both
bacteria tested. In contrast, chitosan film exhibits
antibacterial activity against   and   .
The inhibition zones measured for chitosan film
were 0.66 cm2 and 0.33 cm2 for  and  
, respectively. Chitosan film has gained a lot of
interest by researchers as it has the potential to
inhibit microorganisms [6, 33-36]. The antimicrobial properties of chitosan can be related to the
existence of positively charged amino group within

its structure, which significantly affects the outer
membrane of the microorganisms [20, 34].
As shown in Table 4, gelatin-chitosan film exhibit antimicrobial properties against  and 
 . The inhibition zone measured for gelatinchitosan film was in the range of 0.25 to 0.27 cm2
( ) and 0.66 to 1.25 cm2 ( ). It is clear
that chitosan significantly influenced the antibacterial activity of blend films of which the higher the
amount chitosan added to gelatin forming solution,
the larger the inhibition zone measured. For instance, the inhibition zones measured for gelatinchitosan blend films were 0.66, 1.0 and 1.25 cm2 for
75Gel:25Cs, 50Gel:50Cs and 25Gel:75Cs, respectively. Based on results obtained for antibacterial
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analysis, the inhibition zone of blend films for 
  was higher than    The difference in
antibacterial properties against  and  
could be due to the difference in peptidoglycan
layer of the membrane cell of both bacteria [37,
38].

":.;.:>*<287 ;<=-2.; Perishable food products are easily exposed to external and internal
factors which may lead to increasing deterioration
rate, losses its flavour and nutritional values [39].
Therefore, application of film has been implemented in order to control the senescence rate, longer the
shelf life and maintain the quality of food products.
Cherry tomatoes and grapes have been used
throughout the preservation studies. The selected
fruits are wrapped with the prepared biopolymer
films for 14 days. During the preservation study,
the percentage weight loss and browning index of
each wrapped film were calculated and observed
daily.
Figures 5 to 8 show cherry tomatoes and
grapes after 14 days of preservation study. The

*

,

control fruits (without film) developed bad smell
and completely spoiled at day 3. As shown in Figure 5(b) and 7(b), fruits that were wrapped with
gelatin film generate significant moldy spots and
bad odour with percentage weight loss of 26.80 ±
6.54 and 29.23 ± 5.62 for cherry tomatoes and
grapes, respectively. Based on the observation,
25Gel:75Cs showed the best protection film and
able to prolong the shelf life of both commodities
up to 14 days. Based on Table 5, fruits wrapped
with 25Gel:75CMC blend film has resulted in low
values of weight loss (%) and browning index,
suggesting the best treatment for fruits preservation.
It is also important to note that the ability of
25Gel:75CMC blend film to preserve fruits was
comparable to that of commercial cling film. These
results might be due to improvement in water vapour permeability and antibacterial properties of the
films following addition of chitosan, which has
been discussed in the preceding sections. Overall,
gelatin-chitosan blend films are able to prolong the
shelf life of perishable food products to maintain
the quality and freshness of the fruits.
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Weight loss (%)
Browning index
Film
(average ± SD)
Cherry tomatoes
Grapes
Cherry tomatoes
Grapes
Control (without film)
333
500
43.82 ± 11.65
32.48 ± 2.77
Gelatin
467
333
26.80 ± 6.54
29.23 ± 5.62
Chitosan
333
367
20.69 ± 6.62
29.13 ± 5.53
75Gel:25Cs
367
300
27.05 ± 0.61
29.04 ± 4.43
50Gel:50Cs
367
233
20.95 ± 6.34
28.23 ± 1.85
25Gel:75Cs
367
333
18.34 ± 3.55
26.80 ± 4.12
Commercial cling film
400
367
19.88 ± 15.08
23.33 ± 1.57
! &$! $

Chitosan is a biopolymer that has been successfully employed to improve the functional and
mechanical properties of gelatin film. Chitosan
enhanced the antibacterial property of gelatin film
against two food pathogenic bacteria, namely 
  and    The 25Gel:75Cs film exhibits
maximum tensile strength and percentage elongation at break values, suggesting it has a stronger and
more flexible film characteristics. Gelatin-chitosan
films successfully preserved cherry tomatoes and
grapes at almost similar degree to that of a commercial cling film. Results from this study highlight
the biocompatibility of gelatin and chitosan, as well

as the feasibility of gelatin-chitosan blend films as
alternatives to synthetic petroleum based films for
food preservation.
 !( %$
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Zoos in urban areas are very important as they
enable urban people to have relationship with nature.
Therefore, zoos strengthen the interest and the sense
of protecting animals and required to help visitors to
learn by reflecting the interactions of animals in nature. With their design approaches, naturalistic exhibits (third generation zoo exhibits) encourage visitors to know and protect animals. No research has
yet been conducted on the experiences of visitors in
naturalistic zoo exhibits in Turkey. Therefore, within
the scope of the study, the effects of naturalistic exhibits on Turkish visitors (n=480) have been identified. The pre-visit and the post-visit feelings of the
visitors have been investigated in two stages. According to the results of the study, naturalistic exhibits are described by Turkish people as natural, characterizing the habitats of animals and a place where
animals are happy to live.
(&!"
Zoo design, Naturalness, Exhibit design, Naturalistic exhibits

towards nature [3] to encourage people to understand
by providing learning opportunities, to strengthen
the interest and the sense of protecting animals [4-9]
and, to help visitors to recognize animals [10-12].
Therefore, zoos help people to learn through reflecting the relationships of animals in nature [5, 6, 13,
14, 15]. Thus, with the help of zoos, it is possible to
protect nature by giving the opportunity to young
generations to familiar with animals. The zoos that
will provide these educational functions should be
designed in a way that they reflect natural habitats as
well as they enable animals to behave naturally. This
is the only way to transfer the lives of animals to the
zoos [10]. Apart from the educational aims, zoos are
also focused on the subjects of recreation, research
and protection; however, the primary reason for visitors is recreation [15-21]. Hence, the design of zoos
are focused on learning through enjoying because
the aim is, no matter whatever their reason to visit
the zoo, to be able to subconsciously teach visitors
the importance of nature and the fact that these living
creatures have also right to live. By this way, while
zoos meet the recreational expectations of visitors,
they increase people's awareness of nature and protection [4, 8-9, 11-12, 22-23].

#!$#

People change their environment because of the
desire to have more opportunities and to make their
lives easier. However, while people make their lives
easier, they make the lives of other living creatures
more difficult. The changed environment is not new,
but it has been modified [1] and shaped by humans
for the sake of their own profits without considering
the habitats of wildlife. It is not possible to protect
ecological balance on the earth through destroying
wildlife habitats. Therefore, it is necessary to establish a positive relationship with other living creatures
and to understand the fact that the world will not be
able to exist in an order without them. The mankind
also needs to know that they should form their living
environment without destroying the habitats of other
living creatures. Therefore, zoos are very important
as they provide people to have a positive relationship
with nature [2], to transmit the love of nature to a
large mass of people, to increase consciousness

@12+2<.;206The design of zoo exhibit areas has been improved for many years in order to
meet recreational needs of the visitors as well as
providing education. This improvement is focused
on the way that people perceive animals [24] and the
natural behaviors that animals are exhibited [7]. Exhibit areas are classified as three generations [25]: In
the first generation exhibits, animals are exhibited in
cages or in deep holes surrounded by walls. This design approach has been incapable of meeting behavioral, psychological and physical needs of animals.
In the second generation exhibits, animals are exhibited in wide spaces and visitors are provided with
panoramic views. In these exhibition areas, developed by Carl Hagenbeck, the visibility of boundary
elements has been minimized. In the third generation
exhibits (naturalistic exhibits), animals are exhibited
through forming natural groups with their own species. Exhibition areas are designed to contain the topography and plant variety in natural habitats of animals without any boundary elements which destroy
visual harmony between animal and human [10, 24-
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27]. The stress that animals have because of the
crowd is reduced by keeping the watching areas out
of the exhibition areas, and thus animals behave
more naturally [24] Consequently, animals are exhibited in a way that is suitable for their original habitats and without destroying their social structure.
The third generation exhibits are defined with the
term 'immersive' [24] as they are the exhibits that do
not include visitors in exhibition areas only visually,
but they also make people to feel the atmosphere of
the area psychologically [16, 27]. The answer to the
question "how these kinds of exhibition areas affect
the visitors and their perceptions of animals?" has
been revealed by many studies. While these kinds of
exhibition areas increase both the aesthetic satisfaction and interest and attention of people for the natural world, and while they take them into natural
world [22, 26, 27, 28] also focused on the benefits of
animals [4, 26, 27, 29-31]. Thus, they form effective
opportunities for education of protection [22] and,
enable to transfer the visitors’ feelings of discovery
and mystery in nature to the zoos [18, 27, 32]. With
these kinds of features, naturalistic exhibits support
the educational functions and the philosophical
structure of zoos because the type of exhibit area is
extremely effective on visitors' perceptions of animals. While natural exhibition areas effect visitors
positively, it has been revealed by the researchers
that exhibits with cages create negative effects on
visitors [16, 19, 33]. Kawata (2011) indicated that
boundary elements like cages were linked to punishment and they created associations related to animal
captivity [34]. Visitors perceived animals that are in
an exhibition area surrounded by boundary elements
as isolated from nature instead of being a part of the
whole. Nevertheless, when visitors have the right
knowledge about the species of animals in zoos, it is
seen that they have more positive feelings towards
animals and they support the protection efforts [2, 8,
35, 36]. This change in the design of exhibition areas
enables visitors to get right messages from the environment by giving them the right perceptional data.
Thus, the visitors have the chance to learn more
about the animals in exhibits that are similar to their
own habitats and to discover the behaviors of animals. 
Although the design of exhibition areas are effective on the environmental education and nature
protection, the perceptions of Turkish people towards zoos and the animals exhibited was only investigated in a study conducted by Yılmaz et al.
(2010) [16]. They assessed the influence of different
exhibits on zoo visitors’ attitudes and their perceptions towards animals. In their study Yılmaz et al.
(2010) explored attitudes of Turkish people towards
the first and the second generation exhibits. In the
related literature, there is not any study based on visitor experience in zoos that include third generation
exhibits in Turkey [16]. This kind of visitor experience studies are more confined to the zoos which are

located in Europe, America and lately in the Far
East. However, although, zoos are popular institutions of societies and are also the areas where environmental education takes place, there is a gap in the
literature regarding the experience of Turkish people
on third generation zoo exhibits. Therefore, this
study attempts to fill this gap and specifically try to
address the following questions:
1. What are the reasons for zoo visits and what
kind of impressions visitors get from naturalistic zoo
exhibits?
2. What are the feelings and the thoughts of the
visitors after their visit? What do visitors remember
about the zoo at the end of their visit? And how do
they define the exhibit areas?
#"

"<=-A:.* A preliminary search is revealed
that most of the zoos in Turkey were first and second
generation exhibits except Izmir Natural Life Park
Zoo which was the only zoo that has naturalistic exhibits. Therefore, it was determined as the study
area. Izmir Natural Life Park zoo that is a member of
EAZA, and is located on an area that is 425.000
square meter, shelters about 1500 animals including
more than 125 species. The zoo has been active since
2008.
#1. =.;<2766*2:. It is important to understand the relationship between visitors and exhibition areas in order to guide zoo designs in terms of
their effects on visitors. Therefore, a questionnaire
survey was carried out among the visitors to assess
their zoo experiences. With the help of this method,
it is easy to conduct the study on large groups of people and get quick information [37].
In the meetings with the managers of the zoo, it
is determined that the busiest visiting periods were
September to November and March to June. As a result, the study has been carried out both in weekdays
and at the weekends in April for three weeks. During
the study, 45.108 visitors visited the zoo. In this
study, questionnaire survey has been carried out with
480 zoo visitors. In the survey, a sample set of 480
people were selected randomly as a representative
subset of zoo visitors. 62, 5 percent of the participants were females while 37, 5 percent were males.
77, 3 percent of the participants have visited the zoo
with their families while the remaining 23, 7 percent
were individual visitors.
The questionnaire survey has been conducted
in two stages. The first stage is carried out at the beginning of the visit and the second stage is completed
at the end of the visit. The questions in each stage
were answered by the same visitor. The aim to conduct the questionnaire in this way was to reveal the
differences or similarities between the visitors' ideas
that they had about the zoo and exhibition areas
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26-260;!.4*<.-<7#1.2:;<"<*0.Results
are presented in three sections. In the first section,
the reasons of visits to the Zoo and what the zoo
means to the visitors were identified. In the second
section, findings related to the most liked features of
the zoo and the exhibition areas, features defining
the zoo and, findings regarding the meaning of the
zoo for the visitors were presented and relationships
between these findings were determined. In the third
section, feelings of the visitors and the things they
have remembered about their visits before they leave
the zoo were revealed. 

while they were coming to the zoo and while they
were leaving from the zoo. The first stage of the
questionnaire survey was formed with close-ended
questions. The visitors answered the following questions at the beginning of their visit:
• Why and how often do you visit the zoo?
• What does the zoo mean to you?
In the second stage of the questionnaire, openended questions were asked. Open-ended self-completion questionnaire format was selected to allow
the respondents to express their answers freely and
spontaneously [38, 39]. The questions in this stage
were answered by the visitors at the end of their visit,
and the following questions were asked:
• What are the best features of areas where
animals are exhibited?
• After visiting the zoo, what do you remember about it? What are your feelings and thoughts
about the zoo?

!.*;76;/7:*6-/:.9=.6,A7/>2;2<;The reasons and frequency of visits are presented in Table
1. The results showed that, the majority of participants visited the zoo for their children to introduce
the animals, to get to know/to familiarize animals
and for entertainment and relaxation; the majority of
the participants indicated that their frequency of visiting the zoo was more than once a year, once a year
and once a month.

*<* *6*4A;2; Results were presented in frequency tables. Chi-square tests were also conducted
by SPSS (v. 22.0) to determine if these responses
were statistically significant. The results of the chisquare tests showed that all the categories were statistically significant. Data in the second stage were
analyzed through chi-square tests to determine if the
gathered data were statistically significant.



#
!.*;76;/7:%2;2<260)77;
!.*;76;*6-/:.9=.6,A7/>2;2<;



For children to get to know animals
To get to know animals/ to familiarize animals
For entertainment and relaxation
For being curious about the animals living in a natural area
Once a week
Once a month
More than once a month
Once a year
More than once a year

!.*;76;/7:>2;2<;

#1./:.9=.6,A7/>2;2<;


:.9=.6,A
160
142
110
68
20
80
30
161
189

#
#1.B775.*6;<7<1.>2;2<7:;
;<84*,.
I It reminds that animals need to be protected
It includes
messages about nature protection
It reminds that other
living creatures have
also right to live on
the Earth

:.9=.6,A
>*4=.

&1*<<1.B775.*6;<7<1.>2;2<7:;
:.9=.6,A
6-84*,.
>*4=.

:-84*,.

:.9=.6,A
>*4=.

276

It gives messages about nature protection

260

It generates love of animals

312

152

That it reminds that animals
need to be protected

148

I It reminds that other living creatures have also
right to live on the Earth

108

52

I It reminds that other living
creatures have also right to
live on the Earth

40



It generates love of animals

32

46

It reminds that animals
need to be protected
It gives messages about nature protection
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&1*< <1. B52: )77 5.*6; <7 <1. >2;2<7:;
What a naturalistic zoo exhibits means to the visitors
was assessed and, the participants were asked to rank
first three expressions that best describe the zoo. The
results, presented in Table 2, indicated that they first
had three expressions that describe the zoo as follows: it reminds that animals need to be protected;
the messages it has about nature protection and it reminds the living creatures other than humans have
also right to live on the Earth (p < 0.01); second, they
had four expressions to describe the meaning of the
zoo as follows: the messages it has about nature protection; it reminds animals need to be protected; it
reminds creatures other than humans have also right
to live on the Earth and it generates love of animals
(p < 0.01); third, they had four expressions to describe the zoo as follows: it generates love of animals; it reminds living creatures other than humans
have also right to live on the Earth; it reminds animals need to be protected and the messages it has
about nature protection (p < 0.01).

are exhibited and plants (p < 0.01); in the third
place, they have expressed their most liked features
with five expressions as follows: plants; it has information about animals; natural boundary elements;
the naturalness of the areas where the animals are exhibited and the feeling of being a part of nature (p <
0.01).

#1. 57;< 423.- /.*<=:.; 7/ .@12+2<276 *:.*
At the end of their visits to the zoo, the visitors’
most-liked features of exhibition areas were asked to
the visitors in order to reveal their ideas that they had
about the exhibition areas after their visit. The participants were asked to rank the first three expressions that best describe the most liked features of exhibition areas (Table 4). The participants expressed
the most liked features of the exhibition areas in the
1st place with 5 expressions as follows: naturalness,
wideness, water, plants and rocks (p < 0.01); they
expressed the most liked features of the exhibition
areas in the 2nd place with 4 expressions as follows:
arousing interest, naturalness, plants and water (p <
0.01); they expressed the most liked features of the
exhibition areas in the 3rd place with 6 expressions
as follows: wideness, arousing interest, natural
boundary elements, water, rocks and plants (p <
0.01).

26-260; !.4*<.- <7 #1. 6- "<*0. #1.
57;<423.-/.*<=:.;7/<1.B52:)77At the end of
their visits to the zoo, the visitors’ ideas about the
zoo were determined. With this aim, the participants
were asked to rank the first three expressions that expressed their most liked features of the zoo. The results, presented in Table 3, showed that the participants have expressed their ideas in the 1st place with
5 expressions as follows: the naturalness of the areas
where the animals are exhibited; information about
animals; plants; natural boundary elements and the
feeling of being a part of nature (p < 0.01); in the
second place, they have expressed their most -liked
features with four expressions as follows: the feeling
of being a part of nature; it has information about animals; The naturalness of the areas where the animals

..4260;7/<1.>2;2<7:;/7447?260<1.2:>2;2<<7
<1. B77 When the visitors were asked about what
they were feeling at the end of their visit to the zoo,
they provided a number of statements. These statements were related to naturalness of the exhibit areas, information they learned about animals, positive
feelings towards natural life and animals and, the images of animals and the zoo. The answers of the participants they have at the end of their visit are
grouped and presented in Tables 5 to 9.

# 
#1.57;<423.-/.*<=:.;7/B77
%2;2<7:;C/*>7:2<./.*<=:.;7/<1.B77
;<84*,.
The naturalness of the
areas where the animals are exhibited
Information about
animals

:.
9=.6,A
>*4=.

6-84*,.

:.9=.6,A
>*4=.

296

The feeling of being a
part of nature

288

Plants

256

168

Information about
animals

156

16

Natural boundary
elements

48

92

Plants

60

Natural boundary
elements

28

The feeling of being a
part of nature

4

Information about
animals
The naturalness of the
areas where the animals are exhibited
Plants

8
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:-84*,.

The naturalness of the
areas where the animals are exhibited
The feeling of being a
part of nature

:.9=.6,A
>*4=.

12
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#1.57;<423.-/.*<=:.;7/.@12+2<276*:.*;
;<84*,.
Naturalness
Wideness
Water
Plants
Rocks

%2;2<7:;C/*>7:2<./.*<=:.;7/*625*4.@12+2<276*:.*;
:.9=.6,A>*4=.
6-84*,.
:.9=.6,A>*4=.
:-84*,.
320
Arousing interest
280
Wideness
64
Naturalness
120
Arousing interest
Natural boundary ele48
Plants
40
ments
24
Water
4
Water
24
Rocks
Plants

:.9=.6,A>*4=.
248
156
32
16
8
4

# 
"<*<.5.6<;*+7=<6*<=:*46.;;7/.@12+2<*:.*;
"<*<.5.6<;
Living areas of animals were tried to mimic their natural habitats and were built carefully
Exhibition areas were really realistic and brilliant
The animals live in natural and wide areas but it is difficult to see. Yet, it is wonderful.
The animals have their own living areas
As exhibition areas are wide and there are no obstacles between the animals and the visitors, the atmosphere
looks natural.
Exhibition areas are so real that the vivid colors make me feel warmer inside.
The animals here continue to live their natural lives.
It was very good to watch animals in their natural environments
I thought I was watching a documentary.
The areas where animals live are almost the same as nature

:.9=.6,A
42
77
64
37
52
27
59
43
21
36

# 
"<*<.5.6<;*+7=<26/7:5*<276*+7=<*625*4;
"<*<.5.6<;
How tall the giraffe is?
I saw how the duck ducked into the water
I saw how brilliant colors parrots could have
I saw how big the turtles could be
The magnificence of the lions- Lemurs are magnificent
It was an interesting experience to see the animals as close as this
The beauty and colors of water birds influenced me a lot
I have learned that there is a creature called meerkat that has nest underground
I have seen most animals for the first time in my life here.
Touching turtles was perfect
The tail of male peacock was wonderful
We went to the zoo to entertain and we got to know a lot of animals
I saw the animals that I saw in documentaries alive and got to know them
I have learned that there is an animal called coati.
Water birds were swimming making circles
I have learned that there is an animal called ground squirrel
Bears love playing in the water

*<=:*46.;; 7/ <1. .@12+2< *:.*; It is important that the visitors feel naturalness of exhibits.
This will evoke the feeling that animals are displayed
in their natural habitat and effects attitudes of visitors
towards the animals positively. Participants’ statements about naturalness of exhibit areas are presented in Table 5.

6/7:5*<276*+7=<*625*4;It is important for
visitors to know physical features and attitudes of animals. This shows that learning activities are taken

:.9=.6,A
17
21
54
32
47
85
89
23
57
31
16
31
42
25
35
23
48

place in zoos. Participants’ statements regarding
learning activities in exhibit areas are presented in
Table 6.
7;2<2>./..4260;<7?*:-;6*<=:*442/.*6-*6
25*4;Positive feelings derived through the zoo visits encourage positive attitudes towards protection of
the natural life. Participants’ statements regarding
Positive feelings towards natural life and animals are
presented in Table 7.
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# 
"<*<.5.6<;*+7=<87;2<2>./..4260;<7?*:-;6*<=:*442/.*6-*625*4;C26/7:5*<276
"<*<.5.6<;
:.9=.6,A
Gazelles, fallow deer, and red deer ... All are very beautiful
28
We need to protect animals so that future generations can also get to know them
51
I think about myself because they are alive as we are
44
Animals are valuable. They also have right to live.
62
I have seen most animals for the first time. They are not dangerous at all.
29
When I saw that the animals were well-groomed, I thought that this was because they were
72
respected.
Through visiting the zoos, we should remember the natural life and that we should protect it
57
I realized that I love animals
47
I love natural life
67
I wish animals were in their habitats
68
The best habitat for animals is nature ... We shouldn't harm it
53
#
"<*<.5.6<;*+7=<<1.25*0.7/*625*4;
"<*<.5.6<;
The animals seemed healthy, happy and beautiful
The animals live in a natural and clean environment
I thought they were happy in the artificial environment
The animals are happy. Visitors can also see this
I felt that the animals were free
The animals are very well-groomed, neat and clean

:.9=.6,A
78
83
74
62
119
62


#
"<*<.5.6<;*+7=<<1.25*0.7/B77;
"<*<.5.6<;
The sounds of the birds, animals and the green areas were wonderful. I would live there.
Being away from the city center and being with nature is beautiful
In the city, among green areas being with animals make you feel in peace.
I have learned that zoos are not jails for animals; they are living areas for them.
I thought I was watching a documentary
The number and variety of animals are adequate
The zoo was a great place for the kids to get to know animals
Future generations will also get to know animals thanks to the Izmir zoo
A perfect zoo to raise natural life awareness of the kids and to introduce animals to them
The animals are in the best zoo they could ever live
A place to get to know animals while having a good time with my family

:.9=.6,A
36
62
33
47
67
26
48
44
32
29
42



"$""

#1. 25*0. 7/ *625*4; Positive images derived by visitors about animals and their living conditions are vital for zoo experiences. Positive images
of animals are influential on ideas regarding the necessity of zoos. Participants’ statements regarding
the image of animals are presented in Table 8.

#1. 25*0. 7/ B77; Positive feelings that derived from the general atmosphere of zoos lead the
visitors to see zoos as living habitats of animals and
continuous part of the natural life. As a result, the
common idea existed in the minds of people that “animals should not be captivated in zoos even for their
protection” can be changed. Participants’ statements
regarding the image of zoos presented in Table 9.

The results of the study were assessed and interpreted in two stages. In the first stage, definitions
of zoos made by the visitors prior to their visits to
the zoo were identified. In the second stage, their
ideas about the exhibition areas and the zoo at the
end of their visits were found out. Evaluations of the
both stages showed that the results were complemented each other. 
Assessments in the first stage showed that the
visitors’ primary reason for zoo visit was education.
However, the previous studies found out that the primary reason of the visitors for zoo visit was often
identified as recreation and, education was identified
as a second reason [15, 17-21]. Therefore, the design
of zoos is based on learning through entertainment.
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exhibits had extremely positive effects on the visitors. The animals were considered as healthy, happy
well-groomed and free by the visitors. The visitors
who have had positive images about the animals and
the exhibit areas have better involved in the natural
life and have had more interest and attention for the
natural life. Thus, the zoo performs its mission of
both protection and education as well as increases
aesthetical satisfaction of the visitors. These findings
overlap with the findings of the previous studies [8,
22, 26-28, 42, 43].
When the results of the study are evaluated,
naturalistic exhibits are defined by Turkish people as
the areas that are natural that describe the living areas of animals and where animals live happily. At
the end of their visits, the visitors have the idea that
exhibition areas are the extensions of nature and that
the animals are not exhibited by being isolated from
nature; on the contrary, they continue to have their
natural lives. One of the main results that the findings have revealed is that zoo visits positively influence individuals' responses regarding the importance
of animals and the natural life as well as information
obtained about the animals [12]. Another main result
is that zoos are the places where urban people can
calm and get away from the stressful urban life.

Nevertheless, this study revealed that the visitors
who visited the naturalistic zoo were the ones who
realized the protection role of the zoo and the necessity to get to know animals under threat of extinction.
Therefore, they described zoos as places that remind
the necessity of protecting animals, give messages
about protecting nature and, remind of the fact that
other living creatures have also right to live.
The findings in the first stage revealed that zoo
visitors were the ones who were aware of the importance of the zoos in developing environmental
education and the feeling of protection. It is also revealed that the visitors were conscious about nature
and were also aware of the reason why zoos are existed. These findings were supported by the previous
studies found that zoo visitors were conscious about
protection [14, 40]. In our study, visitors suggested
that they visited the zoo as it was a learning environment especially for their children to get information
about the animals. These findings show similarity
with the previous studies point out that zoos are the
environments that encourage visitors to learn
through providing learning opportunities about the
value and importance of protecting the natural life
[5, 4, 11, 14]. Moreover, the previous studies highlighting the effects of zoos on the public understanding of protection [8, 9, 12] are also supported with
the findings of this study.
Assessments made in the second stage showed
that features (such as wideness, rocks and existence
of water) of the exhibition areas in zoos had created
naturalistic effects and, thus forming a sense of interest among the visitors. Because of the naturalistic
design of exhibition areas and invisible boundary elements, the visitors defined the zoo with expressions
such as "a place that gives feelings of being a part of
nature" and "a naturalistic area where the animals are
exhibited". These exhibit areas give to the visitors an
image that the animals in zoos have a life which is
similar to their habitats. Therefore, the visitors think
that the zoo provides adequate information about the
animals. It is found out that the design of exhibit areas is effective on visitor behavior and learning and,
the duration of time the visitors spend and watch to
examine and observe the animals [19, 22, 26, 30, 41]
as well as on the benefits the animals get [4, 26, 27,
29, 31, 33]. Our results is therefore supported the
previous studies show that naturalistic exhibits create effective opportunities for the education of protection [22] and gives the opportunity to transfer the
sense of discovery of the visitors and the natural life
to the zoos [10, 27].
Defining the exhibition areas with the expression of naturalness showed that the visitors had positive ideas and feelings at the end of their visits to the
zoo. The statements of the visitors describing the
physical characteristics of the animals such as “I
thought I was watching a documentary”, “I love the
natural life” and, “living areas of the animals were
good” indicated that the design of naturalistic

$"
As an educational public place for people, zoos
can be regarded as an environment where the visitors
are encouraged to learn about the natural life through
the opportunities provided [11]. The relationship between children and nature in urban areas is getting
weaker [44] however, contact with nature and establishing a positive relationship with nature are very
important for children’s development [45]. In cities,
zoos have this mission, and they are supposed to do
it ideally. It could be possible with the right design
approaches that animals in zoos give more positive
impressions on visitors and that protection efforts are
more supportive. Naturalistic exhibits are one of
those design approaches. In the scope of this study,
the effects of this exhibition type on visitors are determined are as follows:
• Protection is considered by the visitors as
the most important role of a zoo that has naturalistic
exhibits,
• Naturalistic exhibits positively influence
perceptions and ideas of the visitors towards the zoo,
• Visitors define the exhibition areas as natural because of the environmental variety such as
plants-water-rock, and naturalness is regarded as the
most important feature of the exhibit areas.
• Naturalistic exhibit areas lead the visitors to
define animals with positive impressions such as
healthy, happy, beautiful and well cared and, positively influence their responses regarding the importance of animals and the natural life.
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• Visitors have the opportunity to observe animals in a more detailed way, and they have the idea
that the animals continue to their natural life in the
exhibit areas.
• With the help of this type of exhibits, the
visitors are encouraged to imagine themselves as a
part of nature.
• The positive ideas of the visitors prior to
their visit became stronger at the end of their visit.
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DETERMINING THE SPATIAL EFFECTS OF QUARRIES
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er system designed to collect data related to all
manner of physical and human characteristics of the
earth, together with their real coordinates, to perform various analyses for a particular purpose, and
to display analysis results in maps, tables, and
graphs [3]
In Turkey, the constant increase in food demand, the significantly declining number of people
living in rural areas, and the non-expansion of agricultural lands have led to the transition from traditional methods that heavily employ human labor to
advanced methods that incorporate costly but necessary inputs, such as chemical fertilizers, pesticides, pressurized irrigation, and agricultural machinery. All segments of society acknowledge that
the intensive use of chemicals and other industrial
inputs in agricultural production has led to the degradation of agricultural lands and a decline in food
quality since the last half of the twentieth century.
In order to ensure food safety and security without
causing environmental degradation, it is important
to be informed about all stages of plant and animal
production and to understand the entire food supply
chain process, from production to consumption, and
to use that information to organize all relevant operations. The ability of domestic and international
agriculture and food production capacity to meet
such expectations is made possible by the use of
information technologies that have rapidly advanced in recent years.
Information technology (IT) covers a wide
spectrum, ranging from the production/acquisition
of information to the processing/evaluation, storage, transfer, and use of information. Myriad tools
employed for the processing and use of information
are already available on the market. Some of the
most important of these tools include sensors, microprocessors, computers, satellites, and software.
The integration of agriculture and information technology has led to the use of many new technical
terms in daily life. Examples of these terms include
precision agriculture, farm management software,
and self-driving (autonomous) vehicles.
Data analysis using GIS plays an important
role in fostering agricultural productivity. In addition to spatial data, attribute data should be taken
into consideration due to the geographical nature of

ABSTRACT
This study calculated the area and volume of
the quarries located in 6OH\PDQSDúD district of
7HNLUGD÷ province using geographic information
systems (GIS) that have recently been employed in
almost all disciplines and are very effective in terms
of reliability, speed, process, output, and comprehensible results. All aerial photographs in this study
were taken using a drone; no satellite images were
used. The aerial photographs were merged using
GIS software; the volume of the changing topography attributable to quarrying activities and the size
of the affected area were identified and mapped in a
fast and reliable manner using the spatial data.

KEYWORDS:
'URQH7HNLUGD÷,+$5HPRWHVHQVLQJ, Quarries

INTRODUCTION
A geographic information system (GIS) has no
clear-cut definition, because such systems are used
in a large variety of disciplines. Some researchers
have defined a GIS as a scientific concept involving
entire spatial information systems and analyzing
geographic information, while others have defined
it as a computer-based tool that digitalizes spatial
information or a database management system that
helps to organize data. In light of these views, a
GIS has the following definitions.
A geographic information system (GIS) is an
advanced form of technology that can be used in
almost all modern disciplines. The three most applicable definitions of GIS are as follows:
Geographic information systems refer to all
tools that capture, store, check, manipulate, analyze,
and display spatial data of the earth for a specific
purpose [1].
A geographic information system is an information system for gathering, storing, analyzing and
presenting, in an integrated manner, graphical and
non-graphical data obtained through spatial operations [2].
A geographic information system is a comput-
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Drone. In this study, orthophotographs were
taken using the DJI PHANTOM 4 (registration
number TR-IHA0H5909136).

agricultural information. Spatial or geographic
information systems are used for clustering, storing,
processing, and analyzing geospatial and geographic data. Thus, a GIS is used to solve a majority of
spatial problems in agriculture.

Computer. A desktop computer with an InWHO &RUH L-2100 Processor (3M Cache, 3.10
GHz), 8 GB DDR3 1333Mhz RAM, and Windows
10 was used.

The present study calculated the area and volume of the quarries located in 6OH\PDQSDúD district of 7HNLUGD÷ province using GIS software and
drone-captured aerial images. Thus, it investigated
the adequacy as well as the accuracy of dronecaptured aerial photographs compared to high-cost
satellite imagery.

Software. (65,¶V 'URQH0DS IRU $UF*,6
Version 1.2.161, was used to create orthomosaics.
(65,¶V $UF0DS 9HUVLRQ  ZDV XVHG IRU PDpping, as well as area and volume calculations.
Pix4D Capture and Ctrl+DJI applications were used
while capturing images using the drone.



MATERIALS AND METHODS

Methods. The coordinates of the quarries in
6OH\PDQSDúD GLVWULFW WKH DUHD and volume of
which were calculated in this study, were obtained
through correspondence with the Provincial Directorate of Environment and Urban Planning. Land
observations were made for those quarries whose
coordinates were determined; the quarries were
examined in the field to determine the parameters
of the study, including transportation, departure
points for capturing images using the drone, and the
flight height of the drone. It was thus considered
appropriate to study 12 quarry samples. Figure 2
shows these quarries.

Materials. 7KHVWXG\DUHD6OH\PDQSDúD district of 7HNLUGD÷ SURYLQFH, lies between north latitudes 40° 47' 40'' to 41° 11' 47'' and east longitudes
     WR      LQ VRXWKHUQ 7HNLUGD÷
(UTM Zone 35 K - WGS 84). 6OH\PDQSDúD district occupies a total area of 1131.3 square kilometers [4]. Figure 1 shows the map of the study area.
This study used the following equipment and
software for image capturing, processing, mapping,
merging, and clipping, and for area and volume
calculations.

FIGURE 1
The location map of the study area.
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FIGURE 2
The locations of the quarries analyzed in this study.

FIGURE 3
The hole dug to test the accuracy of the drone.


The area calculated by the GIS software was
99.03% accurate, and the volume was 82.5% accurate. This high accuracy rate demonstrates that the
drone used in the study is suitable for area and
volume calculations.
Pix4D Capture and Ctrl+DJI were installed on
a smartphone to control the drone before capturing
images. Using these applications, the areas to be

RESULTS
In this study, the hole displayed in Figure 3
was dug using a backhoe for the calibration of the
drone data. After the volume of the hole was calculated, the hole was photographed by the drone.
Images of the hole were processed, and the volume
of the hole was recalculated using GIS software.
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photographed in the field were marked as shown in
Figure 4. The process of capturing images was
initiated with the start button. The same procedure
was repeated for each quarry area, and each orthophotograph was installed on the memory card in the
drone (Figure 5). Appropriate weather conditions
were ensured so that the images would not differ,
and similar weather conditions were verified at
subsequent quarry areas so that the images would
complement one another. Great care was taken to
avoid visual differences while matching images
taken under different weather conditions, although
factors such as light and shadow caused no devia-

tions in the calculations. A total of 5,541 images
were captured for 12 quarry samples, including 347
images for the first quarry, 652 images for the second quarry, 246 images for the third quarry, 123
images for the fourth quarry, 47 images for the fifth
quarry, 319 images for the sixth quarry, 440 images
for the seventh quarry, 458 images for the eighth
quarry, 1,157 images for the ninth quarry, 1,215
images for the tenth quarry, 236 images for the
eleventh quarry, and 301 images for the twelfth
quarry. This study used the coordinate system WGS
1984 (World Geodetic System 1984).

FIGURE 4
Pix4D Capture selection areas.

FIGURE 5
An example of the drone-captured images.
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A total of 5,541 drone-captured images of 12
quarries in the study area were kept in separate
folders for each quarry and were merged using
(65,¶V 'URQH0DS IRU $UF*,6 9HUVLRQ 
The coordinate system was selected as the first step
in the merging process, and the images to be

merged were imported using the software display.
The merging process was initiated with the start
button on the display showing the image points and
the drone route on the map (Figure 6 and Figure 7).
Following completion of merging, WKH ³'0´ ILOH
was stored in the default project folder.

FIGURE 6
Adding the images to the Drone2Map.

FIGURE 7
Drone2Map map display.
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After the merging was completed, WKH³'0´
files were browsed to create orthomosaics and
DTMs (Digital Terrain Model) using (65,¶V
ArcGIS ArcMAP Version10.5. In order to calculate
the area and the volume, the following processes
were respectively performed.

were carefully identified using this shapefile
through the Editor toolbar (Figure 8).
Clipping. The area with boundaries drawn
was cut using the clip feature (Data Management)
on ArcMap. Because DTM files should be cut for
area and volume calculations, the DTM files created after merging on Drone2Map were also cut using
the same steps, and only the map of the quarry area
and the relevant DTM file were browsed (Figure 9).

Labeling Boundaries. The boundaries of the
quarries were labeled using the orthomosaics, and a
new shapefile file was created based on the polygon
marking model. The boundaries of the quarries

FIGURE 8
An example of a quarry, with boundaries labeled on ArcMap.

FIGURE 9
A clipped DTM file.
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Area and Volume Calculation. As shown in
Figure 10, for the DTM files of the clipped area, the
area and volume of the labeled area were calculated
XVLQJ WKH ³&DOFXODWH 6WDWLVWLFV´ EXWWRQ of the
ArcMap feature ³&DOFXODWH$UHDDQG9ROXPH.´
The areas of 12 active quarries located in
6OH\PDQSDúD GLVWULFW RI 7HNLUGD÷ SURYLQFH DQG
the volume of topographic change stemming from

quarrying activities were quickly calculated using
drone-captured images and GIS software. Chart 1
shows the calculated values.
Based on the values calculated using technological facilities, the study found that the quarries in
the study area occupy an area of about 206 hectares
and created approximately 93 million cubic meters
of topographic change.

FIGURE 10
Area and volume calculations on ArcMap.

Quarries
Quarry 1
Quarry 2
Quarry 3
Quarry 4
Quarry 5
Quarry 6
Quarry 7
Quarry 8
Quarry 9
Quarry 10
Quarry 11
Quarry 12
Total

CHART 1
Area and volume values calculated using GIS.
Calculated Area (m2)
Topograpical Volume Loss (m3)
47.243,66
321.380,63
353.115,31
23.730.713,54
56.007,26
634.245,93
80.816,67
4.757.916,95
527.682,21
22.431.356,35
160.890,69
2.774.620,10
78.139,32
2.539.133,01
12.921,04
59.605,61
228.441,85
4.276.065,05
112.947,40
1.415.099,09
56.727,00
831.586,68
344.401,62
28.939.148,99
2.059.334,03
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FIGURE 11
The location of the quarries on the map RI6OH\PDQSDúD.
possible to achieve results much more quickly and
reliably. While satellite images can be obtained at
certain times, images can be captured by a drone
whenever conditions are appropriate. This is especially important in agricultural research and in timecritical research. In previous studies using satellite
images, the investigation of large areas could be
highly costly depending on the resolution of the
satellite images. However, as shown in this study,
the use of a drone helps to avoid such high costs
and to obtain photographs at desired resolutions,
thereby increasing the precision of research results.
Additionally, the periodic repetition of this research
will help to determine how changes in the study
area occur over time and to calculate ongoing levels
of soil loss. The present study used a drone to capture the images of 12 quarries and found that
92,710,871,93 cubic meters of material were removed from these areas.
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CONCLUSION
This study demonstrated that calculations can
be made on quarry samples using GIS technologies.
TKHHIIHFWVRIWKHTXDUULHVLQ6OH\PDQSDúD district
of 7HNLUGD÷ ZHUH numerically expressed through
the calculations and were mapped with relative ease
using the spatial data. Additionally, time-, labor-,
and human-related errors were minimized through
these quick calculations, thereby proving that it is
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takes place in any part of the watershed ecosystem
LVIHOWE\WKH³ZKROH´>@'XHWRWKLVFKDracteristic
of watersheds, a management concept is required
which enables the protection of the resources contained in watersheds as a whole. Accordingly,
mechanisms, which are aimed to be created, are
integrated watershed management systems, in
which administrative boundaries are not taken into
consideration, boundaries are determined in accordance with geographical and hydrologic bases, in
which a sustainable multiple usage for the existing
and future generations are being continued and
natural processes, socio-economical needs as well
as political-administrative processes are taken into
consideration within the same basket [3].
All ecosystems are affected from economic,
political and social processes and these interactions
have prevailed in a quite complex structure [4]. As
LWKDVEHHQKLJKOLJKWHGE\+Õ]DOHWDO>@WKHPDLQ
principles of a management planning to be made in
watershed scale should be perception and assessment of the watershed as a whole, integration of
assessments carried out by different decisionmakers, support of local people, the sense of dynamic planning and ecological risk assessment.
Decision mechanism at the watershed management
process requires the determination of ecological
elements that are under risk within the watershed,
their locations, characteristics and determination of
the most convenient solutions that will be determined in order to protect the areas that are affected
by the abovementioned risk [6].
When assessed within the environmental
scale, risk is defined as negative effects that can be
seen on human health and environment due to
chemical pollutants and toxic substances [7]. The
number of studies that particularly focus on chemical pollutants in environmental risk researches are
quite high on the basis of this definition [8-9-1011]. As it has been stated by Erdogan [4], ecological risk which is assessed in the framework of
chemical pollution is only explained with the
amount of pollutant chemicals in the natural resources; thus, it can be insufficient for assessing
process and location-based risks within the general
process of the ecosystem. However, expressing the
changes created by global and regional risk elements on natural landscape in a spatial and quanti-

ABSTRACT
The watershed management process requires a
management approach that considers the basic
principles of ecology, socio-cultural and natural
systems, and also considers ecological risk elements in the watershed area. Ecological risk assessment in watershed management is a necessary
process to collect, organize and present the scientific knowledge needed for environmental management decisions. In this context, the aim of this
study is to establish a model for the datainformation transformation process, needed in watershed management, by characterization of natural
and human risk elements in Bakircay Watershed
scale. Population change, meteorological drought,
land cover and land-use change, wildfire potential
and erosion have been evaluated as having potential
to create ecological risk in the Bakircay Watershed.
Spatial scale is determined as 30x30 meters and
temporal scale is determined to be 1985-2013 in
this study. The evaluation of ecological risk has
been determined by multi-criteria analysis, analytic
hierarchy process and character analysis approaches. The results show that the highest pressure on the
ecological elements in the watershed is around the
cities of Soma and Bergama because of the mining
activities and population. It is thought that the applied model outputs can be questioned, developed
and shaped towards the needs of the stakeholders.

KEYWORDS:
Watershed Management, Ecological Risk, Character
Analysis, Geographic Information Systems, Bakircay
Watershed.

INTRODUCTION
When assessed within the ecosystem scale,
watersheds are ecosystems that are composed of the
mosaic of habitat spots, which are connected with
each other with river networks and which are interactive with each other in longitudinal, lateral, vertical and periodical manner [1]. Watersheds are a
system determined by abiotic factors and they contain biotic factors dependent to that system. As
watersheds have dynamics, which are different but
dependent to each other, any negative situation that
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binations [24]. Whereas, character of ecological
risk represents the spatial risk pattern which is created by the situation of risk that is seen on the basis
of natural and human elements at different combinations.
Final objective of ecological assessments is to
determine negative effects that are created on natural resources due to physical and human elements
[25]. Ecological risk characterization represents an
analysis process, which will set forth spatial distribution and intensity of the abovementioned negative effects in a structure that will enable decision
makers to make quick and right decisions. In this
extent, the aim of this study in the Bakircay Watershed example is to create a model for datainformation transformation process that is needed in
watershed management process by determining
ecological risk characterization on the basis of
natural and human risk elements. This study is
based on the approach firstly proposed by Erdogan
[4] to improve ERA in terms of ecological processes. In this context, ecological factors were defined
based on the character of the study area and these
factors are analyzed by spatial technologies. How is
the spatial distribution of ecological risk factors on
landscape in Bakircay Watershed and which factor
has the intensity of the characterization of ecological risk shall be presented within this framework.
Multi-Criteria Analysis Techniques and Analytical
Hierarchy Process have been scrutinized comparatively in the study with Ecological Risk Characterization that is recently recommended.

tative manner is seen as a significant necessity for
the management of ecological environment [12].
Recently, setting forth the ecological risk in
watershed scale has been developed as a result of
participant protection policy. Ecological risk assessment, which is composed of three main phases
such as defining problem, analysis and assessment
of risk, has been applied on different ecosystem
scales such as drinking water catchment areas [13],
wetlands [14], forests [15], gulfs [16], flood plains
[17], valleys [18] and streams [19]. Ecological risk,
which is a step of the risk assessment process, aims
to determine factors, which are considered as pressure elements on the ecosystem and risk elements,
as well as their spatial distribution and their quantitative analysis. These methods have become widespread in the recent years by using integrated analysis talent of Geographical Information Systems
(GIS) in particular [20-21]. Raheja [22] has developed a web-based GIS application for ecological
risk analysis.
In accordance with risk parameters, which are
approached in ecological risk models that are made
within this scope, watersheds are divided into different ecological risk classes. These models are
significant in presenting general risk assessment
that is important in terms of the sustainability of
watersheds. However, it is considered that decision
makers are insufficient for presenting positive results that will enable watersheds to be protected
with different perspectives with regards to their
sustainability. Participation and attention of people,
who work at different institutions and organizations, for protection can be different. From this
perspective, characterization of risk is considered to
be significant. Risk character analysis will be a
useful model for defining risk character areas and
for determining main factors of risk change. Inasmuch as landscape character analysis aims to improve spatial planning objectives and determine
significant requirements for character areas and
types [23]; risk character analysis will facilitate
spatial planning of risk. As it is in landscape character analysis, it would be possible in risk character
analysis to determine effects of landscape character
areas on each other and to express the prediction of
the direction of interaction among character areas in
terms of ecological risk.
It is necessary to plan ecological risk and
strengthen management in watersheds in order to
prevent the negative effects of climate change in
addition to intense usage of natural resources by
various sectors and their increase of demands day
by day. In fact, different and detectable characteristics of a place that can be distinctive from other
places, in other words its character depends on the
possibility of numerous characteristics being together at different combinations24. The character of
a place represents spatial pattern, which are created
by natural and cultural landscape in different com-

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study Area. Bakircay River Watershed is situated in Bakircay region of Aegean Section in the
north of Aegean Region, generally between 27o-28o
Longitudes and 39o± 40o North Latitudes (Figure
1). The length of the river, which is resourced from
Kocadag and which is called Bakircay when
Gelenbe River passes from Karakurt Strait and
HQWHUVLQWR.ÕUNDJDF3ODLQLVNP5HFHLYLQJLWV
sources from Madra Mountain in the north and
Yunt Mountain in the south and being supplied with
many stems through its linear flow, Bakircay has a
catchment basin of 2.887 km2 according to the surveys carried out by State Hydraulic Works (SHW).
The surface area of the catchment basin has been
calculated as 3356 km2 in accordance with spatial
analyses conducted by us. According to
Thornthwaite moisture index of Bakircay Watershed, in which Mediterranean precipitation is seen
generally as dry season in summer and rainy season
in winter, has climate characteristics that are
C1%¶2s2E¶3, drought and slightly moist, mesothermal
at degree two, that has excess of water and that is
close to marine conditions.
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FIGURE 1
The geographical location of the study area
TABLE 1
Used data and their characteristics
Data
1:25,000 scaled
digital vector
topography map
LANDSAT (TM
& OLI)
Climate data

Provider
General Command of Mapping

https://earthexplorer.usgs.gov

Turkish State Meteorological Service
1:25.000 scaled
LULC map
1:25,000 scaled
vegetation map
Population data

Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Livestock
General Directorate of Forestry
Turkish Statistical Institute

Purpose
According to the interpolation model developed by Hutchinson [26],
a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) with a spatial resolution of 30m x
30m has been produced. DEM has been used in the surface analyzes,
soil erosion and wildfire occurrence risk calculations.
Used to analyze the Land Use-Land Cover (LULC) change detection
analyzes in between 1985-2013.
Rainfall data of Akhisar, Dikili, Bergama and Soma climate stations
from the years 1999-2013 have been used in meteorological drought,
wildfire occurrence risk analysis and calculation of RUSLE ± R
Factor.
Used to assess the accuracy of the LULC change analyzes. Road and
settlement layers have been used to calculate wildfire occurrence
risk.
The species composition and crown closure data have been used to
analyze the wildfire occurrence risk.
Population data of the 245 settlements from the years 1985-2013
have been used to analyze the risk of population change.

brid supervised-XQVXSHUYLVHG FODVVLILFDWLRQ´ PHWK
od has been used in the classification of satellite
images [28]. In the framework of this method, satellite images have been classified with unsupervised
ISODATA at first (255 classes). Then transformed
divergence has been taken into account and reflection value has been analyzed and the number of
classes has been decreased to approximately 60. At
the next stage, reflection value of the 60 classes,
which were obtained with unsupervised classification method, has been used and supervised classification has been conducted. The final classes have
been determined as: Water Surface (1), Forest Areas (2), Pasture-Bush Areas (3), Agricultural Land
(4), Urban or Build-up Land (5), Bare Stone and
Soil Surfaces (6) and Mine Fields (7).
Accuracy assessment of classes of the study
has been carried out by creating error metrics [29].
Kappa coefficients for 1985 and 2013 that were
obtained as a result have been determined as 0,98,
0,91, 0,56, 0,82, 0,95, 0,48, 0,94 respectively;

Materials. Data that were used in models and
methods for ecological risk analysis in Bakircay
Watershed have been obtained from different institutions and organizations. Data and their characteristics obtained from institutions and organizations
have been given in Table 1.
Risk of Land Use-Land Cover (LULC)
Change. LULC change has been analyzed by using
Landsat satellite images that are explained in Table
1. First of all, location information and coordination
rectification that were obtained by using 120
ground control point and topography plans of the
area have been carried out. The image dated
21.07.2013 has been used as the main image during
this process. Average root means square error for
all three images that were used has been kept less
than a pixel. While study area was being obtained
from LANDSAT images that were rectified, 1000
m buffer area has been added on the boundary of
WKH ZDWHUVKHGWRSUHYHQWFODVVLILFDWLRQHUURUV³+\
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In addition to RUSLE standard graph, mathematical equation, which was developed by Williams and Berndt [38] and which considers structural characteristics of soil, has been used for calculating K factor (Figure 3).
K= {0.2 + 0.3exp [-0.0256Sd (1-Si / 100)]} *[Si/
(CI + Si)]0.3* {1.0 ±0.25C/[C+exp(3.72-2.95C)]}
*[1.0 ± 0.7(1-Sd / 100)] / {1 ± Sd+exp [5.51+22.9(1-Sd/100)]}
LS Factor: It represents the length and steepness of slope. The LS factor of the study has been
calculated by using DEM. The calculation of the
equation at GIS environment has been made with
the formula given below [39]. In order to calculate
LS factor, first slope and flow accumulation maps
have been produced from DEM. After input data
were produced, the LS factor of the research field
has been calculated and mapped by using IDW
method. (Figure 3).
LS=Power ("Fac" * R / 22.1,0.4) * Power (Sin ("E"
* 0.1745) / 0.9,1.4) * 1.4
Here; LS: The factor of the length and steepness of slope, Fac: Flow Accumulation, R: Map
Resolution, E: Slope
C Factor: It has been described as the most
significant variable within the RUSLE model as
erosion reflects the surface conditions where control is carried out [40]. With the increase of soil
biomass and vegetation cover, C factor decreases;
whereas it increases in fields that lack vegetation,
that have slightly structured soil and that have low
biomass amount. While determining the C factor in
the study, results obtained from 2013 satellite image have been used and mapped (Figure 3). C factor
value for LULC classes that were determined in this
scope has been obtained from different literature
resources. Accordingly, C factor values of water
surfaces, forest areas, pasture and bush areas, agricultural lands, urban-build-up lands, areas, stone
surfaces and mine fields have been determined as
.000, .002, .007, .300, .002, .500, 1.000 respectively
[41-42-43].
P Factor: It is the value determined in accordance with the presence of a study for control and
protection of erosion. When P factor cannot be
calculated due to various reasons, it is valued as
1[35]. Due to the difficulty of determining the P
factor for the study area, the factor value has been
accepted as 1.

whereas overall Kappa coefficient has been found
as 0,72 and this is a valid value in accordance with
literature assessment [29]. Change among years has
EHHQ GHWHUPLQHG ZLWK ³IURP WR´ DQDO\VLV 3ODQV RI
the years of 1985±2013 have been compared in the
analysis; consequently, change from cell to cell has
been set forth.
Risk of Soil Loss. RUSLE method has been
preferred for determining soil loss as it can work
with GIS in an integrated way [30], as it can be
used in large and small scales [31] and as it is one
of the most preferred models [32-33-34]. The model considers six factors for average erosion estimation process and these are calculated with the formula that is given below [35]:
A=R*K*L*S*C*P
The parameters that are taken into account in the
formula are:
A: estimated average annual soil loss (ton/per
hectare/per year), R: Rainfall-runoff erosivity factor, K: Soil erodibility factor, L: Slope length factor, S: Slope steepness factor, C: Land cover management factor, P: Erosion control factor.
R Factor: when other factors are fixed,
RUSLE model accepts that soil losses in the area
are directly proportionate to rainfall parameter. The
formula developed by Arnoldus [36] has been used
for R Factor in the study and results mapped by
using Inverse Distance Weighting Method (IDW).
K Factor: It is obtained by calculating the potential for sensibility for erosion on the basis of
structural characteristics of soil by using RUSLE
standard graphic [37]. This graph enables K value
to be determined by using five simple soil parameters. These soil parameters are a) silt + very fine
sand (%) b) sand (%) c) organic substance (%) d)
structure and e) permeability [37]. 108 points have
been defined in accordance with the changes observed in soil types in the watershed and incline and
elevation conditions accordingly. Grid method has
been used for determining soil sample points. Firstly, the research field has been divided into equally
spaced grids of 6*6 km while the method was being
applied. Then soil samples have been taken from 030 cm depth at the center of each grid (Figure 2).
Organic substance and grain size analyses of the
taken samples have been conducted at soil-plantZDWHUDQDO\VLVODERUDWRU\RI7DULú5 ''LUHFWRUDWH

Meteorological Drought Risk. The analysis
of drought risk of Bakircay Watershed has been
made with Standard Precipitation Index (SPI) in the
study. SPI is preferred by researchers as it has the
possibility to make fast and practical calculation
and in addition it provides effective results [44-45].
SPI, which is developed in order to follow
drought, is calculated by dividing mean difference
of series of precipitation that are converted into
normal distribution in specific temporal scale into

FIGURE 2
Taking soil samples from points that were
determined with field studies
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FIGURE 3
Rusle Parameters
tion relation among them is taken into consideration, it has been seen that determination of population change is a criterion for quantitative determination of the risk in ecological elements [4]. Spatial
HIIHFWRISHRSOHLVUHODWHGZLWK³FORVHQHVVDQGGHnVLW\´ ,Q LQWHQVHO\ SRSXODWHG DUHDV VSDWLDO UHODWLRQ
will spread to wider areas; thus, the pressure on
ecological elements will increase in a parallel way.
Population data for the years of 1985 and 2013
have been used in order to quantitatively determine
the dimension of pressure of the population on
ecological elements and the location in the study
field where it exists more. In addition to town centers that are situated in the field, population data of
all other quarters have been approached separately.
The aim here is to prevent population data to be
intense in town centers and to ensure that it represents the whole watershed area. IDW method has
been used again for population data to reflect the
spatial continuity.

standard deviation [46]. As probability distribution
functions of precipitation value is not in conformity
with standard normal distribution, probability distribution functions of raw precipitation data have
been converted into gamma probability distribution
[47] function, which suits the precipitation data the
best, before SPI was calculated. As the next step,
³QRUPDOL]HG´ standard precipitation value [48] of
the value obtained from gamma probability function has been obtained by using reverse standard
normal distribution function. Standardized precipitation index, whose mean value is 0 and variance is
1, has been obtained with this process. At the final
step of the process, the equity that is given below
has been used and SPI drought value has been calculated. The value that has been obtained as a result
is converted into SPI drought classes that were
recommended by McKee et al. [46]: Extremely wet
DQGKLJKHU 9HU\ ZHW ņ  0Rderately
ZHW  ņ   1RUPDO ± Near normal (- ņ
0.999), Moderately dry (-ņ-1.49), Very dry (-1.5
ņ-1.99) and Extremely dry (-2 and lower).
Geostatistical and mathematical models are
applied when data of natural processes, which have
point based value such as climate data, are required
to reflect spatial continuity [49]. IDW has been
used in the study in order to ensure that climatic
data provide spatial continuity [50].

Wildfire Occurrence Risk. Factors that are
effective on the wildfire occurrence risk in Bakircay Watershed have been determined by taking
the methods developed by Prasad et al. [51] and
Erdogan [4] into consideration. Wildfire risk analysis in Bakircay Watershed has been conducted
through the instrument of the formula given below:
FR= 8* Sc +5* (Cc +Dr +Ds) +3*(E +S
+A+TWI+Sr +Ap)
Where FR - wildfire occurrence risk, Sc - species composition, Cc - crown closure; Dr - distance
from roads, Ds - distance from settlements, E elevation, S - slope, A - aspect, TWI - topographic
wetness index, Sr - solar radiation and Ap - average
precipitation.
Parameters and information on the wildfire
occurrence risk have been given in Table 2 and risk
value and criteria weight of variables that were used
in the wildfire occurrence risk analysis of Bakircay
Watershed have been given in Table 3.

Population Change Risk. Each individual
creates an effect on natural environment based on
the characteristics of the community s/he lives in.
Even though it is possible to answer natural and
artificial resources, which will be required by the
individual, at a minimum level, the pressure of
human on ecological elements has reached significant levels with the increase of population. Because
of the fact that there is a multi-dimensional relation
between the population and ecological elements, it
is difficult to put forth this created effect in a quantitative way. However, when the positive correla-
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TABLE 2
Variables used in wildfire occurrence risk analysis in Bakircay Watershed
Vegetation
Parameters

Sc, Cc

Topographic
Parameters

E, S, A,
TWI

Climatic
parameters

Sr, Ap

Human
parameters

Dr, Ds

Consist of two parameters as Sc and Cc. In this context, vegetation features of the Bakircay
Watershed were obtained from the stand maps, and divided into risk groups by considering
the flammability features. Fields with high vegetation per km2 in Cc were determined to be
the fields with high risk of wildfire occurrence.
Consist of E, S, A and TWI. E, S and A were generated from DEM at 30-meter resolution.
TWI, one of the parameters, was obtained according to the equation provided below:
(([FA]+1) / ([S]+1)). Log
Accordingly, FA (Flow Accumulation) indicates how much body of water flows through the
unit area while S (Slope) indicates the flow speed of the water. ArcGIS Hydrography Tool
was used for performance of the analyses.
Consist of Sr and Ap. Sr is calculated at 1 W/m2 unit by means of the solar radiation analysis included in the ArcGIS software. Huge majority of the forest fires in Turkey start between June and October, when dry summer takes place. In this context, the dates June 1October 31 in 2013 were considered for calculation of the solar radiation values. Ap was
calculated by using the amount of precipitation occurred in the hottest periods from 1999 to
2013 at Akhisar, Soma, Bergama and Dikili meteorological stations. Spatial modeling was
performed by using kriging interpolation method.
Dr and Ds, were used. Settlement and road maps obtained from 1: 25,000 topographic maps
were used for calculation of the variables. Euclidean Distance function was used for distance analysis.

TABLE 3
Risk value and criteria weight of variables that were used in wildfire occurrence risk analysis
in Bakircay Watershed.
Parameters

Sc

E (m)

A

Classes

Risk
Degree
EH
H
M
L

5
4
3
2

Factors

Other
Agriculture
Oak &Cedar
Black pine
&Oak&Grass
Brutian pine &Peanut pine
0-200
201-400
401-600
601-800
801-1212
Level
North
East
West
South

EL

1

L
EH
H
M
EL
EH
H
M
L
EL

2
5
4
3
1
5
4
3
2
1

417.11-475

EH

5

476-550

H

4

551-625

M

3

626-700

L

2

701-805
>400

EL
EH

1
5

301-400

H

4

201-300

M

3

101-200
0-100

L
EL

2
1

2

Sr (kW/m )

Dr (m)

Weight

8

Parameters

Classes

Cc (%)

0-10
11-40
41-70
>70

3

S ( o)

3

TWI

3

Ap (mm)

Ds (m)

0-5
5.01-10
10.01-20
20.01-30
>30
12.01-23
10.01-12
7.01-10
5.01-7
3-5
31.01 33.1
30.01 ±
31
29.01 30
28.01 ±
29
26.2 ± 28
>2000
15012000
10011500
501-1000
0-500

Risk
Degree
H
M
L
EL

Factors

Weight

5
4
3
1

5

EH
H
M
L
EL
EH
H
M
L
EL

5
4
3
2
1
5
4
3
2
1

EH

5

H

4

M

3

L

2

EL
EH

1
5

H

4

M

3

L
EL

2
1

3

3

3

5

H: Extremely high, H: High, M: Medium, L: Low, EL: Extremely Low

Ecological Risk Model. In the study, Ecological Risk Model and Analytical Hierarchy Process
have been scrutinized in comparison with recently

recommended Ecological Risk Characterization
(Figure 4).
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that, weighting process among criteria has been
made [53].
In the framework of the study, multi-criteria
analysis approach has been applied independent
from weighting process at the first stage. Values
that belong to all risk factors have been standardized by using equal interval statistical classification
method at first and then analyzed with the formulation process that is explained as the following:

Ecological Risk Model with Multi-Criteria
Analysis Techniques. Multi-criteria analysis approach is assessing more than one criterion together, which have different measurement units and
which are incoherent among each other and which
are weighted to determine and group more than one
alternative and to determine priority choices [52].
Different methods are used to conduct multi-criteria
analysis within the scope of GIS [27]. These are
methods that are based on working principles of
AND and OR operators. When degree of significance is considered among criteria in addition to

ERM: (LULCCR+SLR+MDR+ PCR+FR) / 5

FIGURE 4
Techniques that have been used for creating ecological risk model

FIGURE 5
Spatial distribution of risk values of the variables
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Natural and cultural risk variables and the
subclasses of these variables in the risk characterization conducted in the general scale have been
stated in Figure 5. Figure 5 is provided when analysis results in single grid form are converted into
vector form and each polygon unit represents a risk
value between 1-5 (Figure 4). A vector data structure that can analyze risk values of all variables is
obtained in such polygon unit. This structure is
presented with holistic approach of risk analysis of
the study field as it enables combining unit polygons with similar characteristics. At this phase,
³VSDWLDOMRLQ´SURFHVVKDVEHHQMRLQHGZLWKDOORIWKH
risk parameters at the same position. The symbolic
expression of risk character types that are created as
a result of joining risks, are made with the order of
the risk of LULC change, risk for soil loss, meteorological drought risk, population change risk and
wildfire occurrence risk (Figure 4). For example,
the expansion of risk character type, which is represented with the number of 34255 in accordance
with risk character type key, is as follows accordLQJO\ ³WKH ULVN RI /8/& FKDQJH LV PHGLXP 0 
soil loss risk is high (H), meteorological drought
risk is low (L), population change risk and wildfire
occurrence riVNLVH[WUHPHO\KLJK (+ ´
Polygons that are obtained with holistic method are classified with cluster analysis. Cluster analysis is one of the multi-variable statistical methods
and it has become popular in the recent years. Being one of the multi-variable statistical techniques,
Cluster analysis is used to classify data, whose
number of groups is unknown and which are not
grouped, according to their similarities. Cluster
analysis is a technique, which enables data to be
collected in discrete sets in terms of their similarities according to units or variables. K-means clustering algorithm among clustering methods has
been used in the study. Mathematical method that is
used in K-means algorithm creates clusters for each
class according to the distance for a point that is
determined as center for each class. The number of
sets for data universe is determined at first for the
algorithm. Each data in the universe is included in a
set on the basis of its distance to the centers of
defined sets. Accordingly, risk groups that were
obtained in the categorization process have been
assessed in five sets. Thus, risk character sets have
been created.

Here, ERM: Ecological risk model, LULCCR:
LULC change risk, SLR: soil loss risk value, MDR:
Meteorological drought risk value, PCR: Population
change risk value, FR: Wildfire occurrence risk
value. After the completion of analysis of the variables, which are taken as risk factors, with GIS and
UA, spatial distribution of each variable has been
reached (Figure 5).
Ecological Risk Model with Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP). One of the techniques that
are within multi-criteria decision-making methods
is the analytical hierarchy process (AHP). The most
significant superiority of AHP, which was developed by T. Saaty in 1980s, is that objective and
subjective decision criteria can be compared and
ranking can be made with a weighting that is based
on decision criteria that is different from each others [54]. One of the most important characteristics
of AHP is that groups or individuals that have different experience, information and education can
join decisions and reach a single result [55].
Criteria are compared in groups of two by experts while the AHP technique is being used. The
usage of AHS in the modelling process of ecological risk in Bakircay Watershed in this framework
has begun by creating dual comparison matrixes for
risk criteria for the first time. At these stage meetings were held with 15 academicians from geography, environmental engineering, geological engineering, forest engineering and landscape engineering departments of universities.
Dual comparison matrixes based on the degrees of significance obtained as a result of the
meeting has been created. Consistency rate (CR) of
the matrix is 9,1%. According to that, the formula
of ecological risk analysis with AHP is as follows:
ERM: 0,351* PCR +0,256* MDR +0,176*
LULCCR +0,110* FR +0,107* SLR
Ecological Risk Characterization. As it has
been known, the aim of landscape character assessment is to define, map and asses a landscape on
the basis of the presence of landscape characteristics, their arrangement and variability [56]. The
result of such assessment provides quite useful
results for planning and managing landscape. In a
similar purpose, the aim of ecological risk character
assessment in this study has been determined as to
describe, map and evaluate a landscape on the basis
of the presence, arrangement and variability of
ecological risk features. In this article, a computerized method has been presented for the assessment
of risk character on the basis of the principle of
region that grows in a spatial data set. The envisaged method is composed of 4 phases: Creating a
spatial database (1), defining risks (2), and classification of risk types (3) and assessing the result of
analysis (4).

RESULTS
Assessment of Risk Parameters in Bakircay
Watershed. Risk of LULC in Bakircay Watershed
has been determined in accordance with the change
of LULC in 1985- 2013 (Figure 6). Accordingly,
areas where dense vegetation cover exists in the
study field with areas in its close vicinity and the
vicinity of areas where open-cast mining is con-
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ducted in the surrounding area of Soma are under
high risk. In addition, cultivated areas that are located in the surrounding area of particularly large
settlement areas have been determined as high-risk
areas as they are under the pressure of human structuring (Table 4).
Areas that are at the highest risk for wildfire
occurrence risk in Bakircay Watershed have been
determined as forest areas, which are located on
high mountainous masses that surround the base of
the watershed from the north and the south (Figure
5). These are the areas that have the highest potential for wildfire occurrence risk both for being intertwined with human interactions as well as for their
natural characteristics. As ecological destruction at
significant dimension would happen in a possible
fire, it has the characteristic to be areas that should
be prioritized at ecological risk analysis. Approximately 22% of the watershed is under high risk for
fire (Table 4).

cast mining in the region are pointed out as the
highest risk area in the scope of the study. Another
region is Bergama, which is in the north of the
central watershed and which is the most significant
settlement area in the watershed, and its surrounding area.
The other method that has been applied is
AHP. As a result of the matrix calculation that was
determined in accordance with the opinion of experts, the weight values of risk factors have been
determined as population change 0,351, meteorological drought 0,256, land-use/cover 0,176, wildfire occurrence risk 0,110 and soil loss 0,107 (Figure 7). According to that method, 1,7% of Bakircay
Watershed is composed of the areas with the highest risk; whereas, 8,5% is highly risky areas, 27,2%
is risky areas, 54,5% is slight risky areas and 8% is
the least risky areas. Even though distribution of
risk varies in this method because of the significance attached by experts on population, it has
given results similar with the multi-criteria analysis
DSSURDFK ([SHUWV VWDWHG WKDW ³SRSXODWLRQ´ LV WKH
most significant factor in ecological risk. However,
3 regions attract further attention. One of them is
the region that is close to Mountain Yunt and Soma
settlement area, another one is the surrounding area
of Bergama, which is the largest settlement, and the
other one is the region which is close to Aliaga that
contains Bakircay delta and that is neighbor of the
watershed from the southern side. This indicates
that there are ecologically risk areas in the lower
watershed, middle watershed and upper watershed.
For the watershed management, it is required to
prepare a multifocal risk protection plan.

Ecological Risk Models and Ecological Risk
Characterization. In the framework of the study,
multi-criteria analysis approach, AHP and character
analysis have been used for the purpose of the analysis of ecological risk independent from weighting
process. Firstly, all variables have been assessed as
having same significance level at the multi-criteria
analysis technique. Accordingly, areas that have the
highest risk of the study field correspond to 1,9% of
the watershed, areas with high risk are 12,7%, risky
areas are 17,7%, slight risky areas are 59,9% and
the least risky areas are 7,8% (Figure 7). Mountain
Yunt, which is located in the south of the watershed
and whose natural vegetation cover is Pinus Brutia
(calabrian pine) and maquis shrubland, and open-

FIGURE 6
Change of LULC in 1985-2013
TABLE 4
Rate of Variables According to Risk Categories
Risk Category
Extremely H. Risk
High Risk
Medium Risk
Low Risk
Extremely L. Risk

LULCC Risk
19,2
3,1
1,2
3,5
72,9

Erosion Risk
0,1
2,1
8,4
18,2
71,1

Drought Risk
36,8
16,5
27,9
18,8
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Population Risk
9,7
2,3
6,9
65,2
15,7

Wildfire Risk
1,5
19,8
36,0
41,1
1,6
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FIGURE 7
Results of Ecological Risk Analysis Approaches

FIGURE 8
Distribution of Variables According to Sets
1337 risk character types have been determined in the character analysis study that was carried out by using five ecological risk variables
(Figure 4). Due to the fact that risk character type
map has a legend composed of 1337 numbers; it
KDVQ¶WEHHQLQFOXGHGLQWKHDUWLFOH5LVN\DQGULVNfree fields have been determined in the study area
on the basis of holistic approach and assessed character analysis (Figure 7). Accordingly, areas, in
which all variables create high risk (HR) are assessed as being risky. Fields which are located at
the southeast of the watershed, that have high slope
and that are close to mine fields and forest areas
that have high slope and that are located at the
northwest section have been determined as risky
areas. These areas correspond to 34150 grid units,
in other words, an area of 3073,5 hectares. These
areas show the areas, which have highest pixel
values of the LULC change risk, risk for soil loss,
meteorological drought risk, population change risk
and wildfire occurrence risk. These areas can be

taken into consideration as the areas in the watershed in which intervention should not be delayed.
1337 different risk combinations that were obtained with holistic methods have been assessed
within statistically significant 5 sets with K-means
algorithm (Figure 8). As a result of grouping, areas
that are within set 1 in Bakircay Watershed constitute 2,5% of the study area and 338 of 1337 different risk groups are within this set. Areas in which
Set 1 expands show similarities with areas, which
are qualified as areas with higher risk at the assessment results that were obtained with multicriteria approach and analytical hierarchy approach
(Figure 7). Set 1 represents the group in which
LULC, soil loss and meteorological drought create
severe risk (Figure 8). On the other hand, set 2
represents the area, in which LULC, meteorological
drought and population change risks are high, and it
is 22,7% of the total area. Even though meteorological drought risk is high in Set 3, all of the other
risks have value as moderate or lower (42,8%). Set
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4 (13,6%) is the area in which population change
create a large risk. It is accompanied by meteorological drought as well. Set 5 represents the areas,
in which meteorological drought as well as soil loss
create a high risk (18,4%).
Character analysis gives the opportunity to
make spatial queries with grid-based structure of
variables, joining variables and to make statistical
analysis. It also shows difference from previous
methods with that characteristic. Thus, data can be
used in line with the needs of decision makers. For
example, all risk variables in the study have been
analyzed as independent at first, and then in consideration of spatial correlation among them (Figure

9). Figure 9a shows the combination of areas, in
which LULC change risk is risky, high risky and
extremely high risky; on the other hand, Figure 9b
shows the combination of areas in which wildfire
occurrence risk is risky, high risky and extremely
high risky. Figure 9c shows the areas, in which both
LULC and wildfire occurrence risk are risky, high
risky and very high risky at the same place. These
combinations can be made according to the need of
the decision maker by considering five different
variables at different shapes. Therefore, decision
makers that work at institutions and organizations
can create risk models based on their own authority.

FIGURE 9
Where LULC change risk, wildfire occurrence risk and the both of them are the riskiest
as a result of character analysis
TABLE 5
Sample of the character tables
Erosion Risk Character
Geographic Reference: 38,141o N - 27,606o E
Risk Category
5
C Factor
1
R Factor
286,8
LS Factor
41,7
K Factor
0,02
Elevation
914 m
Slope
52,2o
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has been developed for determining ecological risk
in watersheds. In which character areas risks become intense and which areas have priority in protection have been presented accordingly. Consequently, spatial and socio-economic components of
ecological risk planning and management strategy
that can be made with risk character analysis approach in Bakircay Watershed have been determined. Risk character types in this study have the
potential to provide ecological data at ecological
risk management strategy and long-term improvement plans.

The kinds of characteristic, which risk areas
have, can be presented with risk character tables.
Thus, defining characteristics of these risk areas at
office environments by decision makers is increased. For example, Table 5 indicates character
table of risk areas.
As a result of correlation results, a statistically
significant relationship has been determined in
confidence interval of 95% at spatial distribution of
meteorological drought risk and population change
risk analysis (p=0,018) and at spatial distribution of
wildfire occurrence risk and LULC change risk
analysis (p=0,015). When the results of analysis are
taken into account in the given way, it has been
seen that an area of approximately 49.500 hectare
(~ 550000 pixels) of the study field is under risk.

These areas correspond to regions, in which factors
that are determined to have statistically significant
relationship, create a risk.
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Population dynamics, diversity of phytoplankton and their combination with different environmental factors in Sultansuyu (SsDL) and Sürgü Dam
Lake (SrgDL) were investigated. While water samples were taken from water surface and Secchi depth
for pigment analysis (Chl- , Chl-, carotene, pheophytin), they were taken vertically from surface to
bottom of lakes for physico-chemical analysis. Diversity, evenness, richness, and dominancy indices
were performed for the structure of phytoplankton
population due to water quality of the dam lakes. A
total of 114 taxa were identified in SsDL and 96 taxa
were identified in SrgDL. While Cyanobacteria population changes and abundance were strongly correlated with SiO2 concentration (r= 0.915, p< 0.01),
phytoplankton were not significantly correlated with
NO3-N and SRP concentrations in SsDL. Total phytoplankton abundance was correlated with pH (r=
0.809); Euglenozoa was strongly correlated with
temperature (r= 0.995) in SrgDL. In the assessment
of Pearson's correlation analysis and RDA analysis,
the interaction among community structure, temporal dynamics, and environmental variables was
clearly seen. The present study provides a valuable
baseline data on ecosystem quality of two dam lakes
towards semi-arid condition.

therefore act as a significant indicator for the ecological conditions of aquatic ecosystems [1] and it is a
major component of biological monitoring programs
for assessing water quality [2-5].
The phytoplankton community dynamics alter
quickly as a reaction to alterations in water quality.
The first effect in quality of the water ecosystem is
the quantitative variation of the phytoplankton community. Natural trophic state of structural arrangements of the aquatic ecosystem and functional properties of phytoplankton are regulated significantly by
two factors: nutrient concentration and temperature.
The N: P ratio identifies which phytoplankton taxa
are dominant or exist in these nutrients influenced
aquatic ecosystems [6, 7]. In accordance with the
Redfield [8], the stoichiometric ratio of 16N: 1P (by
atoms) is a commonly applied criterion in defining
the nutrient limitation in aquatic ecosystems [9].
The aim of the present study was to determine
the species composition, abundance, and temporal
distribution of phytoplankton population dynamics
in Sultansuyu Dam Lake (SsDL) and Sürgü Dam
Lake (SrgDL), Turkey. This study would provide information about the current status of the ecosystems
with some environmental variables by using multivariate statistical analyses. The objectives of this
study were: (1) to describe the water quality variables that best estimate changes in these prospects; (2)
to explain dynamics and structure of phytoplankton
community; and (3) to define the relationship between phytoplankton community structure and environmental factors in two ecosystems.
In Turkey, where climate change is intensively
felt, it is inevitable that changes occur in the population structure and species diversity of aquatic organisms, especially due to the changes in water temperature in the Eastern Anatolia region. Also, two dam
lakes located in the transboundary Euphrates River
Basin is important for irrigation in dry season. This
detailed study of environmental variables and phytoplankton population would also be the basis for future monitoring works due to climatic change.

'&!"
Diversity, phytoplankton, population dynamics, RDA, water quality, Turkey
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Physical and chemical characteristics of
aquatic ecosystem and their variations govern the environmental, ecological, and biological status of the
ecosystems. Being a key component for heterotrophic aquatic organisms, phytoplankton has crucial
roles in biogeochemical cycling and energy influx in
aquatic ecosystems. Phytoplankton composition and
its response to altered environmental states can
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":;+? (8,(9 The water and phytoplankton
samples were monthly collected from sampling stations in SsDL and SrgDL in the Eastern Anatolia
(Turkey) located in transboundary Euphrates River
Basin for one year between July 2008 and July 2009.
Two sampling stations were selected in SsDL (st1,
N 38°18′.602 - E 038°02′.773 and st2, N 38°17′.749
- E 038° 02′.252; Figure 1). Depths of SsDL range
from 20 m to 45 m and the Sultansuyu Stream feeds
the reservoir. The SsDL irrigates a landscape of
17614 ha and surrounds the agricultural land. Also
SrgDL is used for irrigation purposes and irrigated
10098 ha landscape. It is fed by Surgu Stream; water
depths ranging is 10- 30 m Two sampling stations
were studied in SrgDL (st1, N38° 01′.511- E
037°53′.946 and st2, N 38°00′.904- E 037°55′.360).
The climate of two study areas has dry periods

between June to September (mean temperature was
18.4- 32.1 °C) and cold period between December to
February (mean temperature was -1.7- 4.6 °C).
March, April, and May have the highest precipitation
period (61 mm in April).
/?:562(41:54 (4+ =(:,8 9(362,9 This
study investigated the water quality and nutrient
compositions, and phytoplankton community dynamics in the study area. Water transparency was
measured by using a Secchi disk (Hydro-bios, standard disk). For physical and chemical analysis, the
water samples were taken from surface to bottom
with 5-m intervals in the water column by using a 2
L Ruttner water sampler (Hydro-bios). Water temperature (T°C), dissolved oxygen (DO), specific
electrical conductivity (EC25), and pH were measured in situ by using portable water quality analyzers
(in respectively, YSI- 55, YSI- 30, YSI- 60). NH4-N;
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showing the objects, response variables (species),
and environmental variables on the same diagram.
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SsDL, the mean Secchi disc depth was recorded as
0.9 - 2.2 m (in March and June, respectively). Water
temperature was measured to be 4.39 - 19.66 °C (in
January and July 2009, respectively, Table 1). DO
values were recorded to be between 3.45 - 9.96
mgL-1 in spring (st2, in March and April, respectively); 1.5 - 9.76 mgL-1 in summer (st1, July 2008
and July 2009, respectively); 1.68 - 8.37 mgL-1 in
autumn (st1, September and October, respectively).
Hypoxic oxygen levels were detected in hypolimnion depth. Mean DO values were high (11.648
mgL-1) due to climatic condition in January. pH
value was found to be alkali level 7.5- 10.22 (st1,
July 2008 and st 2, April, respectively). Generally,
pH values were slightly higher at surface than hypolimnion. NO3-N and NH4-N are the two assimilatory
forms of nitrogen that are mainly utilized by phytoplankton populations. NO3-N was detected at the
highest concentration (0.043 mgL-1) in August. In
spring, NO2-N and NH4-N were recorded at significant level from agricultural activities surrounding
the lake (0.028 mgL-1 NO2-N and 0.120 mgL-1 NH4N in April). SRP was recorded at low concentration
of 0 - 0.180 µgL-1 (in August and March, respectively); the highest value (1.264 µgL-1) of SRP was
found in st2, April. SiO2 value was the highest (0.042
mgL-1) in November. DIN : SRP stoichiometric ratio
of 16 : 1 by atoms becomes a criterion to differentiate
for N-limitation and P-limitation [22]. Lv et al. [7]
and Ptacnik et al. [23] stated that the phytoplankton
biomass was dependent on SRP when N: P > 17, and
on N when N: P < 10; dissolved inorganic nitrogen
(DIN) contained nitrate, nitrite and ammonia. The
amount of SRP was much smaller than nitrogen species. According to temporal changes of DIN : SRP
ratio in SsDL for which DIN : SRP > 17 was found.
DIN and SRP at low concentrations affected phytoplankton abundance and Chl- amount.
In SrgDL, maximum water depth was measured 28m (in st1, May). Secchi disk depth was recorded 0.4- 3.2m (in st2, July 2009 and st1 June, respectively). On the other hand, it observed dramatic
water level changes in st 2 due to irrigation and a dry
season from September to November. Water temperature was changed between 7.2- 26.8 C (in st2,
March and July 2008, respectively, Table 1). DO
values were found 2.04- 8.39 mgL-1 in autumn (st1,
September); 3.12- 12.8 mgL-1 in summer (st2 June
and st1 August, respectively); 3.34- 10.27 mgL-1 in
spring (st2 March and April, respectively). pH was
changed between 7.14- 10.82 in st1, March and July
2009, respectively. Maximum values of NO3-N
(0.315 mgL-1) and NO2-N (0.064 mgL-1) were

DIN38 406-E5–1 standard method), nitrite (NO2-N;
DIN38 405-D10 standard method), nitrate (NO3-N;
DIN38 405-D9-2 standard method) and soluble reactive phosphate (SRP; DIN38 405-D11-1 standard
method) were analyzed from the preserved water
samples filtered with millipore filtration unit by using Whatman GF/C glass-fibre filters [10]. Magnesium (Mg) and calcium (Ca) concentrations were analyzed based on titration methods for water hardness
[11]. Nutrient analyses such as NO3-N, NO2-N, NH4N and SRP were finished in the laboratory within 24
h of sample collection. 
Water samples for pigment analysis were taken
from the lake surface and Secchi disk depth and were
filtered by GF/C in the dark during the study period,
on the other hand pigment concentrations were not
analysis in July and August. Chlorophyll (Chl- )
and  (Chl-), carotene and pheophytin quantities
were determined spectrophotometrically by extracting the pigments with acetone after freezing and
melting [12, 13]. Phytoplankton samples were collected from the subsurface water samples using a
plankton net (mesh size is 20 μm, Hydro-bios) and
immediately fixed in lugol’s iodine solution for qualitative identification. Phytoplankton was identified
at species level or possible lowest taxonomical rank.
Identification and quantitative analyses of the phytoplankton taxa were carried out using sedimentation
chambers (Hydro-bios) via an inverted microscope
(Leica DM-IL) [14, 15].

(:( (4(2?909 Shannon-Weaver’s species diversity index [16] and Simpson’s dominance index
were determined based on phytoplankton abundance. Pielou’s evenness index was calculated based
on diversity index [17]. Evenness index can be defined as relative diversity indices or normalizations
of diversity index [18]. The species Richness index
was calculated according to total number of species
and individuals in each study area. The Pearson correlation was carried out to determine the correlation
between physical and chemical parameters and phytoplankton abundance in the ecosystem of the dam
lake. The regression analysis was performed to estimate the strength of the correlation among Chl- and
water quality variables. The statistical tests were performed using SPSS (version 15.0), and the threshold
for statistical significance was set at the levels of P =
001 and 0.05.
The redundancy analysis (RDA) estimates two
sets of parameters: the environmental variables and
the species data [19, 20]. Functional group data of
phytoplankton species were transformed by
log10(x+1) before RDA analysis [21]. Monte Carlo
permutation test for the significance of regression
was performed for environmental variables to explain the data of functional groups during RDA. Environmental variables were selected by forward selection by CANOCO (version 4.5). Graphically, the
results of RDA were presented in the form of triplots,
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ratio affected the quality of the dam lake and the nutrient level of ecosystem (DIN: SRP > 17). The P
limitation was observed during the study period.

detected in April. The highest NH4-N value was
found 0.697 mgL-1 in August; PO4-P was found
1.097 µgL-1 in May. The low concentration N and P

(mgL-1)

0.007
0.016
0.005
0.014
0.020
0.051
0.015
0.021

0.004
0.011
0.007
0.016
0.006
0.013
0.005
0.007

0.050
0.070
0.050
0.079
0.048
0.101
0.059
0.125

0.061
0.091
0.120
0.212
0.221
0.447
0.120
0.255

32.519
10.822
33.821
11.227
33.209
9.999
34.895
8.868

1.750
0.843
1.656
0.745
1.609
0.765
1.519
0.767

8.656
2.541
9.267
2.459
8.948
2.360
9.331
2.044

0.008
0.013
0.006
0.012
0.016
0.044
0.002
0.004

SiO2

(mgL-1)

Hardness

(mgL-1)

0.183
0.038
0.165
0.048
0.100
0.000
0.100
0.000

Mg

(mgL-1)

359.093
53.813
343.654
62.644
262.631
36.768
250.941
40.592

Ca

(µgL-1)

8.750
0.763
8.964
0.720
8.978
0.914
9.261
0.669

SRP

(mgL-1)

NH4-N

(mgL-1)

NO2-N

(mgL-1)

NO3-N

(‰)

Salinity

EC25

DO
(mgL-1)

(µScm-1)

Temp
(°C)

Mean 1.655 13.553 5.757
SD (±) 0.431 6.606 2.992
SsDL
Mean 1.455 16.312 6.693
st 2
SD (±) 0.339 6.997 2.994
Mean 1.540 15.314 7.381
st 1
SD (±) 0.780 5.587 2.298
SrgDL
Mean 1.357 15.944 8.190
st 2
SD (±) 0.744 5.830 2.142
(Tem: Temperature; SD: (±) standard deviation)
st 1

pH

Secchi
(m)
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/?:562(41:54 656;2(:054*536590:054(4+
+?4(30*9In SsDL, a total of 114 taxa belonging to
7 phyla were identified in the study area: 55 taxa belonging to Chlorophyta, 28 taxa belonging to Bacillariophyta, 14 taxa belonging to Cyanobacteria, 11
taxa belonging to Miozoa, 4 taxa belonging to Euglenozoa, 1 taxon belonging to Chrysophyta, and 1
taxon belonging to Rhodophyta. Chlorophyta was
the most dominant group and constituted 57% of the
total species abundance, followed by Miozoa (19%),
Bacillariophyta (17%), and Chrysophyta (5%) and
the other 3 groups comprised less than 1% of the total abundance in SsDL.  was
the most dominant species (14.30%) contributing to
the total of 114 taxa, which was followed by  
 with 10.89%,    with
7.72%,      with 7.03%, and
  with 6.22%. On the other hand
    (0.31%) has the highest
dominancy score in Cyanobacteria;   
  (0.63%) is dominant species in Euglenozoa.

The abundance of temporal phytoplankton dynamics
was demonstrated in two main growth periods. Chlorophyta demonstrated two growth peaks as autumn
(October and November) and spring (April- June;
Figure 2a) due to climatic condition (dry and wet periods) and nutrient concentration. According to
Reynolds [24], Bacillariophyta, tending to show a
population increase in cool water, was found in January and March. Miozoa had two significant growth
periods during summer and spring seasons (JulySeptember and April- July). 
In SsDL, the highest Chl- values from water
surface (0.015 µgL-1) and Secchi disk depth (0.013
µgL-1) were recorded in January. Secchi disk depth
was measured as 1.60 m. In the summer season, Chlvalues were low than the other months (especially
in June, 2.20 m Secchi disk depth). According to
Chl- value, the accessory pigments such as carotene
and pheophytins had the highest value (64.351
µgL-1) in January. Chl- value was recorded at low
concentration (0.25 µgL-1; Figure 3a). In temperate
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values were observed at the low concentration similar to Chl- findings of SsDL. Carotene and pheophytins were detected the highest values in September (0.025 µgL-1 and 0.122 µgL-1, respectively) and
March (0.018 µgL-1 and 0.087 µgL-1, respectively;
Figure 3b). Chl- was showed significant temporal
variations. Regression analyses were performed using the phytoplankton populations as depended variables. The logarithmic relationships between Chland nutrients were examined. The highest relationship was found between SiO2 and Chl- (R2= 0.281).
The community diversity includes both the
number of taxa and the evenness index with which
the individuals are dispersed and dynamics among
these taxa [18]. Diversity indices assess the data on
species abundance in a community. Phytoplankton
community structures stimulated by environmental
variations were more interested in evaluating a high
sensitivity to variations in abundances of dominant
taxa. According to temporal dynamics of phytoplankton community structure, June had the highest
H′ index (H′ = 4.79, Figure 4a). Chlorophyta had
more diversity than the other groups in terms of
number of species and individuals. Furthermore,
January had the lowest diversity of species (H′ =
1.59). In relation to this, evenness index reflected a
similar temporal pattern (J = 0.513 and J = 1.00 evenness index in January and June, respectively; Figure
4a). According to Zhao et al. [26], generally nitrogen
and phosphorus concentration were found low level
and there was not significant correlation with phytoplankton and nutrients (p> 0.05). This situation was
effected diversity in SrgDL. Species diversity and
evenness indices were found the highest score in
September (H′= 2.690 and J= 1.00, respectively; Figure 5b). Because of water level was decreased in st 2
due to irrigation and semi-arid climatic condition,
the lowest score occurred in October (H′= 0.963 and
J= 0.358, respectively).

--,*:9 5- ,4<08543,4:(2 -(*:589 54 6/?:5
62(41:54*533;40:0,9The results of RDA analysis indicated that the first two components (axis 1
and 2) explained 79.6% of variability of data, which
included the phytoplankton species abundance as
well as the environmental variables. The results of
correlation and RDA indicated that the abundance
and phytoplankton community structure were significantly correlated with environmental variables. In
the triplot of RDA, phytoplankton groups were
highly correlated with nutrients temporally (Figure
5a). It was seen that EC25, salinity, and hardness
were negative correlated with temperature in the
triplot. However, Pearson correlation analyses were
performed by using environmental and phytoplankton variables in SsDL. There was a significant positive correlation between Chl- and DO (r = 0.883, p
< 0.01,). 

lakes, phytoplankton growth is limited in winter due
to low light and temperatures. In spring, a large increase occurs because of improved photoperiod conditions and the mixture in the water column [2, 24].
In contrast to general concept, population growth
and Chl- increased in January. On the other side,
generally Chl values were detected at low concentration. Yu et al. [25] stated that the reservoir water
temperature stratification was impacted on the chlorophyll a concentration and its temporal distribution.
When the logarithmic relationships between nutrients and Chl- were evaluated, it was observed that
regression of between Chl- and temperature was
high (R2= 0.711). Regression analysis could not be
performed for SRP value because it was found at low
concentration. Monthly data of nutrients rations and
Chl- for the study area revealed temporal variables
during the study period. P limitation was probable
(DIN: SRP > 17) due to phytoplankton population
dynamics. In SsDL, Chl- , carotene and pheophytin
values were high in January; whereas, DIN: SRP ratio was low (Figures 3a). Bacillariophyta had an increased population growth. This situation was seen
in RDA analysis. Bacillariophyta preferring the cool
season was located near the January point in the triplot diagram. The most dominant organism Chlorophyta had high population level than the other groups
in July. DIN: SRP decreased due to phytoplankton
activity in this period.
A total of 96 taxa found in SrgDL were identified mostly species category, 44 taxa belong to Chlorophyta; Cyanobacteria, 12 taxa; Bacillariophyta, 30
taxa; Miozoa, 7 taxa; Euglenozoa, 2 taxon and
Chrysophyta, 1 taxon. Chlorophyta was the most
dominant phyla at all the station during the study
with 44% contribution to the total phytoplankton
abundance followed by Bacillariophyta with contribution of 30%, Miozoa (13%), Cyanobacteria (9%),
Chrysophyta (4%) and Euglenozoa contributing less
than 1% to the total abundance in SrgDL. 
 (Chlorophyta) has the highest dominancy score (15.618%), followed by   
  (Bacillariophyta) 12.653%,  
 (Bacillariophyta) 10.396%,   
 (Chlorophyta) 9.235% and 
  (Miozoa) 7.345%. Chlorophyta population dynamic increased during the spring and summer periods; also, the group has autumn growth period in September- November. Different from SsDL,
Bacillariophyta was detected to population increased
in winter and spring period (November – June; Figure 2a).
In SrgDL, Chl  values at surface and Secchi
disk depth were represented two increasing periods
in autumn (0.025 µgL-1 at surface and 0.027 µgL-1 at
Secchi disk depth in September, Figure 3b) and in
spring (0.020 µgL-1 at the surface and 0.018 µgL-1 at
Secchi disk depth in March). When Secchi disk
depth was measured the highest level in June, Chl-
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analyzed the highest level in the same period (Figure
3b). Chlorophyta was the most dominant phyla, had
a significant effect on abundance similar SsDL (r=
0.785, p< 0.01). The relationship between DO and
nitrogen salts was clearly seen in Person correlation
analysis (r=0.804, p< 0.01). In the triplot Chlorophyta was the most abundant group, was located
September (Figure 5b). SiO2 value in SrgDL was related with November, especially Chlorophyta ( 
) was correlated with SiO2 and SRP.
Generally both of two dam lakes, diversity and
evenness indices were the highest because of the
temperature seen in the triplot in the same period. In
temperate freshwaters, growth is limited in winter
because of low temperatures. A large increase normally occurs in the spring as light conditions improve and nutrient supply. As seen in Figures 4 and
5, phytoplankton diversity was low in winter. Felisberto et al. [28] and Çelik [29] stated that phytoplankton abundance had a positive response to increase nutrients availability and variation of community composition can be altered by temperature and
nutrient concentration. Concentrations of N and P as
limiting nutrients on phytoplankton growth were affected by individual or combined action of N and P
in temporal variation. On the other hand, low SiO2
concentration reflected the decline in total phytoplankton abundance in the present study, as confirmed by previous literatures [3, 5, 30].
The limited numbers of phytoplankton and water quality studies in the Euphrates River and its
catchment area have been in the literature [31, 32,
33]. Previous studies indicated that Chlorophyta and
Bacillariophyta were dominant groups of phytoplankton composition in the Euphrates River catchment area in Iraq. Al-Saadi et al. [31] stated that
there were positive significant correlation total phytoplankton abundance with transparency, conductivity, pH, total hardness and DO. Hassan et al. [32] observed that Bacillariophyta and Chlorophyta were
dominant group and phytoplankton composition was
indicative of oligotrophic level in the Al-Hindiya
Reservoir, Iraq.
Consequently, Chlorophyta, which was the
dominant phytoplankton group on community dynamics with different taxa, was affected primarily by
total nutrient concentration for each study area. According to Cao et al [27], Felisberto et al. [28] and
Ferragut and Bicudo [34], the relative quantity of nutrients required for reproduction and growth varied
among the species. The limiting role acted by DIN:
SRP and SiO2 in phytoplankton composition already
affected their abundancy.
In conclusion, this study represents the detailed
account of phytoplankton community structure and
temporal succession in SsDL and SrgD in the Euphrates Basin. The Euphrates River is one of the
most important transboundary rivers in Turkey and
Middle Asia. Therefore, its basin area is also important; SsDL and SrgDL are in this catchment area.

Chlorophyta was observed during the all sampling periods (Figure 2a). In accordance with this result, it widely dispersed in the RDA triplot (Figure
5a). The most dominant Chlorophyta had a significant effect on total abundance (r = 0.797, p < 0.01).
The high abundance ratios of Chlorophyta were observed in March and April and they were correlated
with SRP. Also SRP had high values (0.180 µgL-1
and 0.170 µgL-1 in March and April, respectively).
 , and  
   had high abundance in these months and were
correlated with SRP. Similarly, Bacillariophyta (especially      and    
 ) was correlated with SRP. SiO2 concentration
was not measured during all sampling periods; however, 0.042 mgL-1 value was found at the highest
concentration in November. Euglenozoa (  
    ), Chlorophyta (    ,
   ,   ) and SiO2
were located in November in the triplot. Pearson correlations demonstrated that Cyanobacteria population changes and abundance were strongly correlated
with SiO2 concentration (the highest partial correlation, r = 0.915, p < 0.01). However, RDA could not
represent any correlation between them. Furthermore, Cyanobacteria showed two peaks at low level
in the community abundance during the study period. In June and July, this peak was seen in the
RDA. According to Cao et al. [27], the distributions
of Chlorophyta, Bacillariophyta, Cyanobacteria and
Miozoa were mainly correlated with temperature.
In SrgDL, the first two components of RDA
(axis 1 and 2) explained 81.4% variability of environmental and abundance data. RDA analysis was
important because it showed the relationships between environmental parameters and community
structure. Shannon species diversity and evenness
indices could not significantly correlated speciesabundance- environmental factors in the triplot.
However, RDA analysis was clearly explained Richness index. It is seen that species abundance was
found in April and July in the triplot (Figure 5b).
Chlorophyta and Bacillariophyta (especially 
 and   ) had high abundance in
April and were correlated with NO3-N and Secchi
disk. NO3-N is the most important nutrient for phytoplankton population and community structure was
found in the same place in the diagram.  
 had observed low abundance in total phytoplankton composition, was correlated with pH. Also,
pH was strongly affected total phytoplankton abundance (r= 0.809, p< 0.01). In addition, correlation
between pH and total abundance may have been related to metabolism rate, to differences in phosphorus, nitrogen, and silica availability. Richness, pH,
and temperature were found in same locations in the
triplot as confirmed by Pearson correlation analysis.
According to these results, species diversity and
evenness were recorded the highest level in September. Therefore, pigment concentrations were
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According to detailed data of the temporal and spatial variation of phytoplankton community structure,
environmental factors such as physical and chemical
parameters were regulated community development.
Furthermore, climatic change is a direct threat to
freshwater resources as water level, ecosystem structure, and diversity. In the Eastern Anatolia, climatic
warming is a most important risk for ecosystems.
Climatic change components such as salinization,
deoxygenation and water level fluctuation will alter
species diversity and community structure. The second notification of this study is the results of the present study confirm that phytoplankton composition
and water quality results could be a promising tool
for monitoring lakes water quality.
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to available land that is not contaminated. The organic method of production has great economic
importance and may contribute to the development
of rural areas, and thus the entire agriculture.

ABSTRACT
The economic context of organic agricultural
holdings and conglomerates includes several parameters and postulates of importance for economic
operators and the country. Organic agriculture has
many advantages over conventional especially in
the area of human health which affirms the commitment of agricultural production. Organic agriculture is associated with the multifunctional character of agriculture and to the preservation of villages, traditions, folk culture, traditional crafts,
rural tourism and special type i.e. eco-tourism.
Consumers underdeveloped awareness, the underdeveloped market, low demand and low standard of
living, high prices of control and certification, lack
of use of pesticides, are just some of the many
problems faced by manufacturers in this field of
agriculture. Serbia has significant resources for
development of agricultural production, which
represents the country's export opportunity.

METHODS AND RESULTS
The main problem of this study is to analyze
the importance of organic production, both in the
modern world and in our country. The protection
and enforcement of innovation as indispensable
factors and sources of the creation of agricultural
development is a prerequisite of competitive advantage in modern organic agriculture.
The subject of this research is conjunctive relationship between organic production and overall
national economic development and competitive
advantages in the modern world. Competitive advantage, and consequently agricultural development
does not exist outside the framework of globalized
market, at the same time closely associated with
intellectual capital and innovation process and their
strategic management. Given the importance of
agriculture to the economic development of the
country aim of this research is the description of the
direct connections and conditioning of organic
production and quality management in sector of
agriculture in Serbia.
The purpose of this paper is to highlight the
importance of the development of organic farming,
production and innovation in organic farming are
there in the realization of the development of agriculture and hence competitiveness in the globalized
market conditions.

KEYWORDS:
Economy, environmental, organic agriculture, farms,
food

INTRODUCTION
Agricultural area is an extremely important
natural resource for agricultural production and
people's life. Research has shown steady growth in
demand for organic food and beverages in the
world market. The goal of organic agriculture is the
production of high quality and safe food in an environmentally sustainable manner. Such production
improves the health and productivity of interdependent communities - people, animals, plants and
soil. The advantages of organic production compared to conventional are numerous, and the data of
the competent authorities show constant growth of
organic production and interest in this area. Serbia
is also more present in this type of production due

ECONOMIC CONTEXT OF
ORGANIC AGRICULTURE IN SERBIA
According to the definition of the International
Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements
(IFOAM), organic agriculture is a holistic product-
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In Serbia there are two basic types of organic
producers:
 independent, who have a direct contract
with one of the control organizations and
 subcontractors, whose production is subject to group of producers, so that the entire production is intended for export markets, while they have
secured the support of: inputs, training, certification
costs covered, where the holder of the certificate is
company and not the manufacturer [3].
In 2014, organic production in Serbia is realized on a total area of 9,430 ha, if you include the
products that are already certified or are in the process of obtaining certification. In 2013, organic
farming was taking place on a total area of 8,227
ha. The increase in area in the amount of 14.6%
compared to 2013, confirms the interest of producers for this type of agricultural production. According to the Ministry of Agriculture and Environment,
of the total number of organic producers in Serbia
is 1,867, of which 292 are certified for organic
production, while the number of subcontractors is
1,575. In 2014, the most common is organic grain
production, in the amount of 35%, followed by fruit
production in the amount of 28%, industrial and
forage crops in the amount of 15%, vegetables in
the amount of 2%, medicinal and aromatic plants in
the amount 1%, and other crop production in the
amount of 4%. Data on organic production by region show that in Vojvodina most common this
type of production, in the amount of 66%, followed
by the region of Southern and Eastern Serbia, in
which the organic production represented 23% of
DUDEOHODQGUHJLRQRIâXPDGLMDDQG:HVWHUQ6HUELD
with 11%.

ion system that promotes the natural activity in the
soil, maintains the health of ecological systems and
humans, relies on ecological processes, biodiversity
and natural cycles, taking into account local conditions, to the exclusion of inputs with harmful effects. Organic production methods relating to the
use of natural substances and processes in the production and eliminate or limit the use of synthesized funds [1].
Size of land area under organic production in
the world is constantly growing in the period from
1999 - 2012 and has increased more than threefold.
The value of organic products in the world market
reached a value of about 50 billion euros, and in
2000. amounted to 13.6 billion euros [2].
In Serbia, the organic area increased approximately fourteen times compared to 2008, when
began to keep a record of organic production in the
Ministry of Agriculture and Environmental Protection. In parallel with the surface, increasing the
value of organic products, in the last fifteen years
has increased more than three times. In the EU,
70% of the value of agricultural production makes
animal production, while 30% comes from the
structure of plant production. For us the situation is
reversed, 30% is animal production, a 70% value
makes the vegetable production. In Gross National
Product agricultural production accounts for about
11.9% of which about 7.7% were agriculture, forestry and fisheries and the food industry 3.3%. The
most important agricultural products of Serbia,
according to data of the Serbian Chamber of Commerce are: corn, wheat, sunflower, sugar beet, soya
beans, potatoes, apples, plums, grapes, and also
pork, beef and milk.

GRAPH 1
Growth of organic area in world for the period 1999 ± 2012.
Source:[16]

TABLE 1
Representation of the area under organic production in the regions in Serbia in 2014
Regions
Area
Part (%)
Belgrade
18,9
0
Sumadija and West Serbia
1.018,3
11
South and East Serbia
2.151,7
23
Vojvodina
6.241,2
66
Source: [2]
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x 95% of the total number of tractors are
older than 10 years;
x The average farmer is 59 years old.
The future of these small farmers in organic
production is an alternative to intensive agriculture
[9]. According to data of the Serbian Chamber of
Commerce, the total area of agricultural land is
3,861,477 hectares, of which land used is 64.3% of
the forest cover consists of 19.1%, 7.9% of unused
land and other land 8.7%. As far as land use, participate in the structure: arable land and gardens 73.1%, meadows and pastures - 20.7%, fruit orchards - 4.8%, vineyards - 0.6%, yards - 0.7% and
others permanent planted in the amount of 0.1%.
For arable land and gardens, the largest area under
cereals (68%) dominated the area under maize
(39%) and wheat (24%). Fruit, mostly plums are
grown on 45% and apples at 15% of the area under
fruit.
Organic agricultural products are mainly sold
to wholesalers and processing companies, with
which almost 70% of primary producers conclude
contracts prior to the start of the season. Direct
sales, for example, green markets and in retail
stores practice only 20% of farmers. Because of this
system, increase in price they obtain for their
organic produce is very moderate (average 10-20%)
and confirmed that added value is not generated at
farm level. In the sector of present and new
tendencies, namely the big supermarket chains have
upped their offer of organic products. A large
number of these products are imported, which
confirms the fact that the development of organic
production for the domestic market is not at
sufficient level [10].
According to statistical data and analysis, the
following findings are:
 agriculture in Serbia is traditional and extensive (low-productive, highly oscillatory and
highly dependent on climatic factors). Therefore,
low marketability and low product specialization
are present in agricultural production;
 in domestic agriculture dominate the socalled small and medium-sized farms in terms of
area and economic power of households. Their
development significantly limits the underdeveloped agricultural markets and lack of vertical integration in the production chain of agricultural products;
 despite all of the foregoing, these farms
are of great importance in the local market of
goods, in terms of food production, as well as from
the standpoint of resources and rural environment;
 it is necessary to initiate measures aimed
at their economic empowerment and building sustainable competitive advantages in both domestic
and foreign markets [11].

Representation of products with organic certification in the Serbian market is not enough,
whether it is on the supply of fresh and processed
products, which is supported by the fact of more
and more frequent imports of these products into
our market [4]. Since there is often a lack of storage
space, the products are only available during the
peak season, when manufacturers flood the market
[5].
For the most part the production is aimed at
export, in 2013 the total amount of exported organic products amounted to 7,101,301.24 kg (2012:
1,561,672.50 kg), and the realized export was in the
valuation code of aprox. 10.090.801 euros. The
highest value is achieved exports of frozen vegetables - raspberries, blackberries, cherries, followed
by dried fruits - raspberries, blackberries, cherries
and strawberries, fresh fruit - apples and plums,
followed by fruit juices and fruit juices concentrates- blueberries and apples and dried herbs. From
Serbia mainly exported products are those with a
low degree of processing, thus have less added
value [6]. Marketing activities aimed at branding
organic products and their promotion abroad are not
represented sufficiently. Support should be given to
exporters by strengthening, deepening and expansion of their business connections and relationships
as well as support participation in fairs [7].

ECONOMIC CONTEXT
OF HOUSEHOLDS IN SERBIA
According to the Regulations on Registration
of agricultural holdings from 2013, the farm area is
at least 0.5 hectares of agricultural land in the
territory of the Republic of Serbia, where
agricultural production is performed by a legal
person or individual. The total number of farms in
Serbia, according to data from Chamber of
Commerce is 631,552, and the number of farms
and permanent staff amounts to 1,442,628.
According to the agricultural census in 2012,
prevailing small farms with an average area of
about 5.4 hectares of agricultural production is
mainly done in the traditional way, without the use
of modern machinery and large amounts of
pesticides and fertilizers. This farm is easily
converted to organic production[8].
Results of agricultural census in 2012 showed
the following:
x The total number of registered agricultural
land in 2011/2012. that was used is 89% or
3,437.423 ha. Of the total land use, 30% of the land
is leased;
x Average farm size is 5.4 ha;
x Every household has an average of six
plots, each of which is around 0.98 ha;
x In 2012, irrigation had used 3% of farms;
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TABLE 2
Comparison of the obtained maximum range of pollutants for calculated, modeled, and design values [12]
Emitter

Pollutant

³:RUVW
FDVH´
value (km)

Modeled
value (km)

Design
(Theoreticallicensing)
value (km)

Foreign
National
EPA
Russia
A1
NO2
10
0.67
10
3.7
A2
NO2
1.9
0.075
1.9
0.394
A3
NO2
0.338
0.013
0.338
0.067
10
1.00
10
5.7
10.00
A4
NO2
A5
NO2
10
0.896
10
4.9
10.00
A6
NO2
10
1.7
10
9.3
10.00
A7
NO2
10
0.764
10
4.2
10
1.2
10
6.8
A8
NO2
A9
NO2
10
0.968
10
5.3
A10
NO2
10
0.506
10
2.7
10
0.460
10
5.600
0.892
P1
NO2
10
0.460
10
5.700
0.892
P2
NO2
P3
NO2
10
0.336
10
4.100
0.892
P4
SO2
0.711
0.711
0.513
1.4
P5
NO2
2.2
2.2
0.450
2.0
0.028
0.028
P6
SO2
R1
SO2
10
10
10
10.00
0.625
R2
NO2
10
2.3
10
2.400
0.625
R3
NO2
10
2.3
10
4.100
1.4
5.6
1.3
5.6
1.900
1.4
R4
SO2
R5
NO2
2.6
0.344
2.6
0.512
1.4
R6
NO2
2.4
0.095
2.4
0.880
0.306
R7
SO2
2.9
0.28
1.2
2.900
0.178
10
0.545
10
4.700
2.9
R8
NO2
R9
SO2
6.3
1.5
6.3
3.700
1.8
R10
NO2
10
0.703
10
4.300
1.5
R11
SO2
5.8
1.4
5.8
1.3
R12
NO2
1.2
1.2
0.062
0.062
0.133
R13
SO2
R14
NO2
1.7
0.086
1.7
0.589
0.297
R15
SO2
4.5
0.193
0.818
4.500
0.297
R16
SO2
6.0
1.4
6.0
2.100
2.9
0.687
2.9
0.789
0.891
R17
SO2
R18
SO2
1.1
0.262
1.1
1.100
0.891
R19
SO2
3.9
0.358
1.5
3.900
0.891
R20
SO2
5.3
0.545
5.3
2.300
1.4
10
0.184
10
2.000
1.4
R21
NO2
R22
NO2
9.4
0.383
9.4
3.500
1.2
R23
SO2
4.7
4.7
1.000
4.7
A1-A10 - high emitters in plants IPP1; P1-P6 - high emitters in plants IPP2; R1-R22 - high emitters in plants IPP3

GRAPH 2
Cumulative effect of dispersion of NO2 in the oil and petrochemical complex for
the emission value [12, 13,17]
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Despite all of this, organic production in Serbia has not yet come to life. Last year, about
230,000 hectares of land with an organic production
certificate were recorded, but 96% of these areas
are certified for the collection of fruits from nature,
while only 4% are certified for agriculture. Of this,
the largest part is under many years old cultures,
then under the pasture and meadows and at the end
of the vegetable-vegetable culture. The entire production plant is intended for export, and about
3,000 small farms are included in the organic production system. In Serbia, the percentage of organic
production is below 1%, while in Europe about
25% of the story is mostly in Italy and Spain, at
about 1 million hectares.
Table 2 shows the impact of comparison of the
obtained maximum ranges of pollutants for the
modeled values (EPA, national and Russian concentration limit values) and the design of values of
SROOXWDQWV¶ range (acid rain). Graphically presented
are the cumulative effects of the dispersion for
pollutants SO2 and NO2. The figure shows that the
maximum range is up to city. Wind direction is
south-east because the least favorable option is
considered [12].

ENVIRONMENTAL CONTEXT OF
ORGANIC AGRICULTURE IN SERBIA
Nowadays, the need for organic production
competition multiple knowledge of the harmfulness
of the pesticides and artificial fertilizers. The information that these products can be kept in the
same way can not be kept and radioactive in nature
has strengthened the use of organic production in
their processes, including the use of insecticides,
pesticides, artificial fertilizers, hormones, or
GMOs. The classical industry includes the chemical
control of poultry, pests and diseases and the organisms that are targeted for the purpose of promoting
the production and preservation of products, and
should also endanger the livestock. In addition,
loads of earth metals, pesticides, fertilizers, poultry,
and acidification of the soil can be achieved. Organic production in agriculture is a refinement of
the star production in the production of energy for
the restoration, maintenance and improvement of
the system of the utility of our knowledge and technological solutions.
The need for establishing its own and its prudence has led to changes in technology and landuse procedures. In organic production, it reduces
the number and intensity of processing operations,
and in the nutrition of plants, the greatest attention
is paid to nitrogen as the main carrier of yield. Azot
is an indispensable regulator of many ecological
processes. The significance of bean production is an
important factor for nitrogen binding from the atmosphere and its return and ground. The basic
organic fertilizers and plant production are solid
and liquid mushrooms, different types of compost,
peat, plants for non-fertilizing fertilizers, sawdust,
molasses, marine algae. The use of some fertilizers
of mineral origin, such as prehistoric, calcium and
magnesium fertilizers, calcium from algae, raw
phosphates, bone marrow and, in addition to the
above-mentioned, is of major importance in the use
of microbiological preparations.
An important segment is also organic livestock production, which can not function without
the organic production of plants. Exclusively, using
natural methods, local energy sources and available
raw materials, a balance and a unique combination
of plant and animal production is established. In the
first place, animals are provided with conditions for
natural growth and development, with races
adapted to local conditions of growing and disease.
The number of animals on the farm depends on the
area itself, because this prevents the appearance of
industrial farms and, consequently, the excessive
production of nitrates going into land and groundwater. Animals must have organic origin, eat only
organic products from the farm on which they are
located or from the surrounding estates. Preventive
use of antibiotics, use of hormones or intensive care
of animals is not allowed.

CONCLUSION
Given that the organic products occupy only
1% share of global food market, and that demand is
growing steadily despite the global financial crisis,
improvement and investment in Serbia in this type
of production has the ability to increase exports of
organic products. Export of organic food is at much
lower level than the potential that Serbia has in this
field of production. Although the world's land area
under organic production has been constantly growing, there is an unmet demand when it comes to
fruits, cereals and fodder. Serbian government
should take advantage of these shortcomings. Organic products have higher market value, a good
physical, chemical and biological properties of soils
which in most cases is not contaminated. Favorable
climatic conditions provide an incentive and opportunity for the successful development of organic
production. This would solve the existential problem of a significant part of the rural population, and
also significantly improve human health and environmental protection [11, 15].
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the genus Alicyclobacillus was reported [4, 8]. The
genus, Alicyclobacillus consists of Gram-positive,
aerobic, thermo-acidophilic, spore-forming, rod
shaped bacteria. The heat resistance spores of Alicyclobacillus have the ability to survive the common industrial pasteurization conditions [9]. Alicyclobacillus are generally aerobic that can normally
be found in soil with no pathogenicity [10, 11] that
may contaminate fruit juices through handling uncleaned raw material and under processing [12]. In
fruit juices they produce a detergent like odor or flavor [13] and thus is a serious concern in the most
modern fruit juice industry.
Pakistan is an agricultural country, which produces various cultivars of mango (
  
L.) throughout the region. The annual production of
mangoes is 1,732 thousand tons, the second major
fruit crop after citruses that made Pakistan stand
fourth in world production. Mango is one of the favorite fruits in the community and is consumed in a
variety of ways, such as pulp, mango chutney,
mango pickles, mango jams and mango juice.
Mango juice in particular is a well-liked product
among the consumers and is available in bottles and
tetra packs for their convenience. Though mango is
available in the form of juice throughout the year, yet
the quality is not same as a fresh juice, which might
be attributed to Alicyclobacillusspp. It is, therefore,
suggested that mango juice can be kept clean by
avoiding basic contaminants, like soil and un-hygienic water, which serves as a breeding haven for
most of the Alicyclobacillus spp. The use of ascorbic
acid might also be used as anti-Alicyclobacillus
agent that has the ability to furnish an undesirable
environment for the large population of strictly aerobic microorganisms [3, 14]. Beside this, using UV
and/or Ozone treated water and creating anaerobic
conditions by completely filling the bottle with no
head space might extend the shelf life of the extracted juice. Keeping in view, the current economic
situation of the Pakistan and the world in particular,
this study was designed to preserve the mango juice
both effectively and economically for an extended

Presently, the spoilage of pasteurized and hotfilled fruit juices by an Alicyclobacillus spp. (a spore
forming, acido-thermophilic bacteria) is a challenging job for fruit juice industry. The present study
was, therefore, designed to find a solution to the
problem that needs to be environmentally friendly
and economical. In this study, we have successfully
applied the hurdle technology (i.e. head space,
treated water and use of ascorbic acid) to increase the
shelf life of pasteurized hot-filled mango juice for 90
days. Fortification of ascorbic acid (150 mg/l) to pasteurized hot-filled mango juice with no head space
has significantly inhibited the growth of Alicyclobacillus spp. Similarly, water treated with ozone and
UV before using it in juice did control the bacterial
count. Among the quality attributes, color and flavor
were significantly (p < 0.05) affected, while pH and
0Brix of the juice were slightly changed during storage. Hence, concluded that using treated water and
ascorbic acid in pasteurized hot-filled mango juice,
without a head space has the ability to inhibit the
growth of Alicyclobacillus bacteria. Moreover, an
increase in the shelf life of the pasteurized hot-filled
mango juice was economical and environmentally
friendly.


*)!$%
Hurdle technology, hot-filling, head space, mango juice,
   spp.

 &$!'&! 
Fruit juices are acidic in nature [1, 2] and were
considered to be spoiled by non-spore forming microorganisms [3, 4] due to under processing. Hence,
pasteurization and hot-filling were considered to be
more than enough to keep the fruit juices sterile for
a desired period of time [5-7]. But recently, spoilage
of pasteurized hot-filled fruit juices with bacteria of
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:Samples’ pH was measured by Crison pH
meter model 2009 (Crison instruments, Barcelona,
Spain) according to the standard method outlined by
AOAC [15].

&9>,6 %96?-60 %964/= &%%TSS in the juice
samples were calculated by a digital hand refractometer (Fisher, Pittsburgh, PA) [15].

%08=9<B>><4-?>0=All the uice samples were
evaluated for organoleptic attributes, such as flavor,
texture, color, and overall acceptability on the hedonic scale [16, 17].

4.<9-4,68,6B=4=TheK-agar medium was
used according to the method described by Chang
and Kang [18] for the isolation and analysis of Alicyclobacillus bacteria.

%>,>4=>4.,6 8,6B=4= Completely Randomised
Design (CRD) was used with 2-factors at p=0.05,
means that were found significant were further evaluated by LSD test [19].
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:The data in Table-2 revealed the effect of
various treatments (AA, treated H2O and head space)
on the pH of heat treated, pasteurized mango juice
during the storage at ambient temperature. Various
treatments seem to be ineffective regarding the pH
of mango juice during the storage, but the mean pH
of samples that were stored for 0 days are slightly
significant to the rest of the storage period. Furthermore, ascorbic acid fortification might lower the pH
of the fruit juice PMUC and PMTC treatments [20].
However, the difference noticed in pH of PMT and
PMU was negligible at the start of the experiment
that might be due to the identical pH of both treated
and untreated H2O. The slight changes in pH during
storage might be attributed to the pasteurization,
which can kill a number of spoilage microorganisms
(non-spore forming, mesophilic as well as slightly
thermophilic) and inactivate the enzymes [21].
Though, Alicyclobacillus might be able to alter the
pH of mango juice by producing ammonia from the
amino acids during storage.

time without affecting the quality attributes of the
finished product.
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&$% &!%
Well matured, textured and ripened fruits of
Mangoes were sorted among the ones bought from
the local wholesale market. The fruits were washed
well with clean water, dried, peeled, trimmed and destoned. The pulp of the fruit was extracted with Seco
Japan Model S-102 blender. In case of treated water,
water was passed through an Ultra Violet Light System Model (MINI-RACK/TP2) and was subsequently ozonated to 0.1-0.4 ppm, using AOS-1MD
ozonator.
The composition of the final product was:
Water = 70%
Pulp = 30%
Sugar = 90 g /L
Citric acid = 2 g/L
Ascorbic acid = 150 mg/L (in case of PMUC
and PMTC).
The juice was prepared in a raw tank made of
stainless steel by mixing with an electrical shaft.

,829 ?4.0 ",=>0?<4C,>498 The extracted
juice was heated to 88°C±2°C for 2 minutes in a
stainless steel heat exchanger. After heating the juice
were hot-filled in thermosetting plastic bottles (300
mL of capacity) with or without head space (Table).
The bottles were then chilled in water and the temperature was brought down to 30°C before storing it
at 32-37°C (ambient temperature). All the samples
were analyzed for various quality attributes at intervals (0, 30, 60 and 90 days).



& 
110.>9130,/=:,.0><0,>0/A,>0<,8/,=.9<-4.,.4/98>30:91:,=>0?<4C0/7,8295?4.0/?<482=>9<,20
%,7:60=
" 
"'
"&
"'
"&
0,8=


3.75 + 0.03
3.75 + 0.03
3.75 + 0.02
3.73 + 0.03
3.73 + 0.01
3.74a

%>9<,2048>0<@,6=48/,B=

 
3.78 + 0.03
3.79 + 0.03
3.78 + 0.03
3.77 + 0.02
3.78 + 0.03
3.78b

3.84 + 0.04
3.82 + 0.03
3.85 + 0.02
3.80 + 0.04
3.81 + 0.01
3.82c

 
3.87 + 0.03
3.87 + 0.02
3.89 + 0.04
3.83 + 0.04
3.84 + 0.05
3.86c

3,820

0,8=

3.75
2.68
2.40
3.20
3.73

3.81a
3.81a
3.82a
3.79a
3.80a

Means in columns or rows with different letters are significantly different from one another (P=0.05). Each column consists of
means of triplicated data and +S.E of means.
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& 
110.>910,/=:,.0&<0,>0/A,>0<,8/=.9<-4.,.4/98>30>9>,6=96?-60=964/=.98>08>91:,=>0?<4C0/
7,8295?4.0/?<482=>9<,20
%>9<,2048>0<@,6=48/,B=
3,820
0,8=


 
 
" 
13.2 + 0.09
13.6 + 0.09
13.8 + 0.09
14.4 + 0.15
9.09
13.8a
"'
13.4 + 0.07
13.7 + 0.12
14.0 + 0.07
14.3 + 0.19
6.72
13.9a
"&
13.4 + 0.17
13.6 + 0.07
14.0 + 0.17
14.3 + 0.15
6.72
13.8a
"'
13.2 + 0.10
13.4 + 0.15
14.0 + 0.21
14.2 + 0.24
7.58
13.7a
"&
13.1 + 0.03
13.4 + 0.12
13.9 + 0.10
14.3 + 0.15
9.16
13.7a
0,8=
13.3d
13.5c
13.9b
14.3a
Means in columns or rows with different letters are significantly different from one another (P=0.05). Each column consists of
means of triplicated data and +S.E of means.
%,7:60=


& 
110.>910,/=:,.0&<0,>0/A,>0<,8/,=.9<-4.,.4/98>30.969<=>,-464>B91:,=>0?<4C0/7,8295?4.0
/?<482=>9<,20
%>9<,2048>0<@,6=48/,B=
3,820
0,8=


 
 
" 
8.5 + 0.03
6.3 + 0.09
4.4 + 0.19
3.2 + 0.15
62.35
5.6d
"'
8.4 + 0.07
7.2 + 0.15
6.1 + 0.09
5.2 + 0.12
38.10
6.7c
"&
8.4+ 0.03
7.1 + 0.07
5.8 + 0.03
5.1 + 0.07
39.29
6.6b
"'
8.3 + 0.03
7.9 + 0.06
7.8 + 0.03
7.7 + 0.06
7.23
7.9a
"&
8.5 + 0.03
7.9 + 0.012
7.8 + 0.09
7.7 + 0.03
9.41
8.0a
0,8=
8.4a
7.3b
6.3c
5.8d
Means in columns or rows with different letters are significantly different from one another (P=0.05). Each column consists of
means of triplicated data and +S.E of means.
%,7:60=



&9>,6%96?-60%964/=&%%The effect of AA,
treated H2O and head space on the TSS of the pasteurized juice is elaborated in Table-3. The TSS,
which is important quality parameters of fruit juices,
was increased significantly during the storage time.
However, by leaving with no headspace, no AA fortification and usage of untreated water have any pronounced effect on the TSS contents of the various
treated samples of juice. Moreover, the significant
increase in TSS over the storage period might explained by possible inversion of polysaccharide into
smaller molecules due to the acid hydrolysis by organic acids plus exposure to high temperature during
the storage [22]. Our results are similar to that of
Alighourchi and Barzegar [23] and Rivas et al. [24].

polyphenols. The retention of colour in AA fortified
samples (PMUC and PMTC) had demonstrated its
role as antioxidant that might have prevented any
color losses in mango juice during storage (Fig. 1).
Trammell et al., [25] found a linear relationship between losses of AA (leading to browning) and high
concentration of oxygen in head space. Thus, our results showed that the color of the pasteurized mango
juice might be preserved by adding AA to the mango
juice and leaving no headspace in the bottles during
filling and capping of the bottles. 

6,@9< The Flavor is considered as one of the
most critical sensory attribute that might be the key
for consumer acceptability. The application of the
hurdle technology (i.e. AA, treated H2O and head
space) has significantly affected the flavor of the
pasteurized mango juice (Table-5). Maximum decrease in flavor was observed in PMO followed by
PMU and PMT, while minimum in PMUC and
PMTC. The development of off-flavor in pasteurized
fruit juices is usually due to thermo-acidophilic
spoilage microorganisms, including Alicyclobacillus. The Alicyclobacillus produces a compound
guaiacol with a detergent like flavor and some offflavor gases that decreases the sensory value of the
product [26]. The possible explanation for higher flavor retention in both PMUC and PMTC (Fig. 2),
might be the availability of high AA, which has the
ability to consume oxygen and creates anaerobic
conditions for the Alicyclobacillus spp.


969<Head space, treated water and AA fortification had played a vital role in the stability of juice
color during the storage (Table-4). A significant loss
in color of the mango juice was observed in PMO,
PMU and PMT compared to PMUC and PMTC
treatments during storage. Among PMO, PMU and
PMT, the color of the former was affected fairly
more than the latter, which might be due to the head
space. The appearance of brownish colour in PMO
samples might be due to the oxidation of both AA
and polyphenols by the available oxygen in the head
space of those bottles. On the contrary, low losses in
color of both PMU and PMT samples were because
of the absence of head space. No space at the top
might limit the chances of any extra oxygen that can
expedite the oxidation process of AA and
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'$ 
110.>910,/=:,.0><0,>0/A,>0<,8/,=.9<-4.,.4/98>30.969<91>30:,=>0?<4C0/7,8295?4.0=>9<0/
19< /,B=
The data bars with different letters are significantly different from each other at p<0.05. Each bar represents mean of triplicated data with ± standard error


&
110.>9130,/=:,.0><0,>0/A,>0<,8/,=.9<-4.,.4/98>3016,@9<91:,=>0?<4C0/39>14660/7,8295?4.0
/?<482=>9<,20

%,7:60=
" 
"'
"&
"'
"&
0,8=


8.5 + 0.00
8.5 + 0.00
8.5 + 0.00
8.5 + 0.00
8.5 + 0.00
8.5a

%>9<,2048>0<@,6=48/,B=

 
6.5 + 0.20
4.4 + 0.12
7.2 + 0.20
6.3 + 0.07
6.9 + 0.10
5.7 + 0.09
8.3 + 0.15
8.0 + 0.09
7.9 + 0.06
8.0 + 0.06
7.4b
6.3c

 
3.4 + 0.31
5.6 + 0.25
5.0 + 0.21
7.6 + 0.10
7.9 + 0.15
5.9d


3,820
60.00
34.12
41.18
10.59
7.06


0,8=
5.7d
6.9c
6.5b
8.1a
8.1a

Means in columns or rows with different letters are significantly different from one another (P=0.05). Each column consists of
means of triplicated data and +S.E of means.


'$ 
110.>9130,/=:,.0><0,>0/A,>0<,8/,=.9<-4.,.4/98>3016,@9<91>30:,=>0?<4C0/7,8295?4.0=>9<0/
19< /,B=
The data bars with different letters are significantly different from each other at p<0.05. Each bar represents mean of triplicated data with ± standard error.
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&
110.>9130,/=:,.0><0,>0/A,>0<,8/,=.9<-4.,.4/98>302<9A>39164.B.69-,.466?=7 48
:,=>0?<4C0/39>14660/7,8295?4.0/?<482=>9<,20
%,7:60=
" 
"'
"&
"'
"&
0,8=


1633 + 240
1133 + 88
967 + 219
1600 + 100
900 + 208
1247d

%>9<,2048>0<@,6=48/,B=

 
7200 + 173
10633 + 203
2800 + 173
5200 + 153
2900 + 115
5600 + 153
3567 + 88
5100 + 115
933 + 120
1700 + 58
3480c
5647b

 
26967 + 145
6700 + 153
7767 + 203
6600 + 379
1817 + 60
9970a

3,820

0,8=

93.94
83.09
87.55
75.76
50.47

11608d
3958c
4309b
4217b
1338a

Means in columns or rows with different letters are significantly different from one another (P=0.05). Each column consists of
means of triplicated data and +S.E of means.


'$ 
110.>9130,/=:,.0><0,>0/A,>0<,8/,=.9<-4.,.4/98>302<9A>39164.B.69-,.466?=48>30:,=>0?<4C0/
7,8295?4.0=>9<0/19< /,B=
The data bars with different letters are significantly different from each other at p<0.05. Each bar represents mean of triplicated data with ± standard error.



4.<9-4,6&0=>=The initial count of Alicyclobacillus varied among the various treatments because of water quality, which increases significantly
during storage (Table-6). Various treatments also
showed significant inhibition of bacterial development, i.e. the PMO has the high microbial load at the
end of storage period (90-days) compared to PMU,
PMT, PMUC and PMTC. A high cfu of Alicyclobacillus in PMO treatments might be associated with
the available oxygen in the empty head space of the
bottles. The available oxygen means aerobic conditions that promote the growth of these strictly aerobic Alicyclobacillus bacteria. Additionally, low bacterial cfu in the PMUC and PMTC might be linked
to the fortification of AA that can consume the oxygen and creates anaerobic conditions (Fig. 3). Moreover, a lower initial count in PMT and PMTC were
also attributed to treated water. The results of this
study are in close association with the previous studies conducted for the active preservation of fruit
juices [11, 14].
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ing, causing the issue of water resources to become
one of the most profound global problems [4]. In
fact, the water resource condition of a region significantly affect the regional economic structure,
productivity space layout and development scale.
For example, according to the special river geomorphology, the changes of river diversion and
ancient Shu civilization are found and the relationship between water resources and civilization also
is proved by Fan Niannian [5]. Algiers, the capital
city of Algeria, experienced in the past years, recurrent water shortages due to rampant population
growth, coupled with the relative scarcity of water
resources in this Mediterranean city and water resources hinder the development of Algiers [6].
Therefore, to promote the integration strategy process of large urban agglomerations, it is necessary
to consider the water resources condition, and pay
attention to water resources carrying capacity so as
to ensure the scientific nature and rationality of
regional development decisions [7, 8].
The water resources carrying capacity
(WRCC) is defined as the maximum supporting
capacity of water resources to the social and economic development of the region in the condition of
sustainable development based on the environment,
technical, economic and social development level
[9, 10], Besides, WRCC is seen as an important
factor for sustainable development and is applied to
such subjects as urban planning and agricultural
production management [11]. According to the
concept of WRCC, The WRCC has four main characteristics: dynamic, relative limitation, fuzziness
and variety. The factors affecting the WRCC include the quantity, quality of water resources and
capability of against water hazards, as well as the
related productivity level, social consumption level
and structure, science and technology, population
and labour force, other resource potential, policies,
regulations, market and other factors [12, 13]. Although these factors will affect WRCC indirectly for
example the quantity and quality of water, the main
basis for measuring the WRCC is the population
and the level of economic development [14].
The traditional research methods of WRCC
are becoming increasingly diversified, however,
most of these methods can be divided into two

Water is critical to the future development of
cities, but it is also the major limiting factor for the
city development, especially for large urban agglomerations. In order to quantitatively evaluate
water resources, a new model is presented in this
paper which can effectively analyse the variation of
water resources with the development of cities.
Based on maximum supportable population of water resources, the central idea of the conceptual
model focus on the social, economic, environmental, ecological backgrounds, etc. This paper calculates the maximum supportable population of water
resources under capacity and accurately predicts the
natural-growth population, which contribute to a
qualitative estimation on water resources carrying
capacity in the region compared with two populations of the future. According to the UN water scarcity map, Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region is selected
in the paper as an example to research where water
resources are heavily overloaded in China, and the
reasons for water scarcity is explained accordingly.
The South-to-North water diversion project is selected as intervention measure to evaluate water
resources of this region. The results is that the capacity of water resources is insufficient in 2025,
which will lead to water scarcity again in BeijingTianjin-Hebei region.


*(!#$
Maximum Supportable Population, Water Resources
Carrying Capacity (WRCC), Logistic Model, BeijingTianjin-Hebei Region; Artificial Neural Network.

 %#!&%! 
Water resources serve as an important resource for the development of large urban agglomerations, and ecological construction and environmental protection. In addition, it is also the most
basic survival of human [1, 2, 3]. With the rapid
development of modern society and human civilization, the demand for water resources for human
production and living activities is rapidly increas-
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consumption and optimized by the simplistic analysis of the existing methods, the purpose to improve
the reliability of the analysis results of the water
resources carrying capacity. Based on maximum
supportable population of water resources, the central idea of the conceptual model focus on the social, economic, environmental, ecological backgrounds, etc. This study calculates the maximum
supportable population of water resources under
capacity and accurately predicts the natural-growth
population, which contribute to a qualitative estimation on water resources carrying capacity in the
region compared with two populations of the future.
The innovation of this study is to predict the impact
of water diversion project on the region and the
results of the capacity of water resources that
change over time has been obtained.

types according to their aims [11]. The first type is
to evaluate regional WRCC and confirm the potential development of water resources, such as comprehensive evaluation and multi-objective model
analysis. The second type is to calculate the population or economic scale that water resources can
support based on water supply and demand, such as
the conventional trend method and dynamic simulation recursive. In the last 20 years, some new techniques and methods of water resources have been
applied to water resources evaluation. Artificial
neural network (BP) model and radial basis function (RBF) artificial neural network model are used
to evaluate environmental bearing capacity of water
resources [15, 16]. Through GIS the preliminary
results of the bearing capacity of the resources and
environment after the Chengdu earthquake are
obtained, indicating that evaluation indexes contains the geological disaster, geomorphic environment, cultivated land, water and tourism resources
[17]. The main interference and influence of human
activities on water system are taken as a starting
point, and defines the water resources carrying
capacity in a new manner from water quantity,
water quality, water space and stream flow, thus the
evaluation index system is constructed [18].
According on relevant research results in the
field, the comprehensive water resources evaluation
model is established from the perspective of water

%#$ %!$
The evaluation model contains two aspects.
One is to calculate the maximum supportable population limited by water resources demand and consumption of urban agglomerations, another is to
predict accurately the natural growing population of
urban agglomerations.
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×  ×  +  ×  × (1 −  )

Firstly, the maximum supportable population
limited by water resources of urban agglomerations
can be calculated based to the amount of water
available and the amount of water consumption per
person in the future. The central idea is to consider
social, economic, environmental and ecological
background. Water resources is the constraint condition of the maximum supporting population
which is treated as the quantitative evaluation index
of the capacity. A conceptual evaluation model is as
figure 1. The first indicators contain four aspects,
namely natural water resource, economic development level, ecology and environment and natural
growth population. Then, the second indicators are
subdivided and screened from the first indicators,
including water resource per capita, comprehensive
utilization per capita, GDP per capita, and green
land area and so on.
Assume that  is the comprehensive utilization per capita,  is the total utilization, is the
population,  is natural available water,   is
domestic water consumption,  is water consumption of the national economy and  is water
consumption of ecological and environmental development. Then following formulas are obtained.
(1)
 =  / 

= (



,



,



,



)

Where  is described as the standard of
water consumption per capita. ,  represent
information of population parameters in urban and
rural areas, respectively.  indicates urbanization
rate. Thus  ×  stands for the population of urban area, and  × (1 −  ) indicates the population
of rural area.
(3)Water consumption of the territorial economy  

 = ∑  ×  

Where  represents water consumption per
ten thousand Yuan in the study region  and  is the
total number of regions.
(4)Water consumption of ecological and environmental development
The  can be calculated algebraically by
multiplying certain area by its ecological water
consumption. The calculation formula is as follows:


 = ∑  × 

(7)

 =1

Where  represents the certain coverage area.
 denotes the use quota of ecological water of the
covering types and is defined as use quota of ecological water consumption  (constant) subtracts
actual mean-precipitation  when precipitation is
close to 0. is the number of different types of regions  divided by the calculation accuracy and  is
the total number of regions.
Therefore, when reaching the ultimate carrying capacity of water resources, the water resources
should be in the balance of supply and demand, that
is, fit the following equation:
(8)
 +
 +
 =
 +

(2)

two formulas above, it should also include water
consumption per capita, which also reflects the
standard of living. In addition, it is also related to
the level of urban development such as urbanization
rate and so on. Obviously, the key to obtaining the
ultimate carrying capacity of water resources is to
determine the parameters. And it is implied that 
finally does not appear in the expression of . So:
The objective function: Max 
St:  +  +  =  +

Where  is described as additional water
resources in practice, including flood, rainstorm,
tsunami and other situation impacted by climate
change.
Combining above-mentioned equations, the
expression of the ultimate carrying capacity of
water resources in a region can be obtained as:

(3)

Where indicates the population of maximum
support. The   represents domestic water consumption. The  denotes water consumption of
the national economic. The  is generally referred to as ecological and environmental water
consumption. Further, based on ,  ,  and
 are set in particular. Meanwhile, the expression
of should be derived.
(1)Natural available water 
(4)
 =  +  − 

=





+
−  − 
×  +  × (1 −  )

(9)

Besides, the logistic biological model is used
to accurately predict the naturally increasing population according to the environmental capacity of
urban agglomeration. This aspect presents reasonable requirements and assumptions of development
and obtains the population data in the future.
The logistic model was used to predict natural
growth population  ' . Basic form of logistic model is:

Where  indicates the available surface water. The  represents available groundwater. The
 denotes the quantity of repeated water.
(2)Domestic water consumption  


(6)

 =1

Considering the above function, the ultimate
carrying capacity of water resources ( ) can be
defined as  = (  ,  ,  ,  ) . For the

 , , ≥ 0

(5)



=  × χ (1 − )



=  ×  +  ×  =  ×
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to the UN water scarcity map [19], Beijing-TianjinHebei region is selected as an example to research
where water resources are heavily overloaded in
China, which is located in the Northeast Asia, China's Bo-Hai sea’s heart. It covers 13 cities including
Beijing and Tianjin and 11 cities in Hebei province,
which the map is shown in Figure 2. According to
water resources statistics published by the National
Bureau of the Statistics of the People’s Republic of
China [20], there are three main reasons for the
severe overloading of water supply in the region.
The first reason is the shortage of water resources. For many years, the average amount of
water resources remains only 370×108m3 in Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region, occupying less than
1.3% of the total water amount, but supporting
about 10% of China's population, food and GDP.
According to the total population in 2007, the water
resources in Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region was 259
m3 per capita. Meanwhile, since 1950, with the
change of rainfall, quantity of water resources produced by Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region fluctuated to
decreased, especially at the beginning of 21st century. The second reason is increase in demand for
water. The economic development and the gradually increasing population give birth to the increasing
demand for water in Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region.
The last reason is water pollution. The large-scale
construction of modern factories not only enlarges
water consumption but also cause pollution to the
water quality. In addition to these three main reasons, people's daily habits also has a certain impact
on the overloading of water resources, such as water wasting, throwing garbage into the river, and so
on [21, 22].

By using the separate variable method of differential equation, the equation can be obtained,

 ' =  =



1 + ( − 1) − 
0

(11)

Where  denotes the population at some time.
 is constant which represents the natural growth
rate of population.  indicates the maximum
population of environmental capacity. 0 indicates
the initial population.
Meanwhile, since the model is a natural population growth model, not a total population model,
so an additional population  ' is required including migration population, population died because
of the disaster and so on. Therefore, the total population is
(12)
 ' = ' + '
Finally, compared with two populations of the
future, we can get a qualitative standard estimation
on the capacity of water resources in the region, the
specific evaluation standard estimation are set as
follows:
 ≥  ': The capacity of water resources is
insufficient.
 ≤  ': The capacity of water resources is
abundant.

&#
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Year





ˆ   ==0.2

ˆ   ==0.3

ˆ   ==0.45

2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014


1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

168.38
139.52
154.91
213.5
178.24
171.2
199.35
307.97
215.31
137.83

153.95
156.84
153.37
153.68
165.64
168.16
168.77
174.89
201.50
204.26

153.95
158.28
151.64
153.83
171.63
169.42
169.07
177.94
214.81
205.65

153.95
160.44
149.04
154.06
180.60
171.31
169.53
182.53
234.77
207.72

The fitting curve of alphe=0.45
320

Total water resources(108 m3)

300
280
260
240
220
200
180
160

actual value
predicted value

140
120
2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Year

&# 
%2/03==381->;?/90+6:2+ 
+A37>7 <>::9;=+,6/ :9:>6+=398 90 @+=/;
;/<9>;-/< According to the data from 2005 to
2014 by the National Bureau of the Statistics of the
People’s Republic of China, the time series model
was used to obtain the data of each variables in
2015-2026. For example, the total amount of natural available water () is calculated by using the
three-exponential smoothing method. The first
exponential smoothing:
Prediction equation: ˆ  +1 = α  + (1 − α ) ˆ 
The initial value: ˆ  = 0(1) =

1 +  2
2

Therefore, their standard error S is calculated
and the results are shown in Tab.2. According the
Table 2, it’s reasonable to choose the alpha=0.45
which can minimize S in Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei
region.

%
%2/<=+8.+;./;;9;$90:;/.3-=398
α
0.2
0.3
0.45

52.4473
51.5753
51.0937

(13)

According to flood dates revealed by the National Bureau of the Statistics of the People’s Republic of China, there was a huge flood in the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region in 2012, corresponding to
the eighth point in Figure 3, which should be excluded the simulation. Figure 3 is generally indicates that the predicted value of water resources
obtained by using the first exponential smoothing
method is consistent with the actual value.
When the change of time series shows two
curve trend, the three exponential smoothing method is adopted, on the basis of the two-exponential
smoothing. On an average, the formula is.

Where ˆ  +1 , ˆ  represents predicted total natural available water resources in +1,  year, respectively.  represents realistic total natural available
water resources in  year. 1 ,  2 represent initial
total natural available water resources in 2005 and
2006, respectively. Alpha denotes rate of increase
which set as 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4. It can be seen that the
predicted values are very different when alpha =
0.2, 0.3 and 0.45. And the predicted values are
shown in Table 1.
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(1) = α  + (1 − α ) (1)
−1


(2)


= α

(1)


+ (1 − α ) 

(14-a)

(2)
 −1

(14-b)

(3) = α (2) + (1 − α ) (3)
−1

(14-c)

 =

So when =10, the predicted equation of  is

1 = 246.20 + 15.02 + 1.68 2

(16-a)

(16-b)
The fitting curve using the third exponential smoothing method
320
300
280
260
240
220
200
180
160

actual value
predicted value

140
120
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2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Year
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(17)

At the same time, Figure 4 is generally indicates that the predicted values of water resources
obtained by using the third exponential smoothing
method is consistent with the actual value.

(3)
[(6 − 5α ) (1) − 2(5 − 4α ) (2)
−1 + (4 − 3α )  −1 ]

Total water resources(108 m3)

α
2(1 − α ) 2

Total water consumption(108cubic meters)

 =

(16-c)

The calculation is carried out by MATLAB.
The result is
10 = 246.20 , 10 = 15.02 , 10 = 1.68 .

Where (1) , (2) and (3) represents the exponential smoothing value of the first, second and
third time, respectively. The predicted equation of
three-exponential smoothing values is.
(15)
 +  =  +   +   2 ,

 = 3(1) − 3(2) + (3)

α
[α (1) − 2 (2) + (2) ]
2
2(1 − α )

2020

2021

2022

2023

Year
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Similarly, other datas ( , ,  , 
 ) in the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region can
be obtained through the time series expressions and
are shown in Figure 5 and Table 3.
The time series prediction expression of 
is
(18)
2 = 214.9 − 0.062 − 3.15 2



 =1

 =1

 − 
2σ 2

2

)

(22)

where () is radial basis function;  is input
vector; is node number of hidden layer;  is output layer weights; φ is nonlinear basis function and
the common gaussian basis function is selected in
this study;  is the central value of the radial basis
function of each node in the hidden layer;  is the
Width of the p gaussian basis function.

The time series prediction expression of 
is

3 = 327 − 2.12 − 0.13 2



 (  ) = ∑ λ ϕ (  −   ) = ∑ λ  exp( −

(19)

The time series prediction expression of 
is

4 = 113.75 + 17.22 + 3.02 2

(20)

The time series prediction expression of  is
(21)
6 = 1.51 + 0.081 + 0.01 2

%
%2/38=2/0>=>;/
Year

Year


2015
1.60
2021
1.60

2016
1.71
2022
1.71

2017
1.84
2023
1.8

2018
1.99
2024
1.99

2019
2.17
2025
2.17


&#
$=;>-=>;/90+;=303-3+68/>;+68/=@9;579./6

2020
2.36
2026
2.36

The datas which contain , ,  , 
and  from the time series are selected to input to
train the network. Then, using the trained RBF
neural network predicts to obtain the output-datas
of 2016-2026. The datas of Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei
region from 2005 to 2014 should be convert as the
input vectors of RBF neural network and normalized as the input vectors, and see Table 4 for details.
MATLAB is used to forecast the value of in
the next 12 years, anew= [138995, 201014, 244563,
258209, 261307, 261883, 261963, 261972, 261972,
261972, 261972, 261972,]. The network learning
curve as shown in Figure 7, we can see that the
network training error is very small, which achieves
the purpose of value. Besides, the purpose of predicting the population in 2015-2017 is to make a
comparison based on actual data of the National
Bureau of the Statistics of the People’s Republic of
China. The results are good, so we are able to trust
that simulation.

Based on the above time series, the RBF neural network method is used to predict the datas of
the future. RBF neural network is a 3-layer feedforward network. The input layer  is composed of
signal source nodes. The second layer is a hidden
layer which is composed of radial basis functions
and the number of nodes depends on the demand.
The third layer is the output layer , and the nodes
are usually simple linear functions. The schematic
is illustrated in Fig.6. In the RBF neural network,
the transformation from the input layer to the hidden layer is non-linear and the function of the hidden layer is to perform nonlinear transformation on
the input vector, but the transformation from the
hidden layer to the output layer is linear. Therefore,
the output of the network is the linear weighting of
the output of the hidden layer node.
The radial basis function forming the hidden
layer is


Year
2005
5006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014


-1
-0.08922
1
-0.27683
-0.60773
-0.52498
-0.1105
-0.79922
-0.98013
-0.64088

% 
9;7+63C/.:+;+7/=/;<


0.915065
1
-0.4066
0.476148
-1
0.359136
-0.08543
0.063906
0.317069
-0.13771
0.221456
-0.25833
-0.36044
-0.32313
0.737638
-0.64176
1
-1
0.494825
-0.90999
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-1
-0.90935
-0.50191
-0.61641
-0.56298
-0.28912
-0.25
0.730916
1
0.861641


1
0.766667
0.533333
0.333333
0.133333
-0.06667
-0.36667
-0.63333
-0.83333
-1
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Herein the logistic population model for human is
adopted. The first is to calculate the law of natural
growth in Beijing. By formula (11), based on the
calculated , , the formula of roughly growth
populations roughly is obtained. For the convenience of calculation, we select three isometric years
1990 (0=0), 2000 (1=0), 2010 (2=20) with population 0=10.86million, 1=13.57 million, 2=19.62
million, respectively putting into formula (11) to
compute r, .
Through MATLAB operation, we can get the
=-0.0212, =587.9021, so the growth law of Beijing City is

1 ' =  =

587.9021
587.9021
1+ (
− 1)0.0212 
1086

 2 ' =  =

764.4676
764.4676
− 1)0.0551
1+ (
884

(24)

Hebei:

 3 ' =  =

14298
14298
− 1)0.0145
1+ (
6159

(25)

Due to lack of additional population data, an
additional population  ' is ignored. So the total
population (  ' = 1 '+  2 '+  3 ' ) of BeijingTianjin-Hebei region predicted by logistic model is
shown at Figure 8.
As figure 8 is illustrated, the population of
Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei Region grew more slowly
between 2015 and 2023, but more quickly after
2023. Therefore, we can speculate that general
resource problems will appear after 2023.

(23)

The same method is used to get the growth
law of population in Tianjin and Hebei
Tianjin:
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completed in 2015.
In 2015-2024,  ≤  ' , the capacity of water
resources is abundant. The contradiction between
supply and demand of water resources will alleviate
in the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region. After 2025, 
≥  ' , the capacity of water resources is insufficient, which will lead to water scarcity again in the
Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region. According to the
analysis results, in order to guarantee sustainable
utilization of water resources and social economy
development in Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei Region, it is
necessary to increase water saving policies and
pollution control investment in the future. Corresponding measures will need to be taken to ensure
the implementation of water saving strategies to
improve the water environment.

The South-to-North Water Transfer Project is
the strategic project of the People's Republic of
China. It aims to relieve the water resources from
the upstream, midstream and downstream of the
Yangtze River, to North China and Huai-hai Plain
and the northwest area which suffers water shortage
in virtue of the east, middle and west line. The
project mainly solves the water shortage in the
northern area of China. The project will finally be
adjusted to cover 448 billion cubic meters of water,
148 billion cubic meters for east line, 130 billion
cubic meters for midline and 170 billion cubic meters for west line. After the completion of the project, about 7,000,000 people will no longer suffer
from the long-term drinking of high fluorine water
and brackish water.
According to the total amount of water resources:
(26)
 =  + 

$&$$!  ! &$! $

Based on the construction plan of the BeijingTianjin-Hebei region, after the completion of the
South-to-North Water Diversion Project in the next
few years, the  in the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei

A new strategy is put forward in the paper,
which would be the most efficient way to analyse
and evaluate the problem of water scarcity. In the
case of study, it will be ability to predict the growth
of demand and to prepare regional water policy in
order to guaranty the development of the territory
for future ten years.
For the model established in this paper, the
model effectively evaluates the water resources
development in the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region,
which is basically consistent with the resources
investigated by the Chinese government. When the
model parameters are filtered, only the parameters
under the four indicators are considered and there is
no specific segmentation for the parameters. Therefore, more detailed data will lead to more accurate
results in the calculation of the model when conditions and equipment allow. In practical application
aspect, the model can be used to predict the water
resources carrying capacity in future regions before

region will be significantly changed. Therefore,
 will change from the original 120 hundred
million cubic meters to 140 and 150 hundred million cubic meters respectively. Thus the maximum
population ( ) of  =140 and  =150 was
obtained, respectively and  ' is predicted by logistic model. Finally, as shown in Fig. 8, the evaluation model can be compared by the population
between the natural grow and two different water
resources of addition.
After the intervention, the largest supportable
population
values of annual water resources is
shown in Fig. 9. Analysis shows that, after the
South-to-North Water Diversion Project, the total
water resource will increase by Max (  ) with
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the construction of large diversion projects and
regional expansion planning. Of course, in the territorial development projects, it is flexible to consider
the removal and reduction of some urban waterconsuming factories to consider regional water
resources carrying capacity.
In conclusion, despite of the practicability and
flexibility, the proposed model has a large improvement space. First and foremost, the model
currently only includes a few factors about water
resource carrying capacity which affects the sustainable development yet in real life, countless
factors can be relevant to the health function of
water environment. The mathematical modeling has
been used to analyse some factors associated with
present population situation and to conduct prediction. Although these approaches and models are
effective and have achieved some results, there are
still several types of model weaknesses like lack of
enough few practical application and tediousness. It
is pretty sure that the methods proposed in the paper will contribute to solving the water scarcity. We
expect that the model will provide heuristic insights
for the development trend of water resource.
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breeding and research programs are likely to confront challenges for acquiring ample pollen quantities at a time when pistillate flowers become receptive. The tree has a dichogamous nature, which is either of a protandrous or protogynous type [6, 7]. Besides bearing dichogamous flowers, the life span of
walnut pollen is very short under natural conditions.
Thus, the pollen should be handled with caution owing to the fact that high temperatures and humidity
can damage the viability [6].
Evaluation of pollen based on the viability and
vigor can provide reliable information about pollen
quality. Pollen vigor can be assessed through the germination percentage of pollen. Pollen viability and
germination capacity are generally considered as
good indicators of pollen quality for many fruit species including walnuts [8].
Running on a track to success in breeding programs for walnuts requires a precise understanding
of the germination rate and viability of pollen. It is
also necessary to realize the mechanisms of pollen
fertilization in order to select the right pollinators.
Apart from a few instances, fruit set in many fruit
species is directly influenced by germination rate
and pollen viability. To determine whether pollinators and pollens are functional, researchers often test
the pollen viability and germination. High percentages of pollen viability, pollen germination and welldeveloped pollen can be the precursors of a satisfactory yield in walnut species [9].
Recent changes in the global climate have affected features that are related to plant phenology,
including pollination time and its duration [10].
These changes have led to major implications for
various environmental events such as community
structure and conservation of biodiversity [11].
Therefore, studies related to pollen viability and germinability are critical to predict future ecological
and environmental changes, and to protect plant species in the face of environmental changes. Collecting
and disseminating such biodata from walnuts are important steps toward environmental conversation.
This study aims to evaluate the storage of pollen at cold and room temperatures in order to sustain
a high level of pollen viability. This will be achieved
herein by assessing pollen viability and germination

ABSTRACT
Pollination is an important practice in the management of walnut orchards. The optimization of
pollination is required for a profitable yield. Achieving success in walnut production requires an awareness of pollen viability and germinability, in addition
to selecting the right pollinators. Here, the pollen viability and germinability of µ0DUDú ¶ µ'LULOLú¶
µ%D\UDN¶ DQG µ6W\HPH] 1¶ ZDOQXW FXOWLYDUV ZHUH
evaluated following storage at cold (4°C) or room
temperature (23°C) for 10 weeks. Pollen viability
and pollen germination were examined by 2,3,5-triphenyl tetrazolium chloride (TTC), fluorescein diacetate (FDA), µ$JDU LQ SHWUL¶ DQG µ+DQJLQJ GURS¶
tests, respectively. Neither the cultivars nor the tests
exhibited a significant difference with regard to either pollen viability or germinability. However, the
storage temperature affected both parameters. Pollen
stored at 4°C maintained their pollen viability and
germination rate for longer periods compared to pollen stored at 23°C. The results indicate that walnut
pollen can be stored at room temperature and then be
used optimally if the storage period does not exceed
1 to 2 weeks, whereas cold storage can provide a
higher viability rate and a longer storage time, if necessary.

KEYWORDS:
Juglans regia L., pollen storage quality, pollen viability,
pollen germinability

INTRODUCTION
Walnut is a member of the family Juglandaceae which consists of 60 species [1, 2]. Walnut
(Juglans regia L.) is one of the species in this family,
and is widely cultivated in most parts of the world,
including Turkey. Turkey is not only one of the major walnut producers but also a good source for native walnut populations. Walnut is a monoicous
plant, wind-pollinated, and does not show gametophytic self- and cross-incompatibility [3, 4, 5].
Though the walnut is a self-compatible plant species,
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brush [16, 17]. Özcan et al. [9] reported that the application of 10% sucrose in the µ$JDULQSHWUL¶ and
15% sucrose in the µ+DQJLQJGURS¶ method resulted
in higher values of pollen germination compared to
the use of sucrose at 0%, 5%, 10%, 15% or 20%.
Therefore, this research involved the use of sucrose
at 10% or 15% only.

potential when pollen are exposed to the mentioned
temperatures of storage. Previously, 2,3,5-triphenyl
tetrazolium chloride (TTC) [12] and fluorescein diacetate (FDA) [13] methods have been successfully
used for assessing pollen viability in walnuts, while
µ$JDU LQ SHWUL¶ DQG µ+DQJLQJ GURS¶ methods provided the means to assess walnut pollen germinability [9, 14]. Accordingly, these methods were selected
here to evaluate pollen viability and germinability.

Treatment design and statistical analysis.
Staminate flowers were randomly collected from 10
trees per cultivar. The petri dishes were arranged in
randomized complete block design with 10 replicates. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) of data was
conducted using SPSS 20.0 program, and mean values of the treatments were compared by the Tukey¶V
HSD WHVW 3 

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Plant materials and storage. µ0DUDú ¶
µ'LULOLú¶ µ%D\UDN¶ DQG µ6W\HPH] 1¶ cultivars of
walnut were evaluated for pollen viability and germinability. Before shedding the pollens, staminate
flowers were collected from 10-year old trees of Application and Research Center of Nut Trees
(SEKAMER), Kahramanmaras, located at 37° 35'
27" N latitude, 37° 03' 28" E longitude, and situated
at 930 m above sea level. The flowers were then
stored at 24°C for 1 day to collect the pollen. Viability and germination tests were done immediately after collecting the pollen. In other treatment groups,
the pollen were dehydrated using CaCl2 solution at
20°C and 20% RH for 48 h. The pollens were placed
in a vial (ca 0.5 g in 25 ml). The vial was then sealed
and stored at 4°C or 23°C for 10 weeks. Viability and
germination tests were performed weekly until the
end of the storage period.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Pollen viability. Pollen viability values resulting from the TTC test differed among the settings of
storage at 4°C and 23°C (Tables 1 and 2). Initially,
µ%D\UDN¶ cultivar had the highest pollen viability
(94.49%), IROORZHG E\ µ0DUDú ¶  
µ'LULOLú¶   DQG µ6W\HPH] ¶   UH
spectively. A previous study reported similar pollen
YLDELOLW\YDOXHVIRUµ'LULOLú¶  DQGµ%D\UDN¶
(92.70%) cultivars [9]. The results of this research
showed that pollen viability for all cultivars became
lower than 50% when stored at 4°C, and no statistical differences were observed among the cultivars.
After 8 weeks of the cold storage, the pollen viability
of µ'LULOLú¶ DQG µ6W\HPH] ¶ plummeted to zero,
whereas the pollen of µ0DUDú¶DQGµ%D\UDN¶UH
mained slightly viable by 1.45% and 0.83%, respectively. As expected, pollen viability rates for the cultivars dropped to less than 50% only after 2 weeks of
storage at 23°C, ZLWKµ0DUDú¶GLVSOD\LQJWKHKLJK
est rate (44.90%), followed by µ%D\UDN¶ (44.71%),
µ'LULOLú¶  DQGµ6W\HPH]¶ (35.60%). After
6 weeks at 23°C, the SROOHQYLDELOLW\UDWHVRIµ0DUDú
¶ DQG µ6W\HPH] ¶ GHFOLQHG to zero, whereas
µ'LULOLú¶DQG µ%D\UDN¶ still displayed some diminutive percentages of viability (1.28% and 2.42%, respectively).

TTC and FDA pollen viability tests. 2,3,5-triphenyl tetrazolium chloride (TTC) [12] and fluorescein diacetate (FDA) [13] staining techniques were
employed for pollen viability.
Pollen germination tests. µAgar in petri¶ and
µHanging drop¶ methods were employed to determine the vigor of pollen germination in vitro [8]. As
for the µAgar in petri¶ method, a 10% sucrose + 1%
agar medium was used. Meanwhile, a 15%-sucrose
medium was used for the µ+DQJLQJ GURS¶ PHWKRG
[15]. Pollens were deposited onto the surface of the
agar in petri dishes, which contained 25 ml of culture
medium (10% sucrose + 1% agar), by a fine paint

TABLE 1
3ROOHQYLDELOLW\RIµ0DUDú¶µ'LULOLú¶µ%D\UDN¶DQGµ6W\HPH]¶ZDOQXWFXOWLYDUVDVVHVVHGE\77&WHVW
over 10 weeks of cold storage at 4°C.
Weeks
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
0DUDú
92.23 ab* 85.87 ns 71.36 a
50.96 ns 43.78 ns 22.39 ns 7.64 ns
3.49 ab 1.45 a
'LULOLú
90.71 b
81.24 ns 64.76 ab 46.83 ns 41.13 ns 24.70 ns 9.07 ns
4.51 ab 0.00 b
Bayrak
94.49 a
86.60 ns 65.62 ab 54.15 ns 44.19 ns 27.55 ns 11.26 ns 3.07 b
0.83 ab
83.03 ns 58.51 b
45.29 ns 38.47 ns 23.28 ns 10.18 ns 6.40 a
0.00 b
Sütyemez 1 89.08 b
*
0HDQVIROORZHGE\WKHVDPHORZHUFDVHOHWWHUVLQDFROXPQGRQRWGLIIHUVLJQLILFDQWO\E\WKH7XNH\¶V+6'WHVW S
Cultivars

112

9
10
0.00 ns 0.00 ns
0.00 ns 0.00 ns
0.00 ns 0.00 ns
0.00 ns 0.00 ns
QV non significant
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TABLE 2
3ROOHQYLDELOLW\RIµ0DUDú¶µ'LULOLú¶µ%D\UDN¶DQGµ6W\HPH]¶ZDOQXWFXOWLYDUVDVVHVVHGE\77&WHVW
over 10 weeks of cold storage at 23°C.
Weeks
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
0DUDú
92.23 ab*
63.39 a
44.90 a
28.06 a 12.30 ab 3.50 ns 0.00 ns 0.00 ns 0.00 ns 0.00 ns 0.00 ns
'LULOLú
90.71 b
52.41 ab 39.53 ab 26.74 a 14.42 ab 3.86 ns 1.28 ab 0.00 ns 0.00 ns 0.00 ns 0.00 ns
94.49 a
55.75 ab 44.71 ab 26.71 a
17.94 a
2.49 ns
2.42 a
0.00 ns 0.00 ns 0.00 ns 0.00 ns
Bayrak
89.08 b
48.24 b
35.60 b
18.80 b
9.77 b
3.61 ns 0.00 ns 0.00 ns 0.00 ns 0.00 ns 0.00 ns
Sütyemez 1
*
0HDQVIROORZHGE\WKHVDPHORZHUFDVHOHWWHUVLQDFROXPQGRQRWGLIIHUVLJQLILFDQWO\E\WKH7XNH\¶V+6'WHVW S QV non significant
Cultivars

TABLE 3
3ROOHQYLDELOLW\RIµ0DUDú¶µ'LULOLú¶µ%D\UDN¶DQGµ6W\HPH]¶ZDOQXWFXOWLYDUVDVVHVVHGE\)'$WHVW
over 10 weeks of cold storage at 4°C.
Weeks
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
0DUDú
95.22 ns* 72.10 b 51.38 ns 36.08 ab 25.90 ab 12.63 ns 2.04 ab 0.00 ns 0.00 ns
'LULOLú
92.81 ns
69.87 b 48.25 ns 39.60 ab 28.81 ab 11.50 ns 1.40 ab 0.00 ns 0.00 ns
Bayrak
96.16 ns
84.45 a 57.70 ns
41.56 a
31.67 a
10.29 ns
2.74 a
0.00 ns 0.00 ns
90.68 ns
81.61 a 50.36 ns
33.22 b
23.43 b
14.44 ns
0.86 b
0.00 ns 0.00 ns
Sütyemez 1
*
0HDQVIROORZHGE\WKHVDPHORZHUFDVHOHWWHUVLQDFROXPQGRQRWGLIIHUVLJQLILFDQWO\E\WKH7XNH\¶V+6'WHVW S
Cultivars

9
10
0.00 ns 0.00 ns
0.00 ns 0.00 ns
0.00 ns 0.00 ns
0.00 ns 0.00 ns
QV non significant

TABLE 4
3ROOHQYLDELOLW\RIµ0DUDú¶µ'LULOLú¶µ%D\UDN¶DQGµ6W\HPH]¶ZDOQXWFXOWLYDUVDVVHVVHGE\)'$WHVW
over 10 weeks of cold storage at 23°C.
Weeks
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
0DUDú
95.22 ns*
65.59 b
47.26 b
13.53 ns
4.58 ns
1.18 ns
0.00 ns
0.00 ns
0.00 ns
0.00 ns
0.00 ns
'LULOLú
92.81 ns
64.15 b
42.34 b
15.46 ns
6.11 ns
1.23 ns
0.00 ns
0.00 ns
0.00 ns
0.00 ns
0.00 ns
96.16 ns
82.30 a
68.31 a
10.85 ns
3.76 ns
0.00 ns
0.00 ns
0.00 ns
0.00 ns
0.00 ns
0.00 ns
Bayrak
90.68 ns
68.52 b
42.83 b
12.92 ns
2.44 ns
0.00 ns
0.00 ns
0.00 ns
0.00 ns
0.00 ns
0.00 ns
Sütyemez 1
*
0HDQVIROORZHGE\WKHVDPHORZHUFDVHOHWWHUVLQDFROXPQGRQRWGLIIHUVLJQLILFDQWO\E\WKH7XNH\¶V+6'WHVW S QV non significant
Cultivars

Pollen viability rates were obtained from the
FDA test, before and during storage, and at cold or
room temperatures (Tables 3 and 4). Following the
collection of pollens, the viability rates were no less
than 90%, and no marked differences occurred
among the cultivars. Özcan et al. [9], however, reported VOLJKWO\ ORZHU YLDELOLW\ UDWHV IRU µ'LULOLú¶
(88.74%) and µ%D\UDN¶ (91.16%) compared to the
present study. Following 3 weeks of storage at 4°C,
the viability of pollen samples decreased to levels
lower than 50%, with µ%D\UDN¶ having the highest
value (41.56%) followed E\ µ'LULOLú¶  
µ0DUDú¶  DQGµ6W\HPH]¶  UH
spectively. The very last viability rates were observed in the sixth week when µ%D\UDN¶ displayed
higher rates of viability compared to others. The viability of pollen became lower than 50% in just 2
weeks at 23°C, except for µ%D\UDN¶ which exhibited
a quite sustainable viability (68.31%). After 5 weeks
at room temperature, µ%D\UDN¶ DQGµ6W\HPH]¶ displayed no viability, ZKHUHDVµ0DUDú¶maintained
DQGµ'LULOLú¶maintained 1.23% of viability.
According to previous studies [9, 14] and the
results of the present study, it was demonstrated that
both viability tests yield similar results, ranging from
80% to 97%, depending on the cultivar. This consistency implies that both tests can be efficiently

used for the evaluation of pollen viability in walnut
cultivars. Even though some statistical differences in
pollen viability among the cultivars were recorded
before or during storage at cold or room temperature,
the discrepancies between the values of pollen viability among the cultivars were unsubstantial, and
such differences can be disregarded when conducting practical applications. On the other hand, the
cold storage delayed the loss in pollen viability,
compared to the storage at room temperature, indicating that walnut pollen should be kept at a lower
temperature in order to maintain higher viability
rates.
Pollen germinability. The germination rates of
pollen were sustained by agar (1%) and sucrose
(10%) media at 4°C and 23°C (Tables 5 and 6). The
germination rates UDQJHGIURP µ'LULOLú¶ WR
48.72% (µ%D\UDN¶) following the collection. Previously, WKHVDPHPHWKRG\LHOGHGIRUµ'LULOLú¶
and 44.10% for µ%D\UDN¶ cultivars [9]. In this research, the germination rates steadily declined over
the course of the storage at both 4°C and 23°C. The
very last germination rates were recorded for pollen
stored at 4°C during the seventh week when µ%D\
UDN¶ displayed a higher value (2.46%) compared to
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TABLE 5
3ROOHQJHUPLQDELOLW\RIµ0DUDú¶µ'LULOLú¶µ%D\UDN¶DQGµ6W\HPH]¶ZDOQXWFXOWLYDUVDVVHVVHGE\
µ$JDULQSHWUL¶WHVW DJDUVXFURVH RYHUZHHNVRIFROGVWRUDJHDW&
Weeks
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
0DUDú
45.06 ns* 40.48 ab 37.25 ns 33.38 ns
28.06 a
15.03 ns 5.64 ns
1.08 b
0.00 ns
'LULOLú
42.35 ns
36.88 b
35.51 ns 31.80 ns
21.17 b
12.48 ns 5.29 ns 1.85 ab 0.00 ns
48.72 ns
43.13 a
36.74 ns 35.42 ns
27.50 a
10.86 ns 7.01 ns
2.46 a
0.00 ns
Bayrak
47.34 ns
39.27 ab 34.19 ns 31.68 ns 24.93 ab 14.24 ns 4.70 ns 1.84 ab 0.00 ns
Sütyemez 1
*
0HDQVIROORZHGE\WKHVDPHORZHUFDVHOHWWHUVLQDFROXPQGRQRWGLIIHUVLJQLILFDQWO\E\WKH7XNH\¶V+6'WHVW S
Cultivars

9
10
0.00 ns 0.00 ns
0.00 ns 0.00 ns
0.00 ns 0.00 ns
0.00 ns 0.00 ns
QV non significant

TABLE 6
3ROOHQJHUPLQDELOLW\RIµ0DUDú¶µ'LULOLú¶µ%D\UDN¶DQGµ6W\HPH]¶ZDOQXWFXOWLYDUVDVVHVVHGE\
µ$JDULQSHWUL¶WHVW DJDUVXFURVH RYHUZHHNVRIFROGVWRUDJHDW&
Weeks
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
0DUDú
45.06 ns
32.06 ns
27.96 a
8.03 ns
1.64 a
0.00 ns
0.00 ns
0.00 ns
0.00 ns
0.00 ns
0.00 ns
'LULOLú
42.35 ns
30.63 ns
19.73 b
3.48 ns
0.00 b
0.00 ns
0.00 ns
0.00 ns
0.00 ns
0.00 ns
0.00 ns
Bayrak
48.72 ns
33.51 ns
26.60 ab
8.86 ns
0.00 b
0.00 ns
0.00 ns
0.00 ns
0.00 ns
0.00 ns
0.00 ns
47.34 ns
29.37 ns
22.69 ab
6.24 ns
0.00 b
0.00 ns
0.00 ns
0.00 ns
0.00 ns
0.00 ns
0.00 ns
Sütyemez 1
*
0HDQVIROORZHGE\WKHVDPHORZHUFDVHOHWWHUVLQDFROXPQGRQRWGLIIHUVLJQLILFDQWO\E\WKH7XNH\¶V+6'WHVW S QV non significant
Cultivars

TABLE 7
3ROOHQJHUPLQDELOLW\RIµ0DUDú¶µ'LULOLú¶µ%D\UDN¶DQGµ6W\HPH]¶ZDOQXWFXOWLYDUVassessed by
µ+DQJLQJGURS¶WHVW VXFURVH RYHUZHHNVRIFROGVWRUDJHDW&
Weeks
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
0DUDú
49.53 ab*
38.29 b
34.53 a
26.16 b
16.98 ns
5.14 ns
1.30 b
0.00 ns
0.00 ns
0.00 ns
0.00 ns
'LULOLú
42.17 b
35.35 b
27.21 b
22.39 b
15.31 ns
6.56 ns
0.00 c
0.00 ns
0.00 ns
0.00 ns
0.00 ns
56.76 a
46.62 a
39.25 a
31.28 a
18.66 ns
5.09 ns
2.59 a
0.00 ns
0.00 ns
0.00 ns
0.00 ns
Bayrak
39.41 b
39.44 b
34.94 a
25.75 b
18.82 ns
6.70 ns
0.00 c
0.00 ns
0.00 ns
0.00 ns
0.00 ns
Sütyemez 1
*
0HDQVIROORZHGE\WKHVDPHORZHUFDVHOHWWHUVLQDFROXPQGRQRWGLIIHUVLJQLILFDQWO\E\WKH7XNH\¶V+6'WHVW S QV non significant
Cultivars

TABLE 8
3ROOHQJHUPLQDELOLW\RIµ0DUDú¶µ'LULOLú¶µ%D\UDN¶DQGµ6W\HPH]¶ZDOQXWFXOWLYDUVDVVHVsed by
µ+DQJLQJGURS¶WHVW VXFURVH RYHUZHHNVRIFROGVWRUDJHDW&
Weeks
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
0DUDú
49.53 ab
21.32 ab
14.91 b
10.50 ab
1.54 a
0.00 ns 0.00 ns 0.00 ns 0.00 ns 0.00 ns 0.00 ns
'LULOLú
42.17 b
15.76 b
13.78 b
9.17 b
1.42 a
0.00 ns 0.00 ns 0.00 ns 0.00 ns 0.00 ns 0.00 ns
Bayrak
56.76 a
28.57 a
22.55 a
16.43 a
0.00 b 0.00 ns 0.00 ns 0.00 ns 0.00 ns 0.00 ns 0.00 ns
Sütyemez 1
39.41 b
20.80 ab
17.46 ab
8.65 b
00.0 b 0.00 ns 0.00 ns 0.00 ns 0.00 ns 0.00 ns 0.00 ns
*
0HDQVIROORZHGE\WKHVDPHORZHUFDVHOHWWHUVLQDFROXPQGRQRWGLIIHUVLJQLILFDQWO\E\WKH7XNH\¶V+6'WHVW S QV non significant
Cultivars

Despite a few exceptions such as the germinaWLRQ UDWH RI WKH µ%D\UDN¶ FXOWLYDU REWDLQHG YLD WKH
µ+DQJLQJ GURS¶ WHVW ERWK PHWKRGV PHDVXUHG TXLWH
similar germination rates at a given temperature, indicating that both methods can be used interchangeably for evaluating the germination of pollen. The
temperature, however, heavily influenced both
methods. The cold storage provided higher germination rates and allowed longer durations for a successful storage. Therefore, low temperatures are essential for an efficient maintenance of pollen germination.

othersDQGµ0DUDú¶VKRZHGDJHUPLQDWLRQUDWHRI
1.64% in the fourth week of storage at 23°C. Germination values were also evaluated via the µHanging
drop¶ method (15% sucrose) at 4°C and
23°C 7DEOHVDQG µ%D\UDN¶KDGWKHKLJKHVWJHU
mination rate of 56.76% followed E\ µ0DUDú ¶
  µ'LULOLú¶   DQG µ6W\HPH] ¶
(39.41%), respectively, after the pollen collection.
Özcan et al. [9] reported a higher germination rate
IRUµ'LULOLú¶  DQGDORZHUUDWHIRUµ%D\UDN¶
(50.14%) cultivars. Similar to the agar and sucrose
medium, the germination rates decreased during the
storage period at both 4°C and 23°C. It was observed
that the very last pollen germination rates belonged
WRµ%D\UDN¶  DQGµ0DUDú¶  LQWKH
sixth week, over the course of storage at 4°C. On the
RWKHUKDQGWKHSROOHQRIµ0DUDú¶DQGµ'LULOLú¶GLV
played germination rates of 1.54% and 1.42% in the
fourth week, respectively, when stored at 23°C.

CONCLUSION
The walnut cultivars pollen displayed slight
differences with regard to viability and germinability. As far as practical matters are concerned, it can
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EH VDLG WKDW µ0DUDú ¶ µ'LULOLú¶ µ%D\UDN¶ DQG
µ6W\HPH]¶DUHGHVLUDEOHFXOWLYDUVLQWHUPVRISRO
len viability and germinability rates when used immediately after collecting. However, the maintenance of viability depends on storage temperature.
Storage at 4°C maintained better viability rates over
4 weeks. On the other hand, pollen at 23°C displayed
the same values but for no longer than 2 weeks. It
may be concluded that walnut pollen can be stored
at room temperature when intended for immediate
pollination or by delays of 1-2 week(s), whereas cold
storage can prolong the viability if longer durations
of storage become necessary.
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CHANGES IN CARBON CONCENTRATION OF TREE
COMPONENTS FOR KAZDAG FIR (ABIES NORDMANNIANA
SUBSP. EQUI-TROJANI) FORESTS
Sukru Teoman Guner*
General Directorate of Forestry, Research Institute for Forest Soil and Ecology, 26160 Eskisehir, Turkey

essential to assess the factors that have an impact
on carbon binding including primarily forest types
and tree species to monitor carbon balance in forestlands as carbon sinks and make the necessary
calculations. In this context, it is important to calculate carbon concentrations according to forests and
tree species for a more robust carbon inventory [1,
2]. Furthermore, tree components of the concerned
species and their carbon concentrations should also
be calculated in order to make a more robust calculation of carbon budget of tree species.
On the other hand, some international efforts
were also undertaken to prevent climate change,
and more than 160 countries agreed on reducing
carbon emissions into the atmosphere by signing
the Kyoto protocol [3]. As a requirement of this
policy they adopted, countries assumed the obligation to develop annual carbon inventories in forestlands. In order to develop a standard inventory
method across all countries, guidelines for carbon
inventory (AFOLU-IPCC Guidelines for National
Greenhouse Gas Inventories for Agriculture, Forestry and Other Land Use) were developed [4].
These guidelines provide detailed description
of calculating annual variation in carbon stocks in
forest ecosystems. The guidelines divided the carbon reservoirs in forest ecosystems into three categories as live below-ground and above-ground
biomass, dead organic matter (dead wood and litter)
and organic soil. Moreover, the guidelines offer
some empirical coefficients for climate zones, forest types and tree species that could be used in
calculating carbon stocks in the abovementioned
reservoirs; however, it is also recommended to
determine the coefficients for tree species at local
level for a more sound calculation [4, 5]. As a matter of fact, studies show that carbon concentrations
in carbon reservoirs vary depending on environmental factors, tree species and tree components [1,
6-10].
In general, Abies that is distributed in the
mountainous areas in the northern hemisphere and
the second largest genus of Pinaceae family [11]
has around 50 species and 150 taxa [12]. The fir is
represented with two species and four sub-taxa in
7XUNH\.D]GD÷ÕILU Abies nordmanniana (Steven)
Spach subsp. equi-trojani (Asc. & Sint. ex Boiss.)
Coode & Cullen Syn.: Abies nordmanniana subsp.

ABSTRACT
The aim of this study was to determine the
carbon concentration of various components of
.D]GD÷Õ ILU (Abies nordmanniana (Steven) Spach
subsp. equi-trojani (Asc. & Sint. ex Boiss.) Coode
& Cullen) as well as the weighted carbon concentration of above-ground and total tree biomass and
to examine site-related differences in carbon concentration of tree components. The study was conGXFWHGLQ.D]GD÷ÕILUIRUHVWVWKDWDUHGLVWULEXWHGLQ
8OXGD÷ %XUVD DQG,OJD]0RXQWDLQ .DVWDPRQX LQ
Turkey. Samples were collected in 25 sampling
plots that were at mature stage and had different
site characteristics (aspect, altitude, inclination,
slope position). Needle, branch, wood, bark and
root samples were collected from an individual tree
representing top height in each sampling plot. Carbon analysis was conducted in the laboratory on
plant samples collected from the sampling plots.
The data were evaluated using analysis of variance
(ANOVA) and Duncan test. Statistically significant
differences were found between the carbon concentration of tree components (P<0.001) as well as
between the sites Bursa and Kastamonu (P<0.01).
The lowest carbon concentration was found in roots
(51.32%), while the highest carbon concentration
was found in barks (53.76%). The weighted carbon
concentration IRU .D]GD÷Õ ILU IRUHVWV ZDV IRXQG WR
be 52.31% for above-ground biomass and 52.15%
for total tree biomass. The carbon concentrations
found in this study can be used to calculate the
carbon stocks stored in both trees and different
FRPSRQHQWVRIWUHHVLQ.D]GD÷ÕILUIRUHVWV

KEYWORDS:
.D]GD÷ ILU WUHH FRPSRQHQWV FDUERQ FRQFHQWUDWLRQ
weighted carbon concentration

INTRODUCTION
CO2 is the most important greenhouse gas in
the atmosphere that causes global warming. One of
the most important methods to reduce CO2 in the
atmosphere is to increase the forestlands that are
among the critical carbon sinks. Therefore, it is
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ters. The bedrock at the altitudes from 1300 m to
2000 m where the sampling was performed on the
mass is granite. These soils are usually loamy sand
and sandy loam. The soil type is brown forest soil,
while brown forest podzolic soil can also be obVHUYHGLQVRPHSODFHV8OXGD÷PDVVLVORFDWHGZLWK
in the Marmara climate zone. Marmara climate is
characterized by very hot-dry summer, high precipitation and cold winter. However, significant
altitude differences also lead to the formation of
various altitude-FOLPDWH ]RQHV LQ 8OXGD÷ 7KH DQ
nual temperature at various altitude levels is 4.114.3 °C, while annual precipitation is 706.8-1542.3
mm. Summers are dry at all altitude levels. Only
16-19% of annual precipitation falls in altitude
levels in summer (126-271 mm). August is the
driest month while the annual average precipitation
does not exceed 20 mm even at the highest point.
Climate ranges from semi-humid in Bursa to very
KXPLG LQ 8OXGD÷-Summit. Depending on elevation
IURP VHD OHYHO LQ 8OXGD÷ the primary vegetation
zones are Lauretum, Castanetum, Fagetum, Pinetum, Abietum and Alpinetum. Subalpine Fir Forest
(1400-2050 m) that was analysed in this study
composes mixed stands with Pinus nigra and Abies
bormülleriana in the lower parts of the vegetation
zone, which then turns into pure fir stands at altitudes starting from 1500 m. However, these stands
are also mixed with Populus tremula and Fagus
orientalis at some locations. Fir composes the upper
forest and tree boundary together with aspen and
MXQLSHU LQ 8OXGD÷ 7KH WUHH ERXQGDU\ PD\ JR DV
high as 2050- P .D]GD÷Õ ILU IRUHVWV FRQWDLQ
Vaccinium myrtillus, Lonicera coerulea, Rubus
ideus, Juniperus foetidissima, Alchemilla vulgaris,
Daphne oleoides species [19].

bornmülleriana), which was studied in our research, is one of these sub-taxa. As an endemic
WD[RQ .D]GD÷Õ ILU LV GLVWULEXWHG LQ WKH &HQWUDO DQG
Western Black Sea Region and South Marmara
Region in Turkey [13]. The fir taxa in Turkey are
distributed on a surface area of 584,781 hectares,
which accounts for 2.62% of the overall forest
coverage [14]. Fir forests should be studied for
carbon calculations because of the size of their
distribution area and wood stock properties. Some
local studies were conducted on the below-ground
and above-ground plant mass and their carbon conFHQWUDWLRQV DV ZHOO DV FDUERQ VWRFNV LQ .D]GD÷Õ ILU
forests [15-18]. The findings of these studies that
were conducted in different time periods showed
that the carbon content of this species varied in a
large range (34.1%-56.1%). This study differs from
the other studies as it covered a large geographical
area and calculated the weighted carbon concentrations for aboveground biomass and total tree biomass by taking account of the mass rates of tree
components for more robust calculations.
The aim of this study was to determine the
carbon concentration of various tree components
and the weighted carbon concentrations of aboveground biomass and total tree biomass LQ .D]GD÷Õ
fir forests and also to find out the effects of regional
differences on carbon concentration.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study area. The research was conducted in
WKH IRUHVWV LQ 8OXGD÷ %XUVD  DQG ,OJD] 0RXQWDLQV
.DVWDPRQX ZKHUH.D]GD÷ÕILULVQDWXUDOO\GLVWULE
uted (Fig. 1).
7KHKLJKHVWSRLQWRI8OXGD÷ mass is 2543 me-

FIGURE 1
Location of the study area
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TABLE 1
Some site characteristics of sample plots
Sample
plot
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

GZ
36T
36T
36T
36T
36T
36T
36T
36T
36T
36T
35T
35T
35T
35T
35T
35T
35T
35T
35T
35T
35T
35T
35T
35T
35T

Coordinates (UTM)
Latitude Longitude
0561120
4547859
0560367
4546164
0561066
4548502
0561781
4548206
0562697
4550714
0562978
4549952
0562986
4549033
0562949
4546389
0561357
4546417
0562305
4545245
0676573
4442573
0677517
4442721
0678322
4442624
0679328
4442450
0679944
4442372
0680692
4442427
0681403
4441422
0681645
4440897
0681611
4440824
0681157
4441276
0683735
4442514
0683903
4443247
0684140
4442782
0682457
4444386
0678395
4442622

Altitude
(m)
1738
1811
1645
1689
1531
1471
1512
1852
1987
1701
1280
1366
1460
1603
1687
1764
1890
2010
2007
1960
1800
1855
1920
1700
1553

Inclination
(%)
28
25
33
33
11
22
22
21
24
30
20
5
10
8
30
20
15
18
27
10
35
15
20
5
20

Aspect
(°)
NW (315)
N (0)
N (0)
SE (135)
W (270)
NE (45)
N (0)
S (180)
SE (135)
SE (135)
W (270)
W (270)
NW (315)
N (0)
N (0)
E (90)
E (90)
NW (315)
SW (225)
SW (225)
W (270)
W (270)
W (270)
N (0)
NW (315)

Slope position
(%)
US (17)
US (22)
MS (44)
MS (43)
MS (44)
LS (90)
LS (94)
US (11)
US (23)
MS (29)
MS (40)
MS (39)
MS (44)
MS (39)
MS (43)
MS (46)
US (18)
US (8)
US (10)
US (19)
MS (36)
US (14)
US (16)
MS (47)
MS (40)

Location
Ilgaz
Ilgaz
Ilgaz
Ilgaz
Ilgaz
Ilgaz
Ilgaz
Ilgaz
Ilgaz
Ilgaz
8OXGD÷
8OXGD÷
8OXGD÷
8OXGD÷
8OXGD÷
8OXGD÷
8OXGD÷
8OXGD÷
8OXGD÷
8OXGD÷
8OXGD÷
8OXGD÷
8OXGD÷
8OXGD÷
8OXGD÷

GZ: grid zone, N: north, NE: north east, E: east, SE: south east, S: south, SW: south west, W: west, NW: north west, US:
upper slope, MS: middle slope, LS: lower slope

sunny and shadowy aspects and mainly on upper
slopes and middle slopes.

Ilgaz Mountain is the transition zone between
the Central Anatolia and Western Black Sea Regions. The highest point is 2587 meters. The main
bedrocks on this mass include conglomerate, sand
stone, silt stone, clay stone, mud stone, sandy limestone, clayey limestone and micritic limestone [20].
It was reported that the soils in the areas where
.D]GD÷Õ ILU LV SXUHO\ GLVWULEXWHG RQ WKH EHGURFN RI
Ilgaz Mountain mass were clay and clayey-loam
[21], while the soil type was brown forest soil [22].
Continental and coastal climate has an impact on
the study sites where the mean temperature is 7.8
ºC and annual precipitation is more than 1000 mm.
According to the Thornthwaite classification, study
sites have a very humid, maritime climate while
WKH\GRQ¶WKDYHDQ\PRLVWXUHGHILFLWLQWKHJURZLQJ
VHDVRQ >@ .D]GD÷Õ ILU IRUHVW LV HVWDEOLVKHG DW DQ
altitude of 1500 m and above as pure forest or
mixed forest with Scots pine. This location is rich
in rare species that are peculiar to the northern part
of Turkey. Corallorrhiza trifida, Epipogium aphyllum, Goodyera repens ve Listem cordata (Orchidaceae) and Pyrola chlorantha, Pyrola media, Pyrola
minör, Pyrola rotundifolia, Moneses uniflora and
Orthilia secunda (Ericaceae) are some of the species found in this area [22].
Some of the site characteristics in the sampling plots are presented in Table 1. According to
this table, the sampling plots are located at an altitude of 1280-2010 m, inclination of 5-35%, on

Sampling method and laboratory analyses.
6DPSOHV ZHUH FROOHFWHG IURP SXUH .D]GD÷Õ ILU
stands that were at mature stands from 25 plots that
had different aspect, altitude, inclination and slope
position. The sampling was completed from October to November. In each sampling plot, needle,
branch, wood, bark and root samples were collected
from an individual tree that was located on the
dominant layer. Wood and bark samples were collected with increment borer from the breast height
of the sampled trees. Needle and branch samples
were collected from a height of around 7 meters
from the ground and from the south aspects of trees
with the help of scissors. Root samples were extracted from soil by digging with pickaxe.
All samples (25 plots × 5 components = 125
samples) were dried at a temperature of 70 oC until
they reached constant weight and ground for carbon
analysis. LECO CNH TruSpec analyzer (Leco
Corporation, St. Joseph, Michigan) was used to
analyse the carbon concentration of the samples.
Slope position (SP) was expressed as the percentage of the length of the whole slope. Aspect
was recorded as azimuth (degree) measured from
true north.
With Formula 1s, the weighted carbon concentration of an individual tree was calculated accord-
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used to achieve homogeneity of the groups for the
datasets that were found to have statistically significant differences (at P<0.05 level) following the
ANOVA. For the statistical analyses, SPSS statistical software [25] was used.

ing to the component biomass ratios.

wcc

¦ (ccc * cb ) /100
i

i

(1)

where; wcc is weighted carbon concentration
of total biomass (%);ܿܿܿ is carbon concentration
of ith tree component (%); ܾܿ is biomass ratio of ith
tree component in total tree biomass (%).
In order to determine the weighted carbon
FRQFHQWUDWLRQ LQ .D]GD÷Õ ILU IRUHVWV VLQJOH-input
biomass (based on diameter) equations of tree components developed by Karabürk [15] was used
(Table 2). Using the equations in Table 2, the mass
of the components of trees with 25-100 cm diameter at breast height was calculated and their ratios in
the above-ground mass were determined. The mass
of the branch component was calculated by summing up branch wood and branch bark greater than
4 cm and branch wood and branch bark smaller
than 4 cm because in this study branches were collected as an individual samples, ground together
with their barks and then subjected to analysis. As a
result of the calculation made, the ratios of needle,
branch, wood and bark masses for above-ground
biomass were 0.0692, 0.1228, 0.7244 and 0.0835,
respectively, while the ratios of needle, branch,
wood, bark and root masses for the total tree biomass were 0.0577, 0.1024, 0.6037, 0.0696 and
0.1667, respectively. To calculate the total tree
mass, r/s ratio was used as 0.20. r/s ratio of 0.20
was adopted according to AFOLU guidelines [4]
and studies conducted in Turkey on Scots pine [9],
black pine [23] and Taurus cedar [24] species.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Carbon concentration of tree components.
The descriptive statistics regarding the carbon concentration of tree components are presented in Table 3, while the results of the analysis of variance
are shown in Fig. 2. Statistically significant differences were found between the carbon concentrations of tree components (F=64.552; P<0.001).
Roots had the lowest carbon concentration
(51.32%), while the highest carbon concentration
was found in barks (53.76%). Similar findings were
reported by the studies conducted on Scots pine [9,
26], black pine [23] and Taurus cedar [24] species.
In the study conducted on black pine afforestation
areas, it was reported that the carbon concentration
of barks was higher than that of the other tree components, which was associated with the high
amount of lignin and extractive substances in barks
[23] because the maximum lignin content of wood
is around 30% in coniferous species while it is as
high as 55% in barks. Moreover, the extractive
substance content of barks is known to be 3 times
higher than that of wood [27]. Contrary to our findLQJV0ÕVÕU et al. [17] found that the lowest carbon
concentration was found in barks with 38.0% compared to the other tree components in a study they
FRQGXFWHGLQ.D]GD÷Õ fir forests (Table 4).

Statistical analysis. ANOVA was performed
to find the differences between the tree components
as regards carbon concentration. Duncan test was

TABLE 2
Relationships between dry weight of tree component and diameter at breast height [15]
Tree components
Equation
R2
2
Stem wood
y = - 28.6553 + 0.372705 d
0.979
Stem bark
y = 0.042861 + 0.04161 d2
0.961
y = - 723.008+213.8092 lnd
0.531
> 4 cm branch wood
> 4 cm branch bark
y = - 115.128 + 36.83597 lnd
0.180
< 4 cm branch wood
y = - 44.1821 + 22.23076 lnd
0.512
< 4 cm branch bark
y = - 13.965 + 7.211039 lnd
0.559
y = - 11.6672 + 1.275487 d + 0.015577 d2
0.858
Needle
y: tree component dry weight (kg), d: diameter at breast height (cm), R2: coefficient of determination

TABLE 3
Some statistics for carbon concentration (%) in tree components (n=25)
Tree Component
Mean
Min
Max
Std. Dev.
Root
51.32
49.60 52.67 0.84
Wood
51.93
51.36 52.83 0.35
Branch
52.93
52.18 53.88 0.39
Needle
53.49
51.77 54.85 0.67
Bark
53.76
52.91 56.18 0.79
Weighted mean (Aboveground)
52.31
Weighted mean (Above- and belowground)
52.15
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FIGURE 2
Mean carbon concentration of tree components and ± standard errors. Mean values of each component
UHSUHVHQWHGE\WKHVDPHOHWWHUVZHUHQRWVWDWLVWLFDOO\GLIIHUHQWIURPRQHDQRWKHUDWWKHOHYHORIĮ 
TABLE 4
Carbon concentration of tree components in fir species (%, Mean)
Species
Abies equi-trojani
Abies equi-trojani
Abies equi-trojani
Abies equi-trojani
Abies amabilis
Abies balsamea
Abies balsamea
Abies nephrolepis
Abies alba

Root
51.32
34.10

Tree components
Wood
Branch Needle
51.93
52.93
53.49
43.9-46.0

46.60

56.10

48.55
50.08
51.87
50.96
48.74

52.40

52.92

45.00

49.72

51.17

7KH FDUERQ FRQFHQWUDWLRQ RI URRWV LQ .D]GD÷Õ
fir trees was found to be 34.1% in the natural forests in the Western Black Sea Region (Kastamonu)
[16], while it was 45.0% in the plantations in BelJUDG)RUHVW øVWDQEXO >@,WKDVEHHQUHSRUWHGWKDW
carbon concentration varies significantly depending
on site characteristics [26] and stand development
stage [9, 23, 24, 28]. It is suggested that the wide
variation between the abovementioned three studies
conducted to determine the carbon concentration of
URRWV LQ .D]GD÷Õ ILU WUHHV    
was due to the differences between the seasons
when the samples were collected, stand development stages and site characteristics. Moreover,
another reason of low carbon concentration was
that the analysed plant samples were dried at a
temperature greater than 80 °C because drying of
plant samples at temperatures greater than 80 °C
might lead to losses in C, N and S contents [29, 30].
Similar to our findings, Xing et al. [31] reported
that the lowest carbon concentration was in roots
with a mean value of 49.72% compared to the other
components in a study they conducted on balsam fir
(Abies balsamea (L.) Mill.) (Table 4).
Stem wood is the most important carbon sink
among the tree components, and was found as
51.93%. For the same species, 0ÕVÕU et al. [17]

Bark
53.76
38.0

Reference
This study
[16]
[17]
[18]
[1]
[1]
[31]
[8]
[32]

found a lower value than the values we found in our
study on carbon concentration (43.9-46.0%). Stem
wood carbon concentration was found to be 50.08%
[1] and 51.87% [31] for Abies balsamea, 48.55%
[1] for Abies amabilis (Dougl.), 50.96% [8] for
Abies nephrolepis, and 48.74% [32] for Abies alba
(L.) (Table 4).
In this study, carbon concentration of branches
and needles was 52.93% and 53.49%, respectively.
For the same species, 0ÕVÕU et al. [17] found it as
46.6% and 56.1%, respectively. In a study on balsam fir, carbon concentration of branches and needles was found to be 52.40% and 52.92%, respectively, [31]. For Silver fir, carbon concentration of
needles was found to be 51.17% [32]. Our findings
regarding the carbon concentration of needles,
branches, stems and roots were considerably consistent with the findings of other studies conducted
on the other fir species (Table 4).
Weighted carbon concentration. The
ZHLJKWHGFDUERQFRQFHQWUDWLRQIRU.D]GD÷Õ ILU ZDV
52.32% for above-ground biomass and 52.15% for
the total tree biomass (Table 2). The weighted carbon concentration for Scots pine was found to be
 LQ D VWXG\ FRQGXFWHG RQ $ODGD÷ %ROX 
mass [33], 52.46% in a study conducted on Sün-
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GLNHQ 0RXQWDLQ (VNLúHKLU  PDVV >@  LQ D
study conducted on 7UNPHQ 0RXQWDLQ (VNLúHKLU
Kütahya) mass [26], and 51.89% in a study conducted in Finland [34]. The weighted carbon concentration was found to be 53.86% for black pine
plantations in Turkey [23], and 51.27% for Taurus
cedar plantations [24]. In a study conducted by
Green et al. [35] and Bert & Danjon [7], tree carbon
concentration was found to be 52.00% and 53.20%
respectively, for Picea sitchensis and for Pinus
pinaster.
According to AFOLU guidelines, if there is no
research on the concerned tree species, carbon concentration should be taken as 51% for conifers for
carbon sink reporting [4]. On the other hand, in
many forest-sector carbon balance calculations,
carbon concentrations of tree components other
than stem wood were not taken into consideration
even for specific tree species. However, it was
shown by our results as well as some of the recent
research findings that there was a significant difference between the carbon concentrations of tree
components [9, 23]. Therefore, for more accurate
calculation, coefficient should be calculated taking
account of the carbon concentration of weighted
tree components.

bon. In conclusion, weighted carbon concentration
of 52.15% for whole tree and 52.31% for aboveground biomass found in this study according to the
biomass ratios of tree components may contribute
to more reliable national carbon reporting. Furthermore, site-specific carbon fractions should be
determined within the same species for more robust
carbon inventory.
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dewaxing [4], and low-temperature and wet sand
treatment [5]. Although the germination rate of seeds
can be improved via the above methods, the result is
not ideal. Wang [6] found that the seed of !
   Maxim. possesses dormancy characteristics.
Different provenances of !  Maxim. seeds
have different dormancy release effects produced by
different low temperature treatments.
Starch, protein, and fat are the main storage materials for plant seeds. During seed germination, the
stored macromolecules are converted into simple
small molecule compounds that provide nutrients
and energy for germination [7]. Soluble sugars are
the direct substrates of respiratory metabolism. The
soluble sugars in seeds are mainly derived from the
soluble sugars existing in embryos and endosperm,
and they can also be decomposed from fats. Soluble
protein provides nitrogen nutrition for seed germination. Starch can initiate substance and energy metabolism, and provide carbon skeleton for protein synthesis and provide substrate for ATP synthesis. For
seeds with high fat content, respiratory metabolic
substrates are mainly derived from degradation and
transformation of fat during germination. Therefore,
in the process of seed dormancy release, the changes
of soluble sugar, starch, protein and fat can indirectly
reflect the strength of a metabolic activity, and thus
reflect the degree of seed dormancy release. However, there is a lack of work on the changes of physiological and biochemical substances of !  
Maxim. seeds. Therefore, the aim of this study was
to investigate the changes the content of proline, soluble sugar, starch, fat and soluble proteinof !
  Maxim. fromXinyang Kikungshan in China.
In the process of the dormancy release at 5°C, the
dynamic changes of inclusions were explored, and
the relationship between the inclusions and the seed
germination rate were analyzed. The results provided important information for the mechanism of
dormancy release of the seed of !  Maxim.
and the theoretical basis and technical support for
cultivating seedlings, breeding and promoting plant
area.

The seed germination rate  ! 
Maxim. is low in nature. This study analyzed the germination rate after four temperature treatments and
the changes of inclusions during different days treatments at 5°C. The seeds were placed at 5°C, 10 °C,
12 °C and 15°C respectively, then the seeds were put
at 15/25°C to germinate and the changes of inclusions were determined during the process of 5°C
treatments. The results showed that the four temperatures had obvious effect on dormancy release, especially the 5°C. During the process of 5°C treatments,
the content of proline and soluble sugar increased,
and the content of starch, fat and soluble protein
gradually decreased, and insoluble substances were
converted to soluble substances. The germination
and dormancy release !  Maxim. seeds
are closely related to the changes of the inclusions.
The study may provide a reference for the germination and dormancy   !  Maxim. seeds,
and also provide useful information for theory basis
and feasible methods to raise seedlings, breed and
promote planting area.


&$ !
 !  Maxim., dormancy release, low temperature treatments, the germination rate, inclusions

" #"
!  Maxim is a deciduous tree of the
genus  of the family Flacourtiaceae. It is native
to tropical or subtropical climates. It’s oil content is
high and it is called a “beautiful tree depot”. However, the natural germination rate is generally low,
and natural regeneration is difficult, resulting in a decrease in natural populations and limiting their development succession. Several studies have reported
methods to improve the germination rate, for example, removing the waxy outer layer of seeds [1],
soaking and adding plant growth regulators [2], immersing in alkaline and straw ash water [3],
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<5,602,38(12(8,60(17The seeds of !
   Maxim. were collected from Xinyang
Kikungshan (114°5'E, 31°50'N) of Henan Province.
Xinyang is special because it belongs to the transition zone from the northern subtropics to the warm
temperate regions, with an average annual temperature of 12 °C, a highest temperature of 39.6 °C, and
a lowest temperature of -17 °C. The ≥10°C accumulated temperature is 4800 °C. Frost-free period average is 250 d. Average rainfall is 1300 mm annually,
and average sunshine is 2100 h annually.

The methods for measuring the inclusions can
be referred to Li [2]. He reported that the proline
content can be detected by Ninhydrin method, the
soluble sugar content and starch can be tested by Anthraquinone colorimetric method, the fat content can
be assessed by Soxhlet extraction method and the
soluble protein content can be tested by Coomassie
brilliant blue method.

(8(564*,7703. Excel, Origin and SPSS were
used to process and analyze the data.
!#"!&!!

<5,602,38(1 2,8/4+7 The wet seeds of 
!   Maxim were put in artificial climate
chambers (LRH-250-GSI, Shaoguan Taihong medical instrument CO., LTD., China) at low temperatures of 5 °C, 10 °C,12 °C and 15 °C for 60 d. At
each of these temperatures, seeds were sampled for
germination after 0 d, 20 d, 40 d, and 60 d. 0d treatment the control (CK). Seeds were then placed in Petri dishes (100 seeds per dish) and germinated at a
variable temperature (15°C/ 25°C, 12 h each). The
number of germinated seeds was counted every 5d.
Each treatment was replicated three times. In the
process of 5 °C treatment, the dynamic changes of
the inclusions were measured every 20 d.

--,*84-14;8,25,6(896,438/,7,,+.,620
3(80436(8,4-(<02-642%03=(3.
As showed in Figure1, the germination rate of seeds
that received no low temperature treatment was
38.3%. The germination rate of seeds treated at all
four temperatures increased over time, indicating
that the four different of temperatures can effectively
release dormancy. Figure 1 indicated that the germination rate reached a maximum after 60 d treatment
at all four low temperatures, while the germination
rate was the highest (94.67%) at 5 °C. As indicated
in figure 1, the germination rate did not show significant difference between the 5 °C and 10 °C after 60
d (p>0.05), However, the difference was significant
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between 5 °C and 12 °C, as well as between 5 °C and
15 °C (p<0.01). The result indicates that the dormancy release of seeds from Xinyang was not completely dependent on the range of the low temperature. However, the dormancy characteristic was partial to the plant seeds in the warm temperate, and
lower temperature was conducive to dormancy release.

--,*84- >86,(82,38 438/,564103,*43
8,384-7,,+4-(<02With the prolonging of 5°C processing time, the proline content
increased. The proline content reached its highest
value of 211.41μg/g at 60d. The lowest proline content of 125.15μg/g occurred at 0d (Figure 2).

--,*84- >86,(82,38 438/,7419)1,79.(6
*438,384-7,,+4-(<02With the increase of 5 °C processing time, the soluble sugar
content gradually increased. Without 5 °C treatment,
the lowest soluble sugar content was 102.98
μg/g(CK). From 20d to 60d, The order of the soluble

sugar content in different stages of seed of  !
  Maxim. was 60d>40d>20d, and the soluble
sugar content was 224.82 μg/g, 136.82 μg/g, and
122.15 μg/g, respectively (Figure 3.).
--,*84-  >86,(82,38 438/, 78(6*/ *43
8,38 4- 7,,+ 4-   (<02 With the increase of 5 °C processing time, the starch content of
seed of  !  Maxim. gradually diminished.
Without 5 °C treatment, the starch content was 91.32
μg/g. At 20 d, 40d, 60d, the content of starch was
73.82 μg/g, 53.98 μg/g and 48.15 μg/g, respectively
(Figure 4.).
--,*84- >86,(82,38438/,-(8*438,384-
7,,+ 4-   (<02 With the increase of
5°C processing time, the fat content of seed of 
!  Maxim. gradually decreased. Without 5 °C
treatment, the fat content was 28.49%. The fat content was 26.22% at 20 d, 22.80% at 40 d, 19.41% at
60 d (Figure 5).
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--,*84- >86,(82,38438/,7419)1,564
8,03*438,384-7,,+4-(<02With
the increase of 5°C processing time, the of soluble
protein content of seeds of  !  Maxim.
gradually decreased. The order of the soluble protein
content in different stages of seed of  ! 
Maxim. was 0d>20d>40d>60d, and the soluble protein content was 71.77 μg/g, 59.62 μg/g, 50.50 μg/g
and 39.49 μg/g, respectively (Figure 6.).


!#!!

low temperature treatment, the soluble sugar content
increased. The increase showed that the accumulation of soluble sugar laid the foundation for the later
seed germination.
Starch is a plant energy storage material. When
the direct energy content is small, starch can be converted into sugar to be utilized [17]. During maize
seed germination, the α-amylase played an important
role in starch decomposing into soluble sugar [18].
The α-amylase activity was enhanced to mobilize
starch to supply metabolites such as soluble sugar
and energy for seed germination under chilling stress
[19]. Under low temperature conditions, the formation of potato starch gradually decreases with decreasing temperature [20]. The soluble starch content of seeds of !  Franch. gradually decreased with the stratification time [21]. During seed germination, starch in seed could be decomposed by α-amylase into maltodextrin, sucrose, glucose, etc. to provide metabolites and energy for seed
germination and seedling growth, and so germination speed was highly associated with the starch metabolism [22]. During the stratification of  
 seeds, the starch content gradually decreased
[23]. The starch content of seeds of  ! 
Maxim. at 5 °C decreased with the increase of low
temperature treatment time, indicating that the starch
in seeds of  !   Maxim. could be decomposed into soluble sugar to provide nutrients for
seeds germination.
In the low-temperature treatment process, the
fat content of seeds of different genetic Soybeans
was significantly decreased [24]. During the lowtemperature stratification process, the dormancy of
seed is gradually released and fat degradation is utilized [25]. Physiological and biochemical studies of   seed stratification showed
that low temperature stratification allowed the seed
to gradually release its dormancy and fat degradation
was used. The decrease of the fat content at 5 °
showed that the hydrolysis of fat further converted it
into nutrients needed for seed germination.
Protein is one of the main storage materials of
seeds, and it is the material basis of cytoplasm, the
nucleus, and plastids. It is also an enzyme component and has an important influence on the activity
of enzymes. Therefore, the dynamic changes of soluble protein play an important role in the internal
material metabolism of seeds. In the early stages of
stratification, the protein content in seeds of   
  Baill. was reduced [26]. During the
Stratification of Acerpseudo-sieboldianum, the soluble protein content gradually decreased [27]. Our
study showed the soluble protein in seeds of !
   Maxim. gradually decreased, indicating that
the protein was continuously decomposed and transformed under the low-temperature treatment to provide energy for seed germination.



Low-temperature is a major environmental influence associated with many structural, physiological and biochemical changes [8, 9] within plant cells.
Plants have naturally developed a number of physiological and biochemical strategies to accommodate
those influences.
Proline, as an organic osmoprotectant, accumulates in vacuoles and facilitates maintenance of water
potential and water absorption by plant cells. In addition to maintaining osmotic balance, proline is also
capable of stabilizing subcellular structures, quenching active oxygen and protecting cell integrity [10].
Exogenous proline may improve germination percentages of different crops [11, 12]. Feng et al. [13]
studied the proline content of Alfalfa under low temperature stress and showed an upward trend. Under
low temperature stress, the absolute content of free
proline in spring wheat showed an upward trend [14].
There is a relatively stronger elevation of proline
concentration in the embryo during warm + cold
stratification than during cold stratification only, implying that proline contributed to dormancy release
in pomegranate (    ) seeds [15]. Here,
we demonstrated that there is an upward trend of
proline concentration in the seed during 5°C treatment, implying that proline contributed to dormancy
release in the seeds of !  Maxim.
Soluble sugar is one of the main osmotic adjustment substances in plants under stress. It can play
a protective role in the excessive concentration of inorganic ions in cells. Under the condition of low temperature, Increased sugar content is a common phenomenon. As an infiltration protection substance, it
can increase the intercellular concentration and increase the non-icing water in the water-holding tissue of cells, thereby reducing the cytoplasmic freezing point, buffering the excessive dehydration of the
cytoplasm, and ensuring the cytoplasmic colloid.
Cold solidification is not encountered, and soluble
sugar content is positively correlated with cold resistance. Under different low temperature treatment
for 10 hours, the soluble sugar content showed a
downward trend after rising, suggested that the soluble sugar content of seeds can increase the cold resistance of seeds; Then due to the growth and development of seeds, they consumed sugar and showed a
downward trend [16]. In the study, in the process of
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The germination rate of seeds increased significantly via low-temperature treatments. Treatment at
5 °C for 60 days has produced optimum germination.
The increase of the proline content and soluble sugar
content, and the decrease of the starch content, the
fat content and the soluble protein content appear to
provide necessary conditions for the germination of
!  Maxim. seeds at 15/25 °C.
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their action and aggravating their effects on tissues.
Moreover, climate warming can act by modifying
the distribution areas of plants and animals and by
extending their blooming and reproduction season,
respectively.
Gafsa is an oasis city 350 km to the south west
of the capital city, Tunis. It is an agricultural and
mining area with a population of 340,000. Hundreds of palm trees provide an anchor for an orchard system that includes pomegranates, figs,
grapes, and olives, amongst others. On the other
hand, Tunisia is one of the largest phosphate producers in the world and the Gafsa basin is the most
geologically investigated area in Tunisia [6, 7]. The
phosphate mining industry generates abundant
waste that is discharged into the environment [8, 9].
Each ton of manufactured phosphate produces
about 1 ton of phosphate mine slime, causing a very
serious waste disposal problem for many countries
[10, 11]. Moreover, the use of phosphate rocks may
cause environmental hazards because they can
contain potentially toxic elements, such as U, Th,
REE (rare earth elements), Cd, As, Sb, V, Cr, Zn,
Cu, Ni, etc [12, 13] which can be transported by
wind over long distances.
The present study aims to: 1) determine the
most common allergens occurring in a polluted
region, considered as one of the largest phosphate
producers in Tunisia; 2) identify any seasonal variations in the allergens, to help prevent and treat allergic diseases; and 3) investigate any correlations
between the reported allergens and other biotic
parameters, namely age and sex.

ABSTRACT
This study aimed to identify the major aeroallergens and their prevalence in a population of
patients living in a polluted oasis situated in the
southwest of Tunisia. Of the 67 patients studied,
only 39 were sensitive to allergens (58.20%), 23 of
whom were sensitive to more than one type of allergen (58.97%). The most common aeroallergens
were tree and grass pollen (32.96%), followed by
animal dander (19.78%), mites (17.58%), herbaceous pollen (12.08%), mould (6.59%), latex
(6.59%) and cockroaches (4.39%). The seasonal
distribution of allergens shows that the frequency of
respiratory allergy was mainly observed during
spring corresponding to the pollination season.
However, the detection of some seasonal allergens,
such as olive pollen, outside the pollination season
can be explained by the cross-reactivity between
allergens. The age range of patients with sensitivity
was found to be between 10 and 73 years, with the
most sensitive patients aged between 20 and 50
years. The sex variable was significantly associated
with the studied allergens since sensitization was
present more frequently in women than in men.

KEYWORDS:
Allergy, Allergen, Specific IgE, Gafsa, Tunisia

INTRODUCTION
Allergic diseases are common in clinical practice and are considered by the World Health Organization (WHO) as an important health problem [1].
Worldwide, about 500 million people are affected
(15%) with a prevalence of 20-30% in developed
countries [2]. The prevalence of allergies has vastly
increased over recent decades due to air pollution
and climate change. This has been demonstrated by
many studies that revealed an increased prevalence
of specific IgE antibodies in patients from several
cities around the world [3-5]. Indeed, pollutants
may increase sensitivity to allergens by acting either directly on the airways in synergy with allergens, or indirectly by altering the biological and
chemical content of allergens, thereby reinforcing

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients and Principle of technique. The
study included 67 subjects (49 female and 18 male;
age range 10-73 years) who visit the Department of
Pneumology and Oto-rhino-laryngology of the
Regional Hospital of Gafsa, between August 2007
and September 2008. They were suffering from
runny nose, stuffy nose, cough, watery eyes, difficulty breathing, sneezing, and so on. However,
these symptoms do not necessarily indicate the
presence of an allergy because these signs can be
shared with other pathologies. It should be noted
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Statistical analysis. Data were analyzed using
multivariate linear variance. The realization of the
different models was made by the application of SPLUS software (version 4.5). The reactions between the different variables were tested using
MANOVA and Student tests.

that all patients had already undergone a skin prick
tests to confirm the allergic state before proceeding
to in vitro testing. The allergic condition of these
patients was confirmed by measuring allergen specific IgE levels using the multiple allergen simultaneous test-chemiluminescent assay (MAST-CLA).
A total of 30 allergens were tested and classified
into seven groups: tree and grass pollen, herbaceous
pollen, animal dander, moulds, latex, cockroaches
and mites. . All MAST-CLA results are graded into
6 classes (0, trace, I, II, III, and IV).

RESULTS
Among the 67 patients that presented symptoms of allergy, 39 (58.20%) were sensitive to allergens, 14 to more than one type of allergen
(35.89%), and showed the highest concentrations of
IgE.

TABLE 1
Distribution of patients according to the type of
allergen

Tree and grass pollen
Animal dander
Mites
Herbaceous pollen
Mould
Latex
Cockroaches

Patients
(%)
32.96
19.78
17.58
12.08
6.59
6.59
4.39

P

Distribution of patients according to the
type of allergen. Our findings show that tree and
grass pollen are the major reported allergen in our
cohort (32.96%, Pr = 0) (Table 1). Olive tree pollen
is the dominant sensitizing pollen in the majority of
cases, probably due to its wide distribution in the
region. Grass pollen includes principally timothy,
quack grass and wheat.
After tree and grass pollen, the most common
allergens were animal dander (19.78%, P = 0.001),
mainly cats and dogs, followed by mite allergy
(17.58%, P = 0.003) and herbaceous pollen
(12.08%, Pr = 0.004). Sensitivity to mould, latex
and cockroach allergens are less frequent and still
non significant (>0.01).

0
0.001
0.003
0.004
0.356
0.223
0.851

Briefly the serum obtained for each patient
was first incubated for 24 hours in pipettes containing segments of cellulose yarn, which represent the
30 tested antigens. After washing with buffer, samples were incubated with Enzyme-labelled antiIgE. After a second wash, we added the prepared
chemiluminescent substrate to reveal the presence
of specific IgE through the emission of luminescence. The results are considered positive when the
measured luminescence values exceeded 67 (Table
1).

Seasonal distribution of some types of allergen. In order to determine a relationship between
some allergens and allergic symptoms a seasonal
variation were studied.

FIGURE 1
Seasonal distribution of some types of allergens in the region of study.
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of tree and grass pollens with animal dander allergens showed that almost sensitized patients to animal dander allergens were sensitive to tree and
grass pollen except P30 and P51. We also noted that
all patients who were sensitized to latex were sensitive to both animal dander and mites.

Thus, among the allergens studied, we tried to
process an example of each type: olive (tree) quack
grass (grass), ambrosia (herb) and mites (Fig. 1).
The peak of patients with allergic disease sensitization was detected during spring since it represents
the blooming period of themajority of trees and
grasses. However, our study revealed that sensitivity to the most of allergens studied, notably ambrosia and mites, occurred almost throughout the year,
except the quackgrass that disappear during winter.
Allergy to olive pollen was detected mainly in
spring but still present during summer and autumn
and absent during January and February.

Distribution of allergens depending on age
and sex. Age distribution. The age range was of
the patients was 10 to 73 years, with a mean age of
38.04 ± 15.11 years. It is interesting to note that all
age groups are affected. We noted that the number
of sensitive patients increased proportionally with
age, reaching a peak in patients aged 20 to 50 years
(Fig. 2). Age was also found to be associated with
some types of allergens, in particular tree and grass
pollen in the 21-40 age group (Fig. 2a), animal
dander both in the 10-20 and in the 50-73 age
groups (Fig. 2b), and herbaceous pollen in the 3050 age group (Fig. 2d). Allergy to mites is seen in
all age groups (Fig. 2c).

Associations between allergens. Comparisons of the prevalence of sensitization to allergens
revealed that 23 were sensitive to more than one
type of allergen (58.97%). The relatively large
number of patients sensitive to more than one type
of allergen implies the existence of an interaction
between the different allergens tested, particularly
among the most influential allergens (Table 2).
Among 23 patients, 13 were sensitive to more than
2 types of allergens, 6 were sensitive to more than 3
types of allergens (P11, P13, P19, P59, P60, P64), 4 were
sensitive to more than 4 types of allergens (P11, P19,
P59, P64), 3 were sensitive to more than 5 types of
allergens (P19, P59, P64), and 2 were sensitive to all
types of allergens (P19, P64). We also observed that
the majority of patients studied were sensitive to
tree and grass pollen except P1, P19, P30, P40 and P51.
On the other hand, all patients who were sensitized
to herbaceous pollen (except P58) and latex were
sensitive to tree and grass pollen, whereas patients
who were sensitized to cockroaches and mould
(except P44) were sensitive to mites. The association

Distribution by sex. There was a predominance of female patients in all age groups since, of
the 67 patients studied, 49 were female (73.1%) and
18 were male (26.9%) (Fig.3). Moreover, among
the 39 sensitive patients, 29 of them are female and
10 are male. It is noteworthy that among the 39
sensitive patients to all types of allergens cited in
this study, sensitization occurs much more frequently in women than in men with the exception
of the cockroach allergen, against which sensitivity
was detected equally in both men and women
(2.19%).

FIGURE 2
Distribution of allergens depending on age: (a) Tree and grass pollen; (b) animal dander; (c) mites; (d)
herbaceous pollen
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TABLE 2
Interaction between different allergens group studied among positive patients
Patient
Tree and
Patient
sex
grass pollen
Age
P1
18
F
P2
19
F
57
F
++
P5
36
F
+++
P7
59
F
+++
P8
19
M
+++
P10
21
F
+++
P11
20
F
+
P12
66
F
+++
P13
29
M
+
P14
53
F
P15
18
M
+++
P16
13
M
++
P19
18
M
+
P24
27
F
+++
P26
56
M
+++
P27
26
F
+++
P28
P30
53
F
36
M
+++
P31
26
F
+++
P32
34
F
+++
P34
22
F
+++
P35
24
F
+++
P36
48
M
P40
69
F
+
P41
27
F
+
P44
50
F
++
P47
32
F
+
P49
38
M
+++
P50
29
F
P51
35
F
+++
P55
49
M
P58
47
F
+++
P59
50
F
+++
P60
10
M
+
P63
33
F
+++
P64
39
F
++
P65
36
F
+
P66
40
F
++
P67
(+) low rate of specific IgE concentrations
(++) medium rate of specific IgE concentrations
(+++) high rate of specific IgE concentrations

Animal
dander
+++
+++

Mites

Herbaceous
pollen

+++
+++
+

+

+++

+
+
++
+

Mould

Latex

Cockroaches

+
+

+
+++
+
++

+
+++
++
++

+

+

+

+
++

+++

++
+
+

+
++
+
+

+
++

+

+

+
+++
+

+
+

+
+
+++
+++

+++
+

+++

+++

++

FIGURE 3
Distribution of allergens depending on sex.
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DISCUSSION

zation [18-20]. The majority of these studies were
mainly explained by cross-allergenicity or crossreactivity between different allergens and olive tree
pollen. We confirm this hypothesis since we found
in our cohort that tree and grass pollen are found to
be highly associated to many other allergens such
as animal dander, herbaceous pollen and latex. In
other words, the patients who were sensitized to
one of the studied allergens have high risk of being
sensitive to tree and grass pollen, notably olive
pollen. However, the degree of the cross-reactivity
could be highly influenced by many parameters
such as temperature and rainfall [21].
Animal dander, mainly from cats and dogs,
come from the skin. Dander, saliva or urine present
at high levels in house dust [22] and affected
19.78% of patients in our cohort. The major cat
allergen (Fel d 1) is a glycoprotein transported in
the air by particles with a diameter that can be less
than 2.5 microns, thus explaining its good penetration into the airways [23]. They were detected in
our cohort during all seasons, but mainly in the
autumn, and found to be strongly associated to latex
allergen.
The prevalence of allergens could vary greatly
between regions because of differences in topography, climate, vegetation, diversification in plant
species, their blooming seasons, and so on [24]. In
fact, the study that was conducted on a sample of
patients from North West Tunisia, an area characterized by high levels of precipitation and high
humidity, shows another classification of allergens.
Although there are plenty of plants, the major
aeroallergen in this region was the mite [25]. Since
the latter are considered perennial allergens, they
were detected in our cohort all over the year with a
pick during autumn.
The most common domestic allergens in the
world associated with asthma are sourced from
house dust mite (HDM), cockroaches, cats, dogs,
mice, and fungi [26]. In eastern countries, such as
Taiwan, the warm and humid climate is believed to
result in the high prevalence of mite allergy that is
found throughout the population. Later studies
showed that most patients in Taiwan are allergic to
perennial allergens [3]. However, in western countries, trees such as birch, ash, olive, oak, cypress
and juniper are responsible for pollinosis [27].
Among the numerous allergens, pollen from grasses
and trees is the most important inhalant allergen [3,
28]. Their size varies from 10 to 100 μm which
leads to easy deposition in the nostrils and eyes to
induce symptoms of allergic rhinoconjunctivitis.
When analyzing sensitization by age group,
our findings show that sensitization to all detected
allergens predominates in adults over 20 years up to
50, whereas allergy to animal dander is the most
common allergen in children and adolescents and at
late age (>50years). These results agree with those
obtained by [25], with the exception of dust mite

In this study 67 patients visited the regional
hospital of Gafsa presenting with allergic respiratory symptoms between August 2007 and September
2008. Of those, 39 patients had a positive IgE test
while 28 were negative. We are well aware that this
proportion of sensitive patients could be increased
if we take into account the cases of many individuals that could present allergic reactions without
going to visit the hospital since these reactions do
not present as severe symptoms, and due to the
lacked willingness. In addition, during the year of
study there was not enough rain for blooming
plants, which may have reduced patient enrollment.
On the other hand, the majority of previous conducted studies data were collected by questionnaires including several items to determine whether
sensitization had occurred. As a consequence, these
studies often bring frequencies higher than those
based on detecting specific antibodies.
Although this study was limited to a modest
target population of patients, we did observe significant results that highlight the most frequently detected allergens in the region of Gafsa. The allergenic profile shows a predominance of allergy to
tree and grass pollen, followed by animal dander,
dust mites, herbaceous pollen, mould, latex and
finally cockroaches. With to the exception of
palms, the principal tree in the region of Gafsa is
the olive which explains the predominance of the
tree and grass pollen in this region. This result is in
agreement with reports from other studies conducted in other areas. In fact, olive trees (Olea europaea) have been documented to be an important
source of allergy in Mediterranean countries, and in
areas from America, South Africa, Japan and Australia [14-16]. Furthermore, nine allergens (Ole e 2
to Ole e 10) have been identified and characterized
from olive pollen [17].
Both quack grass and ambrosia were also reported to occurring at any time during the year
except in winter they decrease greatly until that the
former disappearing completely. This is evident for
many plants of this group, such as Ambrosia artemisiifoli, among which pollination occurs all year
long.
Olive pollen was the dominant sensitizing pollen tree during spring, since olive trees in Gafsa
flower from the end of April until the beginning of
May. However, we found that patients sensitized to
olive tree pollen were also detected during summer
and autumn, decreased in december, and disappeared totally in January and December. The presence of allergenicity to olive tree pollen outside the
pollination season was surprising and quite difficult
to explain. Although it has attracted the attention of
many researchers for a long time, there are only a
few published papers that reported out of season
symptoms in patients with olive tree pollen sensiti-
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nologist at the Hospital of Gafsa, who greatly contributed by co-supervising this work.

allergy, which is more common in children and
associated with asthma. Our results are also contrasting to those collected by [29] who showed that
the age group most affected by inhalants is 20 to 60
years . Other studies [22, 30] have shown that
asthma develops most often at an early age [31].
When combining allergy positivity to sex, we
did observe that sensitization occurred more often
in women than in men. The observed sex differences can be explained by the action of sex hormones that are frequently mentioned in the aggravation of allergic disease such as asthma, which has
a higher prevalence in girls after puberty and after
menopause [22, 30]. Moreover, it was observed that
the level of IgE was altered by the female sex hormones [32]. Also, sex female hormones increased
the activation and the degranulation of Mast cells
which belong to the innate-compartment of the
immune system and mediate a large part of allergy
upon allergen cross-linking of IgE [33]. Conversely, the prevalence of asthmatic wheeze during the
first 8 years of life was demonstrated to be significantly higher in boys than girls [34, 35] and the
reverse is true in the adulthood stage [36].
In conclusion, the current evaluation of allergy
in Gafsa city, a polluted region situated in south
west of Tunisia, represents an important point that
highlights for the first time the common allergens
occurring in this region. There is no doubt that
chronic exposure to air pollution is playing a role in
the increased prevalence of allergies. Several epidemiological studies [37, 4, 38] have convincingly
shown the existence of an effect of pollution on
long-term increase in the prevalence of allergy. [39]
showed that exposure of early childhood trafficͲrelated air pollution was related to asthma and
allergic diseases.. [40] proved the significant association between ambient particulate pollutants
(PM2.5 and PM10, which are usually present in high
concentrations) and the prevalence of respiratory
effects (allergic rhinitis). However, [41] did not
identify any effect of pollution on allergic diagnosis
during life. This finding was explained by [42] who
suggested that the study by Nicolai was flawed by
the variety of exposure indicators used and the
inevitable misclassification about the disease. The
use of advanced techniques (allergen microarray
chips) in the future will allow us to study allergens
more deeply in a polluted region such as Gafsa city.
This may contribute to the reporting and registering
of more unknown allergens in this field.
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features of the soils mostly reflect the physical and
chemical properties of the parent materials in the
sloping areas. For instance, limestone and serpentine produced clayey loam soils while sandstone,
granite and gneiss contributed to the formation of
sandy soils. Additionally, topographic-geomorphic
units also correspond to the main occurrence areas
of certain soils. For example, sandy and gravelly
soils are found on the dejection fans and cones, and
the soils of hydromorphic, halomorphic and hydromorphic alluvial are found where the ground
water level is high.
In Turkey general pedogeomorphological
studies have been carried away to explain mainly
relationship between the parent materials and geomorphological units [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6].
The study area covering Burdur-Gölhisar Basin is located in the Western Subregion of the Taurus Geomorphological Unit in the SW of Anatolia
[7]. There is a close link between the parent materials and geomorphological units on soil formation in
the study area. It is therefore necessary to obtain
more data on the geomorphological evolution of the
given areas particularly the areas with rugged topography to know more about the soil formation.

The study area which is geographically located in the Turkish Lakes Region and geomorphologically in the Western Subregion of the Taurus Geomorphological Unit largely shaped by the vertical
faulting movements that occurred between the Upper Miocene and Pleistocene. Fluvial erosion and
sedimentation processes continued due to topographic properties at play such as slope inclination
and parent materials resistance to erosion. Soil
formation and the main soil types mainly controlled
in large part by geomorphological units and geological parent materials. In fact, the rich-calcareous
and clayey soils are found on Neogene marly deposits that are split by the gullies occurring on the
fault scarps in the eastern part of Lake Burdur.
Colluvial soils appear on the dejection cones on the
western edges of the fault scarp. The hydromorphic
soils are seen where the ground water level is high
in the vicinity of Lake Burdur and Lake Yarisli, and
salty and alkaline alluvial soils appear to have
through the capillarity process on the northern lowland of Lake Burdur. Clayey loam and sandy soils
with high alkaline reaction appear on the exposed
serpentine rocks. Red Mediterranean soils emerged
along the cracks of limestone and marble and at the
bottom of karstic depressions as well. The chestnut
soils that formed under the semiarid-subhumid
climatic condition are common on the flat lands of
the study area. This study mainly aims to explore
and emphasize the importance of geomorphic units
and parent materials on the soil formation.



&$%! &"%
Lithologic properties of the geological parent
materials and geomorphic units and soils of the
study area, located in the Lakes Subregion of the
Mediterranean Region (Fig. 1) were identified on
benchmark sites during studies that took place in
2016 and 2017. Soil and parent material samples
representing each geomorphological unit were
taken and analysed at the laboratory of the Soil
Department and Plant Nutrition Agricultural Faculty of Akdeniz University and the laboratory of
Izmir Forest Research Institute of Forest Ministry.
Texture of soil samples was determined based on
Bouyoucos hydrometer method [8], CaCO3 and pH
were determined based on [9] and [10] methods,
respectively.
This study makes use of Atalay’s geomorphological and pedogeomorphological studies [11, 12,
7, 13, 14, 15, 2]. Geologic cross-section and profiles were drawn to show the soil formation relationship between parent materials and geomorphological units.

)("$%
Burdur-Gölhisar basin, pedogeomorphology, serpentine,
soil formation

!&$"'&"!
Geologic parent materials and topography, especially geomorphological units provide the valuable formation of soil formation in the rugged topographical area. In these areas the parent materials
that are exposed on the sloping areas became prone
to intense erosion. Each parent materials on the
outcropped areas made up different soil types based
on according their physical and chemical properties. In other words, the physical and chemical
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Mesozoic Era [11, 13, 16, 17, 18, 19, 28]. Consequently, marble and crystallized limestones were

remained as hilly areas among highlands of the
&:;:2<,;34.;<:;0<>40=Study area is generstudy area due to very resistant to erosion. Toward
ally found intermontane basin between Taurus
the end of the Miocene the study area became prone
Mountains and the Menderes Palaeozoic metamorto the vertical faulting movements that spanned
phic masse. The altitude of lowest part of the study
from the Upper Miocene to the Pleistocene. Thus,
area is about 850 and 1000 on the bottom of Burdur
the present-day area of the Burdur and Gölhisar
and Gölhisar basins, respectively rising up to 2500
basins were formed and they were occupied by the
m elevation. The slope inclination is more than 100
Neogene Lake in which calcareous, clayey and
% on the fault scarps in the eastern part of Burdur
partly sandy materials that transported from the
depression and the southern section of Gölhisar
highlands accumulated [11, 20, 7, 12, 13, 14, 15,
depression. Fault scarps have been deeply dissected
21]. Mostly found in the eastern part of the Burdur
by deep gullies attaining more than 100 m in height.
basin and to the eastern part of Gölhisar, the marly
A vast flat land which is called Tefenni-Karamanli
deposits were exposed by the regression of the
extends at an elevation of 1000-1200 m on the
Upper Neogene Lake (Photo 4). Besides, the conserpentine between Gölhisar and Burdur depresglomerate, sandstone and marly intercalated layers
sions on which many hills composed of Mesozoic
were formed in the shallow lake basin in the NW
limestone are found. Small tectonic depressions
part of the Burdur basin. The soft and poorly ceoccupied by lakes are found on the flat land as well
mented conglomerate, sandstone and siltstone de(Fig. 2, 3).
posits emerged in fluvio-lacustrine facies occurring

in the southern part of the Gölhisar basin [13, 14].
0:7:24. ,9/ ;,<09> 8,>0<4,7= ;<:;0<>40=
The alluvial materials found in the lowlands of the
The present-day study area was occupied by the
Burdur and Gölhisar basins the outcome of the
Tethys Ocean during the Early Mesozoic Era,
accumulation of the bed-load materials of running
which is why the basement of the study area is
waters originating from the highlands (Fig. 2, 5).
composed to a great extent of ophiolites particularly
Lake Burdur and the Yarişli closed depression were
serpentinized peridotite belonging to the Tethys
occupied
by the lake in which mostly sandy and silt
oceanic crust (Fig. 2, 3; photo 1). The calcareous
materials accumulated due to low evaporation durclay materials that gradually accumulated in the
ing the Last Glacial Period [7, 11, 16, 17], 22], [23].
Tethys Ocean were subjected to the folding and
uplifting and partly metamorphosed in the Late
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0:7:24..<:===0.>4:9>:;:2<,;34.;<:1470,9/=:47>C;0=:9>30/4110<09>;,<09>8,>0<4,7=49>3084//70
=0.>4:9:1=>?/C,<0,

0:8:<;3:7:24.,7>:;:2<,;34.,7 '94>= In
of the highlands. The relative altitude between
the study area harbours a vast number of geobottom of the depressions and their encircling highlands is more than 500 m. Karstic depressions such
morphic-physiographic units that appeared as a
as doline and uvala are seen on the undulating upresult of the tectonic evolution and fluvial process.
per part of mountains nearly at an elevation of 2000
These units are summarized as follows:
m in the south of the Gölhisar depression [13].

4238:?9>,49:?=,<0,=. Initially, these are,?7> =.,<;= ,9/ 0<:=4:9,7 =?<1,.0=. The
as were formed by the Alpine orogenic movements.
fault scarps were formed along the fault line exPresent-day shaping of the mountains was formed
tending between the east of the Burdur basin and
by the vertical tectonic movements that led to uplift
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For instance, the Burdur basin stretching in the
direction of NE-SW corresponds to the fault lines in
the NE-SW direction. The Burdur and Gölhisar
basins, on the other hand, remain as they are because of the deep depression caused by triple collapse. The relative altitude between each basin and
encircling highland exceed 500 m (Fig. 5).

050.>4:9 1,9= ,9/ .:90=. The intense erosion occurring along the fault scarps brought about
dejection fans and cones. Indeed, the large dejection fan developed because of fine materials accumulation transported from the gully areas of the
fault scarp in the north-eastern of the Burdur basin
(Fig. 2, 4, 5). The dejection cones in the west of
Gölhisar emerged though the accumulation of
coarse materials transported from the upland areas
(Fig. 5). The formations and shapes of the dejection
fans and dejection cones have to do with the dimensions of the transported materials. Dejection fans
developed with the accumulation of sand, silt and
clay materials coming mainly from marly deposits,
while dejection cones are found in places where
accumulation of gravel and sands brought from
conglomerate, limestone and sandstone, as can be
observed in the northwest part of the Burdur Basin.

south of the Gölhisar basin in the Upper Miocene.
These fault scarps were continuously rejuvenated at
least three times as new faults formed. Thus, the
Burdur and Gölhisar depressions underwent three
different periods of collapse. These faulting movements led to a high relative elevation which goes up
to 200-300 m between the upland areas and the
Burdur and Gölhisar basins. On the other hand,
three main erosional surfaces which are seen as
terraces were formed on the fault scarps according
to the lake level that occupied the basins. These
erosional surfaces are clearly seen on the west facing steep slopes of the fault scarp in the Burdur
Basin (Fig. 4 and photo 2, 3).
The fault scarps were split greatly by the
creeks flowing into the lake that occupies the Burdur basin. As a consequence the large and deep
gullies developed along the fault scarp surface. The
materials transported from the gullies gradually
accumulated in the Burdur basin and on the edges
of the fault scarp (Fig. 4).

&0.>:94. -,=49=. The basins called Burdur,
Gölhisar and Lake Ak are the products of vertical
faulting movements. The shape of the tectonic basins corresponds to the extension of the fault lines.



Pre-Neogene surface
Old lake levels



Burdur city

Lake Burdur

  



Erosional surfaces (Terraces)
Neogene marly deposit


?



Fault lines



Ophiolite (Peridotite-Serpentine)
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&0B>?<0

;

Near the Örencik village, SW of Burdur basin, serpentine
Flat arable land, N of the Yeşilova town, serpentine
Edge of slope in the same area, serpentine
Arable land in Yeşilova plain
A horizon 2 km E of Yeşilova town, Neogene marly deposit
B horizon at the same site

Clay
Clayey loam
Clayey loam
Clay
Clayey loam
Sandy clay loam

8.95
8.74
8.58
8.45
8.67
8.83

7,>7,9/= The main flat land, called the Karamanlı-Tefenni Plain, lies at an elevation of 11001200 m between the Burdur and Gölhisar basins
and they correspond to an old erosional surface that
developed on the serpentine and Neogene sedimentary deposits (Fig. 3). The hills on the flat lands
covering the area between the Gölhisar and Burdur

,"

2.27
0.63
0.13
0.28
5.48
39.76



basins comprise marble and crystallized limestones.
Because the atmospheric water easily infiltrates
through the cracks of crystallized limestone and
marble, runoff occurs on impervious serpentine;
therefore, erosion is higher on the serpentine than
on marble and crystallized limestones.
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%:47 1:<8,>4:9 ,9/ =:47 >C;0= There is a
close link between geomorphological-topographical
units and parent materials that appear on steep
slopes and in sloping areas. Below is a brief explanation as to how the main soil types were formed:

30=>9?> =:47 :774=:7  ,=>,9:D08 This
soil is seen only on the flat lands occurring in the
eastern part of Burdur basin and Karamanlı-Tefenni
plains (Fig. 3). The soil formation that began in the
Upper Neogene has continued up to date. The
chestnut soil, a type of calcimorphic soil, appears in
sections under the semiarid-subhumid climatic
conditions. The mature profile of this soil is seen
both on the serpentine and Neogene marl deposits.
The profile properties of the Chestnut soil on the
Neogene deposit in the east of the Yeşilova town
are indicated below and in Table 1:
A horizon: 25-30 cm in thick, granular in
structure, sandy clayey loam in texture, pH 8.67,
organic content 1.3 % and CaCO3 content 5.5%.
B horizon: 20-25 cm in thick, coarse granular
and block in structure, sandy clay loam in texture,
pH 8.83, CaCO3 40% and organic content 0.48%.
The shirking property of this soil profile is to
contain the abundant accumulation of CaCO3 in
subsoil or B horizon due to low precipitation.
Another patch of chestnut soil with clayey
loam texture and 20% CaCO3 content is found in
the W of the Senir village in the NW of Burdur
basin.
Chestnut soil formed on the serpentine parent
material on the flat lands is dark brown, the solum
horizon is 30-50 cm in depth, clayey loam in texture, granular and coarse granular and partly block
in structure, pH between 8.5 and 8.8, highest CaCO3 content 5%. Soil thickness varies depending on
the inclination of the slope and erosion events, so
thick soil is common on the flat land. On the other
hand, soil texture is clayey loam on the flat land
and sandy loam on the edge of the slope in the same
area (Table 1). This texture change indicates that
good weathering processes occur on the flat land.

&30 =:47 :9 >30 !0:2090 8,<7C /0;:=4>=
There is no mature soil cover on the Neogene marl
deposits (Photo 4). Firstly, this is related to continual erosion on the steep slopes of marly areas in the
east of Burdur and in the southern section of the
Gölhisar depression. Secondly, not enough time
passed by for soil formation on the flat land in the
lowlands of the Burdur Basin. Furthermore, formation of soil on marly deposit takes a significant
long time at least a few ten thousand years because
weathering is very low on marly materials. In fact,
the rendzina soil only exits on the lower Neogene
marl deposits on the flat land of Turkey, while there
is no soil cover on the Pliocene marly deposits [12].

#"&"
8,<7C/0;:=4>/0@:>0/>:,2<4.?7>?<,7?=049
>30:1>30?</?<-,=49491:<02<:?9/,9/
=;74>!0:2090/0;:=4>A4>32?7740=:9>301,?7>
=.,<;=49>30-,.62<:?9/



There is no exact difference between the physical and chemical properties of the parent material
and soil. For example, the texture of the marl deposit that was extracted from the bottom of the
Burdur basin is composed of 25% sand, 41% clay
and 34% silt and its pH level and CaCO3 equal 8.6
and 44.5%, respectively.
The marl deposit on the flat land is devoted to
agricultural purpose, and the area is employed for
cereal, fruit and vegetable growth.

$0/ 0/4>0<<,90,9=:47=These soils are notably found along the thin cracks of limestone on
the sloping karstic land and at the bottom of the
karstic depression in situ and ex situ [11, 24, 25, 26,
29]. Some physical and chemical properties of the
red Mediterranean soil in the edge of the karstic
depression in the east of Lake Yarışlı are that this
kind is sandy loam in texture, has a pH value of
7.86 and contains 20% CaCO3. These figures
demonstrate that the soil here is subject to a secondary calcification process because of the evaporation of the water with calcium bicarbonate that
seeps from the upland of karstic area and the existence of sands is related to the accumulation of materials coming from the upland. 


#"&"
4>3:=:7=:9>30.:927:80<,>0,9/=,9/=>:9049
>30A0=>:1>30?</?<-,=49
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:77?@4,7 =:47= These soils with gravel and
sand are commonly found on the dejection fans and
cones particularly on the eastern edge of the Lake
Burdur Basin and on the western edges of Gölhisar
basin (Fig. 5). A thin soil layer appears on the stabilized dejection fans.

%,7>C,9/,76,7490,77?@4,7=:47=Lake Burdur
has been undergoing regression over the last few
years because of the excessive use of ground water
and the construction of small dams on creeks that
flow into Lake Burdur. The shallow areas of Lake
Burdur primarily in the north have gradually turned
into very shallow swamplands. Here salty and alkaline materials that exist are in the composition of
lake water and ground water and the lower horizon
of soil or alluvial materials rise up to the soil surface as part of capillarity process and are accumulated on the surface the water evaporates (Fig. 6,
Photo 6)This phenomenon leads to the appearance
of salty and high alkaline soils on the regression
areas of the Lake Burdur. The result of soil sample
analysis have revealed the following: The soil texture is silty loam, pH is 9.26, the CaCO3 content is
12% and electricity conductivity is 27.6 mmhos/cm,
Ca is 9901 ppm and Na is 1300 ppm.

<,@077C ,9/ =,9/C =:47 74>3:=:7 :9 >30
.:927:80<,>0 ,9/ =,9/=>:90This soil is seen on
exposed conglomerate and sandstones in the sloping areas in the NW of the Burdur basin. Thin soil
formation is only found along the cracks of the
conglomerate and sandstones. In addition, the marl
strata lying among the conglomerate and sandstone
created a soil with clayey texture. The above mentioned areas are present on a rocky land due to the
destruction of the forest (Photo 5).

%:47= :9 >30 0<:=4:9 =?<1,.0= :9 >30 1,?7>
=.,<; ,7:92 >30 ?</?< -,=49 As indicated before, at least three main erosional surfaces resembling terraces appear on the fault scarps that stretch
in the eastern part of the Burdur basin. These erosional surfaces have developed according to level
of the Neogene Lake that occupied on depressed
area (Fig. 4). In other words, the lake level that was
in the Burdur basin stayed where it still is since the
Neogene period. Nevertheless the lake level varied
as a sequence of collapse of the Burdur basin due to
vertical faulting movements and climatic changes.
The fault scarps that limited the eastern part of
Burdur basin has been levelled, called erosional
surface, according to lake levels. These erosional
levels are encountered between the villages of Askeriye and Hacılar in the east of the Burdur basin.
The elevations of three main erosional surfaces are
about 1000 m, 1100 m and 1200 m. Relative age
erosional surfaces increase from the lower level to
the upper level. In other words, the oldest erosion
surface developed during the first lake level of the
Upper Miocene. The soil thickness increases from
the lower level to the upper level on marl deposit.
Indeed, the mature soil that contain A and B horizons belonging to chestnut soil is only found on the
oldest erosional surface extending in the vicinity of
Mehmet Akif Ersoy University Campus. No soil
cover was spotted on the lower erosional surface as
the marl deposits of all erosion surfaces were long
ploughed for the agricultural activities (Photo 2, 3).





#"&"
%,7>,9/,76,74908,>0<4,7.:9.09><,>4:9;,>.30=
1:<80/>3<:?23>30.,;477,<4>C;<:.0==:9>30
<02<0==0/,<0,49>309:<>3:1,60?</?<

Evaporation
Salt and alkaline
material accumulation
Silty loam soil
Capilar rising

Salty and alkaline ground water
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Exposed serpentine

Exposed serpentine

Grey white surface
sand texture,
low contet clay and
carbonate

White surface
sandy loam texture,
abundant contet clay and
carbonate

Fist stage

Second stage
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&0B>?<0;,9/," .:9>09>:1=:47=1:<80/:9>30=0<;09>490
(0,>30<492%>,20=:1%0<;09>490

&0B>?<0

;

Low weathered serpentine, SW of Lake Burdur
Weathered serpentine SW of Lake Burdur
Weathered serpentine near Akçaköy in the SW Lake Burdur
Semi-weathered serpentine near Kavacık village, SW of the Burdur basin
Weathered serpentine on Melange place in the 2 km east of the town east of Yeşilova
A horizon formed on Serpentine 2km east of the town of Yeşilova
Good weathered and carbonates leached from top soil on serpentine 10 km N of Gölhisar town

Sand
Sandy loam
Sandy loam
Sandy loam
Sandy loam
Sandy loam
Sandy loam

9.6
9.73
9.13
9.10
8.98
8.82
8.94


The sediment and/or soil of Lake Ak, one of
the temporary lake on tectonic basins in the study
area has an alkaline character (Fig.7 Photo 7). The
analysis of the white coloured soil sample taken
from the dried bottom of this lake indicates that the
soil is clayey loam with pH level of 9.66 and CaCO3 content of 28.5%.

," 

6.48
11.6
1.71
7.11
6.74
5.48
1.52

level 8.5 and 8.8, and 5% maximum CaCO3 content. Most of this soil is the main dry farming areas
of the study area (Table 1 and photo 10).


#"&"
4110<09>=:47>C;0=-,=0/:9A0,>30<492=>,20=
:9>300B;:=0/=0<;09>49049>30%:1>30
?</?<,=49"9>30<423>=4/0:1>30;3:>:
?9A0,>30<0/=0<;09>4904==009&30701>=4/0:9
>30:>30<3,9/-07:92=>:=084A0,>30<0/
=0<;09>490

&30=:47:9>300B;:=0/=0<;09>490Exposed
serpentine area on the steep slopes is seen in the
different colours due to weathering stages. For
example, unweathered serpentine is green, which is
the native colour of serpentine and some of which
is seen as rocky areas. The changes of the serpentine colour from green to white depend on weathering stage. In other words, different colours in serpentine clearly reflect the weathering stages. According to the field study, in the initial or first stage
clay and carbonates are released with the weathering of the serpentine on steep slopes. Thus, the


#"&"
$4.3.,<-:9,>0=:47,>>30-:>>:8:1,606:1
>0.>:94.:<42497:.,>0/49>30%(:1>30=>?/C
,<0,

%:47=:9=0<;09>490<:.6=An ultramafic rock
composed of ferromagnesian silicates serpentine
produces various soils in different physical and
chemical compositions depending on the weathering degree. For this reason, soils formed on the
serpentine can be divided into two groups: 1. Soil
formed on the serpentine on flat land, and 2. soil
found on the exposed serpentine in the sloping
sections of the study area. The soil formed on serpentine flat land has a dark brown, a maximum
depth of 50cm, clay and clayey loam texture, pH
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serpentine turns from the green to white due to the
release of clay and carbonates. Because of constant
transportation of the weathered materials with gravity on the steep slopes the white colour remains as
the dominant one (Photo 8, 9). When natural equilibrium is provided the released carbonates and clay
leach away from the topsoil depending on the
amount of precipitation. Such a weathering process
of serpentine has led to an alteration of the texture,
pH, CaCO3 content and CEC. For instance, sandy
texture in low weathered stage of serpentine transforms into clayey loam texture in the second weathering stage. Furthermore, transported materials
from the weathered surface accumulate on the edges of the slope, where sandy texture is dominant
and the CaCO3 content is very low. Some relevant
physical and chemical data are shown in Table 2.

The results obtained from the pedogeomorphological study in the Burdur-Gölhisar basin are
given in the follow articles:
1. The present-day topographic shaping of the
Burdur-Gölhisar basin is the outcome of vertical
faulting movements that occurred at least three
times between the Upper Miocene and Pleistocene.
The faults scarps extending along the edges of depressions were deeply split by the creeks flowing
into the basins. Continuous sheet and gully erosion
on the fault scarps prevent soil formation.
2. Topographical-geomorphological units and
parent materials are responsible for the formation of
the currently present-day soil types in the BurdurGölhisar basin. The soil types according to topographical and geomorphological units are chestnut
soils formed on the flat land under the semiaridsubhumid conditions. Colluvial soils are formed on
the dejection fan and cones. Halomorphic, hydromorphic alluvial and halomorphic alluvial soils
appear where the ground water level is high, namely in the surrounding area of lakes such as Lake
Burdur. Cracks of crystallized limestone and partial
marbles on the sloping area are home of red Mediterranean soil formations.
3. Exposed parent materials on the steep
slopes and sloping areas contributed to the soils that
reflect the physical and chemical properties of the
prevalent parent materials. Rich-calcium carbonate
and rich-clay soils are seen on the marl deposits.
Conglomerate and sandstone produced lithosols
that are mainly composed of coarse gravels and
sands. Exposed serpentine is responsible for the
formation of severe alkaline and sandy texture soils
on which significantly sparse vegetation grows.
These areas also are identified as desertification
areas.
4. The study also demonstrates the role of
young tectonic movements in shaping and affecting
the topography, erosion and sedimentation process
and soil classification.
5. Soil classification made by TOPRAKSU
(Soil and Water) General Directorate (1974) in
Burdur basin is inappropriate in terms of soil classification. Because parent material properties and
geomorphological units are not taken into consideration. For example, there is no brown forest soil in
the eastern part of Lake Burdur; here marl deposit
that spilled with gullies is found.
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In short, herbaceous vegetation is generally
absent or does not grow on the less or initially low
weathered serpentine due to severe alkaline reaction. Whereas, fertile and deep soils are common on
well weathered serpentine on the flat land. Moreover, the productive and/or good stands of black pine
( ) forests are found only on deep weathered serpentine in Turkey [27].

I would like to offer my gratitude to Prof.
İbrahim Atalay for permitting the use of the figure
5, proof-reading draft and providing the essential
knowledge of the geomorphological evolution of
the study area.
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Apple, pesticide residue, fruit growing

Today, "conscious consumers" pay attention
not only to the quality characteristics of the fruits
they buy, but also absence of chemical remnants on
them. In this study, the effect of “
” treatment which prevents drugs from touching fruits on
some properties of apple fruit was investigated. For
this purpose, The fruits on the Red Chief apple fruit
grafted to MM.106 rootstock were covered one by
one by lock ziplock bags and paper bags. In the
scope of the study, the effect of bagging treatment
on the pomological properties, sugar composition,
antioxidant activity and residue level of the fruits
was determined. Within the scope of the experiment, the effect of the treatments of the ziplock bag
and paper bag on the pomological properties such
as fruit weight, width, length, number of seeds and
weight, fruit petiole length and thickness was found
to be insignificant. However, the effect of bagged
fruits on soluble solids content (SSC), fruit flesh
firmness, pH, color L*, b*, hue and chroma was
different compared to the control fruits. In both
bagging treatments, the soluble solids content value
of fruit juice was found higher than control fruits.
The L*, b* and chroma values of the fruits were
found higher than the fruits covered with ziplock
bag and paper bag. However, Hue value was found
higher in the fruits covered with ziplock bag and
paper bag. The amount of malic acid is high in
control fruits covered with a paper bag, while it was
found to be lower in fruits covered with a ziplock
bag. It was determined that fructose, glucose and
sucrose contents of fruits were higher than those of
control fruits in both fruit bagging treatments. In
this study, the antioxidant content of the fruits was
significantly higher than that of the control fruits
growing in the ziplock bag and paper bag. Pesticide
residue analyzes indicate that there are no drug
residues on the fruits bagging treatment performed,
while, there was a residual chemical level of 0.1
ppb in control treatment, even though it is below the
reference value. As a result of this study, the practicability of "fruit bagging treatment” which can
appeal to consumers who want to buy "apples that
no drug touched" is discussed and recommendations made.



Apple (     ) is a kind of fruit
that has been grown since ancient times and today it
has become one of the most consumed fruit in the
world. According to [1], apple found itself a great
trade area because it is a kind of fruit that suits
almost all people's tastes and income level across
the world.
Apple is an important fruit which is highly
demanded by consumers for its rich nutritional
content and economic value [2, 3]. Today, people
have consumed fruits not only for taste and flavor,
but they also consume it to create a healthier nutrition program. Therefore, “conscious consumers”
they have begun to pay attention to the lack of agricultural drug residues on fruits as well as the quality
characteristics (color, shape, size, etc.) of the fruits
they buy. Traditional apple cultivation for combating diseases and weeds is spraying trees with synthetic chemicals of organic origin 3 to 10 times a
year, while organic cultivation also uses chemicals
that are not of synthetic origin. As a result, in both
cultivation methods, there is a chemical residue risk
in the fruit peel or in the pulp while apple trees are
being disinfected.
The thought of conserving fruits one by one
has arisen since agricultural medicine is an indispensable cultural practice in the fruit gardens in
terms of tree health in order to avoid any residual
drug residue in the fruit to be consumed. This process is called "fruit bagging" treatment [4].
In Turkey, which is among the top 5 countries
in the cultivation of apples in the world [5], no
study has been observed on this subject. The method of cultivating fruits by enclosing them one by
one into a ziplock bag and paper bag is a practice
that began to be carried out for some products (apple, pear, peach, grape, mango, pineapple, etc.) in
some countries advanced in fruit production for
purposes such as improving peel color [6, 7, 8, 9,
10, 11, 12], reducing mechanical damage [13, 12,
14], preventing sunburn on the fruit surface [15],
protecting from bird damage [16, 17] and ensuring
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that there are no chemical residues on the fruit surface [9, 14]. Some apple producers, especially in
Japan, Australia, China and the Western US attempted to cover each fruit one by one with a ziplock bag or paper bag based on the idea of “no-drug
touched fruit” and achieved successful results [18,
19]. Since fruit bagging treatment prevents disease
and harmful spores or ovaries from touching fruits,
the quality criteria considered important for human
health are met because both fruits are protected
from diseases and weeds and there is no medicine
residue on the fruit surface. The main aim of cultivating fruits by bagging is the "precise" prevention
of the contact of the chemicals in the medicines
sprayed intensively against the trees against disease
and weeds to the fruits to be consumed. Thus, there
is an alternative production method for consumers
who will demand to buy apple fruit that is "never
pesticide touched".
In this study, the effects of pomological and
some quality characteristics of the fruit bagging
treatment with the ziplock bag and paper bag immediately after fruit thinning in Red Chief apple
species were investigated.

chosen randomly from each application were determined. Additionally, fruit peel color was measured by the Minolta CR-300 colorimeter and L*, a*,
b*, Hue and Chroma values were calculated. Hue
value °h= tan-1 (b*/a*), Chroma value were determined by the C*=[(a2+b2)]1/2 formula [20].

14*3 /.3&.3 .",82*2The malic acid content of apple fruit (by HPLC-UV method (g/L)) and
sugar composition (glucose, sucrose, fructose, by
AOAC 977.20 method (%)) and antioxidant activity
(by DPPH method mgTE/100 ml) were determined.

&.&1",&23*$*%&&2*%4& .",82*2General
Pesticide Residue Analysis was carried out on 364
parameters by the AOAC 2007.01/EN 15662 method.
Differences between procedures were analyzed by SPSS 22.0 statistical package program.
For this purpose, factorial regression coincidence
paradigms were used with four replications. Where
differences between the averages in the analyzes
were statistically significant, the difference between
the groups was determined by the Duncan multiple
comparison test.

   
 

/-/,/(*$", .",89&2 The pomological
properties of the apple fruits covered with ziplock
bags and paper bags are given in Table 3.1. The
effect of cultivating fruits in bags on fruit weight,
width, height, number of seeds, seed weight, petiole
length, petiole thickness and color a* were found
statistically insignificant (p> 0.05). On the other
hand, the effect of the bagging performed fruits on
soluble solid content (SSC), fruit firmness, pH,
color L*, b*, hue and chroma was found different
from that of the control fruits (p<0.01).
The SSC level of fruit juice was found highest
in the fruits covered with paper bags with 14.01
±0.06% and the followed by 12.75±0.09% in ziplock bags, while the lowest in control bags with
12.23±0.08 %. The higher SSC value of the fruit
juice in the bagging treatment indicates that these
fruits are sweeter. The fruit firmness values in the
applications of ziplock bag and paper bag,
4.79±0.15 kg/cm2 and 5.46±0.13 kg/cm2, respectively were determined to be a little less than that of
the control trees (5.95±0.16 kg/cm2). fruit firmness
is an important indicator for harvesting the fruit at
the appropriate harvest and also determines the
postharvest life of the fruit. However, it can be said
that the cover material does not a significant effect
on the fruit firmness since the difference between
the practices and the control is small in terms of the
fruit firmness. The pH values of fruit juice in the
ziplock bag treatment (4.10±0.01) and in the paper
bag treatment (4.03±0.01) were higher than that of

This study was carried out on 10-year-old Red
Chief apple trees, which were grafted to MM.106
rootstock in a special fruit garden in the province of
Kırşehir in 2017.
When apple fruits reached 10-12 mm size in
May, they were thinning so that one fruit per flower
attained. Immediately after thinning process, the
fruits were put into ziplock bags (23x17 cm small
size, transparent ziplock refrigerator bag) and paper
bags (125 + 80 x 285 mm; front face 125 mm, folding hood 80 mm, length: brown paper bag with
dimensions of 285 mm which are sealed against
moisture and leakproof). In order to prevent moisture from accumulating on the bottom of ziplock
bags and paper bags, the lower two ends are cut
slightly crosswise from their corners and each fruit
is stapled from two sides by passing loosely from
the point where the fruit stem is attached. In addition, the same number of trees with that of bagging
performed trees were left as controls. Each application was repeated in 5 trees and 30 pieces of fruit
were covered in each tree. Ziplock bags and paper
bags on the fruit were removed about 1 month earlier from the harvest date to ensure good coloration
of the fruit peel and the following analyzes were
carried out.

/-/,/(*$", .",89&2 The fruit harvest was
performed on October 4, 2017, and the weight,
width, length, soluble solids content, fruit firmness,
fruit juice pH, number of seeds, seed weight, petiole
length and petiole thickness diameter of 20 fruits
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In this study carried out with Red Chief species, it was determined that the fructose
(6.19±0.62), glucose (2.63±0.06) and sucrose
(2.25±0.32) levels of the fruits covered with ziplock
bag and the fructose (5.08±0.89) glucose
(2.06±0.27) and sucrose (1.91±0.28) levels of the
fruits covered with paper bag were always higher
than the same contents of control fruits (4.32±0.11;
1.58±0.05; 1.64±0.06, respectively). In our study,
the fact that SSC values of Red Chief fruits growing
in bags are higher than the control trees confirms
these findings.
In this study, antioxidant content with the level
of 5.22±0.50 and 4.50±0.36, respectively for the
fruits in ziplock bag and paper bag was found significantly higher than the control trees (3.59±0.38).
Apples contain phytochemicals with potent antioxidant activity. Most of these phytochemicals consist
of phenolic compounds [23]. In a study conducted
on the antioxidant activities of the most consumed
fruits in the USA, it was determined that apple is in
second after blueberries [24]. In this study, the fact
that the level of antioxidant increased as a result of
bagging treatment suggests that this practice is
healthier compared to the fruits grown uncovered.

 
",*$"$*%24("1".%".3*/7*%".3$/.3&.32/'
'14*32$/5&1&%6*3)9*0,/$+#"(".%0"0&1#"(

the control fruits (3.99±0.01), yet the difference is
small enough to be taken into account.
The L*, b* and chroma values of the control
fruits were found higher than that of the fruits covered with ziplock bag and paper bag. This is most
likely related to microclimate formed by the covering material. By removing the covering material a
little earlier, it can be ensured that the fruit shell is
brighter in color. On the other hand, Hue value,
which is the perceived red color value of the fruit,
was found higher in the fruits covered with ziplock
bags and paper bags. This finding is consistent with
a previous study [21] in which bagging treatment
carried out on Fuji apple species.

 
/-/,/(*$",$)"1"$3&1*23*$2/'3)&'14*32$/5&1&%
6*3)3)&9*0,/$+#"(".%0"0&1#"(%41*.(3)&
)"15&23*.(0&1*/%
Fruit
Weight (gr)
Fruit Width
(mm)
Fruit
Height
(mm)
Number of
seeds
(piece)
Seed
Weight (gr)
Petiole
Length
(mm)
Petiole
Thickness
(mm)
Soluble
Solid
Contents
SSC (%)
Fruit
Firmness
(kg/cm2)
pH
Color L
Color a
Color b
Hue
Chroma

Control
198.48±6.92

Ziplock Bag
219.52±7.56

Paper Bag
207.92±6.78

75.69±1.12

77.71±0.91

77.83±1.22

68.52±1.24

68.68±1.14

66.78±0.73

7.52±0.25

7.71±0.45

7.29±0.37

0.42±0.01

0.46±0.03

0.44±0.03

25.96±0.40

24.62±0.71

25.89±0.57

2.39±0.040

2.60±0.15

2.49±0.07

12.23±0.08c

12.75±0.09b

14.01±0.06a

5.95±0.16a

4.79±0.15c

5.46±0.13b

3.99±0.01c
31.51±0.78a
26.35±0.78
8.11±0.55a
73.04±1.03b
27.66±0.83a

4.10±0.01a
29.28±0.59b
25.06±0.78
5.45±0.51b
77.99±0.92a
25.72±0.84ab

4.03±0.01b
29.00±0.30b
24.45±0.73
4.59±0.36b
79.42±0.68a
24.92±0.76b

Control
Malic
acid
(g/L)
Fructose (%)
Glucose (%)
Sucrose (%)
Antioxidant
(mgTE/100 ml)

Paper Bag

3.30±0.02a

Ziplock
Bag
2.36±0.14b

4.32±0.11b
1.58±0.05c
1.64±0.06b
3.59±0.38b

6.19±0.62a
2.63±0.06a
2.25±0.32a
5.22±0.50a

5.08±0.89ab
2.06±0.27b
1.91±0.28ab
4.50±0.36a

3.46±0.09a

* The difference between the values indicated by the
different letters is significant at p <0.05.


5&1",,&23*$*%&&2*%4& .",82*2According to pesticide residue analysis made on apple fruit
covered with ziplock bag and paper bag, no chemical residue was found. In control fruits, the residues
were found below the reference values, while this
can be explained by the half-life of the chemical
drugs and by the pesticide group to which the drugs
belong. In other words, given that the pesticide
application lasts in the first week of August and the
harvest date is in the first week of October, pesticide residues are low enough (0.1 ppb) to not harm
human health. Fruits can be at risk for pesticide
residues besides the antioxidants and vitamins they
contain [25]. In this context, it was observed that
the owner of the garden where the study was conducted was very sensitive and conscious about the
fruit growing. In the garden where cultural practices
are regularly held, it is noted that unnecessary
spraying was avoided. However, in accordance with
the instructions, 6 times disinfectant applied against
powdery mildew and apple scab, while 4 times

*: The difference between the values indicated by the
different letters is significant at p <0.05.


14*3 /.3&.3 .",82*2 The effects of fruits
growing in bags and control fruits on malic acid,
sugar and antioxidants are given in Table 3.2.
The amount of malic acid is high in fruits covered with paper bags and control fruits (3.46±0.09
and 3.30±0.02, respectively), while (2.36 ± 0.14)
were found lower in the fruits that were covered
with ziplock bag (2.36±0.14). In their study on
Jonathan, Senshu, Jonagold, Starking Delicious,
Mutsu, Kinsei and Fuji apple varieties, [22] reported that better results obtained from the treatments
compared to the control in terms of total acid
amount.
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trees from touching the fruits and caused the
amount of chemical residue to be "zero". This result
may also indicate that drugs cannot penetrate into
the covering material, even with diffusion, so that
they cannot reach the fruit.
It is obvious that the biggest problem of fruit
bagging treatment is labor cost. It can be immediately understood that covering fruits one by one is
an important cost element. In order to be able to
reduce this cost and make this treatment easier,
dwarf apple gardens must be chosen. The selected
gardens must also be of the appropriate size to take
account of the workforce to be spent on this practice. Of course, the cost of unit production of "no
drug- touched" apple is higher than traditional production, and even than organic farming. If there is a
price balance that can be afforded by those who
want to consume "no drug-touched apple" on the
fruit surface, producers and consumers can move
forward in this regard, and when there is a price
balance between consumers who want to consume
apples and those who volunteer to do this, a production method suitable for branding can be realized.
This practice may be advantageous for apple growers as a production method that can address particularly "Niche" markets, rather than large consumption markets.
In this study, there was no significant difference between using ziplock bag and paper bag as
covering material. For this reason, it should be the
manufacturer's preference for which covering material is to be used. While traditional apple growers
may prefer ziplock refrigerator bags that are cheaper and can be used more than once, organic apple
growers can also choose paper bags. Fruit bagging
treatment is not only for apple, pear, quince, peach,
etc. it can be considered that there may be a method
that can be applied to other big-sized fruit species.

disinfectant applied against apple worm, aphid and
red spider. The medication was discontinued in the
first week of August and there was no treatment
until the harvesting period.
[26] reported that the problem of chemical residue created by the pesticides used in our country is
caused by the lack of education of producer and
consumer groups, that the origin of the problem
need to be well identified in order to solve this
problem and that residue problem is caused by
overdose applications, failure to comply with the
latest pharmacological dates, the misuse pesticides,
and inadequacy of disinfection tools. In the study, it
is a great chance that the owner of the garden is
very conscious of agricultural disinfection. Unfortunately, it is very difficult to say that all the apple
producers in our country have enough knowledge
and experience about the drugs and residue despite
the warnings and legal obligations. The current
study is important in terms of eliminating the residual risk given the fact that chemical remnants were
found to be at the acceptable level for human health
in control fruits, while they were found at “zero”
level in fruit bagging treatment in the study.
Agricultural cultivation in fruit growing is one
of the cultural practices that must be done unconditionally. Even organic fruit growing techniques use
chemicals that are compatible with organic growing
techniques. On the other hand, "zero" residue according to the results of this study suggest that the
fruit bagging treatment experimented can be an
attractive method for "Niche" consumption market.
Thanks to their high purchasing power, Japanese
consumers have purchased apples grown with fruit
bagging method from apple producers in the Western United States at high prices.




Within the scope of this study, it was determined that the fruit bagging treatment performed
with ziplock bag and paper bag for ten-year-old Red
Chief apple species had no negative effects on the
pomological and content properties of the fruits and
rather it increased the content of sugar and antioxidants. In particular, the increase in antioxidant levels of covered fruits indicates that they are healthier
than those grow in the open. Since there are no
studies carried out on this subject in our country,
the results obtained from this study can be the basis
for future studies. Especially when it is considered
that the number of chemical pesticides applied in
one year against disease and weeds in coastal areas
where apple cultivation is concentrated is over 15
from time to time, the magnitude of the residual risk
and the importance of the fruit bagging treatment
can be better understood.
The fruit bagging treatment in this study physically prevented the chemical agents sprayed on the
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ABSTRACT

the final consumption. In developing and developed
countries, food is lost during different stages. In developing countries, most food is lost on the fields and
along the distribution channels due to a lack of technical, managerial and financial resources [2]. In developed countries, most food waste occurs in the final consumption phase because of cultural, social or
economic decisions [3]. Food loss refers to the decrease in edible food available for mass human consumption throughout the different stages of the supply chain. In addition to quantitative loss, food products can also face a deterioration of quality, leading
to a loss of their economic and nutritional value [4]
As a result, food waste may be defined as the loss of
food at the end of the food supply chain, including
distribution, retail and final consumption [1-5].
In conjunction with the development of a
broader social and environmental awareness [6] people have growing concerns about the impact of their
dietary lifestyles on other individuals as well as the
environment. A trend toward more processed, packaged, and convenience foods, especially in industrialized countries, has further increased such concerns
about waste associated with eating [7], since this
waste increases the volume of the organic waste [8].
Prominent consumer waste in developed countries is more remarkable especially at public consumption places. Rapid urbanization, an increasing
participation in the working life, most of the time
spent outdoors, dietary transitions, inclining away
from farmers, a change of lifestyles, and the spread
of this change along global routes are the main reasons for increasing food consumption away from
home. The food services sector has also expanded. It
consists of different players such as restaurants,
pubs, quick-service restaurants, hotels, staff canteens, leisure venues, as well as dining halls of
schools and hospitals. This sector is confronted with
an increasing amount of food waste from their dayto-day operations and with finding appropriate strategies to reduce it. It is estimated that 20-25% of food
waste is generated by food services with plate waste
as the single largest source of waste [9]. Considering
the 28 percent of food waste, 11 million tons (12%)
come from food services, 9 million tons (10%)
comes from primary production and 5 million tons
(5%) come from wholesale and retail. 59% of the
wasted food was edible [10]. The cost of food waste

Food is wasted all along the food chain. An estimated 35 percent of wasted food occurs at the consumer level. It is an increasingly important consideration for consumers, food services, governments, as
well as international organizations and institutions.
Only limited studies of food wastes have been published during the recent years. The purpose of this
research was to investigate the amount of lunch plate
waste and to find a solution for the reduction of food
waste in university dining halls, used by students as
well as administrative and academic staff. For this
research, the food waste at the Çukurova University¶V dining halls in Adana, Turkey was examined,
incorporating 54.987 meals from 3 dining halls of
the University. The results show that, according to
weighing, about 10,7% of the served food is going to
be wasted. When focusing on the different groups
and the periods of the study, it was detected that
there were differences among the groups and periods. From the three groups examined in this study,
the students produced the most plate waste. It was
also discovered that this group has the lowest sensitivity about waste of food as well. As a result, it can
be derived that strategies for the reduction of food
waste of the different groups have to be diverse. As
detected during this research, students are not interested in the bulletins, adverts, and visual aids.

KEYWORDS:
Food Waste, Universities, Food Services, Consumer
Waste, Turkey.

INTRODUCTION
Climate change, the misuse of farmland, and
the growing population cause problems for the food
security of the world day-by-day. Civil wars and natural disasters add even more to the more than 800
million people who have difficulties in accessing
food regularly. Food continues to be a valuable product, considering that 1/3rd is lost or wasted until it
arrives from the farm on the fork [1].
Food loss occurs during the food chain of production, processing, distribution, preparation, and
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for hospitality and food service providers in the UK
is 18% of all food purchased in the sector [11].
Food waste occurs at all stages along the supply
chain, with 35% occurring at the stage of final consumption. Plate waste at food service institutions has
been more thoroughly investigated than any other
type of food loss [12]. Plate waste is generally defined as the quantity of edible portions of food
served that has not been eaten and it is a common
reason for food loss at the consumer and food service
level. While some plate waste is unavoidable, excessive waste may be a sign of inefficient operations
and an unresponsive delivery system. The term food
waste is coined as avoidable food waste which is still
edible, or which is edible with the use of additional
time or possibly edible; or as partly avoidable food
waste which arises due to different consumer behavior, preferences, and comprises. There is one further
category: unavoidable food waste usually arising
from food preparation [13]. According to a study of
Engström and Kanyama [12], plate waste is the single largest source of loss, constituting 11±13% of the
amount of food served. Chalak et al. [14] emphasize
that household food waste constitutes a sizeable portion of the total waste generated throughout the food
supply chain.
Most of the research on food waste focused on
the status in several countries and provinces. [8, 15,
16, 1, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27]. Some
studies on food waste have targeted the retail and
wholesale level [28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33]. Several studies on food waste have been about recycling and
waste pollution [34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41].
Most of the research on food waste in the hospitality and food service sector has focused on consumer behavior and waste generated by portion size
and product diversification [12, 42, 43, 44, 25, 45,
46]; According to the WRAP report, more than a
quarter of respondents (27%) leave food on their
plates at the end of their meal. It was detected that
these individuals are more likely to be women and to
be younger. On the other hand, the people who leave
parts of their meals on their plates are more likely to
be at hotels, pubs and restaurants than at other venues [47].
It was observed that compared to studies at the
household and hospitality level, comparatively less
is known about the amount of food waste at dining
halls of Universities and schools. Because of the
large size of Universities, food waste should be
among the important issues for universities. At Universities across the United States, about 3.6 million
tons of food is wasted annually. It has been reported
that food waste accounts for the largest land fill deposits, and an average annual loss of $100 billion
[48].
Studies conducted at such settings make the potential outcome more constructive as these groups
are homogeneous, manageable, and better educated.

Several studies about waste were conducted at Universities and at comparable institutions in different
countries. These institutions are a significant source
of food waste [49, 50, 51] and provide us with a practical opportunity for the reduction of food waste.
Some of these studies focused on food waste [52, 12,
53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58] while others were about waste
management and recycling [59, 60, 61, 62, 63].
In Turkey, there is a limited number of studies,
which usually have been done in specific regions and
most of these studies of food waste were about bread
waste. [64, 65, 66, 67, 68]. Empirical estimates on
waste in food chains are limited and vary widely in
Turkey.
Pekcan et al. [69] designed a study to estimate
food wastage occurring between acquisition and
food preparation. The study observed the relation between food preparation and food serving to household members as well as plate waste after food service in households. As a result of this study, it was
found that wastage accounted for an average of 9.8%
of the daily energy intake per person and that the average daily discards per household and per person
were 816.4g and 318.8g respectively in Turkey [69].
Besides that, it was reported that 6 billion pieces of
breads were wasted per year in Turkey; that is 19.9
g/person per day [66].
Food waste studies focus on quantified or estimated amounts of waste. Because of their complex
consumption characteristics and the prevalence of
increasing food waste profiles, such studies have
been widely analyzed in developed countries. Food
waste is generated by spilling of food or by taking
more food than one will eat; such waste creates environmental, social, and nutritional problems [70].
So, they conducted a study about a potential strategy
for decreasing food waste in food service operations:
tray-less dining. This study demonstrated that trayless dining can reduced plate waste, and that employees can be supportive of the change.
The authors have not been able to find a study
investigating plate waste in the food service sector
so far in Turkey. In this study, it was intended to determine the status and a possible reduction of food
waste (food and bread) in University food halls
(academicians, administrative staff and students). It
was also observed whether there were any differHQFHV LQ WKH XVHUV¶ EHKDYLRUV The study was conducted in dining halls of the Çukurova University in
Adana during the academic year 2014/2015.

METHODOLOGY
The study records and its observations were
done in academic (ACDH), administrative (ADH)
and student dining halls (SDH) during 3 different periods. The observations were performed over 3
months on a weekly basis during each period. The
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and student) in the academic year 2014/2015. Over
49.000 students were enrolled in more than 37 institutions of higher education at the Çukurova University. Lunch is served for approximately 6.000 people
at campus dining halls every day. In the dining
rooms, bread, spices, salad and a main course were
served on a tray for lunch together with water. The
weight and the calories of the served meals ranged
from 326g to 839.4g and from 748 kcal to 1579 kcal
respectively. The menu is planned monthly and 3
different meals are served. Besides that, alternative
meals for the main course are also available. So, the
menu is planned to include four different dishes each
day. Moreover, the calorie balance, the available raw
materials, and seasonal conditions are taken into
consideration for the meal planning of the dining
halls of the University. At the University where this
research was performed, one full-time food engineer
also works for the dining halls. Furthermore, the hygiene and production conditions have started to be
audited and an on-the-job training for employees
was given during this study; this continues.
Because of such a big scale lunch service it was
seen that there was huge food waste. In this study,
the amount of left-over food and bread from a total
of 54.987 people was measured during three periods.
The uneaten meals on the trays were measured in the
first, second and last step/week. The number of trays
were 18.441 in the first week, 21.142 trays in the second week, and 15.424 trays in the third week. Of the
3.675 kg of food waste produced during these three
periods, 10.7% could be defined as servable food.

left-over food on the plates was weighed in total. Additionally, the amount of bread wasted was measured
daily and weekly. The research was designed to have
3 steps:
Step 1: At the end of December 2014, the edible
left-over food and bread at lunch time were measured over 5 days to determine the total amount of
wasted food and bread.
Step 2: In the first week of February 2015, the
results of Step 1 were announced on warnings and
TV screens in all dining halls. Warnings regarding
waste food were displayed at the food and bread service stations. During the second week of increased
warnings, to determine whether the warnings have
any effect, the edible left-over food and bread were
measured at lunch time for 5 days. All the warnings
were removed after the data collection ended.
Step 3: In April 2015, after the second measurement, the data was analyzed to see whether there
were any differences LQWKHXVHUV¶EHKDYLRUVDQGWR
see whether there were any differences across the users of different status (academicians, administrative
staff and students).
The data collected was assessed through descriptive statistics, variance analysis, and a test of
homogeneity.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This study was conducted at Çukurova UniverVLW\¶V three dining halls (academic, administrative
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Protein
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Week

2.

Week

1.

Week

1
2
3
4
5
Mean
6
7
8
9
10
Mean
11
12
13
14
15
Mean

Gram

Days

TABLE 1
Menu Values for Measurement Periods, and Daily Wastage per Person (person/gr/day)
Total
Food
Waste

688,4
720,5
686,4
691,1
486,7
654,6
747,3
640,5
763,2
347,2
661,2
631,9
839,4
635,5
489,4
326,0
574,5
573,0

83,5
173,6
48,4
83,4
121,9
102,2
77,3
90,6
47,8
94,2
61,4
74,3
76,9
81,4
62,6
107,8
75,5
80,8

1080
1579
797
1065
1273
1158,8
934
1136
856
1129
1261
1063,2
993
1461
817
1180
748
1039,8

19,5
78,4
31,9
25,0
34,5
37,9
36,8
44,3
22,5
52,3
23,3
35,8
10,1
41,0
21,6
59,3
21,7
30,7

337,7
122,6
221,1
225,8
341,6
1248,8
312,2
275,6
312,6
116,9
403,9
1421,2
113,8
234,2
180,0
206,0
271,4
1005,4

Academic Staff

Waste
Administrative Staff

Student

Food

Bread

Food

Bread

Food

Bread

42,7
60,5
40,9
35,1
63,4
48,5
28,3
21,8
33,0
30,5
35,5
29,8
36,0
33,9
45,8
37,8
25,5
35,8

39,9
35,4
22,1
38,3
37,0
34,5
0,2
0,2
0,2
0,2
33,4
6,8
3,3
3,1
2,2
2,5
3,6
2,9

45,4
64,3
62,3
56,1
80,4
61,7
35,0
43,9
59,5
19,6
103,6
52,32
65,3
75,0
43,9
45,0
41,7
54,18

22,8
45,5
28,5
52,4
40,8
38,0
14,9
17,2
19,6
20,2
46,6
23,7
7,5
5,3
3,7
3,7
6,5
5,3

94,7
20,2
55,7
76,4
128,8
75,2
91,3
75,2
74,5
26,5
126,8
78,9
26,2
77,6
68,1
64,8
218,8
91,1

25,6
28,6
11,3
16,3
15,9
19,5
8,1
4,7
8,2
13,8
7,1
8,4
5,5
4,2
3,8
3,7
10,8
5,6
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TABLE 2
Descriptive statistics
Plates
Dining hall

Weeks

Number of Plates

1.Measurement
2.Measurement
3.Measurement
Total
1.Measurement
Administrative Staff Dining Hall 2.Measurement
3.Measurement
(ADH)
Total
1.Measurement
2.Measurement
Students Dining Hall
3.Measurement
(SDH)
Total
1.Measurement
2.Measurement
Total
3.Measurement
Total

2.831
2.290
2.759
7.880
1.796
2.203
2.073
6.072
13.814
15.949
10.592
40.355
18.441
21.142
15.404
54.307

Academic Staff Dining Hall
(ACDH)

Mean
48,50
29,83
35,79
38,04
61,69
52,32
54,17
56,06
75,16
78,86
91,10
81,71
61,79
53,67
60,35
58,60

Bread
Std.
Deviation
12,61
5,21
7,32
11,55
12,78
32,08
15,03
20,56
40,81
36,16
74,05
49,66
26,36
33,25
47,05
35,92

Mean
35,55
6,83
2,95
15,11
38,00
23,68
5,34
22,34
19,53
8,38
5,59
11,17
30,69
12,96
4,63
16,10

Std.
Deviation
7,13
14,85
0,58
17,02
12,16
12,96
1,68
16,80
7,22
3,36
2,97
7,71
11,86
13,27
2,22
17,94

FIGURE 1
Estimated marginal means of week for dishes waste

student dining hall (Table 2 and Figure 1). Smyth et
al. [62] estimated that the University of Northern
British Columbia (UNBC) improperly disposes
nearly 700 kg/week (2.8 metric tons/month) of organic material, generated from leftovers of prepared
food or from the waste generated during the food
preparation. Whitehair et al. [56] found that on average, more than 57 grams of edible food were disposed per tray, accumulating to 1.5 tons of food
waste during their 6-week-long study.

As a first step, the average food waste for each
dining hall was estimated. Because of the observations, it was found that the least wasted food amount
was from the academic dining hall. Vice versa, the
highest amount of food and bread waste was detected
in the student dining hall. The weight of the food
waste was 1.249 kg in the first week. The average
daily amount of wasted food was 38.04 grams per
person per day for the academic dining hall, 56.06
grams per person per day for the administrative dining hall, and 81.71 grams per person per day for the
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FIGURE 2
Estimated marginal means of week for bread waste
$FFRUGLQJWRWKHUHVHDUFKHUV¶REVHUYDWLRQVGXU
ing the first week, the amount of the bread waste was
439 kg at the three dining halls. The level of sliced
bread waste and other types of leftovers were found
to be very high. The plate waste of bread per person
was 4.3 grams (In total, 18.441 persons used the university dining halls for lunch during this week). With
the addition of uneaten sliced bread, the total amount
of waste bread was found to be 23.8 grams per person in the first week. This means that one slice of
bread per person was wasted. After such a big
amount of bread waste was detected and sharing this
issue with the decision makers, it was decided to use
small packaged bread (60 gr/pack) instead of sliced
bread. After this implementation in the third week,
bread waste decreased to 4.6 gr per day per person
(Figure 2). And with the simultaneous information
campaign, awareness about bread waste increased
and in comparison, to other dining halls at the University, bread waste per person decreased in the first
place to 6.8 gr per person and after the small packaged bread service implementation, waste decreased
to 2.9 gr per person. At the students dining hall, it
was also found that bread wasting was low, but plate
leftovers were still high (Table 1).
In the first measurement, the waste from the academic staff was lower than from the other groups
(48.5 grams/day). It was determined that waste per
person in the administrative and student lounge
rooms were 61.7 grams and 75.2 grams respectively.
The loss of calories at the academic, administrative
and student dining halls was 7.7%; 9.9% and 12.4%
respectively during the first measurements. During
this week, it was reported that a total of 439 kilograms of bread, 19 kg of which were sliced bread
while 420 kg included the bread in the basket on the
tables and the remaining bread in the boxes to take,
were thrown into the trash (23.8 g / person / day).
Moreover, it was observed that approximately
2500 kg of unserved food was also directly sent to
animal shelters. Due to the high amount of waste

food and bread from all dining groups, the findings
were discussed with the decision-makers and then
remaining dishes in the service tanks or pans, which
was still safe for consumption, was evaluated to be
served as dinner.
The second phase of measuring food and bread
waste over 5 days was done in February 2015. Notice
boards and screens displayed the results of the first
measurement in the designated areas. This also enabled the researchers to observe whether the results
DIIHFWHGWKHSDUWLFLSDQWV¶EHKDYLRUGXULQJWKHVHFRQG
measurement. The researchers used signage to point
RXWIRRGZDVWHVD\LQJHJ³«JUDPVRIIRRGSHU
SHUVRQZDVZDVWHGLQWKLVKDOO´³'RQ¶WZDVWHVDYH
IRRG´ ³:H ZDVWH « NJ EUHDG HYHU\GD\´ ³<RX
wasted less food than others in this dining hall, thank
\RX´³2QO\WDNHDVPXFKDV\RXFDQHDW´HWF
As a result of these warnings, there was a decrease in the food waste in the academic and administrative lounges. Although the amount of food waste
decreased in the academic and administrative dining
halls, there was no statistically significant difference. While the food waste of the academic and administrative staff decreased by 38.5% and 15.1% respectively, an increase of approximately 5% was deWHUPLQHG LQ WKH VWXGHQWV¶ GLQLQJ KDOO >1] showed
that two simple and non-LQWUXVLYHµQXGJHV¶- reducing the plate size and providing social cues - reduced
the amount of food waste in hotel restaurants by
around 20%. The results were found to be statistically significant in their study. Whitehair et al. [57]
emphasized that a simple to-the-point prompt-type
message stimulated a 15% reduction of food waste.
The addition of more personalized and feedbackbased messages did not stimulate an additional decrease beyond that resulting from the prompt message. A simple written message reduced food waste
by up to 14% in a University dining hall facility in
the USA [49]. Food service operators nonetheless
have further options for reducing waste. One ap-
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research were analyzed (Table 3, Table 6, and Table
7). An analysis of homogeneous subsets for the wasting of dishes and bread was done and the similarities
and differences of the dining hall groups were analyzed. Student-Newman-Keuls and Duncan were
used for the homogenous tests. The test results of the
academic and administrative staff groups build one
cluster, the group of students formed a separate cluster. There is no difference between the weeks the student, academic staff and administrative staff were
put in separate clusters and three sub-groups were
built for bread wastes. There is no difference between the weeks regarding the wasting of dishes (Table 4 and Table 5).

proach is to post informational signs reminding customers to take only as much food as they have the
appetite for [72].
The last measurement was done in April 2015
to evaluate the effects of warning signs, determining
if they affect a change of behavior or not. A total of
15,404 plates have been categorized as edible or inedible, showing that 1,005 kg were wasted (Table 2
and Figure 1).
The differences according to food waste between the dining halls and weeks were investigated.
A Variance Analysis was performed, and differences
were significant at a .000 and .004-level. The findings of the groups gained in the second phase of the

TABLE 3
Tests of between-VXEMHFWV¶ effects- dependent variable: Weeks
Source
Type III Sum of Squares
Corrected Model
16296,738a
Intercept
154542,264
Dining hall
14445,426
Weeks
562,846
Dining hall*weeks
1288,466
Error
40459,502
211298,504
Total
Corrected total
56756,239
a. R Squared =,287 (Adjusted R Squared= ,129)

df
8
1
2
2
4
36
45
44

Mean Square

F

2037,092
154542,264
7222,713
281,423
322,116
1123,875

1,813
137,508
6,427
,250
,287

Sig.
,107
,000
,004
,780
,885

TABLE 4
Homogeneous subsets for plates
Dining Halls

Subset

N

ACDH
ADH
a,b
Student-Newman-Keuls
SDH
Sig.
ACDH
ADH
Duncana,b
SDH
Sig.
Means for groups in homogeneous subsets are displayed
Based on Type III Sum of Squares
The error term is Mean Square (Error) = 1123,875.
a. Uses Harmonic Mean Sample Size = 15,000
b. Alpha = ,05.

1
38,0413
56,0600

15
15
15

2

81,7067
1,000

,150
38,0413
56,0600

15
15
15

81,7067
1,000

,150

TABLE 5
Homogeneous subsets for bread
Dining Halls
ACDH
ADH
a,b
Student-Newman-Keuls
SDH
Sig.
ACDH
ADH
Duncana,b
SDH
Sig.
Means for groups in homogeneous subsets are displayed
Based on Type III Sum of Squares
The error term is Mean Square (Error) = 73,650.
a. Uses Harmonic Mean Sample Size = 15,000
b. Alpha = .05.

N
15
15
15
15
15
15

161

1
4,6307

Subset
2

3

12,9640
1,000
4,6307

1,000

30,6913
1,000

12,9640
1,000

1,000

30,6913
1,000
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TABLE 6
Pairwise comparison for dishes
(I) Dining hall

(J) Dining hall

Mean Difference
(I-J)

Std. Error

Sig.a

95% Confidence Interval for Differencea
Upper
Lower Bound
Bound
-42,845
6,808
-68,492
-18,839
-6,808
42,845
-50,473
-,820
18,839
68,492
,820
50,473

ADH
-18,019
12,241
,150
SDH
-43,665*
12,241
,001
ACDH
18,019
12,241
,150
ADH
SDH
-25,647*
12,241
,043
ACDH
43,665*
12,241
,001
SDH
ADH
25,647*
12,241
,043
Based on estimated marginal means
*The mean difference is significant at the ,05 level
a. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Least Significant Difference (equivalent to no adjustments)
ACDH

TABLE 7
Pairwise comparison for bread
(I) Dining hall

(J) Dining hall

Mean Difference
(I-J)

Std. Error

Sig.a

95% Confidence Interval for Differencea
Upper
Lower Bound
Bound
-13,918
-1,207
-2,747
9,964
1,207
13,918
4,816
17,527
-9,964
2,747
-17,527
-4,816

ADH
-7,563*
3,134
,021
SDH
3,609
3,134
,257
ACDH
7,563*
3,134
,021
ADH
SDH
11,171*
3,134
,001
ACDH
-3,609
3,134
,257
SDH
ADH
-11,171*
3,134
,001
Based on estimated marginal means
*The mean difference is significant at the ,05 level
a. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Least Significant Difference (equivalent to no adjustments)
ACDH

who benefit from the food. At the same time, it was
also investigated whether there were any changes in
the perception of these groups. As a result, the lowest
wastage was recorded in the academic lounge while
the student lounge produced the highest wastage.
The total amount of 3.675 kg of food waste
generated over the three periods constituted 10.7 %
of the served food in total. It was found that the biggest amount of waste 74% derived from the students.
The study shows that 7-14% of the meals were not
eaten, meaning that they were left on the plates. During the first measurement, 439 kilograms of bread
were wasted (23.8 gr/person/day). After sharing information about the preliminary research results, the
decision makers of the university decided to use
small packaged bread instead of sliced bread. After
its implementation in the third week, bread waste decreased to 4.6 grams per person per day.
A behavioral change through the stimuli prepared to raise awareness was mostly seen with the
academic staff, but there was no positive change
with the students. The wastage of the academic staff
was found to be lower than the others (48.5
grams/day) in the first measurements, where the
wastage per capita was determined to be 61.7 grams
in the administrative dining hall and 75.2 grams in
the student dining hall. At the second measurement
following the warnings and published information,
the wastage in the academic and administrative halls
decreased, while these stimulants were not effective

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Leaving a portion of the meal uneaten, known
as plate waste, is a serious problem for food services
OLNHVFKRRO¶VGLQLQJKDOOV&RQVXPHUVOHDYHparts of
their meal on their plate at home, in restaurants and
at other places. There is a statement in the Turkish
FXOWXUH ³LI \RX GR QRW HDW \RXU PHDO LW FULHV DIWHU
\RX´. On the contrary, there are more than 800 million poor people dying for food in the world. Although the Turkish culture deems food waste as a gratuitous behavior, it recently became a serious issue.
Conversely, the greatest potential for a reduction of food waste in developed countries lies with
the retailers, food services and the consumers. Cultural shifts in the ways consumer value food stimulated via education, as well as an increased awareness of the food supply chain and the food waste's
impact on the environment have the potential to reduce the production of waste. Improved food labelling as well as a better consumer understanding of
labelling and food storage also have the potential of
a food waste reduction [5].
This study was carried out experimentally, considering that wastage at collective consumption
places is important. The research design dealt with
plate waste, which is considered as edible food, from
3 different dining halls of the Çukurova University,
which served daily lunch service for an average of
6,000 people from different status and age groups
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and goats. They stated that this practice is important
as it reduced their waste management costs [61].
This study had several limitations. First, due to
the limitations in data collection, this study had been
performed in relatively difficult conditions. The food
waste was collected by hand by students. Therefore,
it was hard to separate unavoidable food waste such
as trash, pips, and to separate some hard food from
nonedible parts. It was difficult to separate some
wasted food, such as seeds, skin of fruits, bones of
chicken or fish. A second limitation of the study was
the limited area where the authors collected data.
However, this research will be the first experimental
research study which was conducted in Turkey and
work as a first example of an experimental study.
In terms of implications, this study could identify possible strategies for reducing plate waste such
as going for ³VHOI-serve´ LQVWHDG RI ³table d'hote´
provisions for the meal service, improving the quality and conditions of the food, various menu options
and serving different menu sizes, side-dish and optout options, and nutrition education.
The study results are expected to create awareness regarding food wastage at other Universities
and other public institutions offering meal services
in Turkey. Nevertheless, this study presents data that
could enhance the awareness of institutions, set their
focus towards reducing food waste, as well as addressing solutions and applications. On the other
hand, this study could serve as a reference framework for future studies.

in the student halls. It was seen that there was an increase of waste by 5% in the student halls while there
was a decrease of 39% and 15% in the academic and
the administrative hall respectively. It has been observed that the academic and administrative staff
was partly influenced by the stimuli, but they did not
influence the students in a similar way. Comparing
the findings of the first and the third measurements,
a decrease of wastage of the academic staff (26.2%)
and the administrative staff (16.2%) continued while
there was again an increase of 21.2% with the students.
No significant differences were found between
the three groups in this study between warnings to
food waste and the reduction in wastage. As a reason
for the absence of a change, it is thought that it might
be due to the limited time of food service, diverse
energy needs of the consumers and the different taste
and preference of the consumers. The ³all-in-oneWUD\´VW\OHRIIHUHGLQGLQLQJKDOOVLVYHU\FKHap and
the size of the portions is standardized. On the other
hand, nobody has the same food habits and needs.
Therefore, maybe smaller portions should be offered
at a lower price. It was detected that food waste is a
bigger issue than bread waste with the students of the
Çukurova University. It was observed that they
waste bread less than meals. In this age group, it is
thought that students are choosy about eating; so,
they mostly consume bread to not get hungry soon
again. To minimize the waste of food in University
dining halls, maybe the removal of the "all-in-onetray" option for the students, replaced by a "weight
fee" system, determined by the weight of the food,
would produce a desired result. This method would
also prevent a ³food KRDUGLQJ´EHKDYLRU
The Çukurova University could set food waste
targets within its institutional targets and could share
them with its students and employees. These targets
could be LQFOXGHGLQWKH8QLYHUVLW\¶V Mission. Symbolic awards could be given to those who save, while
those who produce waste could be warned with marginal punishments. Symbolic punishments should be
only regarded as a debatable suggestion, as it is a
hardly applicable method for crowded communities.
Some of the leftover food or plate waste from
the dining halls of the Çukurova University has been
collected for stray dogs living on campus by willing
people. The remaining waste may be evaluated for
use by local farmers or at the UQLYHUVLW\¶VIDUPVWR
feed goats or cattle. Besides that, organic waste from
the plate waste, e.g. leaves and peels, could be used
as compost.
Tchobanoglous et al. [73] noted that university
campuses can set an example for their communities
and the nation by implementing environmental sustainability projects to demonstrate their feasibility
and cost effectiveness. As an example, the Rutgers
University and the Brown University delivered their
food waste to local farmers who use it to feed pigs
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Grape is an important product for the economy
of Turkey and it will continue to play an important
role in worldwide grape production due to its large
number of varieties, favorable ecological conditions
and large production areas. However, pruning and
harvesting of grape berries are performed manually
with a labor intensive procedure. Therefore, production cost is very high and labor efficiency is low in
vineyards. However, pruning and harvesting are the
most critical operations in vineyard management. Information regarding the cutting of canes of different
grape varieties is very important for a proper harvest
machine design as well as the efficient use of energy.
In this study, cutting force and cutting energy were
measured by considering the factors of grape canes
diameter and age of canes. One and two year old
grape canes from the Genc Mehmet, Bogazkere and
Okuzgozu local varieties were used as experimental
material. The canes were obtained from a commercial vineyard in the Diyarbakır province located in
southeastern Turkey. Lloyd, LRX plus series, materials testing machine was used for cutting tests. Statistically significant differences were determined between the cutting properties of grape varieties. The
cutting force and cutting energy increased with increasing diameter and age of canes.

Although grape has been identified as a high-income
crop, the use of mechanical equipment in vineyard
operations is limited in this region. The pruning, harvesting, transporting and post-harvesting operations
are performed by workers. Therefore, production
cost and crop loss are very high resulting in low labor efficiency and production yield in vineyards. Reduction of labor and production costs while improving grape yield and quality can be accomplished by
utilizing mechanical equipment such as pruners and
grape harvesters [2-4]. Proper grape harvesting and
cane pruning time is crucial for obtaining good quality and high yield. The organic matter amount should
be increased at vineyard areas for protecting the soil,
increasing the yield and protecting the environment.
Pruning of the vine plant and mixing the pruning residue with the soil provides significant benefits.
When it is considered that many agricultural wastes
cause environmental issues and pollution in our day,
this process also contributes to making use of the
pruning residue and decreasing environmental pollution [5]. In addition, pruning process is an important
part of vineyard cultivation since pruning residues
are used as biofuel and also for preventing soil erosion. Pruning process and the cutting of the residues
should be carried out using proper equipment in order to attain maximum benefit from these environmental friendly applications. Therefore, the measurement cutting properties of the grape canes are important parameters when designing a new machine.
The first step when designing a new machine or
equipment is to measure the cutting force and cutting
energy of stalk [6, 7]. Several plant factors such as
maximum shearing strength, the fiber stiffness and
stem structure, knife blade design and cutting properties have an impact on cutting force and energy [8,
9].
The objective of this study was to evaluate the
cutting forces and energy values along cane internodes for Genc Mehmet, Okuzgozu and Bogazkere
grape varieties at different cane diameters for one
year and two years old canes.

'% !
Cutting Force, Cutting Energy, Grape, Cane.
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Grape is an important agricultural crop in Turkey. Turkey is the sixth largest producer of grapes in
the world with an estimated production of 4 million
tons in 550.000 ha production area in 2016 [1]. One
of the most important regions for grape production is
Southeastern Anatolia in Turkey. In this region, Diyarbakır province is one of the largest producers of
grape varieties such as Genc Mehmet, Okuzgozu and
Bogazkere. Therefore, these grape varieties play an
extremely important role in regional economy.
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This study was performed using Genc Mehmet,
Okuzgozu and Bogazkere (Vitis vinifera L) local
grape varieties. The tests samples were obtained
from a commercial vineyard in Diyarbakır province
located in Southeastern Turkey. The test samples
were randomly cut by hand from vineyards. The
canes that were cut and collected were transported to
the laboratory at the Department of Agricultural Machinery and Technologies Engineering, University
of Dicle which were then placed in a refrigerator at
5 °C until the time of the cutting tests.
The grapevine canes were cut prior to the tests
depending on the diameters subject to whether they
are one or two years old. Diameters of canes were
selected according to between internodes of grape
canes. The cutting force and cutting energy were
measured along the canes from the first internode to
the last internode for one and two years old canes for
each variety. The diameters of the cane internodes
(between two nodes were considered an internode)
were changed from 3.00 mm to 11.00 mm. The distance between two internodes was considered as diameter spacing. The range of internode diameters
were changed between 3-4, 4-5, 5-6, 6-7, 7-8, 8-9, 910 and 10-11 mm from the first to the last internode.
Cane diameters were measured using a digital caliper prior to the cutting tests. Testing was completed
as quickly as possible in order to reduce the effects
of drying. Three samples from each variety of grape
canes were weighed and dried in an oven at 105 °C
for 24 h after cutting [10-12] which were then
weighed again to measure the moisture content via
gravimetrical method [13]. The average moisture
content levels of canes were determined for Genc
Mehmet, Okuzgozu and Bogazkere as 54.18%,
53.24 % and, 55.158% w.b., respectively.
The blade was held and fixed to the crosshead
of a Universal Testing Machine, Lloyd LRX Plus series, with a 2500 N load cell in order to determine
the maximum values of cane cutting force, cutting
energy and displacement (Figure 1). The cane samples for each variety were placed on the machine
loading table in its flat position during the tests.
Loading was applied in the vertical direction. The
cutting knife was steel with a width of 50 mm, thickness of 6 mm and blade angle of 17°. Cutting measurements were performed at 100 mm/min constant
loading blade speed for all tests [4].
The cutting force and cutting energy were determined as the maximum force and the maximum
energy depending on cane diameters. The cutting energy was calculated by measuring the surface area
under the force-deformation curve [4, 7, 8, 13-18]. A
computer data acquisition system recorded all the
force-displacement curves during the cutting process
via material testing machine.
Multiple regression equations were derived for
all varieties in Excel for determining the

relationships between the cutting force, cutting energy and grape cane diameters and the other properties.
!#"!!#!!

The results of the mean cutting forces and cutting energy subject to the age and diameter of canes
years are shown in Figures 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7. The
mean effect of the diameter and age of canes on the
cutting force and energy was significant. Increasing
cane diameter led to an increase in the cutting force
and cutting energy for Genc Mehmet, Bogazkere and
Okuzgozu varieties. The cutting force and cutting
energy varied between different varieties. While the
maximum force and energy values were obtained for
the Okuzgozu variety, the minimum values of cutting force and energy were obtained for the Genc
Mehmet variety. Moreover, cutting force and energy
values were found to be highly correlated with the
age of the canes with higher cutting force and energy
values for two years old canes in comparison with
those for the one year old canes. However, cutting
force and cutting energy increased for both one and
two years old canes. The increase was linear for all
varieties. In addition, it was put forth via regression
analysis that the strong impact of cane diameter
(cross- section area) on the cutting force and energy
because a great area lead to an increase in those parameters. R2 values were found to be very high.
Thus, regression equations shown in the figures can
be used to predict the cutting force and cutting energy of grape canes as functions of the diameter and
age of canes. These equations can be considered
when designing the new prototype cutting machine
[6]. The effect of diameter on the maximum cutting
force and cutting energy is consistent with that put
forth by Ghahraei et al. [6] who reported that both
the cutting energy and maximum cutting force are
directly proportional to the cross-sectional area of
the hemp stalk. Similar results were found by
Khodaei and Akhijahani [19] for the Rasa grape variety. Sessiz et al. [7] measured the cutting force and
cutting energy for the olive sucker. Similar studies
were conducted by Sessiz et al. [4] and Esgici et al.
[20] for canes of different grape varieties according
to which it was indicated that energy and maximum
cutting force increased with increasing cross-sectional area of grape canes. Heidari and Chegini [13]
and Ekinci et al. [16] carried out studies on the shear
strength and energy for rose flower. Nowakowski, T.
[18] developed some empirical models for the unit
energy requirements for cutting giant miscanthus
stalks depending on grinding process parameters.
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The data obtained from the cutting test indicate
that the cutting force and energy values changed depending on the diameter and age of canes for all
grape varieties. The cutting force and energy values
differed among varieties. Cane diameter had a significant impact on cutting energy. The cutting force
and energy increased increasing cane diameter and
age. While maximum values were obtained for the
Okuzgozu grape variety as 1010 N at 10-11 mm diameter, minimum values were observed for the Genc
Mehmet variety as 678 N at the same diameter. The
obtained results and derived regression equations
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can be used to predict the cutting force and cutting
energy subject to cane diameters. These calculations
can be considered in designing a new prototype cutting machine and pruner.
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SPATIAL ANALYSIS OF PLANT NUTRIENT QUANTITIES
OF TEKIRDAG SOILS WITH GEOGRAPHICAL
INFORMATION SYSTEM (GIS)
Huseyin Sari*
1DPÕN Kemal University, Faculty of Agriculture, Department of Soil Science, Tekirdag/Turkey

chemical properties of soils must be well known in
order to get maximum yield per unit area. There are
some factors with direct impacts on soil fertility and
crop yields. On the other hand, it would be useful to
know the nutrient status of soils in order to prevent
excessive and unconscious fertilizer uses.
Soil analyses may reveal valuable information
about soil nutrients essential for plant growth and development. For this purpose, several studies have
been carried out to determine the productivity status
of soils in various regions of Turkey [3-4-5-6-7-8-910-11].
Once the nutrient elements were identified,
computer and communication technologies can be
used to facilitate information transfer for data collection, storage, classification, management and use
[12].
Geographic Information System (GIS) is a
computer based technology and offers a handy tool
for such purposes [13]. GIS programs allow users to
see a lot of data together in a compact structure and
offer quite much savings in time and effort [14]. GIS
technologies have efficiently been used to determine
soil fertility, soil structure, nutrient status, erosive
soil losses and to make erosion risk assessments for
different production systems, such as agricultural
fields and pastures [15-16].

ABSTRACT
In present study, 108 soil samples were collected from 0-30 cm and 30-60 cm soil profiles of 55
GLIIHUHQWORFDWLRQVLQ7HNLUGD÷ province of Turkey.
Soil samples were subjected to analyses for macro
and micro nutrient (P, K, Ca, Mg, Fe, Cu, Zn and
Mn) essential for plant growth and development.
Spatial distribution maps were generated for available soil nutrients at 0-30 and 30-60 cm profiles with
the aid of Geographical Information Systems (GIS)
and updated databases were created. Experimental
results were compared statistically and soil available
nutrients were classified with the aid of "standard
values used in the evaluation of soil analyzes". Deficiency, sufficiency or excess levels of nutrients were
also determined. Present findings revealed that
7HNLUGD÷VRLOVZHUHSRRULQ=QULFKLQ)HDQGVXIIL
cient in P, K, Ca, Mg, Cu and Mn.
KEYWORDS:
GIS, Tekirdag, Plant Nutrient, Soil

INTRODUCTION
Because of continuously growing human population and improper land uses, the agricultural areas
are declining very fast [1-2]. The physical and

FIGURE 1
Map of the research area
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In this study, spatial distribution maps were
generated for soil nutrients with the aid of GIS technologies by using soil samples from 55 different loFDWLRQV LQ 7HNLUGD÷ SURYLQFH RI 7XUNH\ 5HVXOWDQW
maps were used to assess nutrient status of soils from
different sections of the province.

alluviums carried by the rivers. In the north, the
,VWÕUDQFD0RXQWDLQVDQGLQWKHVRXWKHUQSDUWV.RUX
Mountain and Ganos Mountain are located [18-19].
Tekirdag has a semi-humid climate and Mediterranean precipitation regime [17].
Soil Sampling. In this study, 108 soil samples
were taken from 0-30 and 30-60 cm soil profiles of
55 different locations in Tekirdag province. The locations where the samples were taken are given in
Fig 2. Major soil groups of sampling points are provided in Table 1.
Soil available phosphorus levels were determined in accordance with the Olsen method [20].
The available micro-elements (Fe, Cu, Zn and Mn)
were extracted with DTPA and resultant solution
was read in an ICP [21]. Ammonium acetate method
was used to determine the available macro elements
(Na, K, Ca, Mg) [22].
The IDW "Inverse Distance Weighting" algorithm, which is part of the ArcGIS software based on
logical estimation, was used to map the spatial distribution of nutrient elements. Statistical analyses
were performed by using the MSTAT-C statistical
software.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study Area. Tekirdag is one of three provinces
in Thrace peninsula located at the northwest of TurNH\DQGWKHQRUWKRIWKH6HDRI0DUPDUD7HNLUGD÷
LVVXUURXQGHGE\.ÕUNODUHOLRQWKHQRUWK(GLUQH on
the west, Çanakkale on the southwest and Istanbul
on the east (Figure 1). It is one of the six provinces,
which have coasts to both the Black Sea and Marmara Sea [17].
Tekirdag provincial lands are located on
Trakya-Kocaeli Peneplane. They are composed of
plateaus (75.2%), plains (15.5%) and mountains
(9.3%). Generally speaking, there are no steep
slopes, high mountains or valleys. Along the Sea of
Marmara, there are coastal plains covered with

FIGURE 2
Sampling locations on the map of major soil groups; alluvial soils (A), brown forest soils (M), non-calcareous brown forest soils (N), non-calcareous brown soils (U) and grumusol soil (V).
TABLE 1
Sample Distributions by Major Soil Groups
Major Soil Groups
Alluvial soils (A)
Brown forest soils (M)
Non-calcareous brown forest soils (N)
Non-calcareous brown soils (U)
Grumusol soil (V)

Sample Points
5-10-22-35-36-53
31-37-38-39-43-44-46-49-52-54-55
6-8-13-14-15-16-17-18-19-20-41-47-50-51
1-2-7-9-11-21-23-26-3-42-48
3-4-12-24-25-27-28-29-32-33-34-40
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TABLE 2
Average valuesfor available nutrients at 0-30 cm and 30-60 cm profiles of different soil types
Potassium (mg.kg-1)

Calcium (mg.kg-1)
Soil Type

A
M
N
U
V
Average
LSD
3
F values

Soil Type
A
M
N
U
V
Average
LSD
3

F values
Soil Type
A
M
N
U
V
Average
LSD
3

F values

Soil Type
A
M
N
U
V
Average
LSD
3

F values

Depth (cm)

Average

0-30
30-60
2472,74 bc
2302,22 cd
2578,85 bc
3472,00 a
1827,69 d
1082,88 e
2534,39 bc
2885,54 abc
2462,36 bcd
2989,68 ab
2375,2
2546,46
Soil type: 279,76
Soil type: 18,27
Depth: --Depth: 7,98
Soil type x Depth: 643,23
Soil type x Depth: 17.86
Soil type: 49,85**
Soil type: 30,70**
Depth: 1,76
Depth: 115,57**
Soil type x Depth: 4,90*
Soil type x Depth: 20,58**
Magnesium (mg.kg-1)
Depth (cm)
0-30
30-60
235,63
310,23
271,17
368,43
172,13
236,94
237,28
330,03
337,19
475,28
250,68 b
344,18 a
Soil type: 31.507

Average
272,93 c
319,80 b
204,54 d
283,66 c
406,23 a
297,43



0-30
139,55 d
145,49 cd
112,40 f
224,74 a
183,84 b
160,61 a

30-60
87,83 g
107,64 f
120,81 ef
131,91 de
162,11 c
122,06 b

Manganese (mg.kg-1)
Depth (cm)
0-30
30-60
34,59 b
10,08 e
24,89 d
12,91 e
53,38 a
32,94 bc
27,83 cd
28,94 bcd
26,2
12,60 d
33,38 a
19,49 b

Average
113,69 b
126,57 b
116,60 b
176,83 a
172,97 a
141,33

Average
22,23 c
18,90 c
43,16 a
28,39 b
19,40 ce
26,41

Soil type: 3,83

Depth: 16.168
Depth: 2,74
Soil type x Depth: Soil type x Depth: Soil type: 58.27**
Soil type: 73,68**
Depth: 126,80**
Depth: 166.02**
Soil type x Depth:12,64**
Soil type x Depth: 3.02
Phosphorus (mg.kg-1)
Depth (cm)
0-30
30-60
14,29 b
7,57 ef
9,04 de
9,18 cde
11,26 c
5,93 f
16,42 ab
9,87 cd
17,54 a
9,47 cde
13,71 a
8,40 b
Soil type: 0,90

2387,48 c
3025,43 a
1455,28 d
2709,96 b
2726,02 b
2460,83

Depth (cm)

Average
10,93 b
9,11 c
8,60 c
13,15 a
13,51 a
11,06

Copper (mg.kg-1)
Depth (cm)
0-30
30-60
1,34 a
0,71 f
0,82 ef
0,87 def
1,01 cde
0,85 ef
1,21 abc
1,08 bcd
1,28 ab
0,92 def
1,13 a
0,89 b

Average
1,03 abc
0,85 c
0,93 bc
1,14 a
1,10 ab
1,01

Soil type: 0,18

Depth: 0,96
Depth: 0,09
Soil type x Depth: Soil type x Depth: Soil type: 65,29**
Soil type: 4,52*
Depth: 32,20**
Depth: 150,10**
Soil type x Depth:10,86**
Soil type x Depth:6,90**
Iron (mg.kg-1)
Depth (cm)
0-30
30-60
10,05 d
3,26 g
5,56 e
4,29 f
21,16 a
15,67 b
11,51 c
10,10 d
4,31 f
3,02 g
10,52 a
7,27 b
Soil type: 1,41

Soil type: 0,03

Depth: 0,44
Soil type x Depth: Soil type: 188,30**
Depth: 260,00**
Soil type x Depth:35,32**

Depth: 0,02
Soil type x Depth: Soil type: 119,80**
Depth: 159,12**
Soil type x Depth:15,20**

Average
6,65 c
4,92 d
18,41 a
10,81 b
3,67 d
8,89

Zinc (mg.kg-1)
Depth (cm)
0-30
30-60
0,39 b
0,07 f
0,17 d
0,08 ef
0,51 a
0,30 c
0,31 c
0,15 de
0,11 def
0,08 f
0,29 a
0,13 b

Average
0,23 b
0,13 c
0,40 a
0,23 b
0,09 c
0,21

*: significant at 5% level
**: significant at 1% level
Alluvial soils (A), brown forest soils (M), non-calcareous brown forest soils (N), non-calcareous brown soils (U), and
grumusol soil (V)
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observed in U-type soils and they were followed by
V-type soils with 1.10 mg.kg-1. The M-type soils had
the lowest copper content. This soil type was followed by N-type soils with 0,93 mg.kg-1. In terms of
soil depth, the province average was found to be 1,13
mg.kg-1 for 0-30 cm soil profile. This value was also
FRQVLGHUHGDV³VXIILFLHQW´DFFRUGLQJWRVWDQGDUGYDO
ues for nutrients as provided in Table 4.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The analyses of the samples taken from the
soils of Tekirdag province are shown in Table 2.
Calcium. With regard to calcium content of
soil samples, soil types were found to be significant
at p<0.01 level, soil type x depth interactions were
found to be significant at p<0.05 level and soil
depths were not found to be significant (Table 2).
Soil calcium contents varied between 1455, 29
- 3025, 43 mg.kg -1. The greatest calcium content was
observed in in M-type soils with 3025, 43 mg.kg-1
and they were followed by V-type soils with 2726.02
mg.kg-1. The N-type soils had the lowest calcium
content. This type of soil was followed by soil type
A with 2387.49 mg.kg-1. In terms of soil depth, the
province average was found to be as 2375,20 mg.kg1
for 0-30 cm. This value was found to be in "sufficient" according to the standard values of the nutrients as given in Table 4.

Iron. With regard to iron content of soil samples, soil types, soil type x depth interactions and soil
depths were all found to be significant at p<0.01
level (Table 2). Soil iron contents varied between
3.67 - 18.41 mg.kg-1. The greatest iron content was
observed in N-type soils and they were followed by
U-type soils with 10,81 mg.kg-1. The V-type soils
had the lowest iron content. This soil type was followed by M-type soils with 4.92 mg.kg-1. In terms of
soil depth, the province average was found to be
10,52 mg.kg-1 for 0-30 cm soil profile. This value
ZDVFRQVLGHUHGDV³H[FHVVLYH´DFFRUGLQJWRVWDQGDUG
values for nutrients as provided in Table 4.

Potassium. With regard to potassium content
of soil samples, soil types were found to be significant at p<0.01 level, soil type x depth interactions
were found to be significant at p<0.01 and soil
depths were also found to be significant at p<0.01
(Table 2). Soil potassium contents ranged from
113.69 to 176.83 mg.kg-1. The greatest potassium
content was observed in U-type soils and they were
followed by V-type soils with 172,97 mg.kg-1. The
A-type soils had the lowest potassium content. This
soil type was followed by N-type soils with 116,60
mg.kg-1. In terms of soil depth, the province average
was 160,61 mg.kg-1 for 0-30 cm soil profile. This
YDOXH ZDV FRQVLGHUHG DV ³VXIILFLHQW´ DFFRUGLQJ WR
standard values for nutrients as provided in Table 4.

Manganese. With regard to manganese content
of soil samples, again soil types, soil type x depth
interactions and soil depths were found to be significant at p<0.01 level (Table 2). Soil manganese contents ranged from 18,90 to 43,16 mg.kg-1. The greatest manganese content was observed in N-type soils
and they were followed by U-type soils with 28,39
mg.kg-1. The M-type soils had the lowest manganese
content. This soil type was followed by V-type soils
with 19,40 mg.kg-1. In terms of soil depth, the province average was found to be 33.38 mg.kg-1 for 0-30
cm soil profile. This YDOXHZDVFRQVLGHUHGDV³VXIIL
FLHQW´DFFRUGLQJWRVWDQGDUGYDOXHVIRUQXWULHQWVDV
provided in Table 4.
Zinc. With regard to zinc content of soil samples, soil types, soil type x depth interactions and soil
depths were all found to be significant at p<0.01
level (Table 2). Soil zinc contents varied between
0.09 - 0.40 mg.kg-1. The greatest zinc content was
observed in N-type soils and they were followed by
U and A-type soils 0.23 mg.kg-1. The V-type soils
had the lowest zinc content. This soil type was followed by M-type soils with 0.13 mg.kg-1. In terms of
soil depth, the province average was of 0,29 mg.kg-1
for 0-30 cm soil profile. This value was considered
DV³LQVXIILFLHQW´DFFRUGLQJWRVWDQGDUGYDOXHVIRUQX
trients as provided in Table 4.

Magnesium. With regard to magnesium content of soil samples, soil types, soil type x depth interactions and soil depths were all found to significant at p<0.01 level (Table 2). Soil magnesium contents varied between 204.54 - 406, 23 mg.kg-1. The
greatest magnesium content was observed in V-type
soils and they were followed by M-type soils with
319.80 mg.kg-1. The N-type soils had the lowest
magnesium content. This soil type was followed by
A-type soils with 272,93 mg.kg-1. In terms of soil
depths, the province average was found to be 250,68
mg.kg-1 for 0-30 cm soil profile. This value was also
FRQVLGHUHGDV³VXIILFLHQW´DFFRUGLQJWRVWDQGDUGvalues for nutrients as provided in Table 4.

Phosphorus. With regard to phosphorus content of soil samples, again soil types, soil type x
depth interactions and soil depths were all found to
be significant at p<0.01 level (Table 2). Soil phosphorus contents ranged from 8.60 to 13.51 mg.kg-1.
The greatest phosphorus content was observed in Vtype soils and they were followed by U-type soils
with 13,15 mg.kg-1. The N-type soils had the lowest

Copper. With regard to copper content of soil
samples, soil types were found to be significant at
p<0.01 level, soil type x depth interactions were
found to be significant at p<0.01 level and soil
depths were also found to be significant at p<0.01
level (Table 2). Soil copper contents ranged from
0.85-1.14 mg.kg-1. The greatest copper content was
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mg.kg-1 for 0-30 cm soil profile. This value was conVLGHUHGDV³VXIILFLHQW´DFFRUGLQJWRVWDQGDUGYDOXHV
for nutrients as provided in Table 4.

phosphorus content. This soil type was followed by
M-type soils with 9,11 mg.kg-1. In terms of soil
depth, province average was found to be 13,71

FIGURE 3
Maps showing the nutrient content of soils at different depth segments.
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FIGURE 3-CONTINUED
Maps showing the nutrient content of soils at different depth segments.
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TABLE 3
Order of major soil groups with regard to different nutrients
Calcium
Potassium
Magnesium
Copper
Iron Manganese
Zinc
Phosphorus
Ranking
1 M
U
V
U
N
N
N
V
of
soil 2 V
V
M
V
U
U
A
U
groups ac- 3 U
M
U
A
A
A
U
A
cording to 4 A
N
A
N
M
V
M
M
nutrient
5 N
A
N
M
V
M
V
N
content
* Alluvial soils (A), brown forest soils (M), non-calcareous brown forest soils (N), non-calcareous brown soils (U), and grumusol soil (V)

TABLE 4
Standard values used in the assessment of soil analyses (values expressed in mg.kg -1). [21-23-24-25].
Low
Sufficient
High
Very high
Nutrient Element
Very low
P
<2,5
2,5-8,0
8,0-25,0
25,0-80,0
>80,0
K
<50
50-140
140-370
370-1000
>1000
Ca
0-380
380-1150
1150-3500
3500-10000
>10000
0-50
50-160
160-480
480-1500
>1500
Mg
Mn
<4
4-14
14-50
50-170
>170
Zn
<0,2
0,2-0,7
0,7-2,4
2,4-8,0
>8,0
Fe
Cu

Low
<0,2
Inefficient
<0,2

Sufficient
0,2-4,5
Sufficient
>0,2

High
>4,5

Phosphorus, potassium, calcium, magnesium,
manganese and copper contents of Tekirdag soils
ZHUHFRQVLGHUHGDV³VXIILFLHQW´ 7DEOH $FFRUGLQJ
to this classification, soil zinc levels were considered
DV³LQVXIILFLHQW´DQGLURQOHYHOVZHUHFRQVLGHUHGDV
³H[FHVVLYH´ ,Q JHQHUDO D VLJQLILFDQW SDUW RI VXQ
flower, canola, rice and wheat production of Turkey
comes from Thrace region and Tekirdag province of
Thrace has an important share in this production.
Soil analyses showed that soil samples were
³VXIILFLHQW´LQPRVWRIWKHQXWULHQWVPRVWO\EHFDXVH
of fertilization activities of the local farmers. Among
the studied nutrients, zinc was the only nutrient conVLGHUHGDV³LQVXIILFLHQW´
Although Brohi et al. [26] stated that zinc deficiency did not have a direct effect on wheat grains, it
is known that zinc had positive effects on many other
field crops. Özgüven and Katkat [27] investigated
the effect of zinc on yield of maize and reported increasing dry matter productions with increasing zinc
doses ,Q DGGLWLRQ <D÷PXU HW DO >28] investigated
the effect of zinc fertilizer on seedless grapes and
stated that zinc fertilizer significantly increased
grape yield. $NÕQDQG7DúRYD[29] mapped zinc concentrations of Marmara Region soils and revealed
that zinc insufficiency was a major problem throughout majority of the region. Considering the zinc deficiency of present soil samples, it was thought that
sufficient zinc fertilization should be performed to
eliminate such deficiencies.

CONCLUSION
Considering the fertility of the lands of
Tekirdag province and the amount of the plant nutrients found in soil, farmers take into consideration especially zinc fertilizing.
It is better to determine the zinc needs according to the plant that will be grown in the fertilizing
activities and to prefer zinc fertilizers or zinc fertilizer separately in terms of yield and removal of the
zinc deficiency from the human body.
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and excretion of xenobiotics. Antioxidant enzymes
and lipid peroxidation are the potential biomarkers
of contaminants in different species [2]. Glutathione
S-transferase activity (GST), catalyzes the transformation of a wide variety of electrophilic compounds
to less toxic substances by conjugating them to GSH
[3]. Glutathione peroxidase (GPX) detoxifies hydrogen peroxide and glutathione reductase (GR) reduces oxidized glutathione to reduced glutathione
[4]. Total glutathione (GSH), an oxyradical scavenger, is important in the antioxidant defense system
[5]. Malondialdehyde (MDA) is a main oxidation
product of peroxidized polyunsaturated fatty acids.
The increase in thiobarbituric acid reactive substances (TBARS) is measured by increased levels of
MDA [6].
Metal toxicity in fish depends on the exposure
period and concentration, type of tissues, physico
chemistry of water and presence of other metals [78]. Fish, the main protein source for humans, are
found in the top of the food chain and cause metal
uptake by humans through their consumption. Fish
are used as indicators in water pollution because they
are very sensitive to environmental pollution [9].
 ! "#! is a good biological model
fish due to its easy reproduction in captivity and prolific rate, it has good tolerance to a wide variety of
environmental conditions and high growth rates
[10].
The antioxidant parameters are often used in
ecotoxicological studies because they are very sensitive about xenobiotics such as metals for aquatic organisms. In this study, it was aimed to investigate
GST, GPX, GR, GSH and TBARS levels in order to
understand biochemical changes under the effects of
treatment of Cd in the gill of "#!These parameters are of great importance against the effects
of metals.

Metals are considered as main environmental
pollutants and potential threat to aquatic organisms.
In this study, it was aimed to investigate the effects
of cadmium on glutathione S-transferase activity,
glutathione peroxidase activity, glutathione reductase activity, total glutathione and thiobarbituric acid
reactive substances contents which are important biomarkers in antioxidant system, were measured in
the gill tissue of
 ! "#! The fish
were exposed to 0.1 and 1.0 mg/L Cd for 7 and 21
days. Exposure of Cd caused increases in activities
of GST, GPX, GR and level of TBARS compared to
control groups at both periods. These increases
showed parallelism with the increase in dose and duration. Cd treatment caused a depletion of GSH level
in the gill when compared to the control groups at 7
and 21 days. The results demonstrated that Cd exposure could induce important alterations in GST,
GPX, GR, GSH and TBARS parameters in the gill
tissue which could be used as a target tissue to reflect
the oxidative stress caused by metals in fish.

%# 
 !"#!, gill, cadmium, antioxidant system.

!"!
The everlasting increase in heavy metal pollution due to industrial, agricultural, and anthropogenic activities has become a global problem in recent years. The researches for heavy metal pollution
in aquatic ecosystems are extremely important in environmental health. For this reason, determining the
negative effects of metals on fish are crucial for the
future of ecosystem and health of people using fish
as a food source. Non-essential metals such as Cd,
Hg, Pb are highly toxic to living organisms when exposed for a long time to low concentrations of metals
then accumulate and transfer them to people through
food [1].
Gills are the first target tissues of pollutants and
they have role in accumulation, biotransformation

! ! 

"#! (27.41 ± 2.75 g and 15.31 ± 1.48
cm) obtained from Cukurova University Fish Culture Farm was transferred to the laboratory and
waited in glass aquariums with dechlorinated tap
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exposure times, respectively. Data shown with different letters are significant at the P<0.05 level. 

water for two months. Thus, fish adapted to the ambient conditions. The experiments were carried out
in glass aquariums which contained test solution for
Cd exposed groups and only dechlorinated tap water
was used for control groups. The aquariums were
aerated with air stones attached to an air compressor.
The laboratory was illuminated for 12 h with fluorescent lamps, and kept at 25 ± 1˚C, which was the temperature used in the experimental conditions.
Experimental tanks contained 120 L of dechlorinated and gently aerated tap water. The properties
of water were as follows: temperature 22.01 ±
0.36C, pH 8.05 ± 0.09, dissolved oxygen 7.45 ±
0.14 mg/L, alkalinity 242.7 ± 5.138 mg/L CaCO3,
and total hardness 339.18 ± 3.84 mg/L CaCO3.
The fish were divided into three groups each
containing twelve fish. Group I fish were used as
control group. Group II and III fish were used as experimental groups and subjected to 0.1 and 1.0 mg/L
Cd (CdCl2.H2O) for 7 and 21 days. Cd in treatment
groups were replaced on daily basis to reduce the
metal loss and ammonia content in water.
After each exposure period, fish were killed by
transaction of the spinal cord and gill tissues were
dissected and homogenized in ice-cold buffer containing 0.05 M phosphate buffer, 0.25 M sucrose (pH
7.4), with a ratio of 1/10 at 9500 rpm for 2-3 min.
Homogenates were centrifuged at 9500×g for 30 min
(+4 ˚C). Antioxidant parameters and TBARS level
measured spectrophotometrically in supernatants
obtained from the gill tissue.

.2(-*0.(&/&1&/;5.5GPX (EC 1.11.1.9) activity was measured by following the oxidation on
NADPH to NADP+ by GR at 340 nm at 37°C. t-Butyl hydroperoxide was used as the substrate [11].
GST (EC 2.5.1.18) activity was assayed by monitoring the alterations in the absorbance at 340 nm, at
25°C. 1-chloro-2,4-dinitrobenzene (CDNB) was
used as the substrate [12]. GR (EC 1.6.4.2) activity
was calculated by determination the oxidation of
NADPH by oxidized glutathione at 37°C and 340
nm [13]. GSH was determined using a recycling reaction of GSH with 5,5’-dithiobis-(2-nitrobenzoic
acid) (DTNB) formation that was monitored continuously at 412 nm for 3 min [14]. TBARS levels were
evaluated after incubation at 95°C and pH 3.4 with
thiobarbituric acid as an indicator of lipid peroxidation. The pink colour produced by these reactions
was measured spectrophotometrically at 532 nm
[15]. Protein levels were determined described by
Lowry et al. [16]. Bovine serum albumin was used
as the standard. All chemicals were obtained from
Merck and Sigma.

 "!  "



Treatment of  !"#! with cadmium for 7 and 21 days resulted in alteration with
antioxidant system and TBARS level in the gill tissue and presented in Fig. 1-5. The statistical analysis
which was done with Student-Newman-Keuls test
differences among groups were measured to be significant at p<0.05.
Being able to survive in environments containing heavy metals and to protect metals from adverse
effects depend on the adaptation capabilities and detoxification mechanisms of organism [17]. No mortality was recorded in the presence of low and high
Cd concentrations when the experiments were terminated after 21 days.
In this study, the gill GST activity increased as
compared to control group at both periods and
showed parallelism with the increase in concentration and duration. These increases were recorded by
63% and 95% at 7 days; 23% and 130% at 21 days
in 0.1 and 1.0 ppm Cd concentrations compared to
that of control groups, respectively (p<0.05). GST
activity decreased by 36% at 14 days with respect to
those at 7 days in 1.0 ppm Cd concentrations
(p>0.05) (Fig. 1).
The gill GPX activity increased by 16% and
68% at 7 days; 40% and 81% at 14 days in 0.1 and
1.0 ppm Cd concentrations with respect to the control group, respectively. (p<0.05) GPX activity of
exposed fish did not significantly change in 0.1 and
1.0 ppm Cd concentrations as compared with control
groups for 7 and 21 days (p>0.05) (Fig. 2).
The increase in GR activity was 1.6 and 2.5
fold at 7 days; 3.03 and 4.45 fold at 21 days in the
gills of fish exposed to 0.1 and 1.0 ppm Cd, respectively (p<0.05). A significant elevation in GST activity was recorded in 1.0 ppm Cd exposure at 21
days as compared to 7 days (p<0.05) while there was
no significant statistical difference in 0.1 ppm Cd exposure (P>0.05) (Fig. 3).
Antioxidant systems, such as GST, GPX, GR,
and GSH are highly important in oxidative system to
cope with reactive oxygen species formation leading
to several defects [4]. Direct effects of metals may
cause an increase or a decrease in antioxidant system
related to intensity and period of exposure [24-25].
It has been reported that fish use enzymatic and nonenzymatic defense mechanisms to overcome the oxidative stress due to Cd exposure [21]. Several ecotoxicological studies reported that antioxidant system and lipid peroxidation are significantly effected
in response to metals in aquatic species [8-26-27].
The present data also showed

6&6.56.(&/&1&/;5.5Statistical evaluation was
analyzed with one-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) followed by the SNK test and student t
test were applied to compare treatment groups and
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Different letters indicate significant differences among groups at the same time (P<0.05). ''*'' shows significant differences
between time for the same exposure group (P<0.05). Data are expressed as mean±standard error (N=6).
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 #""#! which is parallel to our work.
Afifi et al. [36] showed that high expression levels
of GST, GPX, GR, MDA in the gill and liver of 
#!#"#! and #!  in the polluted coastal areas increased when compared to reference sites.
The gill GSH level reduced in all groups when
compared to the control during the experiment
(p<0.05). GSH level decreased by 41% and 34% at
7 days and 28% and 55% at 21 days in the low and
high Cd concentrations, respectively (p<0.05) Considerable differences did not occur in GSH levels of
gill between the exposure times (P>0.05) (Fig. 4).
GSH is considered as the first line of antioxidant system against xenobiotics, including metals
such as Cd [37]. When fish cells are exposed to certain metals, they are usually trying to remove them
by directly binding them with GSH. In this study, the
level of GSH decreased in both Cd exposures compared to control group due to enhanced Cd toxicity
in experiment water. It was suggested that a direct
binding with metals and SH group (sulfhydryl) is the
cause of the reason in decreasing GSH levels [38].
Some investigations showed that Cd exposure reduced GSH levels in the tissues of fishes [39-40]
suggesting that decline in GSH could be linked to
metal accumulation in the cells which results in decreased availability of GSH. Depletion of GSH
could be attributed to increase in GST which uses
GSH in transformation of xenobiotics into more hydrophilic compounds as suggested by Eroglu et al.
[41].
The gill TBARS level increased by 44% and
85% at 7 days and 54% and 133% at 21 days in 0.1
ve 1.0 ppm Cd concentrations in relation to the control levels (p<0.05). Exposure of fish to 0.1 and 1.0
ppm Cd for 7 and 21 days resulted in elevation of
44% and 85%; 54% and 133% in gill TBARS level,
respectively (p<0.05) (Fig. 5).

that antioxidant system was affected by Cd exposures, particularly at the end of the exposure period.
GST, GPX and GR activities were induced in
response to Cd exposure in the gill of "#! for
7 and 21 days. Elevation of GST activity could occur
because of the rapid and adaptive response of the redox defense system to the introduction of Cd into tissue. Pereira et al. [28], observed that GST activity
increased in the gill of various fish species ( #
 #!  ##!  " " and !#
 !" !.) from industrial waste waters
which contain intensive pollution supporting our results. The present research showed enhanced GPX
activity in exposing fish to Cd. It could be partly explained to scavenge ROS and neutralize peroxides
[29]. Basha and Rani [21] observed that GST and
GPX activities elevated in the liver and kidney of
 ! !!#! in response to Cd for 7
and 15 days. GPX activity increased in the liver and
kidney of  "#! and  ! &  obtained
from Nile River, industrial polluted sites, comparing
to the controls [30]. Hg caused an increase in the
GPX activity in the gill and muscle tissues of 
"#! compared to the control group. This increase
was higher than 7 days in the 21 days [31]. In another
research Cd caused a decrease in GPX activity and
GSH level and an increase in malondialdehit level in
the liver of freshwater fish  !!#!# "#! [32]. It
is known that GR reduces the oxidized glutathione
to GSH. Oliveira et al. [33] observed that GR activity
enhanced in the gill of & # " in polluted
aquatic environment with discharges of industrial
and agriculture wastes when compared to unpolluted
reference site. Increasing of GR activity may occur
owing to reestablishment of the GSH level that is oxidized as suggested by Atli and Canli [34]. Dabas et
al. [35] observed that GST, GPX, and GR activities
and TBARS level increased in the treatment of Cd in
the gill, liver and kidney tissues of freshwater fish,

" 
!-*,.// /*8*/<0,3426*.12+ +2//29.1,*:32574*5&1)330)
(21(*164&6.215
Details were given in Fig 1.
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Heavy metals could alter the structure of cell
membranes by stimulating the TBARS process [42].
In this study, TBARS level increased significantly in
the gill of "#! exposed to low and high Cd
concentrations. This data is parallel to research of
Kumar et al. [43]. The increase in level of TBARS
may be due to the increase in the formation of reactive oxygen species in the effects of Cd. Similiarly,
Cao et al. [44] observed that treatment of Cd caused
decrease in GSH level and increase in TBARS level
in the flounder (  "%! $#!), compared
to the control group. In another study, TBARS level
enhanced in the gill, liver, muscle and intestinal tissues of  #!# "when exposed to Cd during 24
hours [6]. It was reported in a study that TBARS
level in the liver of  # was higher in
contaminated area than in the control area [28]. The
increased formation of MDA is a significant sign of
oxidative stress in fish exposed to water pollution
[45].
Gills were used for evaluating toxicity of heavy
metals, in natural aquatic systems and in laboratory
experiments [18-19-20]. Metals are able to disturb
the integrity of the physiological and biochemical
mechanisms in fish [21] and they bind to functional
groups of enzymes and cause changes in enzyme activity. Treatment to contaminants, including Cd, can
increase the intracellular formation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) which could cause oxidative
damage to biological systems in aquatic ecosystems
[22-23].
Metals could cause inducing oxidative damage
by altering the cellular antioxidant system in fish
[46]. This study indicated that cadmium can influence antioxidant system by inducing antioxidant enzymes and reducing GSH level in the gill tissue, possibly due to affecting fish physiology. TBARS level
significantly increased in the gills of "#! exposed to Cd even though the antioxidant enzymes increased at those exposure levels, suggesting

recovery of antioxidant enzymes seems to be insufficient to overcome the oxidative stress. This
study emphasized that cadmium toxicity affects fish
oxidative metabolism and it could be used assesing
biomarkers in fish from different metal pollution in
aquatic enviroment.

" 
The present study revealed that Cd is responsible for oxidative stress in gill tissue of "#!
as shown by induction of TBARS and antioxidant
enzymes and reduction of GSH which were found to
be time and concentration dependent. Increasing in
antioxidant enzymes could be scavengered with the
high formation of reactive oxygen species following
Cd exposures in the gill. However, antioxidant enzymes could not prevent inducing of TBARS. The
parameters, which were investigated in this study,
were considered potential biomarkers for Cd.
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clinical interest (antimicrobial, antiinflammatory,
antioxidant, antiproliferative), propolis in general is
also considered a functional food, as the biologically
active constituents in its extract have been documented to provide health benefits [4, 5]. Crude propolis is hard and wax-like when cool, but soft and very
sticky when warm. The material has a pleasant aromatic smell; its color varies from yellow, green, or
red to dark brown, depending on its plant origin and
age [6]. It cannot be consumed directly owing to the
presence of a mixture of ash, wax, bioactive compounds, and pollen. Therefore, various extraction
procedures are used to separate the bioactive components of propolis [7]. The purpose of the extraction
is to provide the maximum amount of material at the
highest possible quality. Factors such as pretreatment of the sample, solvent/sample ratio, solvent
type, extraction time, and temperature are important
in the extraction stage [8]. The propolis extracts are
used in various fields, such as food, pharmaceuticals,
and cosmetics, and therefore the chemical composition and the quality vary according to the procedure
applied [9].
For propolis extraction, different methods, such
as traditional maceration extraction, ultrasound extraction, soxhlet extraction, supercritical fluid extraction, and microwave assisted extraction, are
used, with method traditional maceration extraction
being the most commonly applied [3]. Ethanol is the
best solvent for propolis preparation, and other solvents such as ethyl ether, water, methanol, and chloroform may be used for extraction and identification
of propolis compounds. Despite being used for the
preparation of propolis extracts in solvents and cosmetics industries, solvents other than ethanol does
not extract as many bioactive compounds as ethanol
does [10, 11]. Woisky and Antonio Salatino [12]
found in their study on propolis that the use of 70%
aqueous ethanol in the extraction stage produced approximately 20% more total phenolic material than
extraction using absolute ethanol. Therefore, in recent years the commercially available propolis extract has been prepared using 70% ethanol solution,
which extracts more bioactive compound compared
to other solvents [13, 3, 10].
The compounds found in the chemical structure
of propolis are an indication of its quality. Its biological activities are often associated with flavonoids

The importance of the use of natural products
as nutritional supplements in order to increase the
quality of life and prevent diseases has increased in
recent years. Among these products, propolis produced by honey bees is collected from plants and has
a very complex structure in terms of chemical content. Propolis and its extracts have been used by humans for centuries because of its various bioactive
properties. Although different methods can be used
in the extraction stage, the most commonly used
technique is extraction by maceration. However,
there is no standard time period for extraction of
propolis by maceration. We aimed to determine the
changes in the concentrations of flavonoid group
compounds pinocembrin, chrysin, tectochrysin, pinostrobin chalcone, gengwanin, naringenin and
galangin from propolis samples exposed to seven
different periods (1, 2, 5 10, 15, 20, 30 days) of maceration using GC-MS. The flavonoids pinocembrin,
chrysin, tectochrysin, and naringenin reached their
maximum concentrations at the end of 15 days of
maceration and a decrease in their concentrations
was observed after this period. The concentrations of
other flavonoids did not show a steady increase or
decrease with different maceration times. As a result,
it can be said that the appropriate duration of maceration to extract the flavonoids responsible for propolis’ numerous activities varies depending on the
origin of the propolis and the nature of the compounds to be extracted.


&$ !
Propolis, maceration, flavonoid, extraction, chemical composition

" #"
Propolis having hundreds of polyphenols, is a
mixture produced by the honeybee [1]. Honeybees
enrich propolis from different plant sources by mixing it with active enzymes and plant pollen secreted
from the glands between their head and the thorax,
and the final product is known as crude propolis
[2,3]. In addition to pharmacological properties of
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from polyphenols. Today, owing to the growing interest in natural products, many studies have been
carried out to determine the biological activities of
propolis, which are linked to the propolis flavonoid
composition. However, in these studies conducted
by different research groups, different maceration
times were applied for the preparation of the propolis
extract [14, 15, 16, 17]. Propolis found in Turkey has
a very rich content in terms flavonoids, as supported
by research [18, 19, 20]. Methods that will allow the
extraction of flavonoids in propolis produced in Turkey are of great importance to establish a standard in
this regard. Therefore, we aimed to establish a relationship between the propolis flavonoid concentration and the duration of maceration in extracts prepared for human consumption using ethanol, and the
chemical content of which changes depending on
many factors.

the oven temperature at 35 °C for 8 min initially and
then increasing the temperature to 60 °C at a rate of
6 °C/min followed by an increase at a rate of 4
°C/min to 160 °C and 20 °C/min to 200°C/min and
kept at 200 C for 1 min at which it was held for 1
min. Helium was used as the carrier gas at a flow rate
of 0.7 mL/min. Split ratio 1:80, injector temperature
280 °C, ionization voltage 70 eV. Identification of
components in propolis extracts were carried out
with the WILEY-NIST MS data library.
!7'7.67.('0'7'2'0;6.6Repeated measures
analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to test the
significance of the effects of maceration time. All
statistical analyses were conducted with the software
package Graphpad Prism 5.01(GraphPad Software
Inc, San Diego). Each data point represents values
from three independent experiments (n=3).


!#"!!#!!

" !"!

5.,.23+53430.6The propolis sample used
in this study was collected from Turkey’s Eastern
Black Sea region from an apiary in the province of
Bayburt in June 2017. The collected propolis sample
was left in the refrigerator for 24 hours at -18ºC,
powdered with a grinder, and then prepared for extraction.

Propolis resin is mainly composed of flavonoids, phenolic acids and their esters, which often
form up to 50% of the total ingredients [21]. Phenolic
compounds constitute the most numerous group of
propolis components with respect to the quantity and
type. Among them there are phenolic acids, phenolic
aldehydes, phenols and their esters, ketophenols,
coumarins and others compounds, including eugenol, anethole, hydroquinone, pterostilbene, naphthalene,  . [22]. There are no standard extraction procedures or compositions for propolis extracts, with
such products having many bioactive properties [3].
In the process of applying maceration for propolis
extraction, ethyl alcohol retention is applied to propolis for periods ranging from 1 day [23] to 1 year
[24]. We aimed to test the relationship between the
flavonoid concentration and the maceration time for
propolis collected from Turkey, Bayburt. According
to the GC-MS analyses, we found that there was a
statistically significant difference in the concentrations of pinocembrin, chrysin, tectochrysin, pinostrobin chalcone, gengwanin, naringenin and
galangin after different periods of maceration (Table
1). As a result of 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 20, and 30 days of
maceration, 12.52%, 14.89%, 14.46%, 14.89%,
17.66%, 16.43%, and 16.07% concentrations of pinocembrin, respectively, were found in the propolis
extracts, while the concentrations of tectochrysin
were 4.82%, 6.07%, 6.19%, 6.10%, 6.86%, 6.75%,
and 5.70%, respectively; the chrysin concentrations
were 9.12%, 10.62%, 10.56%, 10.58%, 12.04%,
11.53%, and 11.58%, respectively; the pinostrobin
chalcone concentrations were 7.38%, 9.62%, 9.76%,
9.54%, 10.07%, 10.11%, and 9.87%, respectively;
the gengwanin concentrations were 1.64%; 1,39%,
1.73%, 1.30%, 0.93%,0.89%, and 0.74%, respectively; the naringenin concentrations were 5.06%,
8.72%, 8.53%, 8.77%, 10.13%, 9.65%, and 9.90%,.

'(*5'7.32 :75'(7.32 3+ 53430.6 Extraction of propolis was carried out using a method described by Bayram et al. [17] with minor modifications. For the extraction, 70 g of the powdered propolis sample was placed in a dark bottle containing
210 ml of 70% ethyl alcohol and left to rest at room
temperature on a stirrer. This mixture was filtered
twice using Whatman papers 1 and 4, and 30-ml aliquots were removed at the end of the 1st, 2nd, 5th,
10th, 15th, 20th, and 30th days. The extracts obtained were diluted with 70% ethyl alcohol in a ratio
of 1:10 (w / v) and evaporated to dryness.

5*4'5'7.32+35'6-531'73,5'4-;<'66
!4*(7531*75; ! 2'0;6.6 3+ 453430.6 *:
75'(76Each of the samples obtained as a result of the
above-mentioned extraction process were subjected
to heating at 80–100 ° C for 20 minutes with 75 μl of
dry pyridine and 50 μl of bis(trimethylsilyl)trifluoroacetamide (BSTFA). Finally, 1.0 μl was taken from
this last supernatant and injected into the GC-MS.
The gas chromatography-mass spectrophotometry (GC-MS) analyses conducted at the Environment and Instrumental Laboratory of Istanbul University using an Agilent brand GC (model 7890A)
and MS (model 5975C) equipped with a mass selection detector (MSD). The GC was equipped with a
DB-5MS column (30 m × 0.25 mm and 0.25 μm of
film thickness) and an Agilent automatic injection
system. The chromatogram was produced by holding
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-'2,*6.2+0'9323.)(32(*275'7.323+453430.6)*4*2).2,327.1*3+737'0.32(855*27
314382)6
)';
)';6
)';6
)';6
)';6
)';6
)';6
Pinocembrin
12.52
14.89
14.46
14.89
17.66
16.43
16.07
Tectochriysin
4.82
6.07
6.19
6.10
6.86
6.75
5.70
Chrysin
9.12
10.62
10.56
10.58
12.04
11.53
11.58
Pinostrobin chalcone
7.38
9.62
9.76
9.54
10.07
10.11
9.87
Gengwanin
1.64
1.39
1.73
1.30
0.93
0.89
0.74
Naringenin
5.06
8.72
8.53
8.77
10.13
9.65
9.90
Galangin
4.43
5.05
5.23
4.81
4.11
4.11
4.00
*P values less than 0.05 or equal were considered statistically significant.
respectively, and the galangin concentrations were
4.43%, 5.05%, 5.23%, 4.81%, 4.11%, 4.11%, and
4.00%, respectively. The results obtained indicate
that there was no steady increase or decrease in the
amount of any compound over the 30-day extraction
period. However, a statistically significant increase
in the concentrations of flavonoids pinocembrin,
chrysin, tectochrysin and naringenin was observed
up to 15 days of maceration. It was determined that
there was a statistically significant decrease in the
concentration of these compounds at the end of 20
and 30 days of maceration.
The concentration of pinostrobin chalcone was
determined to be significantly increased at 1, 2, 5, 10,
15, and 20 days of maceration, and it was determined
that there was a significant decrease in its concentration at the end of 30 days of maceration. It was
observed that the value of genkwanin decreased
steadily after 5 days of maceration, although there
was no clear change during 1, 2, and 5 days of maceration. Galangin reached its highest level at 5 days
of maceration. A steady decrease was observed in the
galangin concentration after this period. A limited
number of studies have investigated the effect of
maceration on the chemical content of propolis extracts. In one of these studies, Cunha et al. [3] reported that the propolis composition appeared qualitatively the same after 10, 20, and 30 days of maceration, but there was a slight increase in yield with
time. In another study, Cunha et al. [24] examined
the effect of 20 days, 30 days, 6 months, and 1 year
of maceration on the chemical composition of the
Brazilian propolis. These researchers reported that
the duration of maceration applied for crude propolis
had an effect on the yield and that the yield of the
components obtained increased to 60.1% (m/m) after
20 days of maceration and 67.0% (m/m) after 1 year
of maceration. Similarly, Trusheva et al. [13] determined that the yield of biologically active substances
in propolis extracts obtained by ultrasound extraction increased over time. Unlike the results reported
by these researchers, we did not observe a time-dependent increase in the concentration of the components in our study. Fluctuations were seen in the concentrations of the compounds depending on the maceration time. This may be owing to the characteristics of the propolis sample or the flavonoids. Other
studies have been conducted on the importance of

maceration time in the extraction of bioactive compounds during the processing of different products
consumed as food [25, 26]. Gambuti et al. [25] aimed
to establish a relationship between the appropriate
maceration duration and the concentrations of antioxidant compounds transresveratrol, quercetin, (+)catechin, and (-)-epicatechin during the wine-making process from three different grape cultivars
(Aglianico, Piedirosso, Nerello Mascalese). The researchers reported that different periods of maceration applied to grape varieties could affect the concentrations of (+)-catechin and quercetin Similarly,
Merida et al. [26] found a positive correlation between duration of maceration and quercetin extraction. In one study, a significant reduction in the
amount of phenolic compounds was observed after
20 hours of extraction of grape pulp [27]. These results, reported in different products, indicate that the
appropriate maceration time for propolis, which has
a highly variable and complex structure, may differ
according to the origin of the propolis.
These results show that there is no optimum period
of maceration that can be commonly applied for all
of the compounds pinocembrin, chrysin, tectochrysin, pinostrobin chalcone, gengwanin, naringenin,
and galangin and that the compounds are extracted
with varying concentrations with different maceration times. However, according to the characteristics
of the compound to be extracted, maceration times
of 15 days for compounds pinocembrin, tectochrysin, chrysin, and naringenin, 20 days for pinostrobin
chalcone, 5 days for gengwanin, and galangin
yielded the highest concentrations. This indicates
that the appropriate maceration period can be applied
according to the desired compound so that the maximum concentration can be extracted from the propolis in accordance with the application area
#!!
Modern plant specialists recommend the use of
propolis owing to its antibacterial, antifungal, antiviral, antiinflammatory, antidiabetic, and antiulcer
properties [28, 29]. Despite the fact that propolis has
gained so much popularity as a functional food in recent years because of its wide bioavailability, many
countries are still unable to establish a clear standard
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for the chemical content and extraction procedure.
However, studies in this regard, as in many countries, have been carried out by numerous researchers
in Turkey [30, 21, 19]. Although the researchers
have recently started to use methods that allow more
yield than traditional maceration extraction methods,
the traditional maceration method is applied intensively by commercial propolis-selling beekeepers
because it is easy to apply and does not require expensive equipment. Although new techniques have
been developed, it is a disadvantage for beekeepers
that the equipment in these techniques is expensive
and not easily accessible. Therefore, it is essential to
establish a standard procedure for the extraction of
propolis by traditional maceration method. However,
the fact that the complex chemical structure differs
according to the region of origin is one of the factors
that restricts the formation of a propolis standard. For
these reasons, the duration of maceration to be applied to different propolis samples may also vary. In
this respect, establishing a standard by determining
the appropriate duration of maceration for the propolis sample exhibiting a characteristic structure for
each region in this area may lead to higher yields in
the extracts. This preliminary research is expected to
contribute to the creation of standards for the extraction of these flavonoids observed at relatively high
levels in propolis in Turkey. However, further, more
detailed studies need to be carried out with more variable parameters and more samples than applied in
this research to develop a standard process. We continue our detailed research in this regard.
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The soils of Sulaimania Governorate have been
used to meet food demand of people in northern Iraq.
Longstanding wars and strict trade restrictions have
caused farmers of the region facing difficulties in
sustaining the agricultural production. Although
soils have been subjected to agricultural production
practices and are susceptible to degradation, reliable
information on soils of the region is not available.
This study has been carried out to characterize some
physical and chemical soil properties and to determine the spatial structure of soil properties in a 100ha agricultural field of Halabja at Sulaimania governorate, Iraq. The study area was divided into 100 ×
100 m grid squares, and 100 soil samples were collected from the corners of each grid representative of
the surface (0–20 cm) horizons. In addition, a total
of 16 soil samples was taken along four transects
with sampling intervals of 5, 10, 40 and 50 m. The
measured properties were: clay, sand, silt, calcium
carbonate and organic matter contents, exchangeable
cations (Na, K, Ca, and Mg), micronutrients (Fe, Zn,
Cu and Mn) and plant available phosphorus (P) concentrations, pH and electrical conductivity. The data
were analyzed using classic statistics and geostatistics by constructing semivariograms and mapping by
ordinary kriging. Semivariograms were calculated
for soil characteristics and their spatial distributions
were mapped. Soils were poor in available P and Zn
contents. Soil organic matter showed significant positive correlations with EC, P concentration, clay content, extractable Ca and Na concentrations whereas
the correlation was negative with sand content and
Zn concentration. Nugget/sill ratio for modelled variables indicated high and moderate spatial dependences. The range of spatial dependence varied from
102 m (calcium carbonate) to 1248 m (pH). The distribution maps of soil attributes could be utilized as
a guide for site-specific crop management in similar
soils.



The arable land in Iraq is around 8 million ha,
comprising less than 15% of the country's total land
area and no more than 3.5 million ha have been actively cultivated for agricultural production [1]. Arable lands are mostly concentrated on the north, northeast and on the valleys of the Tigris and Euphrates
rivers. Despite having rich oil reserves of the country, agriculture in Iraq is the major remedy for poverty and food insecurity and is important source of
rural employment [2]. The Sulaimania Governorate,
Kurdistan Region of Iraq is one of the most intensively cultivated regions of the country. Because of
the long-standing conflicts and wars in the region,
contemporary studies on soils of Iraq are not available. The most common sol information available was
prepared by Buringh in 1960 at reconnaissance level
of soil survey with map units representing soils at
great group level.
Chemical and physical properties of soils exhibit large variation across landscapes, regions and
even within a field [3] and this variation is not adequately considered in traditional soil survey and
mapping technique [4]. Reliable information on spatial variability of key soil properties is essential for
planning sound environmental management decisions and for precisely determining the sustainable
land use practices [5, 6] Information on within-field
variability is useful for the adoption of site-specific
fertilization and other soil management decisions.
Whereas regional spatial information can be useful
for regional landscape management approaches [7].
Classic statistic assumes that variability of soil
properties occurs entirely random in a land and does
not consider spatial dependence [8]. However, many
studies clearly showed that soil attributes are spatially correlated and soil variability in land is not random [9, 10, 11, 12] Geostatistical techniques have
been widely applied for quantifying the spatial patterns of several environmental variables including
soil properties. The autocorrelation and random variation components are taken into account for an accurate assessment of the spatial variation of soil
properties.
Kriging
interpolation
technique

*)!$%
Spatial variability, soil properties, Iraq, Sulaimania governate, sustainable agriculture
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decision of soil management for sustainable crop
production. Therefore, the results on spatial characteristics of key soil properties are useful for near future management decision of producers and for improving soil nutrient management. This study aimed
at determining and mapping the key soil physical and
chemical properties of an agricultural land in Halabja
city of Sulaimania governate in Iraq using geostatistical techniques to support near-future management
decisions.

maximizes the available information by predicting
the values for a variable at unsampled locations
based on spatial correlation of the actual data [10]
that improves the precision of estimation in modelling studies [13]. The kriging interpolation may help
to identify some spatial features relevant to the behavior of soil properties [11]. Spatial variability of
soil properties has been effectively assessed across a
variety of geographical and ecological settings by
geostatistical methods in reclamation of boron toxic
soils [14, 15], site specific management of plant nutrients ([16, 17], soil compaction [18] soil quality
[19]), impact of different land uses on soil variability
[20] and so on.
Years of unsustainable management practices,
monoculture and traditional tillage practices have
significantly influenced the functioning ability of
Iraq soils. After the establishment of regional government and removal of commercial restrictions, agricultural fields have been started to be utilized producing for various crops. Since climate of the region
is suitable, lands have been intensively utilized for
producing olive and pomegranate. In order to make
appropriate management planning for sustaining the
productivity of crop lands, spatial distribution maps
of key soil properties are needed. Particle size distribution, pH, EC, OM, plant available P, K and micronutrients are important soil properties that direct the

&$% &!%

%?@/C ,=0, The study area lies in the southeastern Sharazur plain (within 35°10'59.22"N latitude and 45°58'59.05"E longitude) and surrounded
by Hawraman mountain on the north and Balambo
mountain and Darbandikhan dam on the south (Figure 1). The study area has an elevation of 690 m
above sea level. The region is characterized by a distinct continental interior climate with hot summers
and cold winters. The mean annual temperature is
20.7 °C, with average annual precipitation of 700
mm. The coldest month is January (8.1 °C) and the
warmest month is August (35.3 °C) [21].
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Soils formed over Quaternary alluvial deposits,
transported from surrounding high mountains which
consist of different ages of limestones [22]. The observations during field studies revealed that there
was an old stream bed, running from north east part
through south west part of study area. Soils are classified as chestnut soils with deep soil profile, rough
broken and stony soil surface [23]. Land use in
Sharazur plain is predominantly arable, and forests
surround the flat arable lands of the plain. Conventional tillage systems, such as moldboard ploughing
(25-30 cm) are being commonly applied in crop production. Crop rotation includes mostly cereals
(wheat and barley), corn, sunflower and vegetables.
Olive and pomegranate plantations are also very
common in the region.

semivariogram (γ(h)) was used to determine the spatial dependence and variation of a soil variable, z(xi).

γ ( ) =

1
(  −   )2
∑
2() ( ,  ):  =

Where γ(h) is the semivariance used for the interval class  , is the total number of pairs of
values at distance  and  is the distance between
locations  and . The best fit semivariogram model
(spherical and exponential) of semivariograms was
selected based on the smallest residual sum of
squares (RSS) between model predictions of variance for each lag distance value and model r2 [31].
Model fitting parameters (nugget variance, sill and
the range values) of each semi-variogram were determined. The ratio between nugget variance and sill
(Co/Co+C) accepted as spatial dependency of an attribute [32]. According to percent of spatial dependence, a soil property can be classified strong, moderate and weak spatial dependent. The variable has
weak spatial dependence is the ratio is greater than
75%, moderate spatial dependence when ratio is between 25% and 75%, and strong spatial dependence
when the ration is less than 25%.
The maps were generated by Geostatistical extension of ARCGIS 10.1 [33] using the semivariogram parameters (nugget, sill, nugget ratio, range)
obtained with Software GS+ 7.0. In order to evaluate
the performances of the interpolation algorithms,
cross validation analysis was conducted and statistics of prediction were computed for soil attributes
[34].

%:47%,8;7492,9/,-:=,?:=C9,7C>0>The
study area was divided into grids of 1 ha (100 × 100
m interval) areas and a total of 100 georeferenced
composite soil samples were taken from the corners
of each grid representative of the surface (0–20 cm)
horizons. Trangmar et al. [9] indicated that short distance transects are useful to obtain semi-variograms
at short distance, while grids with larger distances
provide basis for kriging interpolation. Therefore,
four transects with sampling intervals of 5, 10, 40
and 50 m were placed in four separate directions between grid corners. Total of 16 more soil samples
were collected. Soil samples were from olive (24),
pomegranate orchard (8), field crops (mainly wheat)
(68) and bushes (not cultivated) (16) land.
Soil samples were labelled, air-dried, stones
and debris from samples were removed, sieved and
homogenized to 2 mm. The soil samples were analyzed to determine organic matter by Walkley and
Black wet oxidation method [24]; pH and electrical
conductivity (EC) in a soil-water suspension of 1:1
using pH-meter and conductivity meter, available
phosphorus (P) by Olsen et al. [25] for neutral and
alkaline soils (pH > 6.5). Particle size analyses was
performed using the hydrometer method described
by Gee and Bauder [26]. Calcium carbonate content
was determined using a calcimeter [27]. Exchangeable Ca, Mg, Na and K concentrations were estimated
after extracting soil samples with neutral (pH 7) 1 N
ammonium acetate solution [28] followed by ICPOES estimation. DTPA extractable iron (Fe), zinc
(Zn), copper (Cu) and manganese (Mn) concentrations were determined by Lindsay and Norvell [29]
method.

%?,?4>?4.,7 A,7@,?4:9> Descriptive statistics
of the soil data were calculated to present the central
trend and spread of the soil parameters. The minimum, maximum, mean, coefficient of variation, and
skewness values of each soil parameters were determined using SPSS 21.0 software. Webster [35] indicated that the most serious departure from normality
encountered with soil data is positive or negative
skew. Thus, the shapes of parameter distributions
that are described by skewness are also accepted as
an indication of normality. For variables without
normal distributions, those with positive or negative
skew values of greater than 0·5 were subjected to
square root transformation whereas those with values greater than 1·0 were subjected to log transformation. Before starting to analyze spatial structure of
soil properties, normality of data was checked by
Shapiro-Wilk test. Data showed non-normal distribution were subjected to the log normal distribution
[36] before the calculation of semi-variance of the
particular soil variable. The Pearson correlation coefficients were estimated for all possible paired combinations of the soil properties.



0:>?,?4>?4.,7 9,7C>0> Spatial patterns and
distribution of each soil variable were determined using geostatistical techniques. Modeling of experimental semivariogram was performed with GS+ (version 7) statistical software Gamma Design Software
[30]. The semivariance did not show a marked difference along major directions, thus isotropic
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Sample

Unit

Clay
%
Silt
Sand
pH
Electrical
microS m-1
Conduct.
Organic Matter
%
CaCO3
Phosphorus
mg kg-1
Calcium
Magnesium
me 100 g soil-1
Potassium
Sodium
Iron
Zinc
mg kg-1
Copper
Manganese
*Coefficient of variation

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

*CV%

Skewness

37.2
2.1
16.5
7.1

59.8
39.2
38.0
8.4

48.3
27.2
24.6
8.1

8.2
16.9
18.9
2.1

-0.26
-1.63
0.93
0.12

132.00

966.00

520.73

0.88
6.93
0.21
26.07
1.86
9.90
3.99
3.34
0.33
0.56
5.87

3.23
20.82
22.36
52.20
35.41
20.41
6.74
20.72
1.74
1.23
24.63

1.92
14.36
5.54
33.96
10.74
14.44
5.23
12.12
0.71
0.83
11.74


$%'&% %'%%! %

25.5
29.5
18.0
80.0
14.1
55.5
18.4
11.0
36.1
39.2
19.0
32.2

0.09
0.49
0.18
1.73
1.44
1.62
0.38
0.42
0.07
1.59
0.55
0.88

positive skewness and CV values for plant nutrients
[44].
Soils were poor in available P and Zn contents.
The P concentration of soils ranged from 0.21 to
22.36 mg kg-1 with a mean value of 5.54 mg kg-1
which is lower than the critical P concentration of 8.0
mg kg-1 [45, 46]. In P deficient fields, P fertilizers
should be added to increase the P concentration of
soils. The concentration of plant available Zn (DTPA
extractable Zn) lower than 0.5 mg kg-1 is accepted
critical level for most crops [47]. Regular withdrawal
of plant nutrients through crop uptake resulted in
large scale deficiency problems of nutrients like Zn,
Cu, Mn and Fe [46]. The mean Zn concentration of
soils in study area was 0.71 mg kg-1 and ranged from
0.33 mg kg-1 to 1.74 mg kg-1 (Table 1). In 18% of the
soil samples collected, concentration of plant available Zn was lower than widely accepted critical level
of <0.5 mg kg-1. High carbonate contents of soils,
low organic matter content, relatively high pH values
(mean pH is 8.1) [47] and lack of Zn application in
crop production have been considered the major factors responsible for low plant available Zn concentrations of soils. The Zn deficiency is a prevalent
problem in the arid and semi-arid regions of the
world. Low concentration of available Zn (mean Zn
0.28 mg kg-1) has been reported by Gunal and Erdem
[48] from a semi-arid Suluova and Merzifon plains
of Turkey. The DTPA extractable Zn concentration
were significantly correlated with soil pH (r = -0.22,
p < 0.05). The concentration of Zn significantly reduced with an increase in soil pH. The results are in
agreement with the data reported by Shukla et al.
[17] who found significant negative correlations between pH and micronutrients in India. Lindsay [49]
also showed that solubility of Zn and Cu 100-fold
decreases with each unit increase of soil pH between
4.0 to 9.0. Low Zn concentration in high calcareous
soils was attributed to the specific adsorption or

Descriptive statistics of physical and chemical
properties of soil samples are presented in Table 1.
The variability of attributes within study area was interpreted using the coefficient of variation (CV). The
soil attribute was classified into the most (CV ≥
35%), moderate (CV 15–35%) and least (CV ≤ 15%)
variable classes according to the criteria proposed by
Wilding [37]. The values of CV for soil properties
ranged from 2.1% (pH) to 80.0% (P). Since pH represents the log scale hydrogen concentration in soil
solution, low variance in pH compared to the other
soil properties was also reported by Usowicz and
Lipiec [38], Aghasi et al. [39] and many others. The
CV value of P is similar to the observation of Vasu
et al. [40] and Reza et al [41] who recorded CV for
available P concentration (59%) and (94.30%). Plant
available P, Mg, Fe and Zn were the most variable,
silt, sand, EC, SOM, CaCO3, K, Cu and Mn were
moderately variable and clay, pH, Ca and Na were
the least variable soil attributes. Positive skewness
values (right-tailed) are resulted from the presence of
a few exceptionally large values for each soil property [42]
Skewness values of soil properties varied from
-0.26 (EC) to 1.73 (P). The large positive values of
skewness revealed that some soil properties were not
normally distributed. Skewness values of soil properties were in good agreement with the findings of
Brejda et al [42] who indicated that most soil properties cannot have negative values. Majority of soil
properties had positive skewness values except silt
and clay contents (Table 1). High positive skewness
values (≥1.0) of P, Ca, Mg and Zn in study area may
be due to the differences in management practices
adopted [43] by the owners of olive orchards within
the study area. The variation of fertilizer type and nutrient contents of fertilizers applied resulted in large
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Organic matter contents of soils varied from
0.88% to 3.23% with a CV of 29.5% (Table 1). The
reason for such a high variation of OM within 100 ha
land may be due to the differences in crops grown
and tillage intensities practiced in different fields.
Farmers in the region prefer conventional tillage
practices which have negative implications for soil
OM content. Wheat and barley straws are extensively used for feeding of cattle, sheep and goats,
therefore removal of crop residue and moreover
burning the leftover of soil surface residues contribute to the reduction of soil OM in the area. Soil organic matter showed significant positive correlations
with the EC (r = 0.49, p < 0.01), concentrations of P
(r = 0.31, p < 0.01), clay content (r = 0.31, p < 0.01),
extractable Ca (r = 0.24, p < 0.05) and Na (r = 0.26,
p < 0.01) concentrations whereas the correlation was
negative with sand content (r = -0.40, p < 0.01) and
Zn concentration (r = -0.23, p < 0.05) (Table 2). Positive relationship between OM and essential plant
nutrients (r = 0.23, p < 0.05) have also been reported
by Reza et al. (2017). The DTPA extractable Cu concentrations had significant negative correlation with
soil pH (-0.21, p < 0.05) that indicates Cu significantly decreases with the increase in soil pH. The results are in agreement the observations of Shukla et
al. [17] that significant negative correlations between
pH and micronutrients were reported for soils in India. Lindsay [49] also showed that solubility of Zn
and Cu 100-fold decreases with each unit increase of
soil pH between 4.0 to 9.0.

precipitation on CaCO3 surface [50]. Therefore, a
significant negative correlation between Zn and
CaCO3 was expected, but correlation between Zn and
CaCO3 was non-significant (Table 2).
Soil K concentration of ˂0.28 me 100g-1 soil is
considered as low and beyond this critical limit plant
growth is restricted [46]. The mean K concentration
of soils in study area is 14.44 me 100g-1 soil and
ranged from 9.90 to 20.41 me 100g-1 soil. High available K concentrations were reported by Vasu et al.
[40] and Akbas et al. [51] who attributed the high K
concentration to the high K contents of soil parent
materials. Although previous studies on studied soils
are not exist, high K content can be attributed to the
K content of parent materials in the study area.
The mean pH value of soils was 8.1 though
some locations had higher pH values than the mean
pH (Table 1). The nature of parent material and semiarid climatic conditions of the region resulted in accumulation of CaCO3 in surface soils. Loeppert and
Suarez [27] indicated that carbonates in calcareous
soils buffer soil pH to 7.5 to 8.5. The accumulation
of carbonate in surface soils led to increase in pH of
soils, due to due to relatively high solubility, reactivity and alkaline characters of carbonate minerals
[27]. The main exchangeable cations are Ca, 45% on
average and K, 22% on average. Although sodicity
problem was not observed in the field during soil
sampling, the mean exchangeable sodium percentage (ESP) was 8.1% which is close to be considered
for sodic soils.
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Values in bold are indicates significant coefficients between soil properties (*, P<0:05; **, P<0:01).
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considered not to be spatially related to each other
[44]. Therefore, soil sampling in the study area of
lands with similar characteristics should be performed at distances shorter than the range values reported. The CV value of pH is compatible with the
findings of Bogunovic et al. [7] who stated that pH
had the longest correlation range and lowest CV in
Vukovar-Srijem County of Croatia suggesting a
straight spatial variation at the regional scale.
The range values of the different soil properties
were significantly different from each other, as had
been already reported in several other studies. In
many studies, range values of soil properties controlled by land use have been reported shorter compared to those controlled by intrinsic factors [20, 55,
56]. Organic matter is mainly controlled by land use
practices [20], however we obtained the second largest range value (1087 m) in study area for OM content. The long range spatial dependency of OM is associated to mostly undulating topography of the
study area [20, 57].
The range values of 5889 m and 378.8 m for
Mn, 1350 m and 155.8 m for Zn, 5940 m and 57.1 m
for Fe and 1740 m and 95.3 m for Cu [58, 59] have
been reported for micronutrient concentrations of
soils in Turkey. The differences in range values of
plant nutrients may be a result of variation in soil
properties, i.e. texture, calcium carbonate, pH and
organic matter controlling the storage availability of
nutrients in study area. Sampling interval of less than
half of the range values is recommended to predict
accurately for mapping [60]. The range values obtained for most of soil properties were higher or
closer to 200 m which indicates that the sampling interval of current study (100 m) was adequate for
most soil attributes (except silt, CaCO3, exchangeable Ca and Na) and future sampling design should be
designed based on the range values reported.
The spatial structures of Cu concentration and
EC indicated a pure nugget effect, which corresponds to a complete lack of spatial autocorrelation.
The pure nugget effect is defined as the absence of
spatial structure of variance at the sampling scale,
and a value is the same to the sample variance at all
separation distances [61, 62]. Lack of spatial correlation can be attributed to the need for additional
sampling at smaller lag distances and larger number
of samples [63,64], Therefore, data sparsity may be
the reason of pure nugget effect for Cu concentration
and EC values, and more samples with shorter sampling intervals may be needed to detect spatial dependence, if there is any within the study area.

The EC values of soil samples ranged from 132
microS m-1 to 966 microS m-1 that indicated non-saline nature of soils. The EC of soils is an important
indicator of nutrient availability for plant uptake
[52]. The EC of soils had significant positive correlations with OM, available P, clay content, exchangeable Na (r=0.34, r=0.49, r=0.34, r=0.32,
p<0.01) and silt content (r=0.24, p < 0.05), while
negative correlation with CaCO3, sand, exchangeable K contents (r= -0.25, r= -0.25, r= -0.25, r= -0.23,
p < 0.05) and pH (r= -0.33, p<0.01) (Table 2).

%;,?4,7 4>?=4-@?4:9 :1 %:47 "=:;0=?40> The
best-fit models for measured soil properties were exponential, spherical and pure nugget with lack of
spatial dependence to strong spatial dependency (Table 3, Figure 3 and 6). The parameters of nugget semivariance (the variance at zero distance), range, and
sill or total semivariance were determined and presented in Table 3. Some of the semivariograms generated are presented in Figure 3 and 6. The spherical
model closely fit the experimental variograms calculated for sand, OM, exchangeable Ca, Mg and DTPA
extractable Fe and Zn (Table 3; Figure 3 and 6) based
on values of RSS and model r2. In spherical model,
correlation linearly decreases with distance up to the
range, where it stabilized to the sill. Spatial patterns
of all other variables, except EC and Mn were better
described with exponential model which indicates a
nonlinear decrease in correlation with distance. The
decline in correlation was rapid at short separation
distances and became slower with an increase of in
the lag distance, stabilizing asymptotically to the sill
[7].
Spatial dependency of a soil property is a complex interaction of intrinsic (five soil forming factors) and extrinsic (management related activities i.e.
tillage, fertilizer application etc.) factors [53]. Undetectable errors in laboratory analyses, variation of
sampling point within the minimum sampling space
and inherent variability are represented in nugget
variance [31] The nugget to sill ratios of semivariograms for silt, OM, CaCO3, P, Ca, Mg, K, Na, Zn and
Mn were lower than 25% which indicates strong spatial dependence in the study area. The nugget/sill ratios of semivariograms for clay, sand, pH and Fe
were between %25 and 75% which reveals moderate
spatial dependence (Table 3). The strong spatial dependency primarily results from intrinsic factors,
whereas moderate spatial dependence indicates some
contribution of anthropogenic factors such as soil
tillage, fertilizer application and irrigation on variability of a soil property [40].
The distance over which soil properties of two
samples are spatially related is called as the range of
a semivariogram. The range value that is a useful criterion for evaluation of sampling design and mapping of soil properties [54] and it varied from varied
from 102 m (CaCO3) to 1248 m (pH). Samples with
larger separation distance than the range are
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Variable

Spatial
Range (m) Model R2
RSS*
Dependence (%)
Exponential
4.98
16.3
30.6
261
0.73
4.23
Exponential
3.11
21.79
14.3
156
0.95
4.8
Spherical
6.61
25.38
26.0
286.7
0.90
61.9
Exponential 0.00565 0.0208
27.2
1248
0.87
2.21E-05
Pure Nugget
Spherical
0.015
0.517
2.9
1087
0.99
4.84E-03
Exponential
1.35
7.207
18.7
102
0.68
1.83
Exponential
1.41
7.139
19.8
492
0.97
0.279
Spherical
2.17
24.93
8.7
139
0.93
0.717
Spherical
0.1
40.2
0.2
195
0.87
42.5
Exponential
1.53
7.97
19.2
189
0.60
1.01
Exponential 0.051
0.533
9.6
114
0.58
9.18E-04
Spherical
7.49
22
34.0
372
0.97
2.13
Spherical
0.0184 0.0899
20.5
496
0.99
1.08E-05
Exponential
1.95
15.57
12.5
387
0.99
0.425
Pure Nugget
Model

Clay
Silt
Sand
pH
Electrical Cond.
Organic Matter
CaCO3
Phosphorus
Calcium
Magnesium
Potassium
Sodium
Iron
Zinc
Manganese
Copper

Nugget

Sill

* Residual Sum of Squares
**Cross Validation r
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CV**
0.298
0.293
0.537
0.221
0.846
0.551
0.583
0.100
0.498
0.141
0.292
0.551
0.688
0.553
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Spatial distribution of OM content, P concentration, pH and EC values and CaCO3 content have
been presented in Figure 4. The quantitative information obtained from these maps is helpful to employ site specific management practices [7]. Because, nutrient deficient areas can easily be identified using the spatial distribution maps of particular
plant nutrition. Organic matter content of soils regularly increases from west to east of study area. It
could be expected to have similar distribution of OM
and sand content due to significant positive correlation (r = 0.31, p < 0.01), though the similarity between OM and clay content can be mainly observed
on the north west part of the study area. Similarly,
high and low values of OM and sand contents which
have significant negative correlation, are only similar in certain regions of the study area (Figure 3b and
4a). The pH of soils is the most significant soil property influencing the availability of nutrients. Distribution map of pH showed that the study area having
pH of 7.09 (neutral) to 8.4 (alkaline) (Table 1 and
Figure 4). Low pH values occurred in north-western
part of the area, whereas relatively higher pH prevailed in south-eastern part (Figure 3). Since the
study area is homogenous in terms of parent material, the variation in the pH values could be associated to micro topography, type of fertilizers used in
various crops grown in study area [40]. Soil EC was
in the south and gradually increased towards northern part of the study area.
Soils in study area were low in available P concentration (mean P was 5.54 mg kg-1) and need P fertilization for better plant growth. The areas with very
low P concentrations (west and south) require higher
amount of fertilizer application as compared to areas
having relatively higher P concentrations (northeastern). The patchy distribution of P also indicates
the need for developing a strategy for a site-specific
application of P to homogenize P concentration in
the study area. Although mean P concentration in
bushes, field crops and olive orchards were lower
than the critical P concentration, the P concentration
in pomegranate fields was higher (14.49 mg kg-1)
than the critical P concentration. Excessive fertilizer
use in pomegranate plantations may probably have
caused to increase in available P concentration of
soils. Zhnag et al. [66] reported that only 15–20% of
the P added was used by plants in the same growing
season and the rest accumulates in the soil. A yield
response approach should be implemented to maximize the P use efficiency of crops and prevent further accumulation in soil P pools. Soils were highly
calcareous with a mean CaCO3 content of 14.36%
and the CaCO3 had a patch distribution pattern
within the study area. High content and non-uniform
distribution of CaCO3 may affect the availability of
plant nutrients throughout the study area. Exchangeable Ca, Mg and K concentrations exhibited non-uniform distribution patterns compared to that of Na.
Similar to the distribution of DTPA extractable Fe
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The availability of plant nutrients in soils is
controlled mainly by organic matter content, pH, soil
texture and type and amount of clay minerals [64].
Clay, silt and sand ratio of soils are the most influential soil variables controlling the functioning ability
of soils. Soil texture controls nutrient availability,
water storage, aeration, physical distribution of organic matter, stability of soil aggregates and other
important soil functions [65]. Soils have a clayey
texture with a mean clay, sand and silt contents of
48.3, 24.6 and 27.2%, respectively (Table 1). Spatial
distribution maps of particle size components revealed that clay content increases towards north west
corner and reaches up to 59.8% on the NW corner.
Clay patches were observed in some part of eastern
side of the area. Soils in center of study area have
relatively higher sand contents (Figure 2). Spatial
distribution of particle size components in the study
area can be attributed to deposition of calcareous
sediments over a long period of time by the old creek
which used to flow from north-east corner towards
south-west corner.
The validity of semivariogram models were assessed by using cross trial and- error procedure
(cross validation). In cross validation method, values
estimated from the semivariogram model were compared with measured values [31]. The results of cross
validation for some of soil attributes have been presented along with corresponding semivariogram
models (Table 3, Figure 3 and 6). Cross-variograms
calculated for clay and silt contents, pH values, extractable Ca, Mg, Na and K concentrations indicated
weak positive spatial correlation between these properties.
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concentration, the center part of study area had the
lowest Na concentrations (Figure 5 and 7). The
patchy distribution of soil attributes can’t be understood in classical statistics which is basically use

mean value for an entire study area. Land use activities, mainly crop pattern, resulted in high spatial heterogeneity of exchangeable cations in the study area.
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The map of Fe (Figure 7) showed that Fe concentration decreases both from north to the center
and south to the center of study area. Although some
patchy low Zn concentrations were observed in the
south and south east, Zn concentration significantly
decreased towards north and north-west part of the
land. The distribution of available Mn within study

area is quite similar to that of Zn concentration. Soils
with the highest Mn concentrations were aggregated
on the center east side of the area and Mn concentration decreased towards north. The Cu concentration
had a regular distribution pattern which shows a constant increase of Cu concentration from north to
south side of the study area (Figure 7).
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In this study, we investigated the spatial variability of several soil properties in the most intensively cultivated region of Sulaimania Governate of
Iraq. Spatial distribution maps of soil properties have
been prepared using geostatistical approach. Exponential and spherical models provided the best estimate of spatial variability for soil properties investigated. The inferred maps are of great importance in
implementation of site specific management practices, such as the use of fertilizer. The results showed
strong and moderate degree of spatial dependence of
soil properties except EC and Cu Mn concentrations
having pure nugget effects. Soil pH values and OM
contents had the longest autocorrelation distances
(1248 m and 1087 m) which may be related to landscape-scale controls. Soils were mostly alkaline
which may hamper the utilization of nutrients by
plants. The data obtained on spatial structures of soil
attributes are useful for planning of future soil sampling campaigns. The required sampling density for
the soil properties investigated can be inferred from
the variogram models of corresponding variable.
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Heavy metals contamination in drinking water
due to natural and anthropogenic sources is one of
global issue. This study aims to evaluate the variation in drinking water quality of four major water
systems (community tapes, open water channels, water storage tanks and traditional wells), in eight different villages of central Hunza, northern Pakistan.
The water samples were evaluated for selected physical parameters and heavy metals (Ar, Cd, Cr, Cu,
Hg, Fe, Pb and Zn) via Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer to detect any pollution sources and were
compared with permissible limits set by WHO for
any possible threats to public health due to contamination. The samplings were carried out during summer and winter season. The results revealed that certain physical parameters of drinking water ., turbidity of 44.79% samples, pH of 5.21% and electrical conductivity of 10.97% samples go against the
WHO permissible limits and Pakistan EPA standards
and on the other hand, Ar (30.25%), Cd (35.94%),
Cr (80.85%), Cu (31.25%), Hg (98.56%), Fe
(7.27%), Pb (50%) and Zn in 16.67% samples exceed the permissible limits. Kruskal Walis test indicated that most of the investigated parameters were
significantly higher in summer seasons (except pH,
Pb), varied with locations (except temperature, EC,
Ar, Fe, Cr, Hg) and sources (except Cu, Fe, Pb, Cr).
Source-wise means concentrations of toxic heavy
metals were observed highest during summer season
as compared to winter. Therefore, this study suggests
that drinking water should be regularly monitored
for heavy metals contamination in order to prevent
excessive build-up of these elements in the human
food chain, causing numerous ailments.



Like elsewhere freshwater is the lifeline for rural populations in northern Pakistan, supporting numerous agro-pastoral livelihoods in addition to
drinking and other domestic uses. In northern Pakistan glaciers and snow are the major sources of freshwater flowing downhill through streams and springs
and considered pure and safe most of the time unless
it passes uncovered through human settlements. Unfortunately, freshwater in these relatively undisturbed landscapes is subject to lithogenic and anthropogenic impacts, due to rapid population growth, urbanization, and unsustainable consumption in industry and agricultural activities [1-3]. Resultantly several undesirable physico-chemical changes have occured, leading to the declining quality of freshwater
for human consumption and maintaining healthy
ecosystem.
Potential sources of water pollution have increased across the world in the last two decades [14]. Particularly due to increased use of chemicals
like disinfectants, petrochemicals, cleansing chemicals, rodenticides, pesticides, insecticides, fertilizers,
  which penetrate deep down to the aquifers and
thus are responsible for water pollution. Some of
most common heavy metals, which humans are exposed to are Aluminum (Al), Arsenic (Ar), Cadmium (Cd), Lead (Pb), Chromium (Cr), and Mercury
(Hg) [1]. Even small concentration is highly toxic for
all organism including human being and environment [5, 6]. The anthropogenic sources have accelerated the concentration of various pollutants including mercury (Hg) cadmium (Cd), lead (Pb)  , during the past few decades [7]. At higher altitudes the
water bodies could also be affected by the long-range
transport of the pollutants [8].
The surface water bodies and ground aquifers
have been severely contaminated by regular addition
of waste products and effluents leading to increased
concentration of heavy metals, among other toxic elements. According to GWSSAR [9], 1.1 billion populations use poor quality of drinking water from different sources including lakes, rivers, hand pumps,
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wells and more than three million Pakistanis suffer
from diseases caused by poor quality of water each
year and out of which 0.1 million lose their lives. In
Gilgit-Baltistan, up to 66% of drinking water is obtained through pipes and bore holes or hand pumps.
About 30% of waterborne diseases and 40% of people lose their lives due to unavailability of clean and
safe water [10, 11]. These situations necessitate the
need of an assessment of water quality to ensure the
protection of environment and precious human lives.
The study is pertinent keeping in view the impacts of geological processes and ongoing mining
activities in the study area causing leaching of heaving metals into drinking water sources. It is of great
interest that so far no complete scientific study has
been conducted on the determination of the concentrations of heavy metals in drinking water reservoirs
and their effects on human health throughout the
Gilgit-Baltistan.


$"#$ #

#;<-@*9.*The study area - District Hunza (a
population of approximately sixty thousand people)
comprises of villages situated on alluvial fans amidst
the lofty and snow-capped peaks in the glaciated Ka-

rakoram Range of Pakistan. The study area comprises of seven villages  Murtazabad, Hassanabad, Aliabad, Ganish, Dourkhan, Karimabad,
Haiderabad and Altit (Fig1) were located at the latitude and longitude of 36° 16’N and 74° 44’E, respectively at the altitude of 3,626 meters above the sea
level. It is a rural area inhabited by 16000 people living in 4800 households. The glaciers located on Ultar (7388m) and Shispare (7611m); the southeastern
and north-eastern most major peaks are the main
source of drinking and irrigation water for the communities. The District Hunza is unique due to the visualization of four 7,000 meters high peaks like
Diran, Rakaposhi, Ultar Sar, and Golden from different spots. The inhabitants of the study area enjoy
four seasons in a year, namely summer, autumn,
winter, and spring with the annual rainfall of
136.2mm, maximum 28.3mm in April and minimum
2.1mm in November [12]. In the last few years the
applications of agrochemicals and fertilizers in the
vicinity of water reservoirs have deteriorated the
quality of water. Incessant mining, episodic runoff
events from the agricultural areas and small mechanical industries also drain into the reservoirs [1, 3].
Algal blooms in open water channels and closed traditional wells have, therefore, extended coverage
and persist throughout the summer season, which seriously affects the reservoir as a service of drinking
water supply.
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#*584260 .:206 The study was launched
from July to December, 2016 to assess the seasonal
variations of heavy metals (HMs) concentration in
drinking water samples of the study area. A total of
192 samples, 96 each were collected during summer
and winter season. Water samples were collected
triplicate in pre-sterilized plastic bottles of 250ml
from four main sources of drinking water i.e., community tapes (CTs), open water channels (OWCs),
water containers (WCs) and traditional wells (TWs),
and were shifted to the Geochemistry Laboratory of
the National Centre of Excellence in Geology
(NCEG), University of Peshawar, Pakistan for further processing and analysis.

!*9*5.;.9: ;.:;.- Various water quality
characteristics were calculated by using standard
testing procedures outlined by World Health Organization (WHO). Physical parameters like turbidity of
all the water samples were measured by using turbidity tube, temperature was determined using mercury
thermometer, pH was measured by digital pH meter
and electrical conductivity (EC) was measured by
conductivity meter. Physical parameters i.e., turbidity and temperature were measured in-situ. While the
pH and EC was determined in the Karakoram International University (KIU) Bio-safety Laboratory.
While, for analysis of heavy metals i.e., Zinc (Zn),
Arsenic (Ar), Copper (Cu), Iron (Fe), Lead (Pb),
Cadmium (Cd), Chromium (Cr) and Mercury (Hg);
Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer (PerkinsElmer 2000) was used [4].

#;*;2:;2,*4 6*4@:2: Kruskal-Wallis H Test
was applied to determine the significant difference
of tested parameters between the sources, locations
and seasons using the statistical software SPSS v. 20
(SPSS Inc., Chicago, USA).


"#%$#

#8*;2*4*6-$.5879*4&*92*;276:7/81@:2,*4
8978.9;2.:The quality of drinking water of CentralHunza was assessed with respect to seasons (summer
and winter), locations (study villages) and sources

(CTs, OWCs, WCs and TWs). The results showed
that spatial and temporal variations have a significant impact on physico-chemical properties of drinking water (Table 1). The water temperature and electrical conductivity were significantly higher (p<
0.001) in summer whileturbidity and pH were nonsignificant with respect to season. According to locations, physical parameters like turbidity, temperature and electrical conductivity were not significant
but pH was statistically significant (p< 0.001). Lowest pH 6.56 (slightly acidic) was recorded at
Haiderabad while highest 7.65 (slightly alkaline)
were recorded at Aliabad. On the other hand, all the
tested physical parameters were highly significant
with respect to sources (p< 0.001).
Out of 192, 50% water samples during summer
season and 47% during winter season showed turbidity < 5 NTU while the rest of 50% samples during
summer season and 53% during winter season
showed turbidity > 5 NTU. Highest value was inspected from OWCs of Aliabad site (1500 NTU)
during summer while 1000 NTU at Murtazabad site
during winter. Highest temperature during summer
was recorded at CTs of Murtazabad site (22.8°C)
while, the lowest temperature was 8.0°C at TWs of
Altit site (Table 2 and 3). Also the highest temperature during winter was traced from WCs of Ganish
(14°C) and lowest (0°C) was recorded from TWs of
Murtazabad and Karimabad, respectively. The pH of
most of the samples were found within the permissible limits described by WHO [4] and Pakistan EPA
guidelines, whereas four samples didn’t expose the
sample results. The OWCs of Aliabad site showed
the highest value (8.3) in summer and 8.6 at Haiderabad during winter. Likewise, the lowest value was
observed in OWCs at Haiderabad (5.4) during summer and Ganish (6) during winter season. The Conductivity values of 80% water samples during summer remained within the tolerable limits of WHO
guidelines. OWCs at six sites,., Murtazabad, Aliabad, Ganish, Dourkhan, Haiderabad and WCs in
Altit, exceeded the allowable limits (> 400 µЅ/cm).
The maximum value recorded during winter was 396
µЅ/cm at OWCs of Hassanabad, while the lowest
value was recorded from WCs of Haiderabad (126
µЅ/cm) (Table 2 and 3). Similarly the maximum
value during summer was recorded at OWCs of
$
9<:3*4'*442:$.:;/79;.:;.-81@:2,7,1.52,*48*9*5.;.9:7/-9263260>*;.9:*584.:7/.6;9*4
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Murtazabad (490 µЅ/cm) and lowest value at Altit
both summer and winter and not suitable for drinkCTs (212 µЅ/cm). Comparing all sources open chaning purpose without any prior treatment.
nel water was found to be highly contaminated in

$ 
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$.58.9*;<9.
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(µS/cm)

#7<9,.:
Community Tapes
Open Water Channels
Water Containers
Traditional Wells
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Open Water Channels
Water Containers
Traditional Wells
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Water Containers
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Open Water Channels
Water Containers
Traditional Wells

#<55.9
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20.88
17.01
15.45
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'26;.9
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Community Tapes (CTs), Open Water Channels (OWCs), Water Containers (WCs) and Traditional Wells (TWs),
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#8*;2*4 *6- $.5879*4 &*92*;276: 7/ .*=@
5.;*4: Heavy metal concentrations varied across
the seasons, locations and sources (Table 1). Zn, Cu,
Fe, Cd, Cr and Hg were statistically highly significant (p< 0.001) and Ar (p< 0.01), while Pb was nonsignificant across the seasons. With respect to locations Cu and Cd were highly significant (p< 0.001);
Zn (p < 0.01) and Pb (p< 0.05), whereas, Ar, Cr and
Hg were non-significant. Similarly, source wise Zn,
Ar and Cd were highly significant (p< 0.001) and Hg
(p< 0.01), while Cu, Fe, Pb and Cr were non-significant.
The comparative analysis showed that the
source-wise means concentrations of toxic HMs
were observed highest during summer as compared
to winter (Table-4). While the location-wise comparison of mean concentrations of HMs in drinking water samples during both seasons also varied (Table
5).
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The location-wise and source-wise analysis of
results also revealed that during summer, of the total
96 samples, the concentration of Zn exceeds the permissible limit in 16.67% of the drinking water samples, out of which 13 samples were from OWCs and
3 from WCs, followed by Ar in 24 (25%); 9 samples
from CTs, 6 each from OWCs and WCs and 3 from
TWs, Cu in 30 (31.25%); 9 each from CTs and WCs
and 6 each from OWCs and TWs, Fe in 7 (7.29%); 3
from CTs and 2 each from WCs & TWs, Pb in 48
(50%); 15 each from CTs & TWs while 9 each samples from OWCs and WCs, Cd in 49 (51.04%); 6
from CTs, 9 from OWCs, 15 from WCs and 19 from
TWs, and Cr and Hg was found in 72 (75%) drinking
water samples; out of which 18 samples were processed for Cr and 13 for Hg from CTs, and 24 samples for each Cr and Hg from OWCs, 15 each samples from WCs and TWs for Cr and 35 samples for
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with HMs [4]. High level of Cd with respect to location and season and higher concentration of Pb with
respect to location could be attributed to use of artificial phosphate fertilizer for agriculture purposes
[19]. Accordingly [20] heavy metal contamination is
attributed to multiple factors such as geological
(weathering and erosion) and anthropogenic discharge. NO3 and PO4 from anthropogenic (agriculture) sources and elemental contaminations from the
natural sources (erosion and weathering of bed rock)
have been observed in the Indus River and its tributaries [21].
In addition, statistical tests demonstrated that
the average concentration of HMs from water resources to the consumption points (Open Water
Channels) increased by two folds. Cause of this difference could be improper handling and use of traditional methods for the collection and storage of
drinking water or entrance of HMs (i.e., Pb, Zn, Hg,
Co and Cu) to the water storage reservoirs (Traditional Wells and Storage Containers) due to inadequate water treatment and disposal of wastes (human
and livestock) [22]. Seasonal comparison of the
physical parameters and the mean HMs concentration in water resources revealed better water quality
in winters than summers. The difference could be
due to the geological texture [2] and more agricultural activities around water resources (Open Water
Channels and Traditional Wells). Such as seasonal
difference has also been observed in other mountainous landscapes such as Tibetan Plateau [23], where
the higher concentrations of trace elements has been
attributed to long-range pollutant due to wet deposition in summer.


 %# #

Hg from WCs & TWs. Likewise, the samples processed during winter season had high conc. of Ar in
12; 6 from OWCs, 3 samples each from WCs and
TWs, Pb in 6; 3 each from CTs and OWCs, Cd in 20;
3 from CTs, 10 from OWCs and 7 from TWs, Cr in
17; 3 from CTs, 2 from OWCs, 8 from WCs and 4
from TWs, and last but not least, Hg in 51 drinking
water samples; out of which 15 samples each from
CTs and TWs, 9 from OWCs and 12 from WCs. But,
the conc. of Zn, Cu and Fe was found to be following
WHO drinking water guidelines during this time of
a year.
#%## 
Even though water covers above 70% of the
Earth, but unfortunately only 1% of the Earth’s water
is accessible as a source of drinking. Yet, people continue to contaminate this significant resource intentionally and unintentionally, particularly due to urbanization, industrialization, agricultural and other
anthropogenic activities [13, 14].

#8*;2*4*6-$.5879*4&*92*;276:7/81@:2,*4
8978.9;2.: The results pertaining to water quality
from different villages of Central-Hunza revealed
that among the physical parameters Turbidity for 86
(44.79%) and EC for 21 (10.94%) of the samples
were not within WHO’s permissible standards.
Higher turbidity in the summer season could be attributed to eroded glacial silt due to melting of glaciers and flash floods. EC indirectly measured dissolved solids and it showed the status of pollution
from inorganic ions [15]. The conductivity is also influenced by chlorides and carbonates which are dissolved in water [16].

#8*;2*4 *6- $.5879*4 &*92*;276: 7/ .*=@
5.;*4: Heavy metal like Iron, Manganese, Zinc,
Cobalt and Copper are essential for organisms in low
concentration but have toxic effect at high concentration owing to their persistence, toxicity and bioaccumulative nature [17]. The present study showed
toxic heavy metal concentrations in drinking water
samples at alarmingly higher rate. The results revealed that Zinc in 16.67%, Arsenic in 30.25%, Copper in 31.25%, Iron in 7.29%, Lead in 50%, Cadmium in 35.94%, Chromium in 80.85% and Mercury
in 98.56% samples were far above the WHO drinking water permissible limits. It could be due to the
effects of agricultural activities (such as using fertilizers and chemical pesticides containing Ar, Cd, Cr,
Zn and Hg [3, 18], entrance of impurities such as Fe,
Pb, Cu, Zn and Ar as a result of corrosion of distribution pipelines [2], releasing wastewater of workshops and small industrial units around water resources as well as vehicle traffic could be the other
reasons of contamination of drinking water resources

The present study concludes that the majority
of the drinking water samples of the Central-Hunza
were heavily contaminated. Though, this study provides preliminary information of different heavy
metals status in waters of Central-Hunza, which can
be used for future drinking water quality monitoring
and planning, in similar mountainous landscapes in
general and Central Hunza or Gilgit-Baltistan in particular. As urbanization in northern Pakistan has increased the number of local users and challenged water systems to provide an affordable high quality
drinking water. Therefore, present study suggests
that special attention must be paid to the application
of agro-chemicals and anthropogenic activities, in
order to provide safe drinking water to the local people. Furthermore, precautionary measures needed to
be taken for the sustaining a healthy aquatic ecosystem, which could be possible only by continuous
monitoring of heavy metals from source of production to the site of consumption, which automatically
reduce the excessive build-up of these heavy metals
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in the human food chain. Similar studies are also recommended in every part of human settlements (villages & towns) in 10 districts of Gilgit-Baltistan so
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economically valuable and the meat is delicious,
increases the prey pressure on the crawl. This family has 4 species in the Mediterranean Sea. These
species are  barbatus, M  
   and   [1-2]. Of these
species,    and   are the lessepsian species that are later included in the Mediterranean ecosystem. A limited number of scientific
studies have been conducted on the fish belonging
to the Mullidae family in the Mediterranean. These
studies are usually in the form of species within the
hunting composition [3].
The aim of this paper was to examine the population structure of    in order to provide
better knowledge and to compare the data with the
relevant studies and thus help in the protection of
the red mullet (   L., 1758) stock in the
Gulf of Antalya.


#!"#"

In this study, some biological parameters of
the red mullet (   L., 1758) in the
Gulf of Antalya were investigated. A total of 890
specimens were collected monthly between May
2015 and October 2016 from fishing boats that
catch fish using gill-nets. The examined individuals
consisted of 45.96% female, 54.04% male. This
study was evaluated data, such as length-weight,
age-sex, gonadosomatic index (GSI), condition
factor (CF), hepatosomatic index (HSI) and fecundity. The evaluated the data was determined, fork
length ranged from for males 9.1 to 19.8 cm and
females 9.6 to 23.5 cm. Total weight varied between for males 11.610 to 117.234 g and for females 11.140 to 199.222 g. The monthly data of
gonadosomatic index (GSI) for males and females
indicated that spawning occurred a peak in May.
The monthly values condition factor (CF) varied
between 0.99 and 1.19 and values hepatosomatic
index (HSI) varied between 0.94 and 1.72.


&%!"
Antalya Gulf, 
ters

In study, a total of 890 individuals of red mullet (  ) were obtained from monthly
between May 2015 and October 2016 from Antalya
Gulf (360 11’ N, 31o 02’ E; 360 11’ N, 30o 26’ E)
Samplings of fishes were made by fishing boats that
catch fish using gill-nets between 20-100 m depth.
These fish samples were subject to biological analysis, such as length, weight, age, sex, gonadosomatic index (GSI), condition factor (CF), hepatosomatic index (HSI), fecundity. Each fish was measured
to the nearest 0.1 cm of total length (TL) and
weighed to the nearest 0.001 g. Opaque and dark
band of the scale and operculum of the fish were
examined under stereomicroscope for age estimation [4]. The length-weight relationship was calculated by applying an exponential regression equation W=aLb where, W is the weight (g), L is the
total length (cm), and a and b are constants [5].
Some parameters of the red mullet (  L.,
1758) were determined monthly such as gonadosomatic index (GSI), condition factor (CF), hepatosomatic index (HSI). The changes in gonadosomatic index [GSI] data for male and female fish were
calculated using the formula [Gonad Weight x
Total Weight-¹] x 100 [6]. Condition factor (CF)
was calculated as CF=(WxL-3 )*100 for each sex to

 , Some biological parame-

#!$#
It is pointed out that the nutrient value is high
at the beginning of the alternative food sources in
the fast growing world population. This leads to an
increase in demand for seafood, resulting in unconscious hunting, reducing natural fish stocks every
day. It is important for sustainable fish stock to be
given at least one chance to breed fish species in
terms of the future of fish stocks. By determining
the reproductive periods of the fish, they will ensure that the hunting is done regularly without consuming the progeny. With the data collected, prohibition of hunting can be arranged. Thus, sustainable
fisheries will be provided and breeding species will
be able to reproduce.
The red mullet (  L., 1758) is a
species of fish of high economic value included in
the Mullidae family. The fact that a fish species is
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assess the maturity, condition of specimens and an
overall measurement of being strong and healthy of
the fish [5-7]. Hepatosomatic index [(HSI=(liver
weight x gutted weight-¹)×100)] this estimates the
relative size of the liver to body weight [5-8]. Samples were analyzed using ANOVA and means were
separated at 5% level of significance [9].


!"$#"

A total of 890 individuals of red mullet (
  ) was examined. The examined of the
individuals consisted of %45,96 female, %54,04
male. Scales were used for the age determination.
Age-sex composition of fishes sample was given in
Figure 1.

The fork length of the samples ranged from
for male 9.1 to 19.8 cm and female 9.6 to 23.5 cm
while the total weight ranged from for male 11.610
to 117.234 g and female 11.140 g to 199.222 g
(Figure 2).
The condition factors were determined monthly for all the fish samples. This monthly conditions
showed a peak likeness for samples in September.
Same way monthly conditions viewed lowest in
July. The gonadosomatic index was determined
monthly for all the fish samples. This index showed
the highest value of this index was 4.56 in May,
while the lowest was 0.31 in October (Figure 3).
Hepatosomatic index was determined monthly in a
similar to gonadosomatic index. The highest value
of this index was 1.72 in May, while the lowest was
0.94 in October (Figure 3).
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in Edremit Gulf, [14] the age range of I-III in İzmir
Gulf was reported.
Gonadosomatic index values increase during
periods when gonad development occurs. That is,
the pre-reproduction gonadosomatic index of the
fish reaches its highest values and when the fish
have the highest gonadosomatic indices, they
spawn [15-16]. In this study, we found the highest
gonadosomatic index values in May. Red mullet
started to spawn in this month and continued until
September. [3] were reported starting from the
second half of May to the end of June in the Gulf of
Antalya. [14] were informed starting from the second half of April to the end of July in Gulf of İzmir.
[5] found that GSI value of    was the
highest in July at the Gulf of Edremit. [17] and [18]
found that the breeding season was between midApril and early July for the Aegean Sea. These
results were similar to previous studies. But it was
determined that the spawning period of    
 in the Mediterranean Sea was 1 month longer
than Aegean Sea. The water temperature is the most
important factor at the beginning and end of the
time of reproduction.
[19] found that HSI value of was between 0.98
and 2.0. [5] had reported that the highest value of
%HSI was 0.6 in February. They found that the HSI
values continued a line parallel to the GSI values in
the study. In this study conducted with  
 and we found that HSI value of being between 0.94 and 1.72. HSI is an important indicator
of liver metabolism and indicative of the nutritional
activity of the fish. We found that the highest value
of HSI was in May. It is estimated that the increase
of HSI in May is due to good nutrition and fat in the
liver. It is estimated that the decrease of HSI after
then May is due to slowing of nutrition, initiation of
development in the gonads and the use of energy

In order to determine the fecundity of  
, mature female samples were evaluated. Eggs
were taken from these mature female samples and.
It was found that the total counts of egg counts
were 52428 ± 1250 eggs, which ranged between
13568 and 98610 eggs. The diameter of these eggs
taken were measured between 31.00±15 and
428.00±40 µm.


"$""

In the study, a total of 890 individuals of red
mullet (  ) obtained from monthly
sampling of Antalya Gulf was studied. The examined of the individuals consisted of %45.96 female,
%54.04 male. These fishes fork length ranged from
for male 9.1 to 19.8 cm and female 9,6 to 23,5 cm.
Total weight varied between for male 11.610 to
117.234 g and for female 11,140 to 199,222 g. [3]
were reported 368 red mullet individuals captured
from the Gulf of Antalya, the population was composed of 44.29 % females and 55.70 % males, total
weight varied between for male 7.2 to 75.8 g and
for female 12,4 to 135.2 g, the total length of red
mullet samples varied from 8.8-22.3 cm. [10] were
informed total length of 38 individuals ranged from
7.3 to 18.6 cm in the Aegean Sea. [11] were reported total length of 192 individuals ranged from 6.6
to 22.6 cm in İzmir Bay. [5] were reported 520
specimens collected in the northwestern Aegean
coast of Turkey, total length ranged from 7.7 to
17.0 cm while weight varied between 3.50 and 58.9
g.
   was detected between 0 and VI
ages in this study. It had been determined that there
were similarities between the ages detected in the
Gulf of Antalya and other regions. [12] I-IV age
range in Iskenderun Bay, [13] the age range of I-IV
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from fat stored in the liver for the development of
fish gonads.
[5] conducted with    at the
study in Edremit Gulf, the condition factor was
found to be close to 1 and the highest value was in
September. [16] conducted with  
at the study in Edremit Gulf, the condition factor
was found 1.0325 in April and the highest value of
condition factor was 1.2468 in September. In this
study, we found that condition factor of   
 is close to 1 and increases with the onset of the
reproductive period. It was observed that condition
factor of M. barbatus peaked in May and September. We found that the highest value of condition
factor was in September. It is estimated that fish
was fed well by looking condition factor in before
and after breeding. The condition factor is one of
the most important criteria that reveals the feeding
regime. The condition factor may vary according to
age, sex, breeding season, consumed nutritional
content.
This study, we found that the total counts of
egg counts were 52428±1250 eggs, which ranged
between 13568 and 98610 eggs. [20] was found
that between 1923 and 13600 eggs were spilled at
one time during the study conducted by   
 in İzmir Gulf. [3] were determined that total
fecundity in egg counts of mature females changed
between 12792 and 80099 in May, giving an average of 21269 eggs. [21] found that the egg diameter
of    in the İzmir Bay is 0.65-0.77 mm.
[20] matured egg diameters in the study of reproductive characteristics of red mullet fish in İzmir
Bay; found between 0.61-0.72 mm. [19] reported
that oocyte size ranged from 56 to 363 μm when
studied on red mullet. [3] investigated sexual maturity, age and height and reproduction time of 
  in Antalya bay, that the egg diameter
varied between 0.32 and 0.58 mm and that the maximum size had GSI values. They identified what
they arrived in May. In this study conducted in
Antalya Gulf, it was determined that the oocyte
diameters vary between 31.00±15 and 428.00±40
μm.


$""

   is a species of the most valuable
fish of the Mediterranean. This species is under
constant hunting because it has been hunted with
many different fishing gear by amateur and professional fisherman. The biological characteristics and
reproductive periods of    are required
for to continue their generation. The marine ecosystem which is affected by many factors depending
on time is a dynamic structure. Collection of datas
and scientific studies are required for this changing
ecosystem. It is a requirement knowledge of breed-

ing age, breeding zone and breeding season for
hunting prohibitions.
As a result, we have determined spawning occurred both male and female for    like
most fish species in the Mediterranean Sea a peak
in May. The reproduction period of    is
between May and September Zooplanktons are
abundant in May and the summer season so conditions are ideal for the growth and survival of the
larvae. According to the results of the study, 
 reaches sexual maturity at the 1+ year-age
and at 10.7 cm length. These results consistent with
hunting ban. This ban is minimum length 13 cm for
the Mediterranean Sea. So this species will have a
chance of reproduction once and younger individuals will be included in the population.
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In this paper, we conducted NMR (nuclear
magnetic resonance) experiments on 93 tight sandstone samples collected from the Permian Shihezi
Formation in the Sulige gas field. The 2 relaxation
time response characteristics and their fluid identification ability of different types of pores were analyzed. We found six types of typical 2 relaxation
time spectrum in the studied tight sandstone, indicating that small pores (0.1 ~ 0.5 μm) are most developed, followed by mesopores (0.5 ~ 2.5 μm) and micropores (<0.1 μm), there are few macropores (2.5 ~
10 μm), and cave (> 10 μm) is almost non-existent.
The 2 cut-off value of the tight sandstone is mainly
distributed between 1 ms and 15 ms, with an average
of 5.5 ms. The movable water saturation ranges from
1% to 18% with an average of 6.2%. There is a good
negative correlation between 2 cut-off value and
movable water saturation. For the development of
this tight sandstone gas reservoir, we should prefer
the gas layer with gas saturation greater than 50%
and movable water saturation smaller than 8%.
When the movable water saturation in the formation
is greater than 11%, the gas-bearing layer generally
has no development value. In the current development stage, the target reservoirs will still maintain a
higher gas production capacity under reasonable
construction measures and reservoir protection conditions.

clastic rock reservoirs, which have relatively closed
pore space and the connectivity between the pores is
poor. The permeability of clastic reservoir is closely
related to the pore throat diameter. The decrease of
pore throat diameter will greatly reduce its permeability [2]. The pore throat diameter of conventional
sandstone reservoirs is mainly distributed in the
range of 5.5-16.7 μm; while the tight sandstone reservoir is mainly distributed in the range of 0.08-1 μm;
and the shale is mainly distributed in the range of
0.008-0.1 μm [5].
NMR experiment is a new technique applied to
the evaluation of unconventional tight reservoirs in
recent years. The NMR experiment can obtain 2 important information [4]: (1) the number and distribution of different sizes of pores; (2) fluid mobility.
The 2 relaxation time spectrum in the NMR test can
reflect the pore size. In general, when the 2 relaxation time is less than 1 ms, it represents micropore
(<0.1 μm); when it is between 1 ms and 10 ms, it
represents small pore (0.1 ~ 0.5 μm); when it is between 10 ~ 100 ms, it represents mesopore (0.5 ~ 2.5
μm); when it is between 100 ~ 1000 ms, it represents
macropore (2.5 ~ 10 μm); when it is greater than
1000 ms, it indicates cave (> 10 μm) [2]. The irreducible fluid and the free fluid in the rock can be effectively distinguished by the 2 cut-off value in the
NMR tests. For conventional sandstone, its 2 cutoff value is 33 ms [3]. While for the gas-bearing tight
sandstone [6], found the 2 cut-off value of the pores
with the largest proportion and similar dimensions
mainly concentrates around 1 ms. For the tight sandstone reservoir of the Triassic Xujiahe Formation in
the Sichuan Basin, China, the 2 cut-off values range
from 0.1 to 1 000 ms and have a bimodal distribution,
the bimodal peaks correspond to 4 ms and 60 ms, respectively, indicating that proportion of small pores
and mesopores is up to 80% [9].
In this paper, taking the tight sandstone reservoir of the Permian gas play in the Sulige gas field
as the research object, the response characteristics of
NMR test and its fluid identification capabilities
were discussed. The study has a certain reference
values for the evaluation of tight sandstone reservoirs, gas-water layer identification, productivity
prediction, seepage mechanism and enhanced oil recovery.

%#
NMR, Tight gas sandstone, 2 relaxation time, Movable
water saturation, Gas production capacity

 ! 

Based on changes of overburden pressure permeability (), clastic reservoirs can be divided into
three categories [1]: (1) conventional reservoir, 1
mD; (2) near tight or transitional reservoir with  between 0.1 and 1 mD; (3) tight reservoir, 0.1 mD.
For conventional clastic reservoirs, the porosity is
generally greater than 10%, and the connectivity between the pores is good. But for near tight and tight
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 +<5+6/2+38'1 8+78 The NMR instrument is RecCore - 2500 with a sample size of 3.3cm
× 2.5cm. The instrument can perform non - destructive analysis of rock samples. It can measure rock
porosity, permeability, movable fluid, irreducible
water and movable water properties, 2 cut-off value
and oil saturation parameters etc. The tight sandstone samples were collected from the Permian
Shihezi Formation of the Sulige gas field in the Ordos Basin, China. There are a total of 93 samples, the
depth of the samples is greater than 3 000 m, which
belongs to the braided river delta deposition. The
samples were collected from three wells, Su1 well
(25 samples), Su2 well (38 samples) and Su3 (30
samples) well. The average gas permeability of this
reservoir is less than 0.1 mD and its porosity is less
than 10%, which belongs to low porosity and low
permeability tight sandstone reservoir (Figure 1).
The NMR test data of this paper contains the 2 spectrum under 100% saturated formation water conditions (before centrifugation) and the 2 spectrum after centrifugation under 300 psi (2.07 MPa) conditions.

than 10 ms, which represents the absolute advantage
of the number of micropores and small pores in the
rock. The S-2 sample has only one single peak as
well, but its single peak distribution is wide, ranging
from 1 to 100 ms, indicating that the sample mainly
contains small pores and mesopores, and the proportion of these two types of pores is roughly equivalent.
In addition, the S-2 sample also contains a small
amount of micropores and macropores.
The NMR curves with bimodal characteristics
can be divided into three categories, the representative samples are S-3, S-4 and S-5, respectively. The
S-3 sample has two peaks at 2 relaxation time less
than 10 ms and near 100 ms, respectively, and there
is a clear difference in the amplitudes of the two
peaks. The left peak is obviously larger than the right
peak. This feature shows that the S-3 rock sample
mainly contains small pores and mesopores, and the
ratio of small pores is obviously higher than the mesopores. The kurtosis characteristics of S-4 and S-5
samples are similar, both of them have bimodal characteristics, and the difference of the amplitudes is not
obvious, indicating that there is little difference between the content of small pores and mesopores.
The left peak amplitude of the S-4 sample is slightly
larger than the right peak, indicating the content of
the small pores is slightly higher than the mesopores.
Similarly, the content of the mesopores in the S-5
sample is slightly higher than the small pores.
In addition, there are samples with trimodal
characteristics (Figure 2f). The three peaks of the S6 sample represent small pores, mesopores and
macropores, respectively. The number of small pores
in the S-6 sample is predominant, while the content
of the mesopores and macropores is roughly the
same. Overall, for the study tight sandstone samples,
small pores are the most developed, followed by
mesopores and micropores, there are few
macropores and cave is almost non-existent.

)96:+8=5+The different kurtosis characteristics of NMR test curves can reflect the proportion of different sizes of pores in the rock. The NMR
curve types of tight oil and gas reservoirs can be divided into three types: unimodal type, bimodal type
and trimodal type [9]. Through analysis, we found
six types of typical 2 relaxation time spectrum in the
studied tight sandstone samples, which cover three
kinds of kurtosis, including single peak, double peak
and triple peak (Figure 2). The single peak and double peak types are the main types of the samples.
As can be seen from Figure 2, the NMR curves
with unimodal characteristics can be divided into
two categories, and their representative samples are
S-1 and S-2, respectively. The S-1 sample has only
one single peak with a narrow 2 relaxation time less
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 )984,, :'19+ Tight sandstone reservoirs
have very narrow pore and roar space, so irreducible
water and movable water are distributed within the
rock. The 2 relaxation time spectrum of the NMR
tests can identify the occurrences of different fluids
[6]. For fluids within micrpores, or fluids that are in
intimate contact with larger porous solid surfaces,
the force between the pore surface and the fluid is
strong. In this case, the 2 relaxation time of the fluid
component is short and the fluid is either irreducible
water or immovable fluid. For fluids that is not in

intimate contact with the pore surface, the fluid has
a weaker force on the surface of the pore solid. In
this case, the 2 relaxation time of the fluid is longer
and the fluid is a free-flowing or movable fluid [9].
The 2 cut-off value can be determined based
on the accumulated nuclear magnetic signal intensity
of the samples before and after centrifugation. For
the post-centrifugation curve, the area above the 2
cut-off value represents the movable water and the
area below the 2 cut-off value represents the irreducible water (Figure 3).
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The 2 cut-off values for the tight sandstone
samples are mainly distributed between 1 ms and 15
ms, with an average of 5.5 ms (Figure 4). It can also
be seen from Figure 3 that the correlation between 2
cut-off value and porosity is not obvious, which is
related to the complex pore structure of the tight
sandstone samples and the narrow range of the 2
cut-off value distribution. There is a certain negative

correlation between the 2 cut-off value and the
movable water saturation of the rock samples (Figure 4), which mainly due to the cause that when the
2 cut-off value is higher, the irreducible water saturation of the rock will increase and the corresponding movable water saturation will decrease (Figure
3).
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Through analysis of the NMR experiments
combined with the production dynamic data, it was
found that there is a close relationship between water
production intensity and movable water saturation of
gas wells in the study tight sandstone gas reservoirs
[8], which is mainly reflected in the following aspects (Figure 5): (1) when the movable water saturation is less than 6%, almost no water is produced in
the gas well; (2) when the movable water saturation
is in the range of 6% ~ 8%, the gas well will only
produce a small amount of water; (3) when the movable water saturation is in the range of 8% to 11%,
the gas well begins to produce large quantities of water; (4) when the movable water saturation is greater
than 11%, the gas wells will produce serious water,
or being flooded. For the development of this tight
sandstone gas reservoir, we should prefer the gas
layer with gas saturation greater than 50% and movable water saturation smaller than 8%. When the
movable water saturation in the formation is greater
than 11%, the gas-bearing layer generally has no development value.
There is a certain negative correlation between
the movable water saturation and the irreducible water saturation of the test samples and the rock porosity (Figure 6).
However, with the increase of porosity, the reduction of the irreducible water saturation is larger
and the reduction of the movable water saturation is
relatively small. For the tested rock samples, their
water saturations are distributed between 1% and
18%, with an average of 6.2%, which was lower than
8% and close to 6%. This indicates that in the current
development stage, the target reservoirs will still
maintain a higher gas production capacity under reasonable construction measures and reservoir protection conditions.


!

(1) We found six types of typical 2 relaxation
time spectrum in the studied tight sandstone, indicating that small pores are most developed, followed by
mesopores and micropores, there are fer macropores
and cave is almost non-existent.
(2) The 2 cut-off value of the tight sandstone
is mainly distributed between 1 ms and 15 ms, with
an average of 5.5 ms. The movable water saturation
ranges from 1% to 18% with an average of 6.2%.
There is a good negative correlation between 2 cutoff value and movable water saturation.
(3) For the development of this tight sandstone
gas reservoir, we should prefer the gas layer with gas
saturation greater than 50% and movable water saturation smaller than 8%. When the movable water
saturation in the formation is greater than 11%, the
gas-bearing layer generally has no development
value.
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,,+)8 4, 24:'(1+ ;'8+6 7'896'8/43 43 -'7
564*9)8/43)'5')/8= In recent years, different degrees of water-producing phenomenon occurred in
the Permian tight sandstone gas reservoirs of the
Sulige gas field, with an average water production of
about 9 m3·d-1. These water sources are from the
movable water in the formation. The appearance of
the water-producing phenomenon in the gas wells
will have a significant adverse effect on gas production [7].
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medicinal plant of our country. It has been found
that Ginkgo biloba contained more than 100 kinds
of chemical constituents. Its ginkgo biloba extract
and polyprenol have anti-tumor effects [2]. However, Ginkgo biloba grown slowly, and it took more
than 20 years from planting to fruiting under natural
conditions, restricted the development of its medicinal efficacy. Therefore, ginkgo endophytic fungi
have become a hot spot for research. Common
ginkgo extracts include Ginkgo biloba extract
(EGb), Ginkgo biloba polyglen alcohol (GP),
Ginkgo biloba polysaccharide (GBLP), ginkgo exocarp polysaccharides (GBEP) four categories [3].
EGb is mainly flavonoids and terpenes. The study
found that EGb on mouse sarcoma S180 and H22
cells in vitro inhibited both in vitro and in vivo [4].
The inhibitory rates of GP against human gastric
cancer cell line SGC-7901, human colon adenocarcinoma cell line LOVO and human cervical cancer
Hela cell line in vitro are 60%-80%, and inhibit the
growth of transplanted tumor cells Heps, S180 and
EC in vitro Tumor rate reached 50% to 65% [5].
GBEP could inhibit the growth of human hepatoma
cell line BEL-7404, gastric adenocarcinoma cell
line SGC-7901 and lung adenocarcinoma cell line
SPC-A-1 in vitro for 24-72 h at doses of 10-320 μg
/ ml. Ginkgo biloba extract may have anti-tumor
mechanisms: anti-oxidation and scavenging free
radicals, affecting the proliferation and apoptosis of
tumor cells, inhibiting the formation of tumor blood
vessels, regulating the tumor and related genes, the
cytotoxic effect on tumor cells [6]. In vivo anti-tumor study of endophytic fungi in Ginkgo biloba
has not been reported at home and abroad.
According to the theory of endophytic symbionts in plants, it is likely that some endophytic fungi are present in Ginkgo biloba and produce the
same or similar chemical composition as Ginkgo
biloba [7]. 522 strains of endophytic fungi were
isolated from Ginkgo biloba in Yangling of Shaanxi

$%#% 
To study the anti-cervical cancer activity of
three secondary metabolites of endophytic fungi
from Ginkgo biloba. The species of three strains
were determined by the combination of colony
morphology and 18 sRNA sequencing. Then the
anti-cervical cancer activity of three strains of crude
extracts was tested by MTT assay. Finally, the inhibitory effect Secondary metabolites of more than
50% of the isolates were isolated and the compound
monomers with anti-tumor activity were screened.
Colony morphology and 18 sRNA sequencing
showed that strains J-1 and J-2 belong to the genus
Fusarium and J-3 may belong to the genus Fusarium, but further validation is needed. MTT assay
showed that the growth inhibition rates of crude
extracts of strain J-1 and J-3 on Hela cells were
59.6% and 59.1%, respectively. Semi-preparative
HPLC combined with MTT method to obtain four
compounds with anti-cervical cancer activity of the
monomer, the need for further structural identification. Two ginkgo endophytic fungi with strong anti-cervical cancer activity were obtained, indicating
that endophytic fungi of Ginkgo biloba as a potential source of anti-tumor drugs deserve attention.


*( #$
Ginkgo biloba, endophytic fungi, secondary metabolites,
anti-tumor activity



%# &% 
Cervical cancer is the most common gynecological malignancy, and its incidence has a tendency of younger age in recent years. The development
of new anti-tumor drugs has been the main aspect
in the field of drug research [1]. Ginkgo biloba is a
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,>0<4,6 Ginkgo biloba was collected from
Linyi City, Shandong Province. The bark was taken
from a trunk bark of about 2 cm from the ground
with a thickness of about 3-8 mm. The ginkgo tree
was about 30 years old with a trunk diameter of
about 55 cm. After isolation and purification has
been preserved in the laboratory -80  refrigerator.
Tumor cells: Hela cervical cancer cells donated by
the Department of Medicine. Thermo UltiMate
3000 high performance liquid chromatography,
Heidolph rotary evaporator, autoclave, ultrasonic
cleaning machines and other equipment were all in
our laboratory. The instrument used in this study
was the Agilent Technologies 6520 Accurate-Mass
Q-TOF LC/MS. The mass spectrometry conditions
of this test were electrospray ion source (ESI) mode
detection, capillary voltage 3500V, drying gas temperature 325°C, drying gas flow rate 10L/min, atomizing gas pressure 30psig, fragmentation voltage
135V, 1.51 per 1s. In the subgraph, the mass scan
range is 50-1600 m/z.

Province by using the method of mycelium growth
inhibition. The results showed that 50.7% of the
strains had antibacterial activity. Miao Li et al [9] in
vitro anti-tumor test showed that isolated from
Fuyang, Anhui 19 strains of endophytic fungi, of
which the most active strain YX5, the crude extract
of the fermentation of tumor cells EC109, human
nasopharyngeal carcinoma HONE1 and human
cervical cancer HeLa IC50 were 18.3,3.6 and 6.5
μg / ml, respectively.
In this study, we first determined the species
of the three strains by the combination of colony
morphology and 18 sRNA sequencing. Then the
anti-cervical cancer activity of three strains of crude
extracts was tested by MTT assay. Finally, the
semi-preparative HPLC and the secondary metabolites of the strains with the rate of more than 50%
were isolated and the compound monomers with
anti-tumor activity were screened.


&# 
9698B,8/7B.064,679<:39692B91>3<0024852908/9:3B>4.1?824
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tively). Finally, the inhibition rate was calculated as
follows: Inhibition rate = (negative control OD
value - experimental OD value) / (negative control
OD value - blank control OD value) X100%.

/08>414.,>4989108/9:3B>4.1?824The three
strains were respectively coated on PDA solid medium plate and incubated at 20 ° C for three days.
The colony morphology of each strain was observed. Then the cells were respectively inoculated
into PDA liquid medium and incubated at 20 ° C in
a constant temperature shaker Seven days later,
tablets were placed and the morphology of the mycelium was observed with an inverted microscope.
Finally, 10 ml of the fermentation broth was taken
from each strain and sent to Platinum Biotech
(Shanghai) Co., Ltd. for 18 sRNA sequencing analysis.

8/9:3B>0 64;?4/ 10<708>,>498 .?6>?<0 ,8/
:9=>:<9.0==482Three strains of endophytic fungi
cultured in PDA solid medium were harvested. The
mycelium was inoculated into 250-ml PDA liquid
flask and cultured at 20 °C for 120 days at 120 r /
min. Ethyl acetate was then added to each flask at a
volume ratio of 1: 1 and the cultivation continued
for 4 days in a shaker. After the fermentation broth
was filtered through 3-4 layers of gauze, the mycelium was removed and stratified by a separatory
funnel to obtain an organic phase containing secondary metabolites of endophytic fungi from
Ginkgo biloba. Most of the ethyl acetate in the organic phase is recovered using a rotary evaporator
to give a concentrate containing secondary metabolites of endophytic fungi from Ginkgo biloba. Finally, the concentrate was completely dried using a
vacuum-concentrated dryer and dissolved in DMSO
to obtain crude bacterial extract.

0, .0<@4.,6 .,8.0< .066 .?6>?<0 ,8/ /0
>0<748,>498 91 08/9:3B>4. 1?824 ,8>4>?79< ,.
>4@4>B Culture medium: 10% newborn calf serum,
89% RPMI 1640 complete medium, 1% double
antibody (penicillin-streptomycin). Passaged was at
37 ° C with 5% CO2 in a cell incubator. The crude
extracts were tested for their anti-cervical cancer
activity by MTT assay. Tumor cells in logarithmic
growth phase were digested with trypsin and then
made into a cell suspension in complete medium.
The blood count plates were counted, followed by
inoculation of 100 μl into 96-well plates, leaving
two wells as a blank control. Placed in a 5% CO2
incubator at 37  for 48 h, 20 μl of the sample diluted with complete medium (20 μl of the negative
control group and 100 μl of the culture medium, 3
Repeat), continue to cultivate after 2 d, remove,
aspirate medium lost, add 2.5 μg / μl MTT solution
to each well 20 μl, 37 ° C for 4 h, each well plus
100 μl DMSO dissolved at 37  30 min. The absorbance of each well was measured by microplate
reader (measurement wavelength 570 nm respec-

$074:<0:,<,>4@0 ! ,8,6B=4= 91 08/9
:3B>4.248529=0.98/,<B70>,-964>0=The column
was a C18 column (250 mm x 10 mm, 5 μm) and
the mobile phase was methanol-water. 20% methanol, volume flow 1.0 ml / min, detection wavelength 210 nm, column temperature 35 , injection
volume 100 μl. Depending on the peak shape of
secondary metabolites of different strains, different
substances are isolated. Then, each substance was
co-cultured with cervical cancer HeLa cells, and the
effective anti-tumor activity of cervical cancer was
determined by MTT method.
#$&%$ 

8/9:3B>4. 1?824 .9698B 79<:39692B ,8/
=:0.40= 4/08>414.,>498 Strains J-1 and J-2 were
99% and 98% similar to those of Fusarium spp.,
respectively. The results of the colonies combined
with the results indicated that strains J-1 and J-2
belonged to Fusarium see Fig.1 and Fig.2. However,
the similarity of 18SRNA sequence of J-3 with that
of Fusarium was only 97%. Therefore, it was preliminarily supposed that strain J-3 might belong to
Fusarium, but further observation of sporulation
and other molecular biology means to confirm.
8/9:3B>4. 1?82?= ,8>4.0<@4.,6 .,8.0< ,.
>4@4>BThe inhibitory rates of the strains J-1 and J-3
on cervical cancer cells were 59.6% and 59.1%,
respectively (Fig.3). J-1 and J-3 were shown a great
inhibition rate of cervical cancer. While the inhibition rate of J-2 was only 13.3 %. Therefore, strains
J-1 and J-3 were selected for further experiments. It
was suggested that J-1 and J-3 may be play an important role on cervical cancer.
48529 -469-, 08/9:3B>4. 1?824 =0.98/,<B
70>,-964>0= 91.0<@4.,6 .,8.0< >?79< ,.>4@0 =?-
=>,8.0 =0:,<,>498 The semi-preparative HPLC
method was used to separate the secondary metabolites of strain J-1 and J-3. The separation results are
as follows: from the semi-preparative HPLC peak
(Fig.4), the secondary metabolites of strains J-1 and
J-3 differed and contained many substances. Each
compound represented by the peak shape was collected and MTT assay was performed to determine
the monomeric compound having anti-cervical
cancer activity.
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<?/0 0A><,.> .97:9808>= 91 .0<@4.,6 .,8
.0<,.>4@4>B>0=>Nine components of the secondary
metabolites of strain J-1 (named J-1.1, J-1.2, J-1.3,
respectively) and seven (Named as J-3.1, J-3.2 and
J-3.3, respectively) for MTT assay. The results were
shown in Fig. 5. The anti-cervical cancer activity of
each component of secondary metabolites of strains
J-1 and J-3 showed that the inhibitory rates of
components J-1.1, J-1.2, J-3.1 and J-3.2 on cervical
cancer cells were 25%, 18%, 32%, and 26%, while
other components had no inhibitory effect on cervical cancer cells. It was confirmed that components J-1.1, J-1.2, J-3.1 and J-3.2 inhibited cervical
cancer cells effect, the next step needs further
structural identification.

J-1 and J-3 should be study in the next experimental
study. Semi-preparative HPLC results showed that
the secondary metabolites of strains J-1 and J-3
were quite different, and contained many substances. The compounds of each peak shape were collected and the results of MTT assay showed that the
inhibitory rates of components J-1.1, J-1.2, J-3.1
and J-3.2 on cervical cancer cells were 25%, 18%,
32% and 26%, respectively, while the other components had no inhibitory effect on cervical cancer
cells. Therefore, it was confirmed that components
J-1.1, J-1.2, J-3.1 and J-3.2 inhibit cervical cancer
cells and the next step required further structure
identification.
With the deepening of research work on endophytes in plants, more and more substances with
antitumor activity have been found. Which have
provided great convenience [17-18] for the research
and application of microbial drugs and laid a solid
foundation for more in-depth study on endophytes
foundation. However, there was also some limitation in this study. Firstly, the current endophytic
fungi pay attention to the analysis of their species
and metabolites, ignoring the study of the association between metabolites and components, and even
less on plant endophytic fungi metabolites. The
relationship between host components should be do
in-depth study. Secondly, even if new components
not found in host plants have been found, they have
not been given any attention, and no further studies
have been done. Moreover, no further studies on the
pharmacodynamic effects of these new components
and hosts have been conducted. Thirdly, under the
current technical conditions, hundreds of endophytes can be isolated from medicinal plants once.
If the endophytic fungi were subjected to component analysis and pharmacodynamic observation
one by one, the workload was very large. And the
efficiency is also very low. Therefore, research and
application of efficient screening methods is imperative. In response to the above problems, the research on endophytic ginkgo endophyte should
open up thinking, change research ideas, and strive
to endophyte fungi to a high level.

$&$$ 
In recent years, the field of medicine has generally accepted the way of obtaining natural active
products from symbiotic microorganisms of plants
and animals, and many reports on the research on
endophyte anticancer drugs related to plants have
been reported [10]. Endophytic fungi is a microbial
resource with potential research value [11-12]. Not
only can it promote the transformation and synthesis of secondary metabolites in the host plant, but
also the secondary metabolites with unique chemical structures that are produced by the endophytic
fungi themselves [13]. It has become an important
new resource for finding new bioactive components,
breaking through the limitations of increasingly
depleted plant resources, and has great potential for
development and application. This paper selected
Ginkgo biloba, a unique plant resource of our country, to isolate its endophytic fungi from its healthy
tissues. Ginkgo biloba drug research by the natural
generation of ginkgo limited very serious, even in
ginkgo endophytic fungi become a research hot
spot, there are many people are actively looking for
a new source of ginkgo drugs [14-16]. In fact, increasing research on medicinal endophyte resources,
such as developing endophytic fungi resources of
ginkgo, was of great significance.
Three strains of endophytic fungi isolated
from Ginkgo biloba were identified in this study.
Two strains could be identified as fusarium moniliforme. However, the other strain was difficult to
determine its species by 18SRNA and colony morphology. Further identification was needed. In addition, MTT assay showed that the growth inhibition
rates of crude extracts of strain J-1 and J-3 on Hela
cells were 59.6% and 59.1%, respectively. Which
showed that a strong antitumor activity. The strain
J-2 Crude extract of cervical cancer cells Hela
growth inhibition rate was only 13.3%. Therefore,
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manage other diseases like diabetes, dental decay
etc.

The higher consumption of sucrose has resulted
in an increasing rate of obesity and diabetes. For this
purpose, natural sweetener, stevia has been used in
the current experiment to reduce the caloric profile
of guava drink. Various concentrations of Stevia
(2%, 3% and 4%) have been used in the experiment.
The stored samples were evaluated physicochemically and organoleptically. Total Soluble Solids
(TSS) and acidity decreased while pH, ascorbic acid
and Total Phenolic Content increased with increasing level of stevia. Sucrose gained highest acceptance for organoleptic attributes (color, taste,
odor and overall acceptability) followed by GD1
(Guava drink with 2% stevia). TSS and acidity increased while pH, ascorbic acid and Total Phenolic
Content decreased during storage. Decrease for all
organoleptic attributes was noticed during storage.
Based on organoleptic scores, sucrose gained highest
acceptance but samples with liquid stevia extract
were also liked very much by the panel of judges. It
is concluded that stevia extract can be used as a substitute for sucrose in the preparation of ready-toserve drink. In future, studies on the effect of stevia
on the diabetic and obese people would prove beneficial.




"(&#)(#"
The intake of fruit juices and nectars has gained
fame throughout the world [1]. In the past few decades, prominent changes have been made to figure
out the role of food in the promotion of human
health. Consumers believe that food plays a vital role
in improving the standard of their lives. For this purpose, food technology has been directed to produce
foods of high nutritional value. Furthermore, the
changes in the global burden of diseases and increased prevalence of non-communicable diseases
has resulted in an increasing interest by the food scientists to produce beverages with specialized formulae that suit such conditions. As the consumption of
sucrose imparts calories to the body, the diets with
lower calories are very essential in the management
of a healthy life style [2].
For this reason, in the past few decades artificial sweeteners have been recommended to be used
as an alternative for sugar [3]. Although, these compounds produce slight or no calories, but different
safety issues have been raised that state that these
compounds are carcinogenic and teratogenic. Therefore, many efforts have been made on the application
of natural/non-nutritive sweeteners in the production
of sugar-free food stuff [4]. Stevia, a natural sweetener has been approved as generally recognized as
safe (GRAS) by the US FDA since December 2008
for its use in a wide range of food products [5].   
  Bertoni is a perennial shrub that belongs
to the (Asteraceae) Compositae family. It is native to
Paraguay and Brazil and it is often referred to as ‘‘the
sweet herb of Paraguay’’ [6]. The extract of this natural sweetener contains a high level of steviol glycosides that are sweetening compounds (250-300
sweeter than sucrose) and also possess a great medicinal value [7, 8]. The leaves extract of this sweet
plant (stevia) contain flavonoids, chlorophylls, alkaloids, xanthophylls, hydroxycinnamic acids, oligosaccharides, amino acids, minerals, vitamins, lipids
and free sugars [9, 10]. It has been reported that stevia contains almost 100 phytochemicals [11]. Stevia

-+#&'
Stevia, Guava, Physicochemical Analysis, Proximate
Composition, Phytochemical Analysis, Organoleptic
Evaluation.
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The demand for natural sweeteners is increasing day by day. Due to the increasing health issues
regarding high sugar intake, the production of steviabased food stuffs is one of the emerging challenges
in the food industry. Stevia has been proven as generally recognized as safe (GRAS) by the US FDA
since December 2008 for its use in a wide range of
food products. This research work introduces the
possible substitution of sucrose with liquid stevia extract to reduce the caloric profile of guava drink to
benefit the people seeking to control weight or to
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$@3>/@/B7=< =4 @7<9 Guava drink (GD)
samples were prepared by the addition of 10% guava
pulp and water with sugar and Liquid stevia extract
(LSE) in different concentrations that are mentioned
below in the research plan. Potassium metabisulphite
(KMS) at a level of 0.06% and citric acid at the rate
of 1% were added to each formulation to preserve it.
The prepared guava drink samples were filled in
transparent plastic bottles (250 ml) and were stored
for three months at ambient temperature. The prepared samples were analyzed physico-chemically
and organoleptically at 15 days storage interval.

&3A3/@16$:/<
GD0 = Fruit pulp + 12% sugar + KMS + citric
acid + water
GD1= Fruit pulp + 2% liquid stevia extract +
KMS + citric acid + water
GD2 = Fruit pulp + 3% liquid stevia extract +
KMS + citric acid + water
GD3 = Fruit pulp + 4% liquid stevia extract +
KMS + citric acid + water

$6GA71=163;71/: </:GA7A =4 C/D/ @7<9
Guava drink samples were analyzed at 15 days interval period for three months at room temperature. The
parameters under study were total soluble solids
(TSS), pH, titratable acidity, ascorbic acid and total
phenolic content. TSS, pH, titratable acidity and
ascorbic acid were determined using the methods of
[23] while the total phenolic content was determined
using Folin-Ciocalteu colourmetric method which is
based on oxidation-reduction reaction [24].

#@5/<=:3>B71 D/:C/B7=< =4 C/D/ @7<9
All the guava drink samples were judged for color,
taste, odor and overall acceptability in organoleptic
evaluation at 15days storage interval. The samples
were presented to experienced panelists and were
asked to specify their observations using 9-point hedonic scale of [25]. Extremely like and extremely
dislikes were ranked 9 and 1 respectively.

'B/B7AB71/:</:GA7A Complete Randomized
Design (CRD) (2 factorial without interaction) was
used to analyze all the data and means were separated by least significance difference test at 5% level
of significance as described by [26].
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$6GB=163;71/:</:GA7A=4'B3D7/The aqueous extract of stevia was subjected to preliminary
phytochemical screening using chemical techniques.
The most abundant compounds in the extract were
tannins, Saponins and resins followed by betacyanins, volatile oils, phlobatannins, fatty acids and flavanoids. Test for cardiac glycosides, anthraquinones
and terpenoids however showed negative results as

can benefit people suffering from obesity, diabetes
mellitus, heart disease and dental caries [12]. Stevia
as a sweetener is used in many foods such as soft
drinks, beverages, bakery products and home foods
[13].
In the continuation of the past studies the present work was initiated to prepare low caloric guava
drink by using liquid stevia extract to replace sugar.
The physicochemical and organoleptic analysis of
the product was done, and it proved beneficial for the
persons seeking to control weight, manage diabetes,
or want to prevent tooth decay.
!(& '"!(#'
The research work was carried out at Food Processing and Quality Control laboratory, Food and
Nutrition Division (FSD) of the Nuclear Institute for
Food and Agriculture (NIFA), Peshawar. Healthy,
sound, mature and optimum size guava fruits were
purchased from the local market of Peshawar. The
fruits were brought to the laboratory of FSD, NIFA
Peshawar. After sorting and washing, coring and size
reduction was done with stainless steel knives. Citric
acid at the rate of 0.5% was used to avoid browning.
Using guava pulping machine fruit pulp was extracted. The pulp was used in the preparation of
guava drink.

$@3>/@/B7=<=4 7?C72'B3D7/FB@/1BDried
stevia leaves powder and hot water (up to 65°C) was
mixed at a ratio of 1:10. The mixture was then stirred
and allowed to sit for 24 hours in a cool dark place,
shaking periodically. The extract was then filtered
using a fine mesh strainer and was used as a sweetener to replace sugar in the preparation of guava
drink.

$6GB=163;71/: </:GA7A =4 'B3D7/ FB@/1B
Phytochemical analysis was done for the purpose of
qualitative identification of aqueous extract of stevia. The test for tannins, saponins, resins and betacyanins was done by the method described by [14,15],
test for volatile oils was done by the method described by [15], test for fatty acid was done by the
method described by [16], test for terpenoids was
done by the method of described by [17], test for
phlobatannins was done by the method described by
[14], test for flavanoids was done by the method described by [18], test for anthroquinones was done by
the method described by [19, 20] and the test for glycosides was done by the method described by [21].

$@=F7;/B3 </:GA7A =4 'B3D7/ The major ingredient stevia was analyzed for proximate properties that includes; %moisture, %crude protein,
%crude fat and %ash by the standard methods of
American Association of Cereal Chemists [22].
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$6GA71=163;71/:</:GA7A=4C/D/@7<9
The Total Soluble Solids (TSS) of guava drink samples with sugar and different levels of liquid stevia
extract are shown in figure 2. Slight increase was observed in TSS during 90 days storage. The study revealed that the replacement of sugar with stevia significantly (p<0.05) decreased the TSS of guava
drink. The highest TSS was noted for GD0 (10.6)
whereas the lowest TSS was observed for GD3
(2.65). The TSS of guava drink samples at initial day
were 10.60, 2.79, 2.71 and 2.65 which increased to
10.96, 3.06, 2.97 and 2.91 from GD0 to GD3 respectively during storage. The statistical analysis illustrated that throughout storage period treatments and
storage interval had a significant (P<0.05) effect on
the TSS of guava drink. Guava drink with sucrose
(sugar) showed higher TSS, while drink with stevia
had least TSS. Since sucrose is a non- reducing disaccharide [31], this showed a significant influence,
with a higher TSS in this sample (GD0) [32]. The increase in TSS during storage may be accredited to
the solubilization of pulp constituents’ such as hydrolysis of polysaccharides into monosaccharide and
oligosaccharides. On the other hand, increase in the
concentration of stevia decreased the TSS of guava
drink. Stevia have no calories and their addition in
guava drink did not raise TSS. Our results are in
agreement with the findings of [31, 33].

depicted in table 1. The number of positive signs
showed the presence of these phytochemicals. Our
results are very close to the findings of [27, 28].
(  
$6GB=163;71/:</:GA7A=4B63 7?C72FB@/1B=4
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$@=F7;/B3</:GA7A=4'B3D7/The dried stevia
leaves powder was analyzed for proximate composition (moisture content, ash, protein content, fat, fiber
and carbohydrates) and the data is shown in Figure
1. Our results for the proximate composition of stevia leaves powder are in agreement with the findings
of [28, 29, 30].
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drink. The pH of guava drink samples increased
slightly with the increasing level of liquid stevia extract. The high pH of the samples with liquid stevia
extract might be the result of high pH of the liquid
stevia extract (which was 6). There was a significant
decrease in pH during storage. The decrease in pH
values of guava drinks may be attributed to simultaneous increase of titratable acidity, as acidity and pH
are inversely proportional to each other [33, 34].


The pH of guava drink samples with sugar and
with different levels of liquid stevia extract are
shown in figure 3. Slight decline was observed in pH
during 90 days storage. The pH of guava drink samples at initial day was 3.82, 4.13, 4.16 and 4.16
which decreased slightly to 2.68, 3.2, 3.31 and 3.35
from GD0 to GD3 respectively during storage. The
highest pH was noted for GD3 (4.16) whereas the
lowest pH was observed for GD0 (3.82). The statistical analysis illustrated that throughout storage period
treatments and storage interval had a significant
(P<0.05) effect on the titratable acidity of guava
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Titratable acidity of guava drink samples with
sugar and different levels of liquid stevia extract are
shown in figure 4. Slight increase was observed in
titratable acidity during 90 days of storage. The titratable acidity of guava drink samples at initial day
was 0.29, 0.15, 0.15 and 0.14 which increased
slightly to 0.54, 0.33, 0.31 and 0.3 from GD0 to GD3
respectively during storage. The highest titratable
acidity was noted for GD0 (0.29) whereas the lowest
titratable acidity was observed for GD3 (0.14). The
statistical analysis illustrated that throughout storage
period treatments and storage interval had a significant (P<0.05) effect on the titratable acidity of guava
drink. The lowest titratable acidity noted for the

samples with liquid stevia extract might be the result
of the low acidic nature of stevia sweetener used.
This increase in acidity was attributed to the degradation of free sugars into carboxyl acids. Increase in
acidity was also reported by [31] during storage of
nectar due to release of acids from the juice by autolysis. The results are in agreement with [32, 34,
35].
The ascorbic acid content of guava drink samples with sugar and with different levels of liquid stevia extract are shown in figure 5. A decreasing trend
was observed in ascorbic acid content during 90 days
storage. The study revealed that the replacement of
sugar with stevia significantly (p<0.05) increased the
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least (Figure 4.6). The increase in Total Phenolic
Content might be accredited to the high phenolic
content of the stevia plant, as [37] indicated that stevia plant containing 25.18mg/g Total Phenolic Content in stevia leaves. On the other hand, the decrease
in TPC during storage may be the result of some of
the structural changes in phenolics. Our results are
similar to the findings of [38, 39, 40].

#@5/<=:3>B71D/:C/B7=<The color of guava
drink samples with sugar and with different levels
liquid stevia extract are shown in figure 7. A decreasing trend was observed in color during 90 days storage. The color score of guava drink samples at initial
day was 9.0, 8.5, 8.5 and 8.5 which decreased to 7.5,
5.9, 5.6 and 5.4 from GD0 to GD3 respectively during
storage.The highest color valuewas noted for control
(9.0) whereas the lowest score was given to the samples with liquid stevia extract (8.5). The statistical
analysis depicted that throughout storage period
treatments and storage interval had a significant
(P<0.05) effect on the color of guava drink. The stevia extract was dark green in color which might be
the reason for the lower score of samples having liquid stevia extract as compared to control or this
might be due to oxidative loss of pigments and copolymerization interaction between phenolics and
proteins [41]. The changes in color during storage
may be the result of to non-enzymatic oxidative degradation of nutrients such as phenolic compounds
which leads to the formation of dark color compounds in the product affecting the quality of the
product [42]. The decrease in color upon storage was
also reported by [11, 33, 35].

ascorbic acid content of guava drink. The ascorbic
acid of guava drink samples at initial day was 14.0,
15.4, 15.7 and 16.1 which decreased to 9.1, 11.0,
11.5 and 11.8 from GD0 to GD3 respectively during
storage. The highest content of ascorbic acid was
noted for GD3 (16.1) whereas the lowest content of
ascorbic acid was observed for control (14.0)
mg/100g. The statistical analysis depicted that
throughout storage period treatments and storage interval had a significant (P<0.05) effect on the ascorbic acid of guava drink.Guava drink with stevia has
the highest ascorbic acid content while the control
has the least. This might be due to loss of ascorbic
acid and non-enzymatic browning incase of nectar
with sucrose. Our results are in harmony with the
findings of [31, 34, 36].
The Total Phenolic Content of guava drink
samples with sugar and with different levels of liquid
stevia extract are shown in figure 6. A decreasing
trend was observed in Total Phenolic Contentduring
90 days storage. The study revealed that the replacement of sugar with stevia significantly (p<0.05) increased the Total Phenolic Content of guava drink.
The Total Phenolic Content of guava drink samples
at initial day was 65.12, 92.46, 95.12, and 99.24
which decreased to 50.62, 77.56, 80.32 and 84.24
from GD0 to GD3 respectively during storage. The
highest Total Phenolic Content was noted for GD3
(99.24) whereas the lowest content of ascorbic acid
was observed for control (65.12) mg/100g. The statistical analysis depicted that throughout storage period treatments and storage interval had a significant
(P<0.05) effect on the total phenolic compounds of
guava drink. Guava drink with stevia has the highest
Total Phenolic Content while the control has the
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Control: Guava Drink with 12% Sucrose
GD2: 3% LSE

GD1: 2% LSE
GD3: 4% LSE
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Control: Guava Drink with 12% Sucrose
GD2: 3% LSE

GD1: 2% LSE
GD3: 4% LSE
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Control: Guava Drink with 12% Sucrose
GD2: 3% LSE

GD1: 2% LSE
GD3: 4% LSE

The taste of guava drink samples with sugar
and with different levels liquid stevia extract are
shown in figure 8. A decreasing trend was observed
in taste during 90 days storage. The taste score of
guava drink samples at initial day was 9.0, 8.6, 8.6
and 8.5 which decreased to 7.0, 5.9, 5.6 and 5.4 from
GD0 to GD3 respectively during storage. The highest
taste value was noted for control (9.0) whereas the
lowest score was given to GD3 (8.5). The statistical
analysis depicted that throughout storage period
treatments and storage interval had a significant

(P<0.05) effect on the taste of guava drink. The
scores for taste decreased with the progression of
storage in all the treatments and with the increasing
level of liquid stevia extract in samples. A bitter aftertaste was observed in the samples containing liquid stevia extract after a period of 60 days. The bitter
aftertaste is attributed to the presence of essential
oils, tannins, and flavonoids [43]. Decrease in taste
during storage was also reported by [11, 35, 44].
The odor of guava drink samples with sugar
and with different levels liquid stevia extract are
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shown in figure 9. Decrease was observed in odor for
90 days storage. The odor score of guava drink samples at initial day was 9.0, 8.9, 8.9 and 8.8 which decreased to 7.0, 6.0, 5.7 and 5.5 from GD0 to GD3 respectively during storage. The highest odor value
was noted for control whereas the lowest score was
given to GD3 (8.8). The statistical analysis depicted
that throughout storage period treatments and storage interval had a significant (P<0.05) effect on the
odor of guava drink. The scores for odor decreased

with the progression of storage in all the treatments
and with the increasing level of liquid stevia extract
in samples. The control showed very little decline as
compared to the samples containing liquid stevia extract. The diversity of compounds explains the characteristic pungent to aromatic odor present in stevia.
Strong and aromatic odors produced by plants are
due to the presence of essential oils [45, 46]. Similar
decrease was reported by [35, 44, 47].
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Control: Guava Drink with 12% Sucrose
GD2: 3% LSE

GD1: 2% LSE
GD3: 4% LSE
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Control: Guava Drink with 12% Sucrose
GD2: 3% LSE

GD1: 2% LSE
GD3: 4% LSE
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The overall acceptability of guava drink samples with sugar and with different levels of liquid stevia extract are shown in figure 10. As a result of decrease in all the sensory attributes, the overall acceptability of guava drink samples decreasedduring 90
days storage. The overall acceptability score of
guava drink samples at initial day was 9.0, 8.7, 8.7
and 8.6 which decreased to 7.2, 5.9, 5.6 and 5.4 from
GD0 to GD3 respectively during storage. The highest
overall acceptability value was noted for GD0 (9.0)
whereas the lowest score was given to GD3 (8.6).
The statistical analysis depicted that throughout storage period treatments and storage interval had a significant (P<0.05) effect on the overall acceptability
of guava drink. The scores for overall acceptability
decreased with the progression of storage in all the
treatments and with the increasing level of liquid stevia extract. The rate of decrease in overall acceptability was highest in the samples containing liquid
stevia extract which was the cumulative effect of
degradation of color, taste and odor of the stored
samples. Similar reduction in overall acceptability
scores was reported by [35, 44, 47].
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The present study confirmed stevia as one of
the suitable substitutes for sucrose for the development of low-caloric guava drink. The results showed
that stevia extract of up to 4% can be used to substitute sucrose to enhance nutritional value without affecting sensory quality of the drinks. Therefore, it
could be concluded that stevia can play a vital role in
the development of low calorie drinks and further
studies is needed on other products with stevia to test
its feasibility.
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Vascular aquatic plant diversity of seven major
wetlands of Bolu province (North Western Turkey)
were analyzed and a complete list of aquatic plants
of Bolu with information on their life forms are provided. We prepared the plant inventory as a result of
field investigations and herbarium specimen examination. Non-metric multidimensional scaling
(NMDS) using Jaccard Similarity analysis was applied to understand the similarities between the wetlands according to species composition. The unweighted pair-group mean arithmetic method (UPGMA) was performed as a clustering analysis based
on Jaccard’s similarity coefficient. Shannon’s index
of diversity was used to measure species richness in
seven wetlands. As a result of our investigations,
there are 184 vascular aquatic plant taxa in Bolu belonging to 94 genera and 42 families. NMDS analysis resulted in four clusters for the seven wetlands.
The first group contains Yeniçağa, Abant and
Gölcük and the second group consists of Gölköy and
Yumrukaya. Lake Sülüklü and Lake Sünnet were
placed separately. UPGMA analysis grouped seven
wetlands in the same way as NMDS. In terms of species diversity Yeniçağa has the highest value (Shannon diversity index value, H′= 4.65) followed by
Abant (H′= 4.60) and Yumrukaya (H′= 4.25).
Gölcük and Gölköy have the same species diversity
values (H′= 4.01). Lake Sünnet (H′= 3.47) and Lake
Sülüklü have the lowest species diversity (H′= 3.18).
Results were evaluated in the light of physico-chemical properties of the wetlands, eutrophication status,
dominant species, age and type of the wetland,
depth, and surface area.

about chemical, physical and biological qualities of
the environment they grow [1]. Distribution and diversity of aquatic plants are subjected to change by
several environmental factors, such as geography,
environmental factors, species history and evolution
[2]. Composition and abundance of macrophytes are
very important for ecological assessment of wetlands and they can be used as biological indicators to
detect eutrophication. Additionally, they provide
food and shelter and create suitable environment for
nesting and spawning grounds for different animal
species. Aquatic plants are the primary producers of
wetlands and they are involved in the processes of
oxygenation of water. They can act as biological filters and can be used in purification of aquatic ecosystems. They have the ability to remove phosphorous and nitrogen from water and accumulate them
in their tissues [3, 4]. They are also used as phytoremediation agents to remove organic and inorganic
pollutants from contaminated waters. Therefore,
their presence is very important for healthy ecosystems and their loss may alter the functioning of the
ecosystem.
There are some general studies about aquatic
plants of Turkey [5, 6, 7, 8]. These studies cover very
large areas and include only few species from each
wetland. Therefore, there is a need to study each wetland in detail in terms of macrophyte composition.
In Bolu, there are only general floristic studies and
no special research related to solely macrophytes of
wetlands. Bolu province is located in the North
Western Turkey (Fig. 1). According to Köppen-Geiger climate classification [9] Bolu has warm temperate climate with warm and dry summers (Fig. 2).
There are several protected areas in Bolu with different status, majority of them being wetlands. Wetlands in Bolu are increasingly threatened by several
anthropogenic activities. Changes in water regimes
to build dams for recreational activities and tourism
are very common in Bolu. In addition, pollution and
eutrophication are increasing due to rapidly growing
industrialization and agricultural activities. Bolu is
one of the most important poultry production centers
in Turkey. Different runoffs from chicken factories
(manure, dead animals, feed additives, etc.) contaminate the wetlands through connecting streams. In
addition to wastes from the factories, chicken manure is used for fertilization in agricultural fields
which results in additional eutrophication. There is

-+#&'
Abant, Gölcük, Yeniçağa, Gölköy, macrophytes, Yumrukaya
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Aquatic plants can be classified as true aquatics
(hydrophytes) which live in permanently saturated
soils and as helophytes (emergent macrophytes)
which can live both in wet habitats and also tolerate
seasonal drying. Aquatic plants give us information
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an increasing demand by the local authorities to
build new hotels and restaurants around almost all of
the wetlands. Building hydroelectric power stations
on streams is another pressure on wetlands. Also, introduction of exotic aquatic species is not controlled

and regulated. As a result of all of the mentioned reasons, natural states and species composition of wetlands in Bolu are deteriorating rapidly.

)& 
2;4>.<560.88;0.@6;:;3@52?@A1621C2@8.:1? 
Detailed information about each region is given in Table1
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The purpose of this study is to document ɣ-diversity of aquatic plants of Bolu so that we can monitor any future changes on the species diversity. Additionally, we aimed to find the differences in species composition among seven different wetlands of
Bolu and to investigate the reasons behind the differences. In this context we aimed to find which environmental parameters play an important role in species diversity and composition. We took into account
lake surface area, age and type of wetland (natural vs
artificial), maximum depth, eutrophication, dominant species, effect of water level fluctuation (WLF),
and physico-chemical properties of the wetlands.


!(& '"!(#'

'@A1E>2.? Lake Gölköy was built between
1965 and 1970 for the purpose of irrigation and fishing activities. The Lake is at 776 m above sea level.
It has been supplying drinking water for Bolu since
2011. The surface area of the lake changes from 180
to 150 ha seasonally. There are two main water
sources feeding the Lake Gölköy: Mudurnu Creek
and Abant Creek. In addition to these two water supplies, there is one underground water source. Pollution around the lake is caused by picnickers, chicken
farms and agricultural activities. Külköylüoğlu [10]
studied the ecology and phenology of -.,) of
Lake Gölköy between January 2000 and December
2001. According to the results of this study Lake
Gölköy was classified as mesotrophic (Table 2).
Yumrukaya wetland was a marshland prior to
1965. With the start of construction of Lake Gölköy,
Abant Creek, which is the main water source for
Yumrukaya wetland, was blocked by a dam and water accumulated in Yumrukaya reservoir. Sewage of
Abant Izzet Baysal University and construction remnants are serious polluters in the wetland.
Külköylüoğlu [11] studied the factors affecting the
presence of -.,) in Yumrukaya. In their study,
physico-chemical data and -.,) diversity
showed that the reservoir water have meso to eutrophic character (Table 2). Yumrukaya wetland and
Lake Gölköy are connected through a concrete canal
to transfer water from Yumrukaya to Gölköy in
spring and summer months. These two wetlands are
subjected to dramatic water level fluctuations
(WLFs) seasonally as they are used for irrigation
purposes.
Yeniçağa Lake is formed by Quaternary accumulated and water-saturated sediments upon which
Yeniçağa peatlands developed [12]. Peatlands in the
area are composed of Devonian and cretaceous limestone, basaltic tuff, lava, and olistolites, with the uppermost layer consisting of tertiary and quaternary
formations [13]. Peatland area was 240 km2 in the
past but it decreased to a size less than 30 km2 due to
drainage, agricultural use, afforestation, and peat
mining. In the meantime agricultural areas and

woodlands increased [14]. Peat mining in the area
began in 1980s [13]. If no precautions are taken, with
the current rate of peat removal the remaining peatland is expected to be completely degraded by 2033
[14]. According to Külköylüoğlu et al. [15] Lake Yeniçağa has rapidly worsening water quality due to
anthropogenic factors. Yeniçağa town is just next to
the lake Yeniçağa with a population of c. 7,250.
Abant Lake is situated within a nature park.
Maximum depth of the lake is 18 m but the average
depth is 9-10 m [16]. The lake is fed by underground
water and by two main creeks, Beşpoyraz in the west
and Fındıklı in the east [17]. The lake was formed as
a result of tectonic activities [18]. According to
Dügel et al. [19] water quality of the lake changed
from oligotrophic to mesotrophic. There are also
some peatlands around Lake Abant [20]. Since the
beginnings of 1960s, the area has been a touristic
place and there are several large hotels and restaurants surrounding the lake. More than half a million
tourist visit the Nature Park and this number is increasing every year.
Gölcük Lake is at about 1240 m altitude. Until
1956, the area was covered with reed bed and marsh.
In 1956, a stone wall was built up on the northern
part and water started to deposit. Since 1963, surrounding of the lake has been used as a recreational
area and is subjected to heavy visitors. In 1992, the
lake was cleaned up [21]. In the recent years,
3,#)*"3&&/' -*#./' proliferated excessively in
the lake. Therefore, precautions are taken to mechanically remove this species from the lake each year
since 2015.
Sünnet Lake is at 1030 m. The lake is formed
by landslides and traces of those landslides are presently visible in the area [22]. There is a hotel near the
lake and as a consequence the area is busy at the
weekends. The lake is fed by rainfall and snowmelt
in addition to three creeks (Kuru, Karaköy, and
Gölbaşı) and water level fluctuates between 7 to 13
m seasonally within a year [23]. In 1998, two gates
were built to discharge water from the lake which is
mainly used for agricultural fields [23].
Lake Sülüklü is also a landslide lake which is
estimated to form around 1702 or 1703 [24]. Aytuğ
and Kılıç [24] made dendrochronological studies on
tree remnants inside the lake. Dead trunks of those
trees are still visible during the dry seasons. Similar
to Sünnet Lake, traces of landslide are clearly apparent today. The water source of the lake is Hongurdak
stream and it is estimated that water flowing out of
the lake reaches Tavşansuyu stream [25]. The area
was assessed as nature protection area in 1968 but
since 2011 the status has changed to Nature Park
[25].

'<2062? 6:B2:@;>E .:1 612:@6360.@6;:  The
species inventory was created by new field works
and herbarium specimen collection, by examining
previously collected herbarium specimens and also
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from literature survey (Table 1) [26, 27, 28, 29, 25,
30]. In all these studies wetlands were sampled between 1994 and 2017. New field works were conducted between 2011 and 2017 mainly in Gölköy
and Yumrukaya but some additional collections
were made from the other previously studied areas.
Furthermore, we included macrophytes collected
from several small lakes and ponds from Kıbrıscık
and Seben counties in the species list in order to
cover all the macrophytes of Bolu. However, we did
not include the species from these two regions in the
statistical analysis because the size of the wetlands
and the sampling strategy was not compatible with
the other seven areas. We included vascular aquatic
plants which are either completely or partially submerged in water permanently or for at least several
months each year and we classified them as emergent, submerged, attached floating and free floating.
Collected herbarium specimens are stored in the herbarium of Abant Izzet Baysal University (AIBU). In
plant identification, Flora of Turkey and the East Aegean Islands [31], Flora of Turkey and East Aegean
Islands, volume 10-11 (Supplement I-II) [32, 33] and
Plants and Vegetation of Wetlands of Turkey [8]
were used as main references. In order to compare
water quality of the seven wetlands we used environmental variables and physico-chemical measurements from previous publications (Table 2). In all
these studies water parameters were measured

monthly during the indicated sampling period. However, only for Lake Sülüklü measurements were
made once in August 2002 and in June 2003 [34].
Therefore, in this last study water temperature is
much higher than the other studies.
Meteorological data were obtained from General Directorate of Meteorology website. According
to the meteorological data collected between 2000
and 2017 mean annual precipitation for Bolu is 547
mm and mean annual temperature is 10.6 °C. Highest rainfall is received in December and the lowest
rainfall is in August (Fig. 3). Precipitation is high
during winter and spring months. Dry months are
July, August and September.
.@. .:.8E?6?  Data matrix was prepared for
the seven regions according to presence or absence
of species in each region. Non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) using Jaccard Similarity
analysis is applied by using PAST 3.16 program [35]
to understand the similarities between the wetlands
according to species composition. Unweighted pairgroup mean arithmetic method (UPGMA) was performed as a clustering analysis based on Jaccard’s
similarity coefficient.As a mathematical measure of
species diversity we calculated Shannon’s diversity
index [36]. Shannon diversity index is widely applied to find the differences among different habitats.

(  
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Yumrukaya
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95,80

0,16

(ultra) eutrophic
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8,23

446,20

17,70

114,30
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8,26
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8,34

153,40

14,43

82,66
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8,00
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except one area. ).')!.)((.(- is widespread
throughout temperate and subtropical Northern
Hemisphere [38]. 3,#)*"3&&/'-*#./'is a very
common invasive species distributed throughout
Northern Hemisphere and Africa. The species can
grow in very diverse aquatic habitats and water quality conditions [39]. This species proliferated extensively in Lake Gölcük in the last years.
When we evaluate the dominant species in each
area (excluding emergents), we see ).')!.)((
.(- in Lake Sülüklü; in Gölcük 3,#)*"3&&/'-*#
./' L. and ,-#,# '*"## (L.) Gray; in
Gölköy ).')!.)(,#-*/- L and (/(/&/-.,#
")*"3&&/- Chaix ex Vill., ", species also grow
in large quantities in Gölköy; in Yumrukaya
3,#)*"3&&/' 0,.##&&./' L. and ).')!.)(
,#-*/- L.; in Abant: /*", &/. (L.) Sm., 3'
*"& L., 3,#)*"3&&/'-*#./'and ).')
!.)((.(-; in Yeniçağa: $-',#(; in Sünnet:
3,#)*"3&&/'-*#./' and ,-#,#'*"##. In
Gölköy and Yumrukaya, the most abundant species
is ).')!.)( ,#-*/-. This invasive species has
the potential of producing enormous vegetative parts
[40]. Unlike other submerged macrophytes ,#-
*/- produces turions which germinate in the autumn
and display rapid growth in the early spring when
most other submerged plants are still dormant [41].
This allows  ,#-*/- to avoid competition with
other submerged species [42]. This species effects
fishing activities negatively in Lake Gölköy.
3,#)*"3&&/'-*#./' and 0,.##&&./' growth
is denser in Yumrukaya wetland compared to Lake
Gölköy. Higher eutrophication level of Yumrukaya
may be responsible for this situation [41, 10, 11]. On
the other hand, (/(/&/-.,#")*"3&&/- Chaix was
more abundant in Lake Gölköy. This species is
known to prefer high concentrations of calcium [43]

As a result of our investigations, we have recorded that 184 vascular aquatic plant taxa grow in
Bolu belonging to 94 genera and 42 families. The list
of taxa together with their life form information and
locality are given in Appendix. The largest families
are Cyperaceae (23 sp.), Poaceae (15 sp.) Lamiaceae
(14 sp.), Potamogetonaceae (11 sp.) and Ranunculaceae (8 sp.). The largest genera are ,2 (13 sp.),
/(/- (9 sp.), ).')!.)( (8 sp.), &#2 (8 sp.) and
(/(/&/- (7 sp.). In Table 3, in each wetland, the
number of taxa and their life forms are given. According to life forms: three species are free-floating,
eight species are attached-floating, 16 species are
submerged and 157 species are emergent (Table 3).
We recorded 12 species as new record for Bolu
province. These are: &&#.,#" ,/.# Petagna,
)&)-")(/-',#.#'/- (L.) Palla var. ',#.#'/-,
)&)-")(/- &.#,*/- Marhold, Hroudová,
Ducháček & Zákr., /(/-)(!&)',./-L., )&3!
)(/'"3,)*#*, L., &#2.,#(, L. subsp. .,#(
,, &#2 *(.(,)#- A.Skv., ((#"&&# *&
/-.,#- L. subsp. *&/-.,#-, &.#( &-#(-.,/' L.,
'-)(#/'&#-' Mill., *#,)&*)&3,"#4 (L.)
Schleid and (/(/&/-*&../- Schrank subsp. /
)#- (Freyn) Muñoz Garm.
The most common species are 3.",/' -&#
,# L. and 3-#'"#0/&!,#- L. which occur in
all of the studied wetlands. Both of these speciesare
widespread in Eurasia and seriously problematic invasives in North America [37]. They spread by rhizomes and seeds. ",!'#.-/-.,&#- (Cav.) Trin.
ex Steud. (absent in Sünnet), ).')!.)((.(- L.
(absent in Gölköy3,#)*"3&&/'-*#./' L. (absent in Yeniçağa), and ,)(#(!&&#-+/.#
L. (absent in Lake Sülüklü) are found in all wetlands
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2015, Gölcük Lake is cleaned mechanically every
year to remove 3,#)*"33&/' -*#./'. Proliferation of -*#./' negatively effects other species
and excessive leaf turnover and decomposition increase internal loading of nitrogen and phosphorous
to water [46]. Two ).')!.)( species may have
lost competition with 3,#)*"3&&/' -*#./' or
they might have been removed during the mechanical clearing of the lake bottom. However, we have
seen only 3,#)*"3&&/' and not any other macrophyte in the photographs showing the removed plant
products from the lake.
According to species composition similarity
analysis NMDS using Jaccard Similarity resulted in
four groups for the seven wetlands (Fig. 3). The first
group contains Yeniçağa, Abant and Gölcük and the
second group consists of Gölköy and Yumrukaya.
Lake Sülüklü and Lake Sünnet were placed separately according to their species composition. Cluster analysis using UPGMA based on Jaccard’s similarity coefficient grouped wetlands same as NMDS
analysis (Fig. 4), Yeniçağa, Gölcük, and Abant were
clustered together. Gölköy and Yumrukaya formed
another group. Lake Sünnet and Lake Sülüklü positioned separately.
Species diversity in each wetland was calculated by Shannon’s diversity index (Fig. 5). Yeniçağa has the highest species diversity (Shannon diversity index value, H′= 4.65) which is followed by
Abant (H′= 4.60) and Yumrukaya (H′= 4.25).
Gölcük and Gölköy have the same species diversity
values (H′= 4.01). Sünnet (H′= 3.47) and Lake
Sülüklü have the lowest species diversity (H′= 3.18).

and in Gölköy karstic remnants can be seen easily on
plant parts of this species.
Some of the species were found only in a single
wetland. Abant and Yeniçağa harbour most of the
rarest species. ),/-&'/- L. and $-',#(
L. are found only in Yeniçağa. ,(--#*&/-.,#L. grows only in Abant. In Bolu, peatlands are found
only in Yeniçağa and Abant. Peatlands are rare habitats and they occupy world’s 5% of terrestrial ecosystems. Peatlands are also very scarce in Turkey
[14]. Therefore, we may expect to see different species in these wetlands. &.#( &-#(-.,/' L. and
'-)(#/' &#-' Mill. are only found in wetlands of Kıbrıscık. Majority of aquatic plants found
in Bolu are widespread species and they are considered as Least Concern by IUCN [44]. However, &
.#(&-#(-.,/' is an exception which is assessed as
Near Threatened. This species is distributed over a
wide geographical area in Europe and North Africa
but it is rare and has scattered populations over its
range [45]. We have found only few individuals for
this species from a single site in Lake Karagöl in
Kıbrıscık. In our opinion, this is the rarest and most
threatened macrophyte in Bolu since its habitat is
also subject to several anthropogenic impacts.
We could not find some of the species collected
in the past and herbarium specimens seen by us. In
Lake Abant, ).')!.)(())-/- Poir., *, )&#
./- L.,  !,'#(/- L.,  &/(- L. and ,)(
&(#(- (L.) Fourr. could not be collected by us
during our fieldworks between 2015 and 2017. We
could not recollect ).')!.)(&/(- L. and (
.(- in our recent fieldworks from Gölcük. Since


)&
8A?@2>.:.8E?6?)$!3;>?6968.>6@E;3.=A.@60<8.:@?<2062?0;9<;?6@6;:A?6:4.00.>1'6968.>6@E3;>
?2B2:C2@8.:1?;3;8A 
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Yeniçağa and Abant Lakes are result of tectonic activities and are the oldest among the studied
wetlands. These two wetlands also contain the highest number of species (Table 3; Fig. 5). The richest
wetland in terms of macrophyte diversity is Yeniçağa. It has far much larger surface area compared
to other six wetlands (Table 1). As mentioned earlier
Abant and Yeniçağa have some peatland areas. Yeniçağa Lake has the highest dissolved oxygen (DO)
levels and is classified as ultra-eutrophic by
Külköylüoğlu et al. [15]. Therefore, future changes
in species composition here should be monitored to
observe decrease in species diversity due to dominance of eutrophic species. Gölcük is a young artificial lake and does not have a direct connection with
Yeniçağa and Abant. However, it is clustered with
these two wetlands in similarity analyses.
Lake Gölköy and Yumrukaya wetland are geographically very close to each other and they are connected by a canal. Mudurnu stream flows from Lake
Abant to Lake Gölköy and Abant stream flows into
Yumrukaya. Therefore, we expected to see similar
species composition with Lake Abant however our
results are contradictory to this idea. There are other
factors effecting species composition in these wetlands. Gölköy and Yumrukaya face regular WLFs
due to usage of water for irrigation purposes in sum-

mer months. These WLFs cause drastic morphological changes in some the macrophytes. Typical examples are ).')!.)( !,'#(/- L. and (/(
/&/- .,#")*"3&&/- Chaix in Gölköy. When water
level decreases plant length of  !,'#(/- decreases approximately from 2 m to 10 cm. Thus, allowing us to easily observe the phenotypic plasticity
in these species which was previously reported by
several publications [47, 48]. Although Yumrukaya
is much smaller than Lake Gölköy, it has more macrophyte species (Table 3). Yumrukaya is a very shallow wetland (1.6 m depth) compared to Lake Gölköy
and shoreline morphology of the two wetlands are
also different. Complete shore of Yumrukaya wetland is covered by 3*" spp. and ",!'#.-/-
.,&#- and the remaining areas are covered by emergent vegetation. However, in Gölköy, only in very
small area there is 3*" spp. and emergent vegetation.
Lake Sünnet was placed separately in terms of
species composition (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4) and it has the
second lowest species diversity (Fig. 5). It has the
lowest dissolved oxygen (DO) level, lowest saturated dissolved oxygen value (%Sat) and the highest
salinity. This shows us that primary productivity is
the lowest in this lake along with low species diversity and abundance of species. Lake Sülüklü has the
lowest species diversity and is not clustered with any
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Turkey. Large chicken farming produces wastes
(manure, sick and dead animals, microbial pathogens) which contaminate the air, soil and water. Over
fertilization by chicken manure damage plants and
can result in contaminated runoff which pollutes
both surface water and groundwater. Poultry manure
contains high nitrogen and is also a source of salts,
heavy metals, trace antibiotics and hormones.
The third problem is the introduction of nonindigenous species by people and also by local authorities. In 2013, the mayor of Bolu planted 270
plants belonging to 54 different variety of water lilies in Lake Gölcük. There are only two native waterlily species in Turkey, /*",&/. and 3'*"
&. In Gölcük, only the former species grows.
However, today we can see the exotic water lilies
flowering in the lake. Local authorities should be
more careful about such introductions which may
cause serious economic and environmental problems.


"#+ !"('

other wetlands in terms of species composition (Fig.
3; Fig. 4 and Fig. 5). This lake is geographically and
in terms of formation similar to Lake Sünnet. All of
the studied wetlands have alkaline waters except
Lake Sülüklü which has slightly acidic water (Table
2). This lake has the maximum depth among the
studied wetlands.


#" )'#"
Bolu province is rich in terms of aquatic habitats and diversity of macrophytes. Majority of the
wetlands have different protection status but this is
not enough to prevent human intervention. Threats
to wetlands are rising rapidly. The most serious
threat is caused by increasing touristic activities
since lakes are popular tourism destinations. Increasing hotel and restaurant constructions and heavy visitor load are the main problems. Conversion of
shorelines of wetlands for recreational activities result in habitat loss for macrophytes. There is a need
for a better visitor management and construction of
infrastructure to manage very large number of visitors.
The second main problem is eutrophication
caused by agricultural activities and land use. Bolu
is one of the main centers of poultry production in

The authors thank Orkun İkinci (Ankara) for
drawing the map, Dr. Muzaffer Dügel (Bolu) for the
help with the statistical analysis and Aydın Şahindokuyucu (Bolu) for linguistic editing.
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+/#-./',0(-L.
+/#-./'"3'&L.
+/#-./'*&/-.,L.
+/#-./'!#!(./'L.
+/#-./'.&'.#Ehrh.
0;>.02.2
),/-&'/-L.
9.>E8861.02.2
/)$/'-.#0/'L. subsp.-.#0/'
86?9.@.02.2
&#-'&()&./'With.
&#-'*&(.!)+/.#L.
'-)(#/'&#-'Mill.
!#..,#-!#..# )&#L.
<6.02.2
(!&#-3&0-.,#-L. var.-3&0-.,#-
*#/'()# &),/'(L.) Lag.
,/&,.(Huds.) Coville
((."+/.#(L.) Poir.
((." #-./&)-L.
((."-#&# )&#M.Bieb.
#/'-#-,/'L.var.&(# )&#/'(M.Bieb.) Thell.
>.02.2
'(!#L.
'('#(),L.
'(.,#-/&L.
*#,)&*)&3,,"#4(L.) Schleid.
?<.>.4.02.2
,(#.")!&/'')(.(/'Cirillo
?@2>.02.2
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(.D;:
#(-,(/L.
#(-.,#*,.#.L.
#,-#/'(/'(L.) All.
#,-#/',.#/'d'Urv. subsp.,.#/'
(/&,#.((#L.
.-#.-"3,#/-(L.) G.Gaertn., B.Mey. & Scherb.
/&#,#3-(.,# (L.) Bernh. subsp. 3-(.,#
(#)')&&#-Willd.
;>.46:.02.2
3)-).#-&2Lehm. subsp.-*#.)-(Schultz) Hyl. ex Nordh.
>.??60.02.2
,,0/&!,#-R.Br.
*##/'&.# )&#/'L.
-./,.#/') ##(&R.Br.
),#**'*"##(L.) Besser
),#**-3&0-.,#-(L.) Besser subsp.-3&0-.,#-
A@;9.02.2
/.)'/-/'&&./-L.
.>E;<5E88.02.2
.&&,#+/.#(L.) Scop.
28.?@>.02.2
,(--#*&/-.,#-L.
2>.@;<5E88.02.2
,.)*"3&&/'',-/'L.
,.)*"3&&/'-/',-/'
;:BA8BA8.02.2
&3-.!#-*#/'(L.) R.Br. subsp.-*#/'
E<2>.02.2
&3-'/-)'*,--/-(L.) Panz. ex Link
)&)-")(/-&.#,*/-Marhold, Hroudová, Ducháček & Zákr.
)&)-")(/-',#.#'/-(L.) Palla subsp.',#.#'/-
,2/.L.
,2/*,#((Sándor ex Heuff.) Nendtv. ex A.Kern.
,2#(,Schrank
,2#-.(-L.
,2 &Schreb.subsp.,3.",)-."3-(Hoppe) Holub
,2"#,.L.
,2(#!,(L.) Reichard subsp.(#!,
,2(#!,(L.) Reichard subsp.#(Heuff.) Soó
,2*(# L.
,2*(#/&.L. subsp.*(#/&.
,2*(/&Huds.
,2*-/)3*,/-L.
,2,#*,#Curtissubsp.,#*,#
3*,/-&)(!/-L.
&)",#-'#.,,*Steud.
&)",#-*&/-.,#-(L.) Roem. & Schult.
-)&*#--.(L.) R.Br.
")()*&./-&/-.,#-(L.) Pallasubsp.&/-.,#-
")()*&./-.,(')(.(#(C.C.Gmel.) Palla
#,*/--3&0.#/-L.
8.@6:.02.2
&.#(&-#(-.,/'L.
A<5;>/6.02.2
/*"),#*&/-.,#-L.
./.02.2
."3,/-*&/-.,#--/-**&/-.,#-
."3,/-*,.(-#-
.,!)()&)/-',#.#'/-(L.) Roth
.8;>.4.02.2
3,#)*"3&&/'-*#./'L.
3,#)*"3&&/'0,.##&&./'L.
E1>;05.>6@.02.2
$-',#(L.
>61.02.2
,#-*-/),/-L.
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(.D;:
A:0.02.2
/(/-,.#/&./-L. subsp. ,.#/&./-
/(/-/ )(#/-L.
/(/-)'*,--/-Jacq.
/(/-)(!&)',./-L.
/(/- /-/-L.
/(/-!,,#Loisel. subsp. !,,#
/(/-*,-#/-subsp.&#().#/-(J.Thiébaut) Novikov & Snogerup
/(/-#( &2/-L.
/(/--*",),*/-Nees
 
,#!&)"#(*&/-.,#-L.
.96.02.2
$/!,*.(-L.
&")'",L.
3)*/-/,)*/-L.
&#--) ##(&#-L. subsp.) ##(&#-
(."+/.#L.
(."&)(!# )&#(L.) L. subsp.&)(!# )&#
(."&)(!# )&#(L.) L. subsp. .3*")#-(Briq.) Harley
(."*/&!#/'L.
(."-*#.L. subsp.-*#.
(."x*#*,#.L.
,/(&&0/&!,#-L.
/.&&,#!&,#/&.L.
/,#/'-),#/'L. subsp.-),#)#-(Schreb.) Arcang.
/,#/'-),#/'L. subsp.-),#/'
2:@6/A8.>6.02.2
.,#/&,#/-.,&#-R.Br.
.,#/&,#0/&!,#-L.
E@5>.02.2
3.",/'"3--)*# )&#L.
3.",/'-&#,# L.
!2:E.:@5.02.2
(3(."-.,# )&#. L.
"E9<5.2.02.2
/*",&/.(L.) Sm.
3'*"&L.
#:.4>.02.2
*#&)#/'"#,-/./'L.
*#&)#/'')(.(/'L.
*#&)#/'*&/-., L.
*#&)#/'*,0# &),/'Schreb.
#>0561.02.2
.3&),"#4#,#(M.Bieb. ex Willd.) Soó
.3&),"#4#(,(.(L.) Soó-/-*#(,(.
.3&),"#4(#-"&%#),/'H.Baumann & Künkele
$8.:@.46:.02.2
&&#.,#",/.#Petagna
#**/,#-0/&!,#-L.
,.#)&) ##(&#-L.
,)(#(!&&#-+/.#L.
,)(#-/.&&.L.
$;.02.2
!,)-.#-(#(L.
!,)-.#-!#!(.Roth
!,)-.#--.)&)(# ,L.
&)*/,/-+/&#- Sobol.
&)*/,/-,/(#(/-Poir.
&'!,)-.#-*#!$)-(L.) Roth
.,)-+/.#(L.) P.Beauv.
,3*-#--")()#-(L.) Lam.
-"'*-#-*#.)-(L.) P.Beauv.
"#()"&),/-!&&#(L.) P.Beauv.
&3,# &/#.(-(L.) R.Br.
&3,#()..Chevall.
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),/'',#(/'Huds. subsp.',#(/'
E
ST, YE
",!'#.-/-.,&#-(Cav.) Trin. ex Steud.
E
A, YE, GC, GK, YU, SL, K
#(!,#*#-##(Boiss.) Tutin
E
A, YE
$;8E4;:.02.2
,-#,#'*"##(L.) Gray
F
A, ST, GC, GK, YU, YE
,-#,#"3,)*#*,(L.) Spach
E
YU
,-#,#&*."# )&#(L.) Delarbre
E
A, YE, GK, YU
,-#,#'/&)-Gray
E
GC, GK, YU
/'2"3,)&*."/'Huds.
E
A
$;@.9;42@;:.02.2
,)(&(#(-(L.) Fourr.
S
A, GK, YU
).')!.)(,".)&##Fieber
S
A, GK
).')!.)(,#-*/-L.
S
YE, GK, YU
).')!.)(!,'#(/-L.
S, A
A, GC, GK, SL
).')!.)((.(-L.
A
A, ST, YE, GC, YU, SL, K
).')!.)(())-/-Poir.
A
A, YU
).')!.)(*, )&#./-L.
S
A, YE, GK, SL
).')!.)(*/-#&&/-L.
S
YU
).')!.)(.,#")#-Cham. & Schltdl.
S
S
./%(#*.#(.(L.) Börner
S
A, GK
((#"&&#*&/-.,#-L.
S
GK
$>69A8.02.2
3-#'"#*/(..L.
E
YE, GC
3-#'"#0/&!,#-L.
E
in all areas
&.:A:0A8.02.2
(/(/&/- #,#L. subsp. &."# )&#/-(Rchb.) Arcang.
E
A, GK
(/(/&/- #,#L. subsp. #,## ),'#-Rouy & Foucaud
E
GC
(/(/&/-&#(!/L.
E
A, YE
(/(/&/-*&../-Schrank subsp. /)#- (Freyn) Muñoz
A
K
(/(/&/-,*(-L.
E
A, ST, YE, GC, YU
(/(/&/--&,./-L.
E
A, YE, GK
(/(/&/-.,#")*"3&&/-Chaix ex Vill.
S
A, YE, GK
"&#.,/' &0/'L.
E
YE
"&#.,/'&/##/'L.
E
A, YE, GK, YU
"&#.,/''#(/-L.0,'#(/-
E
S
&;?.02.2
#&#*(/&/&',#(L.) Maxim.
E
A
/',#0&L.
E
GC
).(.#&&(-,#(L. subsp.(-,#(
E
YE
).(.#&&,*.(-L.
E
A, ST, YE, GC, GK, YU
).(.#&&-/*#(L.
E
ST
&A/6.02.2
&#/'#&Desv.
E
A, YE
&#/'*&/-.,L.
E
GC, YU
&#/',#0&(Sibth. & Sm.) Griseb.
E
YE
'.860.02.2
&#2&L. subsp. &
E
A, ST, GK, YU
&#2'*&2#/&#-Bory & Chaub.
E
A, GC, GK, YU
&#2*,L.
E
YE, GC
&#2&!()-Scop.
E
A, YE, GC, SL
&#2*(.(,L.
E
A, ST, SL
&#2*(.(,)#-A.K.Skvortsov
E
YU
&#2.,#(,L. subsp..,#(,
E
GK
&#22 ,!#&#-L.
E
YE, YU
'.D63>.4.02.2
2# ,!3'&,#L. subsp.3'&,#
E
A, GC
(E<5.02.2
*,!(#/',./'L. subsp.,./'
E
A, K
*,!(#/',./'L. subsp.'#,),*/'(Neuman) Domin
E
A, YE, GK, YU
3*"(!/-.# )&#L.
E
A, YU
3*")'#(!(-#-Pers.
E
A, YE
3*"&.# )&#L.
E
A, YE, GC, GK, YU, K
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SYNTHESIS AND BIOLOGICAL EVALUATION OF 7-( ARYL)
2,5-DIPHENYL-8,8A-DIHYDRO-5H-[1,3,4]
THIADIAZOLO[3,2-A]PYRIMIDIN-6(7H)-ONES
Pelin Koparir*
Department of Chemistry, Forensic Medicine Institute, TR-44000, Malatya, Turkey

pounds [11-13].

ABSTRACT
In this study, 5-phenyl-[1,3,4]thiadiazol-2ylamine (2), schiff bases of thiadiazoles(3a-d) and
7-(aryl)-2,5-diphenyl-8,8a-dihydro-5H[1,3,4]thiadiazolo[3,2-a]pyrimidin-6(7H)-ones (4ad) were expediently synthesized. The mould / structure of synthesized compounds were determined to
be compatible with the datum IR, 13C and 1H NMR.
Additionally, the antioxidant, antimicrobial, antitumor features of synthesized compounds were
analyzed. All of the compounds showed various
significant bioactivities such as antioxidant, antimicrobial, antitumor at different levels.

EXPERIMENTAL
Synthesis and Instrumentals. Melting points
were determined in open capillary tubes using a
digital Gallenkamp melting point apparatus and
unrevised. The IR spectra were saved in KBr using
a Mattson 1000 FT-IR spectrometer. 1H-NMR spectra were recorded on a FX 90 JEOL 90 MHz NMR
spectrometer in CDCl3 + DMSO-d6 with TMS as an
internal standard. Also, the researcher applied an
elemental analysis on a LECO-CHNS-938. Starting
chemicals were obtained from Merck or Aldrich.
2 and 3a-d were prepared again for the synthesis of (4a-d) compounds that would be tested in
accordance with the literature [14]. Benzoic acids
were added to thiosemicarbazide in phosphorus
oxychloride, which resulted in 5-Phenyl[1,3,4]thidiazol-2ylamine corresponding Novel
Schiff bases of thiadiazoles compounds were synthesized through the interaction of 5-Phenyl[1,3,4]thidiazol-2ylamine and aromatic aldehydes.
These compounds which on reaction with phenylacetyl chloride in presence of triethylamine yield 7(aryl)-2,5-diphenyl-8,8a-dihydro-5H[1,3,4]thiadiazolo[3,2-a]pyrimidin-6(7H)-ones. The
new compounds were characterized by elemental
analyses and using the FT-IR and 1H, 13C NMR
techniques. The vitro antioxidant, anti-tumor, antimicrobial activities of newly synthesized compounds were measured. It was found that some of
the compounds showed significant biological activity. The synthesis levels of test compounds were
shown in Figure 1.

KEYWORDS:
1,3,4-Thiadiazole, Antioxidant activity, Antimicrobial
activity, Anti-tumor activity

INTRODUCTION
The rising of resistance of microorganisms to
medicine has reached to a threatening level; and the
synthesis of anti-infective compounds has become
an urgent need for the treatment of microbial infection. In this regard, the compounds involving thiadiazole circle system represents an interesting
branch that has a wide range [1-5]. This kind of
compouns has significance in terms of biology and
is used in synthesis of some medicine [6-7]. The
research that has been conducted so far has revealed
that thiadiazole compounds showed various biological activities. Besides, thiadiazole compounds are
also used as antibiotic, antifungal plant growth
hormone and corrosion inhibitor. Moreover, thiadiazole compounds are quite useful ligants in coordination chemistry, too. The complex like Cisplatin
shows anticancer characteristics.
Various interesting biological activity was reported [6-10] to be shown by the thiadiazolo pyrimidine nucleus led us to synthesize the title compounds 1,3,4-thiadiazolo[3,2-a]-pyrimidin-6-ones.
The synthesis involves a cyclo-addition reaction
involving a heterodyne system which is of great
potential in the synthesis of heterocyclic com-

5-Phenyl-[1,3,4]thidiazol-2ylamine (2):Yield
73%, mp 222- & ,5 .%U  ȣ  
1211, 1074, 982, 876, cm-1. 1H NMR (DMSO-d6 į
7.85-7.38 (m, 5H, Ar-H), 7.26 (s, 2H, -NH2). 13C
105 '062 706 į SSP  
131.46, 127.12, 125.39. Anal calcd for C8H7N3S
(177): C, 54.22; H, 3.98; N, 23.71; S, 18.09. Found:
C, 54.17; H, 3.91; N, 23.68; S, 17.98.
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FIGURE 1
Synthesis mechanism of title compounds
123.72, 123.12, Anal calcd for C15H12N4O2S (312):
C, 57.68; H, 3.87; N, 17.94; S, 10.27. Found: C,
57.61; H, 3.85; N, 18.01; S, 10.29.

Benzyliedene-(5-phenyl-[1,3,4]thiadiazol-2ylamine(3a): Yield 72%, mp 193-194°C. IR (KBr)
ȣFP-1 (C=N). 1H NMR (DMSO-d6 į V
1H, N=CH), 7.89-7.34(m, 10H, Ar-H), 13C NMR
(DMSO-d6 706 į SSP   
137.59, 133.94, 132.35, 129.92, 132.34, 129.99,
128.99, 128.22, and 127.65. Anal calcd for C 15H11
N3 S (265): C, 67.90; H, 4.18; N, 15.84; S, 12.08.
Found: C, 67.89; H, 4.21; N, 15.83; S, 12.10.

7-(Phenyl)-2,5-diphenyl-8,8a-dihydro-5H[1,3,4]thiadiazolo[3,2-a]pyrimidin-6(7H)one(4a): Yield 63%, mp 171-172& ,5 .%U  ȣ
1713 cm-1 (C=0). 1H NMR (DMSO-d6  į 7.29(m, 15H, Ar-H), 5.33(s, 1H, =N-CH- ), 5.21(s,
1H, -N-CH-),, 13C NMR (DMSO-d6706įSSP 
190.54, 164.48, 138.60, 135.52, 135.13, 132.25,
129.90, 129.90, 129.34, 129.34, 128.93, 72.84,
53.79, Anal calcd for C23H17N3OS (383): C, 72.04;
H, 4.47; N, 10.96; S, 8.36. Found: C, 72.01; H,
4.43; N, 10.91; S, 8.33.

(4-Methoxy-benzylidene)-(5-pheny[1,3,4]thiadiazol-2-yl)amine(3b): Yield 77%, mp
208-&,5 .%U ȣFP-1 (C=N). 1H NMR
(DMSO-d6  į  V + 1 &+  -6.89(m,
9H, Ar-H), 3.81(s, 3H, O-CH3), 13C NMR (DMSOd6 706 į SSP    
135.94, 134.86, 132.78, 127.63, 116.20, 53.79.
Anal calcd for C16H13 N3OS (295): C, 65.06; H,
4.44; N, 14.23; S, 10.86. Found: C, 65.07; H, 4.41;
N, 14.29; S, 10.84.

7-(4-Methoxy-phenyl)-2,5-diphenyl-8,8adihydro-5H-[1,3,4]thiadiazolo[3,2-a]pyrimidin6(7H)-one(4b): Yield 73%, mp 163-164°C. IR
.%U ȣFP-1 (C=0). 1H NMR (DMSO-d6 į
8.38-6.82(m, 14H, Ar-H), 5.36(s, 1H, =N-CH- ),
5.19(s, 1H, -N-CH-), 3.80(s, 3H, -OCH3) 13C NMR
(DMSO-d6 706 į SSP  191.52, 164.47, 158.31,
135.52, 135.13, 132.25, 129.90, 129.80, 129.42,
129.34, 129.33, 128.31, 128.31, 128.26, 114.25,
83.94, 72.84, 56.04, Anal calcd for C24H19N3OS
(401): C, 69.71; H, 4.63; N, 10.66; S, 7.75. Found:
C, 69.69; H, 4.59; N, 10.11; S, 7.72.

(4-Chloro-benzylidene)-(5-pheny[1,3,4]thiadiazol-2-yl)amine(3c): Yield 81%, mp
251-&,5 .%U ȣFP-1 (C=N). 1H NMR
(DMSO-d6  į  V + 1 &+  -7.12(m,
9H, Ar-H), 13C NMR (DMSO-d6 706 į
ppm):169.16, 166.75, 163.14, 137.82, 136.27,
129.96, 129.48, 128.86, 127.63, Anal calcd for
C15H10CIN3S (299): C, 60.10; H, 3.36; N, 14.02; S,
10.70. Found: C, 60.09; H, 3.31; N, 13.99; S, 10.68.

7-(4-Chloro-phenyl)-2,5-diphenyl-8,8adihydro-5H-[1,3,4]thiadiazolo[3,2-a]pyrimidin6(7H)-one(4c): Yield 78%, mp 182-183°C. IR
.%U ȣFP-1 (C=0). 1H NMR (DMSO-d6 į
8.36-7.29(m, 14H, Ar-H), 5.33(s, 1H, =N-CH- ),
5.18(s, 1H, -N-CH-), 13C NMR (DMSO-d6706į
ppm): 190.92, 164.46, 158.31, 135.52, 132.24,
130.91, 129.90, 129.42, 129.30, 129.23, 128.31,
128.30, 128.26, 114.25, 73.84, 72.28, Anal calcd

(3-Nitro-benzylidene)-(5-pheny[1,3,4]thiadiazol-2-yl)amine(3d): Yield 83%, mp
174-&,5 .%U ȣFP-1 (C=N). 1H NMR
(DMSO-d6  į  V + 1 &+  -7.33(m,
9H, Ar-H), 13C NMR (DMSO-d6 706 į
ppm):169.18, 166.87, 165.81, 148.56, 138.36,
135.93, 133.02, 130.14, 129.99, 127.63, 127.13,
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waited for 3 hours in the incubator, optic density of
the cells in the plaques was read at the wavelenght
of 550 nm on the device ELISA (Synergy HT
ABD). The mean values of the collected absorbance
values was calculated. Cell viability was expressed
as a percentage. MTT testings was repeated ten
times on different days [15-18].

for C24H19N3OS (417.5): C, 66.10; H, 3.86; N,
10.05; S, 7.67. Found: C, 66.08; H, 3.84; N, 10.03;
S, 7.65.
7-(3-Nitro-phenyl)-2,5-diphenyl-8,8adihydro-5H-[1,3,4]thiadiazolo[3,2-a]pyrimidin6(7H)-one(4d): Yield 73%, mp 160-161°C. IR
.%U ȣFP-1 (C=0). 1H NMR (DMSO-d6 į
8.56-7.45(m, 13H, Ar-H), 5.79(s, 1H, =N-CH-),
5.23(s, 1H, -N-CH-), 13C NMR (DMSO-d6706į
ppm): 189.92, 164.56, 158.30, 135.59, 132.26,
130.91, 129.91, 129.42, 129.30, 129.23, 128.31,
128.30, 128.21, 114.22, 73.80, 72.27, Anal calcd
for C24H19N3OS (428): C, 64.47; H, 3.76; N, 13.08;
S, 7.48. Found: C, 64.39; H, 3.73; N, 12.98; S, 7.55.

Antioxidant Activity - Determination of
DPPH Radical Scavenging Activity. DPPH
radical reduction method was used in order to
decide antioxidant activities [19]. 4 mL solution
was taken from the solution prepared as to be 5
mg/L DPPH in methanol and this 4 ml solution was
put in seperate tubes for each substance. From the
lysed test substances having dilution of 4000 μM
was made an adding in a way that last dilutions was
calculated as 100 μM. This mixture was waited for
30 minutes under room temperature in a dark
environment for reaction. By checking the color
change, it was decided whether the value could be
read at 517 nm in the spectrophotometer. When
there is color change the value was read in the
spectrophotometer.
The calculations in order to resolve the DPPH
radical in reaction atmosphere was calculated
regarding the formula given below.
% DPPH Radical Scavenging Activity = (A0±
A1/A0) x 100
A0: Absorbance of the control reaction, A1:
Absorbance of the sample or standard

BIOACTIVITY OF SYNTHESIZED
COMPOUNDS
Cell culture and treatment. The frozen HT
29 cells that were taken from the Cell Culture Bank
were bred in 25 culture cm2 culture flasks RPMI1640 medium (including 10% FCS, 100 U/mL
penisilin and prepared by adding 0.1 mg/mL
streptomisin). The mediums of cells that were kept
in humid environment at 37 oC in a incubator with
carbondioxide were changed twice a week. When
the cellls were confluent, they were removed from
the flasks using the solution tripsin-EDTA and they
were used in difeniltetrazoliumbromid (MTT)
analysis after transferred to planks with 96 wells
[15-18].

Antimicrobial
Activity
Broth
Microdilution Method. Standard Broth Dilution
Method was used in order to calculate the Minimum
Inhibition Concentration (MIC) value of the invitro
antimicrobial activities of the substances that was
sythesized (4a-d). The compounds that were
synthesized to analyze both antibacterial and
antifugal activities were lyzed in 2a-e and control
group DMSO. Moreover, decreasingly dilution
VHULHVȝJ/mL,
was prepared for microorganizsms in specified
concentrations. Stored solutions was prepared in
DMSO and it was concluded that DMSO had no
effect on microorganisms in concentrations.
Antimicrobial activities of compounds was
determined regarding the anticipated Broth dilution
method by the Commitee of National Clinic
Laboratory Standards (Anonymous, 1997). Two
grams of positive and two grams of negative
bacteria and two grams of fungus having features of
yeast were used as microorganizms. As gram pozitif
bacteries, B. subtilis ATCC 6633, S. aureus ATCC
6538 P strains, as gram negatif bacteries E. coli,
ATTC 25922, S. typhimurium NRRL B 4420
strains, as yeast C. globrata ATCC 66032, C.
tropicalis ATCC 13803 strains were used. As
standard antibiotics, Ampilisin bacteria strains,
fukanazol was used for afsun strains. The bacteria

Cell viability. The 5, 10 ve 20 μM dosage and
resolvent (DMSO) of complexes that would be
tested were added to the wells in the cells; and they
were left for incubation for 24 hours at 37 oC in the
carbondioxide incubator (NuaireCo, Playmouth,
MN, ABD). After the incubations, the alive rate of
cells were determined using 0.4% tryphanblue on
KHPRF\WRPHWHU([SHULHPHQWVZHUHQ¶WVWDUWHGDt the
conditions which alive rate was under 90% [15-18].
MTT Assay. Cytotoxic effects were
determined using ,a common way of cytotoxic
assessment, MTT that is a method of enzymatic
test. This method is based the principle that color
MTT can decompose tetrazolium circle. In this
method, MTT actively sucks up alive cells and the
reaction is regressed to water-insoluble formazan by
getting catalyzed by mitochondrial succinate
dehydrogenase. Formazan formation is only seen in
alive cells that include active mitochondrion. This is
accepted as an indicator of cell aliveness and the
value that is assigned as spectrophotometric is
related to number of the cells. 0.5 mg/mL MTT
solution that was taken form the stored solution
prepared in a steril PBS was prepared for work and
was added to the plaques with 96 wells. After
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compounds appears to be in the range of 1700-1710
cm-1. One of the other characteristic peaks of the
4a-G FRPSRXQGV LQ WKH S\UDPLGH¶V Fircle is the
signal =N-CH proton gives. This signal occurs as
singlet at approximately 5.14- 5,13 ppm. In the
same way, ±N-CH VLJQDO LQ WKH S\UDPLGH¶V FLUFOH
occurs as singlet around 5.50- 5.60 ppm. In 13C
NMR datum, the most characteristic peak is
determined as the carbonyl group and it occurs in
the range of 190.58- 191.53 ppm. The obtained
results correspond with the molecular structures of
4a-d compounds and the data of all the compounds
are given in the experimental section.
In this study, four compounds that were coded
as 4a-d were applied to the HT 29 (colon cancer)
cells. The table that shows findings of compounds
that has antitumor features was presented in Table 1
and Figure 2. When the results were analyzed, it
was found that all the test substances meaningfully
removed the cells having cancer in terms of
statistics. In this study, three differetn concentration
(5 μM, 10 μM, 20 μM) was followed. When Table
1 that is for test compounds with the code 4a-d was
analyzed, it was determined that there was different
statistic results among these concentration groups
(P < 0.05). According to the results, it can be said
that the used test compounds that had higher
dilution was more effective in destroying cancer
cells. The live cell results that belong to HT 29
(colon cancer) treated with test substances were
shown in Table 1 and Figure 2.
After structure of compound was crystalized
with analytic and spectroscopic methods
antimicrobial activities were studied according to
standard broth dilution method which was
anticipated by Clinical and Laboratory Standards
Institute (CLSI) (Anonymous, 1997). Synthesized
FRPSXQGV¶ Minimum Inhibitory Concentration
(MIC) values were calculated against as gram
positive bacteria B. subtilis ATCC 6633, S. aureus
ATCC 6538 P strains, as gram negative bacteria E.
coli, ATTC 25922, S. typhimurium NRRL B 4420
strains, as fungus C. globrata ATCC 66032, C.
tropicalis ATCC 13803 and was given in related
Table 2.

strain that was in the store since the previous night
Nutrient broth (ph: 7.4) was performed on liquid
medium under sterile conditions and and was left
for incubation under 37 °C for 24 hours. On the
other hand, yeast strains were Nutrient broth (ph:
7.4) was performed on liquid medium was left for
incubation under 25 °C for 24 hours. In this way,
the density of bacteria and yeast strains in mediums
were arranged to 105 CFU/mL.
Test compounds dissolved in DMSO were
firstly SUHSDUHGLQWKHFRQFHQWUDWLRQRIȝJ/mL
and after adding mediums, a serial of dilutions that
decreased tR  ȝJ/mL was prepared. In addition to
this, a serial of control group was also prepared.
Bacterial cultures were inoculated into the dilution
tubes that was prepared the previous day and were
left for incubition under 37 °C for 24 hours. After
fungus cultures showing afsun features prepared the
previous day were inoculated and they were left for
incubition 25 °C for 48 hours. After incubition,
Minimal Inhibition Concentration (MIC) values
were calculated using the method of determination
of turbidity [20].
Statistical Analysis. The suitability of the
groups to normal distribution was evaluated using
Kolmogorov Smirnov test. One way analysis of
variance was used to compare the groups. The
homogenity of variances was analyzed using
Levene test. The results of one way analysis of
variance VKRZHG WKDW WKHUH ZDVQ¶W KRPRJHQLW\
among variances and Tamhane T2 test was used for
muitiple comparions. Regarding statistis, P < 0.05
was accepted meaningful. The data was presented
as mean ± standard. The data that was collected as a
result of experimental studies were analyzed using
One- way Anova and Turkey test for antitumor
feature. All the statistic analysis in this study was
conducted using the SPSS/PC packet program.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The most characteristic peak of the obtained
4a-d compounds is the peak of C=O. It is found that
the C=O stretching vibration in the synthesized

TABLE 1
HT 29 (colon cancer ) cells interact with test compounds by dose, and the rate of viability is determined by
the rate.
Cell Viability

Control
5 μM
10 μM
28.50±1.27b
18.03±0.49c
4a
93.14±0.78a
a
b
4b
93.14±0.78
8.80±0.70
7.65±0.41b
15.36±1.04b
8.93±0.31c
4c
93.14±0.78a
38.30±0.97b
20.89±0.99c
4d
93.14±0.78a
Cisplatin
93.14±0.78a
76.88±1.64b
14.44±0.93c
The data are presented as mean and standard error.the difference between groups
statistically significant.( P < 0.05.)
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P value
20 μM
d
6.26±0.25
0.0001
5.80±0.33c
0.0001
7.26±0.20c
0.0001
7.33±0.25b
0.0001
9.65±0.33d
0.0001
with different letters on the same line is
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FIGURE 2
Treated with test compounds(4a-d) according to the dose of HT 29 cell% to a rate of viability
TABLE 2
The minimum LQKLELWLRQFRQFHQWUDWLRQYDOXHV ȝJ/mL) of test compounds
Compounds
E.coli
B.subtilis
4a
128
256
4b
128
64
4c
128
128
4d
256
128
Ampicilin
2
2
fuluconazole
6\QWKHVL]HGFRPSXQGV¶0,&YDOXHVLQȝJ/mL

S.typhimurium
128
64
128
256
2

S.Aureus
256
256
512
256
2

C.tropicalis
1024
512
512
1024
8

C.globrata
1024
512
1024
1024
8

TABLE 3
DPPH radical scavenging activities of synthesized substances (%)
&RPSRXQGV ȂP
DPPH % Inhibition
4a
27.12 ± 1.00a
4b
42.33 ± 0.36b
4c
38.16 ± 0.03b
4d
22.40 ± 1.26a
BHT
45.20 ± 0.12b
Data are presented as mean and standard error, a: P<0.001 b: P<0.05

nitro. It is interesting that although all compounds
have very similar structure they show very different
antimicrobial effect. When this insteresting point is
compared with the other studies in literature,
substances with generally same structure in terms of
content are synthesized different level of
antimicrobial effets are run across. It is thought that
WKHFRPSXQGV¶VNHOHWRQVDUHVDPHEXWZLWKGLIIHUHQW
substitutions causes occurance of this different
levels of antimicrobial activity values.
In the study; antioxidant activity of
synthesized compound is analysed by using free
UDGLFDOFOHDUDQFHPHWKRG'33+UDGLFDOV¶UHGXFWLRQ
capability is determined with decrease in
absorbance induced in 517 nm by antioxidants and

It is observed that antibacterial effects of
FRPSRXQGV FKDQJH EHWZHHQ  DQG  ȝJ/mL,
DQWLIXQJDOHIIHWFVDUHEHWZHHQDQGȝJ/mL
Among synthesized compounds, compounds with
the highest antibacterial effect LQ E   ȝJ/mL
show effect against B. subtilis and S. typhimurium
strains. Same compound (4b) shows less effect
agains other microorganisms especially fungus
species.
When substitutions on the most active
compounds against B. subtilis, S. typhimurium and
E. coli compounds are looked on existence of
especially p- methoxy phenyl and p-chloro phenyl
attract the attention. It is observed that compound
with less effect on all microorganisms is (4d) p-
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[7] Masahito, S. and Kazuyuki, M. (1977) Synthesis and Antitumor Activity of 2-Alkanesulfinyl
(or Alkanesulfonyl)-7-methyl-5H-1, 3, 4thiadiazolo[3, 2-a]pyrimidin-5-ones. Agricultural and Biological Chemistry. 41, 2047-2053.
[8] Ramalingam, T., Murty, M.S.R. and Sattur,
P.B. (1989) Heterocycles. 29, 925.
[9] Ludwing, B., Dietrich, H., Horts, H., Guenter,
J., Gerard, K., Tilo, R., Thomas, E. and Ernst,
T.
(1987)
Ger.
Pat.,
DD
24/003
(CIC07D513/04, June).
[10] Althuis, T.H., Moore, P.F., Hess, H.J. (1979)
Development
of
ethyl
3,4-dihydro-4oxopyrimido[4,5-b]quinoline-2-carboxylate, a
new prototype with oral antiallergy activity.
Journal of Medicinal Chemistry. 22, 44-48.
[11] Mazumdar, S.N., Ibnusaud, I. and Mahajan,
M.P. (1986) Diels-alder cyclo addition reactions of 1,3-diazabutadienes with ketenes. Tetrahedron Letters. 27, 5875-5876.
[12] Boger, D.L. (1983) Tetrahedron. Diels-alder
reactions of azadienes. 39, 2869-2939.
[13] Sakamoto, M., Miyazawa, K., Ishihara, Y. and
Tomimatsu, Y. (1974) Addition reactions of
heterocumulenes. I. Cycloaddition reaction of
GLPHWK\ONHWHQH ZLWK Į-diimines. Chemical and
Pharmaceutical Bulletin. 22, 1419-1421.
[14] .RSDUÕU0&DQVÕ]$dHWLQ$   Synthesis and Spectral Investigations of 2, 5, 7Triaryl-5H-[1, 3, 4] thiadiazolo [3, 2-a] pyrimidin-6 [7H]-ones. Asian Journal of Chemistry.
17(3), 1689-1697.
[15] Yilmaz, B., Sandal, S., Chen, C.H. and Carpenter, D.O. (2006)Effects of PCB 52 and PCB 77
on cell viability, [Ca2+]i levels and membrane
fluidity in mouse thymocytes. Toxicology. 217
184±193.
[16] Tekin, S., Sandal, S. and Colak, C. (2014)
Effects of Apelin-13 on human prostate cancer
lines. Medicine Science. 3, 1427±1441.
[17] Mosmann, T.R., Cherwinski, H., Bond,H.,
Giedliv, M.A. and Coffmann, R.F. (1986) Two
types of murine helper T cell clone. I. Definition according to profiles of lymphokine activities and secreted proteins. Journal of Immunology. 136, 2348±2355.
[18] Singh, N.K. and Singh, S.B. (2002) Biological
and solid state electrical conductance properties
of the complexes of 1-salicyloyl-4-benzoyl-3thiosemicarbazide with manganese (II), cobalt
(II), nickel (II), copper (II), and zinc (II). Synthesis and Reactivity in Inorganic and MetalOrganic Chemistry. 32, 25±47.
[19] Liyana-Patrihana, C. and Shahidi, F. (2005)
Optimization of extraction of phenolic compounds from wheat using a response surface
methology. Food Chemistry. 93, 47-56.
[20] Clinical Laboratory Standarts Institute (CLSI)
(2013) M100-S23. Vol. 33 No.1.

percentile inhibition values are calculated. DPPH
radical scavenging activities of synthesized
compounds are given in Table 3.
When looked at the Table 3, test compounds
4b and 4c is determined to show close activity to
standard antioxidant BHT. On the other hand, other
compounds are identified to have lower activity.
These results have people think that the compounds
with the codes 4b and 4c increase the richness of
the circle; the circle having increasing electron
density have higher activity and therefore increase
the power of radical clanse. The fact that the 4b and
4c compounds that include substituents giving
electrons such as p-methoxy phenyl and p-chloro
pheyl are plentier in amount than activities of
antioxidant, antimicrobial and anticancer has lead
us to put forward such an opinion.
In this study, new compounds were
authentically synthesized and it was examined
whether the synthesized compounds had in vitro
activities such as antioxidant, antimicrobial and
antitumor. As a result, we assume that the
biological features of the newly synthesized
compound classes would contribute to literature in
addition to its contribution regarding their
pharmacological features.
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 L. genus has problematic phyletic
structure due to frequent polyploidy and excessive
level of hybridization.  shows unforeseen
affinities with $% L. according to some
molecular studies based on nrDNA ITS and cpDNA
$"  DNA. In this study the nrDNA ITS, cpDNA
$"  (UAA) intron and $"  region of 
species and some $% species grown in
Turkey were amplified and PCR products were
sequenced. The DNA sequences were analyzed by
MEGA 6.0 program and phylogenetic trees were
constructed by Maximum Likelihood Method with
1000 bootstrap replicates. nrDNA, and two cpDNA
sequences data sets were analyzed independently.
nrDNA based phylogenetic tree showed conformity
to the genus discrimination in Flora of Turkey but
phylogenetic tree constructed by the $" and $" 
sequences showed differences in some details.
Among the  members &"%"#
constituted as outgroup.



ic position of  is problematic [12]. It is
difficult to identify plant samples of members because of high diversity, natural hybrids and
frequent polyploidy [13, 14]. Together with eight
Mediterranean genera; (%#, %,
$%#, % (%#,  #%#, $$%#,
$ !# and $  Bremer and Humphries
(1993) and Bremer (1994) have placed into
the new subtribe  [8, 15, 16] Depends
on nrDNA ITS and cpDNA $"   DNA sequence
data  shows unforeseen affinities with
$%[17]. On the other hand only $%
 "( #% and  !$" were included
in this study. Phylogeny and systematics of
also analyzed by Guo et al., (2004) but a small
number of representative $% species were
included in this study [8]. Thus, the relationship of
 and $%is still in need for investigation.
Molecular-phylogenetic studies have been frequently used to resolve generic delimitation and
infrageneric classifications in many groups of Anthemideae [17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. Generally evolution
rate of nuclear DNA (nrDNA) is considered that it
is slower than the cytoplasmic source of DNA except plant derived nrDNA, it is the fastest evolving
one among the three genomes that they contain [22,
23]. Higher rate of evolution is concluded by more
variation and greater efficiency of sequencing effort
[24]. According to Hershkovitz and Zimmer (1996)
in all angiosperms 40% of the ITS-2 conserved and
in angiosperms above the family level, 50% of the
ITS-2 is alignable [25]. From intra-species to interfamily level, chloroplast genome non-coding sequences including the $" (UAA) intron and the
intergenic spacer $" (UAA)-$" (GAA) have
phylogenetic capacity to reveal the phylogeny and
evolutionary relationship [26, 27, 28].
In this current study the affinity of 
and $% species grown in Turkey was displayed by means of molecular data from nrDNA
(ITS) and cpDNA ($" , $"  ).

$"
 $% ITS, $"  (UAA) intron, $"  ,
phylogeny



 
Asteraceae (Compositae) family consist of approximately 5 subfamilies, 30 tribes, 1620 genera
and 23,000 species around the World [1, 2] and it is
the second largest family in Turkish flora with 138
genus and 1186 species [3, 4]. Anthemideae is a
medium-sized tribe in the family [5] comprising
111 genera and about 1,800 species worldwide [6].
Five large core genera are;  (115 species),
$# (210 species), $% (150 species),
"$# (390 species), and "!% (130
species) and they include 50% of all Anthemideae
species [7].  is centered in SW Asia and SE
Europe, with extensions through Eurasia to North
America [8] with 142 species and represented in
Turkey by 6 sections and 58 taxa 53% (31) of
which are endemic to Turkey [8, 9, 10, 11].
According to the cladistic analysis phylogenet-



/%17 0%7)5-%/ Plant material was obtained
from silica-gel dried leaved of collected specimens
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ende (Malatya), 2008,   $#( was collected
from Saban village (Bingol), 2014,  %" "
% was collected from Munzur valley (Tunceli),
2008,  $# was collected from Baskil (Elazig),
2008,  !"$% was collected from Pinaralti
village (Bingol), 2013,  !"$ % was collected from Saban village (Bingol), 2014,  &%
" was collected from Munzur mountain
(Tunceli), 2008,  )"%" was collected
from Saban village (Bingol), 2014. $#  
$#( var. #  was collected from slopes
of Asagikoy road (Bingol), 2015, # !"#
was collected from Genc-Diyarbakir highway 25.
km. (Bingol), 2013,   #% subsp. "
$ was collected from Bingol-Elazig highway 25.
km. roadsides (Bingol) 2012.
The plant materials were identified by Dr. A.
Kocak. Voucher specimens were deposited at the
Molecular Biology and Genetics Laboratory of
Bingol University and Plant Products and Biotechnology Research Laboratory of Firat University.


in the wild.  &"%"# was collected from
gypsy slopes in Sancak village, (Bingol), 2012, 
 %subsp.  % var.  % was
collected from roadside in Kayapinar village,
Karliova (Bingol), 2012,  !% was collected from Bingol-Mus highway, roadside (Bingol), 2012,   "$$ was collected from slopes
of Solhan-Mus highway 15. km. (Bingol), 2012, 
" (Sin.  "#$ Afan.) was collected
from roadside in Sudugunu village (Bingol), 2012,
 " $ % was collected from natural habitats in Sancak (Bingol), 2008, "$% subsp.
"$% was collected from (Harput) Elazig,
2008,  #$ subsp. #$ was collected
from Metan village (Bingol), 2014,  !! 
% was collected from Munzur valley (Tunceli),
2008,  % subsp "$ was collected
from Kayalık village-Palu (Elazig), 2013,  
% was collected from Saban village (Bingol),
2014,   !(% var  !(% was collected from Sancak (Bingol), 2013,  #%
subsp  was collected from Tecer mountain
(Sivas), 2008, # was collected from Dar

 
%;-080-.)/-,22(75))&%6)(83217,)%085%)-02()/2*155)+-21:-7,
&227675%35)3/-'%7)6
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1)2*7,)'3&%6)(%;-080-.)/-,22(0)7,2(75))63)'-*-'%//<7,)6)48)1')(%7%2*
5)+-21


-17521


 );75%'7-21 %03/-*-'%7-21 %1( 6)
48)1'-1+ Total genomic DNA was extracted by
modified protocol of the cetyltrimethylammonium
bromide (CTAB) method [29] and or Nucleospin
Plant Kit (Macherey-Nagel, Düren-Germany). Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) of the whole region
of nrDNA ITS was performed using the ITS AB101
and ITS AB102 [30] and ITS4 and ITS5 [31] in
some cases. PCR amplifications were conducted
according to the modified protocols described in
Sonboli et al. (2010) [32]. Amplification of intergenic spacer $" (UAA) intron (B49317 and
A49855 primers) and intergenic spacer between the
$" (UAA) 3’ exon and $" (GAA) (B49873 and
A50272) were performed according to the protocols
of Taberlet et al. (1991) [33]. Sequencing reactions
were performed using ABI 3730 XL (Applied Biosystems). 

/-+10)17 %1( 3,</2+)1)7-' %1%/<6)6 Phylogenetic analyses were undertaken using three data
sets (ITS; $" and $"  ) DNA sequences and

they were aligned by using ClustalW software individually [34]. Indels were not treated in final datasets. Variable sites, number of parsimonyinformative sites, transition, transversion, genetic
distance, nucleotide diversity, and divergence within species were computed as molecular diversity
statistics for each dataset using Molecular Evolutionary Genetics Analysis software (MEGA 6.0)
[35]. Ultimately, phylogenetic trees were constructed by Maximum Likelihood Method with 1000
bootstrap replicates.


  

It is difficult to find out the phylogenetic relationship of members of  because of the
complex phyletic structure due to polyploid hybrid
recombination [36]. Until today many different
studies have been revealed to investigate polymorphism and phylogenetic relationships of 
genus by morphological, biochemical and molecu-
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another study genetic structure of some Anatolian
 populations ere investigated by using ISSR
markers. Totally 10 different oligonucleotide analyzed and they were found to be polymorphic. UPGMA and MP analyses results showed that  &"
%"# is placed as outgroups [14].
In our study we presented molecular phylogenetic analysis of the species grown in Turkey using the nrDNA ITS regions and cpDNA $"
intron and $"  regions independently. The
aligned data set of entire ITS includes totally 24
taxa. The complete ITS region (ITS1 + 5.8S +
ITS2) varies from 703 to 715 bp in length. Within
the 715 bp alignment 112 positions are parsimony
informative. The mean G+C content is 50.5. The
aligned data set of $" intron and $"  includes
totally 24 taxa. The $" intron varies from 454 to
485 bp and the $"  varies from 393 to 489 bp in
length. Within 485 and 498 bp alignment 24 and 17
positions are parsimony informative. The mean
G+C contents of $" intron and $"  are 34.1
and 36.5 respectively.

lar markers as RAPD [37, 38, 39]. AFLP [40, 41]
and ISSR [42, 43]. Also nrDNA and cpDNA regions which are used to show the evolutionary
history of related taxa depends on their molecular
characteristics are extensively preferred by researches. More recently nrDNA ITS and cpDNA
$" and $"  nucleotide sequences have been
used to identify the genetic diversity and relationship among plant taxa [44].
In one of the study phylogeny and molecular
systematics of  was studied by using nrITS
and plastid $"  DNA sequences to determine its
phylogenetic position within Anthemideae. It was
showed that  is monophyletic and appears
as a sister to (%#. On the other hand, 
$%, " , " # , and $  were
taken part as more distant outgroups according to
nrITS tree. Nevertheless limited numbers of
$% species was included in this study so
relationship of $% and  species
could not be proved sufficiently and also 
&"%"# was not included in this study [8]. In


  
%;-080-.)/-,22('375))'216758'7)(&%6)(217,)(%7%2&7%-1)(*5207,)
6)48)1')62*7,) 
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For construction of phylogenetic trees five
taxa from , sixteen taxa from $%,
one taxa from $#, one taxa from # genus
and as an out group one taxa from   genus
were used. The ITS, $" and $"  trees introduce
analogy in main topology but also show differences
in some details. The phylogenetic tree based on
nrDNA ITS region is compatible with the genus
separation in Flora of Turkey [45]. With respect to
outgroups, results show $% as the sister
group of , $# and # are distant
outgroups and   is the most distant outgroup
(Figure 1). On the other hand, in $"  and $"  
trees  and $% genus do not show
any clear distinction and they are not compatible
with the genus separation in Flora of Turkey (Figure 2 and 3) [45]. In $"  tree !"$% and
 !"$ % are separated from the other
members of $% genus and clearly linked
with $#  $#( var. #  This
instance can be arisen because of morphologically
influorescence characteristics.  &"%"# constitute outgroup of  members in both nrDNA and cpDNA data set based phylogenetic trees.
 
In this study obtained nrDNA and cpDNA sequences from Turkish  and $%
species were handled together and all data sets were
evaluated separately. The results of this study reveal
that the relationship of  and $%
genera is closer than as mentioned in previous studies. According to the phylogenetic trees based on
nrDNA and cpDNA data sequences &"%"#
is the outer group of  species. Distinctly
there is incongruence between the nrDNA and
cpDNA $" data sets. Different topologies could
be arisen from different evolutionary histories of
nrDNA and cpDNA sequences.
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where human beings like to eat fish and shellfish.
With the development of industry and agriculture
and the gradual accumulation of human beings, the
impact of the rural urbanization tide and the emission of pollutants produced by industry and life, the
possibility of pollution in some natural rivers is
gradually enlarged [1]. Heavy metal is a kind of
pollutants which is very dangerous to human health,
which not only affects the carcinogenesis and distortion of organisms, but also damages the DNA [2].
Heavy metal pollution is usually characterized by
long duration and difficulty in pollution elimination.
China's Zhujiang River, Xiangjiang and Beijiang
rivers are typical representatives of heavy metal
polluted rivers. The Songhua River belongs to the
Songhua River water system, one of the seven major water systems in China. It is an important tributary of the Heilongjiang of the China and Russian
boundary river Heilongjiang River. The upstream
of Songhua River is an important urban distribution
belt in the China northeast region. Since the 70s of
last century, heavy metal pollution in the upper
reaches of Songhua River has been reported [3].
With the development of industrial and irrigated
agriculture, the accelerated process of rural urbanization and the increase of human activities, the potential danger of heavy metal pollution is becoming
more and more serious, so it is very important to
monitor the pollution of heavy metals in the water
body of the upper reaches of Songhua River.
Because of the irregularity of water flow and
pollutant discharge, it is difficult to directly monitor
the heavy metal pollutants in water, and it is difficult to truly reflect the situation of pollution. The
effect of aquatic organisms on the enrichment and
amplification of pollutants is very obvious. Biological monitoring is a hot spot in the field of environmental monitoring in recent years. To species
suitable for monitoring organisms is particularly
important. Shellfish is considered to be one of the
most suitable species [4, 5] for monitoring the water
environment of natural waters, rivers and lakes,
because of its large size, easy capture, wide distribution and relatively stable living position. Some

In order to study the possibility of using shellfish shell as a carrier for monitoring and recording
heavy metal pollution of rivers, Unio Dou Glasiae
samples from five rivers were collected, including
the Harbin river section of the upper reaches of
Songhua River, the Zhaoyuan river section, the
Songyuan river section, the Qigihar river section of
the Nenjiang upstream of the Songhua River upstream, and the Da an river section. Twelve metal
elements including aluminum (Al), chromium (Cr),
iron (Fe), manganese (Mn), cobalt (Co), nickel (Ni),
copper (Cu), zinc (Zn), arsenic (As), selenium (Se),
cadmium (Cd), and lead were detected by the collision cell inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS), the test results showed the shell
of Unio Dou Glasiae enriched a large amount of
metal elements. Seven elements of aluminum (Al),
chromium (Cr), iron (Fe), manganese (Mn), cobalt
(Co), zinc (Zn) and arsenic (As) in water samples
and shellfish samples have high content in the shell
samples collected from large urban sampling points
such as Harbin and Qigihar, which reflects the correlation between the enrichment range of these elements and human activities, and a comprehensive
circle. The distribution of the mussel, the size of the
individual and the living habits of the clam, the
conclusion is that the shell of the dome is suitable
for monitoring the heavy metal pollution in the water environment on Songhua River.


)( #$
    , Shell, Water environment, Heavy metals
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River ecosystem is of great significance for
human survival and development. First of all, most
natural rivers are the main source of drinking water
for human beings, and they are also the places
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$+695371 #3>/: +7. $+695371 !837< The
sampling points are mainly set up in the upper
reaches of Songhua River, the Qigihar section of
Nenjiang, the Tai An river section, the Songyuan
section of Songhua River, the Zhaoyuan river section and the Harbin river section. These sections are
the key development area of the Twelfth Five Year
Plan of China and the Thirteenth Five Year Plan,
the coast is also a key area for industrial and irrigated agricultural wastewater and domestic sewage.
Qiqihar and Harbin are also the important industrial
cities in the northeast of China and also the core
city of China's machinery manufacturing and aviation industries which often result into heavy metal
pollution which seriously threaten the safety of the
water sources of the residents along the coastal cities. In July 2016, 8 sampling points were collected
in the Qiqihar river section of Nenjiang (St.1, St.2,
St.3), the intersection of Songhua River, Songyuan
(St.5) and the Harbin section of the Songhua River
(St.6) into the Songhua River. The sampling point
was like Figure 1.
Before sampling, the longitude and latitude of
each sampling point are positioned by GPS (Table
1). Water samples were collected from 3 parallel
samples. The samples were mixed by surface, middle and bottom samples to remove impurities such
as suspended solids, placed into 50mL polyethylene
or Teflon bottles with nitric acid to prevent heavy
metal ions from precipitating and adsorbing, preserved at 0-4 centigrade. Unio Dou Glasiae samples
collected from each sampling point should not be
less than 15.

scholars in the world have formulated and implemented shellfish monitoring rules using shellfish as
heavy metal pollution monitoring organisms (Mussel Watch Programme) [6]. From the muscle, gill,
viscera and other tissues and organs of the shellfish,
the contaminant factor was extracted [7], which is
positively related to the water environment of its
existence, but the distribution of pollutants in these
organs is not stable in time and space. At present,
the research on the use of shellfish shell as a carrier
for monitoring and recording of water environmental pollution is rare. The shell of shellfish is usually
composed of calcite with regular arrangement. Its
structure is characterized by larger specific surface
area and numerous fine holes between structural
units. This structure is the dream of scientists doing
adsorption materials [8], the characteristics of
which determine that shell is a natural heavy metal
pollutant adsorbent, and pollutants can exist in the
shell for a long time. In all freshwater shellfish,
Unio douglasiae is the most widely distributed species of shellfish in Songhua River and even the
whole northeast area. Therefore, this article takes
the dome of the upper reaches of Songhua River as
a monitoring organism. It is intended to study the
content of heavy metal elements in the water quality of the upstream of Songhua River and the heavy
metal elements in the shell of the dome. The possibility of using heavy metal shells as monitoring and
recording carriers for heavy metals in the upper
reaches of Songhua River is discussed.

&# 
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8713<=./+7.5+<3<=./80;+695371;3</
Sampling point
St.1
St.2
St.3
St.4
St.5
St.6
St.7
St.8

East longitude
47°22′28″
47°12′15″
46°00′52″
45°32′54″
45°09′57″
45°29′25″
45°44′45″
45°46′29″

North latitude
123°54′59″
123°40′11″
123°59′22″
124°18′47″
124°48′21″
125°00′54″
126°28′56″
126°35′28″


@9/:36/7<+5+</:3+5;7.#/+1/7<;Hydrogen peroxide, superior grade pure (Germany,
Merck company); nitric acid, superior grade pure
(Germany, Merck company); sodium hydroxide,
high grade pure (Germany, Merck company); electronic balance (XS205, mettle, Switzerland); electronic balance (PB602-N, mettle, Switzerland);
7500CX inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry ICP-MS (American Agilent Co).

$+695/ !:/9+:371 After measuring the
morphological parameters of the dome, peeling off
the organism, scraping the organism with the scalpel, rinsing with distilled water repeatedly, dipping
in the 5%NaOH solution 15min, removing the attached humus and microorganism, and then rinsing
and drying with deionized water. The shells were
mashed and powdered and stored for 100 experiments.

$+695/ 31/;<387 The 0.50g shell powder
samples were placed in the plastic digestion bottle,
2.5ml hydrogen peroxide was added, soaked for 2h,
and soaked in 1 ml concentrated nitric acid for 2h,
and most of the shell samples could be eliminated.
Microwave digestion can be used for the sample
without digestion completely, adding 2.0ml concentrated nitric acid, adding microwave digestion
tank, using the slope heating method, the pressure
in the container is under 800psi, the microwave
heating program is set up to 160 to 190 C with
2-5min, and then heat preservation 8min to 10min,
microwave digestion to clear, set to 50.0m L to be
measured.

$+695/ /</-<387 Inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) has been widely
used by scholars both at home and abroad because
of its high detection sensitivity, low detection limit,
fast analysis speed and the ability to detect many
elements at the same time. It is widely used in the
field of analysis of metal elements in petrochemical
and environmental protection fields [9-11]. Twelve
elements in samples were determined by inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry after digestion., such as aluminum (Al), chromium (Cr), iron

(Fe), manganese (Mn), cobalt (Co), nickel (Ni),
copper (Cu), zinc (Zn), arsenic (As), selenium (Se,),
cadmium (Cd), and lead (Pb), eliminating interference of non mass spectrum by collision pool technology, eliminating interference by mass spectrometry with internal standard method, using kelp
standard substance to control analysis quality.

+<+ 7+5A;3; The data analysis processing
used the statistical analysis software package
SPSS16.0 (SPSS, USA). The sample analysis results are read from the mass spectrometer, the relative standard deviation and other data are calculated
by the software package [9].
#$&%$$&$$ $
The biological characters of shellfish, such as
shell length and wet weight, are important indicators to prove the health of shellfish. Before using
shellfish as experimental animals, they should be
measured to determine the state of the shellfish in a
normal state of life. Factors such as dissolved oxygen, alkalinity and pH value of river environment
affect the life activities of aquatic organisms. These
factors have great influence on the distribution and
transfer of metal elements in water environment, so
these indexes have always been the concern of environmental scientists [12].

(+</:"=+53<A2+:+-</:3;<3-; 0$+695371
!837<; In the study, the dissolved oxygen was detected by iodic method. The results were between
6.51~8.02mg.L-1, the value of dissolved oxygen in
St.1, St.2, St.3 and St.4 at Nenjiang sampling point
was greater than that of the upstream sampling
point of Songhua River St.5, St.6, St.7 and St.8.
Alkalinity was detected by titration, the results
showed that the alkalinity of water sample was between 1.07-2.39 mmol.L-1, and the highest basicity
sampling point was in St.1 (Qiqihar section of
Nenjiang). The minimum concentration was in St.4
(Nenjiang Daan river section). PH was detected by
glass electrode method, and the pH value of sampling point was between 7.16~8.09.
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385813-+5 8:9285813-+5 2+:+-</:; 0
%2/    The external morphology of
the      is shown in Table 2. The results were analyzed by statistical software. The
shell length of all samples collected at each sampling point were between 5.51 cm-7.24 cm, the
shell height range of 2.63 cm-3.04cm, and the wide
range of 2.19cm-2.97cm. The wet weight (including shells and internal organs) of the    
  was 16.8 g-21.5 g, and the shell weight of the
shellfish was 7.97 g-10.03 g. The growth and development of all the dome samples were not abnormal, and there was no significant difference in
the external morphology.

/</:637+<387 0 /+>A /<+5; 7 (+</:
7. $2/55 The contents of 12 metal elements in
the water samples collected from eight selected
sampling points were detected. The results are
shown in Table 4.      is a filter feeding shellfish. A large amount of water is filtered
during the filtration process every day to enrich a
large amount of contaminants from water, which
enter various tissues and organs through digestion
and absorption or physical adsorption. In the shell,
the content of metal elements is stable, and the
concentration is also suitable for detection. The
results of the determination of metal elements in the
shell of the      are shown in Figures 2
and 3.


% 
/+7-87-/7<:+<387;80854+5373<A+7.9?+</:;+695/;6/+7$
3;;85>/.8@A1/761 
7.15±0.63
7.07±0.69
8.02±0.72
7.01±0.70
6.67±0.65
6.68±0.69
6.63±0.67
6.51±0.69

$+6953719837<
St.1
St.2
St.3
St.4
St.5
St.6
St.7
St.8

54+5373<A6685 
2.39±0.21
1.62±0.15
1.49±0.15
1.07±0.09
2.16±0.18
1.52±0.16
1.67±0.16
1.39±0.15

9
7.61±0.71
8.01±0.76
8.09±0.80
7.17±0.69
7.21±0.67
7.39±0.71
7.16±0.68
7.28±0.70


% 
386/<:A80&738.8=15+;3+/37<2/9:/;/7<;<=.A6/+7B$7C 
$+6953719837<
St.1
St.2
St.3
St.4
St.5
St.6
St.7
St.8

$2/555/71<2-6
5.62±0.82
6.23±0.97
5.51±061
7.21±0.93
5.59±0.79
5.79±0.89
6.04±0.87
7.24±1.12

$2/552/312<-6
2.84±0.37
2.93±0.34
2.63±0.41
3.02±0.51
2.89±0.41
2.81±0.39
2.93±0.40
3.04±0.67

$2/55?3.<2-6
2.31±0.41
2.82±0.39
2.19±0.36
2.97±0.52
2.28±0.39
2.44±0.52
2.57±0.50
2.84±0.56

(/<?/312<1
17.3±1.26
19.6±1.31
16.8±1.23
21.5±1.43
16.9±0.95
18.1±1.33
18.2±1.19
20.2±1.39

$2/55?/312<1
8.23±1.33
9.15±1.72
7.97±1.02
10.03±1.86
8.62±1.24
8.68±1.07
8.51±1.48
9.06±1.91


% 
/+7-87-/7<:+<387;80/5/6/7<;37<2/?+</:;+695/; D1 6/+7$
Al
Cr
Mn
Fe
Co
Ni
Cu
Zn
As
Se
Cd
Pb

St.1
81.00
±8.6
0.208
±0.031
107.0
±10.3
548.0
±36.32
0.40
±0.036
1.708
±0.168
1.493
±0.132
3.428
±0.302
3.012
±0.25
0.602
±0.061
0.085
±0.008
0.516
±0.071

St.2
688.0
±7.300
0.420
±0.053
69.00
±7.2
694.0
±43.5
0.430
±0.041
1.818
±0.201
2.304
±0.304
1.169
±0.104
1.982
±0.181
0.510
±0.036
0.059
±0.006
1.036
±0.132

St.3
491.0
±5.9
0.317
±0.042
52.00
±3.7
361.0
±36.2
0.420
±0.039
1.59
±0.163
2.396
±0.263
1.593
±0.158
2.013
±0.172
0.476
±0.041
0.038
±0.004
0.669
±0.076

St.4
734.0
±9.2
5.558
±6.7
153.0
±11.3
5837
±591.3
1.390
±0.113
5.967
±0.593
6.021
±0.605
29.79
±3.01
2.968
±0.236
0.792
±0.073
0.049
±0.004
7.982
±0.961

* The date of sampling is July 31, 2014
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St.5
963.0
±8.7
0.850
±7.2
183.0
±13.6
1069
±106.3
2.41
±0.198
2.763
±0.261
3.285
±0.341
113.8
±11.36
3.593
±0.298
0.697
±0.069
0.058
±0.005
4.569
±0.591

St.6
6160
±632.3
5.199
±4.9
151
±12.5
5938
±612.8
1.69
±0.152
6.392
±0.604
7.021
±0.703
70.21
±7.21
3.681
±0.314
0.710
±0.052
0.067
±0.006
7.952
±0.993

St.7
5443
±712.3
4.79
±5.1
149
±14.3
6125
±693.2
2.27
±0.187
6.017
±0.531
7.136
±0.652
12.7
±1.09
3.612
±0. 361
1.012
±0.081
0.059
±0.004
7.025
±0.819

St.8
5632
±593.1
4.68
±3.9
148
±12.6
5693
±589.7
2.91
±0.267
5.369
±0.555
7.923
±0.571
12.9
±1.13
3.591
±0.341
0.59
±0.043
0.063
±0.005
7.036
±0.916
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Aluminum is a necessary raw material in aviation, mechanical manufacturing and other industries.
With the discharge of waste water in these industries, aluminum elements are also entered into natural waters. Therefore, the change of aluminum in
the environment is also the concern of environmental researchers [12-13]. The concentration of aluminum in water samples collected at all 8 sampling
points ranged from 81µg.L-1-6160 µg.L-1 (Table 4).
The highest concentration of aluminum in shell
samples is at the sampling point St.8, which is
downstream of the Harbin river section of Songhua
River, with a concentration value 12.68 mg.kg-1.
St.1 and St.2, which were distributed in the Qigihar
river section of Nenjiang, also be detected higher
Al content. The results are shown in Figure 2.

Chromium elements are mainly in the form of
trivalent chromium (Cr III) and Hexavalent chromium (Cr VI) in nature. Trivalent chromium is
beneficial to the feeding, digestion and absorption
of organisms. It has been paid attention to by animal feed nutrition researchers. Hexavalent chromium is recognized as a carcinogen and is one of
the environmental pollutants [14]. The concentration
of chromium in the water samples collected at all 8
sampling points was between 0.208 µg.L-1-5.558
µg.L-1 (Table 4). The chromium content in the shell
samples of the dome were shown in Figure 2, between 0.682 mg.kg-1-1.945 mg.kg-1, and the highest
content was in St.6 (the upstream of Songhua River
Harbin section), the lowest content was in St.5
(Zhaoyuan section of Songhua River).


&# 
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mg.kg-1-14563 mg.kg-1.
Cobalt is an important component of vitamin
B12, which also plays an important role in the regulation of human blood pressure. Excessive intake
of cobalt can cause chronic heart failure and anemia
in the human body [12, 15-16]. The concentration
range of cobalt elements in water samples at all 8
sampling points is between 0.40 µg.L-1-2.91 µg.L-1
(Table 4). The results of cobalt content in shell
samples are shown in Figure 2. The high samples
are distributed at four sampling points in Harbin
and Qigihar sections, such as St.1, St.2, St.7 and
St.8. The highest detection value is the shell samples collected by St.1, with a content of 11.7
mg.kg-1, and the minimum value of the samples
collected from the St.6 (Songhua River section of
Songhua River) is 6.5mg.kg-1.
Zinc is one of the main pollutants in agriculture and industry. Excessive zinc can cause kidney
damage and renal failure [17-18]. The concentrations of zinc in water samples collected at all 8
sampling points were quite different, ranging from
1.169µg.L-1-113.8µg.L-1 (Table 4). The content of
zinc in the shell of the dome in the sampling area is
between 2.33 mg.kg-1-9.22 mg.kg-1 (Figure 2), the
highest content is the sampling point St.1, and the
minimum value is collected from St.4.

Manganese is an essential element for human
bone development and maintenance of carbohydrates and fat metabolism. Manganese poisoning is
usually limited to mining and metal smelting workers. The manganese content in the Songhua River
and the Nenjiang River Basin has been high. The
concentration of manganese in water samples collected at all 8 sampling points is between 52 and
µg.L-1-183µg.L-1 (Table 4). Manganese is also
highly enriched in the shell of      ,
and the manganese content in the shells of the
Qigihar river section of Nenjiang is the highest,
reaching 1133 mg.kg-1 (Figure 2), higher than that
of each section of the Songhua River. The tributaries in the upper reaches of Nenjiang are originated
in the mountains and mining areas, where the manganese content is also found in the water quality
detection. In this environment, the dome of the
dome will naturally accumulate more manganese.
Iron is an important component of the oxygen
cycle of the human body (iron and hemoglobin).
Iron deficiency can lead to anemia, and iron is also
an important part of the earth's crust and soil. The
iron concentration in water samples collected at all
8 sampling points was between 361-6125 µg.L-1
(Table 4), and the content of iron was also high in
the shell. The test results were found in Figure 2
and the content range was between 7380
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%
/+7-87-/7<:+<387;80.+7.!,37<2/;2/55;80
5/6/7<
Cd
Pb

$<
0.163±0.018
0.019±0.002

$<
0.025±0.030
ND

$<
ND
ND

$<
N.D.
ND

   6141 6/+7B$7C 
$<
ND
ND

$<
ND
ND

$<
ND
ND

$<
0.053±0.042
ND

*- N.D. is not detected

Nickel is an essential element of some plants
and microorganisms, an important component of
enzymes such as urease and hydrogenase, and excessive nickel can also cause damage to the heart
and liver of the human body and lead to cancer, so
nickel is also an element of environmental and toxicological scientists [19-20]. The concentration of
nickel in water samples collected at all 8 sampling
points was between 1.590µg.L-1-6.392 µg.L-1 (Table 4), the content of nickel content in the shell
samples was 19.95-69.65µg.L-1, and the content of
nickel in the shell samples collected from the sample point St.8 of the Harbin river section of Songhua River was the highest (Figure 3).
Copper is one of the essential trace elements
of the human body, a necessary component of the
blood cyanin in the blood, and the copper element
is one of the well-known heavy metals. Many scientists report that excessive copper may cause serious damage to the liver and gills of fish and even
death and death [12, 18-19]. The concentration of
copper in water samples collected at all 8 sampling
sites ranged from 1.493µg.L-1-7.923µg.L-1 (Table
4). Copper contents in shells of shellfish collected
from 8 sampling sites were not significantly different (Fig. 3), and their contents were between
6.86-9.82 mg.kg-1.
Arsenic is one of the important environmental
toxicants. Most of arsenic compounds are toxic
substances, such as arsenic trioxide (arsenic trioxide) is one of the earliest toxicants found by human
beings. There are many arsenic poisoning and arsenic detection techniques reported [13, 21-22]. Arsenic can cause acute liver and kidney failure and
lead to animal death. At all 8 sampling points, the
concentration range of arsenic in water samples was
between 1.982µg.L-1-3.681µg.L-1 (Table 4), and the
content of arsenic in the shell of the dome was
higher (Figure 3) was St.1 in the Qigihar river section of Nenjiang, and the difference between the
sampling points was not obvious.
Selenium is well known in the late nineteenth
Century and early twentieth Century, it was found
that a small amount of selenium intake increased
the efficiency of nutrient absorption by cultured
animals. [13, 15, 22], but excessive intake of selenium can lead to blindness and other adverse reactions. The concentration of selenium in water samples collected at all 8 sampling points was between
0.476µg.L-1-1.102µg.L-1 (Table 4). The content of
selenium in the shell samples collected at all sam-

pling points was contrary to the elements of aluminum and other elements (Figure 3). The content of
selenium in the shell of the shellfish collected in the
surrounding rivers of the densely populated large
cities is rather low, the highest value appears in the
Songyuan section of the Songhua River (sampling
point St.4), and the lowest sampling point is the
Harbin river section of Songhua River (sampling
point St.8).
Lead pollution is mainly derived from the exhaust of fishing boats and coastal cars on water.
Long term intake of high lead fish or high lead
content can affect the development of children's
intelligence, cadmium is one of the 129 priority
pollutants listed by EPA (Environmental Protection
Agency). These two elements are also essential
elements for monitoring water environment in the
world [23-24]. The concentration of lead in water
samples collected at all 8 sampling points is between 0.516µg.L-1-7.952µg.L-1, and the concentration range of cadmium is between 0.038µg.L-10.085µg.L-1 (Table 4). The contents of Pb and Cd in
shells of      were low (Table 5), and
Cd was detected only in St.1, St.2 and St.8 samples.
The highest concentration of Cd 0.163mg.kg-1
is St.1 of Qiqihar section of Nenjiang River. The
lead element has only one sampling point detected,
the concentration value is 0.019 mg.kg-1, collected
from the Nenjiang Qigihar River upper reaches of
the sampling point St.1.
 &$ $
1) Heavy metal pollution is one of the pollutants that should be paid attention and monitored in
Songhua River basin. The content of metal elements in water has been obviously interfered by
human activities.
2) The content of aluminum, chromium, manganese, iron, cobalt and zinc in the shell of the perimeter of the large cities of Qigihar and Harbin is
obviously higher than that of other sampling points,
indicating that human activities have affected the
metal elements of the river water, and are enriched
and recorded in the shells.
3)      is widely distributed in the
Songhua River and river basin, whose living area is
relatively fixed, the sample is easy to capture, the
metal element content in the shell is stable, and the
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shell of      is suitable for monitoring
and recording the pollution history of heavy metals
in natural water environment.
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$!  (USDA 9032), two genetically
modified strains, which originated from $!
 , and a plant growth-promoting-rhizobacterium,
$! Sp7 either alone or in combination with the strain 9032 were inoculated into
dry bean ( !"! L.) to determine which
inoculum yield the highest nodulation and plant
growth. The experimental design was completely
randomized design with 6 replications (pots) per
treatment. Double inoculation with the strains Sp7
and 9032 yielded the highest nodule number and
weight. While Sp7 significantly increased nodule
number, it did not significantly increase nodule
weight compared to the control. There was not a statistically significant difference among the treatment
means in terms of nitrogen content. However, a genetically modified $! and the strain Sp7 significantly increased accumulations of nitrogen in
shoots and whole plants, compared to the control.
Consequently, the enhancement of nodulation does
not always lead to higher plant nitrogen contents. In
case of $!, there may be some additional
explanation(s) (e.g. improved plant root system) for
the increase in plant growth.



phenotypic parameters for different bean genotypes
were previously determined [6]. The effects of fertilization with sulphur and potassium on nitrogenase
and microbial activities in soil, in which broad bean
( ) was grown was determined [7]
Some studies have shown that genetically modified rhizobia can increase nodulation or nitrogen
fixation. For example, chromosomal integration of a
gene, which encodes for a short spectrum antibiotic,
trifolitoxin (TFX) was determined [8]. TFX production enhanced the ability of the transgenic microorganism to colonize rhizosphere and induce nodulation. The TFX-producing strain was later proven to
perform better in nodulation competitiveness, compared to the near isogenic non-TFX-producing strain
under field conditions [9]. On the other hand, a 
$!  cytochrome mutant increased symbiotic
nitrogen accumulation in dry bean [10]. There are no
data, which compare the TFX-producing strain and
the cytochrome mutant in nitrogen and dry mass accumulations.
$!, a plant-growth-promoting rhizobacterium was shown to enhance nodulation[11,12];
acetylene reduction activity [10]; and some plant
growth parameters [11,12,13] in dry bean. $
!causes earlier nodule formation and it increases
susceptibility of roots to nodulation. However, there
is no report on how $! or $!
$!inoculations compare the inoculation of
genetically modified rhizobial strains, namely the
TFX-producer (TFX) and the cytochrome mutant
(CFN030). Consequently, the objective of this study
is to compare the wild type $! , the genetically modified rhizobial strains, and $
! (either single or double inoculated with $
! ) in nitrogen and dry matter accumulation.

%$ !
$!  , genetically modified microorganism,
$!, nodulation, !"! L.

" #"
Legumes assimilate ammonium (NH4+), a
product from the process of nitrogen (N2) fixation,
which is mediated by a common soil bacterium, 
$!, which infects the plant root cells, forming
nodules, the small outgrowths of the roots. Unfortunately, dry bean ( !"!L.) can benefit
little from N2-fixation because it usually has a short
vegetative life, hence there is little time for nodule
formation (nodulation) and N2-fixation [1, 2, 3]. Furthermore, dry bean is usually grown in marginal conditions such as acidic soils and hot climates, leading
to relatively less photosynthesis products that can be
allocated for N2-fixation [4, 5]. Some genotypic and

" !"!

.(42'.&/7/674*5The microorganisms used
in this study are listed in Table 1. The wild type and
genetically modified $!  strains were cultured in yeast mannitol agar (YMA) at 28 oC for 72
h. The agar contained appropriate antibiotics for the
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&(6*4.&/564&.1575*).16-*(744*16567);
Strains
$! 
 TFX
 CFN030
$!

Characteristics
USDA 9032 (wild type)
pT2TFXK (pTR102 with #
Kmr) transferred CE3(2)
Azr Tn5-mob mutant of CE3
Strain Sp7

,

Source or reference
P. V. Berkum(1)
Robleto et al., 1997
Miranda et al., 1996
W. Zimmer(3)

USDA/ARS Beltsville $! Germplasm Collection, Beltsville, MD.
Smr derivative of $!  CFN42.
3
Universitat Köln, Gyrohofstr, FRG.

1
2



determined by Kjeldahl method.

strains TFX and CFN030 [9, 10]. The cells were
scraped out to a sterile saline solution (8.5 g NaCl
1000 ml-1) aseptically. $! was cultured in
a malate minimal liquid medium supplemented with
mineral N [14]. The cells in the liquid culture were
harvested by two times centrifugation for 10 min at
1,000 ×g in the sterile saline solution. The population
densities in the microbial suspensions were adjusted
to 106 CFU ml-1 by dilution with the sterile saline solution after determining the optical density of each
suspension at a spectrophotometer. Similar to
$!,  ! ! was previously grown in a similar medium [15].

26 :6*4.0*16 &1) .642,*1 1&/;5.5 The
treatments in this study were () Control (heat killed
bacteria); () $! USDA 9032 (wild type);
() $! (TFX-producer); (") $!
 (CFN030); (") $!Sp7; (")
$! USDA 9032 + Sp7. The
experimental design was completely randomized design with 6 replications per treatment. The soil used
was taken from a field that has been cultivated for
crops including dry bean. It was classified as Fineloamy, mesic, typical Ustifluvent. Some soil properties determined by routine soil analysis methods are
as follows: Organic matter, 2.5 (%); pH, 7.85; EC,
1.49 (dS m-1); CaCO3, 11.2 (%); Total N, 0.05 (%);
Olsen-P, 15 mg kg-1; Texture, Clay loam. The soil
was sieved thorough 2 mm sieve, heat sterilized by
24 hour in a chamber, and loosely packed up into the
pots which had been surface sterilized with 10 %
bleach.
Dry bean ( ! "! L.) seeds were
surface sterilized by dipping them into solutions,
which contained ethyl alcohol (95 %) for one minute
and 1 % sodium hypochloride (NaOCl) for two
minutes afterwards. The seeds were washed six
times in sterile water to remove traces of sodium hypochloride. They were germinated in sterile agar (1.5
%) in dark at 30 oC for 3 days. The seedlings were
sown into the pots containing the sterile soil, as one
seedling per pot. The plants were watered as needed.
The plants were removed from the pots gently at 45
days after inoculation (DAI), in such a manner to
minimize the losses of roots and nodules. The recorded data include nodule numbers and weight per
plant; root and shoot dry weights; plant height. Nitrogen content of samples from root and shoot were

!6&6.56.(&/1&/;5.5 Statistical analyses were
performed by SPSS (V 10.0). The treatment effects
were partitioned by one way-ANOVA. The significant differences among the treatment means were determined by Duncan’s Multiple Range Test. 
!#"!
The number of nodules per plant significantly
increased (ANOVA; =4.19; =5; =0.005) from
11 in the control to 196 in the wild type $!
(Figure 1a). The $! co-inoculation did not
significantly change the number of nodules. $
! alone inoculation did not significantly enhance nodule numbers compared to the control. The
nodule weight per plant significantly increased
(ANOVA; =6.93; =5; =0.0002) from 27 mg in
the control to 704 mg in the wild type strain (Figure
1b). The $! co-inoculation further increased this figure to 885 mg, however, the increase
obtained by the $! co-inoculation was not
significant at 5 % significance level.
The wild type $! inoculation yielded a
shoot mass of 5.72 g plant-1, which is significantly
higher (ANOVA; =4.00; =5; =0.007) than 4.53
g plant-1 in the control (Figure 1c). The total dry matter accumulations in the genetically modified strains
are statistically similar to the one in the control (Figure 1d). These figures are in agreement with the nodulation data. However, $! alone inoculation significantly increased total dry matter accumulation (ANOVA; =3.72; =5; =0.01), although it
relatively yielded much less numbers of nodule than
the wild type strain (Figure 1a). The shoot to root ratio (S:R) did not significantly change among the
treatments (Data are not shown). The plants inoculated with the strain TFX and $! were nonsignificantly higher than the control plants (Figure
1e). However, the TFX and $! treatments
significantly increased total nitrogen accumulation
in the shoots (ANOVA; =3.92;=5; =0.008) and
the whole plants (ANOVA; =3.48; =5; =0.015)
compared to the control (Table 2).
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.642,*1(216*165&1)&((707/&6.215.16-* )&;,42913/&165<
Treatment

%N
Shoot

Root

Whole

Total N-Accumulation (mg/plant)
Shoot
Root
Whole

Control
2,17
1,73
2,08
97 (a)
19,8
117 (a)
9032
2,22
1,76
2,12
109 (a)
29,5
136 (ab)
TFX
2,50
1,79
2,36
143 (b)
26,3
170 (b)
CFN030
2,09
1,77
2,02
96 (a)
26,0
122 (a)
Sp7
2,24
1,81
2,20
143 (b)
29,4
169 (b)
9032 + Sp7
2,14
1,74
2,06
114 (ab)
23,6
138 (ab)
†
The numbers represent the mean of six replications. The means followed by the same letter are not significantly
different at 5 % significance level as per the Duncan’s Multiple Range Test.

!#!!

area) does not always have to result in higher root
biomass.

Some of the local rhizobial strains probably are
resistant to our heat killing procedure since small
numbers of nodule were formed in the control treatment. However, most of the nodules probably were
formed by the inoculant rhizobia in the bacterial
treatments since the number of nodules formed in the
control was too low. For example, the ratio of the
number of nodules formed in the control to the number of nodules formed in the strain 9032 was 5.6 :
100.
The number and weight of nodules formed by
the strain TFX is lower than the ones formed by the
other inoculations (Figures 1a and b), which did not
yield significant improvement in symbiotic nitrogen
accumulation compared to the control (Table 2). Our
results are confined only to one set of experiment. It
is also noteworthy mentioning that not only the TFX
but also the genetically modified CFN030 produced
less numbers of nodules than the wild type strain.
This is especially important in the case of the strain
TFX, which was proven to out-compete its near isogenic non-TFX-producing counterpart in both sterile
and non-sterile conditions [8]. Only the proportion
of the nodules formed by the TFX-producing or nonTFX-producing strains to those formed by the TFXsensitive strain was compared, with almost no attention being paid to the total number of nodule or symbiotically fixed N2 [8]. The genetic modifications
could reduce the overall fitness of the microorganism.
$! plays role in the root development
and mineral accumulation in plants. However, we
did not determine a significant difference in root
mass among the $! inoculation and the
control (Data are not given). $! inoculation could have increased accumulation of nitrogen
through improved root system. It was reviewed that
$! enhances the numbers and length of the
lateral roots and root hairs, which in turn can result
in improved plant nutrient uptake [16]. There was
not a significant improvement in root mass by
$! inoculation in the current study. However, it should be noted that the structural improvement in the root system (e.g. increase in root surface

$"!
The investigation reported in this paper (BAP06701427) is in connection with a project of Selçuk
University.
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In this study, we investigated the physiological
responses of high salt tolerate sea rice to co-exposure
of cerium oxide nanoparticles (CeO2 NPs) and sodium chloride (NaCl) environment. Rice seedlings
were cultured in nutrient solution amended with different exposure doses of CeO2 NPs (0-2000 mg/L)
and 100 mM NaCl. The rice fresh biomass was significantly decreased in the salt stress. Plant height,
root length, and plant biomass showed a slight drop
in lower NPs exposure doses (20 and 200mg/L), but
increased in a higher concentration, especially for
hybrid rice. Scanning electron microscope (SEM)
images indicated that the length and the distance between stomata of hybrid rice were more stable under
salt stress. The stomata area of two cultivars changed
similarly with the changes of CeO2 NPs. The area of
the stomata on positive side of leaves was larger at
lower concentration (20 mg/L) and became smaller
at higher concentration (2000 mg/L). In addition, Ce
and Fe accumulation in both rice shoots exhibited a
dose-dependent manner with increasing the concentrations of CeO2 NPs. Lower concentrations of CeO2
NPs reduced the salt toxicity as determined by
Na+/K+ ratio; while higher concentrations of CeO2
NPs strengthened the toxic effect. The contents of
IAA, BR and GA4 were substantially increased significantly under salt stress. IAA content in sea rice
seedlings decreased with the increase of CeO2 NPs
concentration, while the change of GA4 was reversed. The BR content was stable under double
stress, and the change of GA4 in hybrid rice was opposite to that of sea rice. Our results could provide
useful information for understanding the physiological responses and possible mechanisms of two cultivars of rice to co-exposure of CeO2 NPs and NaCl.


 %#!&%! 
Cerium oxide nanoparticles (CeO2 NPs) are
widely applied in polishing agents, fuel additives,
ophthalmic lenses, and UV protection additives in
cosmetics [1-4]. Piccinno et al. [5] reported that
CeO2 NPs have been rapidly increasing at a rate of
1000 tons per year worldwide. NPs can enter the environment via sewage irrigation, atmospheric deposition and soil pollution [6]. The Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)
recommends that the nanotoxicology of CeO2 NPs
should be tested prior to other metal-based nanomaterials [7].
Plants can take up metal-based NPs via root exposure and foliar application of NP suspension [8, 9].
The accumulation of CeO2 NPs in plant tissues
showed in a dose-dependent manner with the increasing NP dose [10]. Priester et al. [11] showed
that higher concentrations of CeO2 NPs can reduce
the fixation of nitrates in soybeans, thereby increasing the threat to human health. Responses of different plant species to CeO2 NPs are also varied. Van
Le et al. [12] found that Bt-transgenic cotton was
more sensitive to CeO2 NPs exposure as compared
to the conventional cotton in terms of chloroplast and
vascular destruction. Other studies also noted that
the particle size of CeO2 NPs and the phosphate level
in the plant growth substrates could significantly alter the phytotoxicity of CeO2 NPs [13, 14]. Hence,
the unique properties of CeO2 NPs and the important
environmental factors (e.g. pH, ionic strength, and
organic matters) should be taken into account in a
toxicological study.
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relative humidity of 75%, 28/22 °C, 16/8 h,
day/night. The daylight intensity is 15000 Lux. Different concentrations (0-2000 mg/L) of CeO2 NPs
suspension were prepared in the nutrient solution
amended with 100 mM sodium chloride (NaCl). All
the NP suspensions were sonicated for 30 min prior
to use. There were three biological replicates in each
treatment. The nutrient solution was changed every
3 days across all the treatments. The experiment was
lasted for 10 days before harvesting.

275*::.*:<9.5.6;At harvest, rice seedlings were rinsed with deionized water for 3 mins or
10 times. Ten rice seedlings were randomly selected
for root length and shoot height measurement. Fresh
weight of rice shoots and roots was recorded. Plant
tissues were oven-dried for dry weight and elemental
content measurement.

1*9*,;.92A*;276 7/ %1. .*/ $<9/*,. At
harvest, rice leaves in each treatment were fixed in
2.5% glutaraldehyde buffer and then observed under
a scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Phenom
ProX, Phenom, Netherlands). The surface changes,
including surface structure, stomatal size, were imaged. Both positive and negative blades of rice were
observed using a camera (a7RII, Sony, Japan). The
surface pores of both leaf sides were imaged at 500,
1000, and 25000-time amplification across all the
treatments. The distance between stomatal apparatus
and the distance between stomatal zones, stomatal
length, as well as stomatal width, were measured using image J150. The pore area was calculated based
on the length and width values.

4.5.6; .;.9526*;276 Dried shoots were
ground to a fine powder and digested using a microwave digestion system (Milestone, Ultra WAVE, Italy) according to Jang et al.[26]. The content of Ce,
Na, K and Fe were measured by an inductively coupled plasma mass spectroscopy (ICP-MS, Agilent,
7700x, USA).

.;.9526*;276 7/ "4*6; 79576.: The extraction and purification of Indole-3-acetic acid
(IAA), Brassinolide (BR), and Gibberellic acid4
(GA4) of rice roots and shoots were followed the previous studies [12]. Experimental conditions were
provided by China Agricultural University Professor
Wang B.

Salinization is a widespread environmental
problem in the world. It has been reported that more
than 100 countries in the world have salinized soils
[15], whose stress poses a serious threat to agriculture [16]. The salt stress changed the metabolic processes, enzymes contents and activities, and consequently caused cytotoxicity to rice seedlings [17-20].
Cuartero et al. [21] found that the excessive amounts
of salt severely inhibited seed germination, extended
the germination time, and lowered the tomato yield.
However, information for the salt stress on terrestrial
plants in a co-exposure scenario with metal-based
NPs is limited. As mentioned above, it is quite possible that NPs could enter the agriculture field and
establish a co-existing environment with salts.
In the present study, rice (Oryza sativa L.), one
of the most important grain crops in the world [22,
23], was selected for the co-exposure experiment.
Two cultivars of rice, hybrid rice Y Liangyou 900
(YL 900) and Yangfeng 47 (YF47), were used to
compare the physiological responses upon exposure
to CeO2 NPs and salt stress. YL 900 is a traditional
rice cultivar and has been widely grown due to its
high yield. YF47, a salt-tolerant rice variety, has a
strong tolerance for higher concentrations of seawater [24]. Our hydroponic study aimed to illustrate
the stomata responses in terms of morphological observation and physiological analysis upon co-exposure to CeO2 NPs and 100 mM NaCl. In addition, the
elemental content in rice shoots and roots were
measured across all the treatments. Our findings
could contribute to understanding the physiological
responses of crops upon co-exposure to metal-based
NPs and high salt level in soils.
%#$ %!$

$*584."9.8*9*;276*6-.!  ":1*9*,
;.92A*;276 YF47 seeds were provided by Qingdao
sea rice Research Center. Hybrid rice YL 900 were
purchased from China Agricultural University. CeO2
NPs were the same as described in previous study
[25]. The average particle size was 10±3.2 nm and
all the particles appeared in octahedral shape. All the
chemical reagents were analytical grade and were
purchased from Signofarm Chemical Research Co.,
Ltd (Shanghai, China).

?8.925.6;*4$.;<8Rice seeds were soaked
in 5% H2O2 for 20 min followed by three times rinsing in deionized water. Seed germination was performed on wet filter paper in petri dishes at 25 ± 1
°C for one week. Rice seedlings with uniformed size
were transferred to 50 mL tube containing 1/2× Kimura solution and allowed to acclimatize for 12
days. The hydroponic experiment was conducted in
an environmentally controlled environment with a

$;*;2:;2,*4 6*4@:2: All the results were expressed as mean ± standard deviation (SD). Data
analyses were conducted using one-way analysis of
variance (ANOVA) followed by Duncan's test and
independent samples t-test, which was performed using the statistical package SPSS Version 19.0. A
value of p < 0.05 was considered statistically
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(150mM). They assumed this might be due to the
changes in gene expression of rice under salt stress
[27]. The roots of sea rice were significantly shorter
than the hybrid rice, while the shoots were slightly
longer than hybrid rice (Fig.1C). These results are
consistent with the previous study, which investigated different rice genotypes or different cultivars
of rices have different tolerance to NaCl [28]. Ma et
al. [29] reported that increased salinity stress significantly reduced plant growth and chlorophyll content, probably because of their reduced transpiration
(E) and net photosynthetic rate (Pn). Thus, the
growth regulation effect of rice seedlings on NaCl
was exceeded. 

significant.
#$&%$ $&$$! 

97>;1 7/ #2,. $..-4260: As presented in
Fig.1, the seedlings of both hybrid rice and sea rice
grown in 100 mM NaCl treatments were severely
weakened and had damaged leaves, whereas those in
normal nutrient solution were green and healthy
(Fig.1A, B). Similarly, Jiabin et al. reported that rice
seedlings were severely suffered from shrinkage and
damaged leaves after 2.5 days of high-salt stress

&#
"17;709*81:7/92,.:..-4260:<6-.9-2//.9.6;;9.*;5.6;:
(A) Sea rice YF47 rice seedlings grown in different concentrations of CeO2 NPs under salty conditions (100 mM NaCl) in a
plant growth chamber. (B) Hybrid YL 900 rice seedlings grown in different concentrations of CeO2 NPs under salty conditions (100 mM NaCl) in a plant growth chamber. (C) Comparison of two cultivars of rice under salt stress. Control represented a group without salt stress. All treatment groups except control were grown under the condition of 100 mM NaCl.
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Error bars show standard deviation. Upper letters represent significant difference at p<0.05 among CeO2 NPs treatments under the same salty conditions (100 mM NaCl) for sea rice; Lower letters represent significant difference among CeO2 NPs
treatments under the same salty conditions (100 mM NaCl) for hybrid rice. “Asterisk” above the line segment was represented significant difference (p <0.05) between the two cultivars of rice at the same CeO2 NPs and salt stress conditions.


//.,; 7/ .!  ": 76 275*:: *6- "4*6;
.201;<6-.9$*4;$;9.::Fig.2 shows rice growth
upon exposure to different concentrations of CeO2
NPs. We can easily find that all the growth indicators
in stress environment were significantly decreased
compared with the control. Overall, the presence of
NaCl exhibited severe impacts on rice growth.
Moreover, the growth of rice seedlings was also
affected by the concentration of CeO2 NPs. The
height was significantly different (p <0.05) between
control and NaCl treatments in both hybrid rice and
sea rice (Fig. 1A). With the addition of NaCl, the
plant height of hybrid rice was generally lower than
sea rice, and this difference was even more
pronounced with the addition of CeO2 NPs. Upon
exposure to 2000 mg/L CeO2 NPs, the plant height
of hybrid rice was 18.30% lower (p < 0.05) than sea
rice. Surprisingly, under salt-stress-free conditions,
the shoot growth of sea rice was slower than hybrid
rice. However, under NaCl conditions, the plant
height of hybrid rice was quite lower compared with
that of sea rice. We supposed this might indicate that
the resistance of sea rice shoot to salt stress was
greater. The reason for the smaller increase may be
the treated salt concentration(100 mM) was much
higher than the normal saline-alkali concentration in
the realistic environment. These results were in
agreement with theprevious study, which illustrated
that the growth of YF 47 in normal seawater
concentrations is severely inhibited[30]. For sea rice,
a dose-dependent response to the four concentrations
was not observed for the shoot heights of rice, while
the plant height of hybrid rice was significantly
inhibited with the increase of CeO2 NPs
concentration under salt stress(Fig. 1A). We

speculated that CeO2 NPs aggravate the
physiological toxicity of NaCl to hybrid rice shoot.
At 2000 mg/L CeO2 NPs concentration, there was a
clear difference in plant height between the two rice
cultivars.
For root part, the biomass of sea rice was
significantly lower than that of hybrid rice, both in
salt stress and in normal nutrient solution. However,
no significant differences were detected between low
and high concentrations of CeO2 NPs (Fig.1 B). In
contrast, most previous studies have demonstrated
that plant root length can be inhibited by high
concentrations of CeO2 NPs[31-33]. For example,
Zhang et al. [31] reported that 2000 mg/L CeO2 NPs
could significantly inhibit root length for different
types of lettuce plants. The possible reason is that excessive CeO2 NPs could induce oxidative stress in
various plants and may perturb antioxidant enzyme
systems, which has been reported by many
researchers [34, 35]. In our study, higher salt stress
masked the concentration-dependent effects of CeO2
NPs on plant root length. In other words, the effect
of high salt concentrations on the rice roots is far
greater than the effect of CeO2 NPs on rice roots. The
fresh weight of hybrid rice grown in 1/2×Kimura
nutrient solution was significantly higher than that of
sea rice, whereas had no significant difference under
salt stress. Under salt stress, the fresh weight of the
two rice cultivars showed a weak decreasing trend
(Fig.1C). With the increase concentration of CeO2
NPs, the fresh weight of plant shoots decreased
gradually, reaching the lowest (0.052g) at 200mg/L.
However, when the CeO2 NPs concentration is more
than 200mg/L, the fresh weight of hybrid rice plants
had a tendency of rebound, it could reach 0.060g at
2000 mg/L. There is a similar trend for the the dry
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It may be caused by the reduction in evaporation by
reducing leaf area, or avoiding large amounts of salt
entering the plant.
Under high salt stress, it will increase the
membrane permeability and cause membrane lipid
peroxidation[38, 39]. Plants can regulate high
salinity stress in three ways: salt rejection, diluting
salts, secreted salt[40]. Therefore, it is reasonable to
assume that sea rice could achieve the desired salt
tolerance through salt rejection (minimizing the area
of contact with the salt environment).

weight of the shoots (Fig.1E) . The analogous
phenomenon was triggered for the dry or fresh
weight (Fig.1D,F) of hybrid rice roots. This
interesting finding revealed that CeO2 NPs may have
an inhibitory effect on plant growth under the stress
of NaCl. In the case of 2000 mg/L, the promotion
may be due to the over-concentration of CeO2 NPs
on the plant root surface , which limited the NPs into
plants. In accordance with recent studies, higher
concentrations of nanoparticles can inhibit the
absorption of salt particles by plant roots, thereby
reducing the toxicity of nanoparticles to plants.
Larue et al. [36] illustrated that most of the ZnO NPs
with diameters higher than 140 nm can only
accumulate on the root surface and cannot reach
other parts of the internal metastatic rice plant roots.
Alsi and Neumann [37] also reported that higher
TiO2 NPs can accumulate on the surface of the roots
of corn, thus impeding the conduction and
absorption of water to the roots. Similarly, in this
study, higher concentrations of CeO2 NPs might
accumulate on the root surface of plants, impeding
NaCl uptake by rice. However, across all the four
CeO2 NPs-exposure treatments, no obvious behavior
in the six parameters of sea rice achieved
significantly different than the respective YL 900
plants. This might indicate that hybrid rice is more
sensitive to CeO2 NPs than sea rice under a higher
NaCl stress. From the above studies, we have found
that although sea rice has higher plant height than
hybrid rice under salt stress, its fresh weight is
generally low. We supposed it is caused by narrower
leaves of sea rice.. Likewise, the length and weight
of the sea rice root were much smaller than those of
hybrid rice (this feature is particularly prominent in
the root fresh weight and root length as in Fig.1B,D).

//.,;7/.!  ":76%1.$;75*;*4"*9*5
.;.9:767;1$2-.:7/#2,..*=.:Rice is a monocotyledonous plant, and which has stomata on both
leaf sides. In general, the positive and negative sides
can be distinguished by the blister cells on the surface of the leaf, with positive vesicular cells on the
front and generally no vesicular cells on the backside
(Fig.3, Fig.4). The vesicular cells of both cultivars of
rice showed a water droplet-type, as studies have
shown that it is closely related to the curling properties of the leaves [41]. The stomatal apparatus is a
channel for gas and water exchange between rice and
the external environment. It is closely related to photosynthesis, respiration, and transpiration of rice
[42]. Some parameters of the stomatal apparatus (including length, width, distance and area, etc.) were
statistically analyzed; the positive and negative stomata in the middle of the rice leaf at 2500 times were
measured as presented in Fig.3 and Fig.4, respectively. Both cultivars of rice showed slender pores
when there was no salt stress (Fig.3A1, A2; Fig.4A1,
A2), and the siliceous nipples on the stomatal apparatus were sparse; while the stomatal shape of rice
under salt stress tended to be elliptic and siliceous.


&#
!+:.9=*;2767/:;75*;*7/87:2;2=.4.*/7/92,.<6-.9-2//.9.6;.!



":;9.*;5.6;:

(A−E) Control, 50, 500, and 2000 mg/L CeO2NPs treatment, respectively. (A1-E1)Sea rice leaf positive stoma under different CeO2 NPs treatments; (A2-E2) Hybrid rice leaf positive stoma under different CeO2 NPs treatments.
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development of plant tissues. Wang et al. [46] reported that under high NaCl conditions, the osmotic
potential in rice leaves is increased, resulting in the
limitation of stomata, which in turn will reduce the
diffusion rate of CO2 and reduce photosynthesis.
Loreto et al. [47] also found that the stomatal conductance and leaf conductance of olives are greatly
reduced by the salt stress environment, which reduces the CO2 gas exchange between the mesophyll
cells and the external environment. They believe that
this is one of the main factors that affect the growth
and development of plants.
From investigations of study as described
above, two cultivars of rice leaves showed a large
difference due to the diversity in rice cultivars the
difference between two aspects of the leaves and the
impacts of CeO2 NPs concentration.
On the whole, regardless of the stomata on the
front or back side of leaves, the distance between the
stomata of the hybrid rice is substantially independent of the salt stress environment and the concentration of CeO2 NPs. The exception is that the backside
stomata distance between the stomata in the same
line of hybrid rice control group was larger
(56.25um) than others; For sea rice, the salt stress
environment can significantly increase the distance
between the same roll of stomata, but the addition of
CeO2 NPs can effectively reduce the difference. In
three NPs concentrations, the 200 mg/L CeO2 NPs
have the most obvious weakening effect (Fig.5A, B).
The stomatal length of hybrid rice was the shortest
under the condition of NaCl stress alone, and the
length of stomatal apparatus could be effectively increased by the addition of CeO2 NPs (Fig.5C).

The nipple is tight and has more concentric features.
The growth of stomatal apparatus in normal nutrient
solution was larger while the degree of closure was
smaller. Under salt stress conditions, the opening degree was smaller and the closure was larger
(Fig.3B1-E1, B2-E2; Fig.4B1-E1,B2-E2). The arrangement of small protrusions on the back surface
of sea rice is closely and orderly (Fig.4A1-E1), while
the arrangement of protrusions on the back surface
of hybrid rice is loose and disorderly (Fig.4A2-E2).
Compared with the control group, the surface silica
tubercles of hybrid rice were significantly smaller in
a salty environment (Fig.3B2, Fig.4B2). The microscopic structure of stomata was also subjected to
strong disturbance under salt stress and CeO2 NPs
(Fig.5). Soundararajan et al. [43] found that silicon
can reduce the degree of lipid peroxidation caused
by plants under high salt stress conditions and reduce
the accumulation of peroxides (ROS) such as superoxide (O2-) and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2). At the
same time, they pointed out that the exogenous addition of silicon can effectively restore damaged stomatal apparatus under adverse conditions and restore
normal stomatal development [44]. According to
previous study [45], the rice leaves themselves had a
siliceous structure that promoting the growth of leaf,
accelerating the accumulation of chlorophyll, and
will also accompany more silica to accumulate
within the plant tissues, increasing rice's resistance.
In the present study, compared with the control
group, the siliceous nipples in the treatment groups
under salt stress gradually became smaller, which
further demonstrated that under the salt stress the resistance of the plants became smaller. This is also
one of the manifestations of the impaired growth and


&# 
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(A−E) Control, 50, 500, and 2000 mg/L CeO2 NPs treatment, respectively. (A1-E1) Sea rice backside leaf stoma under different CeO2 NPs treatments; (A2-E2) Hybrid rice backside stoma under different CeO2 NPs treatments.
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Error bars show standard deviation. Upper letters represent significant difference at p<0.05 among CeO2 NPs treatments under the same salty conditions (100 mM NaCl) for sea rice; Lower letters represent significant difference among CeO2 NPs
treatments under the same salty conditions (100 mM NaCl) for hybrid rice.


At the same time, we also noted that the positive and negative leaf differences have a great influence on the width and area of stomata in rice. For
example, under the 100 mM NaCl concentration, the
width of sea rice can be increased to a certain extent
compared to control plants, regardless of the amount
of NPs addition. On the other hand, with the increase
of NPs concentration, the width of the front side stomata can be effectively expanded, but there was no
significant difference with respect to the width of the
backside stomata of the leaves (Fig.5D). Both aspects of the sea rice leaves were in the opposite trend
with the change in CeO2 NPs concentration as compared to sea rice. For hybrid rice, the width of front
side stomata at lower NPs concentrations (20 mg/L)
was higher than that of higher concentrations of NPs
(200 and 2000 mg/L). Moreover, the change of stomatal width on the opposite surface of hybrid rice
leaves was not similar with sea rice. For the stomatal
area, in general, the area of sea rice after the addition
of CeO2 NPs is much bigger than that of sea rice
grown under normal nutrient solution or salt-added
nutrient solution. In detail, the positive stomata of
sea rice were larger under the low concentration (20
mg/L) of CeO2 NPs (294.41um2) and consequently
decreased at higher concentration (200 and 2000
mg/L) of CeO2 NPs (235.36,259.26um2, respectively). For the backside of sea rice, the NPs with low
concentration (20 mg/L) have smaller stomata area
(223.53 um2) than those with a high concentration of
NPs (273.01 and 240.22um2, respectively). For hybrid rice, the area of plants treated with low concentration of NPs on the opposite surface of leaves was
the smallest, the stomatal area was significantly decreased compared to the control. There was a sharp
drop of 32.28% (Fig.5E), while the area of stomata
on the frontal blades was the largest under the

condition of low concentration (20 mg/L), as it was
significantly increased by 29.49% (Fig.5E).

//.,; 7/ .!  ": 76 %1. *674.5.6;
*6- 26.9*4 4.5.6; 76;.6; 7/ $177;: Fig.6
showed the nutrient concentrations in the shoots of
rice seedlings exposed to CeO2 NPs under salt stress
environment. From Figure 6A, it can be noticed that
compared with the control, salt stress conditions (at
0 mg/L CeO2 NPs) significantly reduced the Ce content in sea rice shoots by approximately 35.10% and
in hybrid rice by approximately 8.39%. There was
also a dose-responded trend here. We determined
that the Ce contents in sea rice with the increase of
CeO2 NPs concentration was much greater than the
accumulation rate of Ce in hybrid rice. This may indirectly suggest that under salt stress, sea rice may
have stronger ability to transfer CeO2 NPs from roots
to shoots. Similarly, Tassi et al. [48] found that with
the increase of CeO2 NPs concentration, the content
of Ce in sunflower had a similar trend. In the previous studies, semilar phenomena were also found in
other types of NPs such as Ag NPs.
The concentration of Fe and Na in the shoots of
sea rice plants was higher than the hybrid rice plant
with CeO2 NPs under salt or normal nutrition
(Fig.6B, D). The Fe contents in the sea rice were significantly higher than the control group by 14.11 and
17.00% at 20 and 200 mg/L CeO2 NPs concentration, respectively. However, at higher concentrations
of CeO2 NPs (2000 mg/L), the contents of Fe in sea
rice shoot were decreased by 13.54% and 15.67% at
20 and 200 mg/L CeO2 NPs concentration, respectively. No significant differences were observed between the control and CeO2 NP rice treatments in hybrid rice (Fig.6B). At the same time, we should not
ignore that the difference in Fe content between sea
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concentration of NaCl induced Fe-SOD activity,
which might also be one of the reasons for the increase of Fe content in rice. While in the previous
study, some researchers discovered that CeO2 NPs
could decrease Fe content with the increase of addition in plant growth medium [12, 51]. Based on the
results presented in the experiment, this may be due
to the fact that the role of salt stress played a major
role when the concentration of nanomaterials was
small. When the concentration of nanomaterials was
high, the effects of CeO2 NPs masked the effects of
salt stress.
From Figure 6D, it can be seen that adding 100
mM NaCl can significantly increase the Na content
in the two rice cultivars. From the control group, it
can be seen that sea rice itself had stronger absorption of NaCl than hybrid rice, and this difference was
even more pronounced in the case of 20 mg/L CeO2

and hybrid rice was most pronounced (P<0.05) at the
control and 200mg/L of CeO2 NPs treatment. These
results showed that NaCl promoted the accumulation
of Fe in rice, and low concentrations of CeO2 NPs
(20,200 mg/L) aggravated this effect, while a high
concentration of CeO2 NPs (2000 mg/L) was not
conducive to the production of Fe, especially in sea
rice. Fe plays a key role in photosynthesis and is an
important part of the chloroplast, which indirectly
showed that the photosynthesis of sea rice under salt
stress may be strengthened compared with the hybrid
rice. A certain concentration of n-CeO2 will amplify
this advantage. This may be related to the area
change of stomata mentioned above (Fig.5E). A similar enhancement was also found in Arabidopsis thaliana treated with NaCl [49]. NaCl may alleviate iron
deficiency through transferring root cell wall iron to
shoots. Gomez et al. [50] found that high


&#
//.,;7/.!  ":76;1.6<;92.6;,76,.6;9*;27626:177;:%1.=*4<.>*:9.89.:.6;.-*:5.*6$
Error bars represent standard deviation of three values. Multi-comparison was performed using Duncan's tests. The significant differences among treatments (p < 0.05) were represented as different letters. Letters in uppercase represent significant
differences in the shoot of sea rice, while lowercase letters represent significant differences in the shoot of hybrid rice. “Asterisk” above the line segment was represented significant difference (p <0.05) between the two cultivars of rice at the same
CeO2 NPs and salt stress conditions.
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various aspects of plant growth and development,
such as root development, shoot growth and fruit ripening, regulating protein-protein interactions [58].
BR plays an important role in regulating plant stress
tolerance [59]. Studies have shown that BR can regulate the physiological toxicity of plants under
drought stress, water stress and salt stress. It can regulate the adverse effects of stress conditions on
plants by regulating parameters such as soluble
sugar, proline and antioxidant enzyme activities [6062]. Regardless of the conditions of NaCl and CeO2
NPs, there was no significant difference in the content of BR in sea rice compared with the control
(Fig.7C,D). For hybrid rice, the NaCl salt stress environment significantly increased the content of BR
in shoot, and its content showed a decreasing doseresponse relationship with the increase of CeO2 NPs
concentration. There was no significant correlation
between the BR content and the content of CeO2 NPs
or NaCl in the roots of hybrid rice (Fig.7D). GA4,
one of the most important hormones regulating plant
growth in Gibberellins, plays an important role in
controlling plant growth, stem elongation and fruit
enlargement [63]. The addition of NaCl significantly increased its content in the sea rice shoot compared to the control. Similar results can be found in
the previous study [64]. 20 mg/L of CeO2 NPs significantly reduced GA4 content in sea rice compared
to 100 mM NaCl, while higher concentrations (200
and 2000 mg/L CeO2 NPs) increased their levels, although there was no significant difference in GA4
content for the two higher concentrations (Fig.7E).
For hybrid rice, under NaCl stress, the content of
GA4 in the shoot decreased gradually with the increase of CeO2 NPs concentration. Similarly, the
changes in GA4 content in the two rice roots (Fig.7F)
were consistent with the changes in the content of the
shoots.

NPs. There was no significant difference in Fe content in sea rice under different CeO2 NPs concentrations in the case of salt stress. Similarly, we did not
find significant differences in Fe content under salt
stress in hybrid rice, except for the lower concentration of CeO2 NPs at 20 mg/L (35.33 ug/g) compared
to the other two concentrations. Although in many
previous studies it has been pointed out that the NaCl
environment can increase the Na+ content in the
plant shoots[52-54], there was no specific description of the two cultivars with different salt tolerance
properties. Our results indicated that the accumulation and sensitivity of NaCl for two cultivars were
quite different. The sea rice was more stable to Na
absorption under NaCl stress, while the absorption
of hybrid rice was more sensitive and influenced by
different concentrations of CeO2 NPs, especially obvious in 20mg/L treatment. This should be paid
enough attention in the future treatment of salt stress.
After 10 days of stress treatment, no significant
difference was observed in the K content of hybrid
rice under different treatments after making comparison with the control except in the salt alone environment (Fig.6C). Sea rice has a slighter accumulation
of K under the salt stress and CeO2 NPs addition.
And we also observed that the ratio of Na+/K+ had a
difference between the two kinds of rice, especially
under salt stress alone (Fig.6E). Previous studies
have demonstrated that under a salty exposure, Na+/
K+ ratio rose drastically with the increase of salt concentration [55, 56]. Our experimental results are consistent with the findings of other scientists. What we
should not ignore was 20 mg/L CeO2 NPs can reduce
Na+/K+ ratio in both cultivars of rice, while a higher
nanomaterial concentration can increase the value.
To some extent, this finding indicated that the lower
concentration of CeO2 NPs can reduce the harm of
salt stress on rice; Nevertheless, a higher concentration of CeO2 NPs is not conducive for the alleviation
of salt stress.
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the influence of the co-exposure of CeO2 NPs and
NaCl on the physiological effects of rice. We investigated the alterations of four phytohormone contents
in rice seedlings (Fig.7). Plant hormones are essential growth regulators for plants, affecting the plant's
adaptability to the environment [57]. In the current
study, as compared to the control, the addition of
NaCl significantly increased the content of IAA in
sea rice (Fig.7A, B), and the content of IAA was significantly higher than that in NaCl alone after adding
CeO2 NPs to NaCl exposure. However, with the increase of CeO2 NPs concentration, the content is
gradually decreasing. Similarly, the content of hybrid rice was significantly increased under NaCl
stress. The change of IAA content in shoots of hybrid
rice was not obvious compared with single salt
stress, except for 200mg/L (Fig.7B). IAA regulates

In summary, our findings showed that exposure
to 100 mM NaCl significantly inhibited the growth
of both hybrid and sea rice. However, the sea rice
exhibited stronger tolerance in comparison with the
hybrid rice, which was more sensitive upon co-exposure to NPs and NaCl. In addition, co-exposure to
both analytes significantly altered the stomatal development on the both sides of leaves. Such alteration might subsequently affect the pho tosynthetic
efficiency. The increased levels of Ce and the ratio
of Na+/K+ in the edible portions of both cultivars of
rice suggest the potential safe concern over human
health. Furthermore, studies on phytohormones have
shown that plant physiology under the dual stress of
CeO2 NPs and NaCl was significantly affected, and
the responses of the two rice cultivars were quite different.
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Data are mean±SD, error bars represent standard deviation (n = 3). Lower letters represent significant difference among CeO2
NPs treatments under the same salty conditions (100 mM NaCl) for hybrid rice.
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The poverty in developing countries of the
world represents a global environmental issue under
Millennium Development Goals. One of the ways
how to mitigate this global environmental problem is
the humanitarian response. But, there is a considerable knowledge gap in environmental scientific literature concerning the application of humanitarian aid
as a support tool for addressing of it. This paper deals
with application of the economic experiment method
in an analysis of determinants of decision-making on
the mitigation of global environmental issues using
humanitarian aid in the context of subjective rationality. The methods in this study are based on experiment drawing on mathematical economic models
supporting by statistical analyses. This methodological approach offers the opportunity for selfish behaviour in accordance with the game theory, thus allowing us to compare reality with traditional assumptions. Selected assumptions are transformed
into hypotheses whose validity is consistent with the
approach and conclusions of the presented study.
The conducted experiment confirmed all the tested
hypotheses and many other hypotheses could be verified by other experiments of a different design. The
environmental discourse concerning human decision-making has long been dominated by the concept
of people as strictly rational beings motivated only
by profit (e.g. in the form of drawing ecosystem services) and perfectly capable of analysing all the consequences of their decisions. Although the growing
influence of behavioural economics has facilitated
the explanation of some kinds of observed behaviours, the umbrella term “subjective rationality” suffers due to its general broadness. The presented study
is striving to find a way of synthesising the currently
used sophisticated analytical methods with the behavioural perspective on decision-making on the
mitigation of global environmental issues.

Without a doubt, poverty in developing countries represents a global environmental issue [1]. The
World Bank considers an income of USD 1.25 /person/day the absolute poverty line. Approximately
one billion of people are living below this line in today's world. Eradication of extreme poverty and hunger therefore became one of the Millennium Development Goals adopted at the Millennium Summit in
New York in 2000 [2]. One of the ways how to address this global environmental problem may come
in the form of humanitarian response [3]. Yet, there
is a considerable knowledge gap in environmental
publications concerning the application of humanitarian aid in solving global environmental issues.
The significance of protected areas in addressing environmental issues represents one of such
knowledge gaps [4, 5]. On the one hand we register
a global increase in the extent of protected areas in
the “poor South” [6, 7], yet we do not have
knowledge of the actual efficiency of thus protected
areas in the conservation of developing countries' biodiversity [8, 9], not even in such sophisticated systems of protected areas as the Natura 2000 European
Network [10, 11].
So far, environmental publications have described and analysed a number of fundamental incentives which may motivate decision-makers to
provide humanitarian aid with the objective to mitigate environmental impacts [12]. Yet, what is the actual impact of these motivations on the decisionmaking process? Can people be motivated by other
incentives than their personal gain? Are they capable
of and, most importantly, willing to quantify and analyse the consequences of their decisions? How can
these models be verified? Empirical data which can
be obtained through observation of the real world are
too complex and it can be difficult to decipher causality and context [13]. The economic experiment
method seems to be a very useful tool for an objective verification of the assumptions listed above. Despite its limitations, an economic experiment allows
the establishment of a controlled environment within
which one can study the behaviour of individuals affected by real incentives [14].
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environmental disaster occurring in each of these
rounds. A randomly chosen participant was hit by the
disaster, losing CZK 120 from their current assets.
At that moment, the others had the chance to decide
about the extent of their contribution (humanitarian
aid) which could range from zero (failure to provide
humanitarian aid) to their current level of assets. All
contributions were credited to the affected party's account and at the same time debited from the accounts
of individual contributors, based on their decisions.
At the start of each round, CZK 5 was added to the
participants' accounts as a representation of economic growth or natural recovery of the country. Assets were transferred from one round to the next; the
entire run (a total of ten rounds) must therefore be
seen as an independent unit. At the end of each
round, the participants' assets were checked and if
some were declared negative or zero, the given participant was not allowed to continue in the experiment. This was motivated by efforts to get a more
truthful representation of reality as well as to avoid
distortions of individual decisions due to unrealistic
reduction of risks.
The pilot version was run at Palacky University
in Olomouc with half of the participants. The experiment was conducted in a computer form and took
place at the Faculty of Economics and Administration of Masaryk University. The variable values
were set at 0 (minimum) or the current assets (maximum contribution). This variable symbolized the
context effect, the effect which willingness of other
countries to help has on decision-makers in the real
world and was used to test the second hypothesis described in the following chapter. To make both runs
in each session as independent of each other as possible, the participants were paid their earnings from
one run only and the reward was a result of a random
choice.
The participants were selected with the objective to provide a representative sample of the population. Their participation was conditioned by zero
experience in economic experiments to minimize adverse effects on results obtained. A total of 40 people
took part in the experiment.

*7*&6(- -=438-*7*7 A strongly dominant
strategy in the theoretical model is zero contribution
of all participants. The first hypothesis therefore
states that “the contributions actually provided will
differ from the predictions based on the game theory.” In other words, humanitarian assistance in nonzero amount will be provided at least in some instances.
Each of the two conducted sessions consisted of
two runs which differed in the set-up of the independent variable (the displayed amount). The second
hypothesis says: “Average contributions in individual runs will differ in relation to the displayed
amount.” Both sessions included a run with minimum and maximum value of the displayed amount.

The aim of this paper is to demonstrate the application of the economic experiment method in an
analysis of determinants of decision-making on the
mitigation of global environmental issues using humanitarian aid in the context of subjective rationality.

  

*7.,23+*<4*6.1*28The experiment draws
on mathematical economic models [15]. Such a
model abstracts most exogenic factors and takes into
consideration only altruistic and habitual behaviour.
Additionally, it offers the opportunity for selfish behaviour in accordance with the game theory, thus allowing us to compare reality with traditional assumptions. Selected assumptions are transformed
into hypotheses whose validity is consistent with the
approach and conclusions of the presented study.
The conducted experiment focuses primarily on
verification of the assumption that decision-makers
do not act purely with their own profit in mind but
that different motivations may play a role in their decision-making. The context outlined above reveals
the key assumption that the sources of decision-makers' motivations are variable. This is in stark contrast
to consistent preferences, frequently assumed in theoretical models. Observation of this phenomenon is
therefore the secondary aim of the experiment. The
last important focus of the study is verification of the
impact of heuristic reasoning.
The design of the experiment draws primarily
on an application creating a microworld with impeding environmental disasters and simultaneously offering the possibility of humanitarian aid (hereinafter
“   ”). The laboratory environment allowed sufficient control over external factors, which
means that the decisions made by experiment participants provided a suitable basis for comparing theoretical assumptions with experiment data. Selection
of the given theoretical model of humanitarian aid
was motivated primarily by the fact that the dominant strategy in the traditional sense would in this
case be the failure to provide any humanitarian assistance, which theoretically corresponds to a zero contribution of all participants towards solving an environmental issue. The specific parameters of the experiment setup as well as its hypotheses are presented in the following sub-chapters.
The experiment consisted of two sessions containing two runs (repetitions of the same game). Each
run consisted of ten consequent rounds. The participants put on the roles of decision-makers, each representing one country. Each of the twenty subjects
had full control over the assets of their country
which, based on the subjects' decisions, were paid to
them at the end of the experiment. At the start each
obtains a virtual sum of CZK 200. Individual rounds
represented time periods (e.g. a year), with one
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To eliminate the order effect, the sequence of both
runs was reversed during the Tuesday and Wednesday sessions. This allowed us to monitor changes
both within the group (   ) and between
groups (   ). Owing to the expected
strong impact of the learning effect in the second run
of each session, changes between subjects were compared only during the first run. Naturally, results of
both runs were taken into consideration in the course
of internal comparison.
The participants were shown the wealth of the
affected party in each run. Owing to the expected
subjective rationality, the motivations to provide humanitarian assistance differ across individuals, yet
they are not irrational beings. The last hypothesis can
therefore be formulated as follows: “There will be a
non-deterministic dependency between average contributions and the wealth of the affected party in individual runs.”
With respect to the form of the independent variable (the displayed amount) it could be expected that
some contributions will be entered in the full amount
“by mistake”, particularly in first sessions with a specific order (minimum, maximum). Although this fact
would correspond with the concept of subjectively
rational individuals –with partly habitual actions and
with selective attention – this effect is not entirely
desirable for the testing of the other hypotheses, as
extreme values may affect data spread and thus lower
the statistical significance of results.

The conducted experiments revealed that all the
hypotheses outlined above can be verified. The contribution (humanitarian assistance) of individual participants is the key dependent variable and subject of
study. Since the assets from which the participants
could contribute changed throughout the runs, the
analysis uses the value of a relative contribution with
respect to the corresponding wealth at a given moment. The distribution of relative contributions together with their absolute frequency throughout the
entire experiment is shown in Fig. 1.

*78.2, 6*79087 3+ -=438-*7.7  Although
lower contributions were more frequent, it is obvious
that the experiment participants do not represent a
typical homo economicus. The average relative contribution throughout the experiment was 2.05 % of
the current wealth, with median 0.89 %. Despite traditional assumptions drawing on the game theory it
turned out that exactly 80 % of participants made at
least one non-zero contribution. This is a very convincing result, considering that it was obtained in a
controlled laboratory environment with a clear link
between a decision and payment. The first hypothesis is confirmed, and it can therefore be assumed that
traditional models and dominant strategies may
faithfully represent reality in some people, yet most
people make their decisions based on other criteria
as well.

!
6*59*2(=-.783,6&13+(3286.'98.327.2'38-7*77.327
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*78.2, 6*79087 3+ -=438-*7.7  As stated in
the experiment description, each of the two sessions
was divided into two runs. These differed in the setup of the displayed amount which is the subject of
interest of the second hypothesis. The displayed
amount was set at a minimum value in the first run
and maximum in the second run of the Tuesday session, while the Wednesday session followed a reversed order. Table 1 shows average relative contributions in individual runs.
Table 1 reveals that the results differ in relation
to the displayed amount. Throughout the sessions,
average relative contributions show similar values,
which indicates a high test-retest reliability. To confirm the second hypothesis, a comparison   
 using the graph in Fig. 2 is suitable.


:*6&,*6*0&8.:*(3286.'98.32.2.2).:.)9&06927
Session
Tuesday
Wednesday

1st run
1.55 %
2.85 %

The differences between relative contributions
within individual sessions are obvious and the hypothesis can be verified using statistic tests. The
clearly non-standard distribution called for the application of the nonparametric Mann-Whitney U Test.
It revealed that the results are statistically significant
with significance level p = 0.038 in the Tuesday session and p = 0.005 in the Wednesday session. The
following graph (Fig. 3) verifies the difference between individual sessions.
This comparison revealed differences not only
between the first runs (maximum displayed amount
in the Wednesday session versus minimum amount
on Tuesday), where the difference is statistically significant with significance level p = 0.002. This confirms the second hypothesis, yet a comparison of results obtained during the second runs is certainly interesting as well. Differences can be observed between these runs, but the considerable spread of values can be attributed to the learning effect, among
other things. This is why the difference was not predicted in the hypothesis and why it is not statistically
significant at an acceptable significance level.

2nd run
2.40 %
1.44 %

!
:*6&,*6*0&8.:*(3286.'98.32>(314&6.732;.8-.2789).*),63947

! 
:*6&,*6*0&8.:*(3286.'98.32>(314&6.732'*8;**2789).*),63947
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*78.2,6*790873+-=438-*7.7 From subjective rationality and the theoretical models described
above it can be deduced that the degree to which the
damaged party's wealth affects the amount of contribution differs between individuals and within
groups. Yet, this relation is obvious in all groups and
shows certain similarities. It can be said that there is
inverse proportion, i.e. the bigger the wealth of the
affected party, the lower the average relative contribution in the given round. This is clear particularly
in runs with minimum displayed amount, where the
Pearson correlation coefficient r = -0.602 reveals a
highly significant correlation upon a statistically significant significance level p = 0.005.
Before looking at the remaining two runs, we
must address the issue of risks outlined in the design
of the experiment. The displayed amount could have
resulted in a “mistake” whereby a participant did not
pay sufficient attention to the environment and upon
a maximum set-up sent a contribution representing
all their current wealth. This actually happened to
three people and a comparison with the remaining
data reveals that such a decision can be described as
irrational in the traditional sense. Although the occurrence of such phenomena does not contradict the
subjective rationality paradigm, and although it may
even be in line with it (it was motivated by an effort
to make decision-making easier through selective attention), it is not desirable with respect to statistical
tests. If we removed this negligible number of extreme values, the Pearson correlation coefficient has
similar values as that in the preceding two runs: 0.699 (Wednesday) and -0.916 (Tuesday) respectively, upon p < 0.005. It can therefore be stated that
the third research hypothesis was confirmed as well.


The conducted experiment confirmed all the
tested hypotheses and many other hypotheses could
be verified by other experiments of a different design. Apart from the presented findings, it is interesting to note that thanks to the learning effect the contributions in second runs are lower than those in the
first runs. It can also be observed that average contributions decrease in the last rounds of second runs,
which indicates the end-of-horizon effect only in
these runs (despite their relative independence). The
basis and simultaneously key motivation of the analysis is finding an answer to the question on how people take decisions. Scientists from many fields have
been studying this issue for a long time and it seems
that we will not have a perfect answer any time soon
[16]. Its interdisciplinary character and the necessity
to set the initial premise required a synthesis of findings from many scientific disciplines. Owing to the
economic character of the subject, the progressive
field of behavioural economics seemed to be a suitable cornerstone of the initial paradigm. Behavioural
interpretation of the human rationality, and decisionmaking in general, is to a certain extent in opposition
to the traditional understanding of man as the mythological 

 , and as such can be capable of clarifying the hitherto hard-to-explain phenomena. For that matter, if psychology findings have
been applied in environmental management for
years, why could they not prove instrumental in economic theory?
The inevitable choice of subjective rationality
as a context in which decisions on providing humanitarian assistance were analysed was therefore conditioned by difficulties in explaining the observed
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easier access to information on the decisions taken
by other countries. Lower humanitarian assistance,
on the other hand, may be caused by a failure to adhere to coalition agreements within the internal political scene and thus by the decision-makers' reduced trust in the reciprocity of humanitarian assistance. Although such behaviour would traditionally
be considered “irrational”, it fully complies with the
presented model.
The conducted experiment includes application
examples. To obtain a very precise explanation and
prediction of decisions it would naturally be necessary to know all the variables which intervene in decisions taken on humanitarian assistance. However,
with growing knowledge of both exogenic and endogenic variables the prediction ability increases, as the
experiment showed. The laboratory environment allowed us to control a number of influences and thus
obtain convincing results both at the level of prediction and explanation. All the hypotheses derived
from the preceding analysis were confirmed, which
indicates that the aim to obtain a more realistic description of decision-making about the provision of
humanitarian assistance was achieved. Yet, verification of all the influences inherent in the model was
beyond the budget and extent of the presented study.
This offers numerous departures for further research.
The confirmed hypotheses reveal that neither in a laboratory environment nor in the real world do decision-makers decide based on exact calculations and
their personal gain. Which explains why some areas
affected by environmental disasters obtain enormous
aid thanks to global solidarity and others suffer unnoticed – and the gap of global environmental contradictions between the rich North and poor South is
widening [20, 21].

decisions by the traditional understanding of rationality in the context of environmental awareness.
Based on subjective rationality, people do not seek
maximization but satisfaction and its application
commands to look for “good reasons” behind individual decisions. The “good reasons” behind the decisions on providing humanitarian assistance were
decoded through identifying the basic needs and
sources of motivation which may play a role in the
decision-making. Such a complex issue calls for the
use of qualitative methods, particularly because
quantitative methodology is incapable of in-depth research and revealing hidden needs [17]. However,
the high validity of data obtained through unstructured interviews with decision-makers comes at the
price of lower reliability. The low potential to generalize the needs to a full basic set therefore called for
application of other indirect methods of identifying
needs and consequent synthesis of conclusions. This
process resulted in an outline of basic motivations
which may play an important part in decisions to provide humanitarian assistance. Subjective rationality
implies that every person is different and that the motivations may play different roles in different situations.
Since our aim was to obtain tangible and exact
results, a mere identification of motivations is not
enough. How come that some predictions based on
the traditional understanding of rationality correlate
not only with reality but also with experimental results, while other fail to do so? The reason may lie in
the predicted motivations of the analysed subjects.
While in companies the desire for profit can approximate reality rather accurately, in human beings this
may not be the case. The commonly used exact methods of analysis which were applied in the study to
describe the identified needs are probably not an issue. At the same time the limited computing capacities of real people were taken into consideration [18].
Mathematical analysis thus helped to evaluate the
impact of different variables which play a role in decision-makers with a corresponding dominant need
(at the given moment). Since the effects of motivations are often contradictory, their current individual
combinations are important. On principle, such a
model does not allow a perfect prediction but focuses
primarily on explanation of the observed phenomena.
If decision-makers are more stimulated to behave correctly, e.g. through visible codes of ethics or
by facing the risk of revealed fraud, the provision of
humanitarian assistance due to corruption will probably decrease. Even a mere thought of the Ten Commandments may induce the decision-makers to behave more altruistically [19]. On the other hand,
changes in decision-making can be interpreted using
changes in individual variables or changes in the
weight of the given motivations. Larger humanitarian assistance then may be attributed to a higher tendency in one's environment to contribute or by an

!
The environmental discourse concerning human decision-making has long been dominated by
the concept of people as strictly rational beings motivated only by profit (e.g. in the form of drawing
ecosystem services) and perfectly capable of analysing all the consequences of their decisions. Although
the growing influence of behavioural economics has
facilitated the explanation of some kinds of observed
behaviours, the umbrella term “subjective rationality” suffers due to its general broadness. The presented study is striving to find a way of synthesising
the currently used sophisticated analytical methods
with the behavioural perspective on decision-making
on the mitigation of global environmental issues.
The key determinants of decision-making on
the mitigation of global environmental issues encompass altruism, public opinion, habitual behaviour
and efforts to make decision-making easier, reciprocity in international relations and finally corruption. The presented study designed and conducted an
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experiment which confirmed basic assumptions and
verified the potential influence of individual motivations. It is clear that perfectly stable preferences are
just a myth, as some people are very easily influenced, and their decisions can change depending on
slight changes in their environment – with the resulting decision being determined primarily by the influence of given motivations and a set of external conditions. It showed that a general explanation of human decision-making does not always rule out an
analysis with specific results. Exogenic factors were
shown to have a strong influence on decision-making
concerning humanitarian assistance, even if they
were not always fully related to the provider's needs
or strategic interests. Decision-makers simply do not
always take decisions based on a thorough analysis
of all advantages and disadvantages. As many people
decide “irrationally”, a successful response must be
different from that motivated by general “rationality”. Seen in this light, the argument that “people
know best what is good for them” loses some of its
validity due to the fact that people are easily influenced; their decisions are time-inconsistent and suffer from late regrets. In this context arises a controversial question of whether liberalism in its absolute
form and free market without attributes can be applied unconditionally as a solution of global environmental issues.
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low in normal ginseng [2]. Thus, production of
ginsenoside Rg3 would be very important and
many studies have been aimed at converting major
ginsenosides to the more active minor ginsenoside
[10], because it can be readily absorbed by the human body [11]. The main methods for modifying
glycosyl chains are chemistry, enzyme, and microbial transformation. Microbial transformation has
been widely used because of low cost, mild reaction
conditions, and less by-products compared with
other methods. The transform mechanism of microbial transformation is that the glycosyl chains of
ginsenosides is modified by microbial enzymes,
and a new product is obtained through the change
of the structure. Factors are affect the effect of microbial transformation such as strain, substrate,
temperature and pH value [3,12-13].
The screening of effective transformation
strains is the key to microbial transformation of
ginsenoside. Therefore, it is research focus that
looking for the strain with high specificity and
conversion rate at present. Many scholars once had
researched the transformation of ginsenoside by
intestinal flora. For example, 4 strains belonging to
Bifidobacterium, Eubacterium, and Bacteroides
were obtained in the intestinal tract by Bae. et al.
[14], and produced compound K from ginsenoside
Rc. The decomposition and/or metabolism of Rg1
in rat and human digestive tract was confirmed by
Wang. et al. [15] However, most of the intestinal
flora in test were Anaerobicbacteria, and with high
cost, low yield. Scholars were constantly looking
for some new strains which could transformate the
ginsenosides, and focuse on fungi. A strain belonging to Penicillium was found to efficiently convert
ginsenosides Rb1 to Rg3 by Bai. et al. [16]. The
transformation of ginsenoside Rb1 into a specific
minor ginsenoside using Aspergillus niger KCCM
11239 by Chang. et al. [17], as well as the identification of the transformed products and the pathway via thin layer chro- matography and high performance liquid chromatography. The conversion of
ginsenoside Rb1 generated Rd, Rg3, Rh2, and
compound K although the reaction rates were low
due to the low concentration. A microbial strain
GS514 was isolated from soil around ginseng roots
in a field by Cheng. et al. [3], and showed a strong
ability to convert ginsenoside Rb1 or Rd into Rg3,
the yield Rg3 was 41.4%, the biotransformation

It is a major method to produce ginsenoside
Rg3 using microbial transformation. Therefore the
selection of efficient strains is the prime requirement. Based on the synergetic relationship, the microbial flora R2A43 was obtained from the soil of
planting ginseng, which had a strong capability to
transform ginsenoside Rg3 by the method of TLC
and HPLC, the content of 20(S)-ginsenoside Rg3
was 2.32mg/g. High-throughput sequencing results
showed that the dominant flora of Bacterium were
Bacillus (93.53%) and Allobacillus (4.3%). The
dominant flora of Fungus were Unclassified
(56.53%), Penidiella (14.95%), Inonotus (3.23%),
Malassezia (3.54%), Ophiosphaerella (3.04%),
Gibberella (2.15%), Pleospora (2.12%), Pyrenophora (1.81%), Filobasidium (1.46%), Kazachstania
(1.46%), and Aspergillus (1.26%). The transformation pathway was Rb1→Rd→Rg3. Compared
with single strain, this study provides a new method
and mentality for the microbial transformation on
ginsenoside Rg3, and had the significance in the
production of ginsenoside.


'%!"
Ginsenoside Rg3, Micro flora R2A43, Dominant flora,
Transform mechanism
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Ginsenoside is the main active components of
Panax ginseng. At present, more than 50 kinds of
ginsenosides have been isolated and identified [1].
Ginsenoside Rg3 is a minor ginsenosides which
reported during the studies on the chemical characterization of crude drug precession by Kitagawa. et
al. [2]. The molecular formula of ginsenoside Rg3
is C42H72O13, and it exists as S and R optical
isomers depending on the spatial arrangement of
the hydroxyl group on the chiral carbon (C-20) of
the aglycone [3]. Ginsenoside Rg3 is an important
active component to play a medicinal role. It has
effective inhibition on the growth and metastasis of
cancer cells [4-6], and a certain effect on anti- fatigue [7, 8], anti-inflammatory [9] and so on. But
the concentration of ginsenoside Rg3 is extremely
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evaporation invacuo.

9:13):1545.!/ HPLC was performed using Agilent 1260 (Agilent Technologies Inc.). The
detection wavelength was 203 nm. The column
used was a ODS, and the mobile phase utilized gradient conditions with CH3CN (solvent A) and distilled H2O (solvent B). The program of HPLC Gradient Elution were as follows: 0-35min, 19%A;
35-55min,
19%-29%A;
55-70min,
29%A;
70-100min, 29%-40%A. The column temperature
was 30°C, flow rate was 1.0 ml/min, and sample
size was 20μl.

 ->:8)+:154 ! )3621.1+):154 )4,
1/0:085;/06;:9-7;-4+14/DNA was extracted
from 4ml sample using E.Z.N.ATM Mag-Bind Soil
DNA Kit (OMEGA) according to the instructions
of the manufacturer. PCR amplification of bacterial
communities 16S rDNA fragments was carried out
using the primers 341F (CCCTACACGACGCTCTTCCGATCTGCCTACGGGNGGCWGCA
G) and 805R (GACTGGAGTTCCTTGGCACCCG
AGAATTCCAGACTACHVGGGTATCTAATCC).
PCR amplification of fungal communities 18S
rDNA fragments was carried out using the primers
NS1 (CCTACACGACGCTCTTCCGATCTNGTA
GTCATATGCTTGTCTC) and Fung (GACTGGAGTTCCTTGGCACCCGAGAATTCCAATTCC
CCGTTACCCGTTG). The reaction mixture (30μL)
consisted of 10-20ng Genomic DNA, 15μL of
2×Taq master Mix, 1μL of Bar-PCR primer
F(10uM), and 1μL of Primer R (10uM). The first
round PCR reaction conditions was 3min of denaturation at 94 °C, 5 cycles of 30s at 94 °C, 20s at
45°C and 20s at 65°C, and 20 cycles of 20s at
94 °C, 20s at 55°C, and 30s at 72°C, followed by an
extension step at 72°C for 5 min. The second round
PCR reaction conditions was 3min of denaturation
at 95 °C, 5 cycles of 20s at 94 °C, 20s at 55°C, and
30s at 72°C, followed by an extension step at 72°C
for 5 min.
The accurate quantification of PCR products
was detected by Qubit3.0 DNA Kit, and mixed
equally for high-throughput sequencing. Highthroughput sequencing of PCR product was carried
out by Sangon Biotech (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.

pathway was Rb1→Rd→Rg3. These research
achievements provides an important basis for the
industrialization of ginsenoside Rg3. However,
these studies mainly focused on the microbial
transformation by single strain, and most were still
in the initial stage.
There is a complex synergetic relationship
between microorganisms in nature. A composite
microbial system MC1 with highly efficient cellulose degradation was obtained according to synergetic relationship by cui. et al. [18], and the efficiency was higher than that of pure culture, which
greatly promoted the development and utilization of
cellulose resources. We obtained the microbial flora
R2A48 based on the synergetic relationship, which
had a strong capability to transform ginsenoside
compound K [19]. However, the research has not
been applied to the microbial transformation of
ginsenoside Rg3. In this study, the microbial flora
R2A43 was obtained from the soil of planting ginseng based on the synergetic relationship, which
had a strong capability to transform ginsenoside
Rg3. This study provides a new method and mentality for the microbial transformation on ginsenoside Rg3, and had the significance in the production
of ginsenoside.
#!"#"

")36214/Experiments were conducted in the
ginseng cultivation, Fusong Country, Jilin Province,
PR China. Four 10m×10m sites were randomly
selected at different growing years level (15 years,
20 years, 25 years, and 30years). We selected
1m×1m plot by five point sampling at each site and
then proceeded to take the soil samples. The soil
samples were taken using 13mm diameter core at a
10 cm depth. All samples were kept at 4°C.

481+03-4: +;2:;8- 0.1ml were inoculated
in conical flask with 50ml medium after serial dilution (100-fold) of 1g dry soil suspension, and kept 7
days at 30°C. R2A, MRS, PDA, and LB were selected for culture medium. Ginseng extract was
used as substrate, the concentration was 0.1%.

-83-4:):154The inoculum concentration of
Enrichment culture was 0.5%, the substrate concentration was 3%, and shaking culture for 4 days
with 120 r/min and 37°C.

#014 )?-8 0853):5/8)60? # The
reaction mixture was extracted with n-butyl alcohol
saturated with H2O, and 5μl was used in silica gel G
to isolate ginsenoside Rg3. The eluent was
CHCl3/MeOH/H2O (65:35:10, by vol., lower phase).
Colored at 105°C with an alcoholic solution of sulfuric acid (10%) after removed eluent by volatilization. The Rg3 was collected via TLC analysis and

!"$#"

"+8--414/ 5. :0- 31+85*1)2 .258) The series
of microbial flora that were initially isolated from
the collected soil samples were incubated in the
medium for the biotransformation tests. According
to TLC analysis (Figure. 1), the R2A43 was selected as the fermentation microbial flora which gave
the most effective biotransformation of ginsenoside
Rg3. HPLC analysis showed that the content of
20(S)-ginsenoside Rg3 was 2.32mg/g, and
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R2A43, DNA was extracted and selected for
High-throughput sequencing. The diversity indices
were analyzed and indicated in Table 1. The Seq
num, Shannon index, and Coverage of Bacterium
were lower than Fungus. The OUT num, ACE index, and Chao1 index were higher than Fungus.
These suggested that the diversity of Bacterium was
lower than Fungus in the microbial flora R2A43.
The composition of the microbial flora R2A43
were analyzed based on 16S rDNA fragments
and18S rDNA fragments by High-throughput sequencing, and indicated in Figure.3 and Figure.4.
The dominant flora of Bacterium were Bacillus
(93.53%) and Allobacillus (4.3%), and the others
were less than 1% (Figure.3). The dominant flora of
Fungus were Unclassified (56.53%), Penidiella
(14.95%), Inonotus (3.23%), Malassezia (3.54%),
Ophiosphaerella (3.04%), Gibberella (2.15%), Pleospora (2.12%), Pyrenophora (1.81%), Filobasidium (1.46%), Kazachstania (1.46%), and Aspergillus (1.26%) (Figure.4). The community function
was predicted and analyzed by PICRUSt. The results suggested that there were Membrane Transport,
Amino Acid Metabolism, Carbohydrate Metabolism, Replication and Repair, Cellular Processes
and Signaling, Poorly Characterized, Energy MetabolismTranslation, Lipid Metabolism, and Metabolism of Cofactors and Vitamins, etc.
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20(R)-ginsenoside Rg3 was 0.66mg/g under the
following conditions: substrate concentration was
3%, conversion temperature was 37°C, shaking rate
was 120r/min, and conversion time was 4d.


$! 
#3)6614/5.:0-:8)49.583):154*?:0- 
31+85*1)2.258)!  

#8)49.583):154 6):0=)? Theoretically,
there are two pathways for the bioconversion of
Rb1 to Rg3. One is indirectly, in this case ginsenoside Rb1 was converted to ginsenoside Rg3 with an
intermediate Rd. The other is directly, in this case
ginsenoside Rb1 was converted to ginsenoside Rg3
without any intermediates [3]. In order to investigate the transformation pathway of ginsenoside Rg3,
the products were detected by TLC at different
times. As shown in Figure. 2, a large number of Rd
was found during the formation of ginsenoside Rg3.
This suggested that ginsenoside Rg3 was converted
by the microbial flora R2A43 in the following sequence: Rb1→Rd→Rg3.

Many studies mainly focused on the microbial
transformation ginsenoside Rg3 by single strain.
However, the transformation of organic matter was
usually carried out by synergetic relationship between microorganisms in nature. Therefore, it is
valuable to transform ginsenoside Rg3 base on
synergetic relationship between microorganisms.
In our study, the microbial flora R2A43 was
obtained from the soil of planting ginseng, which
had a strong capability to transform ginsenoside
Rg3.
The
transformation
pathway
was
Rb1→Rd→Rg3. The content of 20(S)-ginsenoside
Rg3 was 2.32mg/g with ginseng extract as substrate,
and was similar to those content (2.5mg/g) reported
by Zhao.et al. [20] This study provides a new
method and mentality for the microbial transformation on ginsenoside Rg3.

$! 
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536591:154 5. :0- 31+85*1)2 .258) For revealing the composition of the microbial flora
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Coverage
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The dominant flora of Bacterium were Bacillus and Allobacillus in the microbial flora R2A43.
Bacillus subtilis had been proved to convert ginsenoside Rg3 from total saponins of Panax ginseng
by Chen.et al. [21] However, it does not exist
Bifidobacterium, Eubacterium, and Bacteroides
reported by Bae. et al. [14], Microbacterium reported by Cheng. et al. [3] The dominant flora of
Fungus were Unclassified, Penidiella, Inonotus,
Malassezia, Ophiosphaerella, Gibberella, Pleospora,
Pyrenophora, Filobasidium, Kazachstania, and Aspergillus in the microbial flora R2A43. Penidiella
and    were extensive used in transformation of ginsenoside Rg3 [16, 17, 22]. The reason
might be that they had strong ability to produce
glucosidase [23-26]. No research on Inonotus,
Malassezia, Ophiosphaerella, Gibberella, Pleospora,
Pyrenophora, Filobasidium, and Kazachstania in

transformation of ginsenoside Rg3. It is noteworthy
that there was a large amount of unclassified
(56.53%), whether they could be used to transform
ginsenoside Rg3 should have a future investigation.
Ginsenoside Rg3 is a promising natural product that could be used for the treatment of numerous human pathologies. Our study suggested that
the microbial flora R2A43 may have potential applications in the microbial transformation of ginsenoside Rg3. The transformation efficiency will be
raised by optimization of strain and condition in the
future, and provides the basis for industrialization.
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This study focuses on the symbiotic association
between the annelids of the family Spionidae and the
barnacles found in the supra-mediolittoral zone of
İzmir Bay, Turkish Aegean Sea. A total of 114 individuals belonging to !" !" were recorded. Eleven of them were infected by parasitic boring polydorids. All individuals of % 
! were found in living cirripedes. No parasitic
specimens were found on the plates of dead barnacles. The symbiotic relationship between
%! and !" !" is reported for the first time with this study. The puncture
parasite, %! was observed in different parts of the body, except for the rostral plate of
the periwinkle barnacle, !" !" 

Commensalism is the most abundant relationship among symbiotic polychaetes. Species of the
“ %-complex”, often termed “polydorids”,
represent a group of morphologically similar polychaetes belonging to the family Spionidae that have
a modified fifth chaetiger, bearing stout, specialized
notopodial chaetae or spines [8]. Twenty-six species
of polydorids are known to be associated with hermit
crabs, boring into the empty gastropod shells occupied by the hosts [9]. Most of these polydorids are
facultative symbionts of hermit crabs; only three described were previously known to be obligate symbionts, %    (Andrews, 1891),
%  Williams, 2000 and % 
 Orensky & Williams, 2009 [10]. Commensal
associations between cirripedes and polychaetes,
however, are rare. Boring polydorids have been often considered parasitic organisms from an anthropogenic rather than an ecological point of view. The
highest number of polychaete species reported as
parasites belong to Spionidae, which are, in fact, boring species.
A parasitic relationship between species from
three polydorid genera (, %, and
%) and many species of other invertebrates
(Porifera, Cnidaria, Polychaeta, Bryozoa, Cirripedia,
Decapoda, Gastropoda, and Bivalvia) and also phanerogames, has been reported [10–14]). Two polydorid species (% ! (Radashevsky, 1993) and %!! (Radashevsky,
1993) are symbiotic penetrating species and they
were reported as parasites on "   !!" 
Hoek, 1883 and "  " (Pallas, 1788)
[12].%!(Langerhans, 1880) was reported as a symbiont with the madreporid ! !
"" (Dana, 1846) and with the bryozoans
!  (Waters, 1879), 
 (Busk, 1854), and & !
Maplestone, 1909 [12, 13, 15].
The present study focuses on symbiotic associations between a polydorid and a barnacle species in
the Turkish seas. Additionally, this study aims to reveal the state of this symbiotic relationship observed
for the first time between !" !" and
%!. Related previous studies in Turkey and in the Mediterranean Sea are quite limited.
Hence, the result of this study might be useful for

%$ !
Symbiotic associations, barnacle, !"  !" ,
Polychaeta,%!, İzmir Bay, Turkey.

" #"
Barnacles are sessile filter feeder crustaceans
which mostly prefer the rocky bottoms [1]. Cirripedia is represented by three superorders such as
Thoracica, Acrothoracica, and Rhizocephala in the
world seas. The order Thoracica is represented by 23
genera and 34 species in the Mediterranean Sea and,
11 genera and 17 species on the coasts of Turkey [2–
3]. The first study on the thoracic cirripeds of the
Turkish Seas was carried out by Ostroumoff [4] in
the Turkish Straits System. The first scientific report
about Cirripedia: Thoracica from the coast of the
Turkish Aegean Sea was presented by Geldiay &
Kocataş [5] and they found a total of six species, also
including !"  !" (Bruguière, 1789).
!" is distributed in the Mediterranean and
the subtropical regions of the east Atlantic and occurs on hard substrates at 0–40 m depth from the mediolittoral zone, as well as on the shells of sea turtle,
!! !! (Linnaeus, 1758) [6–7].  
!" is distributed all along the Turkish coast, excluding the Anatolian coast of the Black Sea [3].
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block dumped into the sea at 0.2 m water depth.
Specimens at Homa Lagoon (station 3) were collected from the surface of large stones at 0.1 m water
depth.
All specimens collected were stored in jars containing 10% formalin solution. In the laboratory, the
material was washed under tap water and specimens
of barnacles were separated from other material and
then preserved in 70%ethanol. Outer surface of each
barnacle was carefully checked under a stereo microscope and barnacles were splitted into small fragments using stout pliers. The parasitic polychaetes
were picked and they were separately examined using stereo and compound light microscopes. Images
were taken using a digital camera.

future studies.
" !"!

Barnacle samples were collected between
30.08.2014 and 29.05.2017 at 3 sampling stations in
İzmir Bay (Figure 1). Samples were obtained from
the supra-mediolittoral zone at each station by scraping off an area of 400 cm2 using a spatula. Specimens
at station 1, located next to the Urla Karantina Island,
were collected from the surface of rocks at a 0.1 m
water depth. Barnacles at station 2, located on the
Urla Yassıca Island, were picked up from a concrete
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Dead specimen
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by the stations 2 (29 individuals) and 1 (19 individuals). Distribution of the symbiotic polychaetes
found at the sampling stations showed a similar trend
to that of the alive cirripeds. Thus, 6 polychaetes
were recorded at station 3, whereas 4 was found at
station 2 and 1 specimen at station 1. Moreover, shell
fragments of dead cirripeds were observed in the
quadrate. The distributions of these dead shells are
presented in Figure 2.

As a result of the study, a total of 114 individuals (of which 84 were alive) were examined from
the sampling area. Eleven of the specimens analyzed
were parasitic spionid polychaetes (Figure 2).
Regarding the distributions of the examined individuals at the stations, most of the cirripeds were
found at station 3 (36 individuals). It was followed


#  
,4,7(2;0,<5-  7:.:0?7, (4+9/,6(798</,7,9/,     (4.
,7/(48 (7,25*(9,+049/,/589
[(A– Apical view of !" !" ; B&F– Piercing parasitic spionid on inner and outer plates; C– piercing parasitic
spionid inside the lateral plate; D– %! individual in the spaces of lateral plaques; E– %!
specimen in body cavity) (Scale bar: A: 0.5 mm; B, E: 0.2 mm; C-D, F:0.3 mm)].
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A– Anterior end, dorsal and left lateral view; B– Major modifed spines of chaetiger 5; C– Awl–like modifed spines from posterior notopodia; D– Neuropodial hooded hook and winged inferior capillary from chaetiger 8. Scale bar: A– 0,5 mm, B– 18
μm, C=21 μm, D=20 μm.

!"  !" was found in the supralittoral zone, on the surface of rocks. The highest
mean cirriped abundance (900 ind.m-2) was recorded
at station 3, and the lowest mean value (475 ind.m-2)
was registered at the station 1. An opposite distribution trend was observed for the dead cirripeds. The
highest mean dead cirriped abundance (475 ind.m-2)
was found at station 1, whereas the lowest mean
value was (75 ind.m-2) at station 3.
All the collected individuals were first

examined externally, and also internal observation
was ensured by carefully dismantling the body. Barnacles that bear piercing parasite spionids were examined under a stereomicroscope. Thus, parasitic
spionids were observed in all plaques (carinal and
lateral) outside the rostral plaque and in the body
cavity of barnacles (Figure 3). The parasitic polychaetes (Figure 3B, F), which were mostly observed
between the inner plate and the outer plate, were also
seen in the outer lateral plate (Figure 3C), the lateral
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plates (Figure 3D) and in the body cavity (Figure
3E).
The morphological and ecological characteristics and the distribution of the spionid polychaete,
%! are presented below.

the scleractinian corals, and octocorals in Belize,
Brazil, Taiwan, Thailand, and hydrocorals in Vietnam [18]. Additionally, Rioja [22] reported the
species as a borer in sponges and dead coral 
 sp. from the Pacific coast of Mexico. Williams
[23] gave the species as a common associate of hermit crabs from Phillippines and Indonesia and the
species was found in burrows penetrating the coralline algal crusts covering live "  " 
specimens or gastropod shells inhabited by hermit
crabs. It was collected from calcerous algae (  
%"  ), coralline algal crusts, living
corals ( "    ,  "),
coral rocks, and gastropod shells [18, 23, 24]. The
species was also found boring into the shell of a gastropod " sp. at about 14 m depth from Queensland and the Great Barrier Reef [19]. However, all
records should be verifed since the reported habitats
are unusual for the species. In this study, the species
was found as a parasitic form in barnacles (Figure 3).

     (4.,7/(48 
(9,70(2 ,=(304,+ Sta, 1. 1 specimen, 0.1
m., 29.05.2017, Karantina Island; Sta 2. 4 specimens, 0.2 m., 30.05.2016, Yassıcaada Island; Sta 3.
6 specimens, 0.1 m. 30.08.2014, Homa Lagoon.
,8*7069054 Small specimen complete, 0.69
mm long, 0.31 mm wide, with 41 chaetigers. Body
pale yellowish, slightly flattened dorsoventrally; enlarged in anterior part; gradually decreasing in width
towards posterior (Figure 4A). Prostomium incised
anteriorly. Caruncle extending at the middle of chaetiger 2. Occipitale antennae and eyes absent. Palps
extending posteriorly for 12–15 chaetigers. Chaetiger 1 with capillaries and small postchaetal lamellae in both rami. Notochaeta very short, neurochaeta
longer; capillaries in anterior segments numbering
5–7; those in posterior segments numbering 4–5 and
gradually becoming longer and thinner in posterior
chaetigers. Up to 11–14 awl-like spines gathered in
twisted cone-shaped bundles present in per posterior
notopodia in up to 8 posterior chaetigers, with 3–4
thin limbate capillaries (Figure 4C); both size and
shape of spines variable among individuals (Figure
4C). Chaetiger 5 highly modifed, larger than adjacent segments, lacking postchaetal lamellae, with 2–
4 dorsal capillaries, 2 or 4 major modifed spines, and
3–5 ventral capillaries; companion chaetae absent
between major spines (Figure 4B). Major spines
with central main fang, large two lateral tooth; cowling or third tooth on convex side of main fang; distal
end covered by numerous fine bristles (Figure 4B).
Neuropodial hooded hooks first present on chaetiger
7, reaching up to five per fascicle in posterior parapodia. Hooks bidentate, with small distal tooth; with
slightly curved shaft without constriction; accompanied by one or two inferior capillaries throughout the
body (Figure 4D). Branchiae from chaetiger 7, continuing to chaetigers 14–16. Pygidium small, cupshaped, dorsal narrow.

08970):9054 % ! was originally described from the Madeira Island by Langerhans [16] as a borer of calcareous algae and has since
been reported worldwide. It has been considered as
a cosmopolitan species, widespread in tropical and
subtropical waters, and rare in boreal and temperate
waters, distributed from the intertidal zone to 100 m
water depth [19]. The species was recorded from the
Atlantic and Pacific Oceans (Blake, 1996), Indian
Ocean [25] and the Mediterranean Sea [17, 26].
%! which is a borer parasitic spionid
is reported for the first time from the Turkish seas.
#!!

In this study, a total of 114 !"  
!" individuals (of which 84 were alive) were collected at three different locations. As a result of detailed examinations of these individuals, 11 parasitic
polychaetes were found in living cirripeds. No parasitic species were recorded on the plates of dead cirripeds. Absence of any external perforations on
plaques or sub-caudal part, may indicate that the parasites probably entered the host from the top of the
tergum and scutum plaques.
The puncture parasite, %! was
observed in different parts of the body except for the
rostral plate of the periwinkle cirriped !" 
!" (Figure 3). The parasitic polychaete species is mostly observed between the lateral outer
plate and the inner plate (Figure 3B, F), and also in
its own burrows within the lateral plates (Figure 3C),
in natural spaces between the lateral plates (Figure
3D) or in the body cavity of the cirriped (Figure 3E).
The piercing parasite was mostly observed in the natural body spaces of the host, however, it was also
possible to see it in the tunnels bored by itself within
many plates. However, since there is no opening of

,3(718 The specimens examined in the present study agree with the original and subsequent descriptions of the species [8, 16–19].

*525.> %!is a borer organism in calcareous substrates. The species is widespread in tropical and subtropical seas, and rare in
boreal and temperate seas [8]. % !
was reported as a boring organism in the coral 
! ! "" in Japan [15], ! sp.,
" sp., and $ sp. from the Red Sea
[20], old coral heads off Marshal Islands [21], and in
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of scientists on this cirriped species.
Species of the %-complex, often termed
“polydorids”, represent a group of morphologically
similar polychaetes belonging to Spionidae that have
a modified fifth chaetiger bearing stout specialised
notopodial chaetae or spines [8]. The spionids are
represented by 3 genera (%, % and
"%) and 12 species live along the
coasts of Turkey (author’s database). Among the
species reported from the coasts of Turkey, five species, namely % ! (Langerhans,
1880), (Örsted, 1843), #(Claparède,
1870), % ! (Johnston, 1838) and 
"(Claparède, 1869),bore into calcerous substrates such as limestones or bivalves [29]. Up to
date, a study on just a single species among the cited
above was conducted in Turkish Seas. Caglar [11]
reported %! from the shells of the mussel, # . The author mentioned that
 ! was found on the mussels with a shell
length greater than 5 cm and it performed chemical
and mechanical drilling. It was noted in the same
study that, the shells of  #  were
very weak and the mantle was too thin, and this was
attributed to the fact that the cysts formed by the
worms prevented the nutrient supply filtering mechanism of the bivalve.
It seems that, more specimens of barnacles is
needed to be seasonally examined in order to understand whether there is a true association other than a
coincidental ecological relationship between
"  !" and % !. Since,
these spionid polychaetes prefer habitats such as
hard substrates, and shells of dead or alive molluscs.
It can only be understood in this way whether or not
the presence or absence of the host or the habitat is
concerned with the existence of this parasitic species.

these tunnels to the outside, the presence or absence
of a parasite in the cirriped was able to be understood
only by breakdown of the specimen. In literature,
only limited information is available on the subject.
In this study, the relationship between these two organisms was firstly reported in detail.
Living organisms are always connected in
some way to other individuals of the same species
and to the individuals of other species inhabiting the
same area. Among the polychaetes, setting−up of
close associations with other marine invertebrates is
a rather common phenomenon (Martin & Britayev,
1998). Similar relationships have also been reported
between arthropod species and polychaetes. Particularly, commensal relations between decapod crustaceans and polychaetes are defined. Martin & Britayev [13] reported a commensal association among
polychaetes (32 species) and decapod crustaceans
(57 species), and the isopod #" !".
All the commensal polychaete species may inhabit
the branchial cavities of decapod crustaceans (crabs
and hermit crabs) and live epizoically in branchial
chambers or carapaces of crustaceans.
There is little information on the association of
cirripeds with other living organisms. Some of these
can be summarized as follows. The location on the
host may change during the life−history of symbionts. The adult specimens of ""
Audouin & Milne Edwards, 1830 occur inside the
branchial chambers of its goose-barnacle host,
whereas the juveniles may be located between the
mantle and the calcareous plates of the host or attached to the adult symbionts "" [27].
As a general rule, the commensals of cirripeds often
live inside the body cavity. The polychaete, 
"" from Amphynomidae was reported
to commensally live in body cavities of the cirripeds
  !,   !!   sp., and
  " [13]. In addition, Radashevsky
[12] found that the specimens of %!
! bored the shells of "  !!" at depths
of 4−11 m and also observed as a boring organism
of "  " at the intertidal zone in the
northwestern Pacific. Moreover, Radashevsky [12]
proposed that % !  bored the
shells of the cirriped "  !!" .
!" !" was known to be a thermophilic species and its expansion to the northern
coast of the England was considered as a result of the
global warming [2]. Therefore, !" can be
used as an indicator species of global warming and
this species is known to be a fauling organism. It is
observed in large numbers along the Levantine coast
of Turkey and the Aegean Sea. As an example, its
density was 675 ind.m-2 in the polluted part of Izmir
Bay (mid-Aegean Sea) [28] and it reached to a maximum density of 1600 ind.m-2 in Antalya Bay [2].
Detailed previous studies on !" which is
quite important fauling organism are inadequate. It
is possible that, this study might arouse the interest
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Increasing temperatures negatively influence
pollination and fruit set of the plants. Such temperatures also have significant negative effects on leaf,
stem and root development. Especially in greenhouse production activities and practices in southern regions of Turkey, plants are often exposed to
high temperatures. Beans are commonly produced
and consumed in almost every part of the world and
they are negatively influenced by high temperatures. This study was conducted to see the efficiency of potassium treatments in reducing the negative
effects of high temperatures on yield and quality of
beans. Zulbiye bean cultivar sensitive to high temperature stress and V71 bean genotype which was
also previously identified as sensitive to high temperatures were used as the plant materials of the
experiments. Bean seeds were sown in 2 lt pots
filled with 1:2 perlite:peat mixture. Different potassium (K) doses of 0 (control) ppm K, 500 ppm K,
100 ppm K and 2000 ppm K were applied to seeded
pots. Seeding was performed as to have two plants
in each pot and experiments were conducted in randomized blocks factorial experimental design with
4 replications with 4 pots in each replication. Pots
were irrigated with Hoagland nutrient solution
throughout the experiments. At the seedling period,
control plants were grown in a greenhouse with
temperatures of 20 - 25 0C, but the treatment groups
were placed in a separate tunnel in the greenhouse
for high temperature treatments. Tunnel temperature and relative humidity were measured with Hobo data logger and temperatures were observed as
between 33 – 37 0C. Plant height, fresh weight, root
collar diameter, number of leaves, leaf size, leaf
relative water content and membrane damage index
values were analysed 12 days after seedling period.
Well growth and development were observed in
high temperature-sensitive bean genotypes with
increasing potassium doses, especially with 2000
ppm K dose and potassium treatments reduced the
negative effects of high temperatures on investigated growth and development parameters.

%$ 
Phaseolus vulgaris, high temperature stress, Plant growth
and development

!"!
High temperature problems are experienced
when the temperatures are 2 °C above the required
temperatures for optimum plant growth and
development. High temperature is considered as an
abiotic stress factor with significant negative
impacts on plant growth and fruit set [1]. Plants
should be well supplemented with nutrients,
especially with potassium to improve plant
resistance to such stressors [2, 3, 4, 5, 6].
Supplemented potassium was reported to increase
macro and micro nutrients in sunflowers [7].
Organic and inorganic fertilizers were reported to
improve significantly the growth and nutrients of
pepper plants grown in greenhouses [8]. Drought
and salinity negatively influenced plant growth and
development in tomatoes and reduced K and Ca
ratios of the plants [9]. In another study, 0, 40, 80,
120 and 160 kg K2O / ha doses were experimented
and the best effects on yield were obtained from
120 kg K2O / ha treatment [10]. In another study
with cucumbers, foliar selenium and silicon
treatments had positive impacts on number of
leaves, plant height, number of fruits, fruit weight,
fruit diameter, fruit length, fruit firmness, fruit
soluble solids content (SSC), fruit pH, EC, leaf N,
P, K, Mg, Ca, Fe, Se and Si contents [11]. High
temperature and drought stress reduced number of
leaves and leaf areas, plant height and weight, root
collar diameter and leaf relative water content and
increased membrane damage index values of the
beans [12, 13]. In a study with high and low
temperature treatments (15/8, 20/13, 28/21, 33/23
and 36/26 °C), temperature stress negatively
influenced growth and nutrient uptake of tomato
plants [14]. In another study carried out in
Bangladesh, production periods were experimented
to get high quality and yields from eggplants and
best results were achieved in October-March
production season [15]. Decreases were observed in
plant weights, number of leaves, root collar
diameter and leaf relative water content and
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increases were observed in membrane damage
index of tomato plants exposed to drought stress
[16, 17]. Water and high temperature stress
negatively influenced the growth and development
of sensitive bean plants and the values obtained
from tolerant plants were close to the values of
control plants without any stresses [18]. In a high
temperature study, tomato plants were exposed to
31 – 32 ºC day temperatures and 25 – 26 ºC night
temperatures in treatment groups and 28 ºC day and
22 ºC night temperature in control groups and
significant decreases were observed in number of
pollens and pollen vigor, seed germination, fruit
set and number of seeds per plant [19].
Mycorrhizal fungus, humic acid and whey
treatments significantly improved some plant
growth parameters, yield and quality in melon,
watermelon and summer squash species [20].
Under high temperatures, while shoot development
and foliation were quite fast in rose production,
peduncle lengths and diameters were low [21].
High temperature and drought were indicated as the
most significant environmental factor restricting
plant growth and development in wheat [22].
Significant decreases were reported in cotton yields
under high temperature stress and 5 out of 200
cotton genotypes were identified as tolerant to high
temperatures
and
these
genotypes
were
recommended to be used in further breeding
programs as parent materials [23]. Decreases in
fruit set and yields of tomatoes under high
temperature and drought stress were reported to be
compensated with irrigation and GA3 treatments
[24]. Nitrogenous fertilization and bacteria
inoculation treatments were reported to increase
number of nodules, plant height, number of pods,
number of kernels per pod and hundred kernel
weight of beans and 5 kg/da N treatment was
recommended for high kernel yield in bean
cultivation [25]. It was indicated in a study that
amino acid treatments significantly increased kernel
yield and protein content of bean plants [26]. High
temperature damaged pistils and pollens, thus
reduced number of seeds and seed yields [27].
In this study, plant height, fresh weight, root
collar diameter, number of leaves and leaf size, leaf
relative water content and membrane damage index
value of high temperature-sensitive Zulbiye bean
cultivar and V71 bean genotype were investigated
under different potassium doses and effects of
potassium doses on these attributes were
determined.

cultivar and V71 bean genotype were investigated
under different potassium doses (0 ppm, 500 ppm,
1000 ppm and 2000 ppm). Bean seeds were sown in
2 lt pots containing 2:1 peat:perlite + potassium
doses (0, 500 ppm, 1000 ppm, 2000 ppm) as to
have two plants in each pot. Experiments were conducted in randomized blocks factorial experimental
design with 4 replications with 4 pots in each replication. Pots were irrigated with Hoagland nutrient
solution throughout the experiments. At the seedling period, control plants were grown in a greenhouse with temperatures of 20 - 25 0C, but the
treatment groups were placed in a separate tunnel in
the greenhouse for high temperature treatments.
Tunnel temperature and relative humidity were
measured with Hobo data logger and temperatures
were observed as between 33 – 37 0C. Following
analyses were performed 12 days after seedling
period:
*6*40.1&6.212++4*5-&1))4;9*.,-65All
plants were weighed on a precision scale (±0.1g).

*6*40.1&6.21 2+ 6-* 3/&16 -*.,-6 &1) ).
&0*6*4 The stem lengths in bean plants were
measured with a ruler (±0.1 cm), and their stem
diameters were measured with a digital display caliper (±0.1 mm).

*6*40.1&6.21 2+ 6-* 170'*42+ /*&8*5&1)
/*&+&4*&At the end of the drought experiment, the
number of leaves was counted and the leaf areas
were determined as cm2 with a planimeter in all
bean genotypes.

*6*40.1&6.21 2+ 6-* /*&+ 4*/&6.8* 9&6*4
(216*16$At the end of the drought experiment, fresh leaf samples were sampled, weighted
(FW) and kept in distilled water for four hours to
calculate their turgor weights (TW). Then, the samples were kept in an oven (65 °C) for 48 hours and
weighted (DW). The below formula was used in
order to calculate the relative water content of the
bean genotypes [28, 29, 30].
(FW-DW)
LRWC = -----------------x 100
(TW-DW)

*6*40.1&6.21 2+ 4*/&6.8* ,4296- 4&6* ,
+4*5- 9*.,-6 )&;  Before and after drought
stress applications, the plants were weighed and the
difference between the two measurements was divided by the number of days [28, 29, 30].

! ! 
*6*40.1&6.21 2+ 6-* 0*0'4&1* )&0&,*5
.1 6-* /*&+ (*//5 Membrane Damage Index (MDI)
in bean leaves was calculated by measuring the
electrolyte out of the cell. The 17 mm diameter
discs taken from the bottom 3 leaves were incubat-

The attributes of plant height, fresh weight,
root collar diameter, number of leaves and leaf size,
leaf relative water content and membrane damage
index of high temperature-sensitive Zulbiye bean
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well supplemented with nutrients, especially with
potassium to improve plant resistance to such
stressors [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. It previous studies carried
out with selenium and silicon treatments on
cucumbers and organic and inorganic fertilizer
treatments on peppers, positive impacts of
treatments on number of leaves, plant height,
number of fruits, fruit weight, fruit diameter, fruit
length, fruit firmness, fruit soluble solids content
(SSC), fruit pH, EC, leaf N, P, K, Mg, Ca, Fe, Se
and Si contents were observed [7, 8, 11].
It was observed that number of leaves and leaf
sizes of bean plants decreased under high
temperatures, but such decreases were reduced by
K treatments. Number of leaves under high
temperature stress decreased by 29.12% in Zulbiye
bean cultivar and decreased by 34.12% in V71 bean
genotype. On the other hand, in 2000 ppm K
treatments, such decreases were observed as
25.83% in Zulbiye bean cultivar and as 26.55% in
V71 bean genotype.
Under high temperature stress, leaf sizes
decreased by 20.94% in Zulbiye bean cultivar and
decreased by 34.47% in V71 bean genotype (Table
2). However, in 2000 ppm K treatments, the
decrease in leaf sizes was observed as 12.09% in
Zulbiye bean cultivar and as 23.81% in V71 bean
genotype (Table 2). It was observed in previous
studies that high temperature and drought stress
reduced number of leaves and leaf areas, plant
height and weight, root collar diameter and leaf
relative water content and increased membrane
damage index values of the beans [12, 13]. It was
observed in another study, drought and salinity
negatively
influenced
plant
growth
and
development in tomatoes and [9]. In another study
carried out with tomatoes, 0, 40, 80, 120 and 160 kg
K2O / ha doses were experimented and the best
effects on yield were obtained from 120 kg K2O /
ha treatment [10].
Under high temperature stress, root collar
diameters decreased by 20.95% in Zulbiye bean
cultivar and decreased by 36.64% in V71 bean
genotype. However, under 2000 ppm K
supplementary treatments, the decreases were
observed as 19.33% in Zulbiye bean cultivar and as
25.98% in V71 bean genotype. The damage on root
collard was reduced with increasing potassium
doses (Table 3).
Leaf relative water contents decreased under
high temperature stress by 19.52% in Zulbiye bean
cultivar and decreased by 24.09% in V71 genotype.
On the other hand, such decreases in 2000 ppm K
dose were observed as 9.14% Zulbiye bean cultivar
and as 15.28% in V71 bean genotype (Table 3).
Membrane damage index under high
temperature stress was observed as 66.01% in
Zulbiye bean cultivar and as 65.84% in V71 bean
genotype. The values decreased with supplementary
K doses and membrane damage index in 2000 ppm

ed for 5 hours in 10 ml distilled water, and their EC
values were measured. The same disc samples were
kept at 100 °C for 10 minutes, and their EC values
were measured again. Membrane Damage Index
(MDI) was calculated by the following Formula
[28, 30].
Lt-Lc
MDI = ---------------- x 100
1 - Lc
Lt: The first EC value of drought stressed leaf
disk samples / The second EC value of drought
stressed leaf disc samples kept at 100 ° C for 10
minutes
Lc: The first EC value of control leaf disk
samples / The second EC value of control disk
samples kept at 100 ° C for 10 minutes
!-* 56&6.56.(&/ &1&/;5.5 Analysis of Variances based on general linear models [31] carried
out by SAS 9.4.1 statistical program was used.
Duncan multiple Comparison tests was used to
measure the statistical differences between genotype.
 "!  "



Together with the recent global warming
trends, negative effects of abiotic stressors on plants
are also continuously increasing. Yield and quality
decrease especially in beans sensitive to high
temperature stress. Growth and development of
roots, stems and leaves decrease under stress
conditions. In this study, effects of 500 ppm K,
1000 ppm K and 2000 ppm potassium doses in
reducing such recesses in growth and development
of high temperature-sensitive Zulbiye bean cultivar
and V71 bean genotype were analysed. Plant
weights of V71 bean genotype and Zulbiye bean
cultivar decreased with the negative impacts of high
temperatures. However, increases were observed in
plant weights with increasing supplementary K
doses. Plant weights under high temperature stress
decreased by 43.13% in Zulbiye bean cultivar and
by 38.13% in V71 bean genotype (Table 1). Plant
weights increased with increasing potassium doses.
At 2000 ppm K dose, loss in plant weight was
15.31% in Zulbiye bean cultivar and 27.61% in
V71 bean genotype (Table 1).
Plant heights under high temperature stress
decreased by 14.17% in Zulbiye bean cultivar and
decreased by 29.3% in V71 bean genotype (Table
1). However, in 2000 ppm K treatment, plants
heights decreased by 3.81% in Zulbiye bean
cultivar and by 23.08% in V71 bean genotype
(Table 1). High temperature is an abiotic stressor
with negative effects especially on growth and fruit
set of the plants [1]. Therefore, plants should be
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K treatment was observed as 37.83% in Zulbiye
bean cultivar and as 47.86% in V71 bean genotype
(Table 3). It was reported in previous studies that
tomato and eggplant was negatively influenced by
high temperatures [14, 15, 19, 24]. Decreases were
observed in plant weights, number of leaves, root
collar diameter and leaf relative water content and
increases were observed in membrane damage
index of tomato and bean plants exposed to drought
stress [12, 13, 16, 18, 27]. It was indicated in
another study that mycorrhizal fungus, humic acid

and whey treatments significantly improved some
plant growth parameters, yield and quality in
melon, watermelon and summer squash species
[20]. Rose, cotton and wheat plants were also
reported to be influenced negatively by high
temperature stress [21, 22, 23]. Nitrogenous
fertilization, bacteria inoculation and amino acid
treatments were reported to increase number of
nodules, plant height, number of pods, number of
kernels per pod and hundred kernel weight of beans
[25, 26].

! 
++*(652+326&55.70)25*5213/&16-*.,-6(0&1)+4*5-9*.,-6,2+'*&13/&165
71)*4-.,-6*03*4&674*564*55
Beans

Zulbiye

V71

Treatment

Control
and fresh
weight (g)

0 ppm K
500ppmK
1000ppmK
2000ppmK
0 ppm K
500ppmK
1000ppmK
2000ppmK

4.73f
5.14e
6.78a
6.47b
3.75g
4.71f
5.41d
5.76c

High
temperature
fresh weight
(g)
2.69g
3.40e
5.32b
5.48a
2.32h
2,98f
3.82d
4,17c

% Change
(fresh
weight)
-43,13
-33,85
-21,53
-15,31
-38,13
-36,73
-29,39
-27,61

Control
plant
height
(cm)
48.84g
51.05f
58.95d
61.52c
55.83e
58.83d
63.55b
65.16a

High
temperature
plant height
(cm)
41.92g
47.94e
56.55b
59.18a
39.47h
44.07f
48.71d
50.02c

% Change
(plant
height)
-14,17
-6,09
-4,07
-3,81
-29,3
-25,09
-23,35
-23,08

! 
++*(652+326&55.70)25*521170'*42+/*&8*5/*&+ 3/&16/*&+5.<*(0 2+'*&13/&165
71)*4-.,-6*03*4&674*564*55
Beans

Zulbiye

V71

Treatment

Control and
fresh
weight (g)

0 ppm K
500ppmK
1000ppmK
2000ppmK
0 ppm K
500ppmK
1000ppmK
2000ppmK

19.54e
23.98b
25.07a
25.09a
16.30g
19.36f
20.03d
22.11c

High
temperature
fresh weight
(g)
13.85e
17.51b
18.59a
18.61a
10.69f
13.79e
14.46d
16.24c

% Change
(fresh
weight)

Control
plant height
(cm)

-29,12
-26,98
-25,85
-25,83
-34,42
-28,77
-27,81
-26,55

30.65e
31.05e
31.72d
33.57c
28.57g
29.81f
34.19b
37.34a

High
temperature
plant height
(cm)
24.23f
26.57d
27.73c
29.51a
18.72h
20.84g
25.79e
28.45b

% Change
(plant
height)
-20,94
-14,43
-12,58
-12,09
-34,47
-30,09
-24,57
-23,81

! 
++*(652+326&55.70)25*5214226(2//&4).&0*6*400/*&+4*/&6.8*9&6*4(216*16&1)0*0'4&1*
)&0&,*.1)*:2+'*&13/&16571)*4-.,-6*03*4&674*564*55

Beans

Zulbiye

V71

Treatment

Control
root
collar
diameter
(mm)

High
temperature
root collar
diameter
(mm)

%
Change
(root
collar
diameter)

0ppmK
500ppmK
1000ppmK
2000ppmK
0 ppm K
500ppmK
1000ppmK
2000ppmK

3.58d
4.26c
4.56b
4.75a
2.32h
2.61g
2.71f
2.81e

2.83d
3.42c
3.67b
3.84a
1.47h
1.78g
1.87f
2.08e

-20.95
-19,72
-19,52
-19,33
-36,64
-31,81
-30,99
-25,98



Control
leaf
relative
water
content
(%)
73.36e
76.04b
75.41c
83.05a
68.40g
69.15f
74.66d
76.50b
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High
temperature
leaf relative
water content
(%)
59.04e
63.65d
66.53b
75.46a
51.92g
53.51f
58.32e
64.81c

%
Change
(leaf
relative
water
content)
-19.52
-16,29
-11,77
-9,14
-24,09
-22,62
-21,88
-15,28

High
temperature
membrane
damage
index (%)
66.01a
59.34c
51.57e
37.83g
65.84a
63.75b
54.34d
47.86f
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It was observed in this study that increasing K
doses had positive effects on growth parameters of
high temperature-sensitive bean genotypes. High
temperatures negatively influenced plant height,
fresh weight, root collar diameter, number of leaves
and leaf size, leaf relative water content and
membrane damage index. However, increasing K
doses increased all these parameters and reduced
the effects of high temperatures. Under high
temperature conditions, plant height, fresh weight,
root collar diameter, number of leaves and leaf size,
leaf relative water content of sensitive bean plants
decreased and membrane damage index values
increased. On the other hand, with increasing K
doses, plant height, fresh weight, root collar
diameter, number of leaves and leaf size, leaf
relative water content increased and membrane
damage index values decreased. It was observed
that investigated parameters of high temperaturesensitive Zulbiye bean cultivar and V71 bean
genotype were positively influenced and improved
by increasing K doses.
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soil, are the main organs of fruit trees. The distribution depth and density of water-absorbing roots directly affect the growth and development of fruit
trees and the yield and quality of apples. Environmental conditions, such as moisture and nutrients,
also affect root growth and distribution. The water
distribution range of different irrigation methods
varies, resulting in different root distribution areas
[3-7]. Numerous root distribution studies [8-10]
have shown that the root length density (RLD) of apple trees decreases as depth increases in the vertical
direction and decreases as the distance from the
trunk increases in the horizontal direction. The twodimensional comprehensive RLD distribution of apple trees can be fitted by using the two-dimensional
e negative exponential function. The irrigation
method employed is one of many factors that affect
root distribution. The research showed that the root
distribution under drip irrigation in arid and semiarid regions was mainly concentrated in the wet area
[11-15]. Neilsen et al. [16] compared the root distribution under sprinkler and drip irrigation methods.
The root distribution of fruit trees under the sprinkler
irrigation is shallower and more evenly distributed
than that under drip irrigation. Sokalska et al. [17]
studied the spatial distribution of the roots of apple
trees under drip irrigation. This irrigation method
significantly influences the root distribution. If drip
emitters are laid on one side of the trunk for irrigation, the distribution of the root is asymmetric. In addition, the root system distribution is shallow in the
wet area of the drip irrigation, but deep on the other
side. Abrisqueta et al. [18] studied the peach tree root
distribution under consecutive water deficit and alternative split-root water deficit conditions. The
peach tree RLD under consecutive water deficit and
alternative split-root water deficit decreased by 73%
and 42%, respectively, compared with that under full
irrigation. When the same water is irrigated to continuous water stress and root water stress alternately,
the root system distribution under continuous water
stress is less than in the alternative split-root water
deficit. New root growth decreased during fruit
growth and increased after fruit harvest. Root growth
normally peaked in July. After July, growth began to
decline and then resumed after harvest. Therefore,

Water storage pit irrigation (WSPI) is a new
method suitable for orchard irrigation in gully areas
in northern China. Research on the fine root distribution of apple trees in WSPI was conducted. The
results were as follows. The root length density
(RLD) under WSPI and surface irrigation (SI) increased initially before decreasing with depth. The
RLD under SI was mainly distributed 0–110 cm below the ground. The RLD under WSPI was mainly
distributed 0–150 cm below the ground. The RLD
under WSPI in the middle-depth soil was 60–150 cm,
which is 1.91 times higher than that of SI. The fine
root distribution of apple trees changed with varying
pit depths. The RLD was mainly distributed 0–150
cm below the ground when the water storage pit was
60 cm deep. A depth of 40 cm resulted in the RLD
distribution of 0–130 cm underground. The RLD
also changed with different tree canopy areas. A
large tree canopy meant a large RLD. The root distribution of fruit trees accords with the two-dimensional negative exponential function (   
       

) under WSPI. The correlation coefficient of the formula fitting is above 0.9. Therefore, WSPI benefits deep root growth of fruit tree.


*("$%
Water storage pit irrigation, fine roots, root length density,
root distribution function

!&$"'&"!
The root is a vital organ of plants that absorbs
moisture. Quantitative research on the root growth
and space–time distribution characteristics of crops
or fruiters is an indispensable means to build a model
on root water absorption and to compute the quantity
of root water uptake. Further research on the space–
time distribution rules, effect mechanism of root water uptake, improvement of field water management
practices, and development of water-saving agriculture is important. Water-absorbing roots (d < 2 mm)
[1,2], which soak up water and nutrients from the
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pits, facilities for constructing the storage pit walls,
pit opening cover, circular furrow, and pipeline, as
shown in Fig. 1.


using a different irrigation method affects root distribution.
Water storage pit irrigation (WSPI) is a new irrigation method that is suitable for hilly regions and
can solve drought and soil erosion problems. This
type of irrigation stores water, resists drought conditions, and conserves water and soil moisture [19].
This method involves digging several small cylindrical storage pits (the pit diameter is generally 25–30
cm, and the pit depth is normally 40–60 cm) along
half the radius of a tree canopy. During irrigation,
water is transported and poured into the pits through
the pipeline (or field ridge), with the moisture infiltrating into the rhizosphere soil along the pit wall.
The infiltration interface of soil under WSPI changes
unlike with orchard surface irrigation (SI), sprinkler
irrigation, and micro-irrigation. The moisture under
WSPI directly infiltrates into the rhizosphere soil
along the pit wall, resulting in higher moisture content in the middle-deep soil and lower in the surface
[20-22]. This soil moisture content distribution will
stimulate root growth in middle-deep soil and
change the root distribution. Therefore, the main objectives of this study were (1) to compare the differences in root distribution of fruit tree between WSPI
and SI, (2) to analyze the root distribution characteristics of the fruit trees in the different pit depth and
the size of the crown under WSPI and (3) to establish
a two-dimensional distribution model of fruit tree
roots.


&$%! &"%

A:0;4708=,6 <4=0. The study was conducted
in an apple orchard in Beiwang Village, Taigu
County, Jinzhong City, Shanxi Province. This study
area in Central Shanxi Province (37.23° N, 112.29°
E) is 5 km southwest of Taigu County in Jinzhong
City and has an elevation of approximately 800 m.
This area has a semi-arid climate, with a mean annual air temperature of approximately 9.8 °C. The
average temperature in January and July is −7 and 23
°C, respectively. The mean annual rainfall is 462.9
mm. The frost period is from early October to midApril, and the frostless season lasts 175 days. The
soil texture is mainly silt loam. The test area covering 0.67 hm2 is 400 m from north to south and 17 m
from east to west. Piped groundwater is used for irrigation. Red Fuji apple trees were planted in 2003,
with a row spacing of 5 m and plant spacing of 4 m.

'$ 
%.307,=4.91,@,=0;<=9;,20:4=4;;42,=498
,;9>8/,848/4?4/>,6=;00
 (,=0;<=9;,20:4=< Water storage pits are
dug along half the radius of a tree canopy. A single
pit diameter is determined by pit volume irrigation
quota. The pit diameter is 30 cm in this study. Pit
depth depends on the depth of the root distribution
of fruit trees. The pit depth levels are at 40 and 60
cm. The number of pit plant trees is based on the horizontal infiltration characteristics of soil and irrigation quota, ensuring that the middle soil between two
pits is completely wet, and the necessary pit irrigation quota volume is reached. The number of storage
pits is six in this study.
  (,66<=,-464C482 1,.464=40< 91 =30 <=9;,20
:4= A storage pit is fixed engineering, but it can be
damaged during irrigation or rain runoff, and thus a
wall must be constructed to protect the pit. The facilities are cylindrical, thus allowing better penetration
and entailing a cheaper cost. The frame of the facilities for constructing the walls is cylindrical and made
of bamboo. This frame is wrapped with 10-mesh
plastic weave, and its specification should form a
complete set with the storage pit.
  4;.>6,; 1>;;9@ The circular furrow under the canopy linked the storage pits around the tree.
Water from the field conveyance furrow flowed into
the annular furrow during irrigation, and water was
supplied for the storage pits. The annular furrow is
shallow with depth of 20 cm and width of 30 cm.
This channel also stores runoff from excessive rainfall.

(%# 1406/ :;950.= The WSPI method is a
new irrigation technique, in which several small cylindrical storage pits are dug below a tree canopy.
During irrigation, water flows into the circular furrow through the pipeline and then water is poured
into the pits, infiltrating into the rhizosphere soil rapidly. The field engineering of WSPI includes storage
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A:0;4708=,6=;0,=708=
Treatments
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
CK

Tree canopy/m2
8–12
12–17
17–21
8–12
12–17
17–21
17–21

Pit depth /cm
60
60
60
40
40
40
/

Irrigation method
WSPI
WSPI
WSPI
WSPI
WSPI
WSPI
SI


the canopy (Fig. 2). Root samples were laid 10 cm in
the vertical direction, and the depth from the surface
was below 200 cm. A total of 180 sampling points
were numbered consecutively.
The numbered samples in the bag were collected and filtered with a 3 mm aperture sieve. The
roots were separated from the soil samples and then
stored in fresh-keeping bags. The roots were washed
using a root system flusher before those with less
than 2 mm diameter were sorted out. Tweezers were
used to spread the roots on a 25 cm × 20 cm organic
glass dish. The isolated roots were analyzed using
Win-RHIZO software (developed by the Canadian
Regent Instruments Corporation) after scanning with
the Epson Perfection 4870 scanner (produced by Epson Corp). The root indices, such as the RLD, average diameter, and root surface area, were counted

'$ 
%.307,=4.911;>4==;00;99=<,7:6482


  406/ @,=0; 1>;;9@ :4:06480 The field
water furrow (pipeline) is a fixed channel linking the
irrigation backbone system with the annular groove
under the tree.

,=, :;9.0<<482. Microsoft Office 2013 was
used for data processing. IBM SPSS Statistics 19
was used for the statistical analyses. Origin 9 was
used for plotting.

A:0;4708=,6 /0<428 The main control factors in the experiment on fine root distribution of apple trees under WSPI are the tree canopy size and
depth of the water storage pit. Three levels are set for
the tree canopy size. The area of the first level is between 8–12 m2; the second level is between 12–17
m2; and the third level is between 17–21 m2. Two
depth levels of 40 and 60 cm are set for the water
storage pit. SI is used as the control group. The experiment has a total of 7 treatments, as shown in table 1. Fruit trees have been irrigated by WSPI since
2007.The fine roots of the fruit trees were sampled
on September 2012. SI was used as the control
group. The amount of fertilization and irrigation was
maintained at the same level in the two experimental
groups. The fertilization methods employed were according to local fertilization practice. The test fruit
trees were watered four times, and the irrigation
norm is 185 mm during the growth period.

$%'&%!%'%%"!
98=;,<=4?0,8,6B<4<91=30;99=/4<=;4->=498
-0=@008 @,=0; <=9;,20 :4= ,8/ % 70=39/< The
same tree canopy size, which belongs to level 3 (17–
21 m2), and the pit depth at 60 cm are selected to
compare the root distribution of the fruit trees under
SI and WSPI. Figure 3 shows the differences in root
distribution, with the tree canopy size at level 3 (17–
21 m2). Figure 3a shows the contrast in the RLD,
with the root 50 cm away from the trunk. The RLD
demonstrated a tendency to increase initially before
decreasing as the depth increases under SI and WSPI
systems. The RLD in SI increases within the range
of 0–20 cm, achieving the maximum value of 0.55
cm/cm3 when the depth is 20 cm before decreasing
within the range of 20–110 cm. The RLD declines to
0.038 cm/cm3 when the depth is 110 cm. The roots
are mainly distributed above 110 cm in the vertical
direction. The root quantity in the 0–110 cm soil
layer accounts for 89% of the total root quantity. The
RLD shows an increasing trend in the 0–40 cm soil
layer under WSPI. The RLD in the 40–130 cm soil
layer is relatively large and shows a declining trend

0,<>;0708= 0=39/< Roots were sampled
by coring regularly to observe root variation. The diameter of soil auger is 8 cm, and the height is 10 cm.
Taking the trunk as the center, the sampling points
of the fruit trees were placed away from the trunk at
50, 100, and 150 cm in three radial directions under
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in the 130–150 cm soil layer, decreasing to 0.042
cm/cm3 in the 150 cm soil layer. The roots are mainly
distributed above 150 cm in the vertical direction.
The root quantity in the 0–150 cm soil layer accounts
for 95% of the total root quantity. The RLD under
WSPI is 2.26 times of that in SI, particularly in the
60–150 cm soil layer.
Figure 3b shows the RLD contrastive analysis
of the root 100 cm away from the trunk. The RLD
under SI is mainly distributed in 0–110 cm soil layer

vertically, achieving the maximum value of 0.466
cm/cm3 when the depth is 30 cm. The root quantity
in the 0–110 cm soil layer accounts for 85% of the
total root quantity. Roots under WSPI are mainly
distributed in the 0–150 cm soil layer. The RLD in
the 30–120 cm soil layer constantly maintains a high
value. The RLD under WSPI is 1.64 times of that
under SI, particularly in the 60–150 cm soil layer.
Figure 3c shows the RLD contrastive analysis
of the root 150 cm away from the trunk. The RLD
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walls, and the moistening range is 20–140 cm [20].
The moistening range will promote the mid-depth
root growth and increase the RLD because of root
hydrotropism. Wang et al. [25] studied the effects of
different deep irrigation on the root growth of winter
wheat, and showed that deep irrigation can promote
the root growth of deep soil. This is similar to the
results of this study.
Figure 4 shows the root distribution contour
lines of water storage pit and SI systems. The RLD
under WSPI is mainly distributed above the 150 cm
soil layer in the vertical direction. The RLD in the
30–120 cm soil layer constantly maintains a high
value. However, the RLD under SI is mainly distributed above the 110 cm soil layer in the vertical direction and achieves the maximum value when the
depth is 30 cm. The fine RLD of fruit trees under SI
and WSPI decreases along with the distance from the
trunk horizontally. Using exponential fitting, functional relation is deduced among the RLD, depth
from the soil layer (z), and distance from the trunk
(R). The results are shown as formulas (1) and (2),
and the correlation coefficients are 0.929 and 0.912.
Thus, the fruit trees’ two-dimensional distribution of
RLD under surface and WSPI methods is shown as
an exponential distribution.

under SI is mainly distributed in the 0–110 cm soil
layer in the vertical direction, achieving the maximum value of 0.339 cm/cm3 when the depth is 30 cm.
The root quantity in 0–110 cm soil layer accounts for
83% of the total root quantity. Roots under WSPI are
mainly distributed in the 0–150 cm soil layer. The
root quantity in the 0–150 cm soil layer accounts for
95% of the total root quantity. The RLD in the 30–
120 cm soil layer constantly maintains a high value.
The RLD under WSPI is 1.835 times of that in SI,
particularly in the 60–150 cm soil layer.
Therefore, WSPI could induce tree roots to
grow deeper, especially in the 60–150 cm mid-depth
root zone. The RLD under WSPI is 1.91 times of that
in SI on average in the 60–150 cm soil layer. Compared with SI, WSPI had a significant effect on RLD
(P<0.05). The spatial distributions of the root system
in the soil profile are affected not only by the crop
species and variety but also by environmental factors,
especially soil moisture [23]. Studies have shown
that when the soil water content is lower in the upper
soil layer and higher in lower soil layer, the root system penetrates into the deeper layers of soil in accordance with the hydrotropism of roots [24]. In this
study, the moisture content of WSPI seeps into middepth soil of the root zone directly through the pit
SI:

   = 0572−( −000532

− 49.99 + 0019 −38.88 )

 = 0.929

(1)

WSPI:

   = 0573−(0.00552

−51.91 + 00146 −65.06 )

 = 0.912

(2)
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4110;08.0<48;99=6082=3/08<4=B,=/4110;08=:4=/0:=3<>8/0;60?06 91=30=;00.;9@8
$,=/4110;08=:4=/0:=3< The RLD at different pit depths under level 1 (8–12 m2), level 2 (12–
17 m2), and level 3 (17–21 m2) of the tree canopy are
shown in Figs. 5, 6, and 7. The RLD from the trunk
at distances of 50, 100, and 150 cm with pit depths
of 40 and 60 cm increased with the depth first and
then decreased. The RLD increased with increasing
depth in the 0–30 cm soil layer. The RLD of the fine
root of the fruit tree at 40 cm pit depth was relatively
high in the 30–100 cm soil layer and then decreased
to the minimum value of approximately 130 cm.

Nevertheless, the RLD of the fruit tree’s fine roots at
the 60 cm pit depth was high, approximately within
the range of 30–120 cm and then decreased to the
minimum value of approximately 150 cm. Therefore, the RLD of the 40 cm pit depth was mainly distributed above the 130 cm soil layer and accounted
for 91% of the total root quantity. The RLD at the 60
cm pit depth was mainly distributed above the 150
cm soil layer and accounted for 94% of the total root
quantity. In the 80–150 cm soil layer, the RLD at the
60 cm pit depth is 1.42 times higher than the RLD at
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the 40 cm pit depth. The depth of the pit has a significant influence on the distribution of root system
(P<0.05). The fine root distribution of the fruit trees
at the 60 cm pit depth was deeper than that at the 40
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cm pit depth because of the various wetting scenarios caused by the different pit depths of irrigation.
The moistening range of the 60 cm pit depth is 20–
140 cm, and the moistening range of the 40 cm pit
depth is 20–120 cm [21].
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pit depths decreased with increasing distance from
the trunk. The fine root distribution of the fruit trees
at 60 cm pit depth was deeper than that at 40 cm pit
depth. Using formula (3), the relation among the
RLD, z, and r is fitted out. The correlation coefficients are all above 0.9 (Table 2). The parameter z*
indicates the position of the maximum RLD in the
vertical direction. The z* values under the 60 cm pit
depth ranged between 65-66, and the z* values under
the 40 cm pit depth ranged between

Figure 8 shows the root distribution’s contour
lines under WSPI at different pit depths and levels of
tree canopy. The fruit tree’s fine roots at the 60 cm
pit depth are mainly distributed above the 150 cm
soil layer. The RLD in the 30–120 cm soil layer constantly maintains a high value. However, the fine
roots of the fruit tree at the 40 cm pit depth was
mainly distributed above the 130 cm soil layer, and
the RLD in the 30–100 cm soil layer can constantly
maintain a high value. The RLD of the 40 and 60 cm
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*
*
Correlation index
0.496
0.00952
0.0148
67.86
65.08
0.929
0.527
0.00772
0.0161
61.38
66.34
0.936
0.573
0.00552
0.0146
51.91
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0.912
0.421
0.00611
0.0191
57.37
57.49
0.969
0.474
0.00419
0.0202
52.45
56.45
0.966
0.590
0.00623
0.0185
61.26
57.6
0.955


56-57, indicating that the larger the pit depth, the
deeper the maximum value of the root length density
appears. Thus, the fruit tree’s two-dimensional RLD
under WSPI is shown as an exponential distribution.

   = 

−(  − * +  − * )

increase (Figs. 9 and 10). The fine roots are mainly
distributed over 130 cm at pit depths of 40, and 150
cm at pit depth of 60 cm. At the same depth of the
same pit, the relationship of the RLD of the three tree
canopies was as follows: Canopy Level 1 < Canopy
Level 2 < Canopy Level 3. The area of Canopy Level
1 was the smallest, whereas the area of Canopy Level
3 was the largest. A large canopy area means more
leaves. A large transpiration equates to high transpiration content. The fruit trees needed to absorb more
moisture and nutrients from the soil to maintain normal physiological functions of the leaves. Under the

(3)


$99= /4<=;4->=498 >8/0; /4110;08= =;00 .,8
9:B 60?06<. The RLD under different levels of tree
canopy indicates that RLD changes according to the
depth under different levels of tree canopy. The RLD
presented an increase–decrease trend with soil depth
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conditions of the same pit depth and irrigation quotas, the distribution range of moisture content in the
soil profile of the fruit trees’ root zone was the same.
In the same moisture distribution area, the trees
needed more fine roots to absorb more moisture [26].
As a result, a large canopy resulted in high RLD. The
root amount of Canopy Level 2 increased by 16%
compared with that of Canopy Level 1, and the root

amount of Canopy Level 3 increased by 23% compared with that of Canopy Level 2. In formula (3),
the parameter A represents the maximum RLD. Table 2 shows that the value of A increased with an increase in the tree canopy, that is, the maximum RLD
increased with an increase in the tree canopy. This
indicates that formula (3) can represent the root distribution of fruit trees in WSPI.
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apple roots in the middle-deep soil layer (60–150
cm) under WSPI was 1.91 times higher than that in
SI. Different depths of water storage pit corresponded to different distribution ranges of fruiter
roots. The distribution of fruiter roots becomes deep
with large pit depths. The roots were mostly distributed within depths of 0–150 cm (pit depth: 60 cm)
and 0–130 cm (pit depth: 40 cm). At the same depth
under the ground, the fruiter with different canopies
had various RLDs. The RLD increased with the tree

This study was conducted to determine the distribution of fine roots under WSPI of apple trees. The
RLD of SI and WSPI (pit depth 60 cm) presented an
increase–decrease trend with soil depth increase under uniform irrigation quotas, fertilization level, and
tree canopy. The roots were mostly distributed
within depths of 0–110 cm in the soil profile under
SI, but within 0–150 cm under WSPI. The RLD of
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and use of all kinds of mechanical equipment has
brought prosperity and progress to human beings,
but at the same time it has produced more and more
and stronger noises. Noise can not only cause damage to hearing, but also induce many kinds of fatal
diseases. It also interferes with people's life and
work. The production and comprehensive properties of porous metal, such as porous plate, foaming
metal and metal fiber, have been greatly improved.
A porous laminar composite made of composite
material, preheating and premix, has high acoustic
absorption performance in frequency range of 5002000 Hz [1]. Two-stage compression molding recycling polyolefin plastic packaging waste and plastic
coated aluminum foil, expanded polystyrene and
coconut shell, providing the sound absorption performance can be compared with glass fiber [2].The
composite material of nonwovens and para composites was studied. It is found that its absorption performance is higher than glass fiber at the relative
density of sintered aluminum fiber is 0.6 and 10
mm, and its absorption coefficient is 0.7, and the
frequency range is 800-2000 Hz. Unfortunately,
there are some drawbacks to this composite material. They usually have good absorption effect at low
frequency, high cost and difficulty in making process. High-grade polymer with comprehensive
characteristics has wide application prospects [3].
The excellent efficiency of polymer as a substrate
damping material depends on their respective viscoelastic properties. The main point of this study is
that the composite material has a light quality, and
the sound absorption effect can be obtained. We
researched the performance of EPDM/MS consisting of EPDM and molecular sieves (MS), while
EPDM was selected as a matrix polymer, while MS
was filled. The results of this research can be applied to develop a new sound absorber component.
The sound absorption principle of the MPP absorber was analyzed by an equivalent circuit model,
regarded as one of the more valuable theories. The
basic principle was following the helmholtz resonator, with the parameters such as aperture size, aperture distance and backing volume, etc. Takahashi
and Tanaka and Lee et al. [3, 4] established the
MPP noise absorption formula based on classical

A series of porous sound-absorbing material
of binary systems consisting of ethylene-propylene
diene monomer (EPDM) filled with molecular
sieves (MS), while EPDM was chosen as the matrix
polymer and MS as filler and pore former were
investigated. The acoustic behavior of the
EPDM/MS composites was obtained using an impedance tube. Sound absorption coefficient test
showed that by addition of MS, absorption coefficient was remarkably increased up to 0.45 and its
peak position was low frequency, demonstrating
that EPDM/MS composite is a promising sound
absorption material. In addition, the analysis shows
that the acoustic performance of composite materials is 20% and the thickness is 4 mm in the low
frequency range, and the peak value of acoustic
absorption coefficient is 0.65 at 2500 Hz. Based on
Maa and Melling theory, this paper proposed an
absorption coefficient that considers the effect of
perforation interactions. The results show that the
structure parameters of the micro-perforated panel
affect its absorption coefficient, and the model can
search the absorption coefficient more efficiently,
with the calculated result close to the experimental
value.



,*#%& 
Composite materials, Sound absorption, cavity on the
back

"'%#('#"
In recent years, noise is the sound produced by
the vocal body when it vibrates in an irregular
manner. Sound is produced by the vibration of an
object and travels in a medium (solid, liquid, gas) in
the form of waves. Generally speaking, noise pollution is caused by human. From a physiological
point of view, any sound that interferes with people's rest, study and work, and the sound you want
to hear is called noise. Noise pollution occurs when
noise affects people and the surrounding environment. Since the industrial revolution, the creation
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plate equations and acoustic equations, which can
explain the vibration effects of acoustic perforation
boards. Most of the studies discussed above assume
that there is no interaction between the pores, but
the interaction between adjacent micropores affects
the sound absorption performance of the MPP.
Ingard [5] revealed that the end correction of two
interacting pore diameters strongly depended on the
distance between the two micropores. The work of
Melling [6] and Randeberg [7] led to that the shear
region around per pore was lower and each pore
was had a less attached mass than widely separated
pores. In study [8], it was illustrated that the nonlinear regime, which was mainly dependent on perforates on the incident velocity level, occurred
above ~130 dB for the pores with submillimeter
sizes of 22% and 7.5% porosity. It is also reported
that the influence of micropore interaction was hidden in the flow coefficient. Recently, Atalla and
Sgard deduced a method of perforated plate model,
with a porous material used in rigid frame, which
was only applicable to low frequency sound absorption system. Besides, the model illustrates that interaction between apertures was very weak. The
Fok’s function is a commonly accepted approach to
Holes Interaction Effect (HIE), which deliberated
the distance between the holes and corrected the
radiation impedance of the microperforation.

Xiang Xin Tao Chemical Industry, Jiang Xi China) .

:8;:>5?1> ;=:/1>>593 EPDM particles first
knead 10 min at 60 two-roll mixing mill (SK160-b).Molecular sieve was incorporated into knead
in 60 then use EPDM and mixed further cutter by
mixing for 40 minutes to ensure homogeneity. Mixture is made up of molten 1 min, then compression
will - molded 3 minutes under 160 to 10 MPa
pressure. Finally, the sample in the water cooling
(10) to obtain the different film thickness 1 mm,
2 mm, 3 mm and 4 mm.


(% 
=-81B:=6>?=@/?@=1:28:71/@7-=>51A1>

&:@90 -.>:=;?5:9 ;=:;1=?D 81->@=1819?
According to the ISO 10534-2 standard, the acoustic properties of EPDM/MS composites were tested
by dual microphone transfer function method. The
sound absorption coefficient test instrument is part
of SW260 (Chinese BSWA technology company).
In this paper, the frequency range of 100-2500 Hz
is measured by the method of middle tube installation. The frequency range of 800-6300Hz was
measured by the small tube device. At one end of
the tube, a speaker is used as the source of the
sound, and the other end puts the composite material as a sound absorbing material to test the absorption effect of the material. The sample is placed in a
measuring tube with the processing aluminum rod
(20mm in diameter and 60mm in diameter) (Figure
2). The sample is placed on the preset depth of the
tube. Each set of experiments was repeated there for
an average measurement.

!'% &"!'#&

!-?1=5-7> EPDM particles because of its
special properties, such as high resistance to ozone,
high weather ability, high affinity packing, low
price, availability, etc., in the absorption of composite formula is used as a substrate (manufactured
by Shang Hai Guang Jiao Chemical Industry, China).The rocks containing molecular sieve as its
main rock -forming mineral are called natural molecular sieve (MS) [4].The molecular sieves are
water-bearing aluminium silicate minerals with
framework structure (Figure 1.). They contain K,
Na+, Ca ++, Mg ++, ect. The molecular sieves of
one pore size(5Å) were powders (supplied by Ping

(% 
/:@>?5/81->@=1819?>D>?18B5?4&*
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'41/7->>5/!--!$$?41:=DIn 1975, Maa's
micro-perforated panel absorber model was proposed. Based on the formula [9] and the Crandall
model of Rayleigh propagation in thin tube and the
dissipation of simulation in the small cylindrical
tube, Maa further studied the MPP structural support wall and cavity model. The acoustic characteristics of MPP are analyzed in the circuit model, as
shown in Figure 3.
The normal impedance of MPP is the sum of
the acoustic impedance of the cavity ZD and MPP
ZM.:
(1)

conducted by Fok et al., it was found that the sound
absorption effect of microperforation was affected
by micropore interactions. In most cases, the sound
absorption efficiency was combined with the porosity effect. This paper selected the samples with the
same perforation rates to eliminate the pore effect,
and the effect of pore interaction was studied. In
this structure, by changing the spacing of microholes, the interaction effect of the hole and the distribution effect are coupled instead of the pore effect. The spacing of hole changed the propagation
path of the sound waves, so that the streamlines
were deformed through the perforated plates, and
an analogy can be made between these spacing and
single-size spherical arrays. In the Fok’s function,
the wave radiation from the micropore was considered spherical, while the wavelength of the sound
wave was thought as much larger than the microperforated plate (thickness and aperture), as described in Fig.2. The wave equation is expressed as

With
=R+jωM
=
ZD=-j cc·cot(ωD/c)

(2)
(3)

(12)

Where j is the number of imaginary units, ρ is
the density of air, c is the velocity of sound, and the
frequency of the incident sound wave is ω= 2πf,
and D is the cavity depth of the plate. The resulting
vertical input absorption coefficient α can be calculated as follows

The impedance Z1,2 due to the interaction between the apertures can be written as
(13)

(4)

Where ω is the angular frequency, and
is
the density of the air, and r is the end of the micropore radius and the end of the δ12 interaction.
The acoustic conductance used to describe the conductance of a sound wave propagating through a
micropore is given by

with ,
(5)

(6)

(14)
Where Ec is the kinetic energy of the air inside
the aperture, Kr is the conductance and Q is the
volume velocity. Based on Rayleigh’s work, Fok
derived the expression of the attached mass M

(7)
Where r is the air density,

iis the per-

foration ratio (total area of the perforation on a unit
area of panel), d is the diameter of the holes, t is the
panel thickness, and f is the frequency (Hz).
If
ωm-cotE(ωD/c)=0
The maximal velocity is

Then
2πf0m-cot(2πf0D/c)=0

(15)
Where s is the area of the micropore aperture

(8)

and the function of
is a polynomial approximation function expressed as

(9)

(16)

(10)

(17)

(11)
Δf/f0=(2πf0D/c) •(1+r)

221/?:259?1=4:7159?1=-/?5:9:9?41>:@90
-.>:=;?5:9 ;1=2:=8-9/1 Recently, in a study

Rayleigh [16] proposed the correction coefficient l0 for micropore aperture, as shown below
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(23)

(18)
The final effect of the perforation is the weft
hole, the acoustic impedance is written by

Where Zcav is the impedance of the air cavity
of the micropore, which is represented by the impedance of the air cavity

(19)

(24)
With
Where k0 is the wave number and the absorption coefficient of MPP is given by

(20)
The acoustic impedance of the nonlinear
acoustic absorption model was added to the linear
sound absorption model system to obtain
(21)

(25)

%&( '&"&(&&#"
(22)

In order to evaluate the effect of molecular
sieve on absorption performance, S0 sample was
compared with s1 - s4, and its composition was
given in Table 1. Table 2 and Table 3 show samples
of various thickness and back cavity.

Where Re is the Reynolds number, C1 and C2
are the set coefficients, which are used to fit formulas and test samples, and U is the average incident
velocity of sound waves. The impedance of the
sound wave is known as

(% 
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Samples
MS fraction (%)

S0
0

S1
10

S2
20

S3
30

S4
40

'  
'45/691>>:2A-=5:@>>-8;71>
&&>-8;71>/:9?-59 $!-90 !&&>-8;715>;@=1$!
Samples
Thickness (mm)

S5
1

S6
2
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S7
3

S8
4

S9
4
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Samples
Back cavity (mm)

S10
0

S11
10

S12
20

S13
30

S14
40

S15
50

S16
50
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tween air and wall of hole, effective absorption unit
is injected into the hollow structure in composite
material, make sound waves enter the hollow structure unit, will eventually incident acoustic energy as
heat consumption. This increases the absorption
coefficient of EPDM/MS composites. As mentioned above, this determines whether EPDM/MS
composite material has the key content of sound
absorption performance. Because of the small number of hollow structures in the composite material,
the EPDM/MS composite material has almost no
sound absorption effect when the content of MS is
less than 20%.
As shown in figure 6, it can be concluded that
the absorption coefficient was directly linked with
MS content in sound absorption composites. Ac-

By comparing the different MS contents
shown in figure 5, it can be concluded that the presence of MS can greatly affect the sound absorption
performance of composites. The acoustic absorption coefficient of the untreated EPDM is below
0.2, and the frequency is between 100 and 2500
Hertz. Figure 4 shows that with the increase of MS
content, the absorption coefficient increases and the
peak position is shifted to a higher frequency. Also,
we note that as MS content increases, the absorption performance increases slightly and then increase dramatically. The sound acoustic absorption
performance of EPDM/MS composites is better
than that of the low frequency range, and the acoustic absorption coefficient is 0.28-0.45 and 0.020.28.Can be thought of, because of the friction be-
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of molecular sieves on the sound absorption performance, one sample that was just pure EPDM
(S9) was compared with S8. The results are given
in figure 3. The sample with MS S8 showed better
absorption than S9, i.e. 0.65 and 0.31 respectively
at 2500 Hz. Molecular sieves are found to be better
than powder in the form of particles. Because the
molecular sieve has a porous structure relative to
the medium, significant mode conversion can be
realized in the scattering process. A large number of
molecular sieves can also be added to the EPDM. In
the case of powder, it is observed that they produce
a large number of bubbles during curing, which
helps to improve the sound absorption coefficient
[12].

221/? :2 ?41 /-A5?D .14590 ?41 >-8;71 :9
?41 -/:@>?5/ -.>:=;?5:9 /:1225/519? Different
samples were also prepared, with different cavity
on the back. As shown in Figure 8 the sample with
50mm cavity on the back has the best absorption of
sound effectiveness, which is 0.78 at 475 Hz. The
samples (S11-S15) show better sound absorption
than S16 at 100–750 Hz. In a certain frequency
range, EPDM/MS has the peak of acoustic absorption coefficient. This frequency is gradually shifted
to low frequency region as the cavity depth increases. In this case, the sound absorption coefficient of
composite materials is the highest in 300-1000Hz
range, and there seems to be a positive correlation
between thickness and decrease frequency. Thus,
that causes the drops of sound absorption coefficient within the medium frequency with the cavity
depth decreases. Besides, the samples with MS
have worse sound absorption than S16 at 7502500Hz.The reason is the composite and rigid wall
form a resonance structure and the sound absorption effect of low frequency is better than that of
medium frequency.

cording to these results, it is believed that the hollow structure unit needed to increase the absorption
of sound is related to the content of MS. when the
amount of MS in the sound absorption composite
was little (S1 and S2). When composites had middle MS content (S3andS4), the critical number of
vacuum structure affects sound absorption coefficient. As a result, the sound absorption coefficient
peak was slowly increasing. There was a lot of MS
to construct the sound composite when MS content
was above 30%, and it had presented that MS
amounts improved sound absorption coefficient
prominently at lower frequencies range [9].

927@19/1 :2 ?45/691>> :9 >:@90 -.>:=;?5:9
;1=2:=8-9/1As shown in figure 7, the sound absorption coefficient can be improved by increasing
the thickness of the EPDM/MS. The acoustic absorption coefficient was not significantly different
in the range of 100 to 450Hz, 1 mm, 2 mm, 3 mm
and 4 mm respectively. One possible reason is that
the thickness of the composite materials with hollow structure has certain air, consumes low frequency of the incident wave energy, by the sound
energy into heat energy, so as to improve the sound
absorption coefficient of the EPDM/MS materials.
As mentioned above, the absorption coefficient
increases with the thickness of the sample. The
sample has a very good sound absorption effect in
the frequency range of 450 to 2500Hz.Interestingly,
the absorption performance from 2 mm to 3 mm
and 3 mm to 4 mm has barely changed. According
to the acoustic absorption mechanism of Rayleigh
porous material, the acoustic impedance is improved. The influence of EPDM/MS thickness on
the sound absorption coefficient is obvious when
the frequency is 450-2500 Hz range. This may be
due to the increased porosity of EPDM/MS composites [10-11].
In order to evaluate the effect of the addition
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mance of the composite materials.
221/?:2 !& /:9?19? :9 ?41 ?19>571 ;=:;1=
?51> :2 $! !& Figure 9 shows that the tensile
&58@7-?5:9 -90 81->@=1819? /:8;-=5>:9
properties of mixed MS are significantly changed
Microperforated-plates can be regarded as struccompared to the unprocessed EPDM. The maxitures of many Helmholtz resonators. According to
mum tensile stress changes with the linear change
formula (5) and (11), the sound absorption coeffiof MS fraction, and the decrease of fracture strain is
observed in the minimum of MS content. In the
cient of the parallel micro-perforated structure can
composite material to the maximum tensile stress of
be calculated. In order to verify the validity of this
equivalent method, simulations can be performed
the observation value of 40%, through add MS in
on one hand and experimental test on the other
EPDM, can significantly improve the sound absorphand.
tion, the mechanical properties of composite materials, so as to improve the sound absorption perfor-
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For Fig. 10a to10d, the coefficient of nonlinear
acoustic resistance of the model depended a large
extent on the distance between the micropores, and
the absorption coefficient decreased with this distance. Through the analysis of the test data, the dependence of the nonlinear reactance on the sound
absorption coefficient was still low even if there
existed pore interaction effect (HIE). From 0 to
2500Hz, the nonlinear simulation results were in
good agreement with the measured results, while a
big gap was between the tested results and the linear simulation results. The main reasons were the air
mass motion in the perforates and the radiating effect. Ordinarily, MPP distorted the flow around the
perforations. The occurred constriction caused an
increase of kinetic energy, leading to the acoustic
mass reactance. Linear and nonlinear system have
the same development tendency of the measurement results. When the imaginary part of the surface impedance of the formula was zero with the
frequency of 1800Hz, the composite material has
the largest sound absorption coefficient.
This paper studied the effects of the hole interaction on the sound absorption coefficient of
microperforated plate. The theoretical formula was
based on the equivalent circuit model and the Fok
function to simulate sound absorption. For lowlevel systems, the empirical power law of the threecoefficient method was adopted. The experimental
results with the impedance tube were compared
with the described HIE model to verify the sound
absorption performance. Also, the experiments
were conducted to test the dependence of the coef-



ficients on frequency and test the correlation between coefficient and frequency. The result can be
used to design the best perforation boards for pipes,
mufflers and automobile industries.
#" (&#"
In this paper, the experimental study on preparation of sound absorption materials based on ethylene-propylene diene monomer (EPDM) rubber
and molecular sieves rubber (MS) as fillers. The
data of acoustic absorption property measurement
shows that MS content, thickness and cavity of
EPDM/MS sound absorption composites have appreciable impact on acoustical behaviors. The absorption coefficient of samples with 40% MS and 1
mm thickness was improved to 0.45 at 2500 Hz. In
addition, in this case, acoustic absorption tends to
cover a lower frequency. The results showed that
when the thickness of the absorption composite
material increased (1-4 mm), the absorption peak
was 0.65. At 2500 Hz, the thickness of the composite material was 20 MS and 4 mm. The results
show that the cavity resonance structure can improve the situation, thus forming a compound material of 4mm thick. The MS content in EPDM/MS
has a significant influence on mechanical properties
of acoustic composites. Data analysis revealed the
fact that nonlinear simulations with Holes Interaction Effect (HIE) were nicely consistent with the
measurement results. Four perforated panels with a
cavity depth of 20mm, the different cavity spacings
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between holes, different hole diameters, different
perforation ratios, and different thicknesses of MPP
were established and tested. The experimental results with an impedance tube were compared with
the described HIE model. The experimental results
with the impedance tube were compared with the
described HIE model to verify the sound absorption
performance. Also, the experiments were conducted
to test the dependence of the coefficients on frequency and test the correlation between coefficient
and frequency. The result can be used to design the
best perforation boards for pipes, mufflers and automobile industries.
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The coal reservoir stratum in Qinshui Basin has
the characteristics of high coal rank, strong adsorption capacity, high gas content, low porosity factor,
double peak pore structure, low permeability, reservoir stratum pressure gradient, etc. In the research
area, the tectonic stability and the tectonic heat event
in Yanshan Period, the favorable coal gathering environment, the dynamic area of the viscous and weak
underground water and other geologic processes
comprehensively controlled the reservoir formation
characteristics of the coal bed gas. Specifically, the
paper aimed to establish the coal bed gas non-enrichment mode to simplify the reservoir formation definition problem and directly face to the coal bed gas
development area selection, thus guiding the coal
bed gas exploration and development area selection
at the south of Qinshui Basin. Moreover, the paper
was focused on the “bottleneck” problem ---- per
well yield improvement to develop and perfect the
exploration evaluation, the drilling & completion,
the reservoir stratum transform, the expulsion and
mining process, the digital gas field and other relevant technologies. The five major core technologies
have supported the construction of the coal bed gas
energy production base at the south of Qinshui Basin.



gas and conventional oil & gas resources [4]. US totally has 30 wells with the depth exceeding 1,372 m
at the three basins in Rocky Mountains at the west,
and the productivity of the coal bed gas is 7. 2 X108
m3, and the average gas productivity of a single well
is 2 379 X104 m3 [5-8]. The pilot experiment for the
joint exploration of deep coal bed gas and low-permeability sandstone gas was carried out at White
River Upheaval, Piceance Basin, US during 20012002, wherein the target coal bed gas is buried at the
depth between 1,560m and 2,561m, and the daily
stable gas productivity of 65 single wells is about
10,890m3, and the maximum gas productivity is 14
375 m3, with 60% from the coal bed. In China, the
coal bed segment (2,567-2,583m) of Cai 504 well in
Zhunger Basin is naturally blowing after fracturing,
and the daily stable productivity is about 7,300m3.
The wells at the depth of over 1,000m in Zhengzhuang and Shizhuang in Qinshui Basin, South Yanchuan County at the east of Ordos Basin and other
blocks also present the high production potential,
thus indicating that the deep coal bed gas resources
have development possibility under certain conditions. On this basis, the basic research related to deep
coal bed gas is widely concerned [9-11]. However,
the clear division standard of deep coal bed gas has
not yet been provided in China and other foreign
countries, and this can more or less influence the development of research on the theory and technology
related to deep coal bed gas [12-14]. Therefore, the
special discussion on the macroscopic and microcosmic geological factors that influence the deep coal
bed gas and the scientific definition of the concept of
the deep part and the evaluation indexes thereof are
the basis for promoting the basic theoretical research
on deep coal bed gas.


%! 

&$ 
Qinshui basin, Coal reservoir, Gas content, Reservoir formation influence, Factor analysis
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The deep part of Qinshui Basin has huge coal
bed gas resources. Specifically, according to the new
round of petroleum resources assessment in China,
the quantity of the geological resources of the coal
bed gas buried at the depth of 1000~2000m is
22.5×1012m3, occupying 61.2% of the total resource
quantity [1-3]. Meanwhile, most coal-containing basin in China are also large-scale oil gas basins, thus
having the advantage of joint exploration of coal bed

4)'8/434,6+7+'6).'6+'The research area
is structurally located at the south of Qinshui Basin,
and the east is connected with Tai-hang Mountains
upheaval, with the Jin (Cheng) - Huo (Lu) major dislocation as the border, and the west is adjacent with
Huoshan upheaval, and the south is adjacent 
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large coal bed thickness and coal containing area, the
coal bed in the research area has rich resources, thus
providing good resource foundation for coal bed gas
development.

46+5+62+'(/1/8=).'6')8+6/78/)4,./-.46
*+6)4'1(+*-'76+7+6:4/6786'892The exogenetic
fracture in the research area mainly include two
groups of trends ---- north-east trend and north-west
trend, and the two groups of trends are intersected
into net. The endogenetic fracture is developed in the
bright coal and the semibright coal, and has two
groups of advantageous development directions,
wherein the trend of the first group is north-east
33o~66o and the density is 27~120 pcs/m, and this
group belongs to face cleat; the trend of the second
group of cleat is north-west 42 o ~54 o, and the density is 24-60 pcs/m.
According to the statistical data of the porosity
test results obtained from 82 samples of the coal reservoir stratum at the south of Qinshui Basin, the porosity is usually 2.91%-10.74%, and the average
value is 5.43%. As indicated in a lot of test results,
the pore structure of the coal in the research area presents double-peak distribution, and the micro-pores
have the absolute predominance and averagely occupy 77.00% of the total pore volume; the macropores are ranked as the second, occupying about

with Zhongtiao Mountain upheaval (please refer to
Fig.1). The main body is a large compound syncline
distributed in north-north-east direction, and the axial line thereof is roughly located at the line of Qin
County - Qinshui County, and the two wings are basically symmetrical with each other, and compared
with the east wing stratum, the west wing stratum is
relatively flat. With Shitou fracture as the border, the
Qinshui - Yicheng area at the west of the fracture
mainly includes the wast-west high-angle normal
fault and north-east & north-north-east secondary
fold, and the east area mainly includes superposition
of north-north-east fold and east-west fold.
The coal bed at the south of Qinshui Basin has
high metamorphic grade, the maximum reflectance
( ,max ) of the vitrinite is 1.95%~3.49%. Measured
under air drying standard, the Langmuir volume of
the coal is 26.58-44.90 m3/t, usually 30-40m3/t, and
the average value is 37.02 m3/t, and the adsorption
capacity is extremely strong. The gas content of the
coal bed is usually 6.16-30.43 m3/t (measured under
air drying standard, similarly hereinafter), and the
average value is about 20.02 m3/t, significantly
higher than the average level in the country. The gas
content is usually higher than 15 m3/t, and wells with
the gas content more than 20 m3/t occupy 72.50% of
the total wells, and the wells with the gas content of
10-20 m3/t occupy 20.00%. Due to high gas content,
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438641,')8467,46./-.46*+6)4'1(+*-'7
6+7+6:4/6,462'8/43Along with the continuous increase of the exploration and development degree of
the coal bed gas at the south of Qinshui Basin, the
cognition upon the geological theory of the high order coal bed gas reservoir formation is continuously
deepened and perfected, thus finding out the basic
geological knowledge that the deposition controls
coal reservoir stratum distribution, the plutonic
magma thermal metamorphism are superposed to
control the hydrocarbon production, the tectonization controls the reservoir formation conditions, the
hydrogeological process is continuously adjusted
and multiple effects complement each other for common reservoir formation.

16.42%; the meso-pores have the minimum volume,
occupying about 6.29%; the specific surface area of
the micro-pores averagely occupies 99.0% of the total specific surface area, and the specific surface area
of the meso-pores occupies about 0.5%, and the
macro-pores contribute very slightly to the specific
surface area. Such pore structure distribution mode
leads to the double effect: on the one hand, the micro-pores occupy large volume and almost occupy
the whole specific surface area, thus making the coal
reservoir stratum have very strong adsorption capacity and leading to the high gas content of the coal
bed; on the other hand, the pores present bipolar distribution and there are few meso-pores, thus causing
the flow bottleneck at the meso-pore segment and reducing the permeability of the coal reservoir stratum.
The interpreted permeability of the well test at
the 39th coal reservoir stratum in the research area is
(0.01~0.91) x10-3m2, and the average value is about
0.19 x 10-3-3m2. Therein, the wells with the permeability less than 0.1x10-3m2 in the coal reservoir stratum is 64%, and the wells with permeability of
(0.1~1.0) x10-3m2 in the coal reservoir stratum is
36%. The coal reservoir stratum has low permeability and is obviously controlled by the pore structure.

4'1 6+7+6:4/6 786'892 )438641 (= *+547/
8/43In the Neopaleozoic, Qinshui Basic is located
at northern latitude 13.9. Nearby tropical and subtropical zones have moist rainy climate, and this is
favorable for coal accumulation. Before the formation of Qiao coal bed at the lower part of Taiyuan
Formation, north China plate is converted into the
north-up south-down landform from the south-up
north-down landform to cause the general north-high
south-low terrain and form the characteristics of
overall slow fluctuation deposition, thus creating the
stable tectonic setting for coal accumulation and developing multiple workable bed strata in the research
area, wherein Qiao coal bed in Taiyuan Formation
and No.3 coal bed in Shanxi Formation have large
thickness and are relatively stable distributed in the
whole research area.
The coal bed in Taiyuan Formation is mainly
formed in barrier sand bank - Ge Lake and shallow
water delta front, and Qiao coal bed in Taiyuan Formation generally tends to be thin at south-north direction and tends to be thick in the middle, and the
terrain with the thickness more than 3m is located at
Ge Lake - Tidal-flat Facies area at the line of
Zhangzi - Zhengzhuang at the southeast part, and local terrain is barrier sand bank facies area. The coal
bed in Shanxi Formation is mainly formed in the
delta plain interdistributary bay environment, represented by such regions as Yushe, Anzhe, Qinshui,
Yangcheng and Jincheng, and the thickness of No.3
coal bed in Shanxi Formation is 4-8m, and the coal
bed has simple structure (please refer to Fig.2.).
Meanwhile, the depositional system influences
the sealing of the coal bed gas through controlling
the lithological association. The proportion of coalbearing series mudstone and siltstone is more than
50%, and the sandstone stratum has certain overall
strength and strong capping capability. As for the top
and bottom overlying strata of the coal bed in Shanxi
Formation, it has high shale content, large overlying
stratum thickness and high breakthrough pressure,
thus favorable for reservation. For example, such

3+6-= ).'6')8+6/78/)7 4, ./-. 46*+6 )4'1
(+*-'76+7+6:4/6786'892According to the data of
46 wells in the research area, the pressure gradient of
the coal reservoir stratum is 0.153-1.080 MPa/100m,
and the average value is 0.62 MPa/100 m, and most
parts of the area belong to severe under-pressure coal
reservoir stratum and under-pressure coal reservoir
stratum, and some parts of the area belong to slight
under-pressure coal reservoir stratum, and few parts
of the area are under normal pressure state. Therein,
5 wells are located at the severe under-pressure coal
reservoir stratum (pressure gradient is less than 0.50
MPa/100 m), occupying 11%; 23 wells are located
at under-pressure reservoir stratum (0.50-0.75
MPa/100 m), occupying 50%; 10 wells are located
at the slight under-pressure reservoir stratum
(0.75~0.90 MPa/100 m), occupying 22%; 8 wells are
located at the normal pressure reservoir stratum
(0.90-1.10 MPa/100m), occupying 17%.
In the research area, the critical desorption
pressure of the coal bed gas is 0.1~6.7 MPa, and the
average value is 2.1MPa. The specific value of the
critical desorption pressure and the reservoir stratum
pressure is 0.3-1.0, and the average value is 0.5. The
adsorption time of the coal is 2.07~45.09 d, and the
average value is 10.76 d; if the adsorption time is
long, then the time for reaching gas production peak
time is relatively long.
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the later tectonic movement, and the tectonic transformation degree thereof is intermediate. Such tectonic environment leads to the adaptive tectonic deformation of the stratum in the research area, and the
fractures in the coal-bearing stratum are properly developed to facilitate the reservation of the coal bed
gas and make the coal bed have certain filtration capacity. (2) During Yanshan Period - Himalaya Middle Period, the time for lifting the research area to the
dissipation zone is about 0~27 Ma, and the lifting
and returning time is late and short, and the dissipation time of the coal bed gas is short, thus favorable
for the reservation of the coal bed gas. (3) In later
Himalaya Period, Qinxin Basin is lifted and returned, and the regional tectonic stress environment
is changed from extrusion state into tension state to
facilitate the tension of the fractures of the coal reservoir stratum, thus improving the permeability.

'68/)91'6/8=4,*++5)4'1(+*-'76+7+6:4/6
,462'8/43 )43*/8/43 On the basis of the actually
measured data of the coal field or mine slot in
Qinshui Basin, the gas content of the coal bed is universally increased and then reduced along with the
increase of the burial depth. The outer enveloping
curve presents a three-segment distribution. Specifically, segment A: it is located at the shallow stratum,
and the gas content is rapidly increased along with
the burial depth; segment B: the gas content is not
obviously related to the burial depth; segment C: under large burial depth, the gas content is reduced
along with the increase of the burial depth (please
refer to Fig.2). Substantially, the burial depth implies
two key gas-controlling geological factors ---- formation temperature and reservoir pressure. Furthermore, the above tendency of segment A indicate that
the positive effect of the pressure on the adsorbability of the coal is greater than the negative effect of
the temperature, thus leading to the rapid increase of
the gas content of the coal bed along with the increase of the burial depth; in segment B, the positive
effect of the pressure is basically equivalent to the
negative effect of the temperature, and the gas contents is relatively stable; in segment C, the negative
effect of the temperature starts exceeding the positive effect of the pressure, and the gas content tends
to be reduced. The gas-controlling factors of the
deep part and the shallow part are changed along
with the strong-weak transformation of the two factors. Namely, the gas content of the shallow coal bed
is strongly sensitive to the pressure, and the gas content of the deep coal bed is strongly sensitive to the
temperature. Actually, it is also indicated that the gas
content of the deep coal bed cannot be simply speculated by shallow gradient. Other coal bed gas basins
in the world also have similar change rule, such as
Surat Basin and Sydney Basin (please refer to Fig.3).
In other words, the gas content is absolutely transited
and changed along with the burial depth, but the transition burial depths may be different from each other

blocks as Panzhuang - Panzhuang, Mabi North Zhengzhuang and Qin South - Xiadian have immediate roof mudstone development, and the gas content of the coal bed is universally above 15 m3/t.

19843/)'3*6+-/43'12'-2'8.+62'12+8'
2465./72795+6547/8/43,46.=*64)'6(43-+3+6
'8/43 )438641 According to the recovery result of
the burial history of the coal bed at the south of
Qinshui Basin, it is indicated that the evolution
course of the hydrocarbon generation by organic
matters in the coal experiences two key stages.
The first stage, namely: Hercynian Period Indo-Chinese epoch, the maximum burial depth of
the coal bed in the Neopaleozoic is less than 4,330m,
and the geothermic gradient is about 2.8 oC/100 m,
and it belongs to normal ancient geothermal field,
and the coalification complies with plutonic thermal
metamorphism, maximally reaching the gas coal
stage, and the accumulative hydrocarbon generation
quantity reaches 46.47~81.45 m3/t.
The second stage, namely: Yanshan Period, the
geothermic gradient is about 6~9 oC/100 m, and the
abnormal ground temperature is displayed. The
coalification complies with regional magma thermal
metamorphism; when the coalification is maximally
approximate to superanthracite, the coalification is
stopped, and the accumulative hydrocarbon generation quantity is 97.86~359.10 m3/t.
Through the two stages of key thermal evolution, on the one hand, the coal rank is significantly
increased to effectively improve the gas generation
efficiency of the organic matters in the coal, thus rapidly increasing the hydrocarbon generation quantity;
on the other hand, the rapid thermal metamorphism
significantly promotes the development of the micro-pores in the coal reservoir stratum, and the specific surface area is increased to make the coal bed
gas have extremely strong adsorption capacity, thus
providing excellent reservoir space for the coal bed
gas. The hydrocarbon generation quantity and the
reservoir capacity are collaboratively improved to
lay an important foundation for the enrichment of the
coal bed gas in the research area.
43,/-96'8/43 ,46 6+7+6:4/6 ,462'8/43 )43
*/8/43 )438641 (= 8+)843/72 Tectonism is an important factor for controlling the coal bed gas reservoir formation in Qinshui Basin. (1) Qinshui Basin
belongs to the graben basin with relatively weak tectonic activity in craton, but it is not only different
from Ordos Basin (long-term continuous stable deposition after anthracites - Dyas coal series deposition; the overlying strata is greatly thick and the
structure is relatively simple) at the west thereof, but
also different from the fault block coal-bearing region at the east of North China, which is formed by
the intensive transformation of anthracites - Dyas to
the east of Tai-hang Mountains at the east thereof by
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due to different temperatures, different pressures and
different coal rank change rules.
Qinshui Basin located in Shanxi Province has
rich coal bed gas resources, and according to the
evaluation result of the Ministry of Land and Resources, the geological resource quantity of the coal
bed gas in Qinshui Basin is 3. 62 X 1012 m3, occupying 9.83% in the country, and Qinshui Basin is currently the most active area for coal bed gas exploration and development. In recent years, the coal bed
gas well drilling number and the coal bed gas
productivity in the area are improved year by year,
and the coal bed gas development has gradually extended to the deep part, including such blocks as

Shizhuang, Zhengzhuang, Qinyuan and Heshun.
The increase of the adsorption temperature significantly negatively influences the adsorption capacity of the coal, and the Langmuir volume of the
coal at each rank tends to be linearly reduced (please
refer to Fig.4). As implied in above relationship, the
influence of the deep temperature and pressure on
the adsorption capacity is switched along with the
increase of the burial depth, so a “critical depth” certainly exists between the adsorption capacity of the
coal and the depth, and below the critical burial
depth, the influence of the pressure on the adsorbability tends to be reduced.

"
!6/'3-91'6).'68,46*++5'3*7.'114;)4'17'251+546+7869)896+*/786/(98/43
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(1) The sandstone and the shale gas at the south
of Qinshui Bain are measured to be universally dry,
but have significant area and position difference.
Sandstone gas exploration probability is relatively
high, but the shale gas may have relatively good
grade. The lower Shihezi Formation has the potential
for the exploration of sandstone gas and shale gas,
and Taiyuan Formation may have the thickness
grade for shale gas, and Shanxi Formation has the
thickness grade for sandstone gas. The most advantageous stratum for shale gas exploration is Taiyuan
Formation, while the most advantageous stratum for
sandstone gas is the lower Shihezi Formation, and
Shanxi Formation also has certain potential for the
exploration of sandstone gas and shale gas. The
north block of Shizhuang presents large thickness of
sandstone gas and shale gas and intermediate grade,

According to the statistical analysis of the actually measured data of the research area, ground stress
G, index and burial depth are adopted for the fitting
of the outer enveloping curve relationship, and 1 is
taken as the limit, and the depth of the deep coal bed
is defined as 750m; the absolute permeability is linearly related to the burial depth, 0. 1×10-3m-3 is taken
as the limit, and the depth is defined as 850m. The
average geothermal gradient in the research area is
about 1.95oC/100m, and the average pressure gradient of the reservoir stratum is about 0.86MPa/100m,
and the average maximum vitrinite reflectance is 0.
003%/100m, and these values are input into the saturation gas content transformation index calculation
formula to calculate the depth limit as 1,250. In conclusion, according to the maximum subjection principle, the minimum value is taken as the limit index,
so the depth of the deep coal bed in Qinshui Basin is
defined as 750m (please refer to Fig.5).
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and the initial depth is relatively shallow, and the advantageous exploration depth may exceed 1,000 m.
(2) The research area has the configuration condition of the main controlling factors favorable for
the reservoir formation of sandstone gas and shale
gas. The hydrocarbon generation strength and the
hydrocarbon expulsion strength of the coal bed are
relatively high, thus providing rich gas sources for
sandstone and shale reservoir stratum. Favorable relationship among oil gas generation stratum, reservoir stratum and overlying stratum exists in the gasbearing system of the developed lower part (Taiyuan
Formation and Shanxi Formation), the lower intermediate reservoir stratum (Taiyuan Formation Lower Shihezi Formation) and the overlying stratum
(Upper Permian System - Triassic System). At present, the residual extremely-thick Triassic stratum
provides the regional capping condition for sandstone gas and shale gas in Permo-Carboniferous system. The clay shale with capping property in PermoCarboniferous system is interbedded with the sandstone having free gas reservoir function, and such
stratum itself has good inner capping condition.
(3) The advantageous area of the sandstone gas
and the shale gas is generally distributed along NNE
direction, and three core areas are worthy of concern.
It is preliminarily believed that the research is developed with three types of reservoirs- independent
sandstone gas, independent shale gas and coal-shalesandstone interbedding, and the advantageous area is
located at the central part of the basin and is generally distributed in NNE direction along the compound axial part. Therefore, the three core areas,
namely: Qinshui Block Center – South, Zhuangzhuang Block North - Mabi Block Northeast – Qinnan Block South, and Shizhuang North Block Northwest, shall be taken as the preferential exploration
blocks.
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which is one of the effective means to improve the
overall performance of the fabric matrix materials.
In this regard, scholars at home and abroad have carried out the exploration of different scale fiber fabric
matrix composites. Internationally, Parant and Rossi
have proposed the concept of “Multi-Scale Fibre Reinforced Cement Composite (MSFRCC)”, and prepared the high performance multi-scale fiber reinforced fabric matrix material by using 3 different
lengths of fabric fibers [7]. It was found that
MSFRCC materials exhibited excellent static, dynamic mechanical properties and durability, but the
high cost of materials limited their large-scale applications. At home, Liang Ninghui et al studied the
uniaxial tensile properties and crack resistance of
multi-scale polypropylene fiber reinforced fabric
material with different diameters and lengths. It was
found that the tensile toughness of the multi-scale
polypropylene fiber reinforced fabric is the best, and
the phase crack resistance and layer crack resistance
of the fabric material are realized, compared to other
hybrid methods, but the enhancement effect of the
multi-scale polypropylene fiber on the fabric material is not ideal [8].
In this paper, starting from the multi-scale
structure characteristics of fabric matrix materials,
with multi-scale destruction process as breakthrough
point, the multi-scale fiber system is constructed by
selecting the fiber to analyze the microstructure of
materials and test the macro-mechanical properties,
which improves the mechanical properties of materials significantly. The cost of fiber reinforced fabric
matrix composites is reduced to a certain extent by
trying to replace other expensive fibers with cheap
calcium carbonate whiskers in moderation.


" 

Based on multi-scale structural characteristics
and destruction process of fabric matrix material, a
kind of UE (user experience)-oriented parallel random tree clothing material collision detection
method for minimizing flux targets is designed to
study the mechanical properties of based wood such
as compressive strength, bending strength, bend ductility, multiple cracking morphology and fracture
process. The results show that the strength and
toughness of the matrix material have been significantly improved. MSFRCC exhibits hardening behavior and multiple cracking modes under bending
load. Scanning electron microscopy and fracture test
results confirm that multi-scale fibers play a role of
multi-scale crack resistance in the destruction process of fabric matrix composites. The study shows
that implementing multi-scale composite design of
fiber can significantly improve the toughness of fabric matrix composites.


#! 
Multi-scale, Fiber, Fabric matrix composites, Mechanical
properties, Fracture, Microstructure



 

The fabric matrix materials are characterized
by obvious multi-scale structure, including the microstructure composed of fabric hydration products
and gel pores, the mesostructure composed of fabric
paste and pore defect, as well as macrostructure consisting of fiber and coarse aggregates [1-3]. The
multi-scale structure characteristics of fabric matrix
material determine its microscopic, mesostructure
and macroscopic properties, and are reflected in its
multi-scale destruction process. The multi-scale destruction process of fabric matrix materials can be
described as the process that micro-crack in the material evolves into microcosmic crack, and finally
forms macroscopic cracks, resulting in the final destruction of the materials [4-6]. The multi-scale
crack resistance design is carried out for the multiscale destruction process of fabric matrix materials,

60(%/)05%. *13/6.% First of all, the summation common formula is used for repeated exponents and only summation is represented in three-di-



mensional space. In addition,  refers to the 
space coordinate in the global coordinate system,

ξ

and  represents the space coordinate in the element coordinate system.
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-0-5)).)/)05/)5,1(1*4536'563%./)',%0
-'4First, the three-dimensional linear elastic partial
differential equation [9] is obtained from the strain
deformation relation:

1
ε  = ( ,  +   , )
2

Meanwhile,

the inverse jacobian matrix, calculated as follows:

 −1 =

(1)

(2)



Hooke's law can be rewrote into 6 × 6 matrix
based on stress σ and strain ε , as follows:

(3)

In the formula (1-3),



σ = ε

represents the com-

ε 

T
T

fabric bonding surface  is unknown, then the entry of a matrix

  refers

force, reaction force, point load and surface force.
What is particularly interesting here is shear
strength matrix of bonding surface of element fabric,
and it is calculated as follows [11]:



all other stresses are set to be 0, the Formula (9) can
be simplified into a set of six algebraic expressions.
The generated mean stress value

σ  =



refers to the 6 × 3 matrix, and  is the number
of node in the finite element analysis.  is defined
as follows:

(ξ1 , ξ2 , ξ3 ) = [ 1 , 2 ,L ,  ]
Where,

ψ




shall be eval-

1


∫

Ω

σ   Ω

(12)

Where,  represents the total volume of shear
strength. The six elements in the first column of 
can be directly calculated as:

(6)

11 =

th

represents the derivative of the r

σ 
( = 1, 2,3,  ≥  )
ε11

(13)

Repeat this process for given ε , and fully fill

interpolation function relative to the local space coordinate, and is expressed by:

∂ψ 
ψ  =
∂ξ

σ 

uated as follows:

represents the shear strength tensor

6× 6

ε11 is applied to the shear strength and

strain state

(5)

four-order fabric,

 can

be obtained by solving the equation set as defined in
the Formula (9).
Six independent strain states are applied separately, which can uniquely determine one column of
a given matrix  . For example, when the mean

  is the vector of nodal force, consisting of object

Where,

can be determined by the finite el-

mean stress σ . Then, the entry of a matrix

to the nodal displacement vector of element, and

of bonding surface of



ement method. For this purpose, the state of strain
ε is applied to the shear strength for calculating

  represents the shear strength ma-

Ω

(11)

We are aimed at determining the mean or homogenization of shear strength, consisting of a variety of non-uniformly arranged material. In such a situation, suppose that the shear strength tensor of

of anisotropic four-order linear elastic fabric.
In the Petrov-Galerkin finite element method
[10], the geometric shape of material is dispersed
into units, and each unit Ω is composed of 
nodes. Therefore, Formula (2) is transformed into a
weak form and then into a set of linear algebraic
equations. For a static system, each unit can write finite element equations:
(4)
   = 

  = ∫   Ω

(10)

ε = [ε11 , ε 22 , ε 33 , 2ε 23 , 2ε13 , 2ε12 ]

represents the local strain, and

trix of bonding surface of element fabric,

(9)

σ = [σ11,σ 22 ,σ 33 ,σ 23 ,σ13 ,σ12 ]

 is the shear strength tensor of bonding surface

Where,



Where,

ponent of the displacement under continuous density
   represents the internal pressure, σ  refers to
the local stress,

(8)

∂

strength tensor of fabric bonding surface of 
component which constitutes the Equation (3) of

Suppose that Hooke's law meets constitutive
relations in three dimensions, it can make:

σ  =  ε 

∂ξ 

)5)3/-0%5-10 1* 4,)%3 453)0+5, 5)0413 1*
&10(-0+ 463*%') 1* /%5)3-%. *%&3-' The shear

Based on the principle of momentum conservation:

− σ  ,  -   +   = 0

 −1 represents the components of

in the  by setting single displacement on boundary
as zero or nonzero value.

(7)
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'6&1-(5,%53)23)4)054%71.6/)60-5

The periodicity in this study is performed by
displacement vectors, of which the nodal displace-

edges between the existing state and the new state.
Each node in the tree is a point in the simulated fabric state space. Each edge is a short SPICE simulated
fabric with a specific input trajectory. It will select a

ment (  ) on the target surface is equal to the nodal
displacement (  ) on the source surface plus the

state  obtained from the fabric branch in each
iteration. The random tree generates multiple trajec-

displacement vector  .

 =   + 

(14)

tories 1 , 2 ,,  at random by  , and then se-

The increased displacement vector  can include zero and nonzero value, related to the average
applied strain on ε , as follows:

lects the optimal trajectory

to stimulate the fab-

ric  so as to obtain new node  . In each
iteration of random tree growth, the local optimal
trajectory can be selected according to the heuristic
method related to the objective function.
The moment in the state of initial value at the
root of the random tree is 0. Given  with data
structure of random tree and each state has a timelabeling, then the state  in  can be expressed by

1
(15)
ε ≈ ( −  )
Δ
Where, Δ represents the distance between
nodes on the source and target surface. The increased
displacement vector  can be calculated as:

 = (Δ)ε



(16)

The cuboid unit shown in Fig. 1 has six faces,
and each face has a common vector parallel to the
three coordinate axes.
In the area occupied by shear strength shown in
Fig.1, (0 ≤ 1 ≤ Δ1;0 ≤ 2 ≤ Δ2 ;0 ≤ 3 ≤ Δ3 ), the
node at the origin is selected to be fixed, so as to prevent rigid body motion by using  ( 0,0,0 ) = 0 ,
where the main reason that the second item at right
of last four items is divided by 2 is that, for three
operative surfaces selected in the model as shown in
Fig.1, the origin of the three subsystems is located at
the center of the plane, so that a half of Δ is se-

( 1, 2 ,,  ,  ) , where

  represents the value

set assigned to fabric state variables, and  refers to
the sampling moment.

25-/-9%5-10231')441*/-0-/-9-0+*.685%3
+)54 The steps of the random tree algorithm are
given in Fig.2, for minimizing the test compression
function formula. Initially, we generate random trees
based on the original test input. We determine the



initial value 0 and boundary value  based on
the initial tests, as shown in module 0 in Fig.2.
The state  is time optimal, if and only if 
belongs to the convex hull of the state, and has the
minimum time compared with other states under the
same tension, the boundary set is the optimal state
set of random time. Intuitively, the boundary set is
the most left state set on the signal envelope of a random tree. Boundary sets contain candidate states that
can minimize objective functions. We update the
boundary set by computing the convex hull of the
state in the random tree algorithm, and sort them according to their time node pairs.

lected.

%3%..). 3%0(1/ 53)) *%&3-' 5)45-0+ %.+1
3-5,/ *13 /-0-/-9-0+ 5,) *.68 5%3+)5 %0(1/
53))%.+13-5,/Random tree, as a kind of tree-based
simulation algorithm, can generate and maintain data
structures of trees in the simulation process, and it
can be traced back to different states previously accessed, which makes it more versatile than simulation algorithms based on random walk (such as
Monte Carlo). It increases progressively by adding
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tion converges to the minimum; and (2) the maximum number of iterations is achieved. The traversal
is carried out from the root to the node of the tree
according to the boundary set, and the compression

Each iteration of the algorithm consists of four
steps, as shown in Fig. 2. First of all, the state  is
selected from the fabric branch, mainly from its frontier solution set based on dominance relation (Module 1 in Fig.2). Next, the test input  is determined
by the algorithm. It randomly samples several different input trajectories and selects trajectories that can
realize the target reduction on state  . Jacobian linearization can be used to select the optimal trajectory
near the  . Thirdly, this algorithm will stimulate the

input sequence  is calculated, which meets the



boundary value

, and continuous input

each edge can form a sequence  . The result obtained is a compressed input sequence.
For the selection of the optimal trajectory at
each iteration, the random tree algorithm usually
runs in two modes: (1) test compression mode, for
the purpose of compressing a given test within a
given time; (2) directional test compression mode,
with additional constraints for testing boundary conditions. We use the techniques in Document [5] to
bias the growth of random trees to the final boundary
state.
The optimal input trajectory is selected according to the following conditions in each iteration process: (1) the given trajectory can reduce the degree
of the objective function; (2) it pushes the test process to the extent of the boundary condition. Several
input samples  are generated from the uniform
distribution. For each sample, we use the jacobian
matrix of fabric to calculate the approximate fabric
trajectory  from  . Then, the sampling input is
sorted according to the following formula:

operation of nonlinear fabric with a state of  in

 moment by applying the input trajectory  , so
as to obtain the next state  +1. The simulation time
of each edge is very small (Module 2 in Fig. 2). Finally, this algorithm will add the state  +1 to the
random tree, and update the boundary accordingly.
If the value taken of target as shown in Formula (5)
can be reduced under the state of  +1, then it can
change the convex hull of the node, and can realize
the updating of boundary, as shown in rough curve
in Module 3 of Fig.2.
25-/%.41.65-10'%.'6.%5-10The end conditions of the algorithm are that: (1) the objective func-
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 = αΔ + (1 − α )  (   ,  + Δ )

of the algorithm running time, with little speed increase effect of test process by the parallelization.
We execute these modules in turn to prevent memory
corruption and deadlock. The parallel test compression process is shown in Fig. 3.
A parallel version of the random tree algorithm
is shown in the Figure 3. Suppose that the processing
machine has  processor(s) 1 , 2 ,,  , the

(17)

Where, α represents the weight determining

factor in operation process,   refers to the bound-

(

)

ary conditions,    ,  represents the Euclidean
distance between boundary state   and current
state  , and Δ refers to the approximate negative

thread 1 is used as the main thread, and the

difference of the flux function.  + Δ provides
the approximate results in the case of small simulation time Δ . The (c) in the Fig.2 will be replaced,

2 ,,  is used as the worker thread. The thread
1 mainly runs the compression algorithm and

because it is more close to the boundary state   .

maintains the data structure of the random tree algorithm. All random tree access, including the insertion
and search of boundaries, can be synchronized in a

%3%..).5)45'1/23)44-10231')44At present,
powerful multi-core workstations are cheap and
ubiquitous. For large fabrics, it can save dozens of
engineering hours by compressing each test. In order
to improve test efficiency, reduce R & D costs and
shorten market time, parallelization is needed to
minimize the time required for test compression algorithms. We introduce algorithm parallelization
into our test compression algorithm. In the experiment in this paper, we observed that about 98% of
the test compression running time was concentrated
in the process of HSPICE fabric simulation, as
shown in Module 3 of Fig.3. In addition, the execution process of SPICE fabric simulation is independent and tends to parallel. Executing multiple simulation processes at the same time greatly reduces the
compression running time. On the other hand, the
other steps of random tree algorithm, including picking up nodes from boundary set, generating input
and updating boundary sets, take up more than 2%

single thread. We use superscript (1) to express the

processor 1 running in the node  . At the beginning of the  th iteration, 1 selects  node(s) from
the boundary set  , that is, (1) , ( 2) ,, ( ) . For



each
(1)


 ,

node
( 2)


( )


 ,  ,, 



sampling

will be generated by the algorithm

in the paper. Next, this algorithm generates 
thread(s), and each thread simulates the fabric according to the initial state  (  ) and the input trajec

tory 

(  ). Each thread is assigned to a worker thread



  for fabric simulation. After the completion of
the simulation, this algorithm updates the boundary
set by using new nodes (1) , ( 2) ,, ( ) .
 +1

Select n node(s) (1,2,,) from
frontier node set 
Select input trajectory u (1,2,…,n)
for each qi(1,2,…,n), to minimize
target in Formula (6)

Select input trajectory u i(1)
for each qi(1), to minimize
target in Formula (6)

trajectories

Select input trajectory u i(2)
for each qi(2), to minimize
target in Formula (6)

Select input trajectory u
(n)
(n)
i for each qi , to
minimize target in
Formula (6)

Update the optimal frontier qi+1(1,2,…,n) by
using new node
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Range parameter value
K1
K2
K3
Thick
26.10
32.39
38.37
3d
Medium
44.10
30.57
22.20
Thin
27.26
36.91
32.70
Thick
43.17
42.90
52.95
7d
Medium
59.49
44.23
40.25
Thin
42.95
49.67
49.39
Thick
50.31
52.53
58.03
28d
Medium
63.77
51.87
45.22
Thin
51.64
54.66
54.56

54
52
50
48
46
44
42
40
38
36
34
32
30
28
26

R
12.26
21.94
9.65
9.84
17.24
6.66
7.72
18.55
3.02

3d
7d
28d

1.20

1.25

1.30
1.35
Modulus

1.40

  
1(6.64-0*.6)0')1*'15510

   

0*.6)0')1*/1(6.641*'15510'1/214-5-10
As shown in Figure 4, the strength of polymer final
products varies with the modulus index when polymer ages are different. According to the result of Fig.
3, the ultimate compressive strength index of the polymer is the highest when the modulus is 1.3 under
different selected polymer ages. The reason is that in
the composition of the cotton, the silica tetrahedron
has different degree of polymerization, and if the
amount of fiber composition in the composition of
the cotton is reduced, that is, the modulus of the cotton decreases, then the amount of the high poly silicon oxygen composition will decrease. The reaction
mechanism of cotton material in the process of polymer reaction is mainly as follows: the hydrolysis
will be produced in the reaction process of the material, and it has the effect of mutual attraction to the
same material.
In general, if the modulus index of the cotton
material is less than 1.4, the more obvious monomeric structure will appear in the fabric, and the
group of this structure is inversely proportional to the
modulus index in the substance. In addition, with the
increase of the pH value in the fabric, the calcium
content in the fabric will decrease correspondingly,

For the preparation of polymer samples, there
are many factors affecting the compressive strength
of the main parameter indexes. The polymer samples
prepared here are mainly made of fabric fibers as raw
materials for preparation, and the activator prepared
by the preparation is cotton. With regard to the ratio
of different fabric fiber and cotton, as well as the
modulus selection of different cotton activators, the
influence on compressive strength of polymer samples is analyzed by simulation experiments, for the
purpose of obtaining a better allocation ratio of the
raw material for polymer preparation.

35,1+10%. )82)3-/)05 Suppose the age of
test block of polymer samples is 3 days, 7 days and
28 days, respectively, the indexes of compressive
strength under three cases shall be tested, as shown
in Table 1. It is observed that, for the influence degree of compressive strength index of polymer samples, it can be ranked as B>A>C according to the order of size, and the best preparation formula for
polymer samples is A 3B1C2 .
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of which the main reaction products are fiber material. Subsequently, the fiber material will fuse with
the substance, which will lead to a decrease in the
strength of polymer products.

 

This paper mainly studies the experimental results of preparing geopolymer materials by using different fabric fibers. The experimental data show that,
the excitation effect of polymer can be obtained after
sealed heat insulation of 2h under 30°C. In the process of polymer formation, there will be a relatively
obvious strength enhancement process in the early
stage. For the raw material with the same additive
amount of fabric fiber, the cotton with different modulus can be stimulated to obtain different raw material setting time, which can provide experimental
data reference in actual use.
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physical properties of composite material [6].
It is due to unique chemical, electrical and mechanical properties that carbon nanofibers are widely
applied to many fields, such as aviation, aerospace,
automotive, chemicals, transportation, buildings and
sports equipment. Currently, raw materials to produce carbon nanofibers are polyacrylonitrile (PAN)
and asphalt, both of which are petroleum-based. Due
to limited petroleum reserves, it is expected that a
kind of renewable material able to replace or replace
in part petroleum-based material can be found. As
the second largest renewable resource in the world,
which is second only to cellulose, lignin has received
great attention [7-9]. Lignin is a natural biomacromolecule compound which contains aromatic
groups. It is estimated that about 60 billion lignin can
be produced every year in the world. Presently, as
waste from industrial pulping, lignin has been discharged together with wastewater and only a small
part has been utilized effectively, which have resulted in great environment pollution and resource
waste. Due to high carbon content (between 55% and
66% generally), lignin can be used as a raw material
of carbon nanofibers. There is a certain difference
between conventional carbon nanofibers and ligninbased carbon nanofibers in respect of elasticity modulus, tensile strength, etc. When fiber diameter is reduced, fiber defects can be reduced effectively and
fiber axis orientation improved in a way that effectively improves nature of carbon fiber [10, 11].
In this Chapter, with lignin/PAN as raw materials, the optimal technical requirements for preparation of lignin-based carbon nanofibers were explored
so as to reduce lignin-based carbon nanofibers preparation costs and expand its industrial application.
Lignin/PAN nanofiber was stabilized and carbonized to obtain carbon nanofibers. The carbonization
temperature varied from 600oC to 1000oC in order to
explore impact of the carbonization temperature on
form and structure of the carbon nanofibers prepared. The carbon nanofibers prepared were analyzed by X-ray diffraction (XRD), Raman spectrum
analysis, differential scanning calorimetry (DSC),
thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) and scanning
electron microscope (SEM) so as to determine the
optimal technical requirements and carbonization
temperature for preparation of lignin-based carbon

Lignin of cornstalk and PAN were used as raw
materials to prepare lignin-based carbon nanofibers
by means of electrospinning technique at 15 kV voltage, 0.04 mm/min pushing speed and 12 cm receiving distance. The precursor of carbon nanofibers prepared was oxidized at 200 to 300oC and carbonized
at 600 to 700oC so as to prepare lignin-based carbon
nanofibers. After carbon nanofibers were characterized, it was found that lignin-based carbon nanofibers obtained at 900oC was of uniform diameter,
high smoothness, good form, the highest structural
compactness, the least structural defects, and high
thermal stability. All lignin-based carbon nanofibers
were graphitized to a low extent and show a turbostratic graphite structure.


,*"%&
Lignin, PVC, Composite material, Thermo-oxidative aging and degradation, Tensile curve
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As a starlet in carbon material family, carbon
nanofibers show excellent physical properties, high
mechanical properties and high chemical stability
[1]. For example, strength of carbon nanofiber,
which is of extremely high specific surface area,
high mechanical strength, high elasticity modulus,
high electrical and thermal conductivity and high
thermal stability, is much higher than that of universal carbon fiber [2]. This is mainly caused by a small
size, a low proportion of internal defects, and high
structural compactness. It is due to numerous excellent properties that carbon nanofibers have broad application prospects in numerous fields, such as composite material and catalyzed sorption [3-5]. When
carbon nanofibers are used to reinforce composite
material, their reinforcement effect is better than that
of conventional carbon fibers and price is much
lower than that of glass fiber reinforcing agent due
to their small size and good dispersion effect. In addition, carbon nanofibers are able to be used to improve electrical and thermal conductivity and other
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of lignin added on properties, structure and form of
composite material.
Tensile test: The sheets shaped with a mould
press were prepared to be standard sample bars with
a dumbbell-shaped sample preparer. These standard
sample bars were subject to tensile performance test
in a universal testing machine. The tensile test was
performed to test tensile strength, elasticity modulus,
elongation at break and other mechanical property
indexes of lignin composite material. The tensile
speed was 20 mm/min. The test standards were subject to GB/T 1040.2-2006.
SEM: Scanning electron microscope was used
to observe form of composite material.
TGA: Temperature of about 5mg sample protected with nitrogen rose from a room temperature to
550oC at a speed 20oC /min.

nanofibers.

+#% !'

A:1;5718=-67105/581<-8058<=;>718=<
1) Medicines
PVC: K value 60-95, degree of polymerization
650-1250;
CaCO3: nano-powder
Liquid paraffin: chlorine content 37%, industrial;
Stabilizer: zinc stearate and calcium stearate,
industrial;
Plasticizer: dioctyl phthalate (DOP), chemically pure;
Stearic acid: industrial;
Lignin: alkali lignin extracted from papermaking black liquid
2) Instruments
Electronic scales;
High-speed mixer;
Two-roll mill;
Flat vulcanizer (mould press), YF-9600;
Dumbbell-shaped sample preparer; ZYJ1251,
MTS Systems (China) Co., Ltd;
Numeral universal electronic testing machine
CMT6104, MTS Systems (China) Co., Ltd;
Scanning electron microscope Hitachi 53700N;
Fourier infrared spectrometer VERTEX 70,
Beijing Branch of Bruker (China);
Thermal gravimetric analyzer TGA-50, Shimadzu
Differential scanning calorimeter DSC-60, Shimadzu
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&:58858392-05221;18=:;9:9;=59892653858
<96>=598 Lignin solution, of which concentration
was between 10% and 50%, was subject to electrospinning respectively. Fig.1 shows form analysis for
the product by SEM. It can be seen from Fig.1 (a-d)
that silky fiber was difficult to be spun at a concentration below 40% and only some spherical substances were formed. Only a few irregular spherical
substances were obtained at a concentration 10%.
Spherical substances were increased when the concentration rose to 20%. However, their diameters
were different and some unformed products were
distributed. When the concentration reached 30%,
nearly all the products were spherical and their diameter distribution was uniform. When the concentration was higher (40%), the products were all
spherical and their diameter was larger. When the
concentration rose to 50%, a fibrous structure started
to occur in the products. This means viscosity of the
solution had great impact on electrospinning. Relative molecular mass of lignin subject to enzymolysis
and ethyl alcohol purification was low, viscosity of
the solution formed was low, and it was difficult to
form fibers by electrospinning. After the concentration reached 50%, silky fibers with beads would be
able to be formed. If the concentration was further
higher, spraying would not be uniform, large liquid
drops would be sprayed to the receiving aluminum
foil, and continuous fibers would not be able to be
formed. Through the analysis above, the results indicate: When the concentration of lignin was low
(<40%), continuous fibers would not be able to be
formed due to low viscosity and poor spinnability
but uniform sphere could be deposited in a certain
range of concentration; when the concentration
reached 50%, moniliform fibers were formed due to
increase in viscosity of the solution and improved

#;1:-;-=598 92 /97:9<5=1 7-=1;5-6 4534
<=;183=4653858 #)Component materials subject
to the mix shown in Table 1 were placed in a highspeed mixer, mixed at a high speed and 100oC for
8min so as to obtain PVC powdered mixture. Next,
the powdered mixture was milled and jointly
blended in a two-roll mill for a maximum of 8min.
Temperature of two rolls was 150oC. Preliminarily
blended pieces were obtained by milling and their
thickness was between 1 and 2mm. These pieces
were shaped with mould press to be 4mm sheets at a
pressure 7MPa and a temperature 165oC, kept warm
for 20min, were cooled to a room temperature.
Sheets were taken out from a mould to obtain the
product. PVC sheets where lignin was not added
were prepared in the same way so as to be compared
with composite material sheet lignin/PVC.

4-;-/=1;5C-=598 92 /97:9<5=1 7-=1;5-6 653
858 #) The composite material lignin/PVC prepared was characterized by FTIR, tensile experiment
and SEM so as to explore impact of different content
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Material Science
Mixture ratio
polyvinyl chloride
100
stabilizer
2
Lubricant
2
Plasticizer
5
Calcium carbonate filler
10
Lignin
10-40
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carbonization refers to the pyrolysis reaction of preoxidized fiber protected by nitrogen at a temperature
of 300-15000C, where the instable part and non-carbon atoms (such as N, H and O) are pyrolyzed from
pre-oxidized fiber structure and intermolecular condensation (horizontal cross-linking reaction) is carried out so as to obtain the carbon fiber of which carbon content is 90% and structure can be converted
into graphite crystal. The product obtained at a different carbonization temperature was first subject to
form analysis by SEM.
Fig.3 and Fig.4 show form pictures of carbon
nanofibers prepared through carbonization at 600oC
and 700oC in SEM respectively. As seen from Fig.3
and Fig.4, both carbon nanofibers prepared through
carbonization at 600oC and 700oC were of good form
and smooth surface and were nearly free of defects.
Compared with the precursor, carbon nanofibers obtained through carbonization were smaller in diameter, which was in the range of about 100nm. Decrease in diameter was caused by removal of
elements other than carbon during high-temperature
carbonization. As the carbonization temperature was
higher, diameter of the carbon nanofibers obtained
tended to decrease. However, further detailed observation indicates a large difference between form
structures of the carbon nanofibers prepared through
carbonization at a different temperature. This means
temperature is able to have great impact on form
structure of carbon nanofibers.

spinnability. This means an increase in concentration
and viscosity of polymer solution is able to improve
formulation of fibers.

7:-/=92;-=598-6<:11092;9661;98;1<>6=<
92 161/=;9<:588583 Rotational speed of roller was
adjusted for electrospinning at a fixed voltage 20KV,
pushing speed 0.02mm/min and receiving distance
17cm. Fig.2 respectively shows form and diameter
distribution of the fiber obtained.
As seen from Fig.2, when rotational speed of
roller was 0, fiber diameter was large, average diameter was 385nm and fiber diameter was mainly distributed between 350 and 450 nm. When rotational
speed of roller increased to 1000r/min, fiber diameter was smaller 376nm but distributed in a wider
range. When rotational speed of roller increased to
2000r/min, average fiber diameter was smaller and
distributed in a narrower range. However, further increase in rotational speed of roller caused a larger diameter, in addition to narrower distribution of fiber
diameter. Thus, the appropriate rotational speed of
roller we selected for electrospinning was 2000
r/min.
9;7 -8-6B<5< 29; /-;.98 8-8925.1;< .B
&  To obtain carbon nanofibers of better form
structure and performance, the precursor of carbon
nanofibers obtained from electrospinning was carbonized at a different temperature. So-called


(% 
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further increased.
Fig.4 shows form pictures of carbon nanofibers
prepared through carbonization at 700oC in SEM. As
clearly shown in Fig.3, after the carbonization temperature was higher, diameter of the carbon fiber
prepared was evidently smaller and was distributed
between 100 and 150nm. When carbon nanofibers
prepared through carbonization at 700oC was compared with those at 600oC, the former were less mutually adhered with higher arrangement regularity
and nearly free of short fibers. This means a higher
temperature helped improve form of carbon nanofibers. However, it should also be noted that surface
smoothness of the carbon nanofibers obtained was
lower, fiber surface was not leveled enough and uniformity of diameter distribution of a single fiber

Fig.3 shows form pictures of carbon nanofibers
prepared through carbonization at 600oC in SEM. As
shown in Fig.3, arrangement of the carbon nanofibers subject to 600oC was disorderly and previous
well-oriented arrangement was disorganized. In addition, the carbon nanofibers were mutually adhered
slightly and fractured with a few short fibers distributed. Nano-carbon of most carbon nanofibers tended
to bend. Relative to the nano-precursor, fiber did not
change evidently in diameter, which was roughly
distributed between 150 and 200 nm. This means
form of the carbon nanofibers subject to 600oC was
not very ideal and form structure may be changed
due to a lower temperature and inadequate carbonization. To improve form structure of carbon nanofibers, the carbonization temperature needs to be
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was low although form of the carbon nanofibers prepared through carbonization at 700oC was improved.
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In this paper, lignin of cornstalk and PAN were
jointly mixed into the spinning solution. Electrospinning technique was adopted to prepare the precursor
of carbon nanofibers. Such precursor was pre-oxidized and carbonized to prepare carbon nanofibers,
of which structure and performance were characterized. The results show:
1) Technical requirements for preparing ligninbased carbon nanofibers by means of electrospinning technique: spinning voltage 15kV, pushing
speed 0.04mm/min, receiving distance 12cm, room
temperature, and relative humidity controlled between 50 and 60%. Spinning solution was (6+6)%
lignin/PAN mixed solution, which improved spinnability of lignin and provided support for preparation
of lignin-based carbon nanofibers. The nano-precursors prepared were uniform in diameter between 150
and 200nm with fewer defects, a smooth surface and
a good form.
2) Pre-oxidization progress was carried out in a
common tube furnace with programmed temperature
rise in the section 8 and in air conditions. By contrast, simple technical requirements, rapid temperature rise and high production efficiency provided the
possibility for industrialized preparation of ligninbased carbon nanofibers.
3) Carbonization was performed at a different
temperature in order to check impact of different
graphitization temperature on structure and performance of lignin-based carbon nanofibers. Range of
carbonization temperature was from 600oC to 700oC.

+% -8-6B<5< 29; /-;.98 8-8925.1;< Fig.5
shows XRD pictures of the carbon nanofibers prepared at a different temperature. In Fig.5, all the
XRD pictures of the carbon nanofibers were very
similar and the corresponding carbon peaks were
low and wide. This means the carbon nanofibers prepared were of an undefined structure, namely a turbostratic graphite structure. When mutually parallel
two-dimensional hexagonal graphite net structure
has been formed in carbon nanofibers with a regular
distance between layers but disorderly overlapping
between layers, such structure is called turbostratic
graphite structure. Reflection of such structure in
XRD pictures would make location of main characteristic peak 2θ = 25.54 . A wide and low carbon
diffraction peak occurred at left and right sides.
When degrees of graphitization of the carbon nanofibers prepared at a different carbonization temperature were compared, it can be known that temperature rise did not have evident impact on degree of
graphitization during carbonization in such range of
temperature. All the carbon nanofibers were of a turbostratic graphite structure. Since the degree of crystallization was low, such carbon fibers were shaped
like and of high strength and low modulus.
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[11]Redon, S., Kheddar, A., Coquillart, S. (2010)
Fast Continuous Collision Detection between
Rigid Bodies. Computer Graphics Forum. 21,
279-287.

4) Results of analysis by SEM indicate diameter of carbonized fiber was smaller and about 100nm.
The lignin-based carbon fiber obtained was uniform
in diameter and well-oriented. The lignin-based carbon nanofibers obtained at a carbonization temperature 900oC were uniform in diameter with high
smoothness and a good form.
5) XRD curve shows the lignin-based carbon
nanofibers obtained were of low degree of graphitization and of an undefined structure. Degree of
graphitization of carbon nanofibers did not increase
evidently as temperature increased.
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This study was performed to examine the effect
of ozonation treatment at different ozone concentrations (0.5, 2 and 5) ppm for different periods of time
(5, 10 and 15) minutes on reduction percentage of
spiked chlorfenapyr of (2, 6 and 10) ppm on lettuce
leaves using gas chromatography equipped with micro electron capture detector. The results showed
that ozonation treatment at 0.5, 2 and 10 ppm significantly reduced the spiked chlorfenapyr concentration on lettuce, after 15 minutes of ozone treatment
the concentration of chlorfenapyr did not reach the
allowed maximum residues limits in European regulations (0.01) ppm. The maximum reduction percentages after 15 min of ozone treatment at 0.5 ppm
were 85.81, 88.47 and 91.21% for spiked concentrations of chlorfenapyr at 2, 6 and 10 ppm, respectively. On the other hand, the maximum reduction
percentages after ozone treatment for 15 min at 2
ppm were 88.94, 93.25 and 94.77 % for spiked concentration of chlorfenapyrat 2, 6 and 10 ppm, respectively. At last the maximum reduction percentages
for 15 min at 5 ppm ozone concentration were 92.25,
96.33 and 97.15 % for spiked concentrations of
chlorfenapyrat 2, 6 and 10 ppm, respectively. Meanwhile, the reduction percentages after soaking with
tap water for 15 min were 7.20,10.137 and 2.02 %
for2, 6 and 10 ppm spiked chlorfenapyr concentrations on lettuce fruits. It was concluded from this research that ozone treatment has a significant effect
on chlorfenapyr spiked concentrations and it could
be used as a method for reduction of this pesticide
residues in fruits and vegetables, but it need more
than 15 min of ozone treatment to reduce its concentration below the European maximum residue limit.
Ozone affected the pesticides residues concentration
in a concentration–time dependent manner.

#!$#
Lettuce is commonly consumed in Jordan. In
2016, the produced amounts were 70557.3 tons of
lettuce [1]. The annual per capita consumption of
vegetables is around 106.35 kg [2]. Lettuce leaves
are perishable product and could be attacked by different agricultural pests, as a result farmers have to
use pesticides to improve their products quality and
quantity. Ozonation treatment, ultraviolet radiation,
washing vegetables with salts or vinegar or salt and
vinegar mixture at different concentrations have
been used to reduce pesticides residues and microbes
[3, 4, 5, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31]. Ozone, in particular, has
been recognized as a strong oxidizing agent and
could be used in gaseous or liquid state [6]. In 2001,
ozone was declared as a GRAS (generally recognized as safe) substance by the FDA after a Food Additive Petition containing safety and efficacy data
was submitted to them. Later, the USDA approved
its use on meats and on certified organic foods. In the
mid-1990s, ozone was approved for food processing
in Japan, France, and Australia [7]. Tomiyasu et. al.
[8] showed that ozone is relatively unstable compound in aqueous solutions. It decomposes continuously; leaving no residues with relatively short halflife ranged from 20 to 30 min at 20 oC. Ozone halflife is inversely proportional with temperature and
pH. Pesticide residues remain in almost all the food
commodities, as a result of pre-harvest or postharvest application. The location of pesticides in different parts of food varies with the nature of molecule
and type of food commodity and environmental conditions [9]. Pesticide can be degraded by; ozonation,
photolysis, hydrolysis, oxidation and reduction, metabolism, temperature, and pH. The level of pesticide
residues is affected by washing, preparatory steps,
heating or cooking, processing during product manufacturing, postharvest handling and storage. The
extent of reduction varies with nature of pesticide
molecule, point of location, type of commodity, processing steps and product prepared [9]. The effectiveness of ozone gas treatment in the removal of residues of organophosphate (fenitrothion) and pyrethroid (deltamethrin) pesticides in wheat grains by
ozone gas was evaluated several workers [10]. The
fenitrothion content was decreased following (60

&%!"
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holding 50 ml centrifuge tubes, with speed of 15003000 rpm. Centrifuge (Hettich, USA) for holding10
ml centrifuge tube for clean-up, operated at ambient
temperature with 3000 rpm speed. Food chopper
(Fimar, Italy) used for sample homogenization before taking the required weight for extraction.
Blender (Laboratory blender 8010D, USA) used for
further homogenisation of subsamples. Ozone generator (ZAET Fruit and Vegetable Washer by Ozone,
China) model ZA-BF-L with properties: height 290
mm, length 378 mm and width 300 mm. It consists
of Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS) plastic
cleaning chamber with 9 L capacity, transparent
cover, and at the bottom of the machine the ozone
generator which generates ozone by Oxidation Reduction Potential electrode (ORP) to generate ozone
at concentration of 0.5 ppm, also ozone diffuser is
located at the bottom of the machine, power 35 W,
220 V. This machine applies the CE marketing in accordance with European Union rules. And A2Z
ozone generator, USA, can produce ozone in the
range of (1- 9) ppm.

--,*: 5- @54(:054 #8,(:3,4: (: 0--,8,4:
54*,4:8(:0549-580--,8,4: ,805+95-#03,54
!,+;*:054 ,8*,4:(.,95-/258-,4(6?8 ,9:0*0+,
"601,+ :5 ,::;*, 8;0:9 "(36204. 5- 2,::;*,
-8;0:9 Two hundred seventy samples for lettuce
fruits were collected randomly from the local market
during the period of October –November, 2017. The
size of each sample taken for analysis was in the
range of (1- 3) kg as recommended by Codex Alimntarous sampling guidelines [12]. All samples were
kept in polyethylene plastic bags, then labelled and
refrigerated at 5oC until analysis-not more than three
hours-to investigate the effect of ozonation treatment
on chlorfenapyr pesticides residues.

µmol/mol) of O3 treatment after 180 min of exposure
(66.7% reduction), similarly deltamethrin residues
were reduced by 67.5, 88.1 and 89.8% after 60, 120
and 180 min of O3 exposure, respectively. The use
of O3 may be a potentially effective method of reducing pesticide residues in stored grains [10]. Alcalde et al. [11] showed that the degradation of acetamiprid during ozonation could be well-explained
by the reactivity of this pesticide with OH..
The objective of this study was to study the effect of continuous exposure to aqueous ozone at 0.5,
2 and 5 ppm for 5, 10 and 15 min on reduction percentage of spiked chlorfenapyr concentration on lettuce leaves at (2, 6 and 10) ppm.
#!"#"

/,30*(29(4+7;063,4:Anhydrous magnesium sulphate (MgSO4, assay 99%) (Sigma-Aldrich, USA), ashed at 500oC for 5 hours was carried
out before usage to eliminate phthalates and remained water. Acetonitrile (CH3CN, HPLC-grade,
assay of 99.8%) (LAB-SCAN analytical sciences,
Ireland). Acetic acid (CH3COOH, assay 99%) (J. T.
Baker, USA). Acetone (C3H6O, GC-grade, assay
99.8%) (LabChem, USA). Sodium chloride (NaCl,
assay 99.9%) (AVONCHEM, UK). Primary Secondary Amine (PSA) sorbent, with 40 – 60 µm particle size (Agela Technologies, USA). Water (H2O,
HPLC-grade of assay 99.9%) (AVONCHEM, UK).
Chlorfenapyr standard C15H17ClN4, assay 99.5%).
Aldrin (C12H8Cl6 assay 99%) was purchased from
(Sigma-Aldrich, USA). Ditalimifos (C12H14NO4PS,
assay 97.5%) from (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) both aldrin and ditalimfos were used as internal standards.
The following apparatus and equipment were used
for preparation and analysis of chlorfenapyr; Teflon
centrifuge tubes of 10 and 50 ml. Pipettes 0.5-5 ml
for transferring the sample extract to the clean-up
centrifuge tube. Vials 2 ml capacity, Weighing boats,
volumetric flasks, graduated cylinders, and other
containers in which to contain samples, extracts, solutions, standards, and reagents. Micro-syringes, 10100 µL (SGE, Australia) Gas chromatography
model (Agilent 6890N, USA) equipped with micro
electron capture detector (µECD). The capillary column was HP-5 with composition of 5% Phenyl 95%
methyl polysiloxane with dimensions 30 m x 0.32
mm, 0.50 µm (Agilent, USA). Balance (Mettler
PM6400, USA) for weighing the samples. Balance
(Bosch SAE200, Germany) of four digits with maximum weight 200g ± 0.0001 g for weighing standards materials. Muffle furnace (Carbolite EML,
UK), used for ashing of anhydrous magnesium sulphate for 5 hours at 500oC. Vortex mixer (Heidolph,
Germany) used for shaking the samples with 1% acetic acid in acetonitrile solution. Freezer (Kelvinator,
Italy) used for storing samples at temperature -18oC
before analysis. Centrifuge (Jouan, France) for

@54(:054:8,(:3,4:Twenty seven samples
of lettuce leaves around (1kg each) (free from pesticides residues, examined by GC/µECD) to be used
for each concentration of ozone 0.5, 2.0 and 5 ppm
were spiked with different concentrations 2.0, 6 and
10 ppm for chlorfenapyr. Each sample was divided
into three portions to be treated for 5, 10 and 15
minutes using two instruments for ozonation. The
first one gives fixed ozone concentration of 0.5 ppm,
and the other one with variable ozone concentration
1-9 ppm. The effect of ozone treatment on
chlorfenapyr was evaluated by analysing lettuce
leaves samples before and after the treatment. The
spiked lettuce leaves samples were held inside the
cleaning chamber during ozone treatment. Each
sample was extracted by QuEChERS method and
analysed using GC-µECD to determine the recovered amounts ofchlorfenapyr in order to evaluate the
efficiency of ozonation on the reduction percentages
of this pesticides with time.
For comparison between the effect of ozonation
treatment and soaking with tape water 9 samples of
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1min; 20oC min-1to 270 oC for 1 min[8]. For data
acquisition ChemStation software was used.

":(:09:0*(24(2?909The design of the experiment was factorial. Mean values and standard errors
were calculated and analysed. The obtained data
were subjected to analysis of variance (ANOVA) using Minitab programme, version 18. Mean comparisons were performed by LDS test was used at 0.01
probability levels. The obtained results were summarized in the results section. 

lettuce leaves fortified with chlorfenapyr at concentrations of 2.0, 6 and 10.0 ppm then the fortified samples soaked with tap water for 5, 10and 15 min then
each sample extracted and the concentration of
chlorfenapyr was determined using GC/µECD. Each
sample repeated three times.
4(2?:0*(23,:/5+"(362,68,6(8(:054(4+
,>:8(*:054 The method for extraction of pesticide
residues in food called QuEChERS (Quick, Easy,
Cheap, Effective, Rugged, and Safe) based on the
extraction by acetonitrile and partitioning with anhydrous magnesium sulphate was used for extraction
of spiked chlorfenapyr from lettuce leaves [13].


!"$#""$#

>:8(*:0545-2,::;*,2,(<,9"(362,9,>:8(*
:0549 One kilogram of lettuce leaves sample was
chopped into small pieces with the chopper to get a
homogenous sample, then 200 g was taken as subsample and further homogenised with the blender.
Then three subsamples were taken, and kept in deep
freezing conditions -18oC, until analysis. Ten grams
from each of homogenised subsample was transferred into 50 ml Teflon centrifuge tube. Acetonitrile
with 1% acetic acid solution was prepared on v/v basis (25 ml acetic acid in 2.5 L acetonitrile), solution
A. Ten ml of solution A was added to the sample and
was shaken by the vortex mixer for 1 min at low
speed. Four grams of anhydrous MgSO4 and 1 g of
NaCl were added to the sample, then vortexed again
for 1 min. Ditalimifos of 0.5 ppm and aldrin 1.0 ppm
concentrations were added as internal standards. Finally, sample was vortexed for 30 s and centrifuged
at 3000 rpm for 5 min. By this step the sample extract
ready for clean-up step.

"(362,9*2,(4;6One millilitre of the upper
acetonitrile layer was transferred into 10 ml centrifuge tube containing 25 mg PSA as sorbent and 150
mg anhydrous MgSO4, then it was vortexed for 30 s,
as a final step the centrifuge tube was centrifuged at
3000 rpm for 5 min. The extract was transferred into
2 ml GC vial to be analysed with GC-µECD to determine the residues of spiked chlorfenapyr.

(9 /853(:5.8(6/? =0:/ 0*85 2,*:854
(6:;8, ,:,*:58 4(2?909 The chromatographic
system consisted of a gas chromatography equipped
with electron capture detector, splitless injector and
the capillary column HP-5 model No.(19091J-413)
with composition of 5% Phenyl and 95% methyl polysiloxane, dimensions are 30 m length, 0.32 mm
nominal diameter, and 0.52 µm nominal film thickness. The carrier gas was argon methane. The operating conditions were: injection volume of 1 µL. The
temperature program was: injector temperature
225oC, and detector temperature 300 oC [14]. The
oven temperature program was as follow: initial temperature 90 oC for 1 min; 12 oC min-1 to 150oC for

--,*:5-@54(:054#8,(:3,4::0--,8,4:
54*,4:8(:0549 58 0--,8,4: ,805+9 - #03,
4 !,+;*:054
,8*,4:(.,9 - "601,+
/258-,4(6?8 ,9:0*0+,9 4 ,::;*, 2,(<,9 Data
presented in Tables (1, 2 and 3) clearly showed that
the reduction percentages after ozone treatments at
0.5, 2 and 5 ppm of spiked lettuce leaves with
chlorfenapyr at concentrations of 2.0, 6 and 10 ppm.
These reduction percentages increased significantly
at probability level of (P ≤0.01). The maximum reduction percentages of chlorfenapyrwere91.21,
94.77 and 97.15% for spiked concentration of 10
ppm after 15 min at ozone concentration of 0.5, 2 and
5 ppm, respectively. Moreover, chlorfenapyr concentrations after ozone treatments at 0.5, 2 and 5
ppm after 15 min for all spiked concentrations 2, 6
and 10 ppm had not reduced below EU-MRL which
is equal to 0.01 ppm. In addition the results for soaking of lettuce leaves in tap water for 15 min indicated
that the maximum reduction percentages of
chlorfenapyr were 7.20, 10.14 and 12.02% for
chlorfenapyr spiked concentrations of 2, 6 and 10
ppm, respectively. These results for reduction percentages of chlorfenapyr explained due to its relatively low solubility in water (0.13 mg/l at PH 7)
which indicated that hydrolysis was not significant
route of degradation [15]. 
In this study it was found that the maximum reduction percentage of spiked chlorfenapyr in lettuce
leaves was 97.15% after ozonation for 15 min using
5 ppm ozone concentration, these results agreed with
the results obtained by several authors [16, 17, 18].
These authors concluded that ozonation treatment
could be considered as an efficient treatment to remove high concentrations of pesticide residues if
ozone generated continuously for a sufficient time of
treatment.
The present results agreed with the results obtained by Lkeura et al. [18] concluded that the residues of fenetrithion was efficiently removed from
lettuce by immersing it in ozone-microbubbled solution containing more than 1.0 ppm, or continuously
generated ozone-microbubbled solution containing
2.0 ppm dissolved ozone. Similarly, for cherry tomatoes and strawberries, the continuously generated
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ozone-microbubbled solution containing 2.0 ppm
dissolved ozone was highly effective.
Wu et al. [19] found that ozone at concentration
of (1.4 mg/l) was effective to oxidize 60–99% of

methyl-parathion, cypermethrin, parathion and diazinon in aqueous solution in 30 min and the degradation was mostly completed in the first 5 min.

# 
--,*:5-2,::;*,5@54(:054(: 66354*/258-,4(6?8049,*:0*0+,(4+(*(80*0+,6,8909:,4*,(:+0--,8,4:
9601,+*54*,4:8(:0542,<,29;904.B
>65
9;8,
:03,
304


"601,+(35;4:
663
 

 
35;4:
8,*5<,8,+
663A"
1.736a ± 0.007

!,+;*:054
A"

35;4:8,*5<,8,+
663A"

!,+;*:054
A"

 
35;4:8,*5<,8,+
663A"

!,+;*:054
A"

0.00a

5.248a ± 0.030
0.00a
9.376a ± 0.002
0.00a
"5(104.=0:/:(6=(:,8

1.704b ± 0.004
1.863b± 0.078
5.029b ± 0.002
4.173b± 0.023
8.772b ± 0.001
6.446b± 0.008

1.652c ± 0.000
4.858c± 0.017
4.881c ± 0.001
6.999c± 0.008
8.395c ± 0.007
10.463c± 0.057
7.200d± 0.038
4.716d ± 0.001
10.137d± 0.011
8.249d ± 0.001
12.017d± 0.005

1.611c ± 0.001
@54(:054

1.238d ± 0.001
28.706e± 0.357
3.288e ± 0.011
37.354e± 0.358
4.989e ± 0.013
46.793e± 0.131

0.854e ± 0.002
50.826f± 0.100
1.681f ± 0.020
67.975f± 0.423
2.499f ± 0.007
73.343f± 0.078

0.246f ± 0.002
85.810g± 0.084
0.605g ± 0.004
88.472g± 0.133
0.824g ± 0.003
91.208g± 0.034
*Means within the same column sharing the same letters in superscript are not significantly different using LSD test at 0.01 probability level.

# 
--,*:5-2,::;*,5@54(:054(:  66354*/258-,4(6?8049,*:0*0+,(4+(*(80*0+,6,8909:,4*,(:+0--,8,4:
9601,+*54*,4:8(:0542,<,29;904.B
>65
9;8,
:03,
304


"601,+(35;4:
663
 

 
35;4:
8,*5<,8,+
663A"
1.736a* ± 0.007

!,+;*:054
A"

35;4:8,*5<,8,+
663A"

!,+;*:054
A"

 
35;4:8,*5<,8,+
663A"

!,+;*:054
A"

0.00a

5.248a ± 0.030
0.00a
9.376a ± 0.002
0.00a
"5(104.=0:/:(6=(:,8

1.704b ± 0.004
1.863b± 0.078
5.029b ± 0.002
4.173b± 0.023
8.772b ± 0.001
6.446b± 0.008

1.652c ± 0.000
4.858c± 0.017
4.881c ± 0.001
6.999c± 0.008
8.395c ± 0.007
10.463c± 0.057

1.611c ± 0.001
7.200d± 0.038
4.716d ± 0.001
10.137d± 0.011
8.249d ± 0.001
12.017d± 0.005
@54(:054

0.980d ± 0.001
43.568e± 0.160
1.921 e ± 0.001
63.389 e± 0.213
3.159 e ± 0.004
68.127 e± 0.065

0.619 e ± 0.002
64.363 f± 0.228
0.560 f ± 0.002
89.336 f± 0.077
1.471 f ± 0.001
85.160 f± 0.033
88.940g± 0.035
0.354 g ± 0.001
93.248 g± 0.030
0.518 g ± 0.002
94.770 g±0.019

0.192f ± 0.001
*Means within the same column sharing the same letters in superscript are not significantly different using LSD test at 0.01 probability level.


# 
--,*:5-2,::;*,5@54(:054(:66354*/258-,4(6?8049,*:0*0+,(4+(*(80*0+,6,8909:,4*,(:+0--,8,4:
9601,+*54*,4:8(:0542,<,29;904.B
>65
9;8,
:03,
304


"601,+(35;4:
663
 

 
35;4:
8,*5<,8,+
663A"
1.736a* ± 0.007

!,+;*:054
A"

35;4:8,*5<,8,+
663A"

0.00a

!,+;*:054
A"

 
35;4:8,*5<,8,+
663A"

!,+;*:054
A"

5.248a ± 0.030
0.00a
9.376a ± 0.002
0.00a
"5(104.=0:/:(6=(:,8

1.704b ± 0.004
1.863b± 0.078
5.029b ± 0.002
4.173b± 0.023
8.772b ± 0.001
6.446b± 0.008

1.652c ± 0.000
4.858c± 0.017
4.881c ± 0.001
6.999c± 0.008
8.395c ± 0.007
10.463c± 0.057
7.200d± 0.038
4.716d ± 0.001
10.137d± 0.011
8.249d ± 0.001
12.017d± 0.005

1.611c ± 0.001
@54(:054

0.441d±0.001
74.597e± 0.106
1.162e±0.001
77.856e± 0.122
1.969e ± 0.002
80.128e± 0.009

0.208e ± 0.002
87.999f± 0.158
0.336f ± 0.003
93.602f± 0.058
0.935f ± 0.001
90.558f± 0.020
92.250g± 0.025
0.193g ± 0.000
96.327g± 0.016
0.282g ± 0.001
97.154g± 0.009

0.134f ± 0.001
*Means within the same column sharing the same letters in superscript are not significantly different using LSD test at 0.01 probability level.
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Wu et al. [20] found in their in study that organophosphorus pesticides (OPs) (diazinon, methyl
parathion, and parathion) were oxidized by bubbling
ozone. The ozonation of the P S group results in
the formation of oxon intermediates. Diazoxon was
completely decomposed by ozonation in 30 min,
while trace methyl paraoxon and paraoxon accumulated to different amounts when the solution pH was
varied.
Hoigne et al. [21] showed that hydroxyl radical-reactions can be applied to describe oxidations
initiated by ozonation. Hydroxyl radicals are formed
upon the hydroxide-ion catalyzed decomposition of
ozone in water as was shown by the relative rates
with which organic substrates compete with each
other for consuming the oxidative intermediates. The
yield up to 0.55 ± 0.08 mol of hydroxyl radicals may
be produced from 1 mol ozone at pH 10.5.
Andrade et al. [22] concluded that washing
with water reduced 24% of residues of acetamiprid,
procymidone, imidacloprid and thiamethoxam from
cucumber samples.
Rubio et al. [23] showed that the washing step
performed in olive mills could be effective in removing diuron, terbuthylazine, simazine, alpha-endosulfan, and beta-endosulfan herbicide residues present
in olives as a consequence of contact with contaminated soil for a short time.
It was reported that ozonation of spiked tomato
juice samples at different concentration levels of
methomyl, oxamyl and carbosulfan was found to be
an effective treatment in removal of carbamate pesticides residues [5]. Complete removal of carbosulfan and oxamyl pesticides from spiked tomato juice
was achieved after 15 and 30 min of ozonation, respectively [5]. In another study it was concluded that
ozone as a powerful oxidant is effective in solving
the problems of the food industry like mycotoxin and
pesticide residues by ozone application on fruits and
vegetables without forming hazardous residues [24].
On the other hand, it was shown that the cucumber
and strawberry washing with tap water could not increase the percentage of reduction for all the examined pesticides; organophosphorus (diazinon, malathion, chloropyrifos, quinalphos, profenofos) and organochlorine (chlorothalonil, alpha-endosulfan and
beta-endosulfan) more than 20% [25].
It was shown that the reduction percentages after washing of cabbage with tap water for 20 min on
chlorpyrifos, -DDT, cypermethrin, chlorothalonil) residue levels were 17.6%, 17.1%, 19.1% and
15.2%, respectively [26].


$"

residues limits must be more than 15 min. Ozonation
could be used in domestic scale to reduce the pesticides residues on lettuce leaves.


%#"
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cause the formation of reactive oxygen species
(ROS) for instance hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), superoxide (O2-) and hydroxyl (OH) radicals that are
harmful to human health [5].
In Turkey, an average of 41.775 tons of pesticide was used annually between 2006 and 2016. In
2016, 50.054 tons pesticides were used in Turkey [6]
that reflects an increase than the average amount.
Insecticides such as acetamiprid and thiamethoxam belong to the neonicotinoid group. They possesses lower toxicity and higher activity against
harmful insects [7, 8]. Abamectin is a macrocyclic
lactone, an important fermentation component of
avermectins. Abamectin is used against insects and
mites [9]. Imidacloprid belongs to a new pesticide
class i.e. neonicotinoid [10]. Abamectin +
Chlorantraniliprole has been reported to control  
 pests [11].
Pesticides must optimally be fatal to the projected pest, but not to the non-projected species, including human being. Unluckily, this is not the state
and persisting pesticide remainders can be established in food commodities like tomatoes at high
doses. Therefore, there is a need for the decrease of
the quantities of pesticides used in the cultivation of
tomato [12].
In this study, we investigated the extent of
stress in the tomato plant caused by different insecticides in addition to the determination of proline and
protein concentration, chlorophyll, H2O2, and antioxidative enzyme (SOD, POD, CAT) contents. The
outputs of this study were delivered to the producers
and consumers in the Muğla province of Turkey.

Acetamiprid (ABA), imidacloprid (IM),
abamectin (ABA), thiomethoxam (THM) and
abamectin+chlorantraniliprole (ABAC) were applied on Hazera 5656 F1 (!
Mill.) tomato variety under greenhouse conditions in
Köyceğiz region of Muğla. MDA, proline and H2O2
contents as well as SOD, POD and CAT activities
raised with increasing pesticide doses. On the other
hand, increasing the dose of pesticides, decreased
DM %, total chlorophyll and carotenoid contents.
The plants sprayed with ABAC-3 showed 56 % proline content as compared to the control plants. ABA3 treated samples showed highest increase in superoxide dismutase (SOD) activities while least decrease was shown by THM-1 treated samples. The
highest doses of pesticides increased catalase (CAT)
and peroxidase (POD) activities in most cases. The
study concluded that use of high amounts of pesticides adversely affects the physiological and biochemical properties of tomato plants.


#"
!  Mill., pesticides, antioxidative
enzymes, proline

 
Millions of humans are under the hunger line.
Scientific and technological developments towards
agricultural production have encouraged intensive
farming, and thus the use of pesticides [1]. Due to
the demands of yield maximization, environmental
concerns over negative externality of agricultural
production have been increasing [2]. Depending on
their physicochemical properties, pesticide causes
environmental problems. Some of them evaporate
and cause permanent accumulation of toxic substances in the atmosphere, while others are broken
down by photochemical means into toxic or nontoxic substances [3]. Moreover, use of uncontrolled
pesticides can lead to physiological and metabolic
changes in plants, that can lead to the loss of their
quality and quantity, even death [4]. Also, pesticides




The study was carried out on Hazera 5656 F1
tomato variety ( Mill.) in the Köycegiz
region of Mugla city. A total of sixty plastic pots (20
L, filled with peat and river sand: ratio 2:1) including
five systemic insecticides, three different doses (recommended dose by producer, two times, four times)
in four replications. The control group was irrigated
only. Spraying of pesticides was started on the 1015th days of planting and repeated four times after
each 15-20th day.
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4$4+34+%$-/$-83+3The data for all attributes
were subjected to the statistical package SAS version
9.1 (SAS Institute Inc., NC, USA) to work out analysis of variance using and significant differences
among mean values were assessed using LSD test at
p≤5%.

The following insecticides were used in this
study:
1. Acetamiprid (Sumitomo), pyridylmethylamine, C10H11ClN4, for mice oral dosage LD50:185
mg/kg; recommended dose: 30 mg in 100 L water.
2. Imidacloprid (Bayer), C9H10ClN5O2, for
mice oral dosage LD50: 450 mg/kg; recommended
dose: 100 mg in 100 L water.
3. Abamectin (Syngenta), C48H72O14, for mice
oral dosage LD50: 11 mg/kg; recommended dose: 25
mg in 100 L water.
4. Thiamethoxam (Syngenta), C8H10ClN5O3S;
recommended dose: 100 mg in 100 L water.
5. Abamectin+Chlorantraniliprole
(Syngenta), recommended dose: 90 mg in 100 L water.
Experimental conditions are given below (Table 1).
Fresh plant samples were stored at 70 ̊C for 48
hours and dried weight was calculated. Plant height
and stem diameter measurements of all plants were
made during harvesting. Chlorophyll content was
extracted from fully expanded young leaves using 90
% acetone solution using Strain and Svec [13]
method. Free proline was extracted and determined
as described by Bates et al. [14] while hydrogen peroxide content was determined spectrophotometrically according to the Velikova et al. [15] procedure
at 390 nm.
SOD was determined by Beauchamp and Fridovich [16], CAT by Kraus and Fletcher [17], and
POD by Chance and Maehly [18] method. The Bradford [19] protocol was used to estimate total soluble
proteins. Leaf MDA was analyzed following
Cakmak and Horst [20] with some modifications as
suggested by Weisany et al. [21].

 

The amount of DM% of the leaves showed a
decrease in all groups compared to the control group.
The highest decrease was recorded in the ABAC 3
group (12.03%), while the least (21.80%) was observed in ABA 1 (Fig. 1, left).
Maximum plant height in the control group was
59 cm, while the lowest plant height was determined
in ABA 3 group with 37 cm (Fig. 1, right).
The application of insecticides on tomato plants
caused a decrease in the total chlorophyll amount
when compared with the control. The highest decrease was observed in the application of IM 3
(58.21 %) while the least was found in ABA 1 (6.73
%). Leaf carotenoid contents also reflected similar
behavior (Fig. 2, left).
Protein concentrations of leaf samples decreased in all applications. The highest decrease was
found in ABA 1 i.e. 45.21 % (Fig. 2, right).
The results of statistical analysis on the lipid
peroxidation (MDA), proline amount and H2O2 content of the tomato plant leaves are given in Table 2.
Amount of leaf MDA was increased in all applications compared to the control. The highest increase was observed in ABA 3 group (7.77 mmol
g-1 FW) while the lowest was found in IM 1 (2.31
mmol g-1 FW).


 
0/%'/42$4+0/3%0&'3$/&42$&'/$.'30(4*'53'&+/3'%4+%+&'3
0/%'/42$4+0/
Control
Abamectin (25 mL/100 L)
Abamectin (50 mL/100 L)
Abamectin (100 mL/100 L)
Acetamiprid (30 mL/100 L)
Acetamiprid (60 mL/100 L)
Acetamiprid (120 mL/100 L)
Thiamethoxam (100 mL/100 L)
Thiamethoxam (200 mL/100 L)
Thiamethoxam (400 mL/100 L)
Abamectin+Chlorantraniliprole (90 mL/100 L)
Abamectin+Chlorantraniliprole (180 mL/100 L)
Abamectin+Chlorantraniliprole (360 mL/100 L)
Imidacloprid (100 mL/100 L)
Imidacloprid (200 mL/100 L)
Imidacloprid (400 mL/100 L)

0&'/$.'
Control*
ABA 1
ABA 2
ABA 3
ACE 1
ACE 2
ACE 3
THM 1
THM 2
THM 3
ABAC 1
ABAC 2
ABAC 3
IM 1
IM 2
IM 3

*irrigation water only
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Actara
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(('%430(+/3'%4+%+&'$11-+%$4+0/30/&28.$44'2%0/4'/40(40.$401-$/4-'$6'3-'(4
1-$/4*'+)*43%.$/&34'.&+$.'4'2..2+)*4

  
(('%430(+/3'%4+%+&'30/4*'404$-%*-0201*8--%$204'/0+&-'(4$/&1204'+/%0/4'/40(40.$40-'$6'3
2+)*4
 
(('%430(+/3'%4+%+&'$11-+%$4+0/0/20-+/'$/&  +/40.$40-'$6'3

20-+/'

..0-): "
5/+4.)1204'+/: 
5/+41204'+/: 
0/420-
2,37±0,09g
27,80±0,16j
118,48±1,34i
 
2,72±0,19f
30,71±0,99hi
121,33±0,51i
 
4,74±0,07c
37,58±1,15de
136,96±0,81f
 
7,77±0,14a
43,28±1,32b
167,90±1,25b
 
2,87±0,11f
30,48±0,33hi
121,25±1,57i
 
4,09±0,09d
33,39±1,15fg
121,23±1,10i
 
6,21±0,1b
36,18±1,15e
134,16±2,41fg
 
2,45±0,1g
28,73±0,49ij
129,98±2,28h
 
3,30±0,1e
33,74±0,66f
142,74±1,03e
 
4,74±0,04c
38,74±0,82d
155,71±0,07c
 
2,49±0,06g
30,59±0,16hi
121,13±1,69i
 
4,13±0,06d
41,19±1,65c
140,40±0,66e
 
7,62±0,08a
49,33±0,99a
155,36±1,45c
 
2,31±0,12g
24,89±0,33k
132,58±0,96gh
 
3,13±0,06e
31,64±0,66gh
147,48±0,52d
 
4,06±0,08d
33,04±0,33fg
174,51±1,18a
Note: The difference between the averages indicated by different letters in the same column is statistically significant (p≤0.05).
2'$4.'/43



Highest proline content in the tomato plant
leaves was observed in ABAC 3 while IM 1 group
showed the least.
We found that the insecticide applications
caused an increase of hydrogen peroxide in all the
groups compared to the control (Table 2).
When the SOD amount of the leaves was examined, the greatest increase was seen in ABA 3

treatment (91.44%) and at least THM 1 (8.56%)
when compared with control. Highest POD activity
was observed in ABAC 3 (12.04 unit mg-1 protein)
and lowest in THM 1 (3.03 unit mg-1 protein). When
the specific CAT activity was examined, the highest
activity was reflected by the ABA 3 (82.62 %) group
while the lowest was found in IM 1 (7.34 %) (Table
3).
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(('%430(+/3'%4+%+&'$11-+%$4+0/0/$/4+07+&$/4'/98.'$%4+6+4+'30(40.$40-'$6'3
2'$4.'/43
0/420-
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


5/+4.): 1204'+/
11,21±0,48d
13,69±0,03d
16,54±0,16c
21,46±1,50a
12,51±1,36d
17,97±1,49bc
18,44±1,79bc
12,17±0,24d
16,88±1,58bc
19,45±0,45ab
13,12±0,95d
17,78±0,60bc
21,18±0,23a
12,22±0,62d
18,30±2,24bc
18,44±1,43bc


5/+4.): 1204'+/
3,03±0,15k
4,36±0,17fg
7,38±0,09cd
11,93±0,08a
3,73±0,02ghi
6,74±0,17d
7,43±0,11c
3,28±0,04jk
5,10±0,05e
9,35±0,45b
4,09±0,29fgh
7,54±0,10c
12,04±0,55a
3,61±0,45hij
4,70±0,11ef
7,36±0,65cd


5/+4.): 1204'+/
6,27±0,04h
7,81±0,15e
9,21±0,15c
11,45±0,10a
6,80±0,15g
8,72±0,25d
9,16±0,49c
7,28±0,18f
9,29±0,15c
11,22±0,23a
6,84±0,03g
8,97±0,06cd
10,79±0,21b
6,73±0,05g
8,07±0,12e
9,25±0,21c

Note: The difference between the averages indicated by different letters in the same column is statistically significant (p≤0.05).


 

seen that the protein content of plant leaf samples decreased in all insecticide applications compared to
the control (Fig. 2, right). The soluble protein content of      L. leaves was decreased by
20.60 % in the 5th day leaves as reported [26]. On
the other hand, Switch 62.5 Fludioxonil fungicide,
an effective substance of WG, has been reported to
increase the total protein content of leaves of 
 L. by 48 % when compared to control [29].
In the literature given above, there are findings both
ways.
As a result of this research, it was observed that
there was a general increase in the MDA analysis results when the applications were compared with the
control. It is thought that this causes insecticides to
cause lipid peroxidation in plant tissue and cause
membrane damage and impairment of membrane integrity (Table 2). Similarly, Omathoate spraying has
caused an increased in the lipid peroxidation content
in the wheat plants [24]. On the other hand, lipid peroxidation levels of   leaves decreased
when 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4-D) and
2,4,5-trichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4,5-T) were applied [30]. The results of these investigations are in
parallel with the lipid peroxidation results of our insecticide applied tomato leaves.
In this study, where we applied 5 different insecticides to tomato plants, leaf proline quantities
also increased with increasing density (Table 2). The
application of 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene (1,2,4-TCB) to
rice plants has been reported to increase the proline
content in plants [31]. Zhang et al. [24] has reported
that the proline levels of wheat samples taken during
the 5th and 7th days of insecticidal application increased in proportion to increasing doses of insecticide. These studies agrees to what we have observed
in this study.
H2O2 in plants works as a signaling molecule

Pesticides have positive effects, such as protecting plants against various disease agents, as well
as some changes in plant metabolism caused by biotic stress when the recommended dose is exceeded
[22]. In this potting experiment, we found that proportional reductions were observed due to increased
concentrations of dry matter in the leaves when compared to controls at the end of the insecticide application to the tomato plants (Fig. 1, left). There are
literature examples where the increasing dose
amount resulted in the decrease of DM% of the
plants under study eg. atrazine on the  
L. [23], omethoate on wheat [24] and pyriproxyfen
on maize [25].
Another parameter determined in this study
was plant height and trunk diameter, which decreased with the increase in applied insecticide concentration (Fig. 1, right). Parween et al. [26] applied
chlorpyrifos to      L. plants at different
concentrations and found a decrease in the plant root
and trunk lengths. The stated study agrees with the
current study; and it appears that the use of agrochemicals at high concentrations has an inhibitory
effect on plant development.
In the literature, it is reported that fungicides
decrease photosynthetic pigment amounts and affect
photosynthesis negatively [27]. In this study, when
the insecticide application to the tomato plants was
compared with the control, the total amount of chlorophyll and carotenoid in the leaves decreased remarkably (Fig. 2, left). In the literature, Chlorpyrifos
and Imidacloprid pesticides were applied to the rice
plant. The obtained data suggested that chlorophyll
content affects the amount of proteins, plant root and
trunk length [28].
When we study the results of our studies, it is
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EFFECTS OF LEAD AND ITS SELENIUM MIXTURES ON
BIOCHEMICAL PARAMETERS OF
OREOCHROMIS NILOTICUS
Gulbin Firidin*
Graduate School of Natural and Applied Sciences, Department of Environmental Sciences, Gazi University, 06500, Yenimahalle, Ankara,
Turkey

Se has important role against metal toxicity by
forming Se±metal protein and selenide±metal complexes [6]. It was observed that Se reduced metal
toxicity of lead [7], cadmium [8] and mercury [910-11-12] in several species.
Fish blood parameters are important indicators
of physiological and pathological responses of fish
in toxicological and environmental research on
toxicants [13]. Serum enzymes activities such as
alanine aminotransferase (ALT), aspartate aminotransferase (AST), alkaline phosphatase (ALP),
lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), cholinesterase (ChE)
and lipase have been used in evaluating of metal
toxicity in the aquatic organisms and also they are
important for determining tissue damage and assessing the health status of organisms [14-15-13].
Transaminases play a role in amino acid caWDEROLVPDQGLQWUDQVIHUSURFHVVHVRIĮ-keto or other
organic acids [16]. Phosphatase and dehydrogenase
enzymes are important in synthesis and metabolism
of the molecules required for the cell [17]. LDH
catalyzes the transformation of lactic and pyruvic
acids. ALP acts as transphosphorylase in alkaline
pH [15]. Lipase activity, being produced and stored
in pancreatic acinar cells, is used for the evaluating
of pancreatitis [18]. ChE is synthesised by hepatocytes and it reflects the function of liver [19].
Fish, the top of the aquatic food chain, are
widely used to evaluate the environmental health.
Biochemical and physiological changes in fishes
serve as biomarkers of environmental pollution. In
this investigation, O. niloticus were prefered because they are quite resistant to environmental
stress; they are reproduced easily and used as bioindicator of water contamination such as metals and
pesticides [20] and high growth rates. In addition,
they are a good source of protein and have economic importanFHIRU¿sheries and aquaculture [21].
There are many studies about Se which can either be toxic or have beneficial effects when interacted with metals [22-2]. However, studies about
protective effects of Se in Pb toxicity have not been
sufficiently conducted for O. niloticus. The purpose
of this research, therefore, was to observe the effects of Pb and its Se mixtures to which O. niloticus
are exposed on the selected some biochemistry
parameters and the level of Pb in the blood samples.

ABSTRACT
Oreochromis niloticus (Linnaeus, 1758) were
exposed to Pb (0.1 and 1.0 mg/L Pb) and mixtures
of 0.1 mg/L Pb+0.5 mg/L Se and 1.0 mg/L Pb+5.0
mg/L Se to investigate responses of serum biochemical parameters and Pb level of the blood over
different exposure periods (7, 14 and 28 days).
Activities of alanine aminotransferase, aspartate
aminotransferase, alkaline phosphatase, lactate
dehydrogenase, lipase, cholinesterase were analyzed in the blood serum samples. Cholinesterase
activity decreased while other enzymes activities
increased in Pb exposed groups. It was reported that
Pb level in the blood tissue of fish exposed to Pb
and Se mixture for 7, 14, 28 days was observed to
be lower than exposing Pb alone. It could be concluded that Se supplementation may reduce the
toxic effect of Pb in O. niloticus. The results of this
investigation suggested the blood of fish could be
used as a good target tissue to reflect toxic effects
of Pb.

KEYWORDS:
Serum enzymes, lead, selenium, Oreochromis niloticus.

INTRODUCTION
Pb is a non-essential metal and has the potential to adversely affect human and animal health
even in low concentrations [1]. Pb in aquatic environment derives from anthropogenic sources such
as industries of battery production, paint production, or from wastewater and mining and it could
potentially lead important ecological problems.
An essential micronutrient, selenium is important for normal growth and development in
animals. Selenium is involved in essential biological functions including antioxidant defence and
cofactors of many enzymes [2-3]. It is responsible
for the metabolism and detoxification of many
substances and it is a component of several selenoproteins [4]. However, Se can be toxic when present at high levels in the aquatic environment [5].
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used for biochemical analyses. Serum samples were
stored at -80 ÛC (Revco Ultima II Thermo Fisher
Scientific, Asheville, NC, USA) until the analysis.
Serum enzymes activities were analyzed using
a modular biochemical analyzer (Modular Roche
DPP, Modular Roche E170). Reactants were provided from Roche Diagnostics. ALT and AST activities were assayed using UV test technique by
Bergmeyer et al. [24]. ChE and ALP activities were
determined by colorimetric assay according to
Ellman et al. [25] and Empfehlungen [26], respectively. LDH activity was measured using the UV
test technique of Wacker et al. [27].
The blood Pb levels were measured by atomic
absorption spectrophotometer (Perkin Elmer AS
3100) test technique of Ince and Kunc [28]. In the
instrument analysis, the wavelength line of Pb was
used as 220.4 nm. Detection limit of the spectrophotometer was 0.027 ppm and 90% recovery was
obtained during measurement.
Data were analysed by one-way analysis of
variance, followed by the Student-Newman±.HXO¶V
test using the SPSS version 20.0 statistical software
(SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Differences were
supposed significant at the P<0.05 level.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Juvenile freshwater fish O. niloticus (eight
months old) were provided from Çukurova University Fish Culture Farm (Adana, Turkey) and they
were adapted in the laboratory for two months at
25±1 °C. The mean length and weight of the animals were 13.5±1.2 cm and 47.1±3.0 g. The characteristics of water quality in tanks; pH:7.9±0.9, dissolved oxygen: 7.25±0.8 mg/L, total hardness:
196.5±5.4 CaCO3 mg/L, total alkalinity: 274.2±4.9
CaCO3 mg/L.
Fish were divided into 5 groups with each one
containing 18 ¿VK The first group was held in tap
water as control (C) and other groups were exposed
to 0.1 and 1.0 mg/L Pb (Pb1 and Pb2) >(PbNO3)2@
(Merck); 0.1 mg/L Pb+0.5 mg/L Se (Na2SeO3)
(M1) (Sigma - Aldrich) and 1.0 mg/L Pb+5.0 mg/L
Se (M2) for 7, 14 and 28 days. Experimental tanks
contained dechlorinated municipal tap water and its
temperature ZDVÛ&It is the same source
of water used to hold the fish in the tanks. The
concentration of each a metal was selected as nominal sublethal concentration and based on available
literature data and our previous studies as well as
preliminary experiments about this study.
Experimental solutions were prepared by serial dilutions of freshly prepared 1000 ppm stock
solution of the metals. Water and metals were replaced every 48 hours, for freshly prepared toxicant
solutions. Fish were fed daily with a commercial
¿VKIRRG, at approximately 2% of their body weight
during the exposure period.
After each exposure duratLRQ DOO ¿VK ZHUH
taken out and anesthetized with MS-222 (0.1 g/L)
and the blood samples were collected from each
fish by cutting the caudal peduncle as described by
Congleton and La Voie [23] according to the decision of Ethics Committee of Çukurova University.
2 mL of the blood was collected in anticoagulantfree centrifuge tubes. Then samples were centrifuged at 4000 rpm (Hettich Universal 30 RF, Hettich International, Losungen, Germany) over 10
min at 15 ÛC to obtain serum samples which were

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The exposures of Pb1, Pb2, M1 and M2
caused changes in biochemical parameters as ALT,
AST, ALP, LP, LDH, and ChE activities at 7, 14
and 28 days. Increased serum ALT and AST activities were observed in O. niloticus exposed to concentrations of Pb1 and Pb2 at 7, 14 and 28 days,
compared with controls (Fig. 1, 2). ALT activity
GHFUHDVHGLQ¿VKH[SRVHGWR3E and Se mixtures at
14 and 28 days (M1 and M2). AST activity decreased in M1 and M2 exposures when compared
with Pb1 and Pb2 exposures at 28 days. ALT and
AST activities statistically increased in Pb2 and M2
exposures with respect to those at 28 days (P<0.05)
(Fig. 1, 2).

FIGURE 1
Serum ALT activity in O. niloticus under Pb and its Se mixtures for 7, 14 and 28 days.
Results are Mean ± Standard error (N=6). Letters a, b, and c show the differences between groups at the same time (p<0.05).
x and y show VLJQL¿FDQWGLIIHUHQFHVEHWZHHQWLPHIRUWKHVDPHH[SRVXUHJURXS p<0.05).
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FIGURE 2
Serum AST activity in O. niloticus under Pb and its Se mixtures for 7, 14 and 28 days.
See Fig. 1 for details

FIGURE 3
Serum ALP activity in O. niloticus under Pb and its Se mixtures for 7, 14 and 28 days.
See Fig. 1 for details

FIGURE 4
Serum LP activity in O. niloticus under Pb and its Se mixtures for 7, 14 and 28 days.
See Fig. 1 for details

et al. [32] and Vaglio and Landriscina [33] studied
ALT and AST activities of some fish species (Sparus aurata and Cyprinus carpio). These researchers
concluded that the necrosis of liver caused leakage
of this enzyme into the blood stream, which might
be responsible for increasing of this enzyme in the
blood.
ALP and lipase activities decreased in M2 exposures at 28 days compared with Pb1 and Pb2
exposures. ALP activity decreased by 39% in M2
exposures at 28 days, though, it increased by 36%
in M1 exposures at 7 days and 32% in M2 exposures at 14 days compared with Pb1 and Pb2

ALT and AST activities are used for diagnosis
of fish tissues damage such as liver, gill, and muscle [29-30]. Abdel-Tawwab and Wafeek [31] studied that ALT and AST activities increased significantly with the increase of Cd concentration, while
fish fed Se supplementation exhibited lower values
of ALT and AST activities in O. niloticus. They
also concluded that Se may reduce the harmful
effect of waterborne Cd in fish, which in turn improves the growth, survival, and feeding efficiency.
Oner et al. [14] recorded that Cd and Cu exposures
increased the activities of ALT and AST while
decreased the activity of ALP in O. niloticus. Karan
exposures. Lipase activity decreased by 91%
in M2 exposure at 28 days (P<0.05) (Fig. 3, 4).
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FIGURE 5
Serum LDH activity in O. niloticus under Pb and its Se mixtures for 7, 14 and 28 days.
See Fig. 1 for details

FIGURE 6
Serum ChE activity in O. niloticus under Pb and its Se mixtures for 7, 14 and 28 days.
See Fig. 1 for details

survival [37]. In this study, lipase activity generally
increased in Pb and its mixtures of Se concentrations during exposure times. Atli et al. [38] showed
that AST, ALT and LDH activities increased while
ALP activity decreased in chronic Pb exposed fish,
O. niloticus. They indicated that alterations in the
enzymatic activities may reflect the metabolic dysfunction and cell damage. ChE is used as a biomarker of diagnosis in fish which is exposed to
pollutants [15]. ChE activity may be a specific
indicator of liver dysfunction [13] which is caused
by reducing serum ChE activity [39]. It was obderved that Hg caused decreased in ChE activity
while it increased in ALT and AST activities in O.
niloticus for 7 and 14 days. However, Se application in Hg exposed groups increased in ChE activity
and decreased in ALT and AST activities in fish
[13]. In this study, the dysfunction of the liver
might have occurred in Pb exposures decreasing
ChE activity hence leading to the leakage of these
enzymes into the blood. It was concluded that Pb
may lead to disturbance in the biochemical systems
by either stimulating or inhibiting serum enzymes
activities.
Increasing the activities of serum enzymes
caused cell membranous system damage by changing in membrane permeability and intercellular
metabolism leading disease and necrosis in the liver
of animals [32]. The present results are consistent

LDH and ChE activities changed under the
exposure of Pb1, Pb2, M1, and M2. LDH activity
increased by 17% and 23% at 14 and 28 days in
exposure of Pb2 as compared to control, respectively. Activity of LDH decreased by 84% in M1 and
2,5 hold in M2 exposure to compared with Pb exposures at 28 days and also decreased by 25% in
M1 and 44% in M2 concentrations at 28 days with
respect to those at 7 days. However, there was no
statistically significant difference between days in
ChE activity (P>0.05) (Fig. 5). ChE activity decreased with M1 and M2 exposures in relation to
the Pb exposures. These changes were 3% and 9%
in M1 at 7 and 14 days, respectively; 4% in M2
exposures at 28 days (Fig 6).
ALP plays an important role in the membrane
transport activities and it is usually used to indicate
disease and necrosis in the liver of fish [34]. There
are more researches that activity of ALP may increase owing to the cellular damage in the fish liver
[33-35]. Se may protect the Pb toxicity of fish and
its mixtures significantly decreased toxicity in long
exposure time. Lipase is a physiologically important enzyme which breaks down fatty acids to
pass through cell membranes and convert triglycerides to more polar molecules [36]. The increase in
lipase enzyme activity has been reported to increase
digestion of fats and oils, which are important
sources of energy as a support for fish growth and
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TABLE 1
The blood Pb level (μg/mL) in O. niloticus under Pb and its Se mixtures for 7, 14 and 28 days (p<0.05).
Days
Groups
7
14
28
C
NA
NA
NA
Pb1
0.033±0.002 ax
0.061±0.007 ay
0.076±0.005 ay
Pb2
0.055±0.001 bx
0.082±0.002 ay
0.099±0.002 ay
M1
0.030±0.002 ax
0.048±0.002 by
0.049±0.001 by
M2
0.037±0.005 bx
0.060±0.007 aby
0.068±0.003 aby
Results are Mean ± Standard Error (N=6). a and b express differences among groups at the same time. x and y indicate differences among times for the same group at the P<0.05 level. NA: Not available. N=Number of individuals.

with the Adham [40] DQG)ÕUDWDQG.DUJÕQ[15] who
observed that serum ALT, AST, LDH activities
increased while ChE activity decreased in Clarias
gariepinus and O. niloticus in the effects of metals
(Pb, Cd, Mn, Hg, Ni, Zn). This study carried out in
Pb and mixtures of Pb and Se conditions, there was
an increased in the blood Pb level which may cause
alteration in serum enzymes activities showing the
VWUHVVFRQGLWLRQRIWKHWUHDWHG¿VK
It was observed significant increase in the
blood Pb levels in groups for 14 and 28 days of
exposure with respect to those at 7 days (P<0.05).
Pb levels of the blood changed with M1 and M2
exposures. It was observed that the blood Pb levels
decreased by 35% and 31% in M1 and M2 exposures compared with Pb1 and Pb2 exposures for 28
days. It increased by approximately 130% and 25%
in Pb1; 80% and 21% in Pb2 exposures at the end
of 28 days compared with at 7 and 14 days, respectively (P<0.05). The blood Pb level was under the
detection limit in the control groups (Table 1).
In this investigation, as Pb concentration increased, the level of Pb also increased in the blood
tissue. The blood Pb level was found to be higher
for the exposure of Pb than mixtures of Pb and Se
exposures during the experiment. The results are
supported by previous study which demonstrated
that Se caused a decrease on accumulation of Pb in
the tissues of O. niloticus exposure for 1, 7 and 15
days [41]. Researchers suggested that it could be
related to the chemical antagonistic effect of Se on
Pb accumulation. Liu et al. [3] concluded that Se
administration reduced Pb concentration in the
blood of rats and it could alleviate toxic effect of
Pb.
Metal toxicity is influenced by their interactions which are very common in aquatic media
[42]. Se can bind heavy metals leading to compounds with low toxicity [43]. Some investigations
were observed that Se may reduce the toxicity of
metals in fish species [44-13-12].
Metal interaction is higly important because of
their coexistance in the waters which affects metal
toxicity and fish physiology. Therefore, researches
on metal-metal interactions are quite important in
aquatic pollution. Se is complexed with heavy metals and therefore toxic effects of heavy metals be-

come less harmful for cellular structures [45]. In
this study, protective effect of Se against Pb toxicity was suggested in the blood tissues of O. niloticus. It is known that Se reduce the availability of
metals blocking them in soluble compounds [46].
The blood Pb level was observed lower in M1 and
M2 mixtures than in Pb1 and Pb2 exposures in all
treatment durations and also significantly increased
during exposure periods. Previous studies reported
that Se has protective effects on the toxicity of Pb
in the various organisms [47-48]. Li et al. [49]
concluded that Se might antagonize Pb toxicity by
preventing damage from oxidative stress or by
forming Pb-Se complex.
It has been suggested that there may be changes in the toxic effects of metals in the fish because
of presence of metals with other metals. Since the
metals are usually mixed in the nature, we studied
the effect of mixture of Pb and Se, and Pb alone
because it is very toxic. This investigation emphasized that the metal interaction affects the fish serum enzymes activities which are significant biomarkers in researching enviromental pollution.
Serum enzymes provide an early warning of potentially deleterious alterations in aquatic organisms so
that they could be used as sensitive biomarkers in
ecotoxicological studies [33-29]. This study is considered to contribute to the knowledge of ever inceasing metal pollution in aquatic environment so
that investigations should be considered to alleviate
metal toxicity.
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The feasibility of Bacillus, yeasts and heterotrophic bacteria compete with sulfate reducing
bacteria (SRB) to control the Microbe corrosion.
The central combination design model was used to
investigate the effect of bacterial combinations on
corrosion rate. The conclusion of coculturing
them is that it is not very evident to control the
corrosion and improve the oil, which probably
account for the competition among them and the
inhibition from H2S. But to some extent, combining the Microbe corrosion control and Microbe the
oil recovery is feasible.



diesel [13] and naphtha-transporting pipelines [14].
Microbial corrosion studies involving the use of
natural individual species without SRB obtained
from industrial systems are scarce [15]. However,
such studies would better address the actual problem and increase the understanding of the microbial
species involved in microbial corrosion and their
interactions with metal surfaces. It will be useful
for the development of new approaches for the
detection, monitoring and control of microbial
corrosion in industrial facilities.
Organic film-forming inhibitors used in the oil
and gas industry are generally of the cationic/anionic type and include imidazolines, primary
amines, diamines, amino-amines, oxyalkylated
amines, fatty acids, dimmer, trimer acids, naphthaneic acid, phosphate esters and dodecyl benzene
sulfonic acids. Their mechanism of action is to
form a persistent monolayer film adsorbed at the
metal/solution interface. Thus, the alteration of the
molecule of the inhibitor caused by microbial degradation during their use, which can affect their
specific performance on corrosion inhibition. Microbial degradation of simple heterocyclic inhibitor
of the type morpholine (C4H9NO) has recently been
reported [16]. The degradation involved an enzymatic attack at the C–N position, followed by ring
cleavage to produce glycolic acid. Recently
Maruthamuthu et al. [17] has noticed the degradation of corrosion inhibitor and its effect on the corrosion process in a 1400 km petroleum producttransporting pipeline at Northwest, India. In petroleum product pipelines, it would be better to know
if the corrosion inhibitor is acting as a nutrient
source or as biocide, or indeed, of what its effect at
all.
In the present study, the feasibility of Bacillus,
yeasts and heterotrophic bacteria compete with
SRB to control the Microbe corrosion. The central
combination design model was used to investigate
the effect of bacterial combinations on corrosion
rate.




)' "#
Coculturing, Microbe corrosion control, H2S, corrosion
rate
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Generally the major bacteria involved in the
microbially influenced corrosion are anaerobic
sulfate reducing bacteria (SRB) [1-6], whose participation in corrosion was evidenced decades ago [7],
However, aerobic bacteria and fungi participate in
the corrosion process [8]. The microorganisms
influence the corrosion by altering the chemistry at
the interface between the metal and the bulk fluid
[9]. SRB have been repeatedly detected in oil- and
gas-producing facilities, as well as in transportation
and storage facilities and are most likely the cause
for the biocorrosion, souring and biofouling problems that often arise at these sites [10]. The injection of sulfate-containing seawater into the reservoirs during the secondary recovery of oil favors
the proliferation of the bacteria. Therefore, most of
the research on microbially influenced corrosion
has focused on SRB. However, recent studies suggest that SRB need not be present in abundance in
the microbial communities responsible for microbially influenced corrosion [11, 12]. CECRI, India
also recently noticed the absence of SRB in refined
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A cylindrical device was welded by carbon
steel. Each side of the device was welded with one
metal rod in order to tie a cotton rope. The corrosion coupons with sulfate-reducing bacteria (SRB),
iron oxidizing bacteria (IOB) and total general
bacteria (TGB) were attached to the metal device
by cotton rope respectively. After that, the device
was fixed in the PSE in experimental loop because
the diameter of the device was a little bit smaller
than 50 mm. The diesel oil was used for scouring
the bacteria attached to the coupons. To simulate
the field condition, the flow velocity was controlled
at 1.3 m/s (actual flow velocity in this system), 1.5
m/s (economical flow velocity in product oil pipelines) and 3 m/s (maximum flow velocity in this
system) respectively. Two coupons with each species of bacteria was scoured for 8 h in three different flow rate, and three coupons with bacteria as
control group were not scoured. After the scouring
experiment, all the coupons were stored at 25 °C in
previous culture medium.

1*8*,:.82?*:2656/+26/2349,688692659;8
/*,. 468716360> The coupons were taken out of
the culture medium, rinsed in a pickling solution
containing corrosion inhibitor (imidazoline derivative) to remove corrosion products, followed by
rinsing with acetone and sterile deionized water,
and then dried with a nitrogen gas stream.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was
used to observe the surface morphology of the
coupons. Energy dispersive spectrum (EDS) was
used to analyze the elemental composition of corrosion products.


"#%$##%## 

for their growth by reducing sulfate (SO42-) to sulfide (S2−) with natural organic compounds. Meanwhile, atomic hydrogen (H) that adsorbed on iron
surface is consumed. Therefore, cathodic depolarization is accelerated and the corrosion rate of iron
increases. The electrochemical mechanism for
anaerobic SRB corrosion process can be expressed
as follows:
Anodic reaction: (1)Fe→Fe2++2e−
Cathodic
reaction:
(2)SO42+9H++8e−→HS−+4H2O
Reactions for the corrosion products are as
follows:
(3)Fe2++HS−→FeS+H+
(4)Fe2++2OH−→Fe(OH)2
Therefore, the overall reaction of this process
is:
(5)4Fe+SO42-+4H O→FeS+3Fe(OH)2+2OH−
The formation of iron sulfides (FeS) is typically relative to MIC by SRB. And Fe(OH)2 are unstable in this condition, they can be partially oxidized
to Fe3O4 or FeOOH by O2:
(6)6Fe(OH)2+O2→2Fe3O4+6H2O
(7)4Fe(OH)2+O2→4FeOOH+2H2O
For the SRB, the presence of oxygen inhibits
their growth, but SRB can still survive because they
possess some ability to tolerate exposure to oxygen.
As a consequence, DO in pipelines has little influence on SRB attached to the inner wall of pipeline.
Meanwhile, the corrosion products before and after
the scouring experiment are both FeS, Fe(OH)2,
FeOOH and Fe3O4, indicating that the product oil
has no influence on the corrosion behavior of SRB
coupons even at high flow velocity (3 m/s). Therefore, the number of SRB increases rapidly, which
causes serious MIC in product oil pipelines.
Effect of TGB on corrosion rate is shown in
Fig.4. As the TGB increases, the corrosion rate
continues to increase.
Effect of TGB and SRB on corrosion rate is
shown in Fig.5.
Mixed culture of SRB and TGB, through the
ecological relationship between them, it is feasible
to achieve the purpose of anti-corrosion while improving the oil exploitation rate.
Surface Plot of Corrosion rate between SRB
and IOB is shown in Fig.6.
When the concentration of Fe2+ in the environment increases, the metabolic activity of SRB is
more vigorous, the peak of growth is prolonged,
and the concentration range of Fe2+ limiting SRB
growth is less than 13~15 mg/L. When the concentration of ferrous ion is high, there is no inhibition
on the growth of SRB; The optimum pH for SRB
growth in oxygen environment is 6.5-7.5, the optimum pH is 7.5, and when pH is less than 5.5 or
greater than 8.0, SRB can not grow. Under the
aerobic environment, SRB can survive and even
proliferate at pH-8-8.5.

There is always severe internal corrosion in
product oil pipelines. The depth of corrosion pits is
more than 30% of thickness of the pipeline wall, in
some sections even more than 60%. The internal
corrosion seriously affects the operation safety of
product oil pipelines. Therefore, it is necessary to
conduct an investigation urgently on its main cause.
Effect of IOB on corrosion rate is shown in
Fig.1, it is seen that as the culture time increases,
the corrosion rate increases.
Effect of IOB and TGB on corrosion rate is
shown in Fig.2, it is seen that corrosion rate has
great change after adding the IOB and TGB.
Effect of SRB on corrosion rate is shown in
Fig.3, it is seen that As the culture time increases,
the corrosion rate increases.
SRB, which belong to anaerobic bacteria, are
the primary factor of microbiologically influenced
corrosion (MIC). SRB can gain biochemical energy
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petition among them and the inhibition from H2S.
But to some extent, combining the Microbe corrosion control and Microbe the oil recovery is feasible.

MIC of product oil pipelines is conventionally
attributed to three kinds of bacteria namely SRB,
IOB and TGB, all of which can be detected in the
product oil by bacterial enrichment. The main
corrosion products were FeS, with a little Fe(OH)2,
FeOOH and Fe3O4 in the presence of SRB. On IOB
coupons, the main corrosion products were FeOOH,
Fe2O3 and Fe3O4. On TGB coupons, the main corrosion products were FeOOH, Fe(OH)3 and Fe3O4.
The condition of product oil pipelines is suitable for
the reproduction of bacteria, which play a key role
in the internal corrosion of product oil pipelines.
The conclusion of coculturing them is that it is
not very evident to control the corrosion and improve the oil, which probably account for the com-
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ABSTRACT
This research aims to detect the variations in
quality of garden nasturtium¶V OHDYHV in following
growing seasons. Research was conducted out in
greenhouse for the late summer-early autumn (August, September, October) and the late springsummer (May, June, July) growing period in Turkey (40097' N, 27051' E). Results presented subsequent morphological properties for the leaves: area
(61.36 mm2), length (28.27 mm), average width
(2.37 mm), maximum width (3.97 mm), thickness
(0.40 mm), mass (93.63 g) and moisture (0.90%
w.b.) were found greater in values for the late
spring-summer than the late summer-early autumn
season. The season affects the dry matter ingredients, which were greater in the late spring-summer
than late summer-early autumn growing season. It
was 11.49% in the late summer-early autumn and
13.27% in the late spring-summer growing period.
Protein content of the plants for the late summerearly autumn (26.39%) was greater than the late
spring-summer (21.19%) growing period. Sowing
time decision significantly affects ascorbic acid
ingredient which was 43.29 mg.100-1g in the late
summer-early autumn and 38.65 mg.100-1g in the
late spring-summer growing period. The values for
the terms L, a, and b were assessed as 20.70; -6.41;
and 7.79 in the late summer-early autumn and
28.54; -7.23; and 8.52 for the late spring-summer
period respectively. Sowing time significantly affects color properties ingredient as well and the
record for the late spring-summer was found higher
than the late summer-early autumn growing time.
Mineral ingredients were measured as N (4.73%), P
(0.67%), Ca (2.38%), Cu (10.24 ppm), Fe (971.36
ppm), and Zn (59.98 ppm) and these values were
higher in the late summer-early autumn period,
however, K (4.49%), Mg (0.46%), and Mn (63.28
ppm) ingredients were higher in the late springsummer period. The findings reflected that changing weather conditions also affect garden nasturtium. Owing to its relatively easy growing conditions and nutritive value, it provides a good alternative product for the late spring-summer period in
greenhouses.

INTRODUCTION
Tropaeolum majus L., which belongs to the
family of Tropaeolaceae, is a single year and a very
fast-growing plant. It can climb up to 90 cm height.
This plant, of which leaves and flowers can be
consumed, is used to decorate the gardens in many
regions of our country, Turkey. This plant is an
unknown or rather an exotic plant with consumable
flowers or leaves [1]. Garden nasturtium has big,
round, blue-green, watercress-flavored leaves. The
diameter of the leaves is 5 to 15 cm. The leaves of
plant have a spicy peppery flavor and those leaves
can also be used in fresh salads. This plant serves
and found to be curative with its various properties
such as antimicrobial, expectorant, cleansing, and
antimycotic ones and it is also suggested for various
infections of respiratory, ophthalmologic, and urinary tract reasons. The plant is originally from Peru,
but it is now available and known all over the
World [2]. Leaves of garden nasturtium are eaten as
raw and they have a very similar taste to water cress
[3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12; 13; 14; 15; 16; and
17]. Garden nasturtium was selected as a medicinal
plant in Germany in 2013. There are several food
supplements in the market that include garden nasturtium. The leaf and flower bunches are getting
more attention in international cuisines as well.
Because it has anticancer properties, it is also used
in researches [18]. The growth of leafy vegetables
and the nutrient content of the leaves vary depending on the season or time of year [19] and various
agricultural factors can significantly affect the quality and the yield of the plant [20]. Light and temperature have effects on the metabolism for the
leaves and the roots of the plant by the rate of
chemical alternations and the nutrients available
within the soil. Climate factors such as light and
average temperature in horticultural crops have a
strong impact on the chemical structure of the plant
[21; 22]. According to the reference [23], there is a
significant contribution of temperature for the struc-
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TABLE 1
Some Chemical Features of Greenhouse Soil

ture of plant tissues during the growth and the development period of the plant.

Features
pH
Salinity (%)
CaCO3 (%)
Organic matter (%)
Calcium (%)
Phosphorus (ppm)
Potassium (ppm)
Magnesium (ppm)
Manganese (ppm)
Copper (ppm)
Iron (ppm)
Zinc (ppm)

In the reference [24], this plant is used in pest
control in the vegetable garden. In our country, the
vegetables that are in high demand such as eggplant, runner bean, cucumber, and tomato are grown
in greenhouses where the climate conditions are
favorable. Thus, fast-growing vegetables such as
rocket, lettuce, onion, cress, and parsley are grown
in the cool season for the late autumn to the early
spring in unheated greenhouses in our country [25].
When this situation is taken into consideration,
garden nasturtium can be an alternative product for
a short planting period in an unheated greenhouse in
our country. Therefore, the purposes of this research have been focused on the evaluation of nutrient worth and to determine the changes in quality
of Tropaeolum majus L.¶V OHDYHV LQ VXFFHVVLYH
growing seasons.

Results
8.01
0.07
2.74
1.35
0.54
36.40
253.80
473.10
5.68
0.81
7.43
0.97

TABLE 2
Climate Data
Months

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Av.
temp.
(0C)

Max.
temp.
(0C)

Min.
temp.
(0C)

Av.
humidity
(%)

Aug.
Sep.

31.4
26.6

35.6
29.2

27.2
24.1

63
73

Oct.
May
June
July

23.7
23.6
25.5
27.5

24.3
25.4
26.5
28.2

23.2
21.8
24.6
26.9

79
75
67
65

Morphological Features. The measure of the
leaves for their length, width, and surface area of
the garden nasturtium plant was assessed with a LICOR brand LI-3000C model portable field measuring device. Nonetheless, a mechanical type micrometer with a range of 0-25 mm was used to
assess the leaf thickness. Additionally, the research
utilized a digital sliding caliper with 0.01 accuracy
to determine stalk thickness and the AND GF-610
brand precision for measuring the mass of plant
with 0.001 accuracy. Measurements were all made
in randomly selected leaves in all plants grown.

The experiments were applied during consecutive producing seasons: the late summer-early autumn (August, September, October) and the late
spring-summer (May, June, July) in Tekirdag city
(40097' N, 27051' E) under the conditions of a high
tunnel greenhouse which was covered by polyetilen
(PE) with UV additive. The greenhouse is a research facility of Tekirdag Namik Kemal University, Vocational College of Technical Sciences, Plant
and Animal Production Department. The design of
the research was as 3 replications following randomized block experimental design.
The standard variety of garden nasturtium
(Vilmorin, Zengarden Company, Turkey) was used
for the research. Seeds were first sown in multi
celled trays which had been filled with peat (Klasmann-Deilmann, Potground H, Germany) in August. Some specifications of the utilized peat were
as follows: 160-260 mgL-1 N, 180-280 mgL-1 P2O5,
200-150 mgL-1 K2O, 80-150 mgL-1 Mg, pH: 6, 70%
organic matter, and 35% C. On the time when the
seedlings developed 3-4 true leaves (on the 30th day
for garden nasturtium after seed sowing), they were
taken into pre-prepared places in the high tunnel
cold greenhouse using the dimensions of 15x15 cm
intervals and 4 plants in each parcel. Table 1 reflects some chemical properties of greenhouse soil.
Table 2 gives the average values (Av.) for climate
data in the unheated greenhouse.
Plants were harvested on the 60th day for both
seasons starting from the seed sowing. Pesticides
were not used in the growth period.

Dry Matter. The research defined the ingredient of the dry matter in the leaves of plant by a
drying sample at 680C until immutable weight was
acquired [26].
Determination of Color Properties. The indications for color were taken by using a Hunter
Lab D25LT Color Measurement device with a large
measurement
range
convenient
for
nonhomogeneous materials. The color parameters were
stated as brightness (L) and color coordinates of (a)
and (b) [27]. The measurements were realized with
12 plants and 3 replications on randomly selected
leaves for each plant.
Ascorbic Acid. The research defined ascorbic
acid in direct plant extracts with 2,6- dichloroindophenol by visual titration [28].
Protein. Protein content for the plant was assessed in dry material by the Kjeldahl method [29].
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tors, and cultural practices etc. affect yield characteristics. Thus, to increase the quality and the yield
in any crop production, it is therefore crucial to
determine the most suitable varieties, sowing dates,
and cultural practices. Optimum sowing date and
the most suitable type is of primary importance for
potential yield. Foremost important factors that
detect the chemical structure and the growth rate of
any plant in horticulture also acquire the level of
total temperature along with low and high temperatures [22].

Mineral Contents. The leaves from the plant
samples were examined using ICP optical emission
spectrometry (ICP-OES). Then the total amount for
nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, calcium, magnesium, iron, copper, zinc, and manganese were determined [26].
Statistical Analysis. Results of the experimental analysis were appraised statistically by
SPSS 21 software. On the results of the study,
ANOVA analysis of variance and Duncan multiple
comparison tests were conducted.

Dry Matter. The research had findings on the
dry matter content that it was impressed by season,
it was higher in the late spring-summer than the late
summer-early autumn growing period (Table 4) as
it noted 11.49% in the late summer-early autumn
growing period and 13.27% in the late springsummer. In the reference [33], dry matter content
reported to be changed significantly within Crucifereae cultivars. Similarly, the reference [34]
found that cultivated cabbage had higher dry matter
content at higher levels of temperature. Note that in
Table 4, the average values of 3 replications are
given and each parameter was measured individually, and different letters reflect statistical significance at the level of 5%.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Morphological Properties. The findings on
the leaves as area (61.36 mm2), length (28.27 mm),
average width (2.37 mm), maximum width (3.97
mm), thickness (0.40 mm), mass (93.63 g), and
moisture values (0.90% w.b.) were eventually
found higher in the late spring-summer than in the
late summer-early autumn period (Table 3). In
Table 3, the average values of 3 replications are
given and each parameter was measured individually, and different letters reflect statistical significance at the level of 5%.
According to the reference [30], various ecological conditions were found effective on physiological and morphological components of plants
and their ability to absorb and use plant nutrients. In
the reference [24], Tropaeolum majus L. is strong
and can rather be easily grown at the end of spring
and when the weather starts to warm up. In the
references [19] and [20], the growth of leafy vegetables and amount of nutrients it contains vary according to season, however, the quality of the product could be significantly affected by some environmental and agronomic factors.
According to the reference [31], yield is affected by the date of sowing and by the ecological
characteristics. In order to increase the quality of
plants, it is important to select the most suitable
varieties and sowing dates along with the use of
cultural practices in any region. According to the
reference [32] and considering the importance of
maximum use of environmental parameters during
the development of plant, it is vital to select a suitable sowing or planting date for any product. Therefore, sowing date or planting date, ecological fac-

Protein. The protein content for the late summer-early autumn (26.39%) was note at high levels
than the values held for the late spring-summer
(21.19%) growing period (Table 4). The given
finding might be related to the N content in the
period of the late summer-early autumn. As proteins
are made up of hundreds of smaller units called
amino acids, the free amino acid compound of
greens is likely to be impressed by the wide diversity in terms of light and temperature available in
high tunnels [35]. According to the reference [36],
protein content Crucifereae crops obtained in summer-spring growing season was about 4.3 times
more than those in spring-summer period.
Ascorbic Acid. Findings reflect that sowing
time significantly influences ascorbic acid content.
It was found as 43.29 mg.100-1 g in the late summer-early autumn growing period and it was also
noted as 38.65 mg.100-1 g in the late spring-summer
growing period (Table 4). According to [37; 38; 23;
39] limited light, clouding, and low light intensity

TABLE 3
Some Morphological Properties of Garden Nasturtium
Properties
Leaf area (mm2)
Leaf length (mm)
Average leaf width (mm)
Maximum leaf width (mm)
Leaf thickness (mm)
Mass (g)
Moisture content values leaf (% w.b.)

Growing date
Late summer-Early autumn
59.45b
27.13b
1.95b
2.94b
0.30b
91.90b
0.90a
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Late spring-Summer
61.36a
28.27a
2.37a
3.97a
0.40a
93.63a
0.90a

Average
60.40
27.70
2.16
3.45
0.35
92.76
0.90
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TABLE 4
Sowing Time Effects on the Yield, on some Nutrient Content, and Color Properties of Garden nasturtium
Dry matter %
Protein %
Ascorbic acid mg.100-1 g
a
b
L
Yl

Growing Date
Late summer-Early autumn
11.49b
26.39a
43.29a
-6.41b
7.79b
20.70b
39.15b

Late spring-Summer
13.27a
21.19b
38.65b
-7.23a
8.52a
28.54a
42.28a

Average
12.38
23.79
40.97
-6.82
8.15
24.62
40.71

TABLE 5
Sowing Time effect on Mineral Contents of Garden nasturtium
N (%)
P (%)
K (%)
Ca (%)
Mg (%)
Mn (ppm)
Cu (ppm)
Fe (ppm)
Zn (ppm)

Growing Date
Late summer-Early autumn
4.73a
0.67a
4.25b
2.38a
0.39b
46.23b
10.24a
971.36a
59.98a

Late spring-Summer
4.55b
0.59b
4.49a
2.21b
0.46a
63.28a
9.78b
725.46b
48.78b

Average
4.64
0.63
4.37
2.24
0.42
54.75
10.01
848.41
54.38

average values of 3 replications are given and each
parameter was measured individually, and different
letters reflect statistical significance at the level of
5%. According to the reference [30], during product
growth; temperature, solar radiation, and precipitation affect the amount of nutrients in the soil along
with the ability of plants to intake and use nutrients.
Additionally, the nutrient contents of plants can be
changed by the environment as well [43; 44; 45;
46]. Light affects the condensation of nutrients in
the plant, since it has influence on the level of photosynthate produced and it eventually changes the
ratio of nutrient element to dry matter as condensation [46]. According to the reference [47], the dilution effect linked with carbohydrates producing in
full light is rather considered by a low concentration
for most of the nutrients, it was reported that total N
in spinach plant decreased as light ascended for the
sample of non N applied. In some Crucifereae species nitrogen was reported to vary from 1.36 to
4.60%, accordingly phosphorus from 0.39 to 0.81%
and potassium from 2.18 to 3.77% [48]. Collards
were reported to have more N, P, K, and Mg rather
in the season of fall than spring, and accordingly air
temperature has effects on the uptake of N for salad
greens [45]. According to the reference [46]; mineral content Zn (49.13 ppm), Fe (879.6 ppm), Cu
(9.32 ppm), P (0.65%), and N (4.67%) values were
found higher in pak choi grown in the late autumnearly winter season than the late winter-early spring
as Mn (62.25 ppm), Ca (2.36%), Mg (0.41%), and
K (4.45%) rates of plants were reported higher
seasonally in the late winter-early spring growing
period and unlike weather cases affected the pak
FKRL¶VFKHPLFDOVWUXFWXUHRIWKHOHDI. Reference [36]
found in some Crucifereae species with exclusion
of Ca and Mg, the compositions of all minerals
higher in the fall season than spring and they re-

provide significant impact on the reduction of the
amount of ascorbic acid available in plant tissues.
The amount along with the intensity of light
throughout the growing season were reported to
have positive effects on the level of ascorbic acid
accumulated within the plant [40].
Color Properties. The findings on the leaves
of garden nasturtium; for (L) as the whiteness or socalled brightness-darkness value, (-a) as the value
for greenness, (b) as the value for yellowness, and
(Yl) as the yellowness index values were all reported in Table 4. At the end of the research, the results
of 3 replications reflect that the variances between
L, a, b and yellowness index were significant
(P<0.05). L, a, and b values were measured as
20.70; -6.41; and 7.79 for the late summer-early
autumn and 28.54; -7.23; and 8.52 for the late
spring-summer, respectively. According to the
findings of the research, sowing time significantly
affects color properties¶ content and higher values
were held in the late spring-summer growing rather
than in the late summer-early autumn period. The
findings of the research are similar to those reported
by the reference [41] where the value of a in leafy
lettuce raised due to lower nitrogen planes within
the leaves. On the other hand and according to the
reference [42], the b value was reported higher in
non-shaded conditions and displayed more dark
color along with less light.
Mineral Contents. As N (4.73%), P (0.67%),
Ca (2.38%), Cu (10.24 ppm), Fe (971.36 ppm), and
Zn (59.98 ppm) contents of the plants were resulted
in higher values for the late summer-early autumn
period, whereas K (4.49%), Mg (0.46%), and Mn
(63.28 ppm) contents reflected higher values in the
late spring-summer period (Table 5). In Table 5, the
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[10] Roberts, M. J. (2000) Edible & medicinal
flowers. New Africa Publishers, Claremont, pp.
160.
[11] Mlcek, J. and Rop, O, (2011) Fresh edible
flowers of ornamental plant a new source of
nutraceutical foods. Trends in Food Science &
Technology, 22, 561-569.
[12] Rop,
O.,
Mlcek,
J.,
Jurikova,
T.,
Neugebauerova, J. and Vabkova, J. (2012) Edible flowers-a new promising source of mineral
elements in human nutrition. Molecule, 17,
6672-6683.
[13] Newman, S.E. and 2¶&RQQRU, A.S. (2009)
Edible flowers. Colorado State University Extension. Fact sheet no. 7.237.
[14] Lim, T.K. (2014) Edible medical and nonmedical plants. Chapter: 65 Tropaeolum majus.
pp. 777-787.
[15] Eryilmaz Acikgoz, F. (2017) Edible flowers.
Journal of Experimental Agriculture International, 17(1), 1-5.
[16] Eryilmaz Acikgoz, F., Aktas, T., Deveci, M.,
Hasturk Sahin, F. and Ellialtioglu, S.S. (2017)
Latin ciceginin (Tropaeolum majus L.) kurutulmasinda farkli yontemlerin karsilastirilmasi: kurutma kinetiklerinin ve bazi kimyasal
ozelliklerinin degisimi. Namik Kemal Universitesi
Bilimsel
Arastirma
Projesi,
NKUBAP.42.GA.16084. (In Turkish)
[17] Eryilmaz Acikgoz, F. (2018) A review on the
biochemical content of garden nasturtium
(Tropaeolum majus L.) from edible flowers.
Ordu University Journal of Science and Technology, 8(1), 50-58. (In Turkish)
[18] Platz, S., Kühn, C., Schiess, S., Schreiner, M.,
Kemper, M., Pivovarova, O., Pfeiffer, A.F.H.
and Rohn, S. (2016) Bioavailability and metabolism of benzyl glucosinolate in humans
consuming Indian cress (Tropaeolum majus
L.). Molecular Nutrition & Food Research,
60(3), 652-660.
[19] Maynard, D.N., A.V., Barker, P.L., Minotti and
Peck, N.H. (1976) Nitrate accumulation in vegetables. Advances in Agronomy, 28, 71-118.
[20] Barillari, J., Cervellati, R., Costa, S., Guerra,
M.C., Speroni, E., Utan, A. and Iori, R. (2006)
Antioxidant and Choleretic Properties of
Raphanus Sativus L. Sprout (Kaiware Daikon)
Extract. Journal of Agricultural Food Chemistry, 54, 9773-9778.
[21] Klein BP, Perry AK 1982. Ascorbic acid and
vitamin A activity in selected vegetables from
different geographical areas of the United
States. J. Food Sci., 47, 941-945.
[22] Eryilmaz Acikgoz, F. (2011) The effects of
different sowing time practices on vitamin C
and mineral material content for rocket (Eruca
vesicaria subsp. sativa (Mill)). Scientific Research and Essays, 6(15), 3127-3131.

plied to the environmental changes. The reference
[49] defined that that copper element in plant tissues was gathered mainly in the fall growing term,
and calcium was rather met in spring.
According to the reference [30], improved
mineral nutrient utilization efficiency in plants
reported to be only achieved by carefully manipulating the environment for the plant.

CONCLUSIONS
For the nutritive content and color properties
of garden nasturtium, excluding protein and ascorbic acid, all variables were found favorable in the
late spring-summer cultivating period. With regard
to mineral contents; Mg, Mn, and K were determined as advantageous in the late spring-summer,
after all Zn, N, Ca, P, Cu, and Fe contents reflected
better results in the late summer-early autumn
growing period. Garden nasturtium, by its comparatively simple growing and nutritive worth, can be a
good alternating product for the late spring-summer
growing period among the alternative greenhouse
products considering that it is a plant which likes
hot environment as well.
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coal mining collapse ponds is pretty special. In addition, pollutants eroded from surface run-off and from
mine water are transported into the water bodies,
which may change the physical and chemical properties of the water and cause water quality deterioration, such as the eutrophication and heavy metals
pollution and so on [6,7]. Most of the collapse ponds
are closed water body with poor fluidity, the self-purification capacity of water bodies is weak, and pollutants are enriched the water easily [5]. The main
functions of collapse ponds are fishery aquaculture,
agricultural irrigation [8]. Pollutants entering the water may be accumulated in organisms through the
food chain, which will pose a great threat to the dietary safety and health of residents [9-11].
In recent years, according to the water quality
of surface water bodies such as rivers and reservoirs,
some scholars have studied it by using different analysis and evaluation methods in different areas. For
example, the multivariate statistical technique is useful in asserting the temporal and spatial variations in
water bodies caused by natural and anthropogenic
factors [12]. Principal component analysis (PCA) assists to recognize the factors or origin responsible for
seasonal water quality variations [13]. A numerical
model is formulated with the Environmental Fluid
Dynamic Code (EFDC) to find a best plan to improve the water quality [14]. Although many scholars have done many researches on the natural surface
water, there are few researches on the water body of
coal mine collapse ponds. This study takes the water
body of Zhuxianzhuang collapse pond as the research object, studies and analyzes the influence of
temporal variations in the water quality of collapse
pond and evaluates the water quality of farmland irrigation water, which has far-reaching significance
for the protection of water quality.

ABSTRACT
In this study, Zhuxianzhuang coal mining collapse pond is taken as the research object, the water
environmental quality in four seasons of the collapse
pond has been analyzed and compared. By using the
principal component analysis method, the improved
fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method and the irrigation water evaluation method, the following conclusions are obtained: Two principal components are
proposed by the principal component analysis, and
the results show that the main water quality evaluation indexes are TDS, EC, TP, SO42-, Cl- and Mg2+.
The improved fuzzy comprehensive evaluation results show that the water quality of the collapse pond
in summer and autumn is poor, mainly affected by
anthropogenic activities, while it is good in spring
and winter. The USSL and Wilcox charts show that
the water body in the study area is suitable for farmland irrigation.

KEYWORDS:
Coal mining collapse pond, Water environmental quality,
Principal component analysis, The improved fuzzy comprehensive evaluation, Irrigation water quality analysis

INTRODUCTION
Coal plays a leading role in China's energy consumption structure. Coal mining activities cause land
destruction, groundwater level decline, water pollution and a series of environmental problems, of
which ground subsidence is one of the most serious
problems [1, 2]. Usually, the surface subsidence area
formed by coal mining activities is recharged by
shallow groundwater, because the surface subsidence area of coal mining is lower than the phreatic
level, it receives shallow groundwater recharge, and
the formed water body is often known DV³FROODSVH
SRQG´ Collapse ponds are also places where rainwater and surface runoff converged, sometimes the
mine water discharged from the wells input into
them, as well [3-5]. Therefore, the environment of

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study area. Zhuxianzhuang coal mine is located at 13km southeast of Suzhou, Anhui province,
China. Its geographical coordinates are: 117ƍto
117  09ƍ E and 31  ƍ to 33  ƍ N. The
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about 0.5 m below the surface water. All sampling
sites were located by GPS system, and the water temperature (T), pH, electrical conductivity (EC) and total dissolved solids (TDS) were determined on situ
with portable instruments. Each sample was filtered
through a piece of 0.45-ȝPILOWHUpaper within 24 h
after collected.

Zhuxianzhuang coal mine was put into production in
April 1983 [15], the collapse pond formed in the
mid-90s, lasted nearly 25 years. The average surface
area is about 60 hm2, and the depth is 2~3 m. The
pond is mainly fishery farms, and the surrounding
area is farmland. For a long time, the production and
domestic water use of local residents are closely related to the collapse pond. Therefore, the water pollution of the collapse pond brings huge risks to the
health of local residents. The location of the study
area is shown in Figure 1.

Principal component analysis (PCA). Principal component analysis (PCA) is to transform multiple variables into a few complex variables (i.e. principal components) by using the idea of dimensionality reduction [16], in which each principal component is the linear relationship of the original variable,
and each principal component is independent of each
other [17]. In this way, these principal components
can reflect most of the information of the original
variable instead of overlapping each other. The PCs
were subjected to vari-max rotation (raw) generating
a new group of variables known as vari-factors (VF)
[18]. As a result, a small number of factors will usually account for approximately the same amount of
information as do the much larger set of original observations.

Sampling collection and analysis. In this
study, the water samples were collected in four seasons: spring (March-May), summer (June-August),
fall (September-November) and winter (DecemberFebruary). A total of 18 samples were collected in
four seasons named S1-S4 (spring), M1-M4 (summer), A1-A4 (autumn) and W1-W6 (winter). The locations of the sampling points are shown in Figure 1.
According to relevant standards in Surface Water
and Sewage Detection Technology (HJ/T91-2002),
Water and Wastewater Detection and Analysis
Methods (Fourth Edition), each sample was taken at

FIGURE 1
Geographical location and distribution of sampling sites
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Standard (GB3838-2002), the water quality is divided into I, II, III, IV and V standards (Table 2).
(2) Determine the weight factor matrix W
When the water environment is affected by
multiple factors, it takes into consideration that each
index has a different degree of influence on the environment, and its role in pollution is also different,
so its weight is required. The formula is as follows:

Improved Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation. The fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method is
a common method for comprehensive evaluation of
water quality [19]. There is a lot of uncertainty in the
water environment, the classification of each indicator and the standard all have characteristics of ambiguity. This method is based on a rigorous mathematics, through the calculation of comprehensive evaluation values and fuzzy grade judgments, the water
quality can be judged intuitively on the whole. However, when a single factor is seriously polluted, the
traditional fuzzy evaluation results will be affected
to a certain extent, it is inapplicable to the evaluation
results of maximum membership degree bij<0.5 [19].
Therefore, this study used the improved fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method to evaluate the water
quality status. According to principal component
analysis, and combined with the Chinese Surface
Water Environmental Quality Standards (GB38382002), permanganate index (CODMn), total nitrogen
(TN), total phosphorus (TP), SO42-, and Cl- (Table 3)
are selected as evaluation factors in this study. The
mathematical model is established as follows:
% :î5
(1)
where W is a vector consisting of the weights of
the evaluation factors, which is the factor weight matrix; R denotes the degree of membership of each
evaluation factor to the evaluation rating level,
which is the fuzzy relation matrix; B is the evaluation
result vector, which is the degree of membership of
the sample to the evaluation grade.
(1) Determination of the evaluation factors and
evaluation criteria
Comparing to the results of collapse pond detection data with the standard values, then select the
evaluation factors: CODMn, TN, TP, SO42-, and Cl(Table 1), According to the evaluation standard of
China Surface Water Environmental Quality

&L Τ6LM

DLM ൌ σQ

(2)

L &L Τ6LM

Where Ci is the measured concentration of the
evaluation factor i; Sij is the standard value of the
evaluation factor i at the j grade; aij is the weight of
the evaluation factor i at the j grade.
Then the index weight matrix of the grade j is
tũ с൫Ăϭũ 㸪ĂϮũ 㸪ڮĂŶũ ൯.
(3) Establish the fuzzy relation matrix R
According to GB3838-2002, the water quality
categories were divided into five classes. The formula is as follows:
Class I:
&L 6L
6L &L
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6L &L 6L
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TABLE 1
Concentrations of parameters
Index

Zhuxianzhuang collapse pond
Spring
Summer

Autumn

winter

CODMn (mg/L)
TN (mg/L)
TP (mg/L)
SO42- (mg/L)
Cl- (mg/L)

12.04~33.11
0.18~1.67
0.013~0.034
134.95~139.24
87.04~89.21

39.13~51.17
1.85~2.39
0.002~0.095
102.46~140.23
79.81~91.17

4.52~30.10
0.63~1.02
0.005~0.012
122.32~132.42
84.63~88.90

25.58~36.12
1.24~1.90
0~0.035
121.41~158.46
84.21~96.20

TABLE 2
Chinese Surface Water Environmental Quality Standards

CODMn (mg/L)
TN (mg/L)
TP (mg/L)

Water quality category
I
II
15
15
0.2
0.5
0.010
0.025

SO42- (mg/L)
Cl- (mg/L)

250
250

Index

III
20
1.0
0.050
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IV
30
1.5
0.100

V
40
2.0
0.200

(4)
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effective. Two principal components are selected
whose eigenvalues are greater than 1. The contribution rates of the two principal components are
50.939% and 32.334%, respectively. The cumulative
contribution rate is 83.272%, which contained most
of the information of 10 variables. From the load of
each variable element (Table 3), it can be seen that
the first principal component is mainly composed of
TDS, EC, TP, SO42-, Cl- and Mg2+, and the second
principal component includes four variables: pH,
TN, Na+ and Ca2+.
By using the principal component analysis
(PCA), several variables which contribute more to
the principal component are extracted to evaluate the
water quality change in the four seasons of Zhuxianzhuang collapse pond. In this paper, TDS, EC, TP,
SO42-, Cl- and Mg2+ is extracted from the principal
component results to show the box and whisker plots
of the selected parameters are plotted in Figure 2.
According to the seasonal analysis of water
quality data, except Cl- and Ca2+ contents (Fig. 2a, f),
the contents of TDS, EC and SO42- (Fig. 2b, c, d, e)
are higher in summer and autumn, which are closely
related to the seasonal habits of the surrounding residents [22]. Zhuxianzhuang subsidence pond is surrounded by more residents, high water consumption
and sewage discharge in summer and autumn, all
kinds of domestic water into the subsidence pond, so
that the ions contents will be relatively increased;
and the content of Ca2+ in spring and winter is higher
than that in summer and autumn, the content of Mg2+
in spring and winter is higher than that in autumn,
which may be due to the low water temperature during this period and the cation exchange in water is
not obvious, the water temperature is high in summer, and the evaporation on the water surface is
strong, which is conducive to the enrichment of salt.
Most of Ca2+ and Mg2+ are replaced by Na+. Similar
temporal variations in concentrations of Ca2+ and
Mg2+ were also reported by Kazama [23]. At the
same time, there are a lot of farmlands around the
collapse pond, in summer and autumn, irrigation water is used more frequently and more rainfall. Irrigation water and rainwater will carry some pesticide
residues into the collapse pool along with the surface
runoff, so that the ions concentrations in the water
increases, resulting in changes in water quality.

Class V:
&L 6L
&L 6L

UL ൞6

L 6L

6L &L 6L

(5)

&L 6L
Where ULP is the membership degree of the
evaluation factor i to class m water quality.
The membership matrix R as follows:
ƌϭϭ
Zс  ڭ
ƌϱϭ

ڮ
ڰ
ڮ

ƌϭϱ
ڭ൩
ƌϱϱ

(6)

Sodium Adsorption Ratio. Sodium adsorption
ratio (SAR) represents the relative activity of sodium
ions and soil exchange reactions, which is used to
evaluate the alkalinity of irrigation water. High concentration of Na+ in water is harmful for irrigation
because the adsorption of Na+ to soil leads to the dispersion of soil polymer and the decrease of permeability [20, 21]. The formula is as follows:
1D
6$5
 
ට൫&D 0J ൯Τ
%Na means the risk of alkali damage caused by
irrigation water. The greater the %Na value, the
greater the risk of alkali damage [21]. If the Na%
value of irrigation water is high, it may cause cation
exchange in the soil surface, Na+ is absorbed by the
soil, releasing Ca2+ and Mg2+, thus reducing soil permeability and resulting in poor drainage in the soil.
The formula is as follows:
1D
1D
î  
&D 0J 1D .
TABLE 3
Rotated component matrix for parameters
parameters
pH
TDS
EC
TN
TP
SO42ClNa+
Ca2+
Mg2+

component
1
-0.176
0.899
0.894
-0.063
-0.736
0.908
0.929
0.392
0.185
0.963

2
-0.702
0.340
0.424
0.859
0.482
-0.365
-0.265
0.712
-0.931
-0.123

Improved fuzzy comprehensive evaluation
of water quality. Taking the spring season test data
of collapsing ponds in Zhuxianzhuang as an example, the weight matrix W is calculated based on formula (2).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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Principal component analysis. Before analysis, we need to test the data by Kaiser Meyer Olkin
(KMO) and Bartlett. The KMO value is 0.722, close
to 1, and the significance is 0.000 (< significance
level 0.05), indicating that the variables are correlated and the principal component analysis is
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The degree of membership is calculated according to the formula (3) ~ (6), and determined the fuzzy
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Performed a complex operation on the weight
matrix W and the fuzzy relation matrix R to obtain a
fuzzy comprehensive evaluation result vector
% :5= (0.1525, 0.1372, 0.1287, 0.0388, 0). Similarly, according to the above steps, we can get the
fuzzy comprehensive evaluation result vector of
Zhuxianzhuang collapse pond of summer, autumn
and winter (Table 4).

relationship matrix R:


 
  ۍ

5   ێێ




 ێ

 ۏ




 &2'
  ۑې71
  ۑ73
 62
 ےۑ
 &O

FIGURE 2
Temporal variations of Cl- (a), TDS (b), EC (c), SO42- (d), Mg2+ (e) and Ca2+ (f) in water quality of
Zhuxianzhuang collapse pond
TABLE 4
The improved fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method evaluation Results
Season

Degree of membership
I
II

III

IV

V

Water quality
classification

Spring
Summer
Autumn
Winter

0.1525
0.1469
0.0418
0.2277

0.2890
0
0.1555
0.5458

0.2186
0.5440
0
0.0217

0
0.1081
0.6774
0

III
IV
V
III

0.2484
0.0439
0.0019
0.1087
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FIGURE 3
USSL Evaluation Diagram of collapse Pond Water sample (a) and Wilcox Evaluation Diagram (b)
According to the principle of maximum membership degree, the water quality grade of Zhuxianzhuang subsidence pond in spring, summer, autumn
and winter is determined. The evaluation results are
listed in Table 4. The contents of TP, TN and COD
are mainly caused by man-made pollution [24],
while the changes of SO42- and Cl- are mainly caused
by water body reaction. It can be seen from Table 4,
the maximum membership degrees of the collapse
pond in the four seasons are 0.191171, 0.085789 and
0.405677, water quality categories are III, IV, V, III,
respectively. The water quality of the collapse pond
in summer and autumn is poor.
The reasons of poor water quality in summer
and autumn are as follows: firstly, it is rainy in this
period, rainwater disturbs the sediment of the collapse pond, releases many ions from the sediment
into the water, and causes pollution. Secondly, residents living around the collapse pond use water more
frequently in summer and autumn, which results in a
large amount of domestic sewage discharged into the
pond during this period, resulting in an increase in
the content of nutrition indicators and eutrophication
of water. TP and TN are used to evaluate the eutrophication degree of the water body, and COD is used to
evaluate the organic pollution degree of the water
body [25, 26]. Thirdly, the main grain crop is winter
wheat in this study area, fertilization and irrigation is
concentrated in autumn. Therefore, some organic
pollutants in pesticide residues will enter shallow
groundwater with soil water, and then recharge the
pond and cause water quality deterioration of subsidence pond [27]. In spring and winter, the water quality is good. Because the rainfall is less in winter, the
water level of shallow groundwater is lower, the recharge of subsidence pond is less, and the soil water
rarely enters the pond with shallow groundwater.
Meanwhile, the fertilization of farmland is less in
winter, the organic pollutants are less, so it will not
cause too much pollution. Also, the sewage is less
discharged into the pond.

Irrigation water quality. Most of the water
sources in the collapse ponds are recharge of shallow
groundwater and atmospheric precipitation, so the
soil quality inevitably affects the chemical composition of the water, and the sediment of the water body
is mainly the collapsed land. Therefore, the formation of chemical composition of collapse ponds
water is also controlled by the chemical composition
of soil, rocks and minerals. The irrigation water of
the surrounding fields also comes from the collapse
pond. Excessive dissolved ions in irrigation water
can affect soil physical and chemical properties,
plant growth and reduce soil productivity [28]. So
this study evaluates the collapse pond water to determine whether it is suitable for irrigation. The U.S.
Department of Agriculture uses U.S. Salinity Laboratory `s Diagram (USSL chart) to evaluate the quality of irrigation water [29]. According to the degree
of salinization damage, irrigation water is divided
into C1 (low salinization), C2 (moderate salinization), C3 (high salinization) and C4 (high salinization), they are divided according to the conductivity
of the water, and the range is: < 250 ȝV/cm, 250~750
ȝV/cm, 750~2250 ȝV/cm, > 2250 ȝV/cm. Then, according to the degree of sodium (alkali) damage and
the ratio of sodium adsorption, the water body is divided into S1 (low alkali damage), S2 (moderate alkali damage), S3 (high alkali damage) and S4 (high
alkali damage). The interval ranges are < 10, 10~18,
18~26 and > 26, respectively. So USSL classification can be used to divide irrigation water into sixteen types.
In this study, the period from spring to autumn
is determined as the time of crop irrigation according
to the planting situation of Zhuxianzhuang collapse
pond. 14 water samples in the study area are shown
into the USSL diagram. In Figure 3a, the changes of
EC in collapse pond water is showed, and it is also a
good indicator of salinity damage. The water samples in the study area are all distributed in the C3S1
area. This kind of water belongs to high salinity and
low alkalinity. If the soil leaching and drainage can
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[2] ;LDQJ / =KHQJ /*  &KHQJ +  
6SDWLDO9DULDELOLW\LQ:DWHU4XDOLW\DQG5HOD
WLRQVKLSVZLWK/DQG8VHLQD&RDOPLQLQJ6XE
VLGHQFH$UHD RI &KLQD )UHVHQ(QYLURQ %XOO

[3] =KDQJ%  5HVHDUFKRI ZDWHUHQYLURQ
PHQW DQG SROOXWLRQ FKDUDFWHULVWLFV RI /LQKXDQ
FRDOPLQHVXEVLGHGDUHDLQ+XDLEHL$QKXL$Q
KXL8QLYHUVLW\RI6FLHQFHDQG7HFKQRORJ\
[4] +H/  $IHZZD\VWRGHDOZLWKWKHFRO
ODSVHRIFRDOPLQHLQ-LQJJH]KXDQJ0LQH0LQH
6XUYH\LQJ
[5] *XL +5 6RQJ ;0   (QYLURQPHQW
HFRORJLFUHVHDUFKRI&RDO&ROODSVH3RQGV%HL
MLQJ*HRORJ\3XEOLVKLQJ+RXVH
[6] 0D<44LQ<:=KHQJ%+=KDR<0
=KDQJ / <DQJ && 6KL <  :HQ 4
 7KUHHJRUJHVUHVHUYRLUPHWDOSROOXWLRQ
LQVXUIDFHZDWHUDQGVXVSHQGHGSDUWLFXODWHPDW
WHURQGLIIHUHQWUHVHUYRLURSHUDWLRQSHULRGV(Q
YLURQPHQWDO(DUWK6FLHQFHV  
[7] 0LVKUD6'ZLYHGL63 6LQJK5%  
$ UHYLHZ RQ HSLJHQHWLF HIIHFW RI KHDY\ PHWDO
FDUFLQRJHQVRQKXPDQKHDOWK2SHQ1XWUDFHX
WLFDOV-RXUQDO  
[8] 6LQJK.30RKDQ'6LQJK9. 0DOLN
$  6WXGLHVRQGLVWULEXWLRQDQGIUDFWLRQ
DWLRQ RI KHDY\ PHWDOV LQ JRPWL ULYHU VHGL
PHQWV²DWULEXWDU\RIWKHJDQJHVLQGLD-RXUQDO
RI+\GURORJ\  
[9] 0KORQJR60DWLYHQJD370DUQHZLFN$
0KORQJR 6  0DWLYHQJD 3   :DWHU
TXDOLW\LQDPLQLQJDQGZDWHUVWUHVVHGUHJLRQ
-RXUQDORI&OHDQHU3URGXFWLRQ  

[10] &KHQ-'RQJ6&<LQ+:5HQ</ 
<DR6  +HDOWKULVNDVVHVVPHQWRIZDWHU
HQYLURQPHQWRIFRDOPLQLQJVXEVLGHQFHDUHDLQ
3DQ\LFRDOPLQHRI+XDLQDQ&RDO*HRORJ\ 
([SORUDWLRQ  
[11] 3DORPLQR 6 (GUDNL 0 8QJHU & &RQ
GRUKXDPDQ$&KXPEH0*DUFtD)/XTXH
1  0RUHQR -/   (QYLURQPHQWDO
4XDOLW\$VVHVVPHQW RI 3RWHQWLDOO\ 7R[LF (OH
PHQWV LQ 6XUIDFH :DWHU LQ 3DOFD $EDQGRQHG
0LQH3XQR5HJLRQ3HUX:DWHULQPLQLQJ
,QWHUQDWLRQDO &RQJUHVV RQ:DWHU 0DQDJHPHQW
LQ0LQLQJ
[12] 6KUHVWKD6 .D]DPD)  $VVHVVPHQW
RIVXUIDFHZDWHUTXDOLW\XVLQJPXOWLYDULDWHVWD
WLVWLFDOWHFKQLTXHVDFDVHVWXG\RIWKHIXMLULYHU
EDVLQMDSDQ (QYLURQPHQWDO0RGHOOLQJ 6RIW
ZDUH   
[13] 6DOPDQ $6 =DLGL ).  +XVVHLQ 07
  (YDOXDWLRQ RI JURXQGZDWHU TXDOLW\ LQ
QRUWKHUQVDXGLDUDELDXVLQJPXOWLYDULDWHDQDO\
VLV DQG VWRFKDVWLF VWDWLVWLFV (QYLURQPHQWDO
(DUWK6FLHQFHV   

be irrigated, otherwise it is necessary to manage the
salinity and select plants with good salt tolerance to
reduce the risk of salinity hazards.
The Wilcox diagram can be divided into five regions, which are: good irrigation water quality area,
good water quality area, allowable area, suspected
reserve area and unusable area [30]. In Figure 3b,
100% of the water samples belong to the area of
good irrigation water quality, and agricultural irrigation of this kind of water will not bring salt or alkali
damage.

CONCLUSIONS
We collect water samples from collapse pond,
analyze and evaluate their water quality. The results
of principal component analysis (PCA) show that the
water quality evaluation indexes are TDS, EC, TP,
SO42-, Cl- and Mg2+. Through the box diagram analysis of the main water quality evaluation indicators
with time, it is found that the water indicators have
obvious changes with time, indicating that the contents of TDS, EC, TP, SO42-, Cl- and Mg2+ are related
to the natural environment conditions. The improved
fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method is an effective and objective method to evaluate the water quality. It is found that the water quality of Zhuxianzhuang subsidence pond in spring, summer, autumn
and winter are III, IV, V, III types, respectively. The
water quality in summer and autumn is poor, and is
seriously polluted by the surrounding environment
and man-made pollution, and it is good in spring and
winter. The results of USSL chart and Wilcox chart
show that Zhuxianzhuang subsidence pond water is
suitable for agricultural irrigation and could not
cause salt or alkali damage, and the evaluation results are good.
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GROWTH AND MINERAL NUTRIENTS CONCENTRATION
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University of Osmaniye Korkut Ata, Kadirli School of Applied Sciences, Department of Organic Farming Business Management,
Osmaniye, Turkey

New Zealand [5], it has been determined that Cd accumulation threatening human health through the
food chain [6].
In general, the increase of Cd uptake by the
plant occurs in the different ways as 1) decrease in
soil pH, 2) decrease in soil Cd absorption capacity,
decrease of soil organic matter, clay, Fe, Al, and Mn
oxides, 3) decrease in soil moisture, 4) increase in
soil salinity due to CdCl2 soluble formation, 5) increase in micro element, especially Zn deficiency
[5]. At the place where the Zn element is reduced;
the plants accumulate Cd at the toxic level in the
plant tissues. The lime applied to reduce soil acidity
decreases Cd uptake by plants [5]. When the Cd concentration of the leaves exceeds 5-10 mg kg-1 dry
weight it has a toxic effect on many plants [7]. The
Cd affects plant growth and development by altering
physiological processes and morphological parameters. Plant Cd reduces carbon fixation and slows
growth because it reduces photosynthetic activity
and chlorophyll content [8]. It also causes water
stress due to the transpiration rate and the relative
water content of the leaves, as the plant reduces the
conductivity of the stomata [9]. It is also possible that
the Cd is easily taken up by the plants and this toxic
element can damage the human health by entering
the food chain.
The Zn has a wide range of physiological functions in the human biological system and is involved
in numerous enzymes and proteins regulation [10].
The Zn deficiency is more commonly found in cereal-based nutrition [11,12,13]. Although zinc is an
essential microelement for plants [14], it is most
common microelement deficient nutrient found in
humans and plants [15]. The uptake of Zn through
the roots by plants is considerably low. Its deficiency
is very common and data show that 30% of the whole
world and 50% of Turkish arable soils suffer with Zn
deficiency. In general Zn deficient soils has a higher
pH [16].
The interaction between Zn-Cd uptake considered to have an antagonistic nature [17]. The Zn
plays a crucial role in accumulation of Cd in the
plants [18]. The Zn application might causes a decrease in Cd concentration and toxicity in durum and
bread wheat [19]. However, it has been reported that
the application of Cd causes a decrease in the concentration of Cu and Fe in the bread wheat [20]. In-

ABSTRACT
The effect of different doses of heavy metals
such as zinc (Zn) and cadmium (Cd) application on
the growth of wheat plant and nutrient uptake under
greenhouse conditions were investigated. Study was
conducted with three replications according to the
split plot design. In the study, wheat plant (Adana
99) was planted into a high calcareous soil with significantly deficient in Zn. Doses of Zn (0, 5 and 10
mg kg-1 soil) and Cd (0, 2.5, 5 and 10 mg kg-1 soil)
were applied to the soils. The wheat plant was analysed for determination of nitrogen (N), phosphorus
(P), potassium (K), calcium (Ca), magnesium (Mg),
Zn, Cd, iron (Fe), manganese (Mn) and copper (Cu)
concentrations.
The research findings showed that Zn application significantly increased shoot dry weight of the
plant. At 2.5 mg kg-1 dose of Cd, plant dry weight
was increased, however 5 mg kg-1 and 10 mg kg-1
doses of Cd decreased dry weight biomass. A significant decrease in the Cd concentration of the plant
was found in samples under increased Zn dose due
to Zn and Cd interaction. However, Cd application
did not affect the Zn concentration of the plant.
KEYWORDS:
Wheat, zinc, cadmium, nutrient concentration

INTRODUCTION
Based on the current knowledge Cadmium (Cd)
is considered to be a toxic element for humans, plants
and animals. However, excessive intake of Cd leads
to serious health problems in humans and animals
[1]. There are four main sources of Cd in agricultural
soils, which ranges Cd concentration in soil as
<0.03-2.6 mg kg-1 from the bed rocks [2], and the
other three are due to the use of phosphorus fertilizer,
rising atmospheric deposits and contamination from
sewage and industrial wastes used in agricultural
practices [1,3]. The Cd accumulation in the soil is
generally expected to be a consequence of long-term
usage of P fertilizers. A number of researchers have
reported about excessive Cd accumulation (depending on soil-plant management). In Australia [4] and
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lizer application was realized as 250 mg N kg-1 nitrogen from Ca(NO3)2.4H2O, 100 mg P kg-1 and 125 mg
K kg-1 from KH2PO4 and 2.5 mg Fe kg-1 from FeEDTA.
After 61 days of sowing, the wheat plants were
harvested at a height of 0.5 cm above from the soil
surface and the shoot were first washed with tap water, then with 0.1% HCl, followed by tap water and
finally rinsed twice with distilled water. Samples
were kept for drying, until they achieved constant
weight at 70 °C. At the end, dry weight of the shoot
determined, and then milled with an agate mill. Phosphorus analysis was done spectrophotometrically
with H2O2-HNO3 extraction procedure [21], also K,
Ca, Mg, Zn, Cd, Fe, Cu and Mn analyses were done
by inductively coupled plasma (ICP) spectrometry.
The data obtained from the study were subjected to
the statistical analyses as Tukey test and correlation
analysis by using SPSS 22.0 for Windows software.

tensive phosphorus fertilizer usage is common practice in the Eastern Mediterranean region of Turkey.
Therefore, a significant amount of Cd is added to the
soil each year. In addition, heavy metal pollution occurs in soil exposed to industrial wastewater. When
all these studies are taken into consideration, priority
should be given to the studies on healthy crop cultivation in this region.
The hypothesis to be tested is increased Zn and
Cd application decreases plant nutrients concentration. The purpose of this study is to investigate the
effects of Zn and Cd dosage on wheat plant growth
and mineral nutrients concentrations.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Research was carried out as a pot experiment in
Osmaniye Korkut Ata University Kadirli School of
Applied Science with three replications in 2.5 kg soil
per pot under controlled greenhouse conditions. The
research was established on December, 13, 2016 and
harvested on February, 14, 2017. Adana 99 (Triticum
aestivum L.) bread wheat variety was used which is
widely grown in Çukurova (East Mediterranean of
Turkey) region. Some physical and chemical properties of the soil used in the research are given in Table
1. Soil pH was slightly alkaline (7.51), lime content
was high (38.68%), P, Zn and Fe concentrations
were low. In the study, Zn doses were 0 mg kg-1, 5
mg kg-1 and 10 mg kg-1 established from
ZnSO4.7H2O whereas Cd doses were 0 mg kg-1, 2.5
mg kg-1, 5 mg kg-1 and 10 mg kg-1 from
3(CdSO4).8H2O. Prior to planting, preliminary ferti-

TABLE 1
Some physical and chemical properties of soil used
in the experiment
Properties
Texture
CaCO3
Organic matter
Salt
pH
Olsen P
K 2O
Zn
Cd
Fe
Cu
Mn

Unit
%
%
%
(1:1 H2O)
kg ha-1
kg ha-1
mg kg-1
mg kg-1
mg kg-1
mg kg-1
mg kg-1

Soil
CL
38.68
1.36
0.001
7.51
21.7
393.3
0.24
0.004
0.8
0.62
1.64

FIGURE 1
Effect of Zn and Cd application on shoot dry weight of wheat plant (DW g pot -1) (In figure presented the
signification of treatments).
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TABLE 2
Effect of Zn and Cd application on wheat above-ground part on macro nutrient content (%)
Zn

Cd

N

P

K

Ca

Mg

%
3.33 ±0.1 c
3.39 ±0.2 c
3.64 ±0.1 a-c
3.94 ±0.1 a
3.54 ±0.1 bc
5
3.48 ±0.1 bc
3.68 ±0.1 a-c
3.78 ±0.1 ab
3.56 ±0.1 bc
10
3.55 ±0.1 bc
3.65 ±0.2 a-c
3.96 ±0.1 a
Zn
0.156*
Cd
0.001
Zn x Cd
0.273
Mean of three replicates, +/- is standard error
*Significant at P<0.05
0

0
2.5
5
10
0
2.5
5
10
0
2.5
5
10

0.23
0.27
0.24
0.24
0.26
0.28
0.28
0.26
0.24
0.25
0.26
0.24

±0.01 a
±0.06 a
±0.05 a
±0.02 a
±0.03 a
±0.03 a
±0.01 a
±0.03 a
±0.02 a
±0.04 a
±0.01 a
±0.02 a
0.063
0.290
0.915

4.9 ±0.4 b
6.7 ±0.5 a
6.1 ±0.8 ab
5.9 ±0.4 ab
4.9 ±0.2 b
5.9 ±0.3 ab
5.9 ±0.5 ab
5.1 ±0.6 b
4.9 ±0.2 b
5.3 ±1.1 ab
4.7 ±0.1 b
5.4 ±0.7 ab
0.004
0.004
0.135

0.68 ±0.06 b
0.97 ±0.01 a
0.73 ±0.01 b
0.70 ±0.01 b
0.68 ±0.01 b
0.69 ±0.05 b
0.70 ±0.01 b
0.74 ±0.05 b
0.69 ±0.02 b
0.69 ±0.01 b
0.68 ±0.01 b
0.66 ±0.03 b
0.001
0.001
0.001

0.17 ±0.03 b
1.00 ±0.06 a
0.31 ±0.15 b
0.22 ±0.01 b
0.16 ±0.02 b
0.22 ±0.01 b
0.25 ±0.03 b
0.29 ±0.03 b
0.20 ±0.02 b
0.21 ±0.06 b
0.17 ±0.01 b
0.20 ±0.02 b
0.001
0.001
0.001

has been found that the concentration of Ca in the
plant decreases due to the increased Zn dose (Table
2). Similar to Ca results, Mg concentrations significantly influenced (p<0.001) from Zn and Cd application. The highest Mg concentration was determined as 1.00% Mg in 0 mg kg-1 Zn and 2.5 mg kg-1
Cd, 0.16% Mg in the lowest 5 mg kg-1 Zn and 0 mg
kg-1 Cd application. Contrary to these results, Ouzounidou et al. [24] reported that Cd application decreased the concentrations of K, Ca and Mg in wheat
plants whereas these values were increased the Cd
application in the experiment.
The application that maximizes Zn concentration in the plant tissue (42.9 mg kg-1 Zn) was found
under the 10 mg kg-1 Zn and 10 mg kg-1 Cd application treatment (Table 3). These results were followed
by results from application of 10 mg kg-1 Zn and 2.5
mg kg-1 Cd with a concentration of 40.8 mg kg-1 Zn.
As expected, increase in the Zn concentration of the
plant due to increased Zn doses have also been observed. In addition, the effect of Cd on the Zn concentration was not significant (p<0.443).
The concentration of Cd in plant tissues was determined and the obtained results are presented in
Table 3. The Cd concentration was increased in all
treatments due to the increased dose of Cd applications which is statistically significant (p<0.001).
These results are in accordance with the literature
[22,25]. It was determined that the concentration of
Cd in the tissues of the control plants not treated with
Zn was higher than Zn applied alone. This is an indication of a negative interaction between Zn and Cd.
The Zn is reported to reduce Cd accumulation in
other studies [8,19,20,26].
The Fe concentrations of wheat plant were also
significantly affected by Zn and Cd applications
(p<0.001). Increasing Zn doses application decreased Fe concentration. The highest Fe concentration was measured as 135.7 mg kg-1 Fe in doses of 0

Determined N concentration values of the
wheat plant are presented in Table 2. The highest N
concentration was determined in 10 mg kg-1 Zn and
10 mg kg-1 Cd applied pots as 3.96% N. This is followed by 0 mg kg-1 Zn and 10 mg kg-1 Cd applications (3.94% N), which are statistically not different
among each other. On the other hand, the lowest N
concentration was determined as 0.33% N in 0 mg
kg-1 Zn and 0 mg kg-1 Cd. In all Zn treatments, increasing Cd doses increased N concentration of the
wheat. Statistical analyses showed that Cd application was statistically significant (p<0.001) to the N
concentration of the plant, while Zn and Zn x Cd application did not demonstrate significant effect. In a
similar study Eker et al. [22] reported that, Cd application in Series-DQG%DOFDOÕ-85 wheat varieties resulted in an increase in N concentration.
The effect of Zn and Cd doses on P concentration was found insignificant. However, in all treatments, the P concentration in plant tissues was above
the critical level of 0.20% P [23]. In a similar study
[22] the Cd application did not affect P concentration
of the Series-82 wheat genotype and on the other
hand a decrease in the P concentrations of the BalFDOÕ-85 wheat genotype was observed.
The K concentration of the wheat plant was significantly affected from Zn and Cd doses (p<0.004)
but the effect of the Zn x Cd interaction was statistically insignificant (p<0.135). The highest K concentration (6.7%) was determined in the application of 0
mg kg-1 Zn and 2.5 mg kg-1 Cd while the lowest K
concentration was determined in the application of
10 mg kg-1 Zn and 5 mg kg-1 Cd (4.7%).
The application of Zn and Cd was significantly
affective on Ca concentration in plant tissues
(p<0.001). The highest concentration of Ca was determined in 0 mg kg-1 Zn and 2.5 mg kg-1 Cd application with 0.97% Ca and in the lowest 0.66% Ca
and 10 mg kg-1 Zn and 10 mg kg-1 Cd application. It
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mg kg-1 Zn and 2.5 mg kg-1 Cd. Decreases in the Fe
concentration of the plant were determined depending on the Zn dose. Similar reductions have been reported in studies conducted on bread wheat by Jiao
et al. [27].
The Cu concentrations in plant tissues were
evaluated, the most effective treatment was 8.3 mg
kg-1 Cu with 0 mg kg-1 Zn and 0 mg kg-1 Cd with 0
mg kg-1 Zn and 2.5 mg kg-1 Cd. The lowest Cu concentration was determined in the application of 5.5
mg kg-1 Cu with 10 mg kg-1 Zn and 10 mg kg-1 Cd.
There was a decrease in the Cu concentration due to
increased dose of Cd. Köleli et al. [28] reported that
bread and durum wheat varieties decreased Cu and

Fe concentrations with Cd application. In general,
heavy metal toxicity occurs due to the binding with
enzymes, resulting in alteration and inhibition of metabolism [29].
Similar to the concentrations of Cd and Fe, the
Mn concentration in the tissues of the control plants,
which had not been treated with Zn, had higher Zn
than Zn applied pots In addition, the highest Mn concentration was determined as 45.6 mg kg-1 Mn in 0
mg kg-1 Zn and 10 mg kg-1 Cd (Table 3). However,
the effect of Cd dose on the Mn concentration
(p<0.066) was not significant. Increased Cd dose according to Eker et al. [22] led to an increase in Fe,
Zn and Mn concentrations of wheat plants.

TABLE 3
Effect of Zn and Cd application on wheat above-ground part on micro nutrient content (mg kg -1)
Zn

Cd
0
2.5
5
10
0
2.5
5
10
0
2.5
5
10

0

5

10

Zn
13.0
15.8
14.6
13.7
33.6
31.7
36.9
35.1
39.0
40.8
38.8
42.9

±1.4 d
±3.6 d
±2.6 d
±1.3 d
±1.2 bc
±3.7 c
±1.3 a-c
±4.5 a-c
±3.3 a-c
±2.6 ab
±1.2 a-c
±3.3 a

Cd
0.48
12.8
19.0
24.5
0.38
10.8
13.8
18.6
0.18
11.3
13.3
18.6

Fe
mg kg-1
94.3 ±4.2 b-e
135.7 ±9.1 a
108.1 ±5.3 b
100.4 ±6.0 bc
72.9 ±3.7 fg
86.4 ±4.3 c-f
85.2 ±3.3 d-f
97.3 ±3.4 b-d
77.0 ±5.7 fg
80.1 ±4.1 e-g
70.5 ±3.3 g
77.7 ±3.1 fg

±0.1 e
±0.5 cd
±1.1 b
±1.9 a
±0.3 e
±1.1 d
±0.6 c
±1.3 b
±0.3 e
±0.7 cd
±0.3 cd
±1.7 b

Cu
8.3
8.3
6.3
6.8
7.4
5.8
6.4
5.7
6.7
6.8
7.0
5.5

Mn
±0.6 a
±0.4 a
±0.2 bc
±0.8 a-c
±0.9 ab
±0.9 bc
±0.4 bc
±0.5 bc
±0.5 a-c
±0.4 a-c
±0.4 a-c
±0.6 c

43.4
32.2
42.9
45.6
21.7
22.4
23.8
22.7
25.5
24.7
19.0
20.0

±3.5 a
±6.1 b
±3.2 a
±3.2 a
±2.4 c
±1.3 c
±2.1 bc
±2.3 c
±0.4 bc
±3.5 bc
±0.4 c
±1.9 c

Zn

0.001*

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

Cd

0.443

0.001

0.001
0.001

0.001
0.004

0.066

0.001

Zn x Cd
0.220
Mean of three replicates, +/- is standard error
*Significant at P<0.05

0.001

TABLE 4
Correlation values of parameters evaluated in the study
SDW
N
P
K
Ca
Mg
Zn
Cd
Fe
Cu
Mn
SDW
1
-0.301
-0.099
-0.080
0.207
0.246
0.163
-0.340* 0.023
0.277
-0.207
N
1
-0.040
-0.021
-0.285
-0.252
0.211
0.718** -0.203
-0.533** -0.068
**
P
1
0.456
0.283
0.244
0.286
-0.024
0.066
-0.063
-0.403*
1
0.582** 0.636** -0.343* 0.353*
0.666** 0.107
0.286
K
Ca
1
0.973** -0.393* 0.072
0.825** 0.359*
0.145
1
-0.371* 0.72
0.825** 0.376*
0.134
Mg
Zn
1
-0.170
-0.712** -0.449** -0.881**
1
0.302
-0.423* 0.280
Cd
Fe
1
0.342*
0.546**
1
0.382*
Cu










Mn
1
**: P <0.01, *: P < 0.05
SDW: Shoot Dry Weight, RDW: Root Dry Weight, N: Nitrogen, P: Phosphorus, K: Potassium, Ca: Calcium, Mg. Magnesium,
Zn: Zinc, Cd: Cadmium, Fe: Iron, Cu: Cupper, Mn: Manganese

and p<0.01) and Mg (r:-0.371 ve p<0.01) was also
found (Table 4). Similarly, Erdem et al. [19] reported
a negative interaction between Zn and Cd. The negative effect of Zn on the uptake of elements such as
Fe, Cu and Mn means that the expected interaction
between nutrients. Likewise, a negative correlation
between Zn and Cd shows that the data obtained as
an expected interaction is with an agreement with the

Correlation was demonstrated and a negative
correlation between plant Cd concentration and dry
matter production (r:-0.340 and p<0.01) was found
(Table 4). Also, positive correlation was found with
N (r:0.718 and p<0.05) and K concentration (r:0.353
and p<0.01). A negative correlation between Zn and
Cd (r:-0.170), K (r:-0.343 and p<0.01), Ca (r:-0.393
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[4] Koh, T.S., Bansemer, P.C., Frensham, A.B.
(1998) A survey of the cadmium concentration
in kidney, liver and muscle of South Australian
cattle. Aust J Exp Agric. 38, 535-540.
[5] Loganathan, P., Hedley, M.J., Grace, N.D., Lee,
J., Cronin, S.J., Bolan, N.S., Zanders, J.M.
(2003) Fertiliser contaminants in New Zealand
grazed pasture with special reference to cadmium and fl uorine: a review. Australian Journal
of Soil Research. 41, 501-532.
[6] Clemens, S., Aarts, M.G., Thomine, S., Verbruggen, N. (2013) Plant science: the key to preventing slow cadmium poisoning. Trends in
plant science. 18, 92-99.
[7] Sauerbeck, D. (1982) Which heavy metal concentrations in plants should not be exceeded in
order to avoid detrimental effects on their
growth. Landw Forsch Sonderh. 39, 108-129.
[8] Hassan, M.J., Zhang, G., Wu, F., Wei, K., Chen,
Z. (2005) Zinc alleviates growth inhibition and
oxidative stress caused by cadmium in rice.
Journal of Plant Nutrition and Soil Science. 168,
255-261.
[9] Chen, Y., Huerta, A.J. (1997) Effects of sulfur
nutrition on photosynthesis in cadmiumͲtreated
barley seedlings. Journal of Plant Nutrition. 20,
365-373.
[10] .UĊĪHO$0DUHW, W. (2016) The biological inorganic chemistry of zinc ions. Archives of Biochemistry and Biophysics. 611, 3-19.
[11] Cakmak, I., Kutman, U.B. (2018) Agronomic
biofortification of cereals with zinc: a review.
Eur J Soil Sci. 69,172-180.
[12] Alloway, B.J. (2009) Soil factors associated
with zinc deficiency in crops and humans. Environ Geochem Health. 31, 537-548.
[13] Cakmak, I. (2002) Plant nutrition research: Priorities to meet human needs for food in sustainable ways. Plant Soil. 247, 3-24.
[14] Hacisalihoglu, G., Hart, J.J., Wang, Y.H.,
Cakmak, I., Kochian, L.V. (2003) Zinc efficiency is correlated with enhanced expression
and activity of zinc-requiring enzymes in wheat.
Plant Physiol. 131, 595-602.
[15] Hotz, C., Brown, K.H. (2004) Assessment of the
Risk of Zinc Deficiency in Populations and Options for Its Control. Food and Nutrition Bulletin. 25, 94-203.
[16] Eyupoglu, F., Kurucu, N., Talaz, S. (1998) Concentration of plant available zinc in Turkish
soils. I National Zinc Congress. Eskisehir, Turkey. pp. 99-106.
[17] Balen, B., Tkalec, 0 6LNLü, 6 7ROLü, S.,
Cvjetko, P. (2011) Biochemical responses of
Lemna minor experimentally exposed to cadmium and zinc. Ecotoxicology. 20, 815-826.

other scientific data [30,31].

CONCLUSIONS
The results of present study demonstrate:
[1] The Zn application negatively affected the
concentrations of K, Ca, Mg, Cd, Fe, Cu
and Mn while the dry matter production of
wheat plant was positively affected.
[2] Increasing doses of Cd application had a
negative effect on the Cu concentration
while positively affecting dry weight, N, K,
Ca, Mg, Zn, Cd, Fe and Mn concentrations
of the above-ground part of the plant. This
positive or negative effect is thought to be
due to the metabolism of the plant and the
altered enzymatic activities.
[3] Reduction in the concentration of Cd due to
increased Zn doses indicate that the toxic
effect of Cd is avoided by Zn application.
[4] When evaluating Cd toxicity in soil, it is
necessary to consider this type of nutrient
interaction. In addition, the wheat plant
used in the study showed good resistance to
Cd toxicity.
[5] The results gave partial support to hypothesis that increasing doses of Zn and Cd application decreases mineral nutrient concentration.
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such occurrence due to significant amounts of heavy
metals in agricultural inputs especially fertilizers [1],
pesticides [2], drainage conditions of the land [3] and
even crop type-related practices [4, 5, 6]. On the
other hand, heavy metals have very low mobility
therefore they are to accumulate in the soil profile
during the soil formation as consequences of autochthonous and/or allochtonous parent materials from
which soil formed [7, 1]. Extremely high concentration of trace elements can be recorded due to pedotransfer function of soils especially those forming on
the mafic parent materials. Despite their very low
mobility the slope of the land may mediate such accumulation in long term due to solute and/or solid
(erosion) transportation of them to the lowlands.
Heavy metals consist of the metals with densities greater than 5 g/cm3. More than 60 metals including lead (Pb), cadmium (Cd), chromium (Cr),
iron (Fe), cobalt (Co), copper (Cu), nickel (Ni), and
zinc (Zn) are classified in this group [8]. Motor vehicles and intensive agricultural activities constitute
a major part of heavy metal pollution in aglands. The
polluters which are generated by motor vehicles are:
carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, hydrocarbons, nitrogen oxides, sulphur oxides, soot and various
heavy metal particles [9]. Motor vehicle induced
heavy metals are Pb, Ni, Hg, Cd, Cr, Fe, Cu, Mn, and
Zn, whereas the heavy metals which are added by
agricultural practices such as fertilizers are Cd, Cr,
Cu and Zn. It is also possible to differentiate various
pollution sources by statistical means using multivariate statistical analyses such as correlation analysis, principal components analysis, and one-way
ANOVA [10] revealed that As, Cd, Cr, Cu, Ni, Pb,
and Zn occurence in agricultural soils of were mainly
governed by the combination of human activities and
soil parent material. In a similar manner accumulation of As, Cd, Cu, Pb and Zn above the background
level in the soil was mainly attributed to long-term
agricultural practises, whereas Cr and Ni concentrations were rather soil parent material-related [11].
Lead is a pollutant that is released from tetraethyl lead which is added to gasoline, diesel fuels and
motor oil Cd and Zn released from tires, oil, other
vehicle equipment and phosphorous fertilizers [12,
13]. It is known that Cu, Fe, manganese (Mn), and

ABSTRACT
Heavy metal concentration in soils is crucial for
HQYLURQPHQWDO TXDOLW\ DQG DJULFXOWXUDO HFRV\VWHPV¶
health. Intensive agricultural practices and changing
land use can induce their availability and mobility in
agricultural ecosystems. Amik Lake which was
drained-out to gain aglands have significant portion
in the Amik Plain, one of the largest plains of Turkey, where agricultural activities were intensified in
the last four decades. Therefore, the aim of this study
was to investigate potentially plant available and/or
mobile fraction heavy metals in the Amik Plain. For
this purpose, 179 surface soil samples (0-30 cm)
were taken by setting 2 km the grid system. Routine
soil properties along with DTPA extractable lead
(Pb), cadmium (Cd), nickel (Ni), chromium (Cr), cobalt (Co), aluminium (Al), iron (Fe), copper (Cu),
manganese (Mn), and zinc (Zn) were analysed by using microwave plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (MP-AES). The range of heavy metal concentrations were: Pb 0-4.03 mg/kg, Cd 0-0.270 mg/kg,
Ni 0-25.19 mg/kg, Cr 0-0.780 mg/kg, Co 0-1.83
mg/kg, Al 0-0.930 mg/kg, Fe 1.47-22.8 mg/kg, Cu
0.400-5.43 mg/kg, Mn 0-36.4 mg/kg and Zn 0-4.26
mg/kg on the soil samples. The identified main
sources of heavy metals were parent materials, traffic, agricultural practices, and overall pedotransfer
function as non-point sources; settlements and industrial organisations as point sources. It can be concluded that the accumulation and translocation of the
heavy metals in the field were likely to be operated
by the slope, erosion, pH, Na, Ca, drainage, and organic matter.
KEYWORDS:
Soil Pollution, Heavy metal, DTPA method, MP-AES,
Amik Plain.

INTRODUCTION
Heavy metals are environmentally most hazardous elements due to long persistence and continuous accumulation. Agricultural lands are prone to
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taining variety of heavy metals. Indeed total concentration of heavy metals in soil is critical to evaluate
the pollution status of soil, but potentially mobile
fraction depending on the soil characteristics may be
more useful to evaluate their potential effects on human health and their potential mobility in food chain.
Therefore we aimed to investigate potentially mobile
heavy metal status of the soils of Amik Plain to locate problematic heavy metals and their possible
sources.

Cr are emitted by motor vehicles and several agricultural activities [14]. Besides, if the fertilizers are applied in appropriate methods with optimum amounts,
they do not constitute soil pollution. However,
higher doses of macro and micro elements which are
applied to leaves and soil in order to maintain high
plant performance can significantly contribute soil
pollution [15].
In case heavy metals in the soil reach to toxicity
threshold, the plants can show growth retardation
and quality disorders and even human and animals
are inversely affected through food chain from such
elevated levels of heavy metals [13, 14].
$GLOR÷OX(2013) [16] reported that Karamenderes Basin had different degrees of Pb pollution,
whereas extractable or plant available Cr and Ni concentrations from the soils were found within the safe
limits. .DUDoD÷ÕO[17] investigated heavy metal concentration of 202 green sites of $QDWROLDQVLGHRIøV
tanbul and he identified 7 Cr, 2 Ni, and 1 Cu polluted
sites. Özkul [18] pointed out the significance of industrialization on soil heavy metal pollution in
Kocaeli, Turkey. They found that Cu, Zn, Ni and Co
concentrations in some location out of 16 were above
WKH³7XUNLVK6RLO3ROOXWLRQ&RQWURO5HJXODWLRQ.
Nickel (Ni), lead (Pb) and copper (Cu) concentrations in soil species were determined by flame
atomic absorption spectrometry. The ranges of heavy
PHWDOLQWKHVRLORI3ÕQDUKLVDUDQG(OD]Õ÷ was found
as; Ni, 2.7-8.2 mg/kg and 10-35 mg/kg; Pb, 2.0-3.5
mg/kg and 6-12 mg/kg; Cu, 18-44 mg/kg and 21-38
mg/kg, respectively [19]. The levels of heavy metals
such as Pb, Cd, Cr, Cu, Zn and Ni in the leafy vegetables cultivated in soils contaminated by industrial
and agricultural activities were evaluated. The
vegetable samples were collected from industrial,
agricultural and reference. The Cd and Pb contents
in two vegetable samples were founded to exceed the
safe limit set by the Codex Alimentarius
Commission for human consumption [20]. A
detailed investigation was performed to detect heavy
metals (HMs) in Guiyang. The amount of Hg, Cd,
As, Pb, Cr, Cu, Ni and Zn were determined from 82
soil samples collected within urban area. The results
showed that the mean concentrations of heavy metals
except for Pb and Cr in urban soil exceeded the
background values. The distributions of Cd, As and
Pb in urban soil elevated concentrations from
northwest to southeast, Hg mainly concentrated in
the south part, Cr and Zn concentrated in northeast
and southeast parts. According to the results, the
regions with higher Cu and Ni concentrations were
sporadic-like distribution in this study [21].
The specific location of Amik Plain enabling to
cultivate more than two crops in a year, surrounding
road-webb, and international airport mitigate the motor vehicle-related heavy metal loads. The intensive
agricultural practices also mediate larger amounts of
fertilizer usage especially those of phosphorous con-

MATERIAL AND METHOD
Study Area. The location of Amik Plain is between latitute of 36°12¶5´±36°35¶00´E and longitude of 36°12¶50´±36°30¶59´N, which is one of the
most economically and ecologically important agricultural lands in Turkey, surrounded by Antakya,
Reyhanli, Serinyol, and Kirikhan cities. The soils of
Amik Plain have formed on variety of parent materials such as quaternary alluviums of the Orontes River
and Miocene sandstone, marl and clayey chalk and
Lutesiene chalk in southern and eastern parts, Cretaceous volcanic parent materials in northern and western parts, and Pleistocene and Holocene alluviums
where dry lake bed situated [22]. Such differences in
parent materials and other soil forming factors resulted in formation of a total of 29 soil series [23], ³D
subdivision of a family and consisting of soils that
DUHVLPLODULQDOOPDMRUSURILOHFKDUDFWHULVWLFV´[24],
under typical Mediterranean climate with 1,124.1
mm average annual precipitation, 18°C average temperatures, and 82±250 m elevation from the sea level
[25]. There are slopes of 0±2% towards the former
Amik Lake from all directions and surrounded by
mountains therefore Amik Plain has a typical platelike appearance. Amik Plain has a total of 112 350
ha area, 11 000 ha of which was added by draining
out the former Amik Lake in the years of 1955-1980.
Sampling procedure and analysis. A 2 x 2 km
grid pattern was established for soil sampling, following a standard procedure. The locations of sampling nodes were illustrated in Fig. 1. The obtained
composite (0±30 cm) from soil surface were taken
from each node by means of a soil-sampling auger at
a total number of 179 points. Then, soil samples were
air-dried and sieved through a 2 mm mesh opening
by the standard procedures. Samples were stored in
proper conditions until the analysis [26].
Properties of the soils were determined by the
following procedures. The percentage of silt, clay
and sand-size particles was determined by the hydrometer method [27]. Soil chemical properties were
determined commonly used as standard procedures
for calcareous soils: both pH and electrical conductivity in 1 soil: 2:5 distilled water suspention (g/g),
organic matter by wet oxidation with K2Cr2O7,
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have normal distribution. Then Pearson correlation
was performed to reveal the relations among the data
sets. Finally principal component analysis (PCA)
was used in order to understand the possible roles of
soil components and soil properties and sources in
heavy metal availability in the Amik Plain soils. The
principal components (PCs) were extracted by correlation matrix with varimax rotated solution in SPSS
17.0 statistical package (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL).

CaCO3 equivalent by a manometric method with calcimeter, available P by extraction with 0.5 M NaHCO3 at pH 8.5 (1 g : 20 mL soil to extractant), exchangeable cations by saturating the exchange sites
with 1 M CH3COONH4 at pH 7.0 [28]. Extractable
heavy metals which are regarded as plant available
and potentially more mobile in the soil environment
were extracted with DTPA (diethylene-triaminepentaacetic) at 1:2 soil to extracting solution [29].
The heavy metal concentrations of the supernatants
were determined by MP-AES (Microwave PlasmaAtomic Emission Spectroscopy, Agilent 4100). The
Agilent MP Expert software was used to automatically subtract the background signal from the analytical signal. A background spectrum from a blank solution was recorded and automatically subtracted
from each standard and sample solution analysed.
The software was also used to optimize the nebulization pressure and the viewing position for each wavelength selected to maximize sensitivity. The MPAES wavelengths were: Al 396.15 nm, Cr 425.43
nm, Cu 324.75 nm, Fe 259.94 nm, Mn 403.08 nm,
Ni 352.45 nm, Pb 405.78 nm, Zn 213.86 nm, Co
340.51 nm, and Cd 228.80 nm.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of the descriptive statistical analysis
revealed that large differences between the minimum
and maximum values of the soil descriptive parameters were taken as variability of soil factor(s) in question. The majority of the soil descriptive parameters
showed typical normal distribution with a skewness
and/or kurtosis value 2 × their respective standard
errors [30] but elements having mobile nature in
sloppy soil environment such as Na, K, EC; routinely
practiced plant nutrients such as P and K; and erosion
related soil particles exerted higher positive skewness. This finding indicated that the outliers dominated the measures of central tendency. Therefore,
there are number of soils with

Statistical analysis. Data sets were subjected
to descriptive statistics in SPSS environment. The
data showing high skewness values (skewness 2 ×
standard error of skewness) were transformed to

FIGURE 1
Sampling locations, ex-Amik Lake and related swampy areas along with current drainage channel-webb
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regarding the deposition and solubility reactions
would be function of differences in adsorption/ desorption processes of each individual elements, solid
and/or solute transport of the metal ions in soil forming processes, chelating effects of organic matter,
overall effects of soil characteristics, and waterlogging-draining cycles at some locations especially in
the ex-lake bed/swamps and crop-based agricultural
differences. The differences of geology and mineralogy in the study area and the surrounding area [34]
can also contribute to some extent. Despite Özkan et
al [35] reported no critical total level of heavy metal
concentration around the international airport of
Hatay, which is part of the study area, the solubility
and mobility of heavy metals at low levels which are
not corresponded to their total amounts was a function of overall soil properties i.e. clay content and
mineralogy, carbonate content, pH, organic matter,
oxide minerals [36, 37] and some environmental
conditions such as waterlogging induced changes in
oxidation/reduction conditions [36, 35]. On the other
hand, the area has allocated millions of people since
the ancient times and the land has been used for agriculture. The intensive agricultural techniques and
the excessive usage of commercial fertilizers, especially those of phosphorous due to very high carbonate content, in the last 60-70 years [39], had another significant additive effect to heavy metal accumulation in the region. Above all variation of the stability constant of each measured heavy metals with
EDTA [36] can also influence relative extractability
that can result in differing degrees of skewness.

analysis values distinctly higher than the majority of
the soils or these soils have a tendency to enrich in
terms of the mentioned P, Na, K, EC, clay and sand
parameters (Table 1). As the topography of the study
area is regarded it is expected that mobile elements
had a tendency to move towards ex-Amik Plain and
related swampy areas (Fig 1). Similarly excessive
precipitation induced-erosion in the surrounding
sloppy lands carried away the soil particles and deposited at different locations in the Amik Plain depending on the elevation. In general reclaimed lands
from the ex-Amik Lake or surrounding ag-lands
have finer soil texture and rich in clay content. On
the other hand areas having over 2% slop that are
mainly surrounding the plain from all direction [25]
have coarser soil texture. Overall, the descriptive statistics showed very high soil variability in the study
area depending on the site specific variation in the
pedotransfer function. The topography affects runoff, drainage, soil temperature, soil erosion and consequently determines the characteristics of soil at
changing landscape positions. In consistent with the
above findings many researchers have reported landscape-related differences in physico-chemical properties of soils [31, 32, 33].
The DTPA-extractable heavy metal concentrations of the Amik Plain soils showed differing degrees of positively skewed data set. The outliers
dominated the distribution histogram of all measured
heavy metals that indicating differing site-specific
control mechanisms at sampling nodes operate the
availability of the heavy metals. These mechanisms

TABLE 1
Descriptive statistics for the measured soil parameters
Parameters
Min
Max
Mean
Std. Error Std. Deviation Variance
Skewness
Na (mg/kg)
16.50
1078
184.4
13.30
177.98
31678
2.732
K (mg/kg)
24.50
1042
276.0
11.01
147.25
21684
1.383
Ca (mg/kg)
1910
4575
3426
34.38
459.92
211525
-0.129
Mg (mg/kg)
12.55
38.80
25.72
0.39
5.21
27.19
-0.223
0.01
71.37
12.47
0.71
9.56
91.48
2.143
P (mg/kg)
pH
7.02
8.93
7.93
0.02
0.27
0.075
0.190
EC (μS/cm)
78.00
1189
274.0
12.23
163.63
26774
2.154
CCE (g/kg)
0.00
439.5
193.1
7.38
98.75
9751
-0.025
0.95
40.35
15.09
0.62
8.24
67.91
0.610
OM (g/kg)
Clay (%)
0.00
58.85
13.56
0.91
12.20
148.91
1.263
Sand (%)
4.58
70.88
26.49
0.93
12.47
155.38
1.210
Silt (%)
15.580 88.76
59.95
1.16
15.57
242.33
-0.653
Cr (mg/kg)
n.d.
0.78
0.01
0.00
0.06
0.003
13.08
n.d.
4.03
0.53
0.04
0.48
0.23
3.931
Pb (mg/kg)
Mn (mg/kg)
n.d.
36.43
11.10
0.47
6.27
39.32
1.067
Al (mg/kg)
n.d.
0.93
0.15
0.01
0.19
0.037
1.764
Ni (mg/kg)
n.d.
25.19
2.34
0.22
2.93
8.58
4.432
1.47
22.76
5.35
0.24
3.22
10.36
2.454
Fe (mg/kg)
Zn (mg/kg)
n.d.
4.26
0.80
0.05
0.72
0.522
1.627
Cd (mg/kg)
n.d.
0.27
0.04
0.004
0.057
0.003
1.659
Cu (mg/kg)
0.385
5.43
1.90
0.06
0.77
0.594
1.031
n.d.
1.83
0.07
0.02
0.22
0.049
5.561
Co (mg/kg)
Standard error of skewness and Kurtosis for N 179 are 0.182 and 0.381, respectively. n.d. not detectable.
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Kurtosis
9.483
4.268
0.603
-0.585
8.074
0.862
6.641
-0.649
0.138
1.009
1.518
-0.168
173.5
21.23
1.479
2.618
26.01
8.813
3.650
2.725
2.377
36.04
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TABLE 2
Pearson correlation matrices between soil properties and the DTPA-extractable heavy metals (N=179)
Soil Properties
Na (mg/kg)
K (mg/kg)
Ca (mg/kg)
Mg (mg/kg)
P (mg/kg)
pH
EC (uS/cm)
CCE (g/kg)
OM (g/kg)
Clay (%)
Sand (%)

Cr
mg kg-1
-0.075
-0.242**
-0.252**
-0.020
-0.016
-0.089
-0.244**
0.030
-0.069
0.300**
-0.204**

Pb

Mn

Al

Ni

Fe

Zn

Cd

Cu

Co

0.149*
0.208**
0.083
0.093
0.033
0.145
-0.151*
0.089
0.161*
-0.186*
0.002

0.001
0.243**
0.186*
0.062
0.101
-0.007
-0.138
-0.218**
-0.052
0.040
0.022

-0.103
-0.017
-0.089
0.104
0.034
-0.040
0.057
-0.031
-0.041
0.189*
-0.097

0.063
-0.095
0.018
0.009
-0.258**
0.068
-0.134
0.207**
0.108
0.054
-0.136

-0.092
0.064
0.072
0.123
-0.095
0.085
0.130
-0.115
0.111
-0.122
0.028

0.311**
0.144
0.213**
-0.007
0.069
0.229**
0.181*
-0.067
0.057
-0.113
0.028

-0.083
-0.122
-0.094
-0.036
-0.043
-0.041
0.184*
0.131
0.106
-0.077
-0.046

0.153*
0.383**
0.142
0.214**
0.076
0.233**
-0.005
-0.030
0.067
-0.187*
0.117

-0.075
-0.101
-0.287**
0.023
0.049
-0.054
-0.078
0.172*
-0.091
0.211**
-0.082

TABLE 3
Pearson correlation matrices among the DTPA-extractable heavy metals (N=179)
Heavy
metals
Cr
Pb
Mn
Al
Ni
Fe
Zn
Cd
Cu

Pb
mg kg-1
-0.089

Mn

Al

Ni

Fe

Zn

Cd

Cu

Co

-0.017
0.284**

0.208**
-0.063
0.181*

0.272**
0.251**
0.140
-0.006

0.019
0.275**
0.399**
0.100
0.292**

-0.147*
-0.060
0.015
0.043
-0.055
0.002

-0.186*
-0.103
-0.201**
-0.049
-0.132
-0.148*
0.138

-0.198**
0.324**
0.429**
0.200**
-0.065
0.412**
0.073
-0.333**

0.162*
-0.092
0.099
0.088
-0.110
-0.073
-0.044
0.043
0.140

[42]. This can cover the actual effect of phosphatic
fertilizer-related heavy metal enrichment and solubility.
The Pearson correlation coefficients among
EDTA-extractable heavy metals were presented in
Table 3. Chromium was positively correlated to Al
and Ni whereas negatively correlated to Zn, Cd, and
Cu. The occurrence of Cr, Al, Co and Ni were likely
to be related to parent materials. The stronger relaWLRQEHWZHHQ&UDQG1LPD\EHUHODWHG.Õ]ÕOGD÷-ophiolite which consists of Cr and Ni-rich minerals [34].
Among chemical fertilizers, P sources are those that
have the highest levels of impurities by environmentally significant persistent metals [43, 44, 45]. Lead
concentrations in the experimental soils were highly
related to Mn, Ni, Fe and Cu which may indicate
similar source, parent material, but Cu had other additive sources such as pesticides. The available Mn
was positively related to Pb, Al, Fe, and Cu whereas
negatively to Cd. The other preeminent fact is that
Mn and Fe solubility in soils are controlled by similar mechanisms [36]. Amorphous forms of Mn and
Fe oxides are sensitive to wetting-drying cycles in
the soils and during these processes they adsorbe/desorbe significant amounts of heavy metals [36, 38].
The occurrence of similar correlation coefficient between Cr, Pb, Ni and Fe pointed out similar source
which would be parent material. The availability of
Cd inversely related to Cr, Mn, Fe and Cu despite cooccurrence in some pollutants such as fertilizers. Cd
comparatively more mobile in the soil profile than
the aforementioned heavy metals [36]. Therefore,
while those metals accumulated in the surface layer,

The Pearson correlation matrices between the
soil physico-properties and EDTA-extractable heavy
metals were presented in Table 2. Ammonium acetate extractable Na was found to be positively correlated with Pb, Cu and Zn indicating drainage problem-LQGXFHG LQFUHDVH RI WKHVH HOHPHQWV¶ PRELOLW\
because Na is to transport and enrich in the base-land
of a sloppy areas. Enrichment in the Na is accompanied by elevated soil pH and soluble organic carbon
that increase the mobility of the metals. This situation may refer also time dependent-accumulation of
these elements from the surrounding geological formations. Potassium concentration had positive correlations with Pb, Mn and Cu and negative coefficient with Cr. Despite K in general have similar mobility and preference on clay minerals to Na [40] the
correlation coefficients with K were stronger. This
may be attributed to fertilizer related increase of
these heavy metals. The other basic cation Ca had
positively correlated with Mn and Zn that these elements are to form stable phases with carbonates minerals [36],QDULGUHJLRQV¶VRLOVFDOFLILFDWLRQSURFHVV
take part a significant control over the soil formation
and thus Ca largely occupies the exchange sites in
the soils [41]. In contrast Cr and Co elements were
likely to be inherited from the mafic minerals in the
ophiolite massive [34]. Magnesium positively correlated with only Cu; however we could not reveal any
reason behind it. Interestingly Olsen-P did not give
positive relation to any heavy metal but negatively
correlated to Ni. This unexpected fact can be attributed to high carbonate content of the soils that
convert fertilizer P to P non extractable fractions
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Cd can horizontally or vertically transport to deeper
layers or other surface points. Positive correlations
of Cu with Pb, Mn, Al, and Fe could be indication
about coherence of pollution source and negative
correlation with Cr and Cd can be explained in terms
of mobility of Cd and difference between the sources
for Cr.
Principal component (PC) analysis reveals underlying coherence in the relationships between the
DTPA-extractable heavy metal concentrations as a
function of measured soil properties. Total of nine
components were identified using the correlation
matrix with varimax rotation routine in SPSS environment. These rotated components (PC1-9) with eigenvalue above one explained 73.312% of total variance in the soils (Table 4).

nents correspond closely to clear conceptual groupings of at least three different heavy metals along
with some critical soil properties influencing the nature of the heavy metal accumulation and mobility.
PC 1 represents ammonium acetate extractable-Na, K and -Ca, EC, sand content and Zn; PC 2 represents
Pb, Mn, Ni, Fe and Cu; PC 8 Cr, Pb, Ni and sand
content; and PC 9 represents Ni, Cd and Co along
with extractable-Ca and OM content (Table 5).
The PC1 vs. PC 2 plot given in Figure 2 serves
to help visualise the coherence in descriptive soil
properties, including Zn and Ni. Despite the majority
soil samples had a tendency to scatter around the
centre, the borderline soils of the circle are fairly dissimilar than the ones locating in the centre. However
C1, D28, A2 samples (Figure 1) distinctly fall apart
due mainly to their high sand content and relatively
very low Zn availability whereas B30 and B29 soil
samples were different

Three out of the 9 routinely extracted compo-

TABLE 4
The explained variances by the extracted original and rotated components
Components
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Initial Eigenvalues
Total % of Variance
3.460 15.726
2.458 11.175
2.038 9.264
1.806 8.208
1.609 7.314
1.450 6.590
1.190 5.407
1.078 4.900
1.040 4.727
0.921 4.185

Rotation Sums of Squared Loadings
Total % of Variance Cumulative %
2.227 10.121
10.121
2.094 9.519
19.640
1.913 8.697
28.337
1.852 8.418
36.755
1.811 8.231
44.985
1.714 7.793
52.778
1.621 7.368
60.146
1.531 6.959
67.105
1.365 6.206
73.312

Cumulative %
15.726
26.901
36.165
44.373
51.687
58.277
63.685
68.585
73.312
77.497

TABLE 5
Loadings between the rotated components and measured soil parameters
Parameters
Na (mg/kg)
K (mg/kg)
Ca (mg/kg)
Mg (mg/kg)
P (mg/kg)
pH
EC (uS/cm)
CCE (g/kg)
OM (g/kg)
Clay (%)
Sand (%)
Na (mg/kg)
Cr (mg/kg)
Pb (mg/kg)
Mn (mg/kg)
Al (mg/kg)
Ni (mg/kg)
Fe (mg/kg)
Zn (mg/kg)
Cd (mg/kg)
Cu (mg/kg)
Co (mg/kg)

Components
1
2
0.886
0.326
0.479

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

0.737
-0.319

-0.404
0.837

0.309
-0.760
0.332

0.709

0.759
0.303
0.810

0.727

0.314
0.870

-0.325

-0.577
0.304
-0.389

0.437
-0.830
0.509
-0.447

0.541
0.786

0.706
0.426
0.743

0.546

-0.304

0.569
0.500
0.518

0.409

-0.514
0.501

0.345
0.827

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis; Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization a; a Rotation converged in 15 iterations, loading values below 0.3 were suppressed.
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because of soil properties having positive loading
such as Na, EC, and Zn. D4, D5 nodes which are situating nearby the Orontes river (Figure 1) were separated by relatively higher Ni concentration whereas
B20 had relatively higher organic matter content
(Table 5). C10 based in the junction of two drainage
channels was typical with its high pH. The position-

ing of other soil samples scattering apart were functions of either positively or negatively related soil parameters to both PC 1 and PC2. For example E22 in
the upper part of the Plain fell apart due to negative
loadings with PC 1 and positive loadings with PC 2
(Table 5).

FIGURE 2
Scatter plot for PC1 vs. PC2

FIGURE 3
Scatter plot for PC1 vs. PC8
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FIGURE 4
Scatter plot for PC1 vs. PC9
CONCLUSIONS

Figure 3 depicts the scatter diagram of soil samples as a function of PC 1 and PC 8 related traits. A4,
E25, E22 and B1 soils are distinctly different than
the other soils due to higher sand content and high
Pb and Cr concentrations. The significant point is
that there are petrol stations, car services and private
cotton oil factory suggesting point pollution. On the
other site E10 was distinctive with higher Cr and soil
parameters positively related to PC1. C2, C3, C5,
D23, D31, E1, E 17 soils were scattered as a function
of negatively loaded traits to both PC 1 and PC 8
(Table 5). These nodes were close to small organised
industry region and settlements. A14, A15, A17,
S16, and S33 soils (Figure 3) are typical with high
Na and Pb concentrations (Table 5). These soils have
drainage problem in the field.
A1, A2, A3, B23, B24, E22 sampling nodes
stands out from other soils with high sand contents
and very high Co concentrations (Figure 4). This
suggests parent material related accumulation and
solubility of Co, because these soils are on the site of
ophiolite massive. Sedimentary origin parent materials generally contain very little Co, whereas igneous
parent materials containing mafic and ultramafic
minerals such as ophiolite massive are rich in Co
[46]. On the other site B29, B30, and B31 have moderately high Co 0.1-0.12 mg kg-1 and Ni concentration (1.58-2.06 mg kg-1) but very high ammonium
acetate extractable Na (860-1078 mg kg-1). High Cd
availability in these soils can be detrimental for ecosystem health.

The results of this study revealed that, there
were increased availability and mobility of heavy
metal pollution in the superficial soil layers at some
sampling sites. The increases of Pb, Cr, and Ni were
likely to be parent material, field-traffic and point
pollution related whereas the availability of Zn, Cu,
and Cd were induced by agricultural practices such
as fertilization and pesticides applications. The
slope, erosion, pH, Na, Ca, drainage and organic
matter can be key soil features to translocate and accumulate the heavy metals in the field.
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WATER-BASED DRILLING FLUID VISCOSITY REDUCING
AGENT BASED ON ORTHOGONAL EXPERIMENTAL
DESIGN
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ical and physical properties, although they contain
very small amounts of nano-additives [1-3]. The
enhancement of properties depends on various factors, such as the size, shape and polarity of the
nano-additives, the dispersion and orientation degree in the polymer matrix, and the interfacial interaction between the nano-additives and the polymer matrix [4-7].
Sulfonated styrene-maleic anhydride (SSMA)
is an important viscosity reducer. Adding a small
amount to the drilling fluid can greatly reduce the
viscosity, improve the rheological properties of the
drilling fluid, weaken the force between the clay
particles, and reduce the fluid. Resistance to ensure
safe and smooth drilling operations [8-11]. Due to
its good viscosity-reducing properties and temperature and salt resistance, SSMA has been widely
concerned by domestic and foreign oil drilling
workers, but its synthesis process is complicated
and costly. Therefore, SSMA is less used as a viscosity reducing agent in China [12-14]. Domestic
SSMA synthesis usually adopts solution polymerization under normal pressure. The method is mild
and easy to control, but the reaction requires more
solvent, high cost and polluted environment [15].
In this case, it is especially important to explore a simple and cost-effective synthetic process.

ABSTRACT
The graft copolymer of sulfonated St and MA
has a certain steric hindrance due to its sulfo group
and polyethylene glycol (PEG) macromolecular
group, and can ionize a certain charge to maintain a
certain electrostatic force. Thereby making it more
effective. Due to its special molecular structure,
St-MA copolymers and their derivatives have high
surface activity and low interfacial tension, so they
have broad application prospects in emulsification,
thickening and flocculation.
The presence of maleic anhydride moiety in
styrene-maleic anhydride (SMA) copolymer makes
it a versatile substrate for conjugation of drugs. In
this study biocompatible styrene-maleic anhydride
(SMA) copolymer with alternating structure was
synthesized by gamma irradiation at room temperature in the presence of 2-phenyl-2-propyl benzodithioate (PPB). Then sulfonated to obtain styrene-malefic anhydride(SSMA) by used as water-based drilling fluid viscosity reducing agent.
The effects of monomer ratio ˈ polymerization
temperatureˈinitiator content and reaction time on
the viscosity reduction of the product were studied.
The results showed that the optimum synthesis
conditions of SMA were as follows:molar ratio of
St and MA was 2:1, the polymerization temperature
was 70°C, the content of initiator was 2% (total
weight of monomer) and reaction time h.

EXPERIMENTAL
Materials. Styrene, maleic anhydride,
2-phenyl-2-propyl benzodithioate (PPB), acetaminophen and the solvents i.e. methanol, toluene,
1,4-dioxane (HPLC grade) were purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich. Styrene was purified by passing the
monomer through a column of basic aluminum oxide (activated, Brockmann I, standard grade, Sigma
Aldrich) to remove the inhibitor whereas maleic
anhydride was purified by recrystallization from
toluene just before use.

KEYWORDS:
Styrene-maleic anhydride, viscosity reducing agent, orthogonal design, stability

INTRODUCTION
Polymer composites containing nanoparticles
are of great interest in the scientific and industrial
field due to the great development of their mechan-
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a strong tendency to alternate because the two polar
monomers form an electron transfer complex and
then homopolymerize to obtain an alternating copolymer. When the content of maleic anhydride is
small or more, the reaction rate is small, the yield is
lowered, and a random polymer may be formed,
resulting in unstable viscosity-reducing properties
of the product.

Synthesis of styrene (St) - maleic anhydride
(MA) copolymers. Stock solutions containing
ௗPRO VW\UHQH ௗPRO PDOHLF DQK\GULGH
DQG 5$)7 DJHQW ௗîௗí5 PRO ௗîௗí5 mol,
ௗîௗí5 mol) were prepared in 1,4-dioxane. The
samples were saturated with N2 gas prior to irradiation. Copolymerization was performed at room
temperature for different time intervals by using a
60Co gamma source with dose rate of
ௗN*\ௗKí 6WDQGDUG )ULFNH GRVLPHWU\ ZDV
used to determine dose rate. Irradiated samples
were precipitated with methanol and dried in vacuum oven.
The obtained SMA solid is pulverized, sulfonated by adding a sulfonating agent, neutralized
to pH = 7 by adding a sodium hydroxide solution;
precipitated by adding an excess of an ethanol precipitating agent, and the precipitated product is
dried under heating at 80°C, and pulverized. The
resulting polymer is SSMA.

Effect of polymerization temperature on
viscosity reduction ratio. The molar ratio of the
fixed monomer St to MA is 1:1, the amount of the
initiator is 1% of the total mass of the monomer, the
SMA is synthesized at different polymerization
temperatures, and the viscosity reducing agent is
obtained after sulfonation, and the drilling fluid is
measured. The viscosity reduction rate in the middle is shown in Figure 2.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Effect of monomer ratio on viscosity reduction ratio. The reaction temperature is 80 °C, the
amount of initiator is 1% of the total mass of the
monomer, the reaction time is 5 h, the monomer
molar ratio is changed to synthesize SMA, and the
viscosity reducing agent is prepared after sulfonation, and the viscosity reduction in the drilling fluid
is measured. The result is shown in Figure 1.

FIGURE 2
Effect of polymerization temperature on
viscosity reduction ratio
It can be seen from Fig. 2 that when the reaction temperature is 70°C, the viscosity reduction
rate of SSMA in the base slurry reaches the highest;
when the temperature is too low, the decomposition
rate of the initiator is slow, the rate of free radicals
generated is very slow, and the induction period of
the reaction is relatively high. Long, the polymerization reaction is difficult to carry out normally;
when the temperature is too high, the rate of generation of free radicals is too fast, and the probability
of the radicals reacting with each other is also increased, resulting in a too low molecular weight.

FIGURE 1
Effect of monomer ratio on viscosity reduction
ratio

Effect of initiator dosage on viscosity reduction ratio. The molar ratio of the fixed monomer St
and MA is 2:1, the polymerization temperature is
70 °C, the amount of initiator is changed to synthesize SMA, and the viscosity reducing agent is prepared by sulfonation, and the viscosity reduction

It can be seen from Fig. 1 that as the molar ratio of styrene to maleic anhydride monomer increases, the viscosity reduction rate first increases
to a certain extent, and then decreases slightly.
When styrene reacts with maleic anhydride, there is
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the total mass of the monomer, the SMA is synthesized at different polymerization temperatures, and
the viscosity reducing agent is obtained after sulfonation, and the drilling fluid is measured. The
viscosity reduction rate in the middle is shown in
Figure 4.

rate in the drilling fluid is measured. The result is
shown in Figure 3.

FIGURE 3
Effect of initiator dosage on viscosity reduction
ratio
It can be seen from Fig. 3 that when the
amount of AIBN is small, the viscosity reduction
rate of SSMA in the drilling fluid is not high, which
may be due to the less activation center generated
by AIBN per unit time and the lower concentration,
resulting in lower initiator initiation efficiency. The
yield of the polymer is lower; when the AIBN addition exceeds 1. At 5%, the initiator loses the initiating activity due to the side effect such as the cage
effect, and the probability of the radicals terminating each other increases, resulting in an decrease in
the effective polymer. When the amount of the initiator is the total mass of the monomer. At 5%, the
viscosity reduction rate is the highest.

FIGURE 4
Effect of reaction time on viscosity reduction
ratio
It can be seen that viscosity reduction ratio increases when reaction time increases.
Selected optimal solution. It is determined
which level is good according to the magnitudes of
k1, k2, and k3. The optimal reaction conditions
found according to the orthogonal table are: the
monomer ratio is determined as D2; the reaction
temperature is the smallest, but the A2 and A3 are
considered.

Effect of reaction time on viscosity reduction ratio. The molar ratio of the fixed monomer St
to MA is 1:1, the amount of the initiator is 1% of

TABLE 1
Results of L9 (34) orthogonal experiments
Serial number

Reaction
temperature

Initiator dosage
(%)

Reaction
(h)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
k1
k2
k3
R

60
60
60
65
65
65
70
70
70
57.05
35.33
32.94
24.11

1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
53.03
29.84
42.46
23.19

4
4.5
5
4.5
5
4
5
4
4.5
34.18
39.42
41.73
7.55
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time

Monomer ratio
(%)

Viscosity
ratio (%)

1
2
3
3
1
2
2
3
1
28.55
33.13
63.65
35.1

65.04
28.87
77.25
60.86
7.81
3.73
3.3
5.3
1.3
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[4] Larson, N., Greish, K., Bauer, H., Maeda, H.,
Ghandehari, H. (2011) Synthesis and evaluation of poly(styrene-co-maleic acid) micellar
nanocarriers for the delivery of tanespimycin.
Int. J. Pharm. 420, 111-117.
[5] Iyer, A.K., Greish, K., Fang, J., Murakami, R.,
Maeda, H. (2007) High-loading nanosized micelles of copoly(styrene-maleic acid)-zinc protoporphyrin for targeted delivery of a potent
heme oxygenase inhibitor. Biomaterials. 28,
1871-1881.
[6] Daruwalla, J., Nikfarjam, M., Greish, K., Malcontenti-Wilson, C., Muralidharan, V., Christophi, C., Maeda, H. (2010) In vitro and in vivo
evaluation of tumor targeting styrene-maleic
acid copolymer-pirarubicin micelles: survival
improvement and inhibition of liver metastases.
Cancer Sci. 101, 1866-1874.
[7] Sütekin, S.D., $WÕFÕ$.B., Güven, O., Hoffman,
A.S. (2018) Controlling of free radical copolymerization of styrene and maleic anhydride
via RAFT process for the preparation of acetaminophen drug conjugates. Radiation Physics
and Chemistry. 148, 5-12.
[8] Luo, Y., Hu, H.L., Wang, Z.L., Jing, N. (2011)
Synthesis and Evaluation of Sulfonated Styrene-Maleic Anhydride Polymer as Viscosity
Reducer for Drilling Fluid. Advances in Fine
Petrochemicals. 12, 13-15.
[9] Shin, S.S., Jung, J.Y., Lim, M.K., Choi, D.U.,
Kim, Y.H. (2013) Application of PCM Technology to Concrete II : Effects of
SSMA(Sulfonated Styrene-Maleic Anhydride)
on the Properties of the 1-Dodecanol Micro-Capsule. Chinese Journal of Inorganic
Chemistry. 1, 905-909.
[10] Fang, Y.H., Yu, F.Y. (2008) The Synthesized
Superplasticizer of Sulfonated Copolymer of
Styrene-Maleic anhydride(SSMA) and Polycarboxylate Copolymer of SSMA-g-PEG. Fujian Architecture & Construction. 10, 19-21.
[11] Qiu, J.Y., Ni, J.F., Zhai, M.L., Peng, J., Wei,
G.S. (2007) Radiation grafting of styrene and
maleic anhydride onto PTFE membranes and
sequent sulfonation for applications of vanadium redox battery. Radiation Physics and
Chemistry. 76, 1703-1707.
[12] Tjong, S.C., Li, R.K.Y., Xie, X.L. (2000)
Compatibilizing effect of styrene±maleic anhydride copolymer on the properties of polyamideǦ 6/liquid crystalline copolyester composites. Journal of applied polymer science. 77,
1964-1974.
[13] Kate, A.S., Basavaraju, K.C. (2018) A simple
potentiometric titration method for estimation
of maleic anhydride in high molecular weight
styrene-maleic anhydride copolymer. Polymer
Testing. 65, 369-373.

Under the two conditions, the difference is not
large, and A2 saves energy, so choose A2; the initiator dosage is B2; the reaction time is the least influential factor. Considering that the reaction cycle
should be as short as possible, the C1 condition is
chosen. Therefore, it is determined that the level
combination of each factor is A2B2C1D2.
According to the range size in Table 1, the
primary and secondary order of the influence of
each factor on the molecular mass can be obtained:
monomer ratio, reaction temperature, initiator dosage, reaction time.

CONCLUSION
(1) St and MA were used to carry out bulk
polymerization under normal pressure conditions.
The optimum experimental conditions for synthesizing SSMA viscosity reducer were obtained by
changing the experimental conditions: monomer
molar ratio was 2:1, polymerization temperature At
70 eC, the initiator is used in an amount of 1% of
the total mass of the monomer, and the reaction
time is 5 h. Finally, sulfonation with chlorosulfonic
acid is carried out to obtain a SSMA viscosity reducing agent.
(2) According to the range size, the primary
and secondary order of the influence of each factor
on the molecular mass can be obtained: monomer
ratio, reaction temperature, initiator dosage, reaction time.
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GENETIC VARIATION ANALYSIS OF A TRIPLOID CLONAL
SPECIES LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM BASED ON
MORPHOLOGY AND SRAP MARKER AND THE
VARIATION OF CLONAL RAMETS
Fei-fei Xiao, Yan-long Zhang, Li-xin Niu*
College of landscape architecture and arts, Northwest A & F University, 3 Taicheng Road, 712100 Shannxi, Yangling, China

different too. Considering the characteristic of obligate asexual reproduction of triploid L.lancifolium,
we believed the genetic variation among ramets is
the fundamental variation source of triploid
L.lancifolium in China.

ABSTRACT
Triploid Lilium.lancifolium is widely distributed in China and they can tolerated varied environment condition of China. Bulbils, as the only
reproduction module for triploid L.lancifolium,
have important impact on the population size and
genetic diversity of this species. Little genetic variation studies have been done for triploid
L.lancifolium of China. To obtain the first information of genetic variation and understand the
promoting force of evolution in triploid
L.lancifolium, SRAP marker and morphological
traits were used to investigate the genetic variation
of eight groups of wild triploid L.lancifolium from
China, then we assessed the clonal variation using
SRPA marker for six clonal ramet groups. Significant differences of morphological traits were detected among and within groups, and for most traits,
the variation within group always higher than
among groups. Ten sets of primer generated a total
of 167 bands for all the wild materials and 75 were
polymorphic with a polymorphic percentage of
44.91%. A higher level of genetic differentiation
was detected between groups from same region
(Gst=0.2862) than between regions (Gst=0.2210)
suggesting a certain degree of irrelativity between
genetic differentiation and geographic distribution.
Two clustering approaches, unweighted pair group
method for arithmetic averages and principle coordinate analysis, supported a division of the eight
groups into two major clusters, and molecular variance analysis further determined the genetic structure and confirmed the 66% of total variance within
groups. A total of 174 bands were produced by six
clonal groups of 242 ramets and 46 were polymorphic with a polymorphic percentage of 26.43%. The
polymorphic percentage of six clonal ramets groups
ranged from 9.77% to 15.52% with an average
value of 12.74. Within clonal ramet group, the level
of genetic variation at different locus was significant different; among clonal ramet group, the level
of genetic variation at same locus was significant

KEYWORDS:
Lilium lancifolium, SRAP, genetic variation, morphology, clonal ramet

INTRODUCTION
Throughout the plant kingdom, many species
are capable of clonal growth which were realized
by different reproduction modules such as rhizome,
bulbs, bulbils, stolon and buble except seeds. Most
clonal plants are both sexual and asexual reproduction species under nature condition [1]. However,
some species belong to genus of Stellaria and Potentilla reproduce rely on the runner entirely.
Meanwhile, clonal reproduction is also the only
breeding patterns for certain sterile polyploid such
as Puccinellia u phryganodes [2].
A noticeable characteristics of clonal reproduction is the ability of producing ramets which are
seemingly genetically identical to the parent [3,4,5].
In view of " genetically identical" of clonal plants, a
low level of genetic diversity was thought in the
past. But with the increasing of researches, varied
level of genetic variation among species were revealed and sometimes extraordinary high level of
genetic diversity was found [6,7]. The varying
genetic diversity among species mainly depends on
the breeding systems, gene flow, genetic drift, life
history, population size as well as the study methods. For most clonal plants, sexual reproduction
could compensate for the loss of genetic diversity
and reduce the differences among populations [8],
and little amount of seedling recruitment would
provide abundant variation [9]. However, the
sources of genetic variation for exclusive clonal
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As a clonal polyploid species, the origin issues
of triploid L. lancifolium had been discussed for
years and researches in recent years have showed
that it is more likely to be autotriploid[25,26] but
still cannot firm a conclusion. In addition to this
part, Shim et al. [24], Song et al. [27], Chung et al.
[25] and Nguyen et al. [28] once used different
molecular markers revealed a moderate level of
genetic diversity of triploid L. lancifolium gerplasm
in Korea and variation on morphology traits of
triploid L. lancifolium between different geographic
distribution in Korea was also discovered by Kim et
al. [22] Based on above studies, in this paper, we
will focus on the genetic diversity and fitness of
triploid L. lancifolium, because the two issues were
simply mentioned in previous researches but not be
studied particularly and systematically. Therefore,
we would firstly evaluate the genetic diversity of
triploid L. lancifolium from China using sequence
related amplified polymorphism (SRAP) and make
a comparison with other molecular markers by the
way. Then, we were going to detect the genetic
variation of ramets in order to verify the somatic
mutation producing in the process of clonal reproduction. Because given the characteristic of exclusive clonal reproduction, we believe somatic mutation may be the primary way to compensate the loss
of genetic diversity in the evolution history. At last
we would explore the mechanism of widespread
based on the varied habitats and climate of triploid
L. lancifolium in China and then try to determine
whether the plasticity or local adaptation support
the wide distribution.

plants is more complicated and restricted. First of
all, a considerable part of variation source was
determined by the history origination and another
part was coming from occassional seedlings establishment which may supplied new genotypes for
clonal species [10]. Although the two cases would
reserve and generate a certain degree of genetic
diversity for clonal plants and sometimes it is high,
the genetic diversity of former case would be increased or wore off with the change of evolutionary
direction and the latter case would be rare and discontinuous. At present, somatic mutation has extensively considered to be the common and persistent
variation source for clonal plants [11]. Lately, empirical study have showed that clonal regeneration
plant somaclona variation is substantially due to an
increasing rate of DNA sequence mutation [12] and
may be it is also a explanation for somatic mutation
of clonal plants in nature. Even so, it still can not
determine whether the DNA sequence mutation
would occur on specific develop stage or on the
whole stages.
Clonal plants are more likely to be dominated
in varied habitats in nature due to the higher survival rate of offspring especially under unstable environment condition [13,14]. Obviously, the reproduction strategy would promote the extending of
geographic distribution range and had an positive
effect on the adaptation to environment heterogeneity for clonal plants, but not exclusively. Previous
studies have suggested that phenotypic plasticity
and local adaptation were the two mechanisms for
allowing clonal plants adjust to different climatic
and environment stresses [15,16,17], and widespread species usually had both strategies, it's just
the relative contribution of them may species specific [18]. Transplant experiments were often taken
to understand the mechanisms of widespread clonal
species because of controllable environment condition.
Lilium lancifolium is a polyploid complex
species involving both diploid and triploid forms
[19,20,21]. Natural gerplasm of diploid L. lancifolium was found in Korea and Japan [19,20] but had
never reported in China. While, triploid L. lancifolium was mainly distributed in Korea, Japan, Russian and China [19,20,22,23,24]. In China, triploid
L. lancifolium is distributed widely which almost
cross the whole country. It is popular here for their
medicinal properties and beauty. Individuals of
triploid L. lancifolium are capable of extensively
clonal reproduction by bulbils in the leaf axil which
would be dropped down after mature and separated
from the parent completely. This kind of reproduction model is convenient for distinguishing ramets
and genets and easy for us to collect a clonal group
which just contains ramets only.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Wild germplasm materials. In this study, we
obtained eight groups of L.lancifolium materials,
they were coming from eight localities of three
provinces of China. We collected 40 plant samples
from Shannxi province (SX1-SX5; Table1 and Fig.
1), 19 plants from Sichuan province (SC1-SC2;
Table1 and Fig. 1) and eight plants from Fujian
province (FJ1; Table1 and Fig. 1). Since L. lancifolium is a clonal plant, in order to reduce the number
of ramets from same clone as far as possible, every
two samples from same site were collected at least
10 m apart. Afterwards, all the materials were
transplanted to resource nursery of northwest agriculture and forestry university with exactly same
environment condition in order to facilitate DNA
extracting and phenotype investigating.
Acquisition of clonal ramets groups. Six individual plants were picked from wild L. lancifolium materials mentioned above for collecting the
bulbils separately. The individuals came from wild
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planting to the same growing environment for one
year and each trait was recorded from four randomly picked plants. Each trait was repeated three times
on each individual plant. All the traits were observed between June and July. Leaf traits included
leaf length and leaf width and they were measured
by vernier caliper, leaf length-width ration was
calculated according to leaf length and width. Due
to the huge differences of leaf shape in different
parts of plant, the leaf data were scored from the
top, middle and bottom of plant respectively. Flower traits were composed of length and width of
flower bud, length of peduncle, lateral diameter and
longitudinal diameter of corolla, length and width
of inside petal and outside petal. All the flower
traits were also measured by vernier caliper.

groups of SX1, SX2, SX3, SX4, SC2 and FJ1 respectively. The bulbils were harvested between
May and June and then stored under low temperature for a period of time. Afterwards, bulbils of
each individual were planted in paper cups and
placed in greenhouse until germination. Finally, we
obtained 242 seedlings forming 6 clonal ramets
groups including 41 ramets of SX1-1 group, 45
ramets of SX2-2 group, 45 ramets of SX3-3 group,
16 ramets of SX4-4 group, 50 ramets of SC2-5
group and 45 ramets of FJ1-6 group (Table 1).
Morphological traits of wild materials. The
morphological traits of leaf and flower among different wild groups were measured and performed
statistics based on the conventional statistical approach. Data information was recorded after trans-

TABLE 1
The wild L. lancifolium materials and clonal ramets groups
Groups
SX1
SX2
SX3
SX4
SX5
SC1
SC2
FJ1

Latitude (N)
33.66
33.54
33.46
32.81
32.41
32.53
32.35
26.10

Longitude (E)
109.11
107.29
107.18
106.61
108.33
105.53
106.85
119.29

Sample size
10
10
4
6
10
10
9
8

Clonal ramets groups
SX1-1
SX2-2
SX3-3
SX4-4
----SC2-5
FJ1-6

Ramets number
41
45
45
16
----50
45

FIGURE 1
Locations of sampled sites of L. lancifolium in three provinces of China
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TABLE 2
Primer pairs used for SRAP analysis and the amplified results
Primer pairs

Me5-Em11

Me8-Em4

Me8-Em5

Me8-Em6

Me10-Em5

Me11-Em8

Me11-Em12

Me12-Em8

Me13-Em2

Me14-Em6

6HTXHQFH ƍ±ƍ
TGAGTCCAAACCGGAAG/GACTGCGTACGAAT
TTGTC
TGAGTCCAAACCGGTAG/GACTGCGTACGAATTT
GA
TGAGTCCAAACCGGTAG/GACTGCGTACGAATT
AAC
TGAGTCCAAACCGGTAG/GACTGCGTACGAATT
GCA
TGAGTCCAAACCGGTGT/GACTGCGTACGA
ATTAAC
TGAGTCCAAACCGGAC/GACTGCGTACGAATT
AGC
TGAGTCCAAACCGGAC/GACTGCGTACGAATT
GGT
TGAGTCCAAACCGGTA/GACTGCGTACGAATTA
GC
TGAGTCCAAACCGCAG/GACTGCGTACGAATT
TGC
TGAGTCCAAACCGCAT/GACTGCGTACGAATT
GCA

No. of bands

No. of polymorphic
bands

Percentage of polymorphic
bands (%)

16

9

56.25

19

9

47.37

21

10

47.62

13

8

61.54

16

5

31.25

16

6

37.50

14

2

14.29

19

11

57.89

15

7

46.67

18

8

44.44

MgCl2, and 1×polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
buffer. The PCR was carried out with the initial
cycle at 95oC for 1 min, 5 cycles of 94oC for 45 s,
35oC for 45 s and 72oC for 1 min, another 35 cycles
of 94oC for 45 s, 50oC for 45 s and 72oC for 1 min
and the final extension at 72oC for 7 min. The amplification products were examined by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis.

DNA Extraction. DNA extraction was performed by Biospin BSC13S1 plant DNA extraction
kit, following the standard protocol for isolation of
genomic DNA. Objects of extraction included 67
wild germplasm materials and 242 clonal ramets.
The purity and concentration of DNA were detected
by agarose (1.5%) gel electrophoresis and ultraviolet spectrophotometry, respectively. All the genomic DNA were dissolved by 1×TE solution and
stored at -20Ԩ.

Data analysis. All the morphological data
were analyzed statistically. The Excel 2007 was
used to organize the information, and process data
preliminarily. The significance analysis and variance analysis were made by SPSS16.0 and SAS.
The SRAP electrophoresis pattern was artificially analyzed and only strong, reproducible and
clearly distinguished bands were used for the analysis. A binary data matrix was generated indicating
WKHSUHVHQFH  RUWKHDEVHQFH  RIEDQGV1HL¶V
JHQHWLF GLYHUVLW\ LQGH[ 6KDQQRQ¶V LQIRUPDWLRQ
index, observed number of alleles and effective
number of alleles were computed by POPGENE3.2.

SRAP-PCR amplification. Sequence-related
amplified polymorphism (SRAP) was used to explore genetic variation according to description of
Li and Quiros[29]. It had been used for other Lilium
genus species and could reveal the genetic variation
effectively[30-31]. Ten sets of primer with high
polymorphism were obtained for PCR (Table 2).
The SRAP amplification reaction performed in the
WRWDO YROXPH RI XO DV IROORZV ȝ/ QJȝ/
WHPSODWH'1$ȝ0IRUZDUGDQGUHYHUVHSULPHU
2.5 U Taq polymerae, 250mM dNTPs, 1.5 mM
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higher than among groups which indicated that the
difference between individuals within group was
bigger than the difference among groups.
Variation coefficient illustrated big differences
whether between groups, leaf traits or positions
(Table 5). The average variation coefficient among
groups were ranged from 4.67% to 14.04% and the
materials from SX3 and SX5 had the least and
greatest degree of variation respectively. The average variation coefficient of leaf traits were ranged
from 8.82% and 12.96% and the leaf length-width
ratio had the greatest degree of variation, followed
by leaf length and leaf width. The variation coefficient of different parts of plant were ranged from
10.31% to 12.87% and top leaf had the greatest
degree of variation, followed by middle leaf and
bottom leaf. Except bottom leaf length, top leaf
width and top length-width ratio, the variation coefficient within groups was always higher than
among groups which was basically consistent with
Nested variation analysis.

NTSYSpc 2.10 was used to calculate the genetic
distances of wild materials between all pairs of
groups and construct unweighted pair group method
with arithmetic mean (UPGMA) dendrogram for 8
groups. Analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA)
and principle coordinate analysis (PCoA) were
conducted by GenAlex6.5.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Variation of morphological traits after
transplanting. The results of leaf quantitative
characteristics showed that the leaf shape among
groups were so different (Table 3). Materials from
SX1 had the longest and widest leaf and materials
from SX5 and SX4 had the shortest and narrowest
leaf respectively. Nested variation analysis (Table
4) revealed that all the leaf traits were significant
different on the 0.05 level among and within
groups. Except top leaf width and length-width
ratio, the component of variance within groups was

TABLE 3
Quantitative characteristics of leaf traits
Groups

Leaf length (cm)

SX1
SX2
SX3
SX4
SX5
SC1
SC2
FJ1
Mean
Min
Max

Bottom
14.97
12.98
14.11
11.54
12.15
12.91
15.62
12.31
13.33
11.54
15.62

Leaf width (cm)

Middle
15.40
13.02
13.77
13.48
13.94
13.93
15.20
13.50
14.03
13.02
15.40

Top
9.24
7.25
6.89
8.1
6.41
6.44
7.43
6.80
7.32
6.41
9.24

Mean
13.20
11.08
11.59
11.04
10.83
11.09
12.75
10.87
11.56
10.83
13.20

Bottom
1.99
1.59
1.78
1.57
1.55
1.68
1.84
1.63
1.7
1.55
1.99

Middle
1.64
1.57
1.52
1.48
1.57
1.75
1.53
1.55
1.58
1.48
1.75

Length-width ratio of leaf
Top
1.89
1.79
1.77
1.37
1.44
1.78
1.84
1.48
1.67
1.37
1.89

Mean
1.84
1.65
1.69
1.47
1.52
1.74
1.74
1.55
1.65
1.47
1.84

Bottom
7.52
8.16
7.93
7.35
7.84
7.68
8.49
7.55
7.82
7.35
8.49

Middle
9.39
8.29
9.06
9.11
8.88
7.96
9.93
8.71
8.92
7.96
9.93

Top
4.89
4.05
3.89
5.91
4.45
3.62
4.04
4.59
4.43
3.62
5.91

Mean
7.27
6.83
6.96
7.46
7.06
6.42
7.49
6.95
7.06
6.42
7.49

TABLE 4
Nested variation analysis for leaf characteristics of L. lancifolium among and within groups
Characteristics Position MS(DF)
F Value
Component of variance (%)

Leaf length

Leaf width

Length-width
ratio

Bottom
Middle
Top
Bottom
Middle
Top
Bottom
Middle
Top

Within
groups
7.57(58)
12.57(58)
3.60(58)
0.10(58)
0.04(58)
0.09(58)
2.84(58)
5.26(58)

Among
groups
51.10(7)
19.88(7)
25.38(7)
0.64(7)
0.17(7)
1.01(7)
4.25(7)
10.83(7)

Within
groups
21.41*
14.85*
6.82*
8.38*
6.01*
10.80*
7.55*
9.23*

Among
groups
144.60*
23.47*
48.03*
56.44*
23.60*
124.98*
11.28*
18.98*

Within
groups
52.96
77.32
41.92
45.31
49.26
36.53
65.45
66.21

Among
groups
39.26
5.92
36.47
36.26
21.25
52.29
4.58
9.65

1.43(58)

14.15(7)

1.74*

17.29*

13.16

33.78

Note᧶* indicated significant differences at P=5% level among and within groups.
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TABLE 5
Variation coefficients of leaf characteristics
Leaf length
Leaf width
Length-width ratio of leaf
BotMidTop
BotMidTop
BotMidTop
tom
dle
tom
dle
tom
dle
16.98
20.31
14.41
7.66
7.53
8.89
12.32
18.93
16.27
8.89
12.78
10.33
11.02
7.35
8.17
7.41
13.17
8.97
5.86
2.85
3.22
2.86
2.53
6.80
2.94
5.01
9.98
9.84
14.45
12.50
7.75
7.88
11.33
11.57
11.59
15.97
13.69
9.03
20.28
11.89
9.88
15.81
13.33
9.56
22.91
12.40
11.02
10.54
13.07
6.68
8.05
14.81
11.56
13.78
7.52
17.01
16.95
11.53
5.10
9.09
15.66
20.69
20.46
9.39
13.19
19.77
9.64
9.29
12.04
9.50
12.25
12.40
10.57
12.58
13.50
9.43
7.03
10.02
10.94
12.85
15.09
10.79
5.98
13.03
9.06
5.34
12.25
5.19
6.86
18.57

Mean

13.70
9.79
4.67
11.43
14.04
11.32
13.78
11.94
11.33
9.67

TABLE 6
Quantitative characteristics of floral organ
Grou
ps

SX1

Peduncle
length(cm)

Flower bud (cm)

Flower diameter (cm)

Inside petal (cm)

Outside petal (cm)

Length

Transverse

Length

Length

Width

Longitudinal

Width

Width

7.77±0.84bc

9.48±0.5 1.99±0.1 7.75±0.4 3.01±0.33 10.64±0. 2.88±0.1 10.70±0. 2.05±0
1c
4c
5
ab
65b
6ab
60b
.09
SX2
8.73±1.00cd
9.22±0.4 2.00±0.1 7.59±0.3 3.35±0.36 10.52±0. 2.98±0.1 10.56±0. 2.05±0
6bc
6c
0
bc
36b
4b
36b
.08
SX3
8.73±0.55cd
9.47±0.15 1.83±0.0 7.73±0.1 3.40±0.36 10.52±0. 2.95±0.0 10.87±0. 2.05±0
c
6abc
2
bc
03b
5ab
06b
.05
SX4
7.37±0.15ab
8.50±0.1 1.70±0.1 7.50±0.1 3.53±0.15 10.30±0. 2.90±0.1 10.43±0. 2.00±0
0a
0a
0
c
10b
0ab
12b
.10
SX5
7.96±0.60bcd
9.17±0.6 1.76±0.1 7.83±0.3 3.15±0.36 10.40±0. 2.99±0.0 10.34±0. 2.04±0
4abc
5ab
3
abc
38b
4b
55b
.05
SC1
8.83±0.95d
9.23±0.5 1.91±0.2 7.60±0.4 3.48±0.47 10.60±0. 2.81±0.1 10.80±0. 2.03±0
5bc
2abc
8
bc
42b
1a
48b
.09
SC2
7.91±0.49bcd
9.10±0.7 1.78±0.1 7.77±0.9 3.41±0.33 10.57±0. 2.81±0.1 10.66±0. 2.03±0
0abc
3b
0
bc
26b
5a
27b
.10
FJ1
6.53±0.51a
8.55±0.2 2.00±0.1 8.13±0.2 2.72±0.26 9.67±0.2 2.98±0.0 9.80±0.2 2.07±0
6ab
4c
2
a
3a
8b
6a
.08
10.40±0. 2.91±0.0 10.52±0. 2.04±0
Mean
9.09±0.3 1.87±0.1 7.74±0.1
7.98±0.79
3.26±0.28
7
2
9
32
7
34
.02
Min
6.53
8.50
1.70
7.50
2.72
9.67
2.81
9.80
2.00
Max
8.83
9.48
2.00
8.13
3.53
10.64
2.99
10.80
2.07
Note:The data in this table are means±standard deviation᧷the data with different letters indicated that significant differences
at P=5% level among populations, without letters indicated no significant differences.

smallest (2.90%). On the other hand, materials of
SC1 and SX4 had the highest and lowest variation
coefficient respectively which was different with
the result of leaf traits (Table 7). Except peduncle
length, inside petal length and outside petal length,
the variation coefficient within groups was always
higher than among groups which was similar with
leaf traits.

Quantitative characteristic of floral traits were
showed in table 6 and analysis of variance indicated
that all the traits exhibited significant differences on
0.05 level among groups except lateral diameter of
corolla and width of outside petal. Similarly, the
variation coefficient among groups also showed
great differences. Longitudinal diameter of corolla
presented the highest coefficient of variation
(10.13%) and the length of inside petal showed the
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TABLE 7
Variation coefficients of flower characteristics
Groups

SX1
SX2
SX3
SX4
SX5
SC1
SC2
FJ1
Within
groups
Among
groups

Groups

SX1
SX2
SX3
SX4
SX5
SC1
SC2
FJ1
Mean
Total

Peduncle
length(cm)

Flower bud (cm)

Flower diameter (cm)

Inside petal (cm)

Outside
(cm)

Length

Width

Transverse

Longitudinal

Length

Width

Length

Width

10.79
11.41
6.31
2.07
7.54
10.76
6.17
7.84
7.86

5.40
4.94
1.61
1.18
6.95
6.00
7.69
3.03
4.60

6.82
7.76
3.15
5.88
8.60
11.69
7.32
7.07
7.29

5.85
3.97
1.49
1.33
4.21
6.30
11.55
2.66
4.67

10.86
10.86
10.60
4.32
11.56
13.53
9.58
9.72
10.13

6.09
3.40
0.27
0.97
3.68
4.00
2.46
2.33
2.90

5.50
4.70
1.69
3.45
1.27
3.75
5.17
2.52
3.51

5.59
3.42
0.53
1.11
5.35
4.44
2.53
2.66
3.20

4.52
4.01
2.44
5.00
2.62
4.26
4.92
3.95
3.97

6.82
6.05
3.12
2.81
5.75
7.19
6.38
4.64
5.35

9.90

4.11

6.40

2.50

8.51

3.04

2.55

3.24

1.01

4.58

TABLE 8
Analysis of genetic diversity of L.lancifolium by SRAP
Percentage of pol- Observed num- Effective
1HL¶V Jeymorphic band (%) ber of alleles
number
of netic
dialleles
versity
22.75
1.2275
1.1170
0.0719
17.37
1.1737
1.1020
0.0599
5.99
1.0599
1.0503
0.0269
11.98
1.1198
1.0783
0.0459
14.97
1.1497
1.0814
0.0491
25.75
1.2575
1.1382
0.0846
16.77
1.1677
1.0966
0.0583
13.77
1.1377
1.0876
0.0516
16.17
1.1617
1.0939
0.0560
44.91
1.4491
1.1578
0.0976

petal

Mean

6KDQQRQ¶V
information
index
0.1106
0.0902
0.0384
0.0680
0.0749
0.1293
0.0881
0.0768
0.0845
0.1561

PCoA analysis indicated that all the materials were
also divided into two clusters and the grouping was
basically consistent with UPGMA. PCoA 1 and
PCoA 2 explained 22.27% and 8.8% of the total
variance, respectively. The genetic differentiation
between groups within southern Shaanxi province
(SX1-SX5) was low, the average pairwise Gst was
only 0.2862, however, the pairwise Gst between
three regions (Shaanxi, Sichuan and Fujian province) was lower (Gst=0.2210), which suggesting a
certain degree of irrelativity between genetic differentiation and geographic distribution. A mental test
further demonstrated that there was no significant
correlation between genetic differentiation and
geographic distribution (P=0.06).
AMOVA analysis for all materials further determined the genetic structure of L. lancifolium.
The result showed that the 66% of total variance
was explained within groups and 34% was among
groups. It is indicating that the variation source
mainly from intra-groups (Table 9).

Genetic diversity of wild L.lancifolium. Ten
primer pairs produced 167 bands and 75 were polymorphic. The bands number of ten sets of primer
were ranged from 13 (Me8-Em6) to 21 (Me8-Em5),
with an average number of 17 per primer pairs. The
percentage of polymorphic were from 14.29%
(Me11-Em12) to 61.54% (Me8-Em6) (Table 2).
The percentage of polymorphic bands of all the
materials was reached tR  DQG WKH 1HL¶V
JHQHWLF GLYHUVLW\ DQG 6KDQQRQ¶V LQIRUPDWLRQ LQGH[
were 0.0976 and 0.1561, respectively. Among 8
groups, percentage of polymorphic bands were
UDQJHGIURPWR1HL¶VJHQHWLFGLYHrVLW\DQG6KDQQRQ¶VLQIRUPDWLRQLQGH[ZHUHUDnging
from 0.0269 to 0.0846 and from 0.0384 to 0.1293
respectively (Table 8).
The UPGMA cluster analysis for eight groups
materials was constructed based on the Nei's genetic distance. The results showed that eight groups
were clustered into two main clusters. The first
cluster included SX1, SX2 and SX3, the rest of
other five groups constituted the second cluster.
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TABLE 9
AMOVA analysis for L. lancifolium among and within groups based on SRAP marker
Source of variation
Df
Sum
of Variance component
Percentage of variation(%)
squares
Among groups
7
206.304
2.961
34
Within groups
57
323.911
5.683
66
Total
64
530.215
8.643
100

P
<0.001
<0.001
---

1

2

FIGURE 2
UPGMA clustering of eight groups

FIGURE 3
Distribution of individuals of all materials, according to the first (PCo1) and second (PCo2) principal
coordinates.
than 200bp, only a few bands were more than
200bp.
The level of genetic variation of six clonal
ramets groups was different. The number of polymorphic bands of six groups ranged from 17 to 27
with an average number of 22, the percentage of
polymorphic ranged from 9.77% to 15.52% with an
average value of 12.74, the Nei's genetic diversity

Genetic variation of clonal ramets. DNA of
242 clonal ramets were amplified using 10 pairs of
SRAP primers. The results showed that a total of
174 bands were produced with 46 were polymorphic bands, the total percentage of polymorphic was
26.43%, the polymorphic percentage of ten sets of
primers ranged from 18.18% to 38.89% (Table 10).
The length of most polymorphic band were less
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dium lucidulum [35] and Pogostemon cablin [36],
genetic variation of L.lancifolium is higher. Such
variable between different clonal species primarily
due to reproduction strategies. Breeding behaviors
of most species are both sexual and asexual, whereas triploids L.lancifolium produce strictly asexually,
so that the lower genetic variation was reasonable.
In addition, varied detection method may be accounting for the other situation. A comparison of
different method applied to L.lancifolium was performed in this paper. Genetic variation of triploid
L.lancifolium measured by SRAP marker was intermediate among co-dominant marker allozyme
and SSRP [25,26]). IRAP and REMAP are both
retrotransposon marker, the Nei¶s genetic diversity
of IRAP nearly double of SRAP value, but the
exact data was not shown by REMAP [26,28].
Other method like RAPD and EST-SSR marker
without giving specific information were also used
for L.lancifolium and a certain level of genetic
variation were reported [24,27]. In conclusion,
genetic diversity of triploid L.lancifolium revealed
in current study by SRAP marker is neck and neck
with other previous reports, so we consider our
results are reliable and the SRAP marker is efficient.

ranged from 0.0193 to 0.0375, Shannon¶s information index ranged from 0.0312 to 0.0604 (Table
11).
Table 12 showed the amplified results of six
clonal ramet groups at each amplified locus. We
can see that the variation mainly happened at loci of
Me5-Em11, Me11-Em8, Me11-Em12, Me12-Em8
and Me14-Em6, the percentage of polymorphic of
these loci all over 10%. While, the polymorphic
percentage at the loci of Me8-Em4, Me8-Em5,
Me8-Em6 and Me13-Em2 were all under the 10%
and sometimes even 0. At the same locus, the level
of variation among six groups was significant different, for example, the polymorphic percentage at
the locus of Me11-Em8 ranged from 16.67% to
33.33%. At the different locus, the level of variation within clonal ramet group was also significant
different, for example, the polymorphic percentage
of clonal ramet group SX1-1 among ten amplified
loci ranged from 0 to 33.33%.
Genetic diversity and genetic structure of
L.lancifolium. The SRAP results in the current
study revealed lower genetic variation of
L.lancifolium than most asexual species [32,33,34].
But it is not always the case. Comparing to Lycopo-

TABLE 10
Amplified results of 10 sets of primer
Primer pairs

Total No. of bands

No. of polymorphic bands

Percentage of polymorphic bands/%

Me5-Em11
Me8-Em4
Me8-Em5
Me8-Em6
Me10-Em5
Me11-Em8
Me11-Em12
Me12-Em8
Me13-Em2
Me14-Em6
Total
Mean

20
14
22
21
18
18
16
18
13
14
174
17.4

6
3
4
4
5
6
4
7
3
4
46
4.6

30.00
21.42
18.18
19.05
27.78
33.33
25.00
38.89
23.08
28.57
26.43
26.53

TABLE 11
Genetic variation of eight clonal ramet groups
Clonal
group
SX1-1
SX2-2
SX3-3
SX4-4
SC2-5
FJ1-6
Mean

ramet

No. of polymorphic bands

Percentage of
polymorphic
bands/%

Observed
number
alleles

27
17
26
19
17
27
22.2

15.52
9.77
14.94
10.92
9.77
15.52
12.74

1.1552
1.0977
1.1494
1.1092
1.0977
1.1552
1.1274
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of

Effective
number
alleles
1.0551
1.0331
1.0434
1.0478
1.0310
1.0572
1.0446

of

1HL¶V
JHQLF
diversity

6KDQQRQ¶V
information
index

0.0336
0.0207
0.0285
0.0310
0.0193
0.0375
0.0284

0.0537
0.0336
0.0473
0.0488
0.0312
0.0604
0.0458
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TABLE 12
Amplified results of clonal ramet group at each amplified locus
Clonal ramet group

SX1-1

SX2-2

SX3-3

SX4-4

SC2-5

FJ1-6

Primer pairs

Band number

Me5-Em11
Me8-Em4
Me8-Em5
Me8-Em6
Me10-Em5
Me11-Em8
Me11-Em12
Me12-Em8
Me13-Em2
Me14-Em6
Me5-Em11
Me8-Em4
Me8-Em5
Me8-Em6
Me10-Em5
Me11-Em8
Me11-Em12
Me12-Em8
Me13-Em2
Me14-Em6
Me5-Em11
Me8-Em4
Me8-Em5
Me8-Em6
Me10-Em5
Me11-Em8
Me11-Em12
Me12-Em8
Me13-Em2
Me14-Em6
Me5-Em11
Me8-Em4
Me8-Em5
Me8-Em6
Me10-Em5
Me11-Em8
Me11-Em12
Me12-Em8
Me13-Em2
Me14-Em6
Me5-Em11
Me8-Em4
Me8-Em5
Me8-Em6
Me10-Em5
Me11-Em8
Me11-Em12
Me12-Em8
Me13-Em2
Me14-Em6
Me5-Em11
Me8-Em4
Me8-Em5
Me8-Em6
Me10-Em5
Me11-Em8
Me11-Em12
Me12-Em8
Me13-Em2
Me14-Em6

20
14
21
21
18
18
16
18
13
14
20
14
21
21
18
18
16
17
13
14
20
14
22
21
18
18
16
18
13
14
20
14
22
21
18
18
16
18
13
14
20
14
21
21
18
18
16
17
13
14
20
14
21
21
18
18
16
18
13
14

No. of
bands
2
1
0
1
3
6
4
5
1
3
2
1
2
1
1
4
2
2
0
2
3
0
2
1
2
5
2
6
1
2
4
2
1
1
1
3
2
3
0
2
3
1
0
2
1
3
2
1
2
2
2
1
2
2
4
5
3
5
0
3
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polymorphic

Percentage of polymorphic bands/%
10.00
7.14
0.00
4.76
16.67
33.33
25.00
27.78
7.69
21.43
10.00
7.14
9.52
4.76
5.56
22.22
12.50
11.76
0.00
14.29
15.00
0.00
9.09
4.76
11.11
27.78
12.50
33.33
7.69
14.29
20.00
14.29
4.55
4.76
5.56
16.67
12.50
16.67
0.00
14.29
15.00
7.14
0.00
9.52
5.56
16.67
12.50
5.56
15.38
14.29
10.00
7.14
9.52
9.52
22.22
27.78
18.75
27.78
0.00
21.43
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germplasm of triploid tiger in China almost cannot
be formed repeatedly by diploid, then it is easy to
understand the above results. On the other hand,
long history application for edible and medicinal
may lead to a high frequency of germplasm exchange between different regions or populations.
Both of the situations are likely to weaken the differences among groups or regions.

In the present study, it is observed that the
cluster of groups did not entirely follow the geographic distribution as we usually thought. Based
on the viewpoint of Ellstrand and Elam [37] that
Gst>0.1 represented a high differentiation, then a
high level of differentiation was detected between
regions and between groups within region. However, the value of Gst between regions was lower than
between groups within region which indicated that
geographic distance may not affect the differentiation of L.lancifolium directly. The result of mantel
test further confirmed that.
Actually, there are multiple factors affecting
the genetic differentiation, such as evolution history, mutation, genetic drift, gene flow, breeding
system and natural selection. As for L.lancifolium,
strict asexual reproduction method determined that
there is almost no gene flow among populations
regardless of geographic distance between individuals or populations. Wallace [38] considered that
effective mechanisms for long distance dispersal of
genetic materials also play an important role in
shaping the genetic structure observed. For
L.lancifolium, unlike other clonal species, the mature bulbils/ramets are not physically connected
with genet or other ramet. Therefore, the free exchange among regions or populations by mean of
anthropogenic or other ways is possible and it is the
most powerful interpretation for the genetic structure.
AMOVA analysis in the current study suggested that more than half of the total variance was
partitioned between individuals, which seems unreasonable due to the nature of exclusively vegetative propagation. Although, this result was similar
with Lee et al. [26] and Nyguyen et al.¶s [28] study
about L.lancifolium and also consistent with certain
other clonal species [39,40], more studies demonstrated that most of genetic variation was resided
among populations, such as Psammochloa villosa
[41], Nelumbo nucifera [42], Limonium dufourii
[43] and Hemarthria compressa [44]. The similarity of above researches was that all of the study
materials were propagated by both sexual and asexual ways. Whereas, the former case may caused by
free exchange of germplasm among populations
and the latter scenario may due to the geographic
isolation, gene flow and genetic drift as well as the
local ecological condition [42,45].
On the surface, it may seems hard to explain
the situation given by AMOVA analysis because of
the strict asexually reproduction model of triploid
L.lancifolium. But, the result, in turn, reflected a
fact that the samples we collected in China may
share a common ancestor which leading to a high
genetic similarity of different groups. Besides, in
combining with another fact that we had never
found the diploid tiger germplasm in China, so the

Genetic variation of clonal ramets. In most
cases, occasional establishment of seedlings within
populations is a powerful mechanism of generating
clonal diversity [46] but it is not suitable for triploid
L.lancifolium. At present, somatic mutation was
generally considered to be the determinant of variation source of clonal plants [11,47]. However, the
mutation version, source and extent of triploid
L.lancifolium were not studied yet. Therefore, the
genetic variation analysis among ramets were carried out in this paper in order to confirm the exist
and extent of variation in the process of asexual
reproduction. The results showed that ramets were
not exactly identical with each other because the
polymorphic percentage of each clonal ramet group
were not always zero which indicated that variation
in the process of asexual reproduction indeed exist.
Although, the differences between genets also
had a contribution for variation within populations,
the contribution reacted under two condition. First,
the population was derived from polyclonal. Secondly, occasional migration happened among populations or regions. Either way, it enlarged the differences between individuals within populations.
However, comparing to variation between genets,
somatic mutation is the persistent source of genetic
variation for clonal plants [11]. Therefore, whatever
happened to triploid L.lancifolium, we believed the
genetic variation among ramets is the fundamental
variation source of triploid L.lancifolium in China.
On the other hand, we can concluded that, as
we have seen above, the variation direction of clonal ramet groups from different genet had consistency which manifest as the centrality of variation
locus, meanwhile, the uniqueness of variation direction also showed by each clonal ramet group because degree of variation at different locus was
significant different. The difference of variation
direction should be an important cause for species
genetic differentiation among populations or regions. Within same clonal ramet group, the level of
genetic variation was significant different at different amplified locus, this result suggested a significant differences existed between ramets from same
genet. Therefore, we can deduce that the genetic
variation of ramets, which produced by same genet,
should be the fundamental and persistent source of
variation.Thus, we can easily understand the result
given by AMOVA analysis that the variation per-
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The fact was that both of the strategies worked
for adaptation of L.lancifolium, although the relative contribution of the two adaptive mechanisms
cannot be explained more clear in present study, the
complementary and synergistical of the two mechanisms are noticeable just like Liu et al. [18] and
Weyl et al. [17] said.

centage intra-group was higher than inter-group.
Mechanisms of adjusting to environment
heterogeneity reveal by morphological variation.
Plant populations under different environmental
selection pressures generally show phenotypic
differences [48] and so did L.lancifolium. Comparison of leaf and floral characters between inland and
island triploid L.lancifolium suggesting a significant
difference among the two geographic origins [22].
Similar results reported by our team member who
conducted a field survey of morphology traits
among different L.lancifolium populations distributed in China [49] and he found a significant difference of morphology traits among populations, the
variable coefficient of ten populations and 16 quantitative traits were ranged from 7.52% to 17.18%
and 2.07% to 35.38% respectively. Not just
L.lancifolium, other species of Lilium genus showed
clearly natural variation of morphology traits with
different
geographic
distribution,
like
L.longiflorum,
L.sargenttiae,
L.regale
and
L.pumilum [48,50,51,52].
We generally considered that widespread species are often characterized by both phenotypic
plasticity and local adaptation to a wide range of
habitats[15,53]. Our transplanting experiment
showed that in despite of eliminating the influence
of varied environment factors, the differences of
morphology among eight groups did not converge,
instead they showed significant difference, exactly
as other clonal species given by previous studies[17,18], which suggested that the differences in
morphology traits may promoted by local adaptation. However, comparing to the natural variation
of L.lancifolium studied by Liang et al. [49], the
morphology traits variation coefficient revealed in
our research reduced clearly after transplanting to
novel environment condition and presented a trend
of convergence which are apparently driven by
change of environment condition. It proved that
phenotypic plasticity also play a role in determining
the adaptation of L.lancifolum.
Plasticity has been considered to be more
common and may be the primary strategy for widespread species living in varied habitats [54,55,56].
For clonal plant, they are usually accompany with
low level of genetic variation, in that case, phenotypic plasticity became extremely important because it can maintain genetic diversity under stabilizing selection within a single environment [57,58].
Morphology convergence caused by phenotypic
plasticity, such as the case in current study, may
expand the ecological range of this species [54].
Meanwhile, local adaptation do play a part in survival and fitness of species with wide distribution
evidenced by certain studies [59,60].

CONCLUSION
A total of 174 bands were produced by six
clonal groups of 242 ramets and 46 were polymorphic with a polymorphic percentage of 26.43%. The
polymorphic percentage of six clonal ramets groups
ranged from 9.77% to 15.52% with an average
value of 12.74. Within clonal ramet group, the level
of genetic variation at different locus was significant different; among clonal ramet group, the level
of genetic variation at same locus was significant
different too. Considering the characteristic of obligate asexual reproduction of triploid L.lancifolium,
we believed the genetic variation among ramets is
the fundamental variation source of triploid
L.lancifolium in China.
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EFFECTS OF SOIL TILLAGE METHODS AND ORGANIC
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IN SLOPING OLIVE ORCHARDS OF KILIS
Meryem Kuzucu*
Kilis 7 Aralik University, Technical Science Vocational School, Department of Plant and Animal Production, Horticulture Programme,
79000 Kilis, Turkey

top soil than subsoil in both research years. Soil
organic matter ranged from 0.87% to 2.02% and
best olive yield was determined average 34.5kg/tree
from vertical soil tillage and manure fertilizer application in 2016 olive production year. Region
farmers must know soil water conservation with
vertical tillage to slope thus, protected soil moisture, soil organic matter and olive yield can increase in their olive orchards. Additionally organic
manure using provided that soil and water conservation in semi-arid region. It was benefit to sustainability in non-irrigation agriculture areas.

ABSTRACT
Drought is the most important factor that has been
directly affected the plants growth and crop yield in
semi-arid regions. The United Nations Food and
Agriculture Organization (FAO) defined if somewhere annual rainfall is 300 mm or less called
semi-arid regions and between 300-600 mm called
arid regions. A large part of our country has arid
and semi-arid agricultural regions. In Turkey, these
regions are more affected by negative effects of
global climate changes. Especially in Southeast
Anatolia Region have a low and irregular rainfall,
high evaporation and high temperature and this
caused agricultural drought in arid farming areas. In
these agricultural areas has a high economic value
varieties such as pistachio, vineyard and olive produced with non-irrigation especially in Gaziantep,
ùDQOÕXUID DQG .LOLV LQ 7XUNH\ 7KHVH IUXLW JDUGHQV
are usually planted on inclined and non-fertilizer
soils. Olive producer farmers used soil tillage the
direction of land slope to save fuel and labor costs
for their economic gains. Besides soil tillage direction and frequency also important these inclined
olive orchards. Our farmers carry out soil tillage 4
times and same direction as slope under arid conditions. Thus, efficient surface soil has transported by
erosion and then soil organic matter has decreased.
Olive production yield is reduced in from year by
year. In this study carried out between 2015-2016
years in two olive orchards that has been used different soil tillage. One of olive producer using conventional tillage (horizontal to slope) and another
olive producer using vertical direction (vertical to
slope) have determined. Olive trees are 20 years old
and Gemlik type olive variety and in yield age. To
increase the soil organic matter, 20kg tree farm
manure has been applied to total of 40 olive trees in
their each olive orchard. Conventional application
has not been applied fertilizers. We were investigated that soil tillage shapes effects on soil organic
matter content in this olive orchards. According to
the results, highest soil moisture obtained from
vertical tillage and organic fertilizer application
with 24.18% in 20-40cm and lowest moisture obtained from traditional application with 11.70% in
0-20cm soil depth. Soil moisture values were low in

KEYWORDS:
Soil tillage, soil moisture, slope, organic fertilizer, yield.

INTRODUCTION
Soil tillage principal purpose is protecting soil
fertility, to reduce erosion, to prevent soil congestion, and to protect diversity. In conventional soil
tillage, a plow is used as the primary tillage tool
and generally soil tillage deep is 25-30 cm. Traditional tillage brings intensive and extreme soil
treatment especially in our country, increasing soil
compaction and erosion. Turkey's soil erosion is
composed of 34.4% in high sloping areas [1]. Conservation tillage has been demonstrated positive
effects to soil erosion control. Soil tillage intensity
must be reducing and tillage direction vertical to the
area slope. Soil tillage frequency causes soil erosion
and fewer yields in agricultural areas [2]. If soil
surface has vegetation, flow is reducing and infiltration is increasing to the soil depth. In the same way
YHUWLFDO WLOODJH¶V LQFUHDVH VRLO PRLVWXUH IRU SODQWV
Thus, rainwater collected in the soil profile to use
summer months. If soil moisture collect and soil
surface has plants, it can provide survival soil organisms because of that soil organic matter has
increased in dry areas. The most important fact of
soil quality is soil organic matter. Organic fertilizers connect individual soil particles to each other in
the soil so that a good soil structure can be formed.
Good soil structure also reduces soil erosion. For
the sustainability of agricultural production, animal
manures and other organic materials must be given
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ciency (Fig 1) in agriculture production. These
olive orchards were selected randomized and they
have 4% inclined.

to fields and horticulture. In order to maintain the
quality and vitality of the soil, the organic matter
content of the soil must be increased or at least the
present condition must be maintained in order to
obtain high yield. The quality of fruits and vegetables grown in soil with good soil quality due to its
organic content is also good [3] The effect of tillage
on soil organic matter dynamics has been investigated for its consequence on soil structural stability,
soil erosion, nutrient availability, nutrient loss and
pollution [4]. The location of organic matter within
the soil structural units has been demonstrated to
control soil organic matter dynamics with tillage,
then the mechanisms of physical protection, and
discuss their contribution to the changes in soil
organic matter dynamics, compared with other
effects induced by tillage [5]. Tillage affects soil
climate, and is thus expected to directly affect microbial activity. No-till or conservation tillage has
been reported to decrease topsoil temperature, by
0±3°C [6]. Conservation tillage has increased the
water content of soil and thus reduces soil erosion.
The combination of the two latter effects is expected to increase biological activity [7].
In this study it was determined that organic
fertilizer application and which were made by conservation soil; tillage increased the olive yield and
soil organic matter. This application is recommended to farmers in these slope and dry olive orchards.
They can use useful this practices to for years to
yield.

FIGURE 1
Sloping Olive Orchards in Kilis Province
Experiment topics. A1 (Application1):
Vertical Tillage to Slope. In this application the
farmer has realized only their soil tillage. In this
orchard we have selected 10 trees for research.
Organic fertilization did not use this application.
A2 (Application2): Vertical Tillage to Slope
and Organic Fertilization. In this application,
farmer gives 20kg/tree manure fertilizer to 10 trees
besides vertical tillage. Manure was applicated to
25 cm deep of soil surface and covered with soil.
A3 (Application3, Conventional Tillage,
Control): Horizontal Tillage to Slope. In this
application the farmer has realized only their soil
tillage. In this orchard we have selected 10 trees for
research. Organic fertilization did not use this
application.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
General properties of experiment area. Kilis province summers are hot and arid winters are
rainy climate. Kilis province has reddish brown
soil. The lime content of soils is high; the amount
of organic matter is low and decreases regularly
from the surface to the lower floors. The amount of
organic matter is low and the vegetation coverage is
low due to low rainfall. In addition, in many agricultural areas of the province, the topsoil accumulated by the organic material is transported by erosion. This area has 50-90 cm in medium depth, red
brown soil and according to the land talent classification is II. class lDQG JURXS )DUPHUV¶ IDXOW\ VRLO
tillage the same direction with slope in olive gardens (Fig 2). The total annual precipitation average
for long years is 485, 7 mm. For many years, the
temperature average ranges from 16.5 to 17.8 oC.
This study was conducted between 2015-2016
years, carried out in farmers' olive orchards under
dry conditions; they are in the age of yield and
sloping olive orchards. This study, 1 olive producer
randomly selected that has used vertical tillage to
land slope and another horizontal tillage to slope in
their olive orchard with non-irrigation in Kilis. This
soil tillage shape caused soil erosion and soil ineffi-

A4 (Application4): Horizontal Tillage to
Slope and Organic Fertilization. In this
application, farmer gives 20kg/tree manure
fertilizer to 10 trees besides horizontal tillage.
Manure was applicated to 25 cm deep of soil
surface and covered with soil.
Applications. Total of 40 trees are compared
each other that located in research topics. It was
investigated relationship between olive fruit yield
with soil tillage methods. 10 olive tree were used
manure and 10 olive trees without manure in used
vertical soil tillage orchard. In the same way 10
olive tree were used manure and 10 olive trees
without manure in used hortizonal soil tillage
orchard. Soil tillage was carried out 4 times in two
olive orchards during the growing season. Soil
tillage was carried out 40cm soil depth in autumn
and winter 20 cm soil depth in spring and summer.
Soil tilage frequency and depth determined by
region farmers using methods. The same animal
manure was used in both gardens and manure
fertilizer has contains 16.3% organic matter that it
was used in this study. In order to follow the
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humidly than the surface in A1, A2 and A4 application in both of research year. Traditional farmers'
SUDFWLFH $  GLGQ¶W KDYH DQ DSSOLFDWLRQ WR FROOHFW
rainwater therefore, rainwater surface was disappearing with runoff and erosion has occurred with
horizontal tillage effects. Thus fertile top soil was
transported by soil erosion year by year (Fig 3).
Organic fertilizer and vertical tillage increased soil
water storage capacity in this arid and nonirrigation olive orchard.

organic matter measured between two soil depths,
as organic matter was used to the soil surface in 25
cm deep, organic matter was followed only 0-20 cm
of in the first year. In the second year 20-40cm soil
depth was followed in order to determine the
effectiveness of organic fertilizer, which was
deepened by soil tillage applications. The soil
moisture was measured by gravimetric method
between two soil depths.

Soil Organic Matter. At the beginning of the
project, soil samples were taken from 0-20 and 2040 cm depth of soil. Research area average soil
organic matter was found 1.12% in 0-20 cm and
0.96% in 20-40 cm before starting applications.
Due to the excessive temperature and lack of precipitation, soil organic matter is less in this research
area. Soil samples were taken every year in order to
soil organic matter determination at both depths in
June. Analysis results showed that, organic fertilization has increased the organic matter in both soil
depths. It was more effective vertical tillage more
than the horizontal tillage in these olive orchards.
Many researchers have reported that fertilizer improves soil fertility and crop yield, with precipitation, in non-irrigation conditions in Turkey [8].
Organic fertilization to wheat on dry conditions the
highest grain yield was obtained from %5 and %10
humic acid seed application [9]. Organic fertilization increased the soil nutrient matter on olive trees,
organic fertilizer applications has an important
effect on the olive feeding, N, K, Mg content increased in leaves in low organic matter of soils
[10]. Under normal circumstances, soil is exposed
to erosion after each rainfall in this arid region
because of that efficient top soil transport from
agricultural areas (Fig 3.). Different cultural struggle methods are needed to protect the soil in this
region. Vertical soil tillage and organic fertilization
will provide the benefit to soil conservation. Some
researchers reported the rate of soil organic matter
content between %0.57-2.74 and %94 of its poor in
organic matter in west of Turkey. Especially manure, green manure, compost and so on to encourage the use of organic fertilizers and dissemination
as required [11].

FIGURE 2
Horizontal Soil Tillage to Land Slope
At the beginning and the end of the study, soil
organic matter (0-20, 20-40 cm soil depth) was
determined by soil analyses. It was investigated
relationship organic matter with soil tillage methods. Variance analyzes have performed on olive
yields. The differences between the applications
have been determined by the letters.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Soil Moisture. The soil moisture content determined by the gravimetric method and soil samples were taken in June when the rain finished.
Total precipitation was 460.3mm in 2015 and
354.4mm in 2016 year. The highest soil moisture
was determined on A2 with 24.18% in 20-40cm
soil depth in 2015. The lowest soil moisture was
determined on A3 with 11.70% in 0-20cm soil
depth in 2016. Soil moisture showed significant
statistically between two soil depth (p<0.01). Soil
moisture was decreased by evaporation on soil
surface with high temperature in this arid research
area. Thanks to organic fertilizer 20-40cm is more

FIGURE 3
Runoff and Soil Erosion after Rain in the Horizontal Tillage to Slope in Research Garden
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TABLE 1
Average Soil Organic Matter (%)
2015 year
(0-20 cm)
0,97c
1,14b
0,92c
1,12b
1,03

Treatments
A1 Vertical Tillage to Slope
A2 Vertical Tillage to Slope and Organic Fertilization
A3 (Conventional Tillage) Horizontal Tillage to Slope
A4 Horizontal Tillage to Slope and Organic Fertilization
Average
CV(%)

(20-40 cm)
0,96c
1,98a
0,87c
1,64a
1,36

1,78

LSD

0,12

1,12

**

0.07

(0-20 cm)
1,02c
1,58b
0,96d
1,16b
1,18
1,85

**

0.10

2016 year
(20-40cm)
1,08c
2,02a
0,66d
1,64a
1,35
2,82

**

0.08**

*Values are the average of 10 tree data. * There was no difference between the averages of the same letter and 0.01 levels.

reported to reduce organic matter concentrations
and tillage affects soil climate, and is thus expected
to directly affect microbial activity and therefore
the organic matter reduced [12]. Tillage, by affecting the life-time and amount of aggregates where
soil organic matter is sequestered, is naturally suspected to influence the extent of physical protection. A decrease of the mean weight diameter of
soil aggregates under tillage has been generally
described [13]. Organic matter amount increased
where fertilization and protected soil tillage in this
research area. In these dry area farmers usually soil
tillage has carried out to slope so crop productivity
has decreased. Even with high economic value as
pistachio, grape, other fruit trees and field crops
efficiency is reduced by faulty soil tillage methods
in
agricultural
production
(Fig
4.).

Soil organic matter values ranged from 0.87% to
1.98% in 2015. The highest value was obtained
from A2 with 1.98% and the lowest value was
obtained from A3 with 0.87% in 2015 olive production year. Organic fertilization has increased soil
organic matter, but soil tillage methods effect was
found statistically insignificant on soil organic
matter in 2015 (Table 1). Organic fertilization effects on soil organic matter content was more effective in the second year. It is thought to occur with
organic matter decomposition year by year. The
organic matter was found higher in 20-40cm than 020cm, A2 and A4 applications in 2016. This reason
may be conventional soil tillage number thus; the
organic matter was transported to the second layer
in 2016. Soil organic matter content increased with
vertical tillage to slope and fertilization effects in
20-40 cm soil depth (Table 1.) Tillage has been

Treatments

FIGURE 4
Faulty Soil Tillage in Other Agricultural Products in Kilis
TABLE 2
Average Olive Yield of Two Year
Average Olive Yield of 10 trees from Each Orchard (kg tree -1)
2015 olive periodicity year

2016 olive production year

A1
A2
A3
A4
Average

10.4c
14.6b
10.3c
15.9 b
12.8

18.8b
34.5a
18.4b
31.3a
25.75

CV(%)

2.23

LSD

0.19

1.76

**

1.10**

**p<0.01 There is no difference between the same averages values.
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ganic matter and gives back to soil in the arid regions where it has low precipitation. According to
the this study results, organic fertilization is recommended in order to protect the soil organic matter in sloping olive orchards and for increase the
fruit yield. Even soil tillage methods can increase
olive fruit yield by conserving the soil organic
matter and soil moisture. Soil organic matter has
decomposed and became more effective in the
second research year. These region farmers should
make vertical soil tillage in their sloping olive orchards. They can use organic fertilizers can easily
supply from their animals in villages. It is important
to organic fertilizers using sufficient quantity and at
the appropriate time as a before precipitation in
these arid regions.

Yield. Olive trees have shown periodicity for
all their life. While first year full olive fruit gives,
next year less gives according to the first year. In
this study 2015 is olive periodicity year that the
people are called no crop year and 2016 is full olive
production year in Kilis. Because of that we have
less yield in 2015 and high yield in 2016. Soil tillage methods effects on olive yield were found statistically insignificant. Even if olive yield values are
different from different soil tillage methods, they
were statistically in the same group. Soil tillage
methods effects were partially on olive fruit yield
(Table2.). Vertical tillage and horizontal tillage+
organic fertilization were obtained close values on
olive yields with average 34.5kg/ tree and
31.3kg/tree in 2016 production year. Organic fertilizer also more affected crop efficiency than the soil
tillage shape. The best yield has been identified
average 24.55 kg/tree from vertical tillage and
organic fertilization applications in two years. The
lowest olive yield was determined from A3 application with 14.4kg/tree for two years. Horizontal
tillage can be economically in slope areas however,
LW GRHVQ¶W PDLQWDLQ WKH VRLO IHUWLOLW\ )DUPHUV ZKR
have poor economic conditions, they should pay
attention to expenditure in agricultural production.
It is aimed to get the highest efficiency with the
lowest energy consumption in agricultural production [14]. The most important goal is to increase
soil fertility and yield with organic fertilizers using
in arid agriculture areas. Organic fertilizers uses has
been increased crop yield in conventional agricultural products. [15-16-17]. organic manure is so
important to increase soil fertility. Sometimes
plants add organic materials into the soil. Sage
(Salvia officinalis) plant was found to add more
organic wastes into the soil [18].
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groundwater level and relevant hydro-meteorological data, delayed input and recurrent neural network
models of groundwater regime were established and
compared with generalized the radial basis function
model and probabilistic neural network model [1421]. The research results indicated that the dynamic
forecasting of groundwater level and the precision of
the neural network model were closely related to the
time frame scale. The utilization of groundwater and
groundwater quality neural network models of different time step lengths of multi-layer aquifer system
verified that ANN used in groundwater regime simulation could avoid the weakness of numerical simulation sensitive to spatial and temporal variations of
aquifer system proposed a seasonal neural network
model of logging water level forecasting and made
smoothing treatment of monitored series by directing at different crossing amplitudes of series in different periods [22-27] . The results indicated that the
model was of certain practical value to groundwater
regime forecasting without strong regularity. Zhang
et al. [28] established a groundwater regime ANN
model with higher prediction precision when compared to combined gray-period extension model
based on the time series data of groundwater regime.
Zhou [29] established his ANN model of groundwater regime simulation based on the complexity of
groundwater variation in double irrigation areas in
wells and canals. The inspection results indicated
that only if input factors were reasonably selected,
ANN would be of high precision in groundwater regime simulation.
In recent years, scholars have conducted a large
quantity of helpful research on the application of
ANN in groundwater system. However, research on
the application of ANN in regional groundwater system, which simultaneously considers natural factors,
human activities, surface water, and other conditions, are few. The improved BP neural technology
was used in this study to establish a groundwater regime model used to conduct the quantitative description of influences of natural factors, human activities, and surface water on regional groundwater regime. Default factor inspection method was utilized
to analyze and obtain the main factors influencing

ABSTRACT
A neural network algorithm based on backpropagation algorithm was proposed in this paper.
An artificial neural network prediction model for
karst water in coal mines was established for the first
time to study the supply characteristics of karst water
and its key influencing factors. The default factor
method was utilized to determine the sensitivities of
four influencing factors. Results showed that the water level prediction results accorded with the actual
water level. Precipitation had the greatest influence
on groundwater level, followed by pit displacement.
Moreover, long-term stable supply was the main influencing factor of groundwater level. The proposed
prediction model exhibits strong applicability and
broad application prospect. This research provides
scientific basis for water-level prediction and water
inrush prevention.

KEYWORDS:
Coal mine, Karst water, neural network algorithm, ANN
prediction model, key influencing factors, sensitivities
analysis

INTRODUCTION
Groundwater regime simulation cannot only
evaluate groundwater resources but can also reflect
the dynamic evolution tendency of a groundwater
system under natural or artificial conditions through
water level simulation, analysis of the main influencing factors of groundwater level in the study area,
and qualitative evaluation of groundwater supply
source. The application of artificial neural network
(ANN) has opened a new path for regional groundwater regime simulation [1-13]. ANN is relatively
mature in its application in groundwater regime simulation, particularly in aquifers and areas with
boundary conditions of strong spatial variability.
Moreover, ANN is implemented by overcoming the
difficulty in parameter determination and spatial
scale problem of groundwater flow numerical simulation method. According to a relatively short
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groundwater regime in study area, based on a simulation study of groundwater level. Furthermore, regime under different conditions was conducted.

groundwater in the northern Taihang Mountain area
had hydrodynamic and hydro-geologic conditions
for supplying water for coal mine.

HYDRO-GEOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT IN
THE STUDY AREA

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS METHODS
ANN, a nonlinear discipline rapidly emerging
in recent years, is a mathematical model extracted
with the help of some features of the brain and the
information storing and processing with strong adaptivity and self-organization of the neural system.
ANN has been extensively applied in continental hydrology because providing a model structure for concrete issues or design optimization algorithm of parameters according to a concrete model in advance is
not necessary. Among numerous neural network
models, multilayer perceptron neural network is the
one with the most extensive application. In 1985,
Rumerlhart et al. proposed an error back-propagation (BP) algorithm in which the multilayer network
conception of Minsky was realized, as shown in Fig.
1.

Jiaozuo coal mine, located in the southeast
edge of rumble strip of Taihang Mountains in China,
with an area of 1300 km2, was taken as an example.
Jiaozuo coal mine was a recombination part between
the new Cathaysian and Qinling latitudinal structures, as well as the frontal arc east wing of Southeastern Shanxi epsilon type structure. The aquifer of
the Ordovician limestone was the sedimentary basement of coal measure strata with extremely abundant
karst water storage and an aquifer that consisted
breccia, thick-layer, and dolomite limestones and
marlstone with a permeability coefficient of 1潥30
m/d. The water-resisting layer of this alumina mudstone, which was destructed by later-period structure, was the main water-resisting layer between the
Ordovician and carboniferous limestone aquifers
(mainly including L2 and L8 aquifers). The local
part of the water-resisting layer lost its water-resisting effect, resulting in certain hydraulic connection
between the groundwater at the upper limestone aquifer and the groundwater at the lower limestone aquifer. As the coal mine had excellent fault development and large fault density with poor water permeability of water-resisting layer between aquifers
might have hydraulic connection mainly through default.
The study area belonged to a semi-continental,
semi-arid monsoon climate in warm temperature
zone with relative air humidity being 66.25% and absolute humidity being 12.89 millibar. The average
annual precipitation during 1952±2001 was 600.01
mm and the average evaporation capacity over the
years was 2,048.8 mm. According to the analysis of
Water Resource Assessment Report in Henan
Jiaozuo, the karst water resources quantity in Jiaozuo
coal mine was 8.09 m3/s and the average annual karst
water displacement in the mine area during 1996±
2000 was 5.8987 m3/s, which occupied 72.9% of
karst water resource quantities in the Jiaozuo coal
mine. Pit displacement and karst water level increased and decreased yearly with the increased coal
mining depth, respectively. The Taihang Mountain
area located in northwest coal mine had a carbonate
rock area of more than 1,000 square kilometers. A
large area of bed rocks, which were mainly Ordovician carbonate rocks with excellent water permeability, were exposed and had favorable natural supply
conditions. Spring water flew out of carbonatite aquifers in mountain area, its perennial flow quantity
was 0.3~2 m3/s with significant seasonal variation,
and generally lagged behind rainy season. A large
calcification area appeared around the spring. The

FIGURE 1
BP neural network model
BP algorithm not only has nodes at input and
output layers but can also have one or multiple nodes
at the hidden layer. The input signals should be transmitted to the nodes at the hidden layer. Next, the output signals at the hidden nodes will be transmitted to
the output nodes through action function. Finally,
out result will be provided. The effects of the excitation function of nodes are usually taken as S-shaped
function:
(1)
where Q is the Sigmoid parameter regulating form of
excitation function. y is the only designated network
outputs, Oi is the output of any node i, N samples (xk,
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yk) (k «,N) are set for one input xk with net-

The first step, select the initial weight value W.
The second step, repeat the following procedure until convergence:
For k=1 to N, calculate the value of Oik, netjk,
and ǔk (positive process). Calculate each layer from
M to 2 (reverse process). For the same node jѮM,
calculate the value of įjk.
Third step, the correction weight,

work output being yk, and Oik is the output of node i
. The input of node j is:

¦W O

net jk

ij

(2)

ik

i

and the error function of all samples is defined as:

Wij=Wij-ȝ

ȝ>0,

(8)

where,

(3)
where ǔk is the actual output for the network, N is
number of the outputs

(9)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

is defined as

Ek

The annual variation amplitude of the karst
groundwater level in Jiaozuo coal mine had high correlation with the annual precipitation. These correlation coefficients were totally identical (R2=0.8272)
(Fig. 2). The regression line shows that the annual
variation amplitude of the Ordovician limestone water level was totally identical with the annual variation amplitude of the annual precipitation. Fig. 3
shows the mine inflow and karst water level variation rule in the mine area. The polynomial fitting line
variation of the Ordovician limestone water level
was basically identical with the variation of the mine
inflow, indicating that an excellent synchronous relation is maintained and the mine pit inflow is directly influenced by the karst water level variation.
By combining the aforementioned analysis and explanation, the karst water level was mainly influenced by the precipitation in the mountain area and
the mine pit displacement, and other influencing factors, such as evaporation capacity, may be observed.
The input factors of the dynamic ANN prediction model were determined as monthly accumulated
precipitation, evaporation capacity, groundwater
level in the last month, and monthly mine lot displacement. Early-stage monthly ground water level
was selected as the baseline value of simulation, that
is, a comprehensive consideration of other secondary
factors was conducted to emphasize the discussed
and analyzed effects of the main influencing factors.
Groundwater level observation step length was once
every 10 days to obtain an objective reflection of the
dynamic tendency of groundwater level from scale
of long time. One month was selected as the dynamic
time step length of groundwater in this model.

1
( yk  yk )2 and Ojk=f(netjk).
2

Therefore,

wE k wnet jk
wnet jk wWij

wE k
wWij

wE k
Oik
wnet jk

(4)

when J is the output node漓Ojk=ǔk=įjkOik

G jk


wE k wy k

wy k wnet jk


( y k  y k ) f c( net jk )
,

(5)
If J is not the output node, then:
wE k
wE k wO jk
wE k
G jk
f c( net jk )
wnet jk wO jk wnet jk wO jk
wE k
wE k wnet mk
¦
net
wO jk
w
m
mk wO jk
wE k
w
¦
¦WmiOik
net
w
w
O
m
mk
jk i
wE k
G mkWmj
¦
¦Wmj ¦
net
w
m
m
mk i
(6)
thus,

 G jk
°
® wE k
°
¯ wWij

f c( net jk )¦ G mkWmj
m

G mk Oik
.

(7)
If the M layer is observed to contain the output
node, then the first layer is the input node. Thus, the
BP algorithm is:
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FIGURE 3
Dynamic characteristics of karst water levels and mine discharge
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FIGURE 4
Prediction results of ANN predicting water level from Ordovician limestone aquifer in the coal mine
district
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FIGURE 5
Test of ANN predicting water level from Ordovician limestone aquifer in the coal mine district
where Mi is the sensitivity index. If Mi is greater than
1, then the ith factor is the sensitivity factor of the
groundwater regime. If Mi is less than 1, then the ith
factor is redundant factor. Si is the model inspection
error when the ith factor is in default. If Si is greater
than Sj, then the groundwater level is more sensitive
to the ith factor than to the jth factor. S is the fullfactor model inspection error.
The aforementioned default factor inspection
method was utilized to conduct the sensitivity analysis of model input factors. Four input factors in the
established groundwater regime were defaulted individually, and then a three-factor groundwater regime
model was set up. The training and inspection samples used in the modeling process were equivalent to
the samples used in the four-factor models for comparison.
The analysis of different three-factor models
through default factor inspection method indicated
that the inspection errors of three-factor models increased when compared with the inspection errors of
four-factor models (R>1), and the model input factors influenced groundwater regime to different degrees. The sensitivity degrees of the groundwater regime at deep layer in coal mine to for factors were:
groundwater level in the last month>precipitation>mine pit displacement>evaporation capacity;
inspection error of the three-factor model corresponding to groundwater level in the last month was
the greatest and its R was 6.15, indicating that the
groundwater level in the study area was of strong
time succession and other factors might influence the
supply source; sensitivity degree of groundwater regime to mine pit displacement was not high, indicating that the groundwater in the mine area had sustainable and stable supply sources; the influencing
degree of evaporation capacity factor on the groundwater was the lowest because the karst water level at
deep layer in coal mine hidden deeply, and the

The groundwater level in the study area presented year-by-year with declining tendency for certain generalization ability of the established model.
A total of 204 pairs of samples were randomly selected as training samples of monthly groundwater
regime. A three-layer BP network was selected in
this study. The transfer function at the hidden layer
adopted the hyperbolic tangent type, whereas the
output layer adopted the linear function. The BP algorithm was used to train the network by repeatedly
regulating the number of nodes at the hidden layer.
Finally, both network topologies were 4:l0:l. The
network showed excellent error convergence performance during the training process with excellent fitting and inspection effects (Fig. 4). A total of 72 residual pairs of input and output samples, which did
not participate in the model training, were adopted to
inspect the established network (Fig. 5). The results
indicated that the established ANN model was of
high precision. The average inspection errors of
groundwater at deep layer in coal mine were 0.272
and 0.638. The error variances were 0.039 and 0.044.
The relative errors (relative to variation amplitude of
groundwater) were 8.3% and 9.3%. Therefore, the
ANN model established in this study could effectively characterize the influences of natural conditions and human activities on groundwater regime.
Determining the factors with intense influences
on groundwater regime is necessary in actual
groundwater regime regulation. The default factor
inspection method based on ANN model was utilized by establishing an ANN model and by inspecting the defaults of different input factors and according to the ratio Mi of their inspection error to fullfactor model inspection error, response value of system output to default factors would be determined.
The value of Mi characterized relative significance
degree of influence of this factor on groundwater.
(10)
Mi=Si/S
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[2] Asefa, T., Kemblowski, M., McKee, M., Khalil
A (2005) Multi-time scale stream flow predictions: The support vector machines approach.
Journal of Hydrology. (318), 7-16.
[3] Asefa, T., Kemblowsk, M., Lall, U., Urroz, G
(2005) Support vector machines for nonlinear
state space reconstruction: Application to the
Great Salt Lake time series. Water Resour Res.
41(12), 1-10.
[4] Jung, S.M., Kwon, S.D. (2013) Weighted error
functions in artificial neural networks for improved wind energy potential estimation. Applied Energy. 111, 778-790.
[5] Gill, M., Kashif, A., Tirusew, K.Y.,Mckee, M
(2007) Effect of missing data on performance of
learning algorithms for hydrologic predictions:
Implications to an imputation technique. Water
Resources Research. 43(7), 1-10.
[6] Bardossy, A. (2007) Calibration of hydrological
model parameters for ungauged catchments.
Hydrology and Earth System Sciences. 11(2),
703-710.
[7] Bowden, G.J., Dandy, G.C., Maier, H.R. (2005)
Input determination for neural network models
in water resources applications. Part 1 - background and methodology. journal Of Hydrology. 301, 75-92
[8] Campolo, M, Andreussi P, Soldati (1999) A
River flood forecasting with a neural network
model. Water Resources Research. 35, 11911197.
[9] Coulibaly, P., Anctil, F., Bobee, B. (2000) Daily
reservoir inflow forecasting using artificial neural networks with stopped training approach.
Journal of Hydrology. 230(3-4), 244-257
[10] Deng, J.Q., Chen, X.M., Du, Z.J., Zhang, Y
(2011) Soil Water Simulation and Predication
Using Stochastic Models Based on LS-SVM for
Red Soil Region of China. Water Resources
Management. 25(11), 2823-2836.
[11] Dialiakopoulos, I.N., Coulibaly, P., Tsanis, I.K.
(2005) Groundwater level forecasting using artificial neural networks. J. Hydrol. 309(1-4),
229-240
[12] Dogan, E., Sengorur, B., Koklu, R. (2009) Modeling biological oxygen demand of the Melen
River in Turkey using an artificial neural network technique. Journal of Environmental Management. 90(2), 1229-1235.
[13] French, M.N., Krajewski, W.F., Cuykendall,
R.R. (1992) Rainfall forecasting in space and
time using a neural network. Journal of Hydrology. 137 (1-4), 1-31.
[14] Coulibaly, P., Anctil, F., Aravena, R., Bobée B
(2001) Artificial neural network modeling of
water table depth fluctuations. Water Resources
Research. 37(4), 885-896.

groundwater level and regime were not sensitive to
evaporation conditions. Thus, the precipitation in
mountain area was one of the important driving factors of groundwater level in Jiaozuo mine area,
thereby verifying the research results in the Literature [24]. Local precipitation, which is an important
factor that influences the continuous decline of
groundwater level in the entire mine area, has gradually declined since 1976. Besides natural conditions, influences of human activities and intense
evaporation on groundwater could not be neglected.

CONCLUSION
The main influencing factors of karst water
level in a coal mine was analyzed and discussed in
this paper. The karst water regime ANN model was
established for the first time based on the BP neural
network model. The default factor method was used
to determine the sensitivity degrees of four influencing factors. The analysis indicated that mine pit displacement and evaporation effect were not the main
influencing factors of karst water level in mine area,
and that mine pit water drainage would not exert significant influence on domestic water. The analysis
also indicated that precipitation in mountain area
was the main supply source of karst water, thereby
providing a theoretical support for the utilization of
karst water and mine water disaster prevention.
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ABSTRACT

The genera Musa had two main sections as of
Musa and Callimusa. The section Musa is
composed of triploid species obtained through
hybridization of diploid wild species like Musa
acuminata (AA) X Musa balbisiana (BB) [4].
There are several methods (molecular markers,
isoenzymes, retrotransposons, in situ hybridizations
and flow cytometry) used in identification of
genetic differences among banana genotypes [5].
Since the molecular markers are not influenced by
environmental conditions and are more efficient in
identification of synonyms, mutants and clones,
they are commonly preferred in molecular studies
[6].
Several techniques were successful employed
in genetic diversity analyses of banana genotypes
with molecular markers and these techniques
include Randomly Amplified Polymorphic DNA
(RAPD) [7]. Amplified Fragment Length
Polymorphism (AFLP) [8] Inter Simple Sequence
Repeats (ISSR) [9] Sequence Related Amplified
Polymorphism (SRAP) [10] and Simple Sequence
Repeats
(SSR)
markers
[11],
Directed
Amplification of Minisatellites DNA (DAMD)
[12].
As compared to previous DNA-based
techniques including primers from microsatellite
nucleotide sequences, DAMD-PCR technique
offers various advantages [13]. Minisatellites are
the genome sections containing hypervariable
regions (HVR) or variable number tandem repeats
(VNTR) [14]. These are tandem repeats of 10-60 bp
'1$ VHTXHQFH PRWLIV DOVR NQRZQ DV ³QXFOHDU´
sequence or highly frequent PCR primers observed
in various plant and animal species [15]. DAMDPCR technique uses minisatellite sequence-specific
primers and yields repeatable DNA bands [16].
Minisatellites are sequenced either partially or
consecutively in repeat sections of the eukaryotic
genomes. Therefore, they have a large allelic
diversity because of the differences in number of
repeat sections [14, 17]. However, there are limited
information in literature about the implementation
of DAMP-PCR technique in heredity of banana
genetic characteristics.
This study was conducted to identify genetic
differences and relationships among 66 banana

In this study, genetic diversity among 66
banana (Musa cavendishii) genotypes (20 Azman,
15 Grand Nine and 31 Dwarf Cvandish) was tried
to be identified with the aid of 7 DAMD markers
(URP13R, HVB5, URP2R, URP1F, 62H2, 336H,
4CR). A total of 70 bands were obtained and 63 of
them were polymorphic and polymorphism ratio
was 90%. Genetic similarities varied between 0,72 0,97. Genetic similarity dendrogram had 2 main
groups. Only Azman 18 was placed in the first
group and all the other genotypes were placed in the
second group. Present findings revealed significant
genetic diversity in banana genotypes and such a
diversity could reliably be used in further breeding
studies.

KEYWORDS:
Banana, Musa cavendishii, DAMD, polymorphism,
marker

INTRODUCTION
Turkey has diverse climate regimes ranging
from sub-tropical to terrestrial. Therefore, climate
conditions are available for the culture of several
fruit species and such available conditions also
yield a large genetic diversity in various fruit
species [1]. Banana has also a large genetic
diversity. It constitutes a basic source of nutrient for
the people of developing countries in Latin
America, Africa, South and South-east Asia [2].
Banana is the favorite fruit of people worldwide.
The fruits with a great taste are quite nitrous and
available at economic rates throughout the year [3].
Banana is a very important fruit in terms of
human health. Fiber and potassium are very rich
and useful thanks to the vitamins and minerals they
contain [24]. It is useful against kidney disease. In
addition to its effects on human health, banana plant
is also used in landscape studies. Especially in
tropical and subtropical areas, parks and gardens,
playgrounds and home landscapes are frequently
encountered.
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genotype dendrogram was created in accordance
with UPGMA method. Total number of bands,
polymorphic bands and polymorphism ratios were
determined for each marker used in this study. The
equation of (number of polymorphic bands X 100 /
Total number of bands) were used to calculate
polymorphism ratio.

genotypes (20 Azman, 15 Grand Naine and 31
Dwarf Cvandish) selected from the banana cultures
sites of Turkey by using DAMD-PCR molecular
market technique.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Plant Material. A total of 66 banana
genotypes including 20 Azman (AZ), 15 Grand
Nine (GN) and 31 Dwarf Cvandish (DW) were used
as the plant material of the study. All of the samples
were supplied form banana collection orchard of
Mersin Alata Horticultural Research Institute.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
In DAMD primers used in this study, 6-13
scorable bands were obtained. Of the 70 scored
bands, 63 were polymorphic.
In DAMD primers used in this study, 6-13
scorable bands were obtained. Of the 70 scored
bands, 63 were polymorphic. The greatest number
of bands (13) was obtained from 62H2 primer and
the lowest number of bands (6) was obtained from
14CR primer.
The average polymorphism ratio was 90%.
The greatest polymorphism (100%) was obtained
from URP13R, HVB5 and 14CR primers and the
lowest polymorphism (76,92%) was obtained from
62H2 primer (Table 1).
The genetic similarities among the banana
genotypes varied between 0,72-0,97. The resultant
dendrogram had 3 main groups. Only Azman 18
was placed in the first main group Azman16 was
placed in the second main group and the other
genotypes were placed in the third main group
(Figure 1).

DNA Analyses. DNA isolation was performed
in accordance with CTAB method from the young
banana leaves [18]. DNA concentrations are
measured with a spectrophotometer (BioTek
Instruments, Inc., Winooski, VT, United States) and
samples were prepared by using TE (10 mMTrisHCl, 0.1 mM EDTA, pH 8.0) solution. DNA
samples were then preserved at -20 °C until the
analyses.
PCR Analyse. To identify the genetic
relationships and similarities among 66 banana
genotypes, 7 DAMD primers (URP13R, HVB5,
URP2R, URP1F, 62H2, 336H, 4CR) were used.
3&5 FRPSRQHQWV ZHUH SUHSDUHG LQ  ȝO WRWDO
YROXPH  DV WR LQFOXGH  ȝO '1$  QJ  ȝO
[3&5 %XIIHU  ȝO 7DT '1$ SRO\PHUDVH
Xȝ/   ȝO G173 P0  ȝO 0J&O 2 (25
P0   ȝO P0 '$0' SULPHU DQG  ȝO H2O.
PCR conditions were set as; initial denaturation at
94oC for 3 min., followed by 35 cycles at 94 oC for
1 min., at 38oC for 45 s., at 72oC for 2 min., then a
final extension at 72oC for 10 min. PCR products
were run in gel electrophoresis in 0,5X TAE buffer
containing 2% agarose and 5% ethidium bromide
and imaged at gel imaging (KODAK) unit.

3ÕQDU HW DO  in a study carried out to
determine the the genetic relationships among
Turkish banana genotypes with SRAP markers,
reported genetic similarities as between 0,63-0,91
Again, 3ÕQDUHWDO ) in another study carried
out to determine genetic diversity in banana
genotypes selected from different regions of
Turkey, reported genetic similarities with 19 SRAP
markers as between 0,63-1,00 and average
polymorphism ratio as 85,5%[5,10]. In present
study, genetic similarities varied as between 0,720,97 and those values were quite similar with the
earlier ones.

Data Analyses. Gel images were scored as (1)
for images with bands, (0) for images without band
and (9) for images with amplifications. Resultant
data were analyzed with NTSYSpc 2.1 software.
Similarity matrix was created with dice method and

TABLE 1
Primers, polymorphic base length(PBL), total number of bands (TNB), number of polymorphic bands
(NPB), polymorphism ratio (PR)
Primers
URP13R
HVB5
URP2R
URP1F
62H2
336H
14CR
Total
Average

P.B.L
250-1700
180-1500
250-900
270-1500
150-1500
200-1500
600-1500

TNB
11
11
8
10
13
11
6
70
10.0
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NPB
11
11
7
9
10
9
6
63
9.0

PR (%)
100
100
87,5
90
76,92
81,81
100
90.0
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DW1
DW10
DW12
DW13
AZ8
AZ9
DW2
DW6
GN2
DW14
AZ2
AZ5
GN3
GN11
DW9
GN4
DW28
DW29
DW17
DW18
AZ3
DW20
DW22
AZ7
DW15
DW25
DW16
DW11
DW26
GN6
AZ6
DW23
GN7
GN1
DW7
AZ4
GN12
GN13
GN9
DW30
AZ13
DW3
AZ1
GN5
DW27
DW31
DW8
DW32
DW5
DW24
DW21
DW4
AZ17
GN8
GN10
AZ11
GN14
AZ10
AZ12
AZ14
GN15
AZ15
AZ19
AZ20
AZ16
AZ18
0.72

0.79

0.85

0.91

0.97

Coefficient

FIGURE 1
Dendrogram for banana genotypes created with the aid of DAMD markers
tried to identify genetic differences among 8 banana
clones collected from Oman with the aid of 11
AFLP enzyme-primer combinations. Researchers
divided banana clones into 3 main groups in a
dendrogram and reported an average polymorphism
ratio of 94,68%[22]. Present findings on
polymorphism ratios, similarity ratios and
efficiency of DAMD markers in identification of
genetic diversity in banana genotypes all comply
with the findings of those earlier studies.
Directed Amplification of Minisatellite DNA
(DAMD) marker were sued in this study to identify
the genetic relationships among banana genotypes.
These markers were found to be quite beneficial for
comprehension of genetic base in banana
genotypes. Furthermore, these markers reveal
different information from the other marker
systems. Differences may end up with the
estimation of diversity and relationships.
Re-producibility of DAMD-PCR technique
were investigated in Bermuda grass (Cynodon
dactylon), tomato (Solanum lycopersicum) and
pepper (Capsicum) with the aid of genomic DNAs
[16, 23]. Similar outcomes of the analyses are
related to reliability of PCR reactions. Some studies
reported similar outcomes for DAMD-PCR with
RAPD, but indicated sharp and clear number of
bands for DAMD markers. High PCR frequency

Lamare and Rao (2015) indicated that ISSR,
RAPD and DAMD markers were quite efficient in
identification of genetic diversity in wild banana
genotypes of India. Researchers also pointed out
that such information could reliably be used in
culture of wild banana genotypes[12]. In present
study, DAMP primers were also found to be quite
available in identifying genetic diversity in banana
genotypes.
Brown et al, (2009) investigated genetic
relationships among 27 clones in Mauritania gen
sources with RAPD markers and reported an
average polymorphism ratio of 96% with the use of
15 RAPD primers. Genetic similarities varied
between 0,3-1,0 with an average value of 0,51[19].
Wei et al. (2010) obtained 324 polymorphic bands
among 29 different banana genotypes with the use
of 64 SRAP markers and divided banana genotypes
into two main groups[20]. Gübbük and Pekmezci
(2001) identified genetic differences in different
banana clones grown in Turkey with RAPD
markers and determined the greatest polymorphism
between Grand Nain and Basrai banana clones[21].
The banana clones of Petit Nain - Dwarf Cavendish
and Williams - Basrai were identified as the closest
clones. The poyo clone alone constituted a single
group apart from the others. Al- Saady et al., (2010)
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[10] Pinar, H., Ünlü, M., Bircan, M., Baysal, F.,
Tuna, G.S., and Tuna, M. (2015) Genetic
characterization of banana clones grown in
Turkey based on nuclear DNA content and
SRAP markers, Journal Of Applied Botany
And Food Quality. 88, 222-227.
[11] Miller, R.N., Passos, M.A., and Menezes, N.N.
(2010) Characterization of novel microsatellite
markers
in
Musa
acuminata
subsp.
burmannicoides, var. Calcutta 4. BMC Res
Notes. 3,148.
[12] Lamare, A., Rao, Sr. (2015) Efficacy of RAPD,
ISSR and DAMD markers in assessment of
genetic variability and population structure of
wild Musa acuminata Colla. Physiol. Mo. Bio.
Plants.
[13] Karaca, M., Saha, S., Zipf, A., Jenkins, J.N.,
and Lang, D.J. (2002) Genetic diversity among
forage bermudagrass (Cynodon spp.): evidence
from
chloroplast
and
nuclear
DNA
fngerprinting. Crop Sci. 42.
[14] Jeffreys, A.J., Wilson, V., and Thein, S.L.
(1985) Individual-VSHFLILF µILQJHUSULQWV¶ RI
human DNA. Nature. 316(6023),76±79
[15] Heath, A.C. (1993). What can we learn about
the determinants of psychopathology and
substance abuse from studies of normal twins?
In Twins as a Tool of Behavioral Genetics (ed.
T. J. Bouchard and P. Propping). 273±285.
John Wiley : Chichester.
[16] øQFH A.G., and Karaca, M. (2008) Speciesspecific touch-down DAMD-PCR markers for
Salvia species, Journal of Medicinal Plants
Research. 6(9), 1590-1595.
[17] øQFH$*DQG.DUDFD0  7G-DAMDPCR assays for fingerprinting of commercial
carnations, Turkish Journal Of Biology. 39(1),
290-298.
[18] Doyle, J.J., and Doyle, J. L. (1990). Isolation of
plant DNA from fresh tissue. Focus.12,13-15.
[19] Brown, N., Venkatasamy, S., Khittoo, G.,
Bahorun, T., and Jawaheer, S. (2009)
Evaluation of genetic diversity between 27
banana cultivars (Musa spp.) in Mauritius using
RAPD
markers.
African
Journal
of
Biotechnology. 8 (9), 1834- 1840.
[20] Wei, J.Y., Liu, D.B., Wei, S.X., Xie, Z.S., Xu,
G.Y., and Chen, Y.Y. (2010) Analysis of
genetic diversity in banana cultivars using
SRAP marNHUV øQWHUQDWLRQDO 6RFLHW\ )RU
Horticultural Science Acta Horticulturae. 897.
2118±2127.

achieved in DAMD markers may eliminate
common errors encountered in RAPD markers [16].
DAMD markers used in present study to
comprehend the genetic relationships among
banana genotypes may constitute a new and
different system to elucidate genetic structure of
banana genotypes. On the other hand, this marker
system revealed similar outcomes with the SRAP
and RAPD primer systems.
This study was conducted primarily to identify
the genetic relationships among banana genotypes
increasingly produced in sub-tropical regions of
Turkey with the aid of DAMD markers. While
Azman18 alone constituted a group, the other
genotypes were also placed in a different group.
Present findings revealed that DAMD molecular
marker method was quite available for
identification of genetic similarity among banana
genotypes.
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ABSTRACT

symbolize around 20% and 30% of the all GHG
emissions from large and small farms, respectively
[2]. Different management applications have
studied to reduce the yearly GHG release including
tillage innovation, precision farming applications,
plant nutrition, land browsing, livestock and farm
manure management. The restricted resources of
energy in addition to the high addiction of
agriculture on fossil fuels have led researchers to
evaluate energy use efficiency of different crops in
different areas. More efficient use of energy inputs
will conclusion in lower GHG emissions and
environmental footprints and consequently, more
sustainable food production methods [3].
Agricultural productions have responsible for
emissions of 57.40 Mt CO2-eq or 12.10% of total
greenhouse gas emissions in Turkey in 2015.
Agricultural activities come third after the energy
and industrial sectors. CH4, N2O, and CO2 have
been the prime greenhouse gases spread by
agricultural activities. 78.4% of N2O emissions,
59.3% of CH4 emissions and 0.2% of CO2
emissions have been reasoned by agricultural
activities [4].
Several studies on determination of GHG
emission have been concentrated generally on
worldwide production of horticulture crops such as
apple [5], grape [6], strawberry [7, 8, 9], olive [10],
pomegranate [11], watermelon [1], Iranian peach
[12], nectarine [13], vegetables [14] and etc. The
aims of this study were to calculate total GHG
emissions and the GHG ratios of ten different fruits
production (apple, grape, melon, mulberry, olive,
plum, pomegranate, strawberry, walnut and
watermelon) in the different locations (Table 1) of
Turkey.

The greenhouse gas emission is a important
concern in Turkey. However, agriculture plays a
key role in environmental impacts in this country,
because this sector is both a producer and consumer
of energy as well as it can increase or reduce the
environmental impacts. This study was directed to
define GHG emissions for ten different fruits
production (apple, grape, melon, mulberry, olive,
plum, pomegranate, strawberry, walnut and
watermelon) in the different provinces of Turkey.
For this purpose, the first data was get from
references. The results defined that total GHG
emissions for ten different fruits (apple, grape,
melon, mulberry, olive, plum, pomegranate,
strawberry, walnut and watermelon) production
were calculated as 3722.33 kgCO2-eqha±1, 1452.75
kgCO2-eqha±1, 1402.01 kgCO2-eqha±1, 390.37 kgCO2±1
±1
±1
eqha , 2691.16 kgCO2-eqha , 930.20 kgCO2-eqha ,
±1
438.33 kgCO2-eqha , 8226.35 kgCO2-eqha±1,
1838.34 kgCO2-eqha±1, 1141.24 kgCO2-eqha±1,
respectively. The GHG ratios were calculated as
0.09 kgCO2-eqkg±1, 0.10 kgCO2-eqkg±1, 0.08 kgCO2±1
±1
±1
eqkg , 0.03 kgCO2-eqkg , 0.30 kgCO2-eqkg , 0.15
±1
±1
kgCO2-eqkg , 0.15 kgCO2-eqkg , 0.78 kgCO2-eqkg±1,
2.31 kgCO2-eqkg±1, 0.04 kgCO2-eqkg±1, respectively.

KEYWORDS:
GHG emissions, GHG ratio, fruit production, Turkey

INTRODUCTION
Greenhouse gas (shortened as GHG) emission
is a gas in an atmosphere that absorbs and spreads
radiation within the thermal infrared interval [1].
The GHG emissions are separated into two as
anthropogenic and natural sources. Agricultural
productions conduce directly to anthropogenic
GHG emissions that come from several sources like
machinery, diesel fuel, chemical fertilizers etc.
The most important direct GHG emissions are
reasoned by chemical fertilizer use, which

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This study is compose of agricultural inputs
and outputs of references in Table 1.
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TABLE 1
References benefited for agricultural production
Fruits
Apple
Grape*
Melon
Mulberry*
Olive*
Plum
Pomegranate*
Strawberry*
Walnut
Watermelon
* Organic

Location
(÷LUGLU,VSDUWD
%HVQL$GÕ\DPDQ
0HUNH].ÕUNODUHOL
7XW$GÕ\DPDQ
.DUSX]OX$\GÕQ
0HUNH]1HYúHKLU
$GÕ\DPDQ
1HYúHKLU
.ÕUúHKLU
.RQ\D
1HYúHKLU1L÷GH
0HUNH].ÕUNODUHOL

Khoshnevisan et al. [8].

References
[15]
[16]
[17]
[18]
[19]
[20]
[21]
[22]
[23]

(2)
Where IGHG is GHG ratio and Y is the yield as
kg per ha.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
GHG emissions. Apple production. The
results of GHG emission of apple production for
(÷LUGLU WRZQ RI WKH ,VSDUWD 3URYLQFH in Turkey are
shown in Table 3. The total GHG emissions were
calculated as 3722.33 kgCO2-eqha±1. In similar a
study, Taghavifar and Mardani [5] calculated the
total GHG emission of apple production in West
Azerbaijan of Iran was about 1195.79 kgCO2-eqha±1.
The distribution of different inputs in total GHG
emissions is illustrated in Figure 1. The results
showed that the share of human labour in total
GHG emissions was the highest (24.22%), nitrogen
fertilizer (14.43%) and diesel fuel (13.27%) held
the second and third ranks. So, better agricultural
management in terms of human labour can lead to
apple production with lower GHG emissions in
location.

[17]

The GHG emissions (kgCO2-eqha±1) associated
with the inputs to growing 1 ha of fruit were
calculated as following adapted Hughes et al. [24].
(1)
 ZKHUH R(i) is the application rate of input i
(unitinputhaí1) and EF(i) is the GHG emission
coefficient of input i (kgCO2-equnitinputí1). Table 2
lists GHG emission coefficients of agricultural
inputs. However, an index is defined to evaluate the
amount of emitted kg CO2-eq per kg yield as
following adapted Houshyar et al. [3] and

TABLE 2
Greenhouse gas (GHG) emission coefficients of agricultural inputs
Inputs
Human labour
Machinery
Nitrogen (N)
Phosphate (P2O5)
Potassium (K2O)
Farmyard manure
Organic fertilizers
Pesticides
Biocides
Diesel fuel
Water of irrigation
Electricity (for Turkey)
Lime
Sulphur
Transportation

Unit
h
MJ
kg
kg
kg
kg
kg
kg
kg
L
m3
MJ
kg
kg
ton km

GHG coefficient (kgCO2-eqUnit-1)
0.700
0.071
4.570
1.180
0.640
0.029
0.129
13.900
5.100
2.760
0.170
0.167
0.110
0.370
0.150

References
[25]
[26]
[27]
[27]
[27]
[11]
[28]
[27]
[2]
[29]
[2]
[27]
[29]
[30]
[31]

TABLE 3
Greenhouse gas emissions of inputs in apple production
Inputs
Human labour
Machinery
Nitrogen (N)

Unit
h
MJ
kg

Input used per area (Unit ha-1)
1287.90
5449.68
117.50

GHG Emissions (kgCO2-eqha-1)
901.53
386.93
536.98

%
24.22
10.39
14.43

Phospate (P2O5)
Potassium (K2O)
Farmyard manure
Pesticides
Diesel Fuel
Water of irrigation
Electricity
Lime
Total GHG Emission

kg
kg
kg
kg
L
m3
MJ
kg

95.00
37.50
3333.33
33.75
179.00
2185.17
1952.10
31.66

112.10
24.00
96.67
469.13
494.04
371.48
326.00
3.48
3722.33

3.01
0.64
2.60
12.60
13.27
9.98
8.76
0.09
100.00
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FIGURE 1
The distribution of different inputs in GHG emissions for 1 ha fruits production

FIGURE 2
The distribution of different inputs in GHG emissions for 1 ha organic fruits production
TABLE 4
Greenhouse gas emissions of inputs in organic grape production
Inputs
Human labour
Machinery
Farmyard manure
Biocides
Diesel Fuel
Water of irrigation
Lime
Sulphur
Total GHG Emission

Unit
h
MJ
kg
kg
L
m3
kg
kg

Input used per area (Unitha-1)
352.60
3304.80
3600.00
17.80
55.30
3640.00
8.90
10.00

GHG Emissions (kgCO2-eqha-1)
246.82
234.64
104.40
90.78
152.63
618.80
0.98
3.70
1452.75

%
16.99
16.15
7.19
6.25
10.51
42.60
0.07
0.25
100.00

emissions in location.

Organic grape production. The results of
GHG emission of organic grape production for
Besni town of the $GÕ\DPDQ Province in Turkey are
shown in Table 4. The total GHG emissions were
calculated as 1452.75 kgCO2-eqha±1. In similar a
study, Mardani and Taghavifar [6] calculated the
total GHG emission of grape production in West
Azerbaijan of Iran was about 858.62 kgCO2-eqha±1.
The distribution of different inputs in total GHG
emissions is illustrated in Figure 2. The results
showed that the share of water of irrigation in total
GHG emissions was the highest (42.60%), human
labour (16.99%) and machinery (16.15%) held the
second and third ranks. So, better agricultural
management in terms of water of irrigation can lead
to organic grape production with lower GHG

Melon production. The results of GHG
emission of melon production for center town of the
.ÕUNODUHOL3URYLQFHLQ7XUNH\DUHVKRZQLQ7DEOH
The total GHG emissions were calculated as
1402.01 kgCO2-eqha±1. The distribution of different
inputs in total GHG emissions is illustrated in
Figure 1. The results showed that the share of diesel
fuel in total GHG emissions was the highest
(32.85%), nitrogen fertilizer (23.73%) and human
labour (22.78%) held the second and third ranks.
So, better agricultural management in terms of
diesel fuel can lead to melon production with lower
GHG emissions in location.
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TABLE 5
Greenhouse gas emissions of inputs in melon production
Inputs
Human labour
Machinery
Nitrogen (N)
Phospate (P2O5)
Pesticides
Diesel Fuel
Transportation
Sulphur
Total GHG Emission

Unit
h
MJ
kg
kg
kg
L
ton km
kg

Input used per area (Unitha-1)
456.19
873.05
72.80
68.30
7.60
166.86
18.81
103.80

GHG Emissions (kgCO2-eqha-1)
319.33
61.99
332.70
80.59
105.64
460.53
2.82
38.41
1402.01

%
22.78
4.42
23.73
5.75
7.53
32.85
0.20
2.74
100.00

TABLE 6
Greenhouse gas emissions of inputs in organic mulberry production
Inputs
Human labour
Machinery
Farmyard manure
Diesel Fuel
Water of irrigation
Transportation
Total GHG Emission

Unit
h
MJ
kg
L
m3
ton km

Input used per area (Unit ha-1)
170.99
253.52
1388.40
7.98
1111.00
10.10

GHG Emissions (kgCO2-eqha-1)
119.69
18.00
40.26
22.02
188.87
1.52
390.37

%
30.66
4.61
10.31
5.64
48.38
0.39
100.00

TABLE 7
Greenhouse gas emissions of inputs in organic olive production
Inputs
Human labour
Machinery
Biocides
Diesel Fuel
Electricity
Transportation
Total GHG Emission

Unit
h
MJ
kg
L
MJ
ton km

Input used per area (Unit ha-1)
1080.00
12960.00
3.00
345.00
276.48
8.88

GHG Emissions (kgCO2-eqha-1)
756.00
920.16
15.30
952.20
46.17
1.33
2691.16

%
28.09
34.19
0.57
35.38
1.72
0.05
100.00

TABLE 8
Greenhouse gas emissions of inputs in plum production
Inputs
Human labour
Machinery
Nitrogen (N)
Phospate (P2O5)
Potassium (K2O)
Pesticides
Diesel Fuel
Water of irrigation
Total GHG Emission

Unit
h
MJ
kg
kg
kg
kg
L
m3

Input used per area (Unit ha-1)
369.00
1069.20
50.00
50.00
50.00
11.13
28.75
250.00

GHG Emissions (kgCO2-eqha-1)
258.30
75.91
228.50
59.00
32.00
154.64
79.35
42.50
930.20

%
27.77
8.16
24.56
6.34
3.44
16.62
8.53
4.57
100.00

.DUSX]OXWRZQRIWKH$\GÕQ3URYLQFHLQ7XUNH\DUH
shown in Table 7. The total GHG emissions were
calculated as 2691.16 kgCO2-eqha±1. In similar a
study, Rajaeifar et al. [10] calculated the total GHG
emission of olive production in Iran was about
1263.73 kgCO2-eqha±1. The distribution of different
inputs in total GHG emissions is illustrated in
Figure 2. The results showed that the share of diesel
fuel in total GHG emissions was the highest
(35.38%), machinery (34.19%) and human labour
(28.09%) held the second and third ranks. So, better
agricultural management in terms of diesel fuel can
lead to olive production with lower GHG emissions
in location.

Organic mulberry production. The results of
GHG emission of organic mulberry production for
7XW WRZQ RI WKH $GÕ\DPDQ 3URYLQFH LQ 7XUNH\ DUH
shown in Table 6. The total GHG emissions were
calculated as 390.07 kgCO2-eqha±1. The distribution
of different inputs in total GHG emissions is
illustrated in Figure 2. The results showed that the
share of water of irrigation in total GHG emissions
was the highest (48.38%), human labour (30.66%)
and farmyard manure (10.31%) held the second and
third ranks. So, better agricultural management in
terms of water of irrigation can lead to mulberry
production with lower GHG emissions in location.
Organic olive production. The results of
GHG emission of organic olive production for
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Plum production. The results of GHG
emission of plum production for center town of the
1HYúHKLU3URYLQFHLQ7XUNH\DUHVKRZQLQ7DEOH
The total GHG emissions were calculated as 930.20
kgCO2-eqha±1. The distribution of different inputs in
total GHG emissions is illustrated in Figure 1. The
results showed that the share of human labour in
total GHG emissions was the highest (27.77%),
nitrogen fertilizer (24.56%) and pesticides (16.62%)
held the second and third ranks. So, better
agricultural management in terms of human labour
can lead to plum production with lower GHG
emissions in location.

Organic strawberry production. The results
of GHG emission of organic strawberry production
IRU1HYúHKLU3URYLQFHLQ7XUNH\DUHVKRZQLQ7DEOH
10. The total GHG emissions were calculated as
8226.35 kgCO2-eqha±1. In similar a study,
Khoshnevisan et al. [8] calculated the total GHG
emission of strawberry production in Gilan
Province of Iran was about 803.40 kgCO2-eqha±1 for
open fields and 35083.50 kgCO2-eqha±1 for
greenhouses. The distribution of different inputs in
total GHG emissions is illustrated in Figure 2. The
results showed that the share of human labour in
total GHG emissions was the highest (39.26%),
water of irrigation (26.66%) and electricity
(20.52%) held the second and third ranks. So, better
agricultural management in terms of human labour
can lead to strawberry production with lower GHG
emissions in location.

Organic pomegranate production. The
results of GHG emission of organic pomegranate
SURGXFWLRQ IRU $GÕ\DPDQ 3URYLQFH LQ 7XUNH\ DUH
shown in Table 9. The total GHG emissions were
calculated as 438.33 kgCO2-eqha±1. In similar a
study, Houshyar et al. [11] calculated the total GHG
emission of pomegranate production in Fars
Province of Southwest Iran was about 6513.98
kgCO2-eqha±1. The distribution of different inputs in
total GHG emissions is illustrated in Figure 2. The
results showed that the share of human labour in
total GHG emissions was the highest (42.64%),
water of irrigation (23.27%) and farmyard manure
(11.03%) held the second and third ranks. So, better
agricultural management in terms of human labour
can lead to pomegranate production with lower
GHG emissions in location.

Walnut production. The results of GHG
emission of walnut production for Internal Anatolia
Region in Turkey are shown in Table 11. The total
GHG emissions were calculated as 1838.34 kgCO2±1
eqha . The distribution of different inputs in total
GHG emissions is illustrated in Figure 1. The
results showed that the share of nitrogen fertilizer in
total GHG emissions was the highest (63.95%),
phosphate fertilizer (12.48%) and diesel fuel
(5.95%) held the second and third ranks. So, better
agricultural management in terms of nitrogen
fertilizer can lead to walnut production with lower
GHG emissions in location.

TABLE 9
Greenhouse gas emissions of inputs in organic pomegranate production
Inputs
Human labour
Machinery
Farmyard manure
Biocides
Diesel Fuel
Water of irrigation
Electricity
Transportation
Total GHG Emission

Unit
h
MJ
kg
kg
L
m3
MJ
ton km

Input used per area (Unit ha-1)
267.00
302.40
1666.67
0.20
14.07
600.00
211.20
30.00

GHG Emissions (kgCO2-eqha-1)
186.90
21.47
48.33
1.02
38.83
102.00
35.27
4.50
438.33

%
42.64
4.90
11.03
0.23
8.86
23.27
8.05
1.03
100.00

TABLE 10
Greenhouse gas emissions of inputs in organic strawberry production
Inputs
Human labour
Machinery
Farmyard manure
Organic fertilizier
Biocides
Diesel Fuel
Water of irrigation
Electricity
Transportation
Total GHG Emission

Unit
h
MJ
kg
kg
kg
L
m3
MJ
ton km

Input used per area (Unit ha-1)
4614.25
2219.40
12000.00
2000.00
22.50
63.00
12900.00
10108.80
420.00

468

GHG Emissions (kgCO2-eqha-1)
3229.98
157.58
348.00
258.00
114.75
173.88
2193.00
1688.17
63.00
8226.35

%
39.26
1.92
4.23
3.14
1.39
2.11
26.66
20.52
0.77
100.00
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TABLE 11
Greenhouse gas emissions of inputs in walnut production
Inputs
Human labour
Machinery
Nitrogen (N)
Phospate (P2O5)
Potassium (K2O)
Farmyard manure
Pesticides
Diesel Fuel
Water of irrigation
Total GHG Emission

Unit
h
MJ
kg
kg
kg
kg
kg
L
m3

Input used per area (Unit ha-1)
92.02
1539.00
257.24
194.38
15.67
144.44
5.02
39.60
390.63

GHG Emissions (kgCO2-eqha-1)
64.41
109.27
1175.59
229.37
10.03
4.19
69.78
109.30
66.41
1838.34

%
3.50
5.94
63.95
12.48
0.55
0.23
3.80
5.95
3.61
100.00

TABLE 12
Greenhouse gas emissions of inputs in watermelon production
Inputs
Human labour
Machinery
Nitrogen (N)
Phospate (P2O5)
Pesticides
Diesel Fuel
Transportation
Total GHG Emission

Unit
h
MJ
kg
kg
kg
L
ton km

Input used per area (Unit ha-1)
523.92
538.81
91.00
82.00
1.40
72.40
28.81

GHG Emissions (kgCO2-eqha-1)
366.74
38.26
415.87
96.76
19.46
199.82
4.32
1141.24

TABLE 13
Total GHG emissions, yields and GHG ratios of diffirent furits productions in Turkey
Fruits
Apple
Grape*
Melon
Mulberry*
Olive*
Plum
Pomegranate*
Strawberry*
Walnut
Watermelon

GHG Emissions (kg CO2-eq ha-1)
3722.33
1452.75
1402.01
390.37
2691.16
930.20
438.33
8226.35
1838.34
1141.24

Yield (kg ha-1)
40440
13850
18250
14896
8890
6375
3000
10500
794
28000

GHG Ratio (kg CO2-eq kg-1)
0.092
0.105
0.077
0.026
0.303
0.146
0.146
0.783
2.314
0.041

*organic

FIGURE 3
Total GHG emission and GHG ratio of different fruits production in Turkey
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%
32.14
3.35
36.44
8.48
1.71
17.51
0.38
100.00
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9 The results of the distribution of different
inputs in total GHG emissions showed that the
share of diesel fuel in total GHG emissions was the
highest (35.38%, 32.85%, respectively) for olive
and melon production.
9 The results of GHG ratio indicated that the
lowest value (0.026 kg CO2-eq kg±1) was defined for
mulberry production and the highest value (2.314
kg CO2-eq kg±1) defined for walnut production.
9 Reducing chemical fertilizer consumption
(mainly nitrogen), human labour, water of irrigation
and diesel fuel are the most important ways in
different fruits production in the research regions in
Turkey. For this purpose, applying soil analysis to
specify the soil fertilizer needs (to decrease high
chemical fertilizer causing GHG emissions), human
labour efficiency (to reduce the human labour
used), the efficiency of the use of irrigation water
and fuel efficiency (to reduce the diesel fuel
consumption) are recommended.
9 GHG emissions should be defined in
production of all agricultural products in Turkey.

Watermelon production. The results of GHG
emission of watermelon production for center town
RI WKH .ÕUNODUHOL 3URYLQFH LQ 7XUNH\ DUH VKRZQ LQ
Table 12. The total GHG emissions were calculated
as 1141.24 kgCO2-eqha±1. In similar a study, NabaviPelesaraei et al. [1] calculated the total GHG
emission of watermelon production in Guilan
province of Iran was about 1015.00 kgCO2-eqha±1.
The distribution of different inputs in total GHG
emissions is illustrated in Figure 1. The results
showed that the share of nitrogen fertilizer in total
GHG emissions was the highest (36.44%), human
labour (32.14%) and diesel fuel (17.51%) held the
second and third ranks. So, better agricultural
management in terms of nitrogen fertilizer can lead
to watermelon production with lower GHG
emissions in location.
Comparison and GHG ratios. The results of
comparison of different furits productions in Turkey
are shown Table 13 and Figure 3. The total GHG
emissions were calculated between 390.37-8226.35
kgCO2-eqha±1. The lowest value was defined for
mulberry production and the highest value defined
for strawberry production. The GHG ratios were
calculated between 0.026-2.314 kgCO2-eqkg-1. The
lowest value was defined for mulberry production
and the highest value defined for walnut production.
In similar studies, the GHG ratios were defined
0.040-0.100 kg CO2-eq kg-1 [32] for apple, 0.400 kg
CO2-eq kg±1 [33], 0.147 kg CO2-eq kg±1 (at
greenhouse [8]), 0.484 kg CO2-eq kg±1 (at open filed
[8]) for strawberry.
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attractive are factors constituting heavy metal
source. Food packaging threatens the human health
by exposing heavy metal migration as a result of
direct interaction with food or contamination during
the final processes of packaging.
Some materials such as cyanobacteria [2],
algae [3], willow leaves [4], water hyacinths [5] and
especially duckweeds are known to be used in the
removal of heavy metals from waste water. There
are numerous studies on the use of some duckweed
taxa for these purposes [5-21] because it is
commercially available, therefore, it is easy to find,
grow and buy.
Duckweeds that are spread widely in still
freshwater, consist of Lemna L. (14 species),
Spirodela Schleid. (4 species), Landoltia D.H.Les
& J.Crawford (1 species), Wolffia Horkel ex
Schleid. (11 species) and Wolffiella Hegelm (10
species) genera of Lemnoideae subfamily of
Araceae family [22- 29]. In Turkey, 5 species
belonging to 2 genera of duckweeds spread
naturally. These taxa are; Spirodela polyrrhiza (L.)
Schleid., Lemna minor L., L.gibba L., L.turionifera
Landolt., and L.trisulca L. [30, 31].
Duckweeds grow everywhere commonly in
stagnant and slow flowing waters except the North
Pole and the Antarctic-like regions with cold
climate [32]. These plants cover water surface like a
carpet. Growth performances of duckweed plants
are very high [33]. For this reason, it is a desirable
renewable material for the removal of heavy metals
more efficiently from contaminated mediums like
aquatic sources [13, 14, 34].
No study was found concerning the usage of
the duckweeds as a phytoremediation material to
decrease or remove the heavy metals from the paper
based packaging. This research is the first study
using duckweed taxa as a phytoremediation
material for removing the heavy metals from the
paper based packagings.
In this context, aim of this study is to test the
effect of duckweed plants on the decrease in heavy
metal or removal of it from paper based packaging
which are used as raw materials in recovered paper
production sector, with a environmental friendly
approach.

ABSTRACT
There are many scientific studies conducted by
using duckweed to remove heavy metals from
waste water. Duckweed plants have been used first
time with this study for the removal of heavy metals
from the paper-based packaging used as raw
materials in recovered paper production. Objective
of this study was to use an environmental friendly
method to remove or decrease heavy metals from
paper, paperboard and corrugated board. A mixture
of Lemna minor, L. gibba and Spirodela polyrrhiza
from duckweed taxa was used for the
phytoremediation applications. The phytoremediation application was carried out on paper-based
samples for 7 days in a batch reactor system to
remove heavy metals such as lead, zinc, cadmium,
nickel, copper, chrome and aluminum from the
samples. Results showed that the duckweed plants
can be used during the removal or decrease in
heavy metal concentrations in the paper based
packaging. It was determined that there was no
removal or reduction heavy metals in the surface
treated paper packages with low grammage.

KEYWORDS:
Duckweed, heavy metals, paper, paperboard, corrugated
board, food packaging

INTRODUCTION
Waste material and the methods to decrease
their harmfull effect on environment and human
health are big concern around the world and have
received attention from researchers [1]. Recovered
paperboard is produced from waste paper and
paperboard in our country as well as all over the
world and in EU countries. Packagings are
manufactured by using primary paper together with
recovered paperboard. Chemicals, colorants and ink
components coming from recycled paper in
packaging industry cause heavy metals in their
structure to increase. Also, various pigments and
ink components of flourescence type paints used to
make primary fibre paper and paperboard more
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corrugated board (3rd group) as wrapping paper,
cake box and pizza box.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Material. Three duckweed taxa including
Lemna minor, L.gibba, and Spirodela polyrrhiza
naturally growing in Istanbul (Turkey) were used
for this study. Plant taxa growing together in this
location
ZHUH FROOHFWHG IURP 6D]OÕGHUH
(41°07'44.5"N 28°74'46.5"E) in Istanbul in July
2017. Mixture of duckweed taxa used in the
phytoremediation application was shown in the
Fig.1. Percents of each taxa in the mixture were
roughly between 3-5% for Lemna minor, 3-5% for
L.gibba, and 90-95 % for Spirodela polyrrhiza.
Collected taxa were identified at Istanbul University-&HUUDKSDúD Faculty of Forestry Herbarium (ISTO) [32, 35], and registered with the numbers of
38302 for S.polyrrhiza, 38303 for L.gibba, and
38304 for L.minor. Duckweed taxa mixture used in
the phytoremediation application was shown in the
Fig.1.
Paper packaging samples were also obtained
IURP IDVWIRRG UHVWDXUDQWV LQ 6DUÕ\HU ,VWDQEXO
(Turkey). As shown in Table 1, paper-based
packaging samples were classified into three groups
as paper (1st group), paperboard (2nd group) and

Methods. Characterization Tests of Packaging Samples. Samples were analyzed according to
determination of dry matter ISO 287 2009 [36],
conditioning of samples ISO 187 1990 [37],
determination of grammage ISO 536 1998 [38], and
determination of ash ISO 1762 2015 [39].
Phytoremediation Application. Preparation
of duckweeds. Duckweed taxa mixture were
decontaminated from pollution caused by their
sources by washing with distilled water for a few
times. They were kept for two days in the 5 liter
volumed plastic reactor containers filled with
distilled water under laboratory conditions.
Polyethilene gloves were used during the study at
every phase of this study to prevent contamination
of the samples from the outer environment.
In order to prepare for phytoremediation
applications, plant samples were filtered with a
plastic filter. Experiment reactors were prepared in
coloured plastic containers with a 2 % moisture
content and with 500 ml distilled water.

FIGURE 1
Sample of duckweed taxa mixture
TABLE 1
Definitions of packaging samples
Type of
packaging
Paper

Group
number
I

Name of packaging

Definitions of samples

Wrapping paper

Paperboard

II

Cake box

Corrugated
board

III

Pizza box

White coloured coating paper with low grammage
Grey, recycled printed box laminated from inside with white plastic film,
upper surface laminated with dense coloured, painted and bright lacquered
paper PE film
Upper surface is laminated whitened and printed paper, imitation craft test
liner carrier including recycled material and one middle fluating layer
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Prepared samples for heavy metal analysis.
Microwave oven burning had been applied to the
samples before heavy metal analysis was performed
on the ICP-OES instrument. In the context of this
process, 5 ml HNO3 and 2 ml H2O2 were added to
about 0,4-0,5 g dry plant samples. Prepared the
samples were placed into teflon tubes, and solutions
prepared stepwise in microwave device (Berghof,
Istanbul, Turkey) with the burn program, were
filtered with blue band filter paper and completed to
50 ml with ultra distilled water. Heavy metal
quantities of solution samples were determined by
ICP-OES device.

Preparation of paper samples. In order to
prepare
waste
paper-based
samples
for
phytoremediation applications, their dry matter and
grammage values were determined and cut in
suitable sizes with plastic scissors using plastic
gloves. Size of waste paper sample was 80 cm2 due
to low grammage while both paperboard and
corrugated board samples had the same size (40
cm2) because of high grammage.
To prevent the disintegration of paper-based
samples in the water accumulated in each
experiment reactor, the samples were placed into
preserving cases made from plastic reactor
containers and phytoremediation process was
started in experiment reactors. To measure
effectiveness of heavy metal [Pb (lead), Zn (zinc),
Cd (cadmium), Ni (nickel), Cu (copper), Cr
(chrome), and Al (aluminium)] absorption of plant
samples from the paper-based samples, the
experiment was conducted in a semi-batch system
at about 27-28ºC temperature for 7 days. To
determine the heavy metal concentrations of the
samples, initial and treatment concentration of the
paper samples, plant samples and liquid solution
samples from each reactor were collected
separately. Dry matter amounts of paper-based and
plant samples were determined by keeping them at
least 24 hours in drying oven at 80ºC temperature
till they gain constant weight.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Amounts of grammage and ash of packaging
samples were given respectively, 57gm-2 and 26,6%
for group I, 426 gm-2 and 12,14% for group II, 413
gm-2 and 10,85% for group III.
Heavy Metals. The flow chart showing the
phases of phytoremediation application conducted
to decrease and remove heavy metals of paper
based packagings with duckweed taxa mixture was
given in the Fig. 2. Treatment effect of duckweed
taxa mixture on the different paper based packaging
was presented in Table 2.

FIGURE 2
Flow chart of phytoremediation application
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TABLE 2
Heavy metal change with the interaction of duckweed taxa mixture and
paper based packaging (mgkg-1)
Group I
Duckweed taxa
mixture
Heavy
metals
Pb
Cd
Zn
Cr
Ni
Cu
Al

B0
%ø
K0
.ø

B0
0.95
0
43.49
2.12
18.78
4.18
503.40

%ø
4.99
0
357.30
8.11
73.97
18.03
2512.00

Paper

K0
9.13
0
13.23
5.19
2.13
3.53
30490

.ø
8.79
0
45.50
5.29
2.96
3.99
39920

Group II
Duckweed taxa
Paperboard
mixture
B0
0.52
0.04
20.00
1.24
6.60
2.83
197.70

%ø
0.60
0.049
22.48
1.43
5.24
3.66
240.90

K0
7.69
0.088
22.85
3.53
0.94
13.13
3168

.ø
3.65
0.09
19.53
3.47
0.87
11.03
2621

Group III
Duckweed taxa
Corrugated board
mixture
B0
0.95
0
21.52
1.29
5.66
2.31
49.75

%ø
1.13
0
26.42
1.73
6.65
3.65
224.10

K0
11.06
0.09
18.22
2.74
1.55
32.13
4779

.ø
9.85
0.07
17.33
2.53
0.72
27.07
2338

Initial heavy metal values of duckweed taxa mixture
Final heavy metal values of duckweed taxa mixture after using phytoremediation
Initial heavy metal values of paper samples for each group
Final heavy metal values of paper samples for each group after using phytoremediation

Pb Concentration. It was detected that Pb in
the wrapping paper decreased by 3.80% and in cake
paperboard packaging decreased by 52.54%. It was
observed that there was 10.94% decline in pizza
corrugated board packaging. It was found that the
highest amount of heavy metal removal was in
paperboard packaging, and the lowest rate was in
paper packaging between the packagings. High
concentration of Pb in the paperboard can be
attributed to both lack of surface treatment and
compounds of ink pigments and paint used in
colouring. While Pb concentration decreased
slightly, heavy metal concentrations generally
increased in the wrapping paper after the treatment.
Ozkoç (2011) reported Pb 30% removal with
Lemna minor [15]. The Pb removal of paperboard
packaging (52.54%) was found to be substantially
higher than the discharge channel.

packaging. Low Zn concentration in the corrugated
board sample is caused by the structure of the
sample which was not surface treated.
The Zn removal of paper packaging with
duckweed taxa mixture was lower (14.50%) than
that duckweed L. gibba (60%) the metal pollutant
from the nutrient medium [16].
Cr Concentration. It was detected that Cr
increased by 1.80% in paper packaging for
wrapping paper. It can be said that high rate of
increase in the duckweed taxa mixture impacted the
amount of Cr in paper material and caused it to
increase. It was found out that Cr decreased by
1.60% in paperboard packaging, and decreased by
7.70% in corrugated board packaging. It can be said
that Cr metal removal of corrugated board is 4.8
times more than paper packaging. This is due to the
surface untreated of corrugated board.
The Cr of bioaccumulations capacities from
paper based packaging were higher than (0.85
mgkg-1 d) for duckweeds than that for Eichhornia
crassipes (Mart.) Solms (0.53 mgkg-1 d) from water
[5].

Cd Concentration. Cd heavy metal was not
found in paper packaging sample. It was observed
that amount of Cd increased by 2.20% in the
structure of paperboard packaging. It can be said
that in the upper surface of paperboard packaging
on which lacquering and polyethylene film were
treated prevented the interaction of duckweed taxa
mixture. In corrugated board pizza packaging, it
decreased by 26.10%. Cd removal in corrugated
board can be explained by dissolution of Cd
compounds in aquatic environment.
The removal efficiency Cd of corrugated
board (26.10%) was found to be slightly higher than
Cd (25%) of the discharge water channel [15].

Ni Concentration. It was observed that Ni
concentration of paper packaging for wrapping
paper increased by 28.04%. It can be said that the
high rate of increase observed in the duckweed taxa
mixture impacted the amount of Ni in paper
material and caused it to increase. It was detected
that Ni decreased by 7.04% in paperboard
packagings. In evaluating the decrease of Ni in
paperboard packaging, it can be said that the
decrease of Ni in the paperboard was not affected
by duckweed taxa mixture. It was found that Ni
decreased by 53.39% in corrugated board pizza
packaging. It can be said that the removal of the
amount of Ni in the corrugated board is
approximately 2 times more than the paper
packaging. This difference is caused by the
dissolved of Ni found in the structure of the

Zn Concentration. It was observed that
amount of Zn decreased by 70.90% in paper
packaging for wrapping paper and decreased by
14.50% in paperboard packaging. It can be
concluded that this difference is caused by the
dissolution of Zn found in the structure of the
paperboard in the water. It was found that Zn
decreased by 4.89% in the corrugated board
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Low-grammage and surface-treated with
packages have been determined that there is generally no removal and reduction in heavy metals, but
in reverse, it is mostly increased except at minimum
of Pb concentration.
It was detected that the highest efficiency in
removal of heavy metals took place in paper-based
packaging. It can be concluded that it was because
of the fact that heavy metals were easily dissolved
in the water and removed because submaterial
papers which constitute the structure of corrugated
board included bottom liner board papers which
were not surface treated. It was found out that
because these packagings were not surface treated,
this increased the interaction with the duckweed
taxa mixture. Also, it was found out that paint and
ink components used in colouring and printing
corrugated board and paperboard packagings could
easily dissolve in water medium.

corrugated board in the water due to untreated
surface of it.
Absorption of Ni with L.minor and L.gibba
plants was more abundant in neutral medium [17].
In addition, the low accumulation capacity of L.
gibba for Ni makes this aquatic taxon not very
suitable for the phytoremediation of Nicontaminated waters.
Cu Concentration. It was observed that Cu
concentration for wrapping paper increased by
11.60% in the paper packaging. It can be concluded
that the high rate of increase in the duckweed taxa
mixture impacted the amount of Cu in the paper
material and caused it to increase. It was observed
that Cu decreased by 15.99% in paperboard
packagings. It was also detected that Cu decreased
by 15.80% in corrugated board pizza packaging. It
was found out that the amount of Cu heavy metal
removal in paperboard material was approximate to
the amount of removal in corrugated board.
The removal of Cu from the structure of the
paperboard was to be lower than the discharge
water channel (35%) [15]. The duckweed L. gibba
was showed a higher accumulation potential for Cu
from polluted water than Ni [11].
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Al Concentration. It was observed that Al
concentration increased by 23.62% in paper based
packaging for wrapping paper. It can be concluded
that the high rate of increase in the duckweed taxa
mixture impacted the amount of Al in the paper
material and caused it to increase. It was observed
that Al decreased by 17.27% in paperboard
packagings and by 51.08% in the corrugated board
pizza packaging. It can be concluded that the high
amount of heavy metal removal in corrugated board
packaging was because of the fact that heavy metals
were easily dissolved in the water and removed
because submaterial papers which constitute the
structure of corrugated board included bottom
testliner papers which were not surface treated.
Heterogeneous heavy metal distrubition of the
results of phytoremedation applications on paperbased packagings conducted with duckweed taxa
mixture, which is in very different range can be
attributed to the fact that both paper-based
packagings and duckweed taxa mixture samples
have heterogeneous structure and duckweed taxa
rates are different.
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MONITORING OF PESTICIDE RESIDUES IN APPLES
Serap Ustaoglu*, Sukru Karatas
Department of Food Engineering, Istanbul Aydin University, Istanbul, Turkey

conducted to investigate pesticide residues in apples. Some studies reported higher concentrations
of pesticides in apples than the permitted MRLs [3,
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. Monitoring of pesticide is not
sufficient especially in developing countries [11].
However, there is limited information in the literature about the pesticide residues in Turkish apples.
We aimed to monitor the pesticide residues in
fresh apples from Istanbul province in Turkey. A
total of 144 samples of fresh apples were randomly
collected from the market in the years between
2013 to 2015. This is the first study monitoring of
313 pesticide compounds in apples harvested in
Turkey for three years. The results might be used as
a reference to monitor pesticide levels of apples and
taking preventive actions to minimize health risks
and environmental problems in Turkey.

ABSTRACT
The aim of this study was to investigate the
amount of pesticide residues in apples from the
Marmara region. A total of 144 samples of fresh
apples were collected from 2013 to 2015. The samples were analyzed to determine the concentrations
of 313 pesticide residues. This is the first study
describing three-years monitoring of 313 pesticides
in apples (Malus pumila) in Turkey. After a multiresidue extraction procedure (the Quick Easy Cheap
Effective Rugged Safe-QuEChERS method), the
samples were analyzed by LC-MS/MS (Agilent
6460 Triple Quad) and GC-MS/MS (Agilent 7000
Triple Quad). The results were evaluated according
to the maximum residue limits (MRLs) for each
commodity and examined according to Turkish
food regulations. No pesticide residues were found
in 21.53% of the apples while 52.09% and 26.38%
of the samples were below and above the MRLs
respectively. Thiacloprid, diflubenzuron, pyrimethanil, thiabendazole, acetamiprid and chlorpyriphos were the most abundant pesticide residues
detected. The results of this study point to a need
for a monitoring program for pesticide residues in
apples.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Samples. A total of 144 representative samples of different apples were randomly collected
from local markets in Istanbul from 2013±2015 as
shown in Table 1. Apples were stored at 4°C and
analyzed within 24 hours after collection. All samples were collected according to the Commission
Directive 2002/63/EC [12].

KEYWORDS:
QuEChERS, Apple, Pesticide residues, LC-MS/MS, GCMS/MS

TABLE 1
Number of tested samples
Year
Number of samples

INTRODUCTION
Pesticides are used to increase crop quality
and yield as well as to extend storage time after
harvest. Despite the benefits of pesticides, their
excessive or incorrect use can lead to problems
related human health and environment. The levels
of pesticides in the environment are mainly affected
by the physicochemical features and application
procedure of pesticides [1]. Consumers are also
much more conscious now about the damage resulted from the pesticide residues. Therefore, the
Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Livestock has set
MRLs to ensure the safety of food and the environment in Turkey [2].
Apples are one of the important commodity
crops harvested in Turkey in terms of the production amounts. Therefore, many studies have been

2013
59

2014
42

2015
43

Total
144

Chemicals and reagents. Analytical standards of the pesticides with certified purity were
obtained from Dr. Ehrenstorfer (Augsburg, Germany). Water, methanol, acetonitrile (liquid chromatography grade), acetone (gas chromatography
grade) and formic acid (analytical grade) were
purchased from Merck (Darmstadt, Germany).
Acetic acid was supplied by Riedel-de Haën. Samples were extracted using Agilent Bond Elut Sample Prep Solutions packed with anhydrous magnesium sulfate (6 g) and anhydrous sodium acetate
(1.5 g) in 50-ml plastic centrifuge tubes (Step 1Extraction). Anhydrous magnesium sulfate (1200
mg), primary and secondary amine (PSA, 400 mg),
in 15-ml plastic centrifuge tubes (Step 2-Dispersive
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μl. Nitrogen was used as the collision gas. The ions
were isolated for quantification and confirmation of
the analyte by using different energy parameters.

SPE Cleanup) were purchased from Agilent Company (CA, USA).
Preparation of standard solutions. Stock
standard solutions of each pesticide were prepared
by dissolving in acetonitrile, acetone or methanol at
a concentration of 1000 mg/kg and stored in a
IUHH]HU DW í& $ VWDQGDUG PL[ VROXWLRQ RI DOO
target pesticides was prepared in acetonitrile at a
concentration of 10 mg/ml and used for the preparation of working standards. Matrix-matched standard
solutions were prepared by adding appropriate
amounts of standard solutions to pesticide-free
apple extract before the solid-phase extraction step.
The working standard solutions that were used for
preparing the matrix matched the standards within a
range between 5 to 80 μg/kg for LC-MS/MS and 10
to 100 μg/kg for GC-MS/MS.

GCMS/MS analysis. An Agilent model 7000
GCMS/MS Triple Quadrupole mass spectrometer
system (Agilent Technologies, Palo Alto, CA,
USA) was used. Chromatographic separation was
performed on a HP-5 MS capillary column (15 m ×
0.25 mm x 0.25 ȝP  $JLOHQW7HFKQRORJLHV86$ 
The oven temperature was held at 300°C. The temperature program was as following: initial temperature, 70°C held for 1 min, increased to 150°C at a
rate of 50°C/min, increased to 200°C at a rate of
6°C/min, and then increased to 280°C at a rate of
16°C/min and held for 5 min. The temperature of
the injection port was 280°C, and a 2-μl volume
was injected in the pulsed splitless mode. Helium
(99.999%) was used as carrier gas; nitrogen
(99.999%) was used as the collision gas. The running time was 20.933 min, which was divided into
seven segments.

Targeted pesticide. A total of 313 pesticide
compounds were analyzed by LC-MS/MS and GCMS/MS in fresh apples. 107 of pesticides were
analyzed by GC-MS/MS, and the others were analyzed by LC-MS/MS.

Limits of Recovery and Calibration. The
limit of detection (LOD) and the limit of quantitation (LOQ) of all targeted pesticides were determined [18]. The LOQs were found to be below 10
μg/kg and the LOQs were assumed to be 10 μg/kg
for all tested pesticides. Recoveries were estimated
by spiking pesticide-free apples with 10 μg/kg for
all analytes. The recovery ranges were from 73.45112.39% in LC±MS/MS and 79.62-116.65% in
GC±MS/MS (Tables 2 and 3). The calculated RSDs
were lower than 20% for all analytes. Calibration
curves were constructed with six different concentrations (5, 10, 20, 40, 60 and 80 μg/kg) in LCMS/MS and (10, 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100 μ g/kg) in
GC-MS/MS, for each pesticide compound in each
analytical run using matrix-matched standard solutions. Apple samples without pesticides supplied
from an organic farm were used for recovery studies and for the preparation of the matrix-matched
calibration. Matrix-matched calibration is used to
eliminate the matrix effects.

Sample preparation. In pesticide analysis,
the clean up method is very important and it has
been carried out in many studies. [13, 14, 15, 16].
In our study, pesticides were extracted from apples
using the QuEChERS extraction method and an
AOAC Official Method (2007.01) [17]. Briefly,
each sample consisted of 15 g of apples weighed in
a 50 ml centrifuge tube containing a QuEChERS
extraction package (packed with 1.5 g of sodium
acetate and 6 g of MgSO4-Step 1). After samples
were shaken vigorously for 1 min with 15 ml of a
mixture of acetonitrile and acetic acid at a concentration of 1% (v/v), they were further mixed using a
vortex mixer for 3 min and then centrifuged at 5000
rpm for 10 min. The acetonitrile phase was transferred to a 15-ml PSA tube (containing 400 mg of
PSA and 1200 mg of MgSO4-Step 2). This PSA
tube was mixed for 1 min in a vortex mixer and
centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 10 min. The extracts
were transferred to autosampler vials for analysis.

RESULTS

Instruments. LC-MS/MS analysis. The Agilent 6460 Triple Quadrupole LC/MS/MS was used
in this study. Separation of the 206 pesticide compounds were performed by liquid chromatography
using a Poroshell 120 SB-C18 column (Agilent
Technology) (3.0 mm x 100 mm, 7 μm particle
size, 120 A). Gradient program consisted of 0.05%
formic acid and 0.1% 5 M ammonium formate in
water (Gradient A) and methanol 100% (Gradient
B; 20% at 0.2 min, 70% at 1.5 min, 95% at 6 min,
20% at 7.6 min, and 5% at 10 min) were applied at
a flow rate of 0.6 ml/min. The total running time
was 10 min. The column oven temperature was
held constant at 35°C. The injection volume was 5

A total of 144 apples were analyzed for pesticide residues. 59, 42 and 43 of apples were analyzed in 2013, 2014, and 2015, respectively.
Among the analyzed samples, pesticides were detected at levels above the LOQs in 113 (78.47%) of
samples. Thirty-one (21.53%) samples of the apples
had no residues, while 56.25% (81 samples) of the
apples had at or below the MRLs, and 22.22% (32
samples) of the apples contained pesticide residues
above the MRL.
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TABLE 2
Recovery level (%) in the LC±MS/MS method.
Compound Name
Acetochlor
Acetamiprid
Alachlor
Aldicarb Sulfone
Aldicarb Sulfoxide
Ametryn
Aminocarb
Amitraz
Anilofos
Atraton
Atrazine
Azaconazole
Aziprotryne
Azinphos-Ethyl
Benalaxyl
Bendiocarb
Bifenazate
Boscalid
Bromacil
Bupirimate
Buprofezin
Butoxycarboxim
Butocarboxim-Sulfoxide
Butralin
Buturon
Cadusafos
Carbaryl
Carbendazim
Carbetamide
Carbofuran-3-Hydroxy
Carboxin
Chlorpyriphos
Chlorpyriphos-Oxon
Chlorfenvinphos
Chloridazon
Chlorotoluron
Chloroxuron
Chlorphoxim
Chlorpyriphos
Compound Name
Metalaxyl
Metazachlor
Methamidophos
Methamidophos-N-Methyl
Metamitron
Methidathion
Methiocarb
Methoxyfenozide
Metoxuron
Metribuzin
Mevinphos
Molinate
Monocrotophos
Myclobutanil
Napropamide
Neburon
Norflurazon
Oxamyl
Paclobutrazol
Paraoxon-Ethyl
Paraoxon-Methyl
Pebulate
Penconazole
Pencycuron
Pendimethalin
Phenthoate
Phorate Sulfone
Phorate Sulfoxide
Phosalone
Phosfolan

Recovery (%)
107.34
106.82
114.49
115.55
110.38
117.93
112.36
86.97
107.59
117.51
107.27
113.61
117.22
98.35
106.08
101.68
102.36
91.98
94.95
109.98
104.79
113.42
104.55
108.20
112.46
106.99
113.74
104.53
103.69
110.73
100.02
99.93
103.32
105.31
104.40
117.44
103.25
112.35
99.93
Recovery (%)
104.93
103.26
82.68
93.67
97.26
101.77
99.38
107.20
99.58
105.16
101.02
106.96
99.26
99.57
109.93
98.93
101.94
101.13
102.96
99.14
100.30
101.43
103.10
101.78
105.95
103.62
112.95
101.32
106.51
101.55

Compound Name
Chlorthiophos
Climbazole
Clofentezine
Clomazone
Cyanazine
Cyazofamid
Cycloxydim
Cyprodinil
Desmetryn
Dimethenamid
Disulfoton-Sulfone
Disulfoton-Sulfoxide
Diuron
Ditalimfos
Diazinon
Dicrotophos
Diflubenzuron
Dimefox
Dimethoate
Dipropetryn
Ditalimfos
Dithianon
Edifenphos
EPN
Epoxiconazole
Ethiofencarb
Ethion
Ethoprophos
Etoxazole
Etrimfos
Fenamiphos
Fenamiphos-Sulfoxide
Fenazaquin
Fenbuconazole
Fenbutatin oxide
Fenhexamid
Fenobucarb
Fenoxaprop Ethyl
Fenoxycarb
Compound Name
Phosphamidon
Phosmet
Pirimicarb
Picolinafen
Picoxystrobin
Piperophos
Pirimiphos-Ethyl
Pirimiphos-Methyl
Potasan
Profenofos
Promecarb
Prometon
Prometryn
Propachlor
Propargite
Propazine
Propetamphos
Propham
Propoxur
Propyzamide
Pymetrozine
Pyraclostrobin
Pyraflufen-Ethyl
Pyridaphenthion
Pyridate
Pyriproxyfen
Pyridaben
Pyrimethanil
Quinalphos
Quinoxyfen
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Recovery (%)
112.35
111.40
110.44
110.48
107.21
105.82
105.51
110.90
117.18
104.13
110.50
113.09
116.01
108.30
108.94
107.85
94.39
105.75
109.90
110.66
98.31
73.45
105.49
108.40
106.35
103.93
97.32
103.11
102.66
116.09
107.65
101.05
94.95
100.78
116.19
94.08
101.61
100.79
102.56
Recovery (%)
104.37
90.30
102.70
111.09
110.54
109.98
103.58
110.06
103.56
103.30
104.73
104.49
105.73
98.75
106.37
106.84
103.98
108.97
104.78
107.87
95.71
110.08
104.93
104.89
95.44
102.38
99.48
107.14
99.12
100.87

Compound Name
Fenpropidin
Fenpropimorph
Fensulfothion
Fenthion
Fenthion-Sulfoxide
Flamprop-M-isopropyl
Flamprop-Methyl
Fluazifop-P-Butyl
Fludioxonil
Flufenacet
Fluometuron
Fluopyram
Fluridone
Flurtamone
Flusilazole
Flutriafol
Fonofos
Fosthiazate
Furathiocarb
Haloxyfop
Haloxyfop-2-Ethoxyethyl
Haloxyfop-Methyl
Hexazinone
Imazalil
Imidacloprid
Indoxacarb
Iprovalicarb
Isazofos
Isoprocarb
Isoproturon
Kresoxim Methyl
Lenacil
Linuron
Malaoxon
Mecarbam
Mephosfolan
Mepronil
Metobromuron

Recovery (%)
106.51
105.96
105.68
102.11
102.43
102.23
103.48
101.34
91.18
105.24
103.75
97.53
109.13
106.56
102.80
99.74
97.39
104.18
105.93
101.32
112.30
107.82
98.78
92.18
102.58
115.87
103.94
116.73
97.07
104.71
96.51
93.84
105.49
103.51
110.54
102.92
101.52
100.65

Compound Name
Quizalofop-ethyl
Simetryn
Spinosad A
Spinosad D
Spirodiclofen
Sulfotep
Sulprofos
Tau-fluvalinate
Tebuconazole
Tebufenpyrad
Tebupirimfos
Tebuthiuron
Teflubenzuron
Terbufos-Sulfoxide
Terbumeton
Terbutryn
Tetrachlorvinphos
Tetraconazole
Thiacloprid
Thiabendazole
Thiamethoxam
Thiodicarb
Thionazin
Thiophanate-methyl
Triadimefon
Triadimenol
Triazophos
Trifloxystrobin
Triflumizole
Vamidathion

Recovery (%)
110.73
102.77
86.24
90.10
97.55
114.44
110.72
112.39
107.87
105.45
98.05
94.61
100.07
106.60
104.84
107.49
90.24
103.48
96.86
102.54
106.87
101.68
110.09
103.47
96.60
115.84
114.38
103.54
109.30
102.32
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TABLE 3
Compound Name
2,4-Dimethylphenylformamide
Acibenzolar-S-methyl
Aclonifen
Acrinathrin
Aldrin
Bifenox
Bifenthrin
Bromfenvinphos
Bromophos
Bromophos-ethyl
Bromopropylate
Bromuconazole
Butylate
Captan
Chlorbenside
Chlorbufam
Chlordene
Chlorfenprop-methyl
Chlorfenson
Chlorpropham
Cinidon-ethyl
Cyanofenphos
Cyanophos
Cyfluthrin I
Cyhalofop-butyl
Cyhalothrin I (lambda)
Cypermethrin alpha
DDD, o,p'DDD, p,p'DDE, o,p'DDE, p,p'DDT, o,p'DDT, p,p'Deltamethrin
Demeton-S
Demeton-S- methyl

Recovery level (%) in the GC±MS/MS method.
Recovery (%)
Compound Name
Recovery (%)
80.34
Di-allate I
99.62
82.51
Dichlorvos
78.64
115.57
Diclofop methyl
93.93
98.50
Dicloran
115.26
101.78
Dicofol
75.65
87.08
Dieldrin
103.80
116.91
Diniconazole
111.48
79.26
Dioxabenzofos
83.09
87.85
Diphenylamine
87.91
109.88
Disulfoton
101.45
119.38
Endosulfan (alpha isomer)
107.61
93.99
Endosulfan (beta isomer)
105.54
99.17
Endosulfan sulfate
97.79
106.61
Endrin
116.01
82.06
EPTC
92.93
69.62
Esfenvalerate
99.79
99.04
Etaconazole
108.95
83.72
Fenchlorphos
92.64
84.65
Fenitrothion
121.34
93.48
Fenuron
69.68
91.45
Fenvalerate I
99.58
110.74
Flucythrinate II
108.62
80.67
Flumioxazin
106.99
94.32
Formothion
76.84
95.94
Furalaxyl
100.12
104.39
HCH alpha isomer
98.68
96.61
HCH beta isomer
103.19
114.62
HCH delta isomer
105.79
112.15
HCH gamma isomer
101.15
96.72
Heptachlor
126.65
97.10
Heptachlor epoxide
105.49
112,07
Heptachlor exo-epoxide isomer B
111.29
74,59
Heptenophos
72.57
116,83
Hexabromobenzene
88.75
109.61
Hexachloro-1-3-butadiene
85.64
73.96
Hexachlorobenzene
88.82

Compound Name Recovery (%)
Hexaconazole
116.53
Iprobenfos
98.71
Iprodione
87.14
Isodrin
102.59
Isofenphos
119.44
Leptophos
88.98
Malathion
82.11
Mefenpyr-diethyl
111.26
Mepanipyrim
94.04
Methacrifos
90.76
Mirex
117.66
Monolinuron
79.36
Nitrofen
114.02
Oxyfluorfen
122.35
Parathion ethyl
117.68
Parathion methyl
98.37
Pentachloroaniline
103.59
Pentachlorobenzene
88.35
Permethrin
100.74
Pethoxamid
117.42
Phorate
111.96
Procymidone
96.09
Propanil
79.08
Quintozene
115.55
Spiromesifen
89.93
Tecnazene
103.24
Tefluthrin, cis100.09
Terbufos
121.37
Tetradifon
91.39
Tetramethrin
112.77
Thiometon
93.46
Tolclofos-methyl
100.48
Tralomethrin
116.07
Tri-allate
108.88
Vinclozolin
98.31

FIGURE 1
The frequency of the most commonly detected pesticides in apples.
Thirty-seven different pesticide compounds
were detected in apples during three years of monitoring. The numbers of most detected pesticides in
apples are shown in Fig. 1. Thiacloprid, diflubenzuron, pyrimethanil, thiabendazole, acetamiprid and

chlorpyriphos as the most frequently detected pesticides in apples. The frequencies and minimummaximum concentrations of pesticides are presented in Table 4.
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TABLE 4
The frequencies and minimum-maximum concentrations of pesticides
Pesticide Name

Acetamiprid
Bifenthrin
Boscalid
Captan
Carbendazim
Chlorpyriphos
Clofentezine
Difenoconazole
Diflubenzuron
Dimethoate
Diphenylamine
Dithianon
Etoxazole
Fenbutatin oxide
Fenhexamid
Fluopyram
Hexythiazox
Imazalil
Imidacloprid
Indoxacarb
Phosmet
Propargite
Pyraclostrobin
Pyridaben
Pyrimethanil
Spirodiclofen
Spiromesifen
Tau-fluvalinate
Tebuconazole
Tebufenpyrad
Teflubenzuron
Thiabendazole
Thiacloprid
Thiophanate-methyl
Triadimefon and triadimenol
Trifloxystrobin

2013
Number of
samples
detectable
residues
6
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
8
1
14
0
0
0
1
0
2
0
2
1
0
5
0
2
21
1
0
0
0
0
0
18
16
0
0
0

Sample
portion
(%)
10.17
1.69
1.69
0.00
1.69
1.69
0.00
1.69
13.56
1.69
23.73
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.69
0.00
3.39
0.00
3.39
1.69
0.00
8.47
0.00
3.39
35.59
1.69
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
30.51
27.12
0.00
0.00
0.00

2014
Number of
samples
detectable
residues
10
0
4
0
2
7
2
1
8
1
0
1
0
2
0
1
1
2
0
2
1
2
0
2
3
1
0
1
1
1
1
2
10
0
1
0

The highest concentration of trifloxystrobin
was determined as 6.199 mg/kg. Thiacloprid was
detected in 36 samples (25%) at levels ranging from
0.010 to 0.240 mg/kg. Diflubenzuron was present in
28 apples (19.4%) at concentrations from 0.010 to
2.004 mg/kg. Pyrimethanil was found in 25 apples
(17.36%) in the concentration range of 0.011 to
1.257 mg/kg. Thiabendazole was detected in 22
apples (15.27%) at concentrations from 0.010 to
2.303 mg/kg. Acetamiprid was found in 22 apples
(15.27%) at levels from 0.010 to 0.120 mg/kg.
Chlorpyriphos was present in 19 apples (13.19%) in
the concentration range of 0.017 to 0.253 mg/kg.

Sample
portion
(%)
23.81
0.00
9.52
0.00
4.76
16.67
4.76
2.38
19.05
2.38
0.00
2.38
0.00
4.76
0.00
2.38
2.38
4.76
0.00
4.76
2.38
4.76
0.00
4.76
7.14
2.38
0.00
2.38
2.38
2.38
2.38
4.76
23.81
0.00
2.38
0.00

2015
Number of
samples
detectable
residues
6
1
6
2
6
11
1
0
12
0
0
5
1
1
0
1
0
1
4
2
3
1
1
5
1
6
1
0
0
4
0
2
10
1
1
3

Sample
portion
(%)
13.95
2.33
13.95
4.65
13.95
25.58
2.33
0.00
27.91
0.00
0.00
11.63
2.33
2.33
0.00
2.33
0.00
2.33
9.30
4.65
6.98
2.33
2.33
11.63
2.33
13.95
2.33
0.00
0.00
9.30
0.00
4.65
23.26
2.33
2.33
6.98

Range
min-max
(mg/kg)
0.010-0.120
0.030-0.032
0.011-0.250
0.034-0.038
0.010-0.033
0.017-0.253
0.010-0.100
0.014-0.059
0.010-2.004
0.058-0.096
0.017-0.576
0.024-1.52
0.016-0.016
0.046-0.121
0.024-0.024
0.021-0.022
0.015-0.041
0.013-0.023
0.023-0.084
0.010-0.120
0.021-0.038
0.016-0.587
0.011-0.011
0.012-0.380
0.011-1.257
0.012-0.620
0.118-0.118
0.027-0.027
0.051-0.051
0.015-0.090
0.022-0.022
0.010-2.303
0.010-0.240
0.018-0.018
0.016-0.019
0.038-6.199

of 93 apples from the market in the Aegean region
from 2010 to 2012 and identified 186 pesticide
compounds. These researchers reported that 2
(2.2%) of apples contained pesticide residues above
the Turkish Food Codex MRLs. Phosalone (30%),
chlorpyriphos (13.9%) and thiabendazole (12.9%)
were the pesticides which were the most frequently
detected in apples. The differences with our results
might be due to the differences in the climate conditions, the species of apples and the number or
type of pesticides analyzed. Hjorth et al. [20] investigated pesticide residues in 724 samples of fruits
(170 apples) and vegetables from eight South
American countries. In this study, apples were
reported to have the most percentage (34%) of the
levels above the MRLs which was in accordance
with our results. The reason of these findings might
be the incompetent or careless use of pesticide by
farmers. The most often detected pesticides were
thiabendazole, imazalil and chlorpyriphos in the
abovementioned study. In another study, Stepán et
al. [21] determined pesticide residues in 59.5% of
apple samples along the 3 years (2001-2003) moni-

DISCUSSION
Our results suggested that the contamination
levels of pesticide residues may have significant
effects on human health and the environment because a high number of the pesticide residue values
exceeded the MRLs (22.22%) in the years between
2013 and 2015. %DNÕUFÕHWDO [19] analyzed a total
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toring program. In their study, only 1.4% of samples exceeded the European Union MRLs, which
could be attributed to more careful pesticide use.
Cesnik et al. [21] reported that among 151 apple
samples which were analyzed for the monitoring
pesticide residues in Slovenia between 2001-2004,
only three apples (2%) exceeded the MRLs. The
differences with our findings may be due to differences in apple variety, growing conditions, geographical origin, climate and harvest season. Additionally, the existence of monitoring programs and
regulations, and the education level of farmers have
major impacts on the amount of detected pesticide
residue in apples.
Among the most abundantly observed pesticides in our study, thiacloprid, diflubenzuron, acetamiprid, chlorpyriphos are insecticides while pyrimethanil, thiabendazole are fungicides. In a study
conducted by Lozowicka [23], the most common
pesticide in apples was fungicide. On the other
hand, Parrón et al. [24], reported that insecticides
were most common type of pesticides in the south
of Spain. These results were in agree with our survey, but overall, it should be understood that apple
production is often faced with insect and fungal
pest problems.
Scientist and food processors have been interested in the effects of processing on the pesticide
residues in food for a long time [25]. These processing operations include washing, boiling, coring,
blanching, canning, baking, frying, peeling, drying,
freezing, storage, juicing, milling, cooking and their
combinations. Rasmusssen, et al. [26] indicated that
the juicing and peeling of apples significantly reduced all pesticide residues, while none of the pesticide residues were significantly reduced by washing or coring. Sadlo et al. [27] reported that the
amount of pesticide residues in ripe apples decreased during cold storage under atmosphere.
According to, Kaushik et al. [28] pesticide residue
removal was affected by the temperature and type
of wash undergone by food. All these studies show
that processing operations have significant effects
on the amount of pesticide residues in food. The
effects of these processes on the pesticide reduction
should be investigated in more detail.

These results show that pesticide residues on Turkish apples are relatively common and that the frequency exceeding the MRLs may be concerning.
Based on these results, strict measures, such as
education of farmers, controlling the sale of pesticides and support of organic agriculture are necessary for reducing the pesticide residues in apples
and hence reducing exposure of humans to pesticides. This study also emphasizes the need for the
regular monitoring programs of pesticide residues
in apples.
In the future, it will be important to investigate
the effects of storage and peeling on pesticide reduction in apples. Moreover, it may be beneficial to
calculate the degradation rate of pesticides in apples, which has not yet been done in Turkey.
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conventional plant breeding has become obligatory
in order to ensure yield increase in the future. By the
implementation of biotechnological methods, direct
transfer of any isolated gene to the desired organism
is possible. In these new techniques, permanent insertion of a DNA piece to the chromosomes of cells
-having the ability to form a complete plant- forms
the basis of gene transfer systems.
Wheat, among the plants used in nutrition of
human, ranks the first order in the world in respect
of sowing and production. Wheat kernel is in the status of basic nutrition of about 50 countries due to its
proper nutritive value, and ease of its storage and
processing. Wheat is being used in food and industry
sectors as bakery products being in the first place.
For this reason, the development of new wheat genotypes through both conventional and modern biotechnological techniques and bringing them to the
use of people are extremely significant and valuable.
The possibility of obtaining a transgenic (where a
foreign gene is inserted in the genome) wheat as the
result of gene transfer studies is very low. And this
shows how difficult it is to integrate a foreign gene
to the wheat genome. When the place of wheat in
nutrition of human is considered, it is coming to light
how important any study to be performed for placing
an agricultural gene ±which will increase resistance
to biotic (disease and pests) and abiotic (high and
low temperature, drought, salinity) stress factors that
are decreasing the unit area yield of this plant- to the
SODQW¶VJHQRPe is.
The current study aimed to develop a new Agrobacterium tumefaciens-mediated transformation
protocol for wheat by using Cobalt 60 (Co-60) originated gamma radiation. Newly described transformation protocol was based on obtaining transgenic
wheat plants directly from inoculated mature embryos by Agrobacterium tumefaciens bypassing the
stages of 'co-cultivation', 'culturing explants on selection medium' and 'recovery of transgenic shoots
on selection medium' as reported by Yildiz et al. [2].

ABSTRACT
The current study aimed to develop a new Agrobacterium tumefaciens-mediated transformation
protocol for wheat by using Cobalt 60 (Co-60) originated gamma radiation. Mature embryos of durum
wheat (Triticum durum Desf.) cultivar 'Cakmak 79'
were irradiated by Cobalt-60 originated gamma rays
at 0 (control), 20, 40, 60 and 80 Gy (Gray) doses.
Then mature embryos were inoculated in 50 ml sterile distilled water having 50 μl bacterial solution of
Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain GV2260 carrying
p35S GUS-INT plasmid for 24 h in a rotary shaker
at 180 rpm. In all the examined characteristics, the
highest results were obtained from the embryos to
which 80 Gy gamma dose was applied. From the results of the research, in the gene transformation to
wheat through Agrobacterium tumefaciens, it was
observed that 80 Gy gamma dose significantly increased the transgenic plant frequency compared to
control implementation on which no gamma was
used.

KEYWORDS:
Gene transfer, durum wheat, gamma radiation, Agrobacterium tumefaciens

INTRODUCTION
Considering that world population is increasing
day by day on one hand, and that the fields used for
agriculture have reached its limits on the other hand,
it is coming to light that increase of yield is required
to continue also in the future. In order to reach the
required yield level, it is obligatory to improve the
genetic structures of the plants. The scarcity of number of species among which cross-breeding is able to
be performed, being unable to prevent the transition
of undesired characteristics along with the desired
ones in realized cross-breeds, and elimination of undesired characteristics through back cross-breeding
taking a long period are among the significant negativities of conventional plant breeding [1]. For this
reason, the use of environmental friendly biotechnological methods which complement and support the
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Transformation procedure. GV2260 strain
carrying p35S GUS-INT plasmid was grown overnight in a liquid NB (Nutrient Broth) medium containing 50 mg l-1 kanamycin and 50 mg l-1 rifampicin
at 28°C in a rotary shaker (180 rpm) (OD = 0.6) and
used for transformation. Isolated mature embryos
were inoculated in 50 ml sterile distilled water having 50 μl bacterial solution for 24 h in a rotary shaker
at 180 rpm.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Plant and explant materials. In this study, durum wheat (Triticum durum Desf.) cultivar 'Cakmak
79' and their mature embryos ± as explant material were used.
Radiation material and gamma radiation
doses. In this study, Cobalt 60 (Co-60) gamma radiation source ± being present at Saraykoy Nuclear Research and Training Center (SANAEM) of Turkish
Atomic Energy Authority (TAEK) ± was used. In the
study, the gamma doses of 0 (control), 20, 40, 60 and
80 Gy (Gray) were used in the irradiation of seeds of
cultivar 'Cakmak 79'.

Germination of inoculated embryos and
seedling growth. The inoculated embryos were
transferred to Magenta vessels in MS medium including 100 mg l-1 kanamycin and 500 mg l-1 duocid
for germination and seedling growth. Duocid prevented the development of Agrobacterium tumefaciens in selection medium while kanamycin was
used for the selection of plantlets to which gene
transfer were performed. They were cultured for 3
weeks under 16 hours light/8 hours dark photoperiod
at 24r1qC. Non-transformed plantlets turned white
by losing their chlorophyll content gradually. The
plantlets in dark green color were taken to pots including peat in growth chamber where temperature
and humidity were being controlled, and thin nylon
bags were applied on pots to ensure the humidity at
high rate. Thus, the plants were prevented ± which
were not used to the outer environment conditions
yet - from dying by suddenly losing water. Holes at
specific intervals (4-5 days) were opened by scissors
on the nylon bags placed on the pots, and the humidity rate was decreased gradually, and finally the nylon bags were completely removed. By this way, the
plants were acclimated to outer environment conditions, and then the growth of the plants were ensured
by taking the pots to greenhouse. Plants were irrigated with 50 ml water containing 100 mg l-1 kanamycin at 2-day-intervals during 14 days.

Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain. Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain GV2260 carrying p35S
GUS-INT plasmid was used for inoculation. In the
T-DNA region of the plasmid, there is neomycin
phosphotransferase II (npt-II) gene being controlled
by nopaline synthase (NOS) promoter and enabling
the selection of plant cells to which gene transfer is
performed, in medium including kanamycin. The ȕglucuronidase (GUS) gene is being controlled by
cauliflower mosaic virus (CaMV) 35S promoter. Agrobacterium tumefaciens used in the gene transformation studies - was taken from glycerol stocks
stored at -86°C, and was grown in NB (Nutrient
Broth) medium containing 50 mg l-1 kanamycin and
50 mg l-1 rifampicin at 28°C in a rotary shaker (180
rpm) (OD600nm = 0.6). Then, 100 μl of this culture
was added to 10 ml NB having antibiotics and incubated overnight at 28°C in a rotary shaker (180 rpm)
(OD600nm = 0.6) and used for transformation.
Culture Conditions. Growth medium including MS mineral salt and vitamins [3], 3% sucrose
and 0.7% agar (Type A) were used. In the preparation of medium, after adjusting the pH of the medium
to 5.8 by using 1 N NaOH or 1 N HCl, the sterilization was achieved by keeping for 20 min. under 1.2
atmospheric pressure at 120qC in autoclave. All cultures were incubated at 24±1qC under photoperiod
RI  KRXUV ZKLWH IOXRUHVFHQFH OLJKW  ȝPRO P-2
s-1) and 8 hours total darkness.

Genomic DNA extraction. Genomic DNA
was isolated from leaves of putative transgenic
plants and from control (non-transformed) plants by
the modification of the protocol described by
Dellaporta et al. [4].
Polymerase chain reaction (PCR). The confirmation of gene transfer was performed by PCR
method. The percentage of the transgene was determined by PCR amplification and agarose gel electrophoresis. The PCR primers were chosen to amplify
the coding sequence of the transgenes: 5'-ACAAGATGGATT GCACGAACG -3' and 5'AACTCGTCAAGAAGGCGATAG-3' for a 0.75 kb
portion of the npt-II gene.
PCR reaction mixtures were prepared using
QJȝO'1$PPRO0J&O2, 0.25 mmol dNTP,
0.5 pmol forward (sense) primer, 0.5 pmol reverse
(antisense) primers and 0.625 U Taq DNA Polymerase (No. EP0402; Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA).

Seed surface sterilization and embryo isolation. For surface sterilization, seeds were immersed
in ethyl alcohol (70%) for 5 min. and washed with
sterile distilled water for 3 times. Seeds were then
agitated with commercial bleach (including 5% sodium hypochlorite) for 25 minutes, and were rinsed
with sterile distilled water for 6-7 times. The sterile
seeds were kept for about 2 hours at 33qC in sterile
distilled water to ensure easy separation of the embryos from endosperm.
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being exposed to radiation. The nucleus and especially the chromosomes are highly sensitive against
radiation. Radiation may cause the chromosomes to
break, to attach to each other, to interlock and bend.
Chromosome breakages may be reorganized, may
remain the same or may join with another chromosome. Due to all these reasons, mutation may arise
or cell death may realize [8].
High doses of ionizing radiation is causing
physiological changes such as increase of respiration
of plants, increase in ethylene production, initiation
of enzyme activity and accumulation of some protein
types. Cellular macromolecules such as the cell
walls, membranes and DNA are physically and biochemically significantly affected from ionizing radiation [9]. High dose of radiation is negatively affecting the plant hormones and their synthesis, and it is
decreasing the sensitivity of radiated cells against
substances stimulating growth [10].
Against high doses, it was reported by many researchers that the low dose of gamma radiation was
encouraging in vivo and in vitro plant growth. Early
ripening of fruits and increase in the weight of fruit
and germination of seed may be listed among the encouraging effects of low dose of radiation. The encouraging effect of low dose of gamma radiation is
also being observed in the tissue culture. It was noted
that low dose gamma radiation increased the development of bean tissue culture, encouraged cell differentiation in tobacco tissue culture, accelerated the
FDUURW¶VUHJHneration and increased the formation of
micro bumps in potato [11].
When Agrobacterium tumefaciens ± a plant
pathogen - realizes an attack, the plant is operating
defense mechanism and trying to withstand such attack and to overcome the attack with the least damage. Due to the defense mechanism of the plant, the
UHJHQHUDWLRQ DELOLW\ RI WKH SODQW¶V WLVVXH LV VLJQLIL
cantly decreased after the Agrobacterium tumefaciens infection. This condition is the most significant
problem before gene transfer by Agrobacterium tumefaciens. For this reason, increasing the frequency
of gene transition even by 1% is a great success. In
order to increase the frequency of gene transformation, changes on parameters such as bacterium
density and inoculation period were performed. Vacuum infiltration was another method being used in
increasing the transgenic shoot frequency, and due
to the negative atmospheric pressure formed on the
tissue, reaching of more bacteria to the cell is being
ensured, and by this way it is being intended to increase the gene transformation frequency. And the
different implementations in inoculation method are
able to significantly increase the gene transfer and
transgenic shoot frequency.

Reactions were incubated in a programmable thermocycler (Techne-Prime Thermal Cycler) for 36 cycles. Each PCR cycle consisted of denaturation at
95°C for 1 min, annealing at 56°C (npt-II gene) for
1 min, and extension at 72°C for 1 min. The PCR
products were separated by electrophoresis in 1.5%
agarose in TAE (tris-acetate EDTA) buffer followed
by ethidium bromide staining. The bands were observed under UV after electrophoresis.
Experimental design and statistical analysis.
Five replicates were tested. Petri dishes (100 x 10
mm) containing 20 embryos were considered the
units of replication. All experiments were repeated
two times. One-way Analysis of Variance
(ANOVA) was used to test the effect of gamma radiation on transformation efficiency. All experiments were repeated two times. Data were statistically analyzed by "IBM SPSS Statistics 22" comSXWHU SURJUDP 'XQFDQ¶V PXOWLSOH UDQJH WHVW ZDV
used to compare the means [5].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As the ionizing radiation is increasing the variation in population, it is being encountered as a technique used in both classic and modern breeding in
obtaining the genotypes of interest. Ionizing radiation is defined as radiation forming ions in the mediums it passes through. When ionizing radiation interacts with biological materials, it is affecting the
critical points in the cell. Radiation enters in mutual
interaction with the other atoms and molecules and
especially with water in the cell, and forms the free
radicals that will reach and cause damage to significant elements. Radiation is causing significant deterioration of pectins. The softening in the tissues and
breaking of bond among the cells are based on the
increase of pectins that are water-soluble. The deterioration of membrane is arising as the result of nonesterification of phospholipids by the free radical
forming by the effect of radiation [6]. Calcium plays
a significant role in the protection of cell wall structure by interacting with the pectic acids on the cell
wall in order to form calcium pectate. Calcium ions
are effective in preventing the changes in cell wall
structure through preservation of the bond among
cells [7].
Different tissues of an organism show different
degrees of sensitivity against radiation. One of the
most distinct effects of high dose of radiation on the
cell level is inhibition of cell growth. Especially during cell division, growth becomes interrupted in cells
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TABLE 1
Results of PCR analysis in seedlings of durum wheat cultivar 'Çakmak 79' inoculated by Agrobacterium
tumefaciens after irradiated with different gamma doses
Number of
Putative
PCR (+)
putative
transgenic
Transfor.
plant
The number
Number of
Gamm
transgenic
plants
efficiency*
number after
of PCR (+)
Inoculated
a Dose
plants
developed in
chv gene
plants
Embryos
(Gy)
(%)
transferred
selection
analysis
to soil
medium
0
200
24 d
24 c
0d
0d
0.00 d
20
200
25 d
25 c
0d
0d
0.00 d
40
200
42 c
48 b
1c
1c
2.38 c
60
200
55 b
55 b
4b
4b
7.27 b
80
200
64 a
64 a
9a
9a
14.06 a
Values in a column followed by different letters are significantly different at the 0.01 level
* Transformation efficiency = (PCR (+) plant number after chv gene analysis/Number of putative transgenic plants transferred
to soil) x 100

FIGURE 1
PCR analysis of genomic DNA of transgenic plants cultivar µdDNPDN¶GXUXPZKHDWJURZQIURP
irradiated seeds with 80 Gy gamma dose for the amplification of 750 bp npt-II gene. L ± DNA ladder, 1-9
± transgenic plants, 10 ± negative control, 11 ± positive control (plasmid DNA)

In the increasing gamma radiation doses, increases were observed in the number of plants that
grow as being germinated in selection medium, in
the number of PCR positive plants (Figure 1). In all
the examined characteristics, the highest results were
obtained from the embryos to which 80 Gy gamma
dose was applied. At 80 Gy gamma dose, 64
(32.00%) of 200 inoculated embryos formed plant in
selection medium. Sixteen out of 64 putative transgenic plants were found GUS (+). However, only 9
plants was confirmed as transgenic after PCR analysis. In Figure 2, growth of putative transgenic plants
in Magenta vessels (A-C) in selection medium and
pots (a-c) in soil were shown. The highest number of
transgenic plants were recorded in 80 Gy gamma application as 9.00.
The presence of chv gene was checked through
the analysis performed to determine bacterial contamination, and accordingly, it was confirmed that

There are many studies in which gene transformation was achieved in monocots via Agrobacterium tumefaciens. There were many studies reporting that gene could be inserted to wheat by Agrobacterium tumefaciens [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19,
20]. But in these studies in which gene transformation to wheat was realized, the gene transition frequency was very low.
In the current study, after the surface sterilization of the mature wheat seeds, inoculation was performed through Agrobacterium tumefaciens to 200
embryos at each of the gamma doses (0-control, 20,
40, 60 and 80 Gy). Only 24 (12.00%) of the 200 embryos ±taken to germination- were grown in the control dose on which the gamma radiation was not applied. As the result of the GUS analysis performed
on the leaves of these plants, positive results were
obtained only in 2 of them, but as the result of the
PCR analysis, band of npt-II gene was been encountered in none of these 24 plants (Table 1, Figure 1).
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ined in both wheat cultivars ('Cakmak 79' and 'Bezostaja-1') used in the study performed on plant regeneration through callus culture from mature embryos, the highest results were obtained from the
control (0 Gy) application, and gamma dose application of 15 Gy was followed that. In parallel to increase in gamma radiation doses, significant decreases were observed in the results recorded. Even

bacterial contamiQDWLRQGLGQ¶WH[LVWLQDOOSODQWVDOO
plants were transgenic.
In the research using low doses of gamma radiation which will not cause mutation, plant regeneration and gene transformation via particle bombardment technique were studied in wheat (Triticum sp.)
[21]. In the research, in all the characteristics exam-

FIGURE 2
Seedlings grown in selection medium from embryos of durum wheat cultivar 'Çakmak 79' irradiated with
different gamma doses (A-C) and development of plants in pots which were confirmed as transgenic by
PCR analysis (a-c). A-a. 40 Gy gamma, B-b. 60 Gy gamma and C-c. 80 Gy gamma
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[7] Kovacs, E. and Keresztes, A. (2002) Effect of
gamma and UV-B/C radiaiton on plant cells.
Micron. 33, 199-240
[8] Görpe, A. and Cantez, S. (1992) Practical Nuclear Medicine. øVWDQEXO 7ÕS )DNOWHVL 9DNIÕ
1REHO7ÕS.LWDSHYLøVWDQEXO
[9] Nagata, T., Todoriki, S., Hayashi, T., Shibata,
Y., Mori, M., Kanegae, H. and Kikuchi, S.
  Ȗ-Radiation induces leaf trichome formation in Arabidopsis. Plant Physiol. 120, 113119.
[10] Lage, C.L.S., Vasconcellos, A.G., Silva, N.C.B.
and Esquibel, M.A. (2002) Changes in electrophoretic profiles of Ipomoea batatas (Sweet Potato) induced by gamma irradiation. Braz Arch
Biol Technol. 45, 177-182.
[11] Al-Safadi, B., Ayyoubi, Z. and Jawdat, D.
(2000) The effect of gamma irradiation on potato microtuber production in vitro. Plant Cell
Tissue Organ Cult. 61, 183-187.
[12] Khanna, H.K. and Daggard, G.E. (2003) Agrobacterium tumefaciens-mediated transformation
of wheat using a superbinary vector and a polyamine²supplemented regeneration medium.
Plant Cell Rep. 21, 429-436.
[13] Qi-Man, H., Wei-Hua, L., Hui, S., Xin D. and
Jin, S. (2005) Agrobacterium tumefaciensmediated transgenic wheat plants with
glutamine synthetases confer tolerance to
herbicide. Acta Phytoecologica Sinica. 29(2),
338-344.
[14] Supartana, P., Shimizu, T., Nogawa, M., Shioiri,
H., Nakajima, T., Haramoto, N., Nozue, M. and
Kojima, M. (2006) Development of simple and
efficient in planta transformation method for
wheat
(Triticum
aestivum
L.)
using
Agrobacterium tumefaciens. J Biosci Bioeng.
102(3), 162-170.
[15] Wu, H., Doherty, A. and Jones, H.D. (2008) Efficient and rapid Agrobacterium-mediated genetic transformation of durum wheat (Triticum
turgidum L. var. durum) using additional virulence genes. Transgenic Res. 17, 425-436.
[16] Wang, Y.L., Xu, M.X., Yin, G.X., Tao, L.L.,
Wang, D.W. and Ye, X.G. (2009) Transgenic
wheat plants derived from Agrobacterium-mediated transformation of mature embryo tissues.
Cereal Res. Commun. 37(1), 1-12.
[17] Zale, J.M., Agarwal, S. and Loar, S. (2009) Evidence for stable transformation of wheat by floral dip in Agrobacterium tumefaciens. Plant Cell
Rep. 28, 903-913.
[18] He, Y., Jones, H.D., Chen, S., Chen, X.M.,
Wang, D.W., Li, K.X., Wang, D.S., and Xia,
L.Q. (2010) Agrobacterium-mediated transformation of durum wheat (Triticum turgidum L.
var. durum cv Stewart) with improved efficiency. J. Exp. Bot. 61(6), 1567-1581.

if shoot regeneration was observed at gamma doses
of over 15 Gy, no plant growth occurred. In both cultivars used in the research, the highest results were
obtained from the implementations in which Cobalt
60 gamma source was used. When the callus and embryo explants were compared in the gamma ray application of 15 Gy, it was determined that the highest
results in all the characteristics were obtained from
callus. In transformation studies performed through
particle bombardment, higher results were recorded
in all the examined characteristics in the radiations
performed by Cobalt 60 sourced 15 Gy gamma dose
on both cultivars ('Cakmak 79' and 'Bezostaja-1').
Consequently, in the gene transfer to wheat studies
performed by the particle bombardment method, the
Cobalt 60 sourced 15 Gy gamma dose applied to embryo explant was significantly increased the gene
transformation frequency.
From the results of the current research, in the
gene transformation to wheat through Agrobacterium tumefaciens, it was observed that 80 Gy gamma
dose significantly increased the transgenic plant frequency compared to control implementation on
which no gamma was used.
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DETERMINATION OF SEASONAL METAL
CONCENTRATIONS IN SEAWATER OF THE ISKENDERUN
BAY IN THE EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN, TURKEY
Onder Duysak*
Iskenderun Technical University, Faculty of Marine Sciences and Technology, 31200 Iskenderun, Hatay, Turkey

high level of the toxic in these aquatic condition [4,
5]. When the transition (way) from metals to aquatic
organisms is examined, it is seen that these heavy
metals are absorbed into the body surface of both organisms and nutrition [6].
The quality of surface water is generally affected by industrial centers and population growth
[7]. The Iskenderun Bay has become more and more
polluted by the effects of seasonal climatic changes
and industry [8]. The bay is also affected by oil pollution and bilge waters caused by marine transportation [9]. Not only Petrol and Coal transportation,
Iron steel industry, Fertilizer factory but also Seyhan
and Ceyhan Rivers pollute the bay, by carrying agricultural wastes into it. In addition to Seyhan and
Ceyhan rivers, Payas and Arsuz streams also carry
domestic wastes into the bay especially from summer houses [10].
There are limited studies on heavy metal concentrations in the seawater of Iskenderun Bay. Researches on this subject have been carried out in
freshwater resources which are generally related to
the Iskenderun Bay [11]. Moreover, only one detailed study has been found in terms of heavy metal
concentrations in the seawater of Iskenderun Bay
[12]. In this study, it is aimed to determine the seasonal variations of some heavy metal (iron, zinc,
cadmium, copper, cobalt, nickel, aluminum, manganese, lead and chromium) concentrations in the seawater affected by industrial, agricultural and domestic discharges and to establish the current data set.

ABSTRACT
In this study, seasonal variations of some heavy
metal concentrations (Fe, Zn, Cd, Cu, Co, Ni, Al,
Mn, Pb, and Cr) were determined. A total of 108 seawater samples were taken in three different stations
with depths of about (0-5 m, 5-10 m, and 10-15 m)
in Iskenderun Bay from June 2012 to September
2013. It was determined that he highest concentration of Pb was found (0.2697±0.0309 ml/l) at the 1 st
station in summer, while the lowest concentration
was Cr (0.0167±0.0057 ml/l) was found in spring at
the 2nd station. The annual average heavy metal concentrations in the seawater of Iskenderun Bay was
determined
as
Pb>Cu>Al>Zn>Cd>Co>Ni>Fe>Mn>Cr.
Heavy
metal concentrations in seawater should be monitored in terms of water quality and the sustainability
of the healthy ecosystem in terms of fisheries management.
KEYWORDS:
Eastern Mediterranean, Iskenderun Bay, Seawater, Heavy
metal, Concentration.

INTRODUCTION
The Iskenderun Bay located in the northeast of
the Mediterranean has an average depth of 70 m
where every part of the water columns can be seen in
all season. The water of the bay affects all flows following through Israel, Lebanon, Syria, and these
streams produce two cyclones that rotate clockwise
and counterclockwise. In addition to this flowing
system, it has seen that the water of the bay has been
affected by prevailing local winds [1]. There was no
special eutrophication due to the dynamic structure
of the bay [2].
Trace elements are one of the most dangerous
pollutants for aquatic organisms due to their stable
and permanent characteristics in the aquatic environment [3]. Because of human activities, water pollution is increasing day by day. The accumulation levels of the metals are increase appropriate ecological
conditions, moreover the toxic effects increased, and
the balance of the water system is damaged by the

MATERIAL AND METHODS
The seawater samples were taken from three
GLIIHUHQWVWDWLRQV 67*EUHWDú67Ekinciler and
ST3: Demirçelik) in Iskenderun Bay during four seasons from June 2012 to September 2013 (Figure 1).
A total of 108 seawater samples were taken with
Nansen bottle in three different stations with depths
of about 0-5 m, 5-10 m and 10-15 m in Iskenderun
Bay from June 2012 to September 2013. Seawater
samples were filtered by using water tromb (0.45 μm
filter paper, Whatman Quantitative No 42) and filtrated seawater samples were kept in sterile Polyethylene tubes in -4 ºC till the analyses.
The samples were acidified by using %10
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HNO3 till the pH<2 for heavy metal analysis [13].
The samples were analyzed by using ICP-AES (Varian Model ± Liberty Series II) in Mustafa Kemal
University Central Research Laboratory (Hatay,
Turkey). One-way ANOVA and Tukey test were
used to determine the differences between the averages of metal concentrations levels in the stations.
All statistical calculations were done by SPSS 17.0
statistic software package.

RESULTS
Heavy metals collected seasonally in the three
industrial activity stations exposed to pollution in the
Iskenderun Bay are given in the Table 1.

FIGURE 1
Sampling stations
TABLE 1
Mean heavy metal concentrations (±standard deviation) (mg/l) in Iskenderun Bay seawater were collected
seasonally.
Elements
Fe

Zn

Cd

Cu

Co

Ni

Al

Mn

Pb

Cr

Stations
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

Seasons
Summer
0,0513±0,0212b,x
0,0435±0,0173b,x
0,0367±0,0057a,x
0,0772±0,0142b,x
0,0467±0,0152b,y
0,0367±0,0057b,y
0,0651±0,0211b,x
0,0778±0,0113b,y
0,0767±0,0157b,y
0,2233±0,0457b,x
0,2224±0,0624b,x
0,2284±0,0526b,x
0,0633±0,0208a,x
0,0667±0,0208a,x
0,0783±0,0136a,x
0,0333±0,0115b,x
0,0233±0,0152b,x
0,0568±0,0181b,y
0,1667±0,0208a,x
0,1533±0,0709a,x
0,1167±0,0288a,x
0,0367±0,0157b,x
0,0379±0,0114b,x
0,0393±0,0118b,x
0,2697±0,0309b,x
0,2433±0,0230a,x
0,2594±0,0107a,x
0,0285±0,0016a,x
0,0293±0,0013a,x
0,0287±0,0016a,x

Autumn
0,0567±0,0115a,x
0,0351±0,0154b,y
0,0333±0,0157a,y
0,0867±0,0251a,x
0,0667±0,0115c,y
0,0709±0,0131a,x
0,0767±0,0063c,x
0,0867±0,0257c,y
0,0867±0,0115c,y
0,2189±0,0169c,x
0,2197±0,0181c,x
0,2145±0,0154c,x
0,0333±0,0057b,x
0,0673±0,0162a,y
0,0467±0,0115a,x
0,0533±0,0051a,x
0,0571±0,0057a,x
0,0567±0,0115b,x
0,2781±0,0173b,x
0,0493±0,0178a,y
0,2333±0,0317a,x
0,0349±0,0128b,x
0,0333±0,0157b,x
0,0455±0,0119c,y
0,2233±0,0305a,x
0,2133±0,0115a,x
0,1977±0,0193b,y
0,0261±0,0019a,x
0,0279±0,0011a,x
0,0255±0,0014a,x

Winter
0,0384±0,0135c,x
0,0457±0,0120b,x
0,0228±0,0118b,y
0,1639±0,0126b,x
0,0927±0,0149a,y
0,0908±0,0322c,y
0,0935±0,0226d,x
0,0917±0,0134c,x
0,1033±0,0257d,y
0,2167±0,0857c,x
0,2194±0,0921c,x
0,2100±0,0819c,x
0,0767±0,0257c,x
0,0786±0,0146a,x
0,0833±0,0152b,x
0,0567±0,0157a,x
0,0695±0,0137c,x
0,0768±0,0139c,x
0,0567±0,0152a,x
0,2067±0,1116a,x
0,1438±0,0134a,x
0,0566±0,0149c,x
0,0233±0,0057c,y
0,0375±0,0167b,y
0,2238±0,0208a,x
0,2133±0,0152a,x
0,2333±0,0459a,x
0,0282±0,0013a,x
0,0167±0,0057a,x
0,0271±0,0012a,x

Letters a, b,c and d show differences among seasons; x and y among stations.
Data shown with different letters are statistically significant at the differences p<0.05 level.
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Spring
0,0711±0,0221a,x
0,0633±0,0257a,x
0,0467±0,0158a,y
0,1033±0,0459a,x
0,0867±0,0257a,x
0,0667±0,0115a,y
0,0513±0,0117a,x
0,0527±0,0121a,x
0,0698±0,0124a,y
0,2433±0,0257a,x
0,2537±0,0334a,x
0,2469±0,0429a,y
0,0433±0,0152a,x
0,0549±0,0187a,x
0,0684±0,0173a,x
0,0579±0,0211a,x
0,0433±0,0057a,x
0,0333±0,0115a,y
0,0437±0,0119a,x
0,1033±0,0321a,x
0,0886±0,0317a,x
0,0193±0,0011a,x
0,0633±0,0054a,y
0,0567±0,0057a,y
0,2672±0,0115a,x
0,2497±0,0173a,x
0,2467±0,0203a,x
0,0169±0,0051a,x
0,0167±0,0057a,x
0,0249±0,0021a,x
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differences between 1st and 3rd station was not significant (p>0.05), but it was significant between 2 nd
and other stations in autumn (p<0.05). That differences between 2nd and 3rd station was not significant
(p>0.05), but it was significant between the 1st and
the other stations in winter (p<0.05). Zn concentrations in spring were not significantly different between 1st and 2nd station (p>0.05), but the difference
between the 3rd and other stations was stated as significant (p<0.05) (Table 1).

Iron. The concentration of Fe was calculated
highest level in spring at the 1st station
(0.0711±0.0221 mg/l), and the lowest level in winter
at the 3rd station (0.0228±0.0118 mg/l). When the
concentration of Fe level between the stations was
examined according to the seasons, it was determined that the differences between stations were not
significant in summer (p>0.05), but the differences
between 3rd and the other stations were found to be
significant (p<0.05). In the autumn season, there was
no significant differences between the 2nd and the 3rd
stations (p>0.05), but it was found significant between the 1st and 3rd stations (p<0.05) (Table 1).
When the average of Fe concentrations of the
stations is examined according to the seasons, Fe distribution of concentration was put in order like;
spring>autumn>summer>winter and the differences
between the seasons were significant in the 1st station. Fe concentration in the 2nd station was;
spring>winter>summer and differences in concentrations among summer, autumn and winter were
found no significant (p>0.05), but significant between spring and the other seasons (p<0.05). The
concentrations averages which were calculated at the
3rd station was put in order as spring>summer>autumn>winter; the differences between Fe concentrations were not significant in summer, autumn and
spring (p>0.05), but the difference between winter
and the other seasons were determined significant
(p<0.05) (Table 1).

Cadmium. During the study, Cd concentration
was highest in winter (0.1033 ± 0.0257 mg/l) and at
least in spring (0.0513 ± 0.0117 mg/l) in first station.
Mean differences among the seasons were found to
be significant at the 1st station (p <0.05). It was stated
that the difference of means was not significant in
the second station in autumn and winter (p> 0.05)
and was significant in the seasons of station 3 (p
<0.05) (Table 1).
Cd concentration was highest in the second station (0.0778 ± 0.0113 mg/l) and at least in the 1st station (0.0651 ± 0.0211 mg / l) in summer. In autumn,
Cd was the maximum at the second station (0.0867
± 0.0257 mg / l) and at least at the 1st station (0.0767
± 0.0063 mg/l). In the winter, Cd was found to be the
highest in the 3rd station (0.1033 ± 0.0257 mg/l) and
the least in the second station (0.0917 ± 0.0134
mg/l). In spring, Cd was the highest in the 3rd station
(0.0698 ± 0.0124 mg/l), but at least in the 1 st station
(0.0513 ± 0.0117 mg/l). The difference between the
second and third stations was not significant between
summer and autumn (p> 0.05), and the difference between the 1st station and the other two stations was
found significant (p <0.05). There was no significant
difference between the 1st and 2nd stations in winter
and summer months (p> 0.05), but it was significant
between 3rd and the other two stations (p<0.05) (Table 1).

Zinc. The concentration of Zn was calculated
in the highest level in winter at the 1st station
(0.1639±0.0126 mg/l), and in the lowest level in
summer at the 3rd station (0.0367±0.0057 mg/l). According to stations, the distribution of Zn concentration was determined as; winter>spring>autumn>summer at 1st and 2nd stations, and winter>autumn>spring>summer at 3rd station. The concentrations differences between summer-winter and autumn-spring were not significant (p>0.05), but summer-autumn and winter-spring were found to be significant at the 1st station (p<0.05) (Table 1). In the
second station, the difference between winter and
spring seasons was not significant (p> 0.05) and the
difference between the other seasons was significant
(p> 0.05). The concentration differences between autumn and spring were not significant (p>0.05), but
the differences among the other seasons were significant at the 3rd station (p<0.05) (Table 1).
Zn concentration increases up to the highest
level in summer all the 1st station (0.0772±0.0142
mg/l) but it decreases in the lowest level at the 3rd
station (0.0367±0.0057 mg/l), in autumn time it rises
up to (0.0867±0.0251 mg/l) at the 1st station and decreases the lowest level (0.0667±0.0115 mg/l). It was
stated that in summer the differences of Zn averages
between 2nd and 3rd stations were not significant
(p>0.05), but the differences between the 1 st the
other stations were significant (p<0.05). The

Copper. During the study, Cu concentration
was found highest at 2nd station (0.2537±0.0334
mg/l) in spring, but lowest at 3rd station in winter
(0.2100±0.0819 mg/l). Cu concentrations were calculated in this order; spring>summer>autumn>winter according to the seasons. The difference of Cu
average was found not significant at the 1st station
between autumn and winter (p>0.05). It was stated
that the difference of Cu averages was not significant
at the 2nd station between autumn and winter
(p>0.05), but the difference between spring-summer
and other seasons was found significant (p<0.05).
The difference between spring-summer and the other
two seasons was found significant at the 3rd station
(p<0.05), but not significant among autumn and winter (p>0.05) (Table 1).
When Cu concentrations were examined according to seasons, the highest Cu concentration was
observed in the 3rd station (0.2284 ± 0.0526 mg/l)
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(0.0768±0.0139 mg/l) it becomes the highest, at 1st
station (0.0567±0.0157 mg/l) it drops to the lowest
level in winter. In spring, it was calculated highest at
the 1st station (0.0579±0.0211 mg/l), and lowest at
the 3rd station (0.0333±0.0115 mg/l). It was stated
that the differences of Ni averages among stations
were not significant in autumn and winter (p>0.05).
The difference between the 1st and the 2nd stations
was not significant (p>0.05), but it was found to be
significant between the 3rd and the other stations in
summer and spring (p<0.05) (Table 1).
When the average of Ni concentrations at the
1st station was examined according to the seasons; it
was determined that the distribution of concentration
was put in order like; spring>winter> autumn > summer and the differences between the seasons were
not significant (p>0.05), but it was significant between summer and the other seasons (p<0.05). At the
2nd station; it was stated that Ni concentration was
put in order as winter>autumn>spring>summer,
there was no difference in concentration in autumn
and spring (p>0.05), but significant between winter
and the other seasons (p<0.05). The concentrations
averages which were calculated at the 3rd station was
put in order as winter>summer>autumn>spring; the
differences between Ni concentrations were not significant among summer and autumn (p>0.05), but
the difference between spring and winter were determined significant (p<0.05) (Table 1).

and the lowest in the 2nd station (0.2224 ± 0.0624
mg/l) in summer; in autumn it reached the highest
level at the 2nd station (0.2197±0.0181 mg/l) and the
lowest level at the 3rd station (0.2145±0.0154 mg/l);
in winter it was seen at maximum at the 2nd
(0.2194±0.0921 mg/l), but minimum at the 3rd station (0.2100±0.0819 mg/l); it was calculated the
highest at the 2nd station in spring (0.2537±0.0334
mg/l) and lowest at the 1st station (0.2433±0.0257
mg/l). It was stated that the differences of the Cu averages among the stations was not significant in summer, autumn and winter (p>0.05). The difference between the 1st and 2nd stations was found not significant (p>0.05) but the difference between the third
station and the other two stations was found significant (p<0.05) in spring (Table 1).
Cobalt. Co concentration was found to be the
highest in the third station (0.0833 ± 0.0152 mg/l) in
winter and the lowest in the 1st station (0.0333 ±
0.0057 mg/l) in autumn during the study. The distribution of Co was the highest level at the 3rd
(0.0783±0.0136 mg/l) station whereas it becomes the
lowest at the 1st station in summer (0.0633±0.0208
mg/l); in autumn this distribution reached the highest
at the 2nd station (0.0673±0.0162 mg/l) the lowest at
the 1st station (0.0333±0.0057 mg/l); it has its highest
level in winter and spring at the 3rd station
(0.0833±0.0152 mg/l and 0.0684±0.0173 mg/l)
and lowest at the 1st station (0.0767±0.0257
mg/l and 0.0433±0.0152 mg/l). It was stated that Co
concentration difference among stations was not significant in summer, winter and spring (p>0.05). In
autumn the difference between the 1st and the 3rd stations were found not significant (p>0.05) whereas it
was found significant between the 2nd and the other
stations (p<0.05) (Table 1).
The average of Co concentrations according to
the stations was put in order from micro to macro
like that; winter>summer>spring>autumn at the 1 st
station, winter>autumn>summer>spring at the 2nd
station and at the 3rd station; winter> summer>spring>autumn. The mean concentrations of
Co were not significant between summer and spring
(p> 0.05) in first station. Moreover, it was not significant at the 2nd and 3rd stations (p> 0.05) in autumn,
it was found significant between the 1st and the other
two stations (p<0.05) (Table 1).

Aliminium. In the study Al concentration was
detected highest at the 1st station (0.2781±0.0173
mg/l) in autumn and lowest at the same station
(0.0437±0.0119 mg/l) in spring. In summer it was
calculated highest level at the 1st station
(0.1667±0.0208 mg/l) and the lowest level 3rd stations (0.1167±0.0288 mg/l); in winter and spring it
was reached the highest level at the 2nd station
(0.2067±0.1116 mg/l and 0.1033±0.0321 mg/l) and
lowest at the 1st station (0.0567±0.0152 mg/l and
0.0437±0.0119 mg/l). There was no significant difference among stations (p>0.05), but it was significant between the 2nd station and the other stations
(p<0.05) in autumn (Table 1).
According to the seasons, the averages of Al
concentrations were, at the 1st station; autumn>summer>winter>spring, 2nd station; winter>summer>spring>autumn, 3rd station; autumn>winter>summer>spring. The difference was not significant between summer, winter and spring at the 1st
station (p>0.05), but it was significant between autumn and the other stations (p<0.05). The difference
of Al concentration which was calculated according
to the seasons was not significant between 2nd and 3rd
stations (p>0.05) (Table 1).

Nickel. In this study the highest Ni concentrations was found in winter at the 3rd station
(0.0768±0.0139 mg/l), whereas the lowest level was
at the 2nd station (0.0233±0.0152 mg/l) in summer.
According to the seasons, the concentration of Ni in
the seawater increases to highest level at the 3rd station (0.0568±0.0181 mg/l), in summer, but decreases
the lowest level at the 2nd station (0.0233±0.0152
mg/l); in autumn it reaches the maximum level at the
2nd (0.0571±0.0057 mg/l), but minimum level at the
1st station (0.0533±0.0051 mg/l); at the 3rd station

Manganese. During the study, the highest Mn
concentration was detected at 2nd station
(0.0633±0.0054 mg/l) and the lowest was seen at 1st
station (0.0193±0.0011 mg/l) in spring.
The
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detected maximum at 2nd station (0.0293±0.0013
mg/l) and minimum at 1st station (0.0285±0.0016
mg/l). In autumn it was observed to the highest level
at 2nd station (0.0279±0.0011 mg/l) and calculated to
the lowest level at the 3rd station (0.0255±0.0014
mg/l). The highest concentration was found in winter
at the 1st station (0.0282±0.0013 mg/l) and minimum
at the 2nd station (0.0168±0.0054 mg/l). Maximum
level of Cr was observed in 3rd station
(0.0249±0.0021 mg/l) and minimum level was in 2nd
station (0.0167±0.0057 mg/l) (Table 1).
The distribution of Cr averages calculated according to the seasons at the stations were; at the 1 st
station; summer>winter>autumn>spring, 2nd station;
VXPPHU!DXWXPQ!ZLQWHUVSUing and 3rd station;
summer>winter>autumn>spring. There was no significant difference in Cr between seasons and stations (p> 0.05) (Table 1).

distribution of Mn averages calculated according to
the seasons at the stations were; at the 1st station;
station;
winter>summer>autumn>spring,
2nd
spring>summer>autumn>winter and 3rd station;
spring>autumn>summer>winter. The average difference of Mn between summer and autumn at the 1st
and the 2nd stations were found not significant
(p>0.05), but this difference was significant between
the spring and winter (p<0.05) (Table 1).
In summer, the highest amount of Mn concentration was calculated at the 3rd station
(0.0393±0.0118 mg/l), whereas the least was found
at 1st station (0.0367±0.0157 mg/l). It was recorded
the highest level at the 3rd station (0.0455±0.0119
mg/l) and the lowest level at 2nd station
(0.0333±0.0157 mg/l) in autumn. In winter, the concentration was observed the highest level at the 1 st
station (0.0566±0.0149 mg/l) and the lowest at 2nd
station (0.0233±0.0057 mg/l). It was the maximum
level at the 2nd station (0.0633±0.0054 mg/l) and
minimum level at the 1st station (0.0193±0.0011
mg/l) in spring. The averages difference of Mn between the stations was stated as not significant in
summer (p>0.05), but the difference between the 1st
and the other two stations was found significant
(p<0.05) in winter and spring. The difference between the 1st and the 2nd stations was not significant
(p>0.05) in autumn, and the difference between the
3rd and the other stations was significant (p<0.05)
(Table 1).

DISCUSSION
The study about heavy metal concentrations in
the surface seawater in Mersin Bay, the average of
Cd, Cr and Pb metal concentrations was, 0.15-0.44
ȝJO-ȝJODQG-ȝJOand concentrations were put in orders as; Pb>Cr>Cd [14]. In our
study, the average of heavy metal concentrations Cd;
0.0513-0.1033 mg/l, Pb; 0.1977-0.2697 mg/l and Cr;
0.0167-0.0287 mg/l were calculated, and the concentrations of these metals were arranged as Pb>Cd>Cr.
When these two studies were compared with each
other, it was observed that the heavy metal concentrations of surface water density calculated in the
Mersin bay was found to be lower than our study. It
was thought to be the main reason for industrial activities and also metal discharges in the Iskenderun
Bay.
The concentrations of heavy metal in the Seyhan River which flows into the Iskenderun Bay were
calculated as; Al: 0.002-0.477 mg/l, Cd: 0.0-0.064
mg/l, Cr: 0.001-0.004 mg/l, Cu: 0.001-0.074 mg/l,
Fe: 0.0-0.006 mg/l, Mn: 0.001-0.009 mg/l, Ni: 0.00.002 mg/l, Pb: 0.001-0.152 mg/l and Zn: 0.0030.331 mg/l [14]. The concentrations of heavy metals
in the Iskenderun Bay seawater were calculated as;
Fe: 0.0228-0.0711 mg/l, Zn: 0.0367-0.1639 mg/l,
Cd: 0.0513-0.1033 mg/l, Cu: 0.2100-0.2537 mg/l,
Ni: 0.0233-0.0768 mg/l, Al: 0.0493-0.2781 mg/l,
Mn: 0.0233-0.0633 mg/l, Pb: 0.1977-0.2697 mg/l
and Cr: 0.0167-0.0287 in our study. These two studies compared each other; Al and Zn metals flowing
from Seyhan River to the Iskenderun Bay were
found to be higher than the concentrations we calculated in our study, while the other metals were in
lower concentrations than in our study.
The researchers were examined metal concentrations in Asi river flowing into the Iskenderun Bay
LQ6DPDQGD÷UHJLRQKDVGHWHUPLQHGWKHPHWDOFRQ
centrations as; Cd: 1.2 μg/l, Co: 13.2 μg/l, Cr: 9.9

Lead. In this study maximum Pb concentration
at the 1st station in summer (0.2697±0.0309 mg/l)
and minimum concentration at the 3rd station was observed in autumn (0.1977±0.0193 mg/l). The difference of average Pb concentrations among stations in
summer, winter and spring was not significant
(p>0.05). In autumn the difference between 1st and
the 2nd stations were not significant (p>0.05),
whereas the difference between the 3rd and the other
stations were defined significant (p<0.05) (Table 1).
When the concentrations of the leads were examined according to the stations, they were arranged
in order like that; at the 1st and 3rd stations; summer>spring>winter>autumn, at the 2nd station;
spring>summer>winter>autumn. The difference between summer and the other seasons at the 1st station
was significant (p<0.05) but the difference among
autumn, winter and spring was not significant
(p>0.05). At the 2nd station the difference among seasons were not significant (p>0.05). At the 3rd station,
the difference between autumn and the other seasons
were significant (p<0.05), whereas it was not significant among spring, summer and winter (p>0.05)
(Table 1).
Chromium. Maximum Cr concentration was
observed in summer (0.0293±0.0013 mg/l) and minimum Cr (0.0167±0.0057 mg/l) concentration was
found in spring at the 2nd station. In summer it was
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and in spring
Pb>Cu>Zn>Al>Fe>Cd>Co>Mn>Ni>Cr.
Iskenderun Bay has become one of the most
critically important bays with the new industrial
branches operating day by day. It is possible to determine the amount of increase or decrease in the
concentration of metals in Iskenderun Bay. According to the data obtained, it will be possible to take
necessary measures if it is needed in the future, so
the bay will be used effectively.

μg/l, Cu: 29.9 μg/l, Fe: 1315 μg/l, Mn: 75.2 μg/l, Ni:
20.1 μg/l, Pb: 9.4 μg/l and Zn: 233 μg/l [16]. The
highest concentration in our study were calculated
as; Fe: 0.0603 mg/l, Zn: 0.1158 mg/l, Cd: 0.0961
mg/l, Cu: 0.2479 mg/l, Co: 0.0795 mg/l, Ni: 0.0676
mg/l, Mn: 0.0464 mg/l, Pb: 0.2574 mg/l and Cr:
0.0288 mg/l. The researchers found that all metal
concentrations were lower than the average in our
study except Mn, Fe and Zn metals. The reason for
this is the difference in sources of discharge between
the two regions.
Yipel and Tekeli [17] examined concentrations
of Al, As, Cd, Cu, Cr, Fe, Hg, Ni, Pb and Zn in the
surface water of the Amanos Mountains that poured
into the sea between Iskenderun-6DPDQGD÷7KHUH
searchers found the highest concentrations of the
metals such as; Al: 0.091 mg/l, Cd: <0.001 mg/l, Cr:
0.024 mg/l, Cu: 0.028 mg/l, Fe: 0.264 mg/l, Ni:
0.021 mg/l, Pb: <0.007 mg/l and Zn: 0.046 mg/l in
their study. When compared with our study, it is understood that all metal concentrations in our study
are high except Fe metal.
The researchers who examined the heavy metal
concentrations in seawater of Iskenderun Bay between 2001-2002. They found the Pb level to be the
highest (0.6173 mg/l) and Cd (0.0550 mg/l) was the
lowest during the year [12]. The researchers found
the average of heavy metal concentrations in seawater as the following; Cd: 0.0550 mg/l, Fe: 0.2995
mg/l, Cu: 0.0652 mg/l, Pb: 0.6173 mg/l, Zn: 0.0709
mg/l, Co: 0.2589 mg/l, Cr: 0.1689 mg/l, Al: 0.1875
mg/l, Mn: 0.1079 mg/l and Ni: 0.2769 mg/l. The average of heavy metal concentrations in seawater according our study was calculated as; Fe: 0.0453 mg/l,
Zn: 0.0823 mg/l, Cd: 0.0766 mg/l, Cu: 0.2264 mg/l,
Co: 0.0633 mg/l, Ni: 0.0514 mg/l, Al: 0.1366 mg/l,
Mn: 0.0403 mg/l, Pb: 0.2366 mg/l and Cr: 0.0245
mg/l. In our study, it was understood that the calculated metal concentrations were lower than Türkmen
and Aras [12] study except Cu, Zn and Cd. The reason for the difference between the location and the
time of the study was considered.
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THE EFFECT OF SEED SIZE ON IN VITRO SEED
GERMINATION, SEEDLING GROWTH AND TISSUE
CULTURE RESPONSE OF CALLUS FROM MATURE
EMBRYOS OF WHEAT (TRITICUM SP.)
Ramazan Beyaz*
'HSDUWPHQWRI6RLO6FLHQFHDQG3ODQW1XWULWLRQ)DFXOW\RI$JULFXOWXUH.ÕUúHKLU$KL(YUDQ8QLYHUVLW\.ÕUVHKLU7XUNH\

ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

Seeds are found in different sizes in nature.
Heavy seeds with larger amounts of nutritive
reserves in their endosperms or cotyledons have
higher germination rate and seedlings show greater
emergence and faster growth rates than light seed.
In the current study, seeds of two wheat (Triticum
sp.) cultivars were designated as heavy or light
according to their 1000-seed weights. Heavy and
light seeds of two wheat cultivars (Durum wheat
(Triticum durum Desf.) cv. 'Çakmak 79' and bread
wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) cv. 'Bezostaja 1') were
compared regarding in vitro germination
percentage, seedling growth, callus induction and
shoot regeneration. Seeds were germinated in
100x10 mm Petri dishes between filter papers
moistened with 5 ml of distilled water. Seed
germination percentage was determined after 4
days, whereas root and seedling lengths, and
seedling fresh and dry weights were recorded 8
days after culture initiation. Mature embryos were
removed from sterilized seed. For callus induction,
embryos were cultured on MS medium having 3 mg
l-1 2,4-D in darkness for 14 days at 24±1ºC. For
shoot regeneration, calli were transferred to
hormone-free MS medium and incubated at 24±1ºC
under cool white fluorescent light (27 ȝmol mí2 sí1)
with a 16h light/8h dark photoperiod. The highest
values with respect to callus induction and shoot
regeneration were again obtained from large seeds.
After rooting of regenerated shoots and plantlet
recovery, rooted plantlets were transferred to soil in
pots for obtaining mature plants. Six weeks after,
width of flag leaf, plantlet height, root length and
total chlorophyll content of flag leaf were recorded.
Again in the stage of plantlet growth in soil, figures
obtained in plantlets grown from heavy seedsoriginated shoots were found more successful.

In vitro regeneration of wheat is possible from
different explants such as immature embryos [1-4],
immature leaves [5,6], immature inflorescences [710], mature embryos [11,12,13], mesocotyls [14],
seeds [15], apical meristems [16], and root tips
[17]. Among them the immature embryo was
reported as the best for callus induction and shoot
regeneration [17-21]. But availability of immature
embryo is limited by wheat growing season or
requires expensive and sophisticated growth
chambers. On the other hand, mature seeds of
wheat are readily available throughout the year,
hence can be used for plant regeneration in any
convenient time. High frequency of callus induction
was also reported through mature embryo culture in
wheat [22]. Establishing an efficient tissue culture
technique is difficult in monocotyledonous species
particularly in Gramineae family [2]. As a member
of the family, wheat is also a recalcitrant crop that
limits the utilization of tissue culture technique for
crop improvement [23]. If a suitable protocol for
plant regeneration from mature embryogenic callus
is available, research can be carried out on wheat
transformation throughout the year.
Efficient plant regeneration from cultured cells
and tissues is required for the successful application
of biotechnology in crop improvement. Therefore,
the success of cell and tissue culture research
depends upon reliable callus culture and plant
regeneration procedures. The frequencies of callus
induction and plant regeneration in tissue culture of
wheat are commonly influenced by the explant
source [7,8,9,24], genotype [2,21,25,26], and
culture medium [26,27,28].
In the current study, heavy and light seeds of
two wheat cultivars (Durum wheat (Triticum durum
Desf.) cv. 'Cakmak 79' and bread wheat (Triticum
aestivum L.) cv. 'Bezostaja 1') were compared
regarding in vitro seed germination percentage,
seedling growth, callus induction and shoot
regeneration.

KEYWORDS:
Wheat, seed size, germination, seedling growth, shoot
regeneration
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weight. Explants were dried at 105ºC for 2 h for
obtaining dry weight values. All measurements
were carried out by using an analytical balance,
with a precision of 0.001 g.

MATERIALS AND METHOD
Plant Material. Seeds of one winter bread
wheat (T. aestivum L.) cv. 'Bezostaja 1' and one
winter durum wheat (Triticum durum Desf.) cv.
'Çakmak 79' were designated as heavy or light
according to their 1000-seed weights (Table 1,
Figure 1).

Seed Surface Sterilization and Embryo
Isolation. Mature seeds were surface-sterilized with
70% (v/v) ethanol for 5 min, washed several times
with sterile distilled water, immersed in commercial
bleach (containing 5% sodium hypochlorite) for 25
min, and rinsed at least 7 times with sterile distilled
water. Then, the seeds were imbibed in sterile
distilled water for 24 h at 4ºC.
Callus Formation and Shoot Regeneration.
For callus induction, mature embryos from imbibed
and dehulled seeds were aseptically excised slightly
with a scalpel. Excised embryos were placed
scutellum downwards on a basal medium
containing the mineral salts and vitamins of Murashige and Skoog (MS), 3 mg l-1 2,4-D, 2% (w/v)
sucrose and 0.7% (w/v) agar. The Petri dishes were
incubated at 24±1ºC in total darkness for 14 days.
Developed calli were transferred to shoot
induction medium containing MS mineral salts and
vitamins, 0.20 mg l-1 BAP and 0.01 mg l-1 NAA,
glycine (2 mg l-1), 2% (w/v) sucrose and 0.7% (w/v)
agar at pH 5.8 in Petri dishes. The transferred callus
cultures were incubated at 24±1ºC under cool white
fluorescent light (27 ȝmol mí sí) with a 16-h
light/8-h dark photoperiod for 4 weeks.

FIGURE 1
Heavy (on the left) and light (on the right) seeds
from cv. 'Çakmak 79' durum wheat. Bar = 0.5
cm
TABLE 1
1000-seed weights of heavy and light seeds in two
wheat cultivars
Cultivars
Heavy Seed
Light Seed
Çakmak 79
38.20
31.60
Bezostaja 1
43.80
34.10

Rooting and Plantlet Establishment. Regenerated plantlets, 10-15 mm high, were transferred to
Magenta vessels in hormone-free MS medium and
cultured for 4 weeks for rooting. Then, developed
plantlets, 10-12 cm high, were transferred to pots
having a peat/soil mix for further plant
development. Each pot was covered by a plastic
bag with a number of small perforations for 1 week
to maintain high humidity under 16 h light/8 h dark
photoperiod at 25±1ºC. After 3-week-growth,
plants were vernalized for 2 weeks at 4°C and then
grown to maturity in a greenhouse.
At the end of the culture, flag leaf width,
chlorophyll a, chlorophyll b and total chlorophyll
contents were recorded. Chlorophyll a, chlorophyll
b and total chlorophyll contents were determined in
leaves of plantlets according to the protocol of
Curtis and Shetty [30]. Fresh tissue of 50 mg from
leaf was put in 3 ml methanol and kept in total dark
at 23ºC for 2 hours. By this way, chlorophyll in
fresh tissue passed through into methanol. After 2
hours, absorbancies were determined at 665 and
650 nm. Chlorophyll contents were calculated as
"μg chlorophyll/g fresh tissue".

Culture Conditions. Growth medium (MS)
containing MS mineral salts and vitamins [29], 3%
sucrose and 0.7% agar (Type A) was used. Distilled
water was used in the medium preparation,
hypocotyl explants were cultured in MS medium
containing 1 mg l-1 BAP and 0.02 mg l-1 NAA for
regeneration. After the pH of the medium was
adjusted to 5.8, using 1 N NaOH or 1 N HCl, it was
sterilized by keeping it at 1.2 atmospheric pressure
at 120°C for 20 minutes. All cultures were
incubated at 24±1°C for 16 h. light/8 h. dark
photoperiod under white fluorescent light (27 ȝmol
mí sí).
In Vitro Seed Germination and Seedling
Growth. Seeds were germinated in 100x10 mm
Petri dishes between two sheets of filter paper
(Whatman 1) moistened with 5 ml of distilled
water. Seed germination percentage was recorded
after 4 days, whereas seedling and root lengths,
seedling fresh and dry weights were noted 8 days
after culture initiation (Anonymous 1985).
Seedlings were weighed to determine their fresh

Statistical
Analysis.
A
completely
randomized design with four replications was used.
Petri dishes (100 x 10 mm) containing explants,
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are higher in heavy seeds than in light seeds due to
large food reserve in seeds [32-37]. Seed mass
plays an important role in germination and seedling
growth. Heavy seeds with larger amounts of
nutritive reserves in their endosperms or cotyledons
have higher germination rate and seedlings have
greater emergence and faster growth rates than light
seeds [33,38-42]. Seed source, size and protein
content are positively related to early seedling
growth. Seed size and protein level affect both
shoot and root dry weight [43]. Seeds having high
protein content produce larger seedlings [44].
Higher fresh and dry seedling weights in
heavy seeds can be attributed to higher
photosynthetic activity caused by large reserves in
seeds [32]. Moreover, seedlings emerged from large
seeds show better development above ground with
their shoots and leaves and under ground with their
roots.

Magenta vessels containing shoots and pots
containing rooted plantlets were considered the
units of replication. Data were statistically analyzed
by Independent-Samples t-test in the 'SPSS for
Windows' program. All experiments were repeated
WZRWLPHV'XQFDQ¶VPXOWLSOHUDQJHWHVWZDVXVHGWR
compare the means. Data presented in percentages
were subjected to arcsine (
before statistical analysis [31].

X ) transformation

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Seeds can be found in different sizes in nature.
The orchid seeds are the smallest with about one
million seeds per gram while the largest seed is the
coco de mer (Lodoicea maldivica) at about 20 kg.
Plants producing smaller seeds can generate more
seeds while plants with larger seeds have more
resources and produce fewer seeds. Many annual
plants produce great quantities of smaller seeds
while herbaceous perennials and woody plants
often have larger seeds. The embryo is a primordia
from which a new plant will establish. The embryo
has two cotyledons or seed leaves in almost all
dicotyledons,
and
one
cotyledon
in
monocotyledons. Within the seed, there usually is a
store of nutrients for germination and seedling
development. The form of the stored nutrition
varies depending on plant kingdom. In
angiosperms, the endosperm is the tissue where
food stores. The usually triploid endosperm is rich
in oil or starch and protein. In gymnosperms, such
as conifers, the food storage tissue is part of the
female gametophyte.
Germination percentage and seedling growth

In Vitro Seed Germination and Seedling
Growth. Heavy and light seeds of two wheat
cultivars were compared regarding germination
percentage, root length, shoot length, and seedling
fresh and dry weights (Table 2, Figure 2). From the
results, it could be concluded that there was
significant differences between heavy and light
seeds in both cultivars. The highest results were
recorded in heavy seeds of both cultivars. Overall
means of two cultivars in germination percentage,
root length, seedling height, seedling fresh and dry
weights, the highest values were obtained from
heavy seeds as 100.00%, 17.00 cm, 15.80 cm, 0.40
and 0.035 g, repectively while the lowest results
were recorded from light seeds as 74.00%, 10.65
cm, 12.05 cm, 0.24 g and 0.020 g, respectively.

FIGURE 2
In vitro seedling growth from heavy (on the left) and light (on the right) seeds of cv. 'Çakmak 79'
durum wheat. Bar = 1.0 cm
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TABLE 2
In vitro seed germination and seedling growth from heavy and light seeds of two wheat cultivars
Cultivars

Çakmak 79
t value
Bezostaja 1
t value
Overall
Mean
*, **
ns

Germination (%)
Heavy
Seed
100.00
35.464**
100.00
31.764**

Light
Seed
76.00

100.00

74.00

72.00

Root
Length
(cm)
Heavy Light
Seed
Seed
18.60
11.80
9.186**
15.40
9.50
11.646**

Seedling Height
(cm)
Heavy
Light
Seed
Seed
16.60
11.80
6.924**
15.00
12.30
4.296**

Seedling Fresh
Weight (g)
Heavy
Light
Seed
Seed
0.46
0.21
8.025**
0.34
0.28
3.065*

Seedling
Dry
Weight (g)
Heavy
Light
Seed
Seed
0.04
0.02
3.464**
0.03
0.02
1.732ns

17.00

15.80

0.40

0.035

10.65

12.05

0.24

0.020

significant at the 0.05 and 0.01 probability level
Not significant

TABLE 3
The effect of seed size on mature embryo culture responses of wheat cultivars
Cultivars

Callus
(%)

Çakmak 79
t value
Bezostaja 1
t value
Overall Mean
*, **
ns

Formation

Heavy
Seed
100.00
8.941**
100.00
11.935**
100.00

Light
Seed
92.00
87.00
89.50

Callus Weight (g)

Shoot Number/16
Embryos

Heavy
Seed
3.07
4.038**
1.86
5.523**
2.46

Heavy
Seed
17.50
0.468ns
10.50
8.506**
14.00

Light
Seed
2.37
1.12
1.74

Light
Seed
17.00
6.00
11.50

The Number of
Plants Growing in
Soil/16 Embryos
Heavy
Light
Seed
Seed
13.50
11.00
3.189*
8.50
4.00
11.085**
10.50
7.50

significant at the 0.05 and 0.01 probability level
Not significant

TABLE 4
Plantlet growth in two wheat cultivars
Cultiv
ars

Çakm
ak 79
t
value
Bezost
aja-1
t
value
Overa
ll
Mean

Flag
Leaf
Width (cm)

Seedling
Height (cm)

Root
(cm)

Heav
y
Seed

Light
Seed

Heav
y
Seed

Light
Seed

0.50

0.41

20.35

14.60

2.350

6.679*

*

*

0.47

0.29

20.65

5.945

3.999

**

*

0.485
*, **
ns

0.350

20.50

Length

16.60

Light
Seed

Heavy
Seed

Light
Seed

Heavy
Seed

2.75

1.47

1218.19

743.08

1013.01

2.90

14.556**
1.35

10.3
65**
15.60

Chlorophyll b
(μg/g fresh
tissue)

Hea
vy
Seed

4.82
4**

*

Chlorophyll a (μg/g
fresh tissue)

2.82

1159.97

9.706**
808.11

6.504**
1.41

1189.08

772.13
5.428**

775.60

892.57

Total
Chlorophyll
(μg/g fresh
tissue)
Ligh
Hea
Light
t
vy
Seed
Seed
Seed
560.
964.
565.37
46
01
8.92
6**
579.
807.
596.69
77
33
6.71
2**
570.
12

885.
67

581.03

significant at the 0.05 and 0.01 probability level
Not significant

both shoot and root dry weight [43]. Seeds having
high protein content produce larger seedlings [44].
It was reported that heavy seeds gave rise to
higher fresh and dry weights of seedlings due to
their large reserves which could allow higher
photosynthetic activity [32]. Seedlings emerged
from heavy seeds were taller, heavier and had a
longer root system than those from light seeds.
Water content was higher in seedlings emerged
from heavy seeds than those emerged from light
seeds. Higher photosynthetic activity caused by
higher water content might be a reason of higher
root and shoot lengths of seedlings grown from
heavy seeds [47].

Larger seeds have more energy reserves for
germination and seedling growth and consequently
produce well grown seedlings after germination
[45,46]. Germination percentage and seedling
growth are higher in heavy seeds than in light seeds
due to large food reserve in seeds [32-37]. Seed
mass plays an important role in germination and
seedling growth. Heavy seeds with larger amounts
of nutritive reserves in their endosperms or
cotyledons have higher germination rate and
seedlings have greater emergence and faster growth
rates than light seeds [33,38-41]. Seed source, size
and protein content are positively related to early
seedling growth. Seed size and protein level affect
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FIGURE 3
Plantlet growth from heavy-seed-derived (on the left) and light seed-derived (on the right) callus
cultures after one-month rooting period.
0.485 cm, 20.50 cm, 2.82 cm, 1189.08, 892.57 and
885.67 μg/g fresh tissue, repectively while the
lowest results were recorded from light seeds as
0.350 cm, 15.60 cm, 1.41 cm, 775.60, 570.12 and
581.03 μg/g fresh tissue, respectively (Table 4).
From the results, it could be concluded that
higher seed size increase tissue culture response
significantly. And in vitro cultures derived from
heavy seeds or seedlings grown from heavy seeds
are to be used for a successful tissue culture
response.

Tissue Culture Response. Heavy seeds
formed bigger callus than light seeds in total
darkness for 14 days. There were statistically
significant differences between seed sizes with
respect to all parameters (callus induction
percentage, callus weight, shoot number and the
number of plants growing in soil) in both cultivars
except shoot number in cv. 'Çakmak 79'. Callus
induction percentage was noted as 100% in heavy
seeds of both cultivars while it was 92.00% and
87.00 in light seeds in cvs. 'Çakmak 79' and
'Bezostaja-1', respectively. Callus weights were
recorded as 3.07 g and 1.86 g in heavy seeds and
2.37 g and 1.12 g in light seeds of cvs. 'Çakmak 79'
and 'Bezostaja-1', respectively (Table 3). Callus
weight was reported as an indicator for shoot
regeneration by Sayar et al. [48]. The results
obtained in the current study with respect to the
highest numbers of shoots regenerated and plants
growing in soil in both cultivars were recorded in
the highest-weighted calli of heavy seeds. On the
contrary, the lowest results in all parameters were
noted from light-seed-based callus cultures.
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